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INDEX

[In the following Index, figures refer to the numbers of paragraphs,

the figures in parentheses are their subdivisions. Rep. stands for

represents, sig. for signifies, cel. for celestial, spir. for spiritual.]

Aaron represents the Lord as to the
priesthood or cue Divine love, 3325(9);
the doctrine of good and of truth, 6998,
7089; truth of doctrine mediately from
the Lord, 7009; Moses, the Divine law,
or the Word in internal sense, 7089,
Aaron doctrine thence, or the Word in
the literal sense, 7069; Aaron and Moses,
doctrine and the law Divine, 7233;
Moses, the internal law or internal truth,

Aaron the external law or externa! truth,

7381-2; Moses and Aaron, the religion

of the Israe.itish nation, 8588(4); Aaron
societies intermediate between the cel.

and spir. heavens, 8802(2); Aaron, doc-
trine of truth from the external sense of
the Word, and Hur truth of that doctrine,

9424; Aaron, die Lord as to Divine good,
9806; the sons of Aaron, Divine truth
from Divine good, 9807; the priesdiood
from Aaron to sons, the Lord as to Divine
good ceiestial, 0^09(7); Aaron's priest-

hood and that of his sons and the Levites,
the work of the Lord's salvation in order,

10017(3), 10152. Aaron and his gar-
ments, rep. the superior heavens, thus the
cel. kingdom, 10067, 10068, 10118;
Aaron, the external of the Word, church,
and worship, separate from internal,

10397, references 10401; Moses, the in-

ternal, Aaron the external, 10468-9,
10692; Aaron, the external without an
internal, 10696. Aaron rep. law Divine
as to truth, Moses good, 6940; Aaron,
doctrine, 7053, 7063, 7104, 7184, 7226,

7230(3), 7239, 7269, 8231(2), 8681, 8841;
Aaron the external law or truth. 7390,
7517, 7656; the literal or external sense
of Word, 9374, 9403; truth Divine medi-
ately proceeding from Lord, references,

7058, 7825, 8437, 8603; Aaron as High
Priest, the Lord as to Divine Good or
Love, 9670(5), 9786, 9900, Q936-9, 9952,
10082, 10118. 10198; Divine good cel. or
in tile heavens, 9810, 9813, 9946, 9959(5),
10230; those in cel. kingdom, 10249(2),
10278; the Lord as to work of savatlon,
evangelization and worship. 0924. 9928;
the. induction of Aaron and his sons into

the priesthood rep. the glorification of the
Lord as to the Human, 9985-10158.
Aaron was idolatrous in heart, 4311(4);
as leader in die worship of the go!den
calf, he rep. the external of the Word, of
the church, and of worship, 10397; ex-
plained in series, 10393-10512; the ex-
ternal separate from the internal, 10397,
10480. 10512; Aaron's sons, the Lord as
to Divine truth from Divine good, 9786,
9946, as to spir. good, 10278; truths in

successive order, 8603.
Abdomen, over-conscientious spirits

who produce pain in, 5386, 5724; men-
tioned, 1120, 10402(2).
Abel rep. charity, 325-3°. 34i-5. 3741

slaying of by Cain, the extinction of char-

ity, 329-330, 369; the voice of blood vio-

lence to charity and its extinction, 373-6,
8902(14).

Abib, the beginning of a new state,

8053, 9291, 10659.
Abide, see Tarry.
Abihu, see Nadab.
Ability, see Power. Ability to re-

ceive truth according to good, 5623.
Abimael rep. ritual, 1245, 7.

Abtmelech, king of Gerar, the doc-
trine of faith looking to rational things,

2504, 9, 10, 3391, 3447; with Abram,
2496-2588; king of the Philistines, doc-
trinal, 3365 3391; those who are in the
doctrine of faith and look to rational
things in knowledges, 3392; in the su-
preme sense the Lord as to that doctrine,

3393; the doctrine of faith, and his land
the doctrine of love and charity, 2571;
with Phicol, chap, xxi., the internal men
of the church, but chap. xxvi. the external,

3447.
Abomination, to the Egyptians sig.

opposition of those in inverted order,

5702; the separation of perverted things
from goods, 6052; infernal filthiness and
decrement, 7454; abom. of desolation,

the state of the church when no love and
no charity, 2454(4); vastation of church,
3652; adulteries are abominations,
8906(12).
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AbortkJ ^ee Nativity, Bring
Forth. Casing the young sig. per-

versions of good and truth. 9325(4).
Above, supra. Interior expressed by

superior or above, 214S, 3084, 4590, 5146,

8325; to look above self and to look below
se f, 7814-7821; from what is above may
be seen what is below, and not the reverse,

5427(2).
Abram, Abraham rep. the cel. things

of faith, 1197(2); knew not Jehovah,
1356(2), 7194; in Gen. xii. rep. the Lord's
states from ear.iest childhood to youth,

1401; the Lord's interior or rational man,
1732, 1741; Abram the Hebrew, the
interior man to which the internal man is

adjoined, 1 701-2, 7(2), 41; unknown in

heaven, 1834(3), 1876, 1989, 3229; Abra-
ham rep. the Lord's internal man which
was Jehovah, 1893; Abram, the Lord
in that state and age, 1989, 2501; and
therefore many things which regard the
Lord, as the cel. man, the cel. church,
the cel. itself, 1402, 4, 9(3), 1965; Abram,
the Lord as to His Human essence, Abra-
ham as to His Divine essence; Gen. xii.

describes the progressions of the Human
essence to the Divine essence, 1426;
Abram, the Lord's internal man, Lot,
His external man, 1568; called Abraham,
the letter H inserted from Jehovah that he
might rep. the Divine of the Lord, 1416,
2010, 3251. He rep. the Human of the
Lord as to good, Sarah as io truth, 2172,
2198; was an idolater, worshipped other
gods, and the god Schaddai, 1992(2),

2550, 3667(2); rep. the Divine Human
of the Lord, 2833, 2836; Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob, the Lord's internal, rational,

and natural man, 1893; Abraham, the
Lord as to good, the Lord in the Human,
Divine good, rational good, 2172; Abra-
ham married to Keturah rep. the Divine
good spiritual of the Lord, 3236; their

sons, the spir. kingdom of the Lord in its

general classes, 3239, 40, 1, 2; Abraham
rep. the Lord, His kingdom, and church,

3245(3); the Divine of the Lord, which is

the Father, and the D.vine Human, which
is the Son, but the Divine Human from
eternity, 3251. To sit down with Abra-
ham, Isaac, and Jacob is to be with the

Lord; to be in Abraham's bosom is to

be in the Lord, 3305(7); Jehovah God of

Abraham sig. the Divine of the Lord
which Abranam represents, 3439- Je-
hovah, God of father Abraham, the Lord,
that from Him is good, 3703; Abram,
the common stock, from which come the

churches where the Word is, 377S; the

fenuine church, 4206-7; Abraham and
saac sojourned, sig. Divine iife together,

4615; the Divine Itsc f, the Divine ra-

tional and the Divine natural, 4615.
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, 5005, refer-

ences, 6098, also cel. spir. and natural

good in man, 6185; Abraham, Isaac, and

Jacob, in the supreme sense, the Lord, in
a respective sense, internal and external
good, 6276; Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,
buried in the iand of Canaan, sig. regen-
eration and resurrection, because the
church was there, 6516; swearing by
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, sig. to con-
firm from the Divine. 6589; when Abra-
ham, Isaac, and Jacob are named in the
Word, in heaven, the Lord is understood;
and with respect to the Lord, the Divine
Human, 6S04; a covenant with Abraham.
Isaac, and Jacob, sig. conjunction by the
Lord's Divine Human, 6S04; the God of
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, the Lord as
to the Divine Itself and the Divine Human,
references, 6847; Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob here rep. the Lord as to the Human,
before it was made Divine, 7193(2);
Abraham, the Lord, 8918(3); Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, rep. heaven and the
church, 10445; their seed, the goods and
truths of heaven and the church, 10445;
references, 10527; Abram in series, 1355-
2009; Abraham in series, 2000-3261.
Abram was a person an idolater, 1355,
Abram, Nahor and Haran were persons
from whom nations were named, they
rep. three universal kinds of ido'atry,

I35S_ '375; thence arose the representa-
tive of a church, 1361.
Abrech means bend the knee and sig.

worship, 5323.
Abrogate. The Lord abrogated sac-

rifices, 2180(7); certain laws are abro-
gated as to use at this day, but are holy
from the internal sense, 8972(2), 9349(4),
10637.
Abyss, see Deep.
Accad sig. a variety of worship holy in

externals but profane in internals, 1 182-3.
Accommodation. Angels accommo-

date their instruction to the state of those
they teach, 2533(2); unless truth is pre-

sented in natural form and appearance it

is not received, 8783; the Word is accom-
modated to angels and men, 8920(2)-!,
7381(2).
Aciian. The deed of Achan, Joshua

vii., sig. profanation, and taking away
good and truth, 5135(6).
Achor, valiey of, sig. the external of

the cel. church, Sharon its internal,

10609(6).
Acknowledge. To know is the first

thing of regeneration, to acknowledge is

the second, to have faith is the third, 806;
their difference shown, 896(2); to ac-
knowledge is a rational consent. 896(2);
only those who have acknowledged the
truth can profane, 302-3, 2357(2);
knowledge alone does not make faith, but
acknowledgment where there is charity,

654; what man hears goes into the

memory, and takes root or is acknowl-
edged when he is in charity, 880; those

in a life of good acknowledge the Lord,
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but not those In a life of evil, 2354(3);
good is acknowledged by truths, 3804;
spir. birth is the acknowledgment of and
faith in truth and good. Nothing is

acknowledged in faith before one fives

according to it, 3905; the acknowledg-
ment of the rational comes solely from
things which confirm, 2542; acknowledg-
ment of the Divine of the Lord is the first

and very essential of faith, 10033(8),
10112, 10370, 2; the primary thing of the

church is to acknowledge, believe in, and
love God, 10816; in the church they
should acknowledge the Lord, His Divine
and Human, 10817; thosewho do not can-
not be conjoined to God, 10818-0.

Acknowledgment is from perception

of influx, 3120; it is internal, the opera-
tion ot the Lord through charity in the

man, 1162; without idea of the Lord's
Divine Human men acknowledge nature
instead of God, 4733. nor can they be in

good, 9193(3); to acknowledge the Lord
is the first of the church, 10112; acknowl-
edgment conjoins the intellectual, he
who does not acknowledge the Lord
within the church is not conjoined with
the Divine, 10205, he is not of the church,

10287; thought without acknowledg-
ment is not spiritual 10370, 10602; to

see sig. acknowledgment, references,

10705.
Acquisition sig. acquired knowledge,

1435. 1717, 1851; knowledge from which
man thinks, 1435; man acquires from
others only by looking into the matter in

himself, 3803; acquisition sig. truths;

substance, goods, 4105; goods and truths

in general, 4391, 4487; the good of truth;

purchase, truth, 4487; truths procured,

6017.
Act. To act as of one's self is neces-

sary, 1712(3); the reactive is from the

active, 6262; the conjunction of good and
truth illustrated by the active and the
reactive, 10729(2); truths when put into

act become goods, act precedes, willing

follows, 4353(3). Effort is called will,

effort acting is called action, 10738(4).
An action not a work of charity or fruit

of faith un ess there be in it charity and
faith, and the Lord in these, 161; acts

or deeds to be good must be from a good
end, not for merit, gain, honor reputa-
tion, 1936(3); man is judged according
to acts of iife, and thoughts and ends,

2335(2); evil acts are tempered by good
ends and intentions, 2364; Divine order
in man terminates in the ultimates of the
body, in acts etc., 3632, 3727; effort pro-
duces actions and motions, 3748(2); acts
from memory, and acts from disposition,

3843(2); sensation and voluntary action
when lungs are opened, 3887(2); dead
works, man's internal lives in his external

bv act or acting, 3034(2, 3); acts and ges-

ture* correspond to intfreal things, 4215

(2), 5131(3). 5173(2): a circle, knowledge
passes through sight or hearing into
thought, thence into will, and from the will

through thought into act, 4247(2); then
called good of truth, 4337(2); spirits flow
into thought but not allowed to flow into
actions and speech, 6192, 6211; the end
determines and gives quality to actions,

8002(5); influx is into perception, thence
into will and act which is good work or
use, 8439; acts from truth and from
good, 8505; book of life, memory of all

acts done, 8620(2); no action without
will. 9473(2); action and reaction,

10729(2).
Activity, the very essential of is all the

good of love and charity, 1561; worship is

the first activity of the celestial, 1561;
men of activity sig. things more excellent
in doctrine, 6086; men of strength sig.

those who have ability from truths from
good, 8710.
Actual. Man not condemned for

hereditary only for actual evils, 313, 608,
966, 2300, 3701(3), 4171-2; with the
Lord there was hereditary evil from
mother but no actual evil, 1444, 1573,
references, 4287.
Adah sig. the mother of the cel. and

spir. tilings of that church, 405, 9, 13.

Adam. See Man {homo). Church,
most Ancient. Adam sig. the Most
Ancient Church as to its faith in the Lord,
64; his nakedness explained, 9960(19);
for full explanation see 49-536; named
from ground, 10545.
Add. God hath gathered together my

reproach, and let Jehovah add to me
another son, whom she named Joseph;
in the supreme sense sig. the Lord as to
the Divine spiritual; in the internal sense
the spir. kingdom or good of faith; and
in the external sense salvation, 3969.
Adder, see Serpent.
Adhere, see Join. In the supreme

sense sig. love and mercy; in the internal

sense, charity; in the external sense con-
junction, 3875; cel. love, also marriage
love, but expressed by a different Hebrew
word, 3875(6).

Adjoin. Adjunction of Human Es-
sence to Divine Essence, 2236; human
rational things adjoined to the doctrine
of charity which is Divine, 2858; dis-

tinction between adjunction and con-
junction, 3504, 8981; a difference when
man adjoins societies to himself than
when the Lord does it, 4073(2); the

adjunction of spirits during regenera-

tion, 4073. 4110(2). 4129, 5851, 6914(3),
7205; the honor of an office not in the

person but adjoined, 10797.
Admah and Zeboim sig. falsities and

evils arising from lusts, 1212.
Administrator. The natural mind

ministers to the rational and is the ad-
ministrator, 3020, 1795-
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Admission. One does not receive
heaven from mere admission, he must be
in good, 164, 4J3, 2039(7), 2350, 3038(6),
4226, 5058, 5758, 9506(2). The Lord
admitted into Himse.f temptations, 2816,
He admitted all the hells in their order,

4287; also the angels, 4287.
Adolescence. See Youth.
Adoration, see Worship, Humil-

iation, in worship is according to love
to the Lord and the neighbor, 1153; does
not exist without charity, 11 50; to fall on
the face was a mode of adoration with
the ancients, a gesture of humiliation,

1999; to adore is predicated of the good
of love, to sacrifice, of the truth of faith,

10424.
Adullamite rep. falsity from evil: on

the boundary of the inheritance of Judah,
4816, 4817, 4854, 4885, 4895.
Adult. Infants are in cel. things

more than adults, 1453, 1738, 1776, 2291;
man comes into spir. temptations in
adult age, 1661(2), 5044(2); he can then
be regenerated, 2636(2), 2657(5), 4247(2),
5893(2), 6125(2); children in the other
life grow to be adults, 2304; ages of man
from infancy to adult age, 3254, a growth
from generals to particulars, 4345(4);
evils confirmed only in adult age, 9009(3).
Adultery. Adulterers approaching

heaven are rejected, 530; impossible for

them to enter into heaven, 827; are cruel,

824; adulteries are destructive of society,

are from self-'ove, 2045(2); are adultera-
tions of good, and falsifications of truth,

2466, 7, 8, 9; adulterers cannot approach
heaven, adulteries being contrary to mar-
riage love, to the laws of both kingdoms,
and to order, 2733(2); every one may
know how wicked it is to commit adulter}',

if he think concerning it in the case of his

own wife being led astray, 2733(3); a
certain spirit who by adulteries and
whoredoms had extinguished all desire of

marriage, and of procreating children;

his punishment, 2746; the unmercifulness
of adulterers, their religious profession,

2747; cannot come into heaven, 2747-8;
fear neither Divine nor human laws, only
punishment, 2748; their ideas are fiitliy,

2747-8; angelic blessedness and happi-
ness communicated to adulterers be-

comes nauseous, painful, and an offen-

sive stench, 2749; when one commits
adultery on earth, heaven is dosed against

him; his quality afterward, 2750; adul-

terers that send forth emissaries who re-

port that they are against marriage love,

against good and truth, and against the
Lord, 2751; adulterers are desirous to

obsess man, 2752; by allurements, in-

sinuate themselves into societies, but are
rejected and fined, and at length associ-

ated with their like in the hells, 2753; the
most deceitful are above the head, and
more than all others they entrap by pre-

tence of innocence and mercy, their hell

the most grievous, 2754; where they .ove
filth and excrements, 2755; with the
lascivious who have not extinguished the
desire of procreating children, there re-

mains a heat, 2757. Adulteries are per-
versions of good, 3399; with harlotries,

because opposite to marriage sig. evil and
falsity, 4865; the hell of cruel adulterers
is under the right foot where are those
of the Jewish nation, 5057; adulterers
infuse a pain into the loins and members
of generation, 5059-60; those who are
opposite to those who correspond to the
testicles, are they who ensnare by mar-
riage love, 5060; adulterers in the ex-
crements of hell, 5394; when they apply
themselves, they inflict a pain every' where
in the periosteums, and in the teeth and
stomach, 5714; the most filthy of them
induce a weariness of life, 5722. By the
prohibited degrees of marriage, are sig.

various kinds of profanations, 6348(2).
Adulteries sig. adulteration of good,
whoredoms, falsification of truth, 6348(2),
6432(4); the hefl of those of the church,

who have lived in faith separated from
charity, and in a life of evil, is the hell of
adulterers, 8137(2); adulteress sig. the
house ot Israel, 8468; committing adul-
tery, whoredom, and scortation, relate to
those tilings which are of faith, conse-
quently sig. the application of the Word
to confirm evils and falsities, 8904; as
soon as one commits adultery' heaven is

closed, many make light of it at this day
because the church is at its end, 8904(2);
to commit adultery in the natural sense ii

to commit adulteries, in the internal rep-

resentative sense to worship idols, in the
internal spiritual sense adulteration of

good and perversion of truth, 8904(12);
whoredoms are the perversions of truth,

and witchcratts are the falsities thence
derived, 9iS8(s). Marriages are most
holy, but adulteries most prcfane,996i (4);
adulteries are profane and from he I.

10174; they who take delight in them no
longer believe those things which are of

heaven and the church, because the love

of adultery is from the marriage of evil

and falsity, which is internal, 10175.
Advent ot the Lord, see Coming of the

Lord.
Afar. To see from sig. to perceive

remotely, 4723; to stand afar off, removal
from things internal, thus from good and
truth, 8916, 8018; to bow one's self from
afar, humiliation and adoration from the

heart, and in such case the influx of the

Lord, 9377. See, also, Nigh and Nea».
Affection, see Love and Charity.

Nothing increases and is multiplied in

man except from some affection. 1016,

1017; there is affection for good ana
affection for truth; the distinction be-

tween them, 1904, 1997; affection for in-
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tenor truth from things rational, is sig. by
Kadesh, affection for exterior truth, from
knowledges by Schur, 2503; all affections

have gestures corresponding to them,

2153; tlie cel. angels perceive the Word,
such as it is in the internal sense, as to

affection, but the spir. angels as to the

thing, 2157, 2275; quality of those who
are in affection lor good, and of those who
are in affection for truth, 2422, 5, 30; the

cel. angels from affection form to them-
se'ves in the Word lights of ideas, 2157,

2275; heavenly freedom is of affection

for truth and good, and infernal freedom
of affection for fa:sity and evil — see
Liberty. The conjunction of truth with
good is effected by affection, 302.1; the
first affection for truth in the natural man
is not affection for genuine truth; which
comes afterward, 3040; truth without
affection does not enter, still less inhere,

3066. Affections arc sig. by infants,

damsels, young women, and daughters,
but with a difference, 3067; every affec-

tion contains in itself things innumerable,
and affection is the whole man, 3078(2),
3189. The origin of affection for truth

described, 3083-6; in affection is tire life

by which is conjunction, 309s; to one
affection there are many subordinate
affections in an incomprehensible form,
3189", on the conjunction of affection for

good with affection for truth by appear-
ances of truth. 3207; affection always ad-
joins itself to tilings ingrafted in the
memory, and is at the same time repro-

duced, 3336(2); affection for good is

adjoined to truth in the natural man; by
this truths are reproduced, and thus
falsities and evils are removed, 3336(3).
In the purpose may be known what the
qua.ity of man's affections are, 3796(2);
all affections are bonds, external and in-

ternal, 3835; truths are nothing unless
attended with some affection, 3849. Cel.

affections are altogether incomprehensible
and ineffable, these are stored up in the in-

most recesses of the Word, 3839 (2), 57(3);
affections become milder when they as-

cend toward interior things, or toward
heaven, 3909; affection is the continuous
of love, 3938(8); what the enjoyment of

affection is, 3938; conjunction is wrought
by affections, 3939; implanting and con-
junction of the love of good and truth is

wrought by affections, 4018(2); affection

is insinuated by refusal, 4366, 68; the
affection for truth appears to be from
truth, but is from good. 4373; internal

affection and external affection, their dif-

ference and relation to each other. 8995;
innumerable varieties of affections, 9002
(2); the genuine affection for truth, desires
truths for the sake of use and life, affec-

tion for truth not genuine, desires them for

worldly ends, 8993; they who are in truth
without spiritual affection are men ser-

vants; and they who are in truth from
affection not genuine are maid servants;

their difference, 8994; truth is implanted
and rooted in the interiors only by affec-

tion, 5044(2); genuine affection are from
the Lord, how tiiey go off into various and
diverse streams in their descent into the
external, 379&f2); the affection of love
ruies and makes the new will when it is

instilled by the Lord, 7342; to counterfeit
affections resembling cc.estial from the
proprium is infernal, 10309.
Affinity. The societies of heaven are

to one another as consanguinities and
affinities upon earth, 685; but of love and
faith, 917; in all things of man there are
consanguinities and affinities, 2508, 24,

56; derived from heavenly loves, 2739.
If man knew what good is, then he wou d
first know innumerable things, viz. the
proximities and affinities of good and
truth, such as they are in heaven, 3612;
all consanguinity in heaven is from good,
3815,4121; consanguinities and re ation-

ships in the other life, take place accord-
ing to good, 412 1 ;

by marriage sig. union,

4450.
Affirmative of truth must exist be-

fore the influx of good from the Lord can
be received, 256S, 3913, 15; of good and
truth is the first of regeneration, 3923,
28(2). Whence it is, to think from the
affirmative and from the negative, 25S8;
they who consult outward knowledges
concerning things Divine, if theyare inthe
affirmative confirm them, if in the negative
they invalidate them and at length be.ieve

nothing, 4760, 2588; the affirmative

leads to all good, the negative to all evil,

2568, 88, 2689(3), 4760, 6023, 6047(3),
6479; the learned more than the simple
are in the negative because they consult
outward knowledges, thus deprive them-
selves of interior sight, 4760(4).

Atfliction, day of sig. man's miserable
state in another fife, 34(2); temptation
and persecution, 1846. To afflict the
soul, to compel one's self to do good, 1937,
1947. Great affliction, the highest degree
of perversion and vastation of the church;
profanation, 3755(3); affliction a state to

arrive at good, 3864; desolation of truth,

4060; land of affliction, where temptation
is, 5356; infestation, 6663, 6851; to

afflict, to infest by falsities of doctrine; to

oppress, to infest by evils of life, 9196; to

afflict sig. to wrong, 9200.
Afflux. Men and animals receive

influx from the spir. world, afflux from
the natural world, 3646; those who are in

a state of damnation cannot interiorly

receive any influx of truth and good but,

exteriorly, which is afflux, 7955; in temp-
tations there is afflux from hell, 7990.
Africans in the other life loved more

than other gentiles, 2604.
After [thee] sig. to follow, 2019; aftef
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sig. near to, 5216; to walk after them and
to go after them, sig. to follow and con-
sociate with them, 9251. Jehovah going
after, sig. to protect, 8194.
After Death, the ruling love cannot

be changed, 8858, 891 1. 8918(4). 10749.
Agate, jacinth, and amethyst sig. the

spiritual love of good, or the internal good
of the spiritual kingdom, they were blue
from white, 9870.
Age (<rfas). Time sig. states, as times

of the age of man, 3183, 3254. The suc-

cessive states of man according to ages,

10225; the progress of man's regenera-
tion in those successive states according
to ages, and his mental development, 3603,
5126, 5774, 10134(8).
Age (sieculum) when it relates to the

church sig. duration to the end, when to

heaven and to the Lord, what is eternal;

predicated in general of every church,
specifically of the cel. church; also the
world and life there, likewise life after it,

10248. The ages named after gold,

silver, copper, iron, sig. the four churches
I55i, 5658(2), 2995, 10160(2), 10355(3).
Aholiab rep. those who are in the

truth and good of faith, among whom the

church will be established, 10329(4),
10335-
Ai sig. the knowledge of worldly things,

1453, 1557. 1401.
Aid, when concerning the Lord sig.

mercy and presence, 8652.
Air and sound are adapted to the ear,

4523, 6057. ...
Alien sig. those not in truth and good,

7996. See Strancer.
Alive, Being sig. spir. life, 5679. 5890,

6032, 6574.
Almodad rep. rituals, 1245, 7.

Almond sig. goods of life corresponding
with truths of interior natural good, 5622;
bowls made like unto a.monds sig. knowl-
edges from good, almonds, goods of life

corresponding to interior natural good,

9557-
Aloes used to anoint bodies of the

dead, sig. preservation of all truths and
goods, 10252(7).
Alone, to be or to dwell, 138, 9, 47 1.

Altar and temple the principal repre-

sentatives of the Lord, 921, 2777, 2811;

altar sig. representative worship in

general, 1298(2), 1559, 1561, 1618; pri-

marily sig. the Lord's Divine Human, in

like manner as the Holy Supper, 281 1;

sig. worship, altars and pi tars, 3727;
ancients made heaps, and thence built

altars, 4192; all things appertaining to the

altar were representatives, 4489(2); altar

sig. the holy of worship, 4541; to build an
altar, in the supreme sense, sanctification,

4558; altar also sig. what is built for a

witness and memorial, 8623; altar of

ground, a principal representative of the

wursuip of the Lord from good; of stone

from truth, 8035, 40; altars of ground
stone, gold, brass, wood, explained. 8940;
a. tar of Jehovah, principa.ly rep. the wor-
ship of tne Lord, 9014; they who acted
from guile or hypocrisy were to be taken
from the altar and slain, sig. these evils de-
stroy all the spiritual life, 9014(2); aitar, a
representative of the Lord as to Divine
good, but p.l.ar as to Divine truth, 9388-
9; a tar of burnt offering, worship of the
Lord from the good of love, 9710, 10273;
its particulars described and explained,

0713-9739. Altar a representative of the
Divine Human, or Divine good, 9714(2);
an altar of earth, worship from the good
of love; an altar of unhewn stones, wor-
ship from the goods and truths of faith;

the portable altar, worship of the Lord
from tlie good of love, for this reason it

was of shittim wood and overlaid with
brass, 9714(10); a rep. of the Lord, and
worship of Him, 9714; its ashes sig. such
things as are to be removed after use,

9723; illustrated by the way knowledges
vanish from the memory after use, 9723(2)
The grate of network, which surrounded
the altar, sig. the sensual, 9726. To
enter into the tent of meeting sig. to rep.

the Lord as to worship from Divine trutu,

9963; to come near to the altar, rep. the
Lord as to Divine good, both which relate

to worship, 0964, 10027, 10129. The
base of the altar, the sensual, 10028(2).
The altar rep. the Divine Human of the

Lord, 10028, 10 1 30. Altar, heaven, and
the church as to the reception of good
from the Lord, 10123, 10151; temple sig.

the spir. church, a.tar the cel. church,

10123(2); altar of incense described and
explained in series, 10 176-102 13; it sig.

a rep. of hearing and reception as grateful

of all tilings of worship from love and
charity, 10177, 10343; the altar sig. the

same as that which is offered on it, 10177,
10272. Altar of incense, see Incense.
The altar and the tent were po.luted by
the sins of the people, 10206(2). To enter

into the tent of the congregation sig. to

rep. all tilings of worship from spir. good;
to come near to the a.tar, all things of

worship from cel. good, 10242, 5; altar

the principal rep. of the Lord and of His
worship from good, 10642; altar of the

nations, idolatrous worship, 10642; ves-

sels of the altar outward knowledges con-
taining good, and serviceable for use,

9724-S, 10344; altar was the principal

representative of worship, 10411; here of

diabolical worship. 10411, 10642-3.
Amalek sig, those in falsities by which

they fight against truths, 3762(6); fal-

sities from evil, 8555; falsity from interior

evil, 8593, 8607; infernal genii who are

in such falsity, quality described, 8622,

5,(3) 6-

Am aelkite sig. falsities by which truths

are assaulted, 1678-p.
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Amazement sig. a sudden change of

state, 5705.
Ambrosia sig. cel. things, 4066(2).
Amendment of life not possible after

death with those confirmed in evil, but
possible if not confirmed, 4172, 4(2); as

the tree fails so it lies, 7186(3).
Amethyst, with jacinth and agate sig.

the spir. love of good, or the internal good
of the spir. kingdom; were blue from
white. 9870.
Ammon. Ammonite and Moabite sig.

profanation of cel. and spir. things of

faith, 576(2); sons of Ammon, those with
whom truths are falsified; Moab, those

with whom goods are adulterated, who
have been in natural good, 2466-8.
Amorite sig. those who profane cel.

things, 576(2), evil and falsity, 1857; a
species of idolatry, 1204-5; evils from
falsities, 1680; evil in general; the in-

habitants of Canaan called Amorites,
6306; evil and falsity thence derived,

6859.
Amram rep. a second class of deriva-

tive good and truth, 7230(3).
Amraphel rep. apparent good and

truth, 1660.
Anak, Anakim. Nephilim were sons

of Anak, 581(2); Anakim, dire persua-
sions of falsity, 2909(3), 2468(5).
Analytics the art called use.ess, 3348;

its laws from the spir. world, 4658(3),
1495(3); mentioned 2556, 4041, 4570(2).
Anamim rep. rituals merely of the

memory, 1 193-5.
Ancient Church, see Church.
Ancient of Days sig. the Lord as to

cel. good, 9470(3).
And. In the original Hebrew at first

there was no punctuation, but to signify

some thing new, they used and, it was, and
it came to pass, 5578.
Aner, Eshcol, and Mamre sig. the

angels with the Lord in His boyhood,
1705; that is, the things in the angeis,

1754(2)-
Angel. Man is governed by spirits

and angels from the Lord, with at least

two evil spirits and two angels, 50, 697,
968; I have spoken with spirits and
angels, man so created that he might
speak with them, 5, 67, 68, 69, 1880.

Heaven and earth from first creation were
united. 1880. When man is raised up
cel. angels hold the province of the heart,

and two sit at the head, 168-181; spir.

ange's succeed, 182-189; the angels do
not forsake the raised soul, but he desires

to depart from them, 182, 314, 5, 6; cel.

angels perceive all tilings from love;

they know instantly from perception
whether a thing is so or not, and do not
reason about it, 202; they do not speak of
faith, as do the spiritual angels, it is other-
wise with spir. angels, 203; speech of
cel. angcU hence more incomprehensible.

880(3); more copious, 1647. The per-
ception of spirits and angels, 1383-1400,
1504-1520. The light of angels, 1521—
1534, 1619-1633; difference of the speech
of spirits, of angelic spirits, and of ange s,

1642; that of angelic spirits described,

1642; in speech of angels they have ends
and uses for ideas, 1045; the speech of

angels appeared like the light of llame,

1646; speech of spirits and of angels,

1634-1650, 1757-1764; state of angels
when they do not speak from themselves,
but from the Lord, 1745(3); tempta-
tion and pain of conscience is from the
combat of spirits and of angels, 227;
angels perceive exquisitely what enters
with man, 228; the angels attendant on
man attend to nothing but ends, 1645;
the life of angels consists in the goods of

charity and in use, 454-6, 696-7. There
are three heavens that of spirits, of
angelic spirits, and of angels; in each
there are both celestial and spiritual, 459.
The angels of the three heavens subor-
dinate to each other, but not under the
ordination of rule or authority, 1752(2),
1802; angels are nearer to the Lord, and
more remote from Him, or interior and
exterior, 1802; their cel. and spir. food
is the good of love and the truth of faith,

1480; the man of the Most Ancient
Church discoursed with angels; they who
discoursed afterward did so in another
manner, 784(2). It is dangerous to man
to have heaven opened to him, and to

discourse with spirits and angels, 784(2);
angels appear clothed, 165; they mode-
rate punishments in the other life, but
cannot take them away, 967. Evil is

with angels, but is quiescent, good then
Mows in from the Lord, 1581. The Lord
appears as a Sun to the cel. angels, and
as a Moon to the spir., 1053, 1521, 9, 30, 1;

angels were with the Lord when He was
in combat, 1705, 52; angels then had
power from the Lord, 1752; are named
from their quality as to good, 1705, 1754;
have dominion over evil genii and spirits,

1755; aJ spirits and angels have been
men, 1880; they see nothing in the
solar world, 1521, 1880(3); saw through
my eyes, which appeared marvellous to

them, 1880(2); spirits and angels have
every sense except taste more exquisite
than that of man, 322, 1630, 1880, 1, 3;
tlie evil cannot endure the presence of an
angel, 1271, 1398; spirits and angels are
organized substances, 1533. The Lord
is meant by angels in the Word, but
what of the Lord appears from the
series, 1925(4). Two angels sig. the
Divine Human and the Holy proceeding
of the Lord; in the Word angels sig.

some Divine essential in the Lord, 2310.
Angels, when the Lord speaks by them,
know no otherwise than that they are the
Lord, 1925. Angels, inasmuch as they
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are in cel. and spir. love, are in wisdom
and intelligence, and see thence all

things below, 2572(3); spirits and angels
perceive the interior things of man's
thoughts, 193 1 ; angels dwell with those
who are in the goods of faith, 2268.
Men who are in love and charity have
angelic wisdom in themselves, but in

obscurity so long as they live in the body,

2494; the internal sense of the Word is

for the angels; and things therein are
precious to them, which appear trifling

to man, 2540(2), 1, 5, 2551, 2574(2);
many things in the internal sense of the
Word fall into the understanding of

angels, because they are in the light of

heaven, which do not fall into the appre-
hension of man, because he is in the light

of the world, 2618, 2619, 2629; speech
of the cel. angels much more copious than
that of spir. angels, because from affec-

tions in the JVord they form to them-
selves ideas, but the spiritual from signi-

fications of things. 2x57(2), 2275. With
rhit charity and joy the, are received by
the angels, who come into heaven, 213 1;

what angels are successively attendant
on infants and children, 2303; what
angels insinuate beautiful dreams, 1977;
the state of angels as to those things
which are of the memory is most perfect,

2493; what is precious to angels is re-

garded by men of no importance and
vice versa, 2551(2); innumerable things

are comprehended by angels, and not by
men, 2786, 96, 2802; aW changes of state

as to tilings voluntary and intellectual

are perceived by angels, 2796(2). An
angel sig. something of the Lord, 2821.

With every man there are attendant evil

spirits and angels, 2887-8; anges con-

sider man as a brother, but evil spirits

consider him as a vile slave, 2890; ange s

sig. the Lord, 1925; also the Divine
Providence, 3039. Angels comprehend
innumerable tilings, of which man does
not comprehend even the most general

tiling, example, 3314(2); angels perceive

the internal sense when man reads the

letter, 3316(3); the thoughts and speeih
of angels are a> the internal tilings in the

body to external things. 3347; superiority

of the wisdom of angels above that of

man, 3404(2), 3^05(2); angels dwell in

the affections of every one, 3464(3).
Spirits and angels appear as men, 363.?;

ange's and spirits distinguished into three

degrees 3601(4-5): angels of God sig.

Divine truth, 3701; angels are forms of

love and charity, 3804; man is in the
soriety of spirits and angels of such a
quality as liis own, 4067(2), 4073(2),
4077(2); they who are in evil invite to

themselves societies, but to those who are
in good societies are adjoined by the

Lord, 4073(2); in those societies angels

sec from causes what is of man, 4073.

The Lord had societies of spirits and
angels about Him, yet took nothing from
them, but by or through them from tae
Divine, 4075. They are very indignant
when compelled to recede, 4077; ange.s
sig. something of the Lord, for the reason
that they do not speak from thenise.ves,

and do not attribute good and truth to

themselves, 40S5; the angels of God
meeting him sig. enlightenment, 4235;
nothing of intelligence and visdem from
themseives, but from the Lord, 4205(2).
The Lord admitted into Himself temp-
tations from angels, 4295(3). Tl eir

chief intelligence is to know and per-
ceive that all life is from the Lord, and
also that the universal heaven corre-

sponds to His Divine Human, 4318-23;
in hell they appear to themselves in their

own fatuous light as men. but viewed by
angels as devils and monsters, 4533; the
deceitful, when viewed by angels, appear
as serpents and vipers, 4533; angels are
images of love and charity under a hun an
form, 4735(2); their changes of stale

appear in their faces, according to the
societies into which they come, 4797;
they are continually purifying, and can
nerer come to perfection, 4803. Holy
angels sig. truths from Divine good,

4809(2); they have ineffable beauty, and
are as loves and charities in form, 4985;
they have ineffable beauty because trey
are in the form of heaven, 5199; tl ey
discourse one with another about the
things in the internal sense of the Word,
5249(2). Angels, who are likenesses of

the Lord appear in radiance and in white,

after the likeness of the Lord in the

transfiguration, 5530; sinie the Word in

the supreme feme treats of the glor.fiea-

tion of the Lord, and in the representative

sense of the regeneration of n an, it enters

into angelic wisoom and happiness, be-

cause they are in the Lord, 5688(3);
angels and spirits attendant on man, 5846
-66, 5976-93; angels flow into the truths

of faith with nan, 5893(3); two angels

are attendant on man because they are of

two kinds, cel. and spir. 59/8; according
to the doctrine of churches spirits frotr.

hell and angels from heaven are attend-

ant on man, S97p(2>v the angels attend-

ant on man bend evils into goods, 5080;

the filthy and defiled things of infernal

spirits are turned into milder things with

the angels, 598 . The angels protect

man by various methods, inspire good

things, and this from a love which is

from the Lord, 5992(3)- T° 8>ve man a

capacity of living, angels from heaven

and spirits from hell must be adjoined to

him, 5003; the influx of angels is into

conscience, 6207. 6213; it is like the light

of a stream of flame. 6209; the redeem-
ing angel is the Divine Human of the

Lord; the Lord called an angeJ, 6280;
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thoughts and affections extend themselves
far into angelic societies, 6508-6613; the
wisdom of angels is continually growing
in tile other life, still they cannot arrive

far beyond the first degree, 6648. The
Lord as to the Divine Human is called

the angel of Jehovah, because the Human
Divine before appeared as an angei, when
Jehovah, or the Divine itse.f, passed
through heaven, 6831, 9303, 9315; angels
are veiled with a thin and suitable cloud,
lest they should be hurt by Divine influx,

6849; tile ancient wise ones, when they
thought about God, thought about the

Divine Human, 6876(2). Angelic ideas
are alive, because they refer natural
things to spir. and to such as are of man,
7847; the angels have Divine truth,

8102(2); Michael, Raphael, etc., sig. an
ange ic function, 8102(3); angels excel
men in intelligence and wisdom myriads
of times, 8918; angels know each other
as if they had been acquainted from in-

fancy; hence it is that the truths apper-
taining to man acknowledge and conjoin
themselves, 9079(2); angelic wisdom is

ineffable from experience, 9004; angels
comprehend and see innumerable tilings,

while man does not even know that such
things are, still less what they are, 9176(2);
the angels who appeared before the Lord
came into the wor.d and were called Je-
hovah were Jehovah Himself in human
form, that is in the form of an angei, 9315;
it was the Lord, His Divine Human then
appeared as an angel, 9315*2); the Lord
is Jehovah Himself or the Father in

Human form, 9315(3); angels are forms
of love and charity, 9879; angels are
receptions of Divine truths, therefore they
sig. Divine truths from the Ixird, 9987; a
man, an angel, and a spirit, is according
to his love, 10177(4); angei of Jehovah,
the Divine Human, Divine truth, 10508.
An angel, in the supreme serine, is the
Lord as to the Divine Human, and that it

is the Divine of the Lord, appertaining to

ange s and men, references, 10528; man
is aiso called an angel, who receives the
Divine, 10528.
Anger. Jehovah God is never angry,

why so called in the Word. 245, references
8284. Anger a general affection result-

ing from whatever is opposed to seif love
and its desires; sig. receding from charity,

357; fury and anger sig. repugnances and
also punishments; fury predicated of
what is true and false, but anger of what
is good and evil, 3614; anger sig. indig-
nation; spiritual indignation is zeal with-
out anger, 3909; zeal has good in it, anger
evil, 4164; the anger of the sons of Jacob
not zeal, but evil, 4444; anger sig.

aversion, the reason, 5034; aversion and
assauit, 5798; sig. turning away, but
when said of the Lord, it is man who
turns away, 5798; sig. sadness of spirit

or of understanding, 5887-8. Anger
predicated of evil, wrath of falsity 6358—
9; the anger of Jehovah, sig. kindness
and mercy, aiso punishment and con-
demnations, also chiding and admonition,
and inundation of anger, temptation,

6997(4); the heat of anger sig repug-
nance and aversion, 7791. Wrath sig.

the lury of lusts and an attempt to do
violence with the evil, 8284; anger at-

tributed to the Lord, but belongs to man,
8483; the Lord's love and mercy appears
to the evil as anger when they are pun-
ished, hence cal.ed anger, 8875. Fire

sig. anger from affection of evil, 9143;
anger described as a flame in the under-
standing, bursting forth from the tire of

the will when the love is assaulted, 9144.
Anger and evil are from man, and not
from the Lord, yet are attributed to the
Lord, references 9306, 9204; to be wrath
with anger, when of the Lord, sig. aversion

on the part of man, 1043 1; anger is pre-

dicated ot the Lord because it so appears
to the man who turns away from Him,
10431, 4, 40; sig. the turning away of

man Irom things internal, 10460, 71;
long-suffering to anger is to sustain evils

a long time, and sig. Divine clemency,
106 18. Anger sig. evil because it is of

evil, not of good, thus not of the Lord,
though attributed to Him, 10618.

Anguish of spirit sig. a state near
despair; anxiety by reason of a loss of
truth of faith and good of charity, 7217.
Animal, see Wild Animal (jcra).

Beast (bestia). Animals of two kinds,

evil because hurtful, and good because
gentle; evils in man rep. by bears,

wolves, dogs; goods in man by bullocks,

sheep, lambs, 45, 46, 3218, 3786; do not
live after death, 1633, 3747(2), 4760(2),

5114(5); man has an internal man and
capacity for being elevated above him-
se.t and conjoined to the Lord by love,

animals not, 3747, 6484(2), 196(2), 1633,

1940(2), 1944, 2722(6), 3020(2), 3175(2),
3408, 3634, 3646, 3747(2), 3951, 5084(5),

5114(5), 5302, 10236(2). Eating the
flesh of animals, in itself something pro-
fane; not by most ancient people, now
permitted so far as man does it from
conscience, 1002. Animals born with
all knowiedge necessary for their life,

and live according to their order. 637(2),

1902, 4776(4), 4906, 5850, 7750; ani-

mals of sacrifice, 10042; their classifi-

cation, 10042(8), 2179, 2180(2), 3218.
Antmal Kingdom, all things therein

rep. of the Lord's kingdom, 3000; were
produced by influx tlirough heaven from
the Lord, 4322; created to receive life,

8603(4).
Animal Spirit, mentioned, 4050(2);

a purer blood, 4227(3), 5180; enclosed
in the nerve fibres, 8530, 9154(2).
Anoint, Anolntlng, Ointment, see
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On., Aromatic. To anoint sig. to rep.

the Lord as to Divine good; the good of

love from Him, 9954, 10285. Stones,

warlike arms, the altar, and similar things,

priests, prophets, kings, and themse ves,

anointed to rep. the good of love from the

Lord, 9954; themselves with common
oil, and not with the oil of holiness,

9954(20). The anointed of Jehovah is the

Lord as to the Divine Human, 9954(11);
anointing, inauguration to rep. Divine
good of Divine love in the Lord, 10010,

10125; anointing on the head rep.

Divine good in the whole Human of the

Lord, 10011; anointing rep. Divine good,
filling the hand, Divine truth thence
derived, and power thence, references,

10019. Ointment, and a dea'er in oint-

ment, a representative of the Divine good
in the Divine Human, 10264-8; to anoint,

to induce representation, 10268-9(2),

10276(2).
Answer, with assent sig. what is

reciprocal, 2919, 4096, 8340; reception,

2941. 57; knowledge, S255; perception,

5172; thought, 6943; a Divine answer.
D.vine truth, 8824; answer upon a dis-

pute, declaring opinion and judging,

9252; answers by Urim and Thummiin
were by lights and an audible voice, 9905.
Antediluvian, see Flood, Nephilim.

Last states described, 554-0- 792-813.
1265-72; dreadful persuasions and final

suffocation, 560, 2, 3, 8; 570, 3, 9, 581,

2, 3. 5. 6; 592. 3- 7; 623, 635, 660, 661(2),

731; their hell separate from the hell of

others, 3399(3).
Anxiety arises from being deprived

of what one loves 2681/2); on account
of wrong doing a sign of reformation,

5470(2), 6; cause ot 5177-9- Anxiety
on account of infestation by the evil, 270,

977, 1510, 1787, 1820(4); from mis-

fortunes, 847(2), 2689; from tempta-
tions. 2334, 5036, 6097, 8164; use of,

2694(2), 4274; from worldly cares, 3938
(7); about future things, 5178, 6202;

evening in hell is anxiety, 6no(6); anxi-

ety from loss of truth and good, ref-

erences, 7217; when man is in heaven he
is free from anxiety, 8890.
Apocalypse describes the state of the

church at its end, and ther the New
Church which is the New Jerusalem,

Apollyon sig. reasonings from falsities

appearing as truth, and from philosophy
perversely app ied, 7643.
Apostles. What is signi6ed by the

aposties judging the tweive tribes of

Israel, 2129(3), 2553(2); the disciples of

the Lord rep. all who are of the church,

3272, 3354; believed that they were to

become great in heaven, 3417(2); The
twelve apost;es plainly sig. all things of

faith, as well its good as its truth, 3488(2),

3858(3); the disciples had no other opin-

ion at first concerning the Lord than the
Jews have concerning the Messiah whom
they expect, 3857(6); nor of the Lord's
heavenly kingdom than of an earthly one,

3857(7). It is said of the tribes and of
the apostles that they are to judge, but
truths are sig. by them, 6397(2); they
believed they would sit on twelve thrones
in heaven. 8705(2). Discip.e sig. truth
of life, but prophet truth of doctrine,
references. 10683(6); their creed, 3868.
Appearance, see Fallacy. Apparent

truths and goods, their nature and quality
described, 1712; appearances of truth
which are adopted as if they were truths,

1S32; many things in the Word are
written according to appearances, 589,
926, 735, 1838(2), 1874; the truths of

man are appearances, 2196, 2203, 2209(3),

2242(3); the first rational is in appear-
ances of truth, 2654(2); the doctrine of
faith must be clothed with such appear-
ances as are of human thought and
affection, 2719. Pure truths are not
given with man or indeed with angels,

but only in the Lord, 3207; the appear-
ances of truth with angels and men who
are in good, are accepted by the Lord
as truths, 3207(3); what the appearances
of truth are, exemplified, 3207(5). In
Gen. xxvi. appearances of truth in a
three-fold degree, 3357-61, 3362-3471;
truths Divine flow in by or through
appearances with angels and men; other-
wise they could not in any wise be
apprehended, 3362; truths Divine are in

appearances with angels and men, because
things Divine cannot otherwise be com-
prehended, 3364, 5; those appearances
are called truths which are of doctrinals,

3364, 5; things rational are appearances
of truths, 3368; appearances of truth are
and exist by the influx of truth Divine
from the Lord, into things rational and
thence into things natural, where they
are presented as in a mirror; things

which are in heaven with angels, are pre-

sented in the world of spirits hence by
representations, 3368(3); appearances are
the truths belonging to man; an example
from space or piace, 3387. Concerning
the appearances of a superior degree,

which are with angels, from an examp.e
concerning what is eternal, 3404(2).
Even the Lord Himself was in appear-
ances of truth when in the maternal hu-
man, and He put them off, 3405. Ap-
pearances of truth of a higher degree
immensely exceed those of a lower in per-

fection and abundance, 3405(2); ap-
pearances of truth in a lower degree
exemplified by being made great in

heaven, 3417(2). Representations in the

other life are appearances, but alive,

thus real, being from the light of heaven;
those which are in the light of the world
being not real, only so far as conjoined
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with the former, 3485. Divine truth is

Divine good as it appears in heaven, and
though an appearing, still is Divine truth,

because from Divine good, 3712(2). Je-
hovah appears on.y by the Divine Hu-
man, 6945. The appearing of the Lord
is by Divine truth, and moreover is Divine
truth, 8443; the appearing of Jehovah
before the Jews v. as in outward form,

8703. Appearances are embodied in

the Word in accommodation to man's
states, 0S40. How the Lord appears to

ange.s and His appearance to the spirits

of the sixth earth, 10800-11.
Apperception. All apperception of

the natural is from the rational, 3523,

5141; apperception is said of the natural,

3549. See Perception.
Appetite corresponds to desire, 4792.

See 1480, 4017, 5576(2). See Taste.
Approach, see Come, Come Near.
Appropriation is implanting in the

will, 10109(2).
Arabia sig. the possession of cel.

riches, 382(2), 3048(6); wisdom, 2830(9),

3240(4); same as Kedar, 3268(3); their

manner of writing by correspondences,

0942(4), 10252(6); Arabia, where good
is, 10042(9).
Aram. Aram-naharaim, or Syria of

the rivers sig. knowledges of truth, 3051;
Aram, knowledges of good, 1223, 1232,

1234, 3249, 3676, 4112(2).
Ararat, the mountains of sig. the

light of the regenerate, 854-5.
Arcana in the Word, innumerable,

1502(3), 4180(7).
Archangel. Those who believe they

will be archangels, 8313.
Archer rep. the spir. man, in the

opposite sense those opposed to the spir.

church, 2709, 6422.
Architecture, stupendous in the

other life, 1627-9, 4622.
Arioch sig. apparent good and truth,

1661.
Arise sig. elevation, 2401, 2785, 2912,

2927, 4103; by things spir. and cel., 3171;
in the morning eariy sig. a state of en-
lightenment, 3458, 3723; elevation into

a state of light, 4881, 6010; in the morn-
ing, e.evation to heaven; in opposite
sense attention and depression to hell,

7435, 10413-
Aristotle and certain scholastics,

4638.
Ark sig. the Lord and cel. things, 308;

of Noah explained, 63S-65S; sig. the
man of the church Noah 639; his state

before regeueration, 876; his formation
and regeneration, 605-6, 876; the church,
1030. Ark of Moses sig. what is round
about or encloses, 6723; Moses placed
therein because he rep. the iaw Divine
6723(4). 7, 6732-5. Ark of covenant sig.

the Lord Himself, 666(5); heaven where
the Lord is, 9457(4), 9481(2); the in-

most heaven, 0457(4), 0485, 10269. The
parts of the ark explained, 9484-9525.
Arkites rep. idojatry, 1205.
Arm sig. power, 878(8), 1813(3); a

naked arm seen of great power, 878(8),
4932-5; power of truth from good, 4032;
and opposite. 10061(4); a stretched-out
arm, Divine power, omnipotence, 7205;
strength, 10019(6). In the greatness of
His arm sig. from all power, 8319.
Arms of war sig. things of spir. com-

bat, 2686.

Army or Host sig. truths, in the op-
posite sense falsities, because by them
combat is waged, 3448. Jehovah Ze-
baoth, or of hosts, so called from Divine
truths, because He alone fights for man,
3448(6). According to armies, sig. ac-
cording to genera and species of good in
truths, 7236: tlie sons of Israel were dis-

tinguished into armies, to represent the
Lord's kingdom as to goods and truths,

7236; the armies of Jehovah, goods and
truths, 7988; angeis called the armies of

Jehovah, also the sun, the moon, and the
stars; the Lord therefore called Jehovah
of hosts, 7988(2). By armies sig. dis-

tinguished as to quality of good from
truth, 8019; the armies of Pharaoh, fal-

sities from eviis, thus who are in faith,

separate and in the life of evil, 8138; the
falsities themselves, S146, 8148, 8275.
Host sig. goods and truths, 9642(6), 9987,
10217(2), 10225(9).
Aromatics or Spices. Aromatic wax

sig. the truth of interior natural good,
5621. Spicery, balsam, and stacte, sig. in-

terior natural truths, 4748. Such things
were used in worship on account of the
odor which corresponds with perception,

4748(2). As aromatics sig. the truth of
good, they were applied to a holy use as
frankincense in perfumes, and in the oil of
anointing, 5621; spices sig. interior truths,

whence the oil of anointing was made aro-
matic, and the perfumes thence, 9474.
Aromatics sig. interior truths which are
grateful, 10199; the aromatics from which
the oil of anointing was composed, apper-
tain to the cel. class and sig. cel. percep-
tions and affections, 10254. Ointment of

ointment sig. the Divine in each and all

things of the Lord's Human, 10264; the
work of a perfumer, when it relates to the
Lord, the influx and operation of the Di-
vine Itself, 10265; the fragrant spices of

incense, the affections of truth from good
in worship, belonging to the spir. class,

10291, 10295.
Arphaxad rep. outward knowledge,

1223, 7; 1230, 5; 1329, 1334, 1341.
Arrow. Arrows, darts, and javelins

sig. doctrinals frcm which those who are
spiritual fight, 2686(2); falsities 8215(3);
truth of doctrine, 2709, 2799(2).
Arrow-Snake sig. reasoning about

good, 6399.
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Arsenals sig. truth combating against

falsities, and in the opposite sense, falsity

combating against truth, 6661(2).
Art. Evii spirits by arts unknown in

the world induce fantasies and sensations,

69S1 831(2), 1820(4), 10286, 10409(6);
the magicians of Egypt learned their arts

from evil spirits, 5223(2); their arts are a
perversion of order by the abuse of cor-

respondences, 6692(2), 7296-9.
Artificer rep. one who is wise, in-

telligent, and knowing, 424.
Arvadites rep. a species of idolatry,

1204-5.
Ascend, or Go Up sig. from what is

exterior to interior, 1543, 3084, 4539.
4969, 5817, 6007. Ange.s of God as-

cending and descending sig. eternal

communication and conjunction, 3701.
Ascend sig. to recede and depart, 5964;
to conjoin, 8760, 9373; to go toward
things interior; to descend, to go toward
things exterior, 5406, 4009. In man
alone there is an ascent from the word
into the heavens, and a descent from
heaven into the world, 4042.
Ascribe to the Lord is to know, ac-

knowledge, and believe that all goods and
truths are from the Lord and not from
sef, 9223(3)~4, 7, 9300, 10227, 10299(4),
10660.
Asher rep. in supreme sense eternity,

in internal sense happiness of eternal life,

in external sense, the enjoyment of the
affections, 3936 8, 9; 4609, 6048.

Ashes. I am dust and ashes, sig.

humiliation of the maternal human rela-

tively to the Divine, 2265. Ashes of a
furnace sig. the falsities of lusts, 7519,
7520; ashes falsity from the evii of lusts,

7520, 2; of the altar tilings which are to

be removed after uses lest they oppose
other uses, 9723.

Ashken'az rep. doctrinal teachings
wliich were rituals, 1152, 4.

Asia. Ancient Church spread over
much of it, 4333(2). 4680(2).

Aside. To go aside and see sig. to

reflect, 6836.
Ask sig. to investigate, 3385; to per-

ceive the thought of another, 5597, 5800.

Why the Lord asks men, when yet He
knows ail things, 2693, 6132. To ask
Jehovah sig. a state of communication,
3291; to be instructed in the truths and
goods of the church and worship, 10548.
Asking sig. recognition, 4358; prediction,

5168; knowledge from perception. 6250.

Asp or Adder. Poison in the Word
sig. guile, and poisonous serpents, such
as asps or adders, cockatrices, and vipers

sic. those who arc full of gui'.e, 9013(3);
adder, reasoning about truth from sen-

sual things, 3923(a)-

Ass. He-asses and men-servants rep.

external knowledges in themselves; she-

asses and maids rep. their pleasures,

i486; horses, mules, wild asses, camels
sig. intellectual tilings or those of truth,

2781; ass sig. truth natural, mu.e truth
rational, 2781(2); son of a she-ass, truth
rational, 2781(5). Judges rode on a she-
ass, their sons on young asses, a king rode
on a she-mule, and his sons on mules,
2781(6); the reason, 2781(8). The Lord
rode on a young ass to rep. the subor-
dination of the natural which should serve
the rational, 2781(9). Ass sig. lower or
external truths of natural good, 4038,
4244; faculty for knowing, 5492, 5; lor

riding sig. rational truth; for burdens,
knowledges, 5741(2), 595S; she-asses,

tilings of service, 5959; a bony ass, the
lowest service, 63S9, 90, 7503; ass, truth
serving, 7024; the first-born of an ass,

faith merely natural, 8078. The Lord
riding upon a she-ass sig. the Lord as
Highest Judge and King, 9212(6). An
ass of a foe, truth not genuine with those
outside the church, 9255; plowing with
an ox and ass together, 10669; young ass

sig. rational trutii, 3048(3), 6376.
Assemble sig. to arrange, 6338. 10397.

Assembly is predicated of truth, congre-
gation of good, 6355, 7843", assemb e the
congregation sig. to enumerate all, 10727.

Assiiur or Assyria rep. the under-
standing 655(3), 870(2); the rational

mind; the rational, reasoning true and
faise, 119, 705(2), 1186, 3391(2), 5044,
5897(4). 8185(2).
Asylum or Place of Refuge sig.

blameless and exempt from punishment,
901 1.

Assyria. See Asshur, rep. the ra-

tional, formed from truths or fa'sities;

118-120; treated in series, 1184-80,
reasoning, references, 8004(4), 0960(3),
10044(3). See Rational.
Atad, the threshing floor of sig. the

first state of initiation in the interior

knowledges of good and truth, 6537, 6541.
Athanasian Creed teaches good

works, 4721(3); and that the Divine and
Human in the Lord Jesus Christ are one,

10125(3). , ...
Atheists and naturalists reject spiri-

tual things more than others, 8783.
Many of the learned in heart are atheists,

9394(2).
Atmospheres. The posterity of the

Most Ancient Church have in heaven
delightful atmospheres, 11 16. Atmos-
pheres as of diamond, of precious stones,

pearls, flowers, and infants in the heavens,

1621; most beautiful atmospheres en-

compass infants, 2297. The atmos-
pheres act from within and from without,

into all forms and substances, 3628(2 3).

The moon has not an atmosphere like

that of other earths, 9235. The human
body kept in connection by the pressure

of the atmospheres, 3627-8(2), 9409;
sound increases as it descends through
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lighter Into heavier atmospheres, 8823.

The air and sound are adapted to the ear,

4523, 6057.
Atom. It is a fallacy that there are

simp e substances which are monads and
atoms, 5084(4).

Attraction. Life from the Lord has
the power of attraction; ail love has in it

this power, 8004(3).
Aura, see Atmosphere.
Authority. The sphere of authority

of one born in dignity, 1507; when
tempered with goodness, honor shown to

those born in authority, 1508. Fait'i on
authority is merely natural, 8078(3),
10124(3).
Avarice. The sordidly avaricious,

their he.ls, infested with mice, 93S, 054;
exhale a vapor as from scalded hogs, 939;
avarice of the Jews, 940, 4866(3); is a ,ust

in the lowest degree earthly, 1327; who
are in filthy avarice are in the love of se f

more than others, thojgh not appearing
so; hence they are against all good what-
soever, 4751; avarice of Judah selling

Joseph, its meaning, 4751-2. The ava-
ricious infuse anxieties in the stomach,
6202, 5177.
Avenge, sig. the punishment of spir.

death, 9036.
Aversion. The Lord's aversion to

whatever endeavors to destroy good and
truth, 2543; aversion in the church to

good and truth 34S9, 5006(2), 5168(3),
5702, 5786(2), 6665, 7161, 7327, 7492,
7768, 7950, 7964, 10676; aversion to be-
lief in the Divinity of the Lord's Hu-
man, 4727, expained in series, 4722-
4790; aversion of good against falsity

and evil, 4956, 4990, 9014(3), 9261,
9265, 9448-9.
Avert, see Turn.
Awake. Noah awaking from his wine

sig. being better instructed, 1080-90.
To awake sig. enlightment. 3715, 5208, 18.

Awl, to bore with sig. to afiix, ascribe,

or assign, and, in the spir. sense peg or

nail the same. 8990; to bore the ear with
an awl rep. obedience 8989(2), 8900.

Axe, fe.iing wood in a forest with sig.

acting from a false religious system,
9011(5).

Baal. The worship of Baal similar to
that of Jews in outward form, but pro-
fane, 1094(5), 5044(11). Baal a man
afterward worshipped, such worship dia-
bolical, 10642(2).
Babel sig. worship, the externals of

which appear holy, but the internals pro-
fane, 1 182-3; the falsification and adul-
teration of internal worship, 1283, 1295,
1304-8, ax, 22, 26, 27. Babylonish wor-
ship described, 1289-1328, 1368: Babel,
those whose interiors are darkness and
exteriors appear as if light, 2073(6);
those in worship of self, in profane in-

ternal, but in holy external, 4748(5),
8941(3); their evil similar to that rep. by
Judah's son by a Canaanitish woman, evil

from the falsity of evil, 4818(3), 4868;
BaDel and Chaldea the proianat.on of
good and trutn, 4922(6), 5044(9); Baby-
ion, a re.igton in whicn the holy things of

the Word are profaned by application to

falsities favoring diaboticai loves. 0467(5),

9468(6), 9960(10); Babel profanation of

good, 8941(3), 9093(4), 10227(11), 10307
(3), 10412(2). Baby on sig. those who are
holy in externals but profane in internals,

in heart denying the Divine and eager to

be worshipped, 10412(3).
Back. What is of the will is presented

from the back or behind, what is of the
understanding from the face or before,

8104; In the spir. world malignant
spirits are at the back, 1276, 5977, 8593,
967l(3)-
Backward. To look backward sig.

toward corporeal and worldly things,

24S; to go backward, avert the eyes,

look back, sig. errors should not be
attended to, 1087-8; to look back is to

regard doctrina.s and not life, 2454;
return back to take a garment, to turn
from the good of truth to the doctrinal of

truth, 3652; to look back, to look fr^m
good to the doctrinals of faith, to leave

good, 5865(5), 5807(9), 7857, 7923; be-
fore regeneration man looks downward or
backward, and after looks upward or for-

ward, 8505; turning back sig. privation

of apperception, 7650; going back, being
in ev», 10584(3).
Badger, the skins of sig. good spir.

and natural, 296; exterior goods, 9471,
9632.
Bag sig. the threshold of the exterior

natura', 5497, 5649.
Baker sig. the sensual subject to the

voluntary, 5078, 82; exp.anation of. Gen.
xl. 5072-5170. Baker sig. the senses sub-
ject to the voluntary, 5077(3). Bread
baked in an oven, p.ate, or pan sig. va-
rieties of the good of love, 7356(3); to
bake sig. preparation of conjunction with
good; to seetne, with truth, 8496.
Balaam, from Syria, offered sacri-

fices and called on the name Jehovah,
'343, 6, 1366(2); Divine prophecy with
various nations, shown by Balaam, 2898,

3703(18), 3762(5). 3858(6).
Baldness sig. absence of truth, 3301,

2; deprivation of the intelligence of truth,

and of the w sdom of good, 9960(4).
Balm or Resin sig. truth from good,

4748(6), 5620.
Baptism sig. regeneration and the truth

of faith, 870; a representation of to infants,

2209. 2702(17); initiation into the church
and into regeneration, 4255(5); regenera-
tion, and a so temptation, 5120(12), 0032
(2); washings and bap' ism, regeneration by
the truths of faiu, 9065(2). Washing sig.
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purification; washing of the whole body,
which was caled baptizing, regeneration,

10239. The baptizing of the Lord, sig.

glorification by temptations, 10239(4);
His washing the feet of the discipies ex-

lained, 10243(2). Doctrine concerning
aptism. 10386-10392. For a sign that

man is of the church, and memorial that
he is to be regenerated by the truths of

faith, and a life according to them, 10386,

7, 8; waters of baptism, temptations,

10389; man may be baptized when an
infant, and also when an aduit, 10390.
Baptism does not give faith nor salvation,

but it testifies concerning them, if any
one be regenerated, 10391. Explication
of Mark xvi. 16, that baptism sig. regene-
ration from the Lord by truths derived
from the Word, 10392.
Bar sig. power be.onging to truth from

good, 9496(3). 9662-7.
Bared rep. what is below, thus scien-

tific truth, from which also the rational is,

1058.
Barley sig. spir. love, 3941(4); charity

3941(6); the good of the natural or ex-
ternal man, 7601, 2, 4; the good of love

of the external man, 10669(4).
Barren. Sarah barren before call of

Abram sig. evil and falsity of idolatrous

worship propagated themselves no more,
1372. The rational is barren as to truth

so long as it dissents from the natural,

3286(2); Rachel barren, sig. interior

truths were not received, 3857; shown by
exampes, 3857(2); the barren called

themselves dead because they had not
truths and goods, which are sons and
daughters. 3908; barren, sig. no life from
truth and good, 9325(6); also Uie nations
who are not in good because not in truths,

and still desire truths that they may be in

good, 9325(7); perversions and vasta-

tions of good and truth, 9325(4).
Basha.n sig. the good of the natural,

3923(3).
Basilisk sig. reasonings, 3923(4).
Basin (crater) sig. things of the mem-

ory which contain Divine truths, 9394.
Basin (pelvis) sig. the good of the nat-

ural, the natural, 7920, 2.

Basis sig. support by the truth of faith

from good, 9643-7; sig. power. 9677. P»!
of the laver in which purification was
effected, good of the ultimate natural,

represented by the ten bases, near the

temple of Solomon, 10236.

Basket (canistrum) sig. voluntary
things as containing good, 5144; perfo-

rated sig. things of the will without ter-

mination in the midst, 5145; (corbis) sen-

sual enjoyment, predicated of good; cup
the sensual scientific, which is the ulti-

mate, and predicated of truths, 9996(2);
the sensual, 9996-7, 10107.
Bat sig. those in darkness 8032(4).
Bathe sig. purificat on from fi th

tpiritually understood, thu» worship, 6730.

Battle sig. assaults of evil spirits, 1683.
Bdellium sig. the truth of love, with

the cei. man, no.
Be, see Esse.

Beam, shadow of, sig. an obscure gen-
eral principle, 2367.
Bear iniquity sig. the Lord's fighting

continually for man against the hens,

•5937(2); and die sig. annihilation of all

worship, and damnation, 9965, see Bring
Forth.
Beard. Before the flood they be-

lieved that the Lord would come, but old
and bearded; Jience the religious rever-

ence for the beard, n 24. The beard sig.

knowledges by the senses which are out-

most truths, 9960(3), 3301(7), 5^47i
5387, 9760(3); Jehovah appeared to

Moses with a beard, 4209(5); they who
be.ieved nature to be everything appear
with unshorn beard, 5571; beard cut
off sig. no good and truth in exteriors,

9656(3); Aaron's beard sig. the most
external part of good, 9806(4); hair and
beard sig. all or the whole, 10044(3).
Beast sig. lusts, also affections; evil

with the evil, and good with the good, 45,

46, 142-3, 246, 248, 258, 674, 714. "15.

9, 774, 6, 987. Difference between beast
(beslia) and wild animal (Jcra), 774, 908,
1006; clean sig. good affections, unclean
evil affections 714-15, 719; wild animal of

the earth sig. lower things; also all in ti e

universe out of the church, 1030; in

sacrifices sig. cel. and spir. things, 1823(2).

Beasts live according to order, but not
man 637(2); influx into the lives of beasts,

their life dissipated after death, 1633;
in the Word and in rituals sig. the goods
and truths with man, from representa-

tives in the other life, 2179(2), 2180.

Man has interior life, beasts not 714.

There are beasts which sig. things volun-
tary, and which sig. things intellectual

with man, 2781. Beast for a burnt offer-

ing sig. the spiritual. 2807(2); various

kinds represented when there is dis-

course among angels of affections; beau-
tiful, tame and useful when of good affec-

tions; hideous, fierce, and useless animais,

when of evil affections, 3318; tame and
useful cel. things which are of good, and
spir. which are of truth, 35 iS, especially

in sacrifices, 3519(2). Ihere is influx

out of the spir. world, even into the souls

of brutes and afflux from the natural

world, 3646. Into certain spirits who
like beasts had little of life; life was in-

spired by angels, 3647; man has connec-
tion with the Lord, more than beasts, and
hence cannot die, 4525; beasts have no
internal bonds, 4525(7); an evil beast sig.

falsehood from the life of lusts, 4729;
4776; the recipient forms of the life of

animals are dissipated, 5 114; difference

between man and beast, 5114(0. Beasts

sij. affections, this is from representatives
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In the spiritual world, 5108(2); are in the

order of their nature, and so there is a
general influx into them from the spir.

world, 5850; all knowledges are in loves,

illustrated from the case of beasts,

6323(3). Man is more excellent than
beasts, therefore man and beast sig. in-

terior and exterior lust, interior and ex-

terior good or evil, 7523; beasts derive

their knowledge from their love, 7750;
from man even to beast sig. evil lusts

interior and exterior, 7872. Beasts sig.

such things as are of affection and in-

clination, ill. by representatives in heaven,

0000; a beast of burden sig. bodily

p easure or appetite, also what is foolish

and little conscious, also affections merely
corporeal, 0140. To lie with a beast sig.

conjunction with the evils of the lusts of

se.f-.ove, 9190. Unlike beasts man has
an internal which is capable of being ele-

vated to the Lord, of seeing external

things in itself, of thinking concerning
things Divine, and of being conjoined
with the Lord, and thus of living forever,

9231; beasts sig. affections and inclina-

tions such as man has in common with
them; on this account were applied in

sacrifices, references, 9280, 9391; sig. those

in affections for good; those in affections

for evil, references 9553(3)-
Beaten. The cand estick beaten

means of solid go d and sig. all from good,

9550, 9510, 9568. Olive oil beaten means
clear, good is said to be clear when it be-

comes truth, 9781.
Beauty. O.d women become beauti-

ful in heaven, 553; every thing beautiful

is from good, in which is innocence, 553,

3080, 4985, 5199; celestial truth is beauty
itse I 1470, 80; beauty of angels is ineif-

ab e because they are recipient of truth

from good from the Lord, 4985; angels

are forms of love and charity, in their

faces ove and charity are brightly typified,

3804(2), 4735(2), 4797, 5199, 5530(2),

9879, 10177(4); are forms of heaven,

4040-3, 5199, 6607, 9877; form is essence
or good, appearance is beauty there-

from or trutn, 3821, 4985, 5199; spir.,

beauty is affection for interior truth, 5199.
The Divine truth of the internal sense as

to the brightness and sp.endor is called

beauty, 9815; spir. beauty from trutiis

and goods, 9995(4); beauty of external

man conjoined with internal is seen in the

three heavens, 1590, 1588. Genuine mar-
riage love is rep. by most beautiful things,

27351 beauty of those in the heavens
cannot be described, 10153(3); sirens

assume a beauty almost angelic, 10286.
Bed sig. the natural, 6188; the head

of the bed, the interior natural. 6188;
the corner, the lowest of the natural, the
end of a couch the sensual. 6188(2); to

sit upon a bed. to turn to the natural,

6226. A bed attributed to Jacob; when

Jacob is thought of, there appears in the
wond of spirits a bed with a man in it,

because a bed sig. the natural, as does
Jacob, 6463(2); a bed, what is inmost,

7354; the natural which is serviceable to

the spiritual, 6188, 9027; beds of ivory,

the pleasures of the lowest natural,

6188(3). Bed sig. doctrine, 10360(9).
Bed Chamber, see House, Chamber.
Bee mentioned, 4776(5); their knowl-

edge in their loves, 4906, 6323(2). Bee
in the land of Assyria, falsity of reason-
ing. 9331(4), 10582(4).
Beer-lahai-roi sig. Divine good ra-

tional born from Divine truth, 3194;
Divine light, 3261.
Beersheba sig. doctrine itself, 2702(2);

Divine to which human rational tilings

are adjoined, 2614, 2723; doctrine of

charity and of faith which is Divine, die
Lord is that doctrine, 2858(9); doctrine,

3436, 3466; charity and faith, 5997.
Shibah in die original tongue is an oath,

and sig. confirmation, 34C5; Beersheba,
Divine doctrinais, 3690. Beersheba was
the midst, inmost, or first boundary of
the land of Canaan before Jerusalem be-
came so, because Abraham and Isaac
were there, 3923(7). 6396(3).

Beginning, in Genesis, sig. the most
ancient time, or the first time during man's
regeneration, 16, 1560; the Ancient
Church, 477(2).
Behind, see Back.
Bela sig. lusts of evil and persuasions

of faisity, 1660.
Being, see Esse. Being and existing

not the same, being from conception,
existing from birth, 2621; the soui is

man's being, the sensitive and corporeal
its existing; cel. and spir. love are the
being of the man who is regenerated; the
rational and sensitive faculties his exist-

ing, 2621(2).
Belief, Abram's in Jehovah sig. the

Lord's faith, 1812; difference between
knowing and believing, belief is internal,

4319(2); good causes man to believe

truths, 5816(2).
Bells, on the horses sig. the under-

standing of spir. things, 2761(4), 8408(4);
trudis of memory from an enlightened
intellectual, 9394(6); bells all things of

doctrine and v> orship passing to those who
are of the church, 9921, 2, 6.

Belly. The serpent going on his

belly sig. the sensual looking downward
to tilings corporeal and worldiy, 247-8;
the be ly of the great fish into which Jonah
was cast, the lower earth, 247; corre-

sponds with the way toward hell, 8910(3).
Bearing in the belly sig. truth conceived,

4918(3).
Belshazzar sig. those who profane

knowledges by fa sities, 3079(2).
Belt or Girdle sig. a common bond,

9828,
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Bend, see to Bow.
Benjamin sig. the spiritual-celestial

man; but Joseph the ce estial-spirituai;

3969(3); Benjamin denotes faith in which
is charity, or truth in which is good;
Joseph charity from which is faith, or
good from which is truth, 3960(3); the
spir. of the cel. the cel. of the spa- ., 4592.
Benjamin, an intermediate between the

internal of the natural and the external

of the rational, 4585(5), 92, 94(2), 5411,
I3i 43. 539"; interior truth, 5600, 31;

a medium, 5639; what is internal, as be-

ing a medium; from the cel. of the spir.

as a father, and from the natural as a
mother, 5685-6; as a medium, bom after

all, 5688; new truth, 5804, 6, 9, 5812,

5816(2), 5830; a medium, and interior

truth, 5843; a conjoining medium, how
it partakes of both, 5822; the truth of

good of the spir. church, which is Joseph,

6440. Joseph and Benjamin, the uni-

ting medium rep. by the veil, 9671(2).
Benjamin, Joseph's brother, the spir. of

the cel. which is a medium, 541 1, 5443(3);
was interior truth, 5920, 55; in series,

4585-94, 5396-5904, Joseph and Benja-
min, the internal of the church, the other

ten sons, its external, 5469, 5548. Why
the sons of Jacob except Benjamin were
born in Paddan-Aram, and their sons

except Joseph's in the land of Canaan,
6025.
Benoni means son of my grief or

mourning, 4591.
Bera King of Sodom sig. lusts of evil

and persuasions of fa.sity, 1663.

Bereaved sig. deprived of truths,

5536, 563*
Beryl (tharshtsh) in the fourth row in

Aaron's breastp.ale sig. spir. love of truth,

or the external good of the spir. kingdom,
0872. The coior of stones in this row
verges toward a shining white partaking
of biue, 9872. Beryl or tarshish sig.

truth of spir. love, 0872(2); tarshish,

the good of charity and faith, a sparkling

precious stone, 6135(6).
Bethel sig. knowledge of cel. things,

1450, 1, 3, 7; good in the ultimate ot

order, 3729; the God of Bethel, the Di-

vine in the natural 4089, 4539. Bethel,

the knowledges of good and truth,

specifically the natural wherein tilings

interior terminate, 4539. El-Bethel, a
hoiy natural, and the Divine natura

,

4559. 4560, 4583; altars of Bethel, evils

and falsities destroying the good and
truth of the church, 10182(8).
Bethlehem sig. the spir. of the cel. in

a new state; Ephrata in a former state,

4585. 4504, 6247-
Bethtjel rep. the good of gentiles of

the first class, 2865. 3665, 3778; the origin

of affection for good, 3160.
Betrothal. In betrothals there

should be free deliberation, 3155, 3158.

Betrothing sig. agreement of minds which
precedes the conjunction of marriage,
8996; conjunction of good and truth in

the internal man. 9182(4, 5).

Bezalel rep. those in the good of love
among whom the church is about to be
established, 10329; those in the good of
cel. love, 10329(4).

Bilhaii, Lie handmaid of Rachel, sig.

exterior affections serving for mediums,
3849; affirming medium between natural
and interior truth, 3912-3.

Bind. Abraham bound Isaac sig.

putting on the state for undergoing the
last temptation, 2813. Binding sig. con-
junction. 6375.

Bird, Fowl. Birds sig. things rational

and inte.lectual, 40, 55, 745, 776, 991.
Fowl sig. spir. truth, bird, natural truth,

winged thing, sensual truth, 777-8;
fowis also fantasies and falsities, 778,
866, 988. Why birds were not divided
in sacrifices, 1832; seen when angels con-
verse about knowledges, ideas, and in-

flux, 3219; sig. things of the under-
standing, thoughts, ideas, reasonings,

truths, falsities, 5149(3). Each species

of birds has a special signification, 3901;
they sig. falsity, 5157. Beautiful bird

seen which signified the inhabitants of

Mars, 7620-2.
Birsha, with other kings, sig. lusts of

evil, etc., 1663.
Birth, spiritual, is acknowledgment of

and faith in good and truth, 3905, 15, 19,

22, 25, 29, 36, 53, 59, 65, 71.

Birthday sig. regeneration, 5160.
Bite sig. to adhere and thereby oc-

casion hurt, 6400.
Bitter herbs sig. the unpleasant things

of temptations, 7854; bitter what is un-
dclightfui, 8349.
Bittern sig. falsity, 5044(7).
Bitumen and Pitch sig. the evil of

lust, 1299; lusts, 1688.

Black. The sordidly avaricious when
scraped like hogs from black become
white, 939. In the habitation of dragons
were seen black faces, 950. One who
had supposed he lived a hoiy life, but who
had not done the worki o. charity became
black, 952. Biack sig evii, specifically

what is man's own, 3993<5)-4; in lambs,

the propnum of innocence, 3994, 4001.

A beautilu gir arrayed in a b'aci shining

garment which rep. the Word in the letter,

if 72. The corponal o. man appears to

spirits as a b.ack mass. 5865.

Bladder. The kidneys, ureters, and
bladder correspond with those spirits who
love to explore and condemn, 5378-

15386; bladder sig. exterior truth examin-
ing and chastening, 10032. The func-

tions of those who constitute the sphincter

of the bladder or ureters. 5389.
Blasphemy. They who in heart deny

I
the Word, blaspheme it, 922a; blasphemy
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from the intellectual, and from the will,

0222(4), 0221.
Blasted by the east wind sig. con-

sumed by the fire of lust, full of lust, 5215.
Blemish, without sig. unspotted,

without falsity or evil, 7837.
Bless. To bless sig. Die Lord's pres-

ence and grace, 43, 55, 981, 1731- Bless-

ing sig. every good cel. spir., and natural,

1096, 1420-2; to bless the Lord sig. to

acknowledge all good is from Him, 1422;

to be made fruitful from affection for

truth, 2846; to be blessed sig. to be
arranged into spir. and Divine good, and
Divine truth, 3140; to be enriched with
every good of love, 3406; to biess at part-

ing sic. to wish all prosperity, 3185.

Biessed be Jehovah was a form of thanks-

giving, thus of joy and gladness, 3 119.

The prayer God bless sig. a beginning,

3260; to bless, adjunction, and conjunc-
tion, 3504, 3514, 30, 65, 76, 84; 6091, 9;

joy, 4216; he blessed him sig. that it was
so done, 4309. B.essing sig. being en-

riched with spir. and cel. good, made fruit-

ful from affection for truth, disposed in

heavenly order, gifted with the good of

love and joy, conjoined with the Lord,
prediction, vivification, 6230, 6254; a.l

from the internal, 3576. To bless sig.

foresight, providence, 6268, 98; to inter-

cede, 7963; to dispose into heaven y
order and gift with the good of love,

8894; blessings, such things as are from
the liritual world, 6431-2; the bless-

ing of Joseph, 6416-6438; blessed of

Jehovah, all good from the Lord, 8674;
blessing, happiness to eternity which is

not what it i; in time, S939; the reception
of Divine truth and by it conjunction
with the Lord, 10495.
Blessedness. All blessedness in

affection for good and truth, but the evil

are averje from it, 2363-4. Blessed-

ness from which Asher is named sig. in

supreme sense, eternity, in internal sense,

happiness of eternal life, in external sense,

enjoyment of affections, 3938-9; in

heaven does not consist in idleness, but in

activity in performing uses and enjoying
truths with a view to use, 6410.

Blind, predicated of those in falsities,

and of tnose in ignorance, 302, 2383, 4302
(i)> 453L 4720(2), 4727(8); want of faith

by reason of want of knowledges; those

who are in ignorance of truth because out
of the church, but when instructed receive

faiih in some measure. 6990; those blind

in the body see when they come into the
other life, 994(4); to open the blind eyes,

to instruct those in ignorance of good and
truth, 5037(2); the rational, blind even
in natural things, how much more in

spir., 2196(13). To teach truth without
good is to walk as the blind, 4844(4);
the blind leading the blind who fall into

pit, those in erroneous ideas, 10707(2),

0086(2). At this day men blind them-
selves by means of things sensual, scien-
tific, and philosophical, 196, 2588(9);
when what is earthly and worldly is made
the chief thing and men reason there-

from, 241; self-love and love of the world
cause such blindness that heavenly love
is not seen, 2045, 8993(3); a gift blindeth
them that have the eyes open sig. gains
cause truths not to appear, 9266; those
not in affection for truth from good are
blinded when they read the Word, 9382(2).
Blood sig. what is holy, charity, love,

the Lord Himself, 1001; blood crying,

sig. guilt, 376; violence offered to charity
and ail evil, 374, 1005, 4735; eating blood,
profanation, 1003. The cruel and vio-

lent in the other life delighted to see blood,

954. Purging away bloods, cleansing
from evils, 3147(5). Blood denotes holy
truth from the Lord, in the opposite sense
truth falsified and profaned, 4735(14),
6978, 7317, 7326-7. Wine is predicated
of tile spir. church, blood of the cel.,

5120(5). Blood being inquired into, sig.

stings of conscience, 5476; b'ood of
grapes, Divine good from the Divine love

of the Lord, 6378; blood, holy truth which
is of the good of innocence, 7846; Divine
truth of Divine good, which is from the
Divine Human of the Lord, and what is

reciprocal of man, 7850(2). Blood of a
.amb, the truth of the good of innocence,

7846, 7877; the blood of Abel, the ex-
tinction of charity, 8902(14); the blood
of saints and prophets, the extinction of

the good and truth of faith and charity,

8902(15); blood, Divine truth, 9127;
shedding blood, violence to Divine truth

and good, 9127. The blood of the Lord
poured out with water, the complete re-

jection of truth Divine. 9127(6). Blood-
vessels with their blood are compared
with truths in which is good, 9154(2);
blood, Divine truth proceeding from the
Lord, 9393-5, 10026, 10033; sprinkled
upon the altar round about and at the
foundation of the altar, conjunction of
Divine truth with Divine good in the
Lord, 10047. The Lord redeeming man
by His blood, involves that He subdued
the hells, and reduced all things to order
in the heavens, 10152(2); done by His
Divine Human, 10152(4); blood sig.

Divine truth, references, 102 10. Blood
sig. the intellectual proprium; flesh the
voluntary proprium, 10283(2). Man is

not saved by biood, but by hearing truth
Divine and doing it, biood, truth Divine,

9410(6).
Blossom sig. the state before regener-

ation, the things of wisdom or the goods
of faith, 5 1 16.

Blot Out sig. to utterly destroy,

8593(3).
Blue [ctzruleum] sig. good voluntary

of the cel. church, 4328(2). Sky blue,
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good, 4328(2); blue, yellow, and red,
good, 8458. Angels of the planet Jupiter
clothed in blue, and blue loved by them,
8030. Blue is twofold, from what is red
or flaming, and from what is white or
lucid; what is from red or flaming, the
cel. love of truth, or the external of the
good of the cel. kingdom; but what is

from white or lucid the spir. love of good,
or the internal good of the spir. kingdom,
9868(2), 9870.
Blue [hyacinthinum] sig. the cel. love

of truth, purple the cel. love of good, 9466,
9596, 9671. Blue, purple, double-dyed,
and fine linen woven together, the good of
charity, and of faith, 9687, 9833, 9834;
blue, truth of cel. love, 9873(3); a lace of
blue, cel. love of truth, 9897, 9912.
Boar sig. falsity, 5113(11).
Boards of shittim wood, sig. good of

merit from the Lord's Divine Human
which supports heaven, 0634-67.

Body. What is meant by being with-
drawn from the body, 1883. There is a
resemblance of the soul and body in all

particulars, 1910; all things in the hu-
man body rep. the spir. things in the
Lord's kingdom, 2996-2998. The
thoughts and speech of angels are as the
interiors in the body in respect to the
outward form, 3342, 3351. Spirits who
appear as corporeal are they who have
had respect to themselves in all things,

4220; the corporeal in itseif is a receptacle
of sensations, tiius also in connection with
them it is a living corporeal, 5077. Man
does not rise again with his natural body,
but he rises again immediately after death,
with his spiritual body, 5078(3). The
state of his body in the other life is de-
scribed as to its quality, 5079(2). The
things with man which pass from the
thought to the speech, ana from the will

into act, thus into the body, flow accord-
ing to general influx by correspondences,
5862. The corporeal of man appears to

spirits as a black mass, but the cor-

poreal of those who arc in the good of

faith, appears as woody, 5865. There
are corporeal spirits who appear of a
gross body; they are those who have con-
firmed themselves against the Divine,
and thus closed their interiors, 5991; the
corporeal of man is ruled from a general
influx, 5990. Body sig. the good of love,

6135(2). The Lord made the very cor-

poreal in Himself Divine; and rose with
His Body, 1414, 1729(2), 2083(2),

5078(3). Body sig. a receptacle of good,

6135(4); into the actions and speech of

the body there is a general influx, 6192,
62 11; worldly thoughts and things of the

body disperse heavenly ideas, 6309(2);
corporeal spirits, 6318; correspondence of

the gestures of the body with the affec-

tions of die mind, 7596. To come in the

body whtn said ot servants, sig. with

truth without enjoyment, 8977-8, 8984.
From the head through the neck into the
body corresponds to the influx of the cel.

kingdom mto the spir. kingdom, 9913-14.
The soul is the esse of the life of man, the
body the existere thence, 10823. The
inmost of the body is the heart, the out-
most the skin, 10044(0).

Boil. What is boiled in waters, sig.

what comes forth from the truths of faith,

7852, 7857. To boil or seethe on the
sixth day for the sabbath, preparation for

conjunction, 8496, bake, the conjunction
ot good, to seethe, the conjunction of

truth, 8496; to boil flesh, to prepare for

use of life by truths of doctrine, 10105;
boiled with waters, what is from the doc-
trine of truth, 7857; to boil or seethe a
kid in its mother's milk sig. to mix good
of innocence of a later state with truth of

an earlier state, 9301, 10681.
Bon. or Blain, breaking forth with

sig. excitation of filthiness and defile-

ments of lusts with blasphemies, 7519(3),
7524; boils including emerods, scab, die
itch, sig. so many kinds of falsities from
evils, 7524(3), 7529; and sores of the leper
also sig. similar things, 7524(3).
Bond. They are ruled by external

bonds who are without conscience,

1077(2), 1080, 1835(2); of no avail in the
other life, howsoever a man has lived ac-

cording to them, 1835(3), 1944, 2126;
when taken away, some rage against inno-
cence, 2126. To loose the bands of the
neck sig. to admit and receive good and
truth, 3542(5). All affections are bonds,
external or internal, 3835. Unless the
Lord ruled the evil by external bonds,
they would all become insane, and the
human race would perish, 4217(3); they
who are in external bonds can well per-

form the more eminent duties, and do
good from those bonds, 6207(2). Inter-

nal bonds are the affections of trudi and
good, external bonds the loves of self and
of the world, 9096; to keep in bonds, to

hold in and to restrain, 9096. Bonds so
called are not bonds except in reference

to opposites, 9096(2).
Bondage sig. the attempt by falsities

to subjugate, 7204; infestation from mere
falsities, 7218.
Bond-Woman or Hagas sig. affections

for rational things or outward knowledges,

3657.
Bone. Bone of the breast or rib, sig.

the proprium, 147-9. Bone of bones and
flesh of flesh sig. one's house, 157; my
bone and my flesh, conjunction as to

truths and goods, 157. Bones the intel-

lectual proprium, or the proprium as to

truth; man leaves nothing but his bones
and flesh, 2475; in the supreme sense

Divine truth, which is the proprium of the

Lord, 3812(8). Those in the Greatest

Man to whom bones correspond, 5560-64;
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they have very little of spir. life, 5560-1;
are such as have been evil, but had re-

mains of good after vastations ot some
ages, 5561; they who are bones have com-
mon thought, almost indeterminate, 5562;
pains are felt in various places of the skull,

arising trom falsities from lusts, 5563.
Bones, the ultimate of the church, thus its

representative, 6592; not to break a bone
of the paschal lamb, sig. the truth of

knowledge must be sound, 8005. Truths
of outward knowledge, which are doctri-

nal tenets, are as bones in the body, 8005;
breaking the bones sig. destroying the

truths from the Divine which are last in

order, of the literal sense of the Word,
9163(4); bones sig. truths of knowledge,

9200(6); external truths which are lowest,

9407(9), 9163(4); to become bony sig.

from having spir. life to have none, 774§;
the bases of the tabernacle correspond
with the feet, soles, and bones, bones sig.

truth which supports, 9643(2); the open-
ing of a coat of mail sig. same as the circle

of bones about the neck, 0916; bones of

kings and princes brought out from the

sepulchres sig. truths profaned, bones of

priests and prophets, goods profaned.

10037(3); thigh, shoulder, and choice of

bones sig. Divine truths from Divine
good in successive order, 10105(4); pro-

faners like burnt bones in which is little

life, 10287(2); those in externals with-

out an internal in light of heaven appear
as bony substance without life, 10429.

Book. The book of generations is an
account of those who were of the Most
Ancient Church, 470. The interior

memory is the book of life, 2474. The
Anci.cnt Church had historical and
prop.ietical books, called the books of the

Wars of Jehovah, and of the Prophetic
Enunciators, cited from Moses, 2686.

The roll of a book in Ezekiel, truth Di-
vine; sweet to the taste and bitter in the

beliy, in Apoc, 5620(13). To write in

a book, sig. to remember, 8^20; the book
of life is tne interior memory because on it

are inscribed the things of the will,

8620(2), 9386(2), 9841(3); also what is

internal; the things which are said to be
written there, from the Lord, 10505; to

be blotted out of, to perish as to spir.

life, 10505, 10506; Thy book sig. what is

in the internal, 10505; the book of life is

the internal, 10505(2). The books of the

ancients were written by representatives,

1540(2), 3179(3), 3482, 3901(6), as Job,
Solomon's Song, 1756(2), 3942(2). books
of gentiles also, 2588(6), 4280, .5966, 5223,

9293(3), 9407(4); Wars of Jehovah and
Enunciators, 2686. the prophets, 2762(2);
the books of the Word enumerated which
have internal sense, 19325.
Booth or Tent sig. the holy of truth,

tabernacle, the holy of good, 439 1,

9296(6),

Border (dausura) sig. a boundary,
9534. 9539, 10187.
Border or Rim (limbus) sig. a bound-

ary from good, to prevent the good being
approached and hurt by the evil, 9492,
9535- Border or skirt (fimbria) of the
robe of the ephod, sig. outermost of the
spir. kingdom, 9917.
Border (terminus) sig. outer knowl-

edges, rituals, 2973; the outmosts, 7643;
in every border, as far as truth from good
extends, 8063; the outmost of the bound-
ary, 9534; to enlarge the border, multi-
plication and extension of truth from
good, 10675.
Border (extremiias) sig. intermediates,

8796.
Born again, when spoken of the Lord

sig. He became Divine, 2798. Born in

the house, with reference to the Lord, sig.

procured by His own power, 1708; birth
sig. reformation, 1255; regeneration. 5160.
Borrow sig. to receive truth from an-

other source than one's self, 9174; to be
instructed and receive truths or knowl-
edges of truth and good from another,

9174; desiring and sharing heavenly
goods, 9174(3); lend sig. to do good from
affection of charity, 9174(4), 9209; bor-
row from the Egyptians, reasonings and
knowledges made serviceab e for confirm-
ing truth and good, 2588(16), 7770, 6913-
20, 7768-73.
Bosom, or Breast, sig. love since there

is the heart, also proprium, man's very
self, appropriation and conjunction by
love, 6960, 3305(7).
Botany, one skilled in, delighted with

the plants and trees in the other life,

4529-
Bottle of water sig. a very little truth,

2674-
Bound, in prison, sig. vastation and

temptation, 5037; to be separated, 5452;
in a pit, the spiritual who before the com-
ing of the Lord were detained in the lower
earth, and afterward liberated and ele-

vated into heaven, 6854(2).
Bound (terminus) sig. the extension of

the sphere into heaven to certain limits,

8794.
Boundary, see Border.
Bow sig. the doctrine of truth; arrows,

darts, weapons, the doctrinals of truth;

in the opposite sense falsities, 26S6, 2709;
those w.10 teach doctrine, 2686(4); a
shooter of a bow a man of the spiritual

church, 2709; to teach the bow, to teach
the doctrine of love and charity, 4922(2),
9468(4); a shooter of a bow, a spiritual

man, in the opposite sense, those who
assault him, 6422; the combating truth

of doctrine, 6423; to be thrust through
with darts, to perish as to spir. good, 8800.
See Rainbow.
Bow Down, an effect of and sig, humili-

ation, 2153, 3327; to rejoice and be glad,
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2927, 2050, 3118; bending, exterior humil-
iation, and bowing interior humiliation,

56S2; worship from the good of love;

serving, worship from the truth of faith,

8873. Bowing himself, when spoken of

a lion, putting himself into power, 6369.
To bow the heavens and come down sig.

to hide the interiors of the Word, 4301(2).
Bow himself sig. immission, 8663; not to

bow down to their gods sig. not to wor-
ship, 9317, 9377, 10553, 10645.
Bowels sig. the Lord's love, mercy,

and compassion toward the human race;

coming forth from the bowels sig. those

who are in this love, 1801(4); coming
forth from the womb and from the loins is

predicated of good, being separated from
the bowels, of truth, 3294. Corre-
spondence of the bowels with the Greatest
Man, 5171-80.
Bowl or Cup {scyphus) sig. the sen-

sual know.edge received through sight

and hearing and is predicated of truth,

but a basket sig. sensual delight, and is

predicated of good, 9906(2).
Bowl (pelvis), see Basin.
Box Tree. Natural heavenly things

are tie fir, pine, and box trees. 2162(11).
Boy sig. charity and innocence, 429,

430; education of boys at this day bad,

from experience concerning boys fight-

ing, to which they are incited by tneir

parents, 2309. Boy sig. falsities and
evi.s not yet confirmed, 2348; new
truths, 2348; the Divine rational in a
state of truth, 2793, 2795(2); the first state

of the church, 4672; innocence of tie

degree which is called guiltless, 5236.
Sports of boys, their use, 3470(2); pro-

gression from infancy through boyhood
to manhood, 5126(2), 5135(2), 5342(2);
how mounting from the exterior natural

to tiie interior, then to the rational and at

length to the spiritual, 5497. 5774! sig

interior truth because innocence is sig.

by a child and a boy, 5604. Boys when
adjoined to old men sig. the simple, 7661.

Bozrah, 4650.
Bracelets. Ornament for the nose

and bracelets given to the bride; by the

ornament on the nose was signified good,

by bracelets truth, and by a bride the

church, 3103, 3105. Bracelets on the

arm of a king sig. Divine truth from
which is power, 3105.

Braided Work sig. conjunction, 0854.

Brain. Spirits in the province of the

cerebellum who infuse dreams, the cere-

bel'um awake when the cerebrum sleeps,

1977(2); the operation of heaven into the

brain observed; the left part of the brain

is for things rational or intellectual, 641,

3884. The Greatest Man, correspond-

ence with the cerebrum and cerebellum,

4030-55. All things in the brain accord-

ing to the heavenly form, 4040-4042. In

the heavens there arc lesser heavens and

societies, which have reference to the
cerebrum and cerebellum, in general and
in parts, 4045; those which have reference
to the dura mater, 4046(2); the pia mater,
4047; the sinuses, 4048; the ventric.es,

4049; the infundibuium, representations,

4050; the isthmus and heaps of glands,
4051; they who are in the will of good,
and are good, have reference to the corti-

cal substance, and they who are in the
understanding of truth and thence are
affections, have reference to the fibres,

4052; the right part of the brain is for
those who are in the will of good, and the
left part for those who are in the under-
standing of truth, 4052, 5725. As in
heaven there is a sphere of ends, so in the
brain; societies which have for an end
only the p.easures of friendship, 4054.
The cerebrum is the organ of the volun-
tary sense, the cerebellum of the in-

vo.untary, 4325-6. In what manner the
fibres of the cerebellum and of the cere-
brum have chanjed their flow into the
face, 4326(3). Appearance of the brain
of a good and of a wicked spirit when in-

spected by the angels, 4319(2); certain
anima s with two subsidiary brains within
the orbits of the eye, 4407; why two hem-
ispheres of the brain, 4410; why man
has such an ample brain, 4407. Ends
are represented by the beginnings in the
brain, thoughts by the fibres, actions
therefrom by the nerves, 5189(3). Those
who have reference to excrementitious
things of the brain, enter into its chambers
even ialo the spinal marrow, and induce
insanities and death, 5717; those who
have reference to the gross ph cgm of the
brain, 5718; the viscid humors of the
brain, wherein is vita, principle, the con
scientious have reference to them, 5724.
The inhabitants of Mars have reference to

the medium between the cerebrum and the
cerebellum 7480-1; the inhabitants who
love knowledges, and not a life according
to them, have reference to the interior

membrane of the skull, and they who are
accustomed to speak without affection,

and to withdraw thcughts from others,

have reference to that membrane, when
it becomes bony, 7748. Evil genii who
are in interior evil belong to the province
of the ccrcbeUum and part of the spinal

marrow which sends nerves to the in-

voluntary parts, 8593. The cerebrum
and cerebellum correspond to angels of

the spir. and cel. heaven respectively,

0670(2); the brain the origin of the

nerve fibres, 0914.
Bramble or Bush because it produces

flowers or berries sig. truth of knowledge,
6832-4; spurious good; fire out of the

bramble, the evil of lusts, 9277(4).
Branch of the vine sig. derivation

from the intellectual, 5113, 5114. Branch
sig. knowledges, 55(4), 2831(7), 7003(3).
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8360, 9296(6), of palm trees, internal

truths, 9296(6); branch sig. affection,

4231, truths, 9212(6).
Brass sig. natural good, 424-6, 643,

1551(2), 9406(7), 9465, 10236; the natu-
ral, 3863(5); vessels of brass, exterior

truths of faith from natural good, 9050(9).
The age of brass, natural good, 1551,

3021(8), 10355(4), see Age. The laver

of brass, and the brazen sea sig. the natu-
ral of man in which is purification, 10235
-6, 2162(12); vessels of brass, all things

from good, 9725, pins, taches, and bases
of brass, external or natural good, 9624,
9692, 9725, 9777, 10105(8).
Breach sig. falsity by separation of

truth from good, and hurt thence, 4926,
9163.
Bread and wine in the Holy Supper

sig. the Lord's love to the whole human
race and man's reciprocal love, 1798(5),

2165, 2177, 3735(2), 4211, 4217, 4735;
bread, everything cel. and spir., 276, 680,

681. To eat bread in the sweat of the

face, to hold in aversion, 276; bread, all

food in general, 2165. The bread on the

table in the tabernacle represented cel.

and spir. love, and in it the Lord Him-
self, 3478(2). Man's thought of bread
in the Supper and the prayers leads an-
gels to perceive the good of love and the

Lord, 3735(2); bread sig. the flesh of the

Lord, and this His Divine good, 3813.
To eat bread in the opposite sense, the

appropriation of evil, 4745. Truth in

regard to good is as water to bread, or as

drink to food in nourishment, 4976(2).
To break bread, mutual conjunction by
charity, 5405; bread, the good of love and
charity, 3332, 6109, 10077, 10079 10686;
spiritual life, 61 18; dough sig. truth of

good; bread of cakes, the good of love

toward the neighbor, or spir. good;
common bread, good of love toward the
Lord or cel. good, 7978; bread, the

primary thing which nourishes the soul,

whether of those who are in heaven, or of

those who are in hell; how the infernals

live, 8410; bread, the good of pleasures,

tlie good of love, the evil of the love of

self and the world, 8410; all worship in

general, the sacrifices called bread, 8682.

Bread and water are spoken of when all

the goods of love and truths of faith are
meant, 9323. The Bread of Presence on
the table, the Lord as to cel. good, 9545.
Unleavened, purification of the cel.

in inmost man, 9992. Why among
Roman Catholics bread is given in the
Holy Supper, and not wine, 10040(2).
Not to eat bread, and not to drink water
for forty days and nights, a state of temp-
tation, 10686.
Bread-Offering (mincha). It con-

sisted of fine flour mingled with oil made
into cakes, 2177; sig. cel. things of love

and charity, 2176-7; cel. good, drink.

offering spir. good, as bread and wine in

the Holy Supper, 4581(4); bread-offering,

the things which are of affection and
thence of the heart, 9475(4). The bread,
of which the bread-offering consisted, on
the burnt-offerings and sacrifices, sig. the
purification of the cel. man in the inmost,

cakes in the internal, and wafers in the

externa 1

, 9993-4. Not only flesh, but
also bread-offerings which were loaves of

bread were offered because sacrifices

were not well pleasing in heaven, but
loaves of bread, therefore each was
offered, 10079(2). The flesh in the sac-

rifices sig. spir. good, bread cel. good,

10070(3); bread-offering and drink-offer-

ing sig. such things as are of the church,
thus good, 10137; cel. love, 10206.
Breadth sig. truth, 650, 1613, 3433-4,

4482(3), 9487(2); a land broad of space,

the extension of truth, which is of the
church, 4482; height, breadth, and length,

sig. good, truth, and the holy thence pro-
ceeding; because they are extensions in

respect to the Lord, 4482; illustrated by
extensions in the heavens, 10 179.

Break. To break bread was represen-
tative and significative of mutual love in

the Ancient Church, 5405. To be bro-
ken, or hurt sig. injury done to the truths

and goods of faith, 9163. Arms of war
broken, sig. cupidities and falsities ceas-

ing man comes into tranquillity of peace,

1664(6); broken feet and hands sig. ex-

ternal worship perverted, 2162(13); not
to break a bone sig. not to do violence to

Divine truth, 3812(8); to break bread,
to communicate good, 5405; the Lord
never breaks but bends, 9039; Moses
brake the tables sig. the external sense of

Word changed, 10461; break their statues,

dissipate falsities of evil, 10643.
Break Down their altars sig. to reject

evi s of worship, 10642-3.
Break Forth sig. extension; when

predicated of the Lord, infinite extension,

3708.
Breast (pectus) sig. charity and

mercy, 259; the good of charity, in the
supreme sense, the Divine spiritual of the
Lord, 10087. To lie at the breast, or in
the bosom, sig. to be loved, 100S7; John
lay at the Lord's breast, because he rep.

works of charity, 10087(2). Breast, or
heart and lungs, good and truth, 1788(2);
rational things, 2162(2); the Divine cel.

and spir. love, 3858(10); the good of
charity, the Divine spir., 10087, 10091,
10093. The breast to the loins, corre-
spond with the second heaven, 10005(4),
10030(6), 10075. The breast given to
Moses sig. Divine truth in the spir. king-
dom, the shoulder to Aaron, Divine good
in the cel. kingdom, 10090(2).
Breasts {ubera) sig. affections of good

and truth, 6432; belong to the province

of marriage love, 6432; affections for
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good and truth; dry breasts, no affections,

but in their place lusts of perverting,

9325(4); breasts sig. interiors, 10185.
Breastplate sig. a covering for in-

ternal cel. things, 9477; gave responses

and thereby revealed Divine truth, 0857;
rep. Divine truth shining forth from Di-
vine good, 9823, 9857, 9856-9009.
Breathe. Breathing sig. the life of

faith; the Lord breathing on discip'es.

the faculty imparted of perceiving Divine
truths thus of receiving the life of faith,

0818(15). Breath of mouth of Jehovah is

life thence, 9987; of life in nostrils, life

of love and faith, 94-97, 805.

Breeches of Linen, sig. the external

of marriage love, 9959; protection from
the hel.s, 9062.

Briars and thorns sig. falsity and lust,

3831(9). A pricking briar the falsity of

lusts of self-love, and the thorn the falsity

of the lusts of the love of the world,

9144(6).
Brick sig. falsities which are fashioned

for themselves, 1296(8); in clay and in

bricks sig. on account of eviis, 6669;
to make brick sig. things fictitious and
fa'se, which are injected from the evil,

7113. 7n6, 7145. 7IS3-
Bride, Bridegroom. Bnde rep. the

proprium vivified, 155; the church, and
on this account a ring of gold and brace-

lets given her, 3103-5; in ancient time

vessels of silver, of gold, and raiment, to

sig. things of the church, 3164-5. The
veil with which brides covered the face

when they first saw the bridegroom, sig.

the appearances of truth, 3207, 4859-
The Lord is called Bridegroom, from the

affection of good wliich flows in from Him,
3207; the church called bride trom the

affection for truth; brides with the an-

cients, rep. affections for truth, 3207,

4638(8). Bridegroom sig. the represen-

tative of the church among the posterity

of Jacob, 7047. To be betrothed, sig.

agreement and thence conjunction, 8996.

Betrothing, first conjunction, which is of

the internal man without the external;

marriage, conjunction also of the external,

9182(4); bridegroom, good, bride, truth,

0182(5).
Brimstone sig. vastation of good,

1666(4); the hell of the evils of self-love.

2444-7(4); fire and brimstone, self-love

and its lusts, 7324(4).
Bring (Jene). To make sig. to cause

to exist; to bear, to subsist; to bring or

carry, to exist perpetually, 9737-
Brino Back sig. instruction and

amendment. o»5<>.

Bring Forth, or Bear, Birth. Birth

and conception sig. thought and device

of the heart, 264. To bring forth, sig. to

exist, 2621, 2629; spoken of goods, to

multiply of truths, 1016; fruitfulness as

to the tnings which are of doctrine, 25S4;

spir. conceptions and births, 3860, 3868;
sig. to acknowledge in faith, also in act,

3905, 3915, 3919. 4919- To conceive sig.

to receive; to bring forth, to acknowledge,
3919; on the knees, to acknowledge lor
their own, 6585. The pain of a woman
in travail is the height of pain; sig.
despair, 8313(2); the things relating to
birth sig. those things which are of re-
generation, 9325(2); abortion, sig. when
goods and truths do not succeed in their
order, 9325.
Bring Forth Abroad, sig. the sight

of the interior man, which from tilings

external sees things internal, 1806-7.
Bring Near, sig. conjoining to one's

self. 4348.
Broad, see Breadth.
Broken sig. dissipation of truths-and

goods, 9348(3)-
Broidered Work sig. what is of

knowledge, 5954(5)-
Brother. Charity is the brother of

faith, 367; the internal and external
church, also the first and second Ancient
Churches, are brethren, 1222; the good of
the rational is a brother, truth a sister,

2508, 2524, 3129. Brother is predicated
from good, and is the same tiling as neigh-
bor, 2360; affection of good and affection
for truth in the natural man are as
brother and sister; but affection for truth
in the natural man called forth into the ra-
tional, is as a married woman, 3160,
brother sig. good and also truth, 3303,
6756; a man with a brother, the good of
truth, 3459. They were called brethren in
the church from good, but a change took
place when doctrine succeeded instead of
life, 3803(2). Brother sig. one who is re-

lated trom good, 3815; orethren goods,
4129; to set before his brethren and my
brethren, that they may jud^e, judgment
from what is just and equitable, 4167;
they who are in good are in conjunction
with the Lord, and are called brethren,

4191; good is respectively lord, and truth
a servant; also they are brethren, 4267.
The brethren of Joseph sig. the church
which turns away from charity to faith,

and finally to falsities, 4679; a man to a
brother, what is mutual, 47^25. They are
called brethren who are in truths from
good, 4925; all are called brethren by
the Lord who have anything of the good
of charity from Him, 5686, 5693, 10129
(10). Brethren sig. truths when the spir.

church is treated of goods when the cel.,

6756. Why the Lord called those breth-
ren who arc in good; they were called

brethren who were from Jacob, but all

others were called companions, 6756(5).
The conjunction of good and truth was
rep. by two married partners, and by two
brothers, 9806(2); father, mother, breth-
ren, children, and several other names of

relationship, sig. goods and truths, also
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evils and falsities, 10400; brother and
companion, good and truth, references,

10490. Brethren sig. goods, 10336(2).
Brother-in-Law. To perform the

office of a brother-in-low sig. to preserve

and continue what is of the church, 4834.
Bruise sig. vastating charity, 431;

bruising and grinding sig. the arrangement
of truths into series, and the preparation

of good for application to uses, 10303(2).
Bud sig. the first of re-birth, also influx,

because spir. life inflows as when a tree

is budding, 5113, S"5.
Build sig. to raise up what is fallen,

151, 153, iss; a house, to collect knowl-
edges, and by means of them to frame the

external man, and to increase goods, 1488,

4390; waste cities, to rectify the falsified

doctrines of truth, 5117(7).
Bullock sig. natural good, 2179-80(2);

for a sin-offering, the Lord's Divine
natural, the ram His Divine spiritual,

2830(2); young bullocks, goods of the

natural, 5198; bullock, the good of inno-

cence and charity in the external man,
9391, 9990, 10021-2, 10026; 10035, 10122.

Bulrush, see Rush.
Bundle, see Fascicle.
Burden sig. works done for the sake

of recompense, 6390; servitude, 6660;
infestations from falsities, 6757, 7203;
combats, 7104-5.

Burial, see Bury.
Burn incense sig. worship, 1296;

burning, fire, sulphur, and bitumen are

predicated of lusts, especially from love

of self, 1297; burning sig. extirpation of

good, 4906; injuring or extinction of the

good of love, 9055; the evil of lust from
self-love, 9055(3); dissipating, 10115; be-
ing burned with fire, being filled with the
loves of self and the world, 10463.
Burnt-Offering of oxen, lambs,

goats, turtle doves, and young pigeons,

922; sig. representative worship, 923;
worship from love, 923; the holy of wor-
ship, 1343(6); burnt-offering and sac-

rifices, all things of love and charity,

2165(3), 2807(2); the burnt-offering, the
most holy thing of worship, 2776; wor-
ship from love; sacrifice, worship from
faith, 7857(2); burnt-offerings, cel. tkings,

the good of love; sacrifices, spir. things,
the truth of faith, 8680, 8682(2), 9391,
sacrifices, purification from evils and
falsities; burnt-offerings, the conjunction
of truth with good, thus full regeneration,

10053; burnt-offering, the glorification of

the Human, 10053; Divine worship,
10143; purification from evils and falsi-

ties, 10143(3); purification from evils,

implanting of good and truth and their

conjunction, thus regeneration, 10206. In
opposite sense, worship of their own loves,

delights, and falsities, 10414.
Bury. To be buried in a good old

age, sig. continuation of life, the enjoy-

ment of all good things, 1854; sepulchre,

life or heaven, in the opposite sense death
or hell; burial, resurrection, thus regener-

ation; to be buried, resuscitation and
resurrection, 2916-17, 3256, 4621 5551,
6516, 6554; regeneration, since he who
is regenerated is, as it were, resuscitated

and raised from the dead, 2916, 2979,
6516, 6S54; the establishment of a new
church, 6522, 6554. These things sig.

by the burial of Abraham, of Isaac, and
acob in the land of Canaan, 6516. To
e buried, in the opposite sense sig. re-

jection and damnation, or hell, 2916(2),

4564, 6246, 6516; to go down mourning
to the grave sig. to perish, 4785. To be
buried sig. an end of representation in

one, but a continuation in another, in like

manner as to die 3253-4, 3256, 3276,
6302, 6645, 9928, 10244.
Butler sig. sensual things subordinate

and subject to the intellectual, 5077,
5081; things in the exterior natural be-

longing to the intellectual class; in Gen.
xli. influx into these from the celestial of

the spiritual, 5202(2), 5072-5169.
Butter sig. the cel. of the rational;

mi k, the spir. thence derived, 2184(2);
butter, what is cel. and this from fatness,

2184, 5602(2).
Butterfly. Comparison of the mar-

riage state with that of the butterfly,

2758; a representation of the state 01

spirits in the spir. world when they are

preparing for heaven, with the changes
of worms into butterflies, which are then
in their heaven, 8848.
Buy sig. procuring for one's self,

2967(9); appropriating, 4307, 5374, 5397.
5406, 5410, 5426; acquisition sig. the good
of truth; buying, truth, 4487; redemption,

6458, 6461. Bought with silver sig. what
has been acquired in the natural by the

spir. by truth, 7999- Buy to procure, to

appropriate, 8568(2), 8974; those bought
with silver sig. those converted, 10109(4).

Buz sig. various religions and modes of

worship, 2864.

Cain sig. faith separate from charity,

340, 393-400, 916(3), 1179. Those sig.

by Cain collected doctrinal teachings from
the Most Ancient Church, 920(4).
There was still some good remaining in

Cain, but it afterward perished, 384, 363,

364, 409. Cain was in the cel. church
which had perception, Ham in the spir.

church which had no perception, ex-
plained in series, 324-403.
Cake made of fine flour mingled with

oil sig. the cel. things of love, 2176-7,
2183; also confessions therefrom that

they should be in humiliation, 3880(8);
the cake of meal and oil made for Elijah,

the good of love to the Lord. 4844(12);
the good of spir. love; unleavened cakes,

good in which is nothing of falsity, 7978;
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heavenly things in their order were rep. by
bread, cakes, and wafers; things un.eav-
ened, 9992; bread, of which the bread-
offering consisted, on the altar, together

with the burnt-offering and sacrifice, sig.

the purification of the cel. man in his

inmost, cake in his internal, and wafer in

the external, 9993(2)-4; cakes, the good
of love in general, 9993(5); to make cakes

to the queen of heaven, to worship the

devil from the good of cel. love, 9993(6).
A cake of barley with the excrement of

man, the interior goco of the church
defiled with the evils of the love of self;

with the dung of an o^, external good of

the church defiled with the evils of that

love, 10037(5).
Calah sig. falsities from lusts, 1189-

92. _

Calamtts, aromatic, sig. perception of,

and affection for interior truth, 10256.

Caleb, receiving Hebron tor inheri-

tance, sig. the establishment of a new
church, 2909(3).

Calf. Lamb, kid, calf sig. innocence,

430; heifer exterior cel. things 1824-5;

calf, the cel. natural, or nat. good, 2180;

a bullock which was for sin, the Lord's

Divine natural, 2830(2); kissing images
of caives, embracing magic, 3574; bul-

locks or he-calves, the good of innocence

and charity in external man, 9391;
heifers and bul -calves, external truth and
its good; also turned into idolatry and
magic, 9319(7); calves of gold in Egypt.

9391(8); why Moses burnt the golden

caif, 9391(12); the calf of Samaria, good
in the nat. man and not in spir. man
0391(14); sacrifice of a bullock, purifi

cation from evils and falsities in nat.

man, 9990. A he-calf or bullock sig.

external good of innocence, a sheep in-

ternal, a lamb the inmost, 10132. Wor-
ship of golden calf and its destruction,

10393-10512; sig. that people wer^ in

externals only, 10393-9; Calf sig ex-

ternal good, molten call worship offered

to favor ext. loves, 10407; chief idol ot

Egyptians a calf, which sig ext. good in

their worship, and in opposite sense en-

joyment of ext loves, 10407-^); he-caif

sig. good in the rational, and in opposite

sense, when an idol, natural and sen-

sual enjoyment, 10407(2); the golden

calf, enjoyment of idolatrous worship and
of ext loves. 10455-66, 10478
Call on the name of God sig. worship,

440, 2724; out of heaven, influx of the

Lord, 2692, 6840; call a name, sig.

quality; call, simply, sig. to be such,

3421; call any one, perception of quality,

3659; to one's self, to be willing to be con-

joined, 6047, 8761; also presence, 6177,

7390, 7451, 7721; call together, to ar-

range, 6335; Pharaoh calling Moses,
afflux of truth Divine, 7955; Jehovah
calling Moses, union of Divine good with

Divine truth, 8761; calling the elders,

choosing, 8773; allurement and accept-
ance, 10650. Called and chosen are
those in internal worship and from in-

ternal in external, 9373; sons of Jacob
not so, but insisted that Divine worship
should be instituted among them, 4290,
4293; 9373-

Callus, appearance of in outer
memory, 2492. Compare hardness in
brain, 5563.
Calneh sig. worship, holy in externals

but profane in intema's, 1 182-3.
Came to Pass <Juit) involves a new

state, 4979. 49S7, 5031, 5578.
Camel sig. general knowledges in the

natural man, 3048, 3071, 3094. To ex-
plore the mysteries of faith by outward
knowledges is as impossible as for a camel
to go through the eye of a needle, or for
one not in the good of charity to have
true faith, 233, 1072, 2343(3). Camel
sig. those things in the natural man which
are serviceab.e to the spir., 3143-5. The
straw of a camel, sig. truths of external
knowledge, 3114, 4156; to ride on camels,
the intellectual eievated upon natural
knowledge, 3190; came.s, exterior or gen-
eral truths, also things not true, 4250; gen-
era! knowledges of the natural man, 4038,
4156, 4748- John's raiment of camei's
hair sig. that the Word as to the truth
of the literal sense is natural, 5620(12).
Camels sig. knowledges in general, 7503,
9372(S), 9594(4), 10227(5).

Camp. The camp of God sig. heaven
or heavenly order; encamping, arrange-
ment according to that order, 4236;
application, 4396; camps of gifts to
Esau, special things confirming, 4364;
encampment of the Israelites around the
tabernacie rep. heaven and the church,
4236, 10038(3); camp of Jehovah, heaven,
9987(4). In the opposite sense camp sig.

evi s. falsities, and belt, 4236(4). Camps
sig. order, in good sense genuine order, in

opposite sense order not genuine, 4250;
encamping, arrangement of truth and good
which are of the life, 8103; the arrange-
ment of tmil. and of good to undergo
temptations, 8130-1, 8155. Camp sig.

rrutis and goods, and in the opposite
sense falsities and evils, 8193, 1896;
encamping sig. orderly arrangement of
the truths of faith after temptation. 8370,
8658, 8757-8. 9642(8); goods and truths,

thus the natural in which they are, 8453.
The camp of the sons of Israel in the
wilderness, heaven and the church, out
of the camp, where heaven and the
church are not, and where hell is. 10038;
also hell when they were in idolatrous

worship, 10458, 8389, 10546, 10556.
Canaan, son of Ham, sig. external wor-

ship separate from internal, 1075-8, 1140
-1. 1 1 50. 1 163, 1167; with his descend-
ants, treated in scries, 1 109-1212; Israel-
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ites in external worship such as that

of the Canaanites, 1167 1200. Land of

Canaan, boundaries, home of the church
before the flood, 567; its nations sig.

idolatries, 1205; the land sig. the Lord's
kingdom, 1413. 1437, 1438, M4L 1607;

the Canaanite in tne land sig. hereditary

evil from mother in external man, 1444;
hereditary evil, and Perizztte its faisity,

1573-4. Things in the land representa-

tive according to distance from centre,

situation, boundaries, 1585(2). 3023(6);
the land sig. the heavenly kingdom of the
Lor 1, 1607; the Lord's kingdom, in the

supreme sense the Divine Human, because
this flows into and makes heaven, 3038.

Daughters of the Canaanite sig. affections

whrch disagree with truth, 3024(2). The
entrance of the Israelites into the land

of Canaan rep. the admission of the faith-

ful into heaven, 2030(8). Some talk

with the Jews about tne land of Canaan,
that it rep. the kingdom of the Lord, 3481;
it rep. this kingdom and the church, 4447
(2); its borders, the borders of that king-

dom 4240; rivers were its first and last

boundaries, 4116; Most Ancient Church
was in Canaan, also the Ancient, hence the

representation of its p'aces and the insti-

tution there of the Israe itish Church, 3686
(2), 4447(2), 4516, 4517, 6516(2), 9325;
for the sake of the Word, 4447(2), 4516;
remains of M. A. C. with Hittites and
Hivites, 4447(2), 4454; Canaanite and
Perizzite sig. the church as to good and
truth while the A. C. was in the land,

afterward evil and falsity, 4517. To
speak with the lip of Canaan is to apply
to the Divine, 4107(2). Daughter of a
man a Canaanite sig. evil from falsity of

evil, 4818, 6858; nations in Canaan rep.

state of heaven before the coming of the

Lord, 8054; the inhabitants, those who
have adulterated goods and falsified truths,

8317; evils of falsity and falsities of evil,

9327, 9320(2); Canaanite more grievous
evil than Hivite, less than Hittite, 9332;
Canaanites and others, references, 10529.
To be introduced into the and of Canaan,
to be made a church, 10559(3); by 'and
angels understand the church, 10568; the
inhabitant of the land, a religious per-

suasion in which is evil, 10640.
Candlestick or Candelabrum. A

representative cande'abrum formed in

heaven, 552; in Jewish Church rep. the

Lord, its lamps cel. things from which
are spir., 886(2); in tabemae'e the Di-
vine spiritual in heaven, lamp faith and
intelligence of truth and wisdom of good,

9548; all parts of candlestick in taber-

nacle exp'ained, 9547-77; some parts spir.

things, 0551; its branches truths from
good, 0555; tongs and snuff-dishes things

for purifying and discharging in the natu-
ral, 9572. The candlestick in the dwelling

at the south rep. the Moon of heaven,

thus the Lord as to Divine truth there, as
to spir. truth, and the illumining of His
spiritual kingdom, 9684, 10271, 10342.
Golden candlesticks in the Apocaiypse
rep. truths of good, 6432(7); candlestick
in Zechariah the Lord as to Divine truth,

9277(3)-
Caphtor rep. exterior truths, 9340 (6,

7); mentioned, 1193, 1197.
Captain-

, what is primary, 3448.
Captive, Captivity. The law con-

cerning female captives rep. natural
truth in that after it is purified it is

adopted by good. 3703(16). A captive
in the dungeon rep. those in the last

place, in the corporeal sensual, 7050.
Spir. captivity is being held as to exteriors

by hell in evil and falsity, while the Lord
holds the interiors in good and truth,

7990, 8049; being led captive sig. re-

moval from the midst, 9164.
Carbuncle. The stones of the first

row of the breastplate, ruby, topaz, car-
buncle, were red and sig. cel. love of
good, 9865.
Carcase rep. the church when dead,

that is, without good and truth, 3900G0V,
carcase rep. evil with fault and blame;
torn, evil received without fault or blame,
41 71-2.

Care. What is meant by care for the
morrow, who are in it, 8478, 8480(3).
Carmel and Sharon. Carmel rep.

the spir. church, 1071(4); Carmel and
Sharon, the cel. church; Lebanon, the
spir. church, 5922(12); Carmel, the
church as to knowledges of good, 9011(0).
Carriages, see Chariot.
Carry, see To Bear. Bearing the ark

sig. continuing in a state of good and
truth, thus existing and subsisting, 9500,
0737; the breastplate conserving, 9000.
Cartilace corresponds with societies

having little spir. life, 5560. Spirits
which have reference to the ensiform
cartilage. 5564; from the moon, 9236.
Carve. To carve in wood is a rep.

ot good. 10334.
Casluhiw rep. teaching of rituals,

which are mere matters of memory, 1193.
Cassia and Calamus sig. natural

truth from which there is good, 3923(5);
it sig. inmost truth which is immediately
from good, 10258.

Castle. Villages sig. the external
things of faith or of the church; castles,

the internal things, the Hebrew word
meaning also pa'aces, 3271.
Cast Out. to be. To be cast out of the

garden of Eden sig. to be deprived of all

inte ligence and wisdom, 305; to be cast
out or driven from the faces of the ground,
to be separated from every truth of the
church, 386. To cast out, to exterminate,
2657.

Cat. Women who put on the nature
of a wild cat, 2745.
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Cataracts, see Flood-Gates.
Caterpillar sig. evil which vastates

the outmosts, 7643(4).
Catholic Church in externals with-

out internals, 10040(2).
Cattle sig. truths, 4105; goods of

truth, 6016, 6045; truths from which is

good, varieties and use of term explained,

6049; truths and goods of faith, 7502,

7506; interior or spir. truth and good,

9135. Cattle sig. truths from which is

good, references, 8571; goods, 10042(10),
10660.
Caul on the liver sig. the interior good

of the external or natural man, 10031.
Cause, examples of cause and effect,

156S; uses are causes, 1807(3); dead
things instrumental causes. 1805(2), 8717;
causes of natural tilings from spiritual,

these from celestial, 2993, 3483, 39°8, 82 11

(2) , 8812(5); the rational sees from cause,

3533; the end is the all in the cause, 3562;
angels in causes, men in effects, 4073(2);
relatively few causes known, 4321; soul

the cause, body effect, 4727(2); effect the

continuation of the cause, 5116(3); when
cause ceases effect ceases, 5116(3), 3498;
correspondence illustrated from end,

cause and effect, 5131(2); in the effect

the only tiling which acts is the cause,

5326(2); causes exist in effects, 5373(3);
the all of effect, 5654(4). 4727(2); the

ellect is nothing else than the cause so

clothed that it may act as a cause in a
lower sphere, the cause exists from an
end, 5711, 6275; the internal is in the

natural as efficient in effect, or as cause

in sphere of effect, 6275, 6284, 6299(2),

9473(2); principal and instrumental cause

act as one, man as a form recipient of

life is instrumental cause, life the princi-

pal, 6325; final causes from wliich man
is judged are known only to the Lord,

8620(2); the end is the all in the cause,

its soul and life, and in effect, 10076.

Cave sig. the good of falsity, in Mount
Horcb, obscure good, 2463; of the field

of Machpelah, obscurity of faith, 2935; ob-

scure good, 2463; obscurity, 2935; of

Machpelah, faith in obscurity, 2070,

6453. 6455, 6461; cave of the field of

Machpelah, the beginning of regenera-

tion, 6548, 6551; in the other life sensual

men dwell in caves or clefts of rocks, sig.

obscurity or falsity of faith, 10582, 8816.

Cavern, the caverns of hell, 814, 1270

(3) . 4936, 5394, 8593; , , ,

Cedar. A cedar in Lebanon sig. the

rational, 119, 1443, 2588(15); cedar, the

spir. man, 776; spir. things or truths of

faith, 886(2). 8369(2), 10199(5); intel-

lectual truth, 1188(4), 3391(3), 4014;
love of self, 1306, 6306(4); the glory of

Lebanon or cedars, spiritual heavenly
things, 2162(11); spir. good and truth,

040612); cedar sig. an interior means of

purification, hyssop exterior; eodar, in-

ternal truth of intelligence, hyssop ex.

ternal, 7918(2); cedars of Lebanon,
truths of good, 9277(5); shittim wood
was wood of the most excellent cedar,

9472; cedar, the spiritual of the church,
9472, 9489(2); its height the degree of
good, 9489(2); cedar, spir. good, 10261(5).

Celestial. Man becomes celestial

when love reigns, 12; the celestial man
is a jikeness or similitude, 51, and does
good from love, 51-2, 1013(2); the celes-

tial is of the will in love to the Lord and
neighbor, the spiritual L, of the under-
standing in knowledge of truth and in
faith, 61, 81, 1071, 1155, 1577(2), 1824,
2088(2), 2669(2), 2708, 2715, 3235(2),
3240, 4585(4); the state of the cel. church
described, 73-682; the cel. man is the
seventh day, 84-7; his state, 159, 200-3;
called the work of God, 88; his reforma-
tion begins from the internal man, 8g;
his state of peace, 91-3; his intelligence

sig- by garden of Eden, 98-130; cel.

order sig. by rivers of Eden, 121; his per-
ception that every thing is the Lord's,

123, 141, 159; their marriages, 162; they
do not speak of faith, 202, 337; the spiri-

tual and celestial are the food of angels,

276; how the cel. church became degen-
erate, 310; its successive states de-
scribed, 190-3, 194-704; the cel. spir.

and natural succeed each other, 775,
880(2), 1096(2), 9915, 9992-3; cel. an-
gels belong to province of heart, spir. to

lungs, 418(2), 3887(2), 3890; cel. things
are holy tilings of love and goods there-

from, spir. things are truths and goods of

faith, 419-20; the heavens distinguished

into celestial and spiritual, 459; the celes-

tial have perception, the spiritual con-
science, 597, 865(2); mercy is applied to

the celestial grace to the spiritual, 508,

981; from the Lord is the celestial,

through this the spiritual, through this

the natural, through the natural the cor-

poreal and sensual, 775, 880(2); in the
Word there are words peculiar to spir.

others to cel. things, 793; persuasion of

falsity extinguishes every thing spiritual

and celestial, 806; in cel. temptation the
fluctuation is between good and evil, in

spir. between truth and falsity, 847; cel.

and spir. things form the internal man,
978(2); in the p ophets spir. and cel.

things are mentioned together, 1203;
Abrara rep. the cel. man, Isaac the spir.,

Jacob the natural, 1404; in the Lord
there was a union of corporeal with the
cel. Divine, the sensual with spir. Di-
vine, 1414, 1428; the Lord alone was a
cel. man, 1434, 1438, 1545; interior celes-

tial is love, exterior affection for good and
pleasure from it, spiritual celestial is

affection for truth, 1824; parallelism

bctv.Tcn the Lord and man as to things

cel., 1831, not as to things spiritual, 1832;

cel. or heavenly tilings of the Lord's king-
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dom Include marriage love, love of In*

fa ms. and mutual love, 20,0; the cel. arc

in love to the Lord, the spir. in love tow-

ard the neighbor, 3048(2), 3184, 2337,

3060(3); influx of cel. truth from the

Lord with man of Most Ancient Church,

of spir. truth in the Ancient, 3060(3);

cel. good is of love to the Lord, spir. good
of love to the neighbor, 3337; the cel.

from their good and truth see innumer-

able things, but the spir. dispute whether

it be so, and cannot come to the first

boundary of the cel., 3715(6), 3718(3),

3246(3). 4448, 6395(3), 9166(2); the

Lord came into the world to save the

spiritual, there would have been no need
to come if they had remained in integ-

rity, 3661(3); cel. men do not swear,

1843(9); good that flows in from the

Lord is cel., truth therefrom is spir , 3166

(3); the cel. kingdom and the spir. king-

dom have good and truth but with a dif-

ference, 3240; the spiritual are rep. by
the sous of Abraham's concubines, 3246

(2); the spir. is the light of truth from
the Lord flowing into the rational and the

natural, the ce • is the flame of good from
Him, 3374; the cel. reg. first by knowl-

edges of good, the spir. by knowledges of

truth, 3502(2); the speech of the eel

perceived by the spir. as a pulsation of

the heart, 3886; the cel. are in love to

the Lord, and in pe.ice and innocence

above others, 3887; the heavenly mar-
riage of the internal man is between good
of the spir. man and truth of the cel., the

cel. man is in a higher degree, there is

also a heavenly marriage between good
of the cel. man and truth Divine, 3952(2);
the cel. constitute the third heaven, 3969
(10). or the cel. kingdom, 4138; some
musical instruments belong to the class

cel. others to the spir.. 4138(2); before

the Lord's coming heaven consisted for

the greatest part of the cel., 41 0(5);

Joseph rep. the celestial spiritual man
Itself, which is rationa , and Israel the

celestial spiritual which is in the natural,

4286(3); the man of the Most Ancient
Church was cel., of the Ancient Church
spir., their diverse genius, 4403, 4418-9,
4489, the things of the internal sense can-
not be explained without ad quate terms,

no terms more adequate than natural,

rational, spiritual, and celestial, celestial

relates to good, 4585(4); the spir. of the
cel. is rep. by Ephrath, it is an inter-

mediate between internal of the namral
man and external of the rational, 4585(5),
4592. 4594(2); the Lord alone was bora
a spiritual celestial Man, 4592(31-4(2);
in Greatest Man cel. things are the head,
spir. things the body, natural things the
feet, 4938-9; the spir. and cel. predicated
both of the natural and rational, 4980(2);
the regeneration of the man of cel. church
as to voluntary, of spir. church as to intel-

lectual, 5113(3); the cel. of the spir. in
the Lord rep. bv Joseph was truth of

good from the Divine Human, 5307(2);
the good of truth in which is the Divine,

5331; it cannot be comprehended, a
shadowy idea can be formed of it, 5332;
cel. good would perish if they betake
themselves to knowledges. 5897(0); the
cel. and spir. kingdoms are conjoined by
charity toward the neighbor, because
charity is the external of the cel. king-

dom and internal of the spir. kingdom,
5922(2); the cel. alone truly rational,

6240; with the cel. man the good of char-

ity is called truth of good. 6295(2); the
cel. man has good planted in voluntary,

the spir. man in intellectual, references,

6206; few can become cel., 6296(2);
evil spirits flee from cel. angels, they can-
not endure sphere of cel. love, 6365-70;
spir. kingdom kept in order by cel., 6366;
there is order from the Lord even mto
hell through the eel . 6370; before Lord's
coming there was Divine influx through
the cel. kingdom and then it had power,
the Divine flowing through was the Di-
vine Human, 6371(2); then the spir.

kingdom was one with cel., afterward it

was distinct, 6372; then only the celes-

tial could be saved, 6373; the cel. of love

in the voluntary has strength, 6367; rep.

by lion, 6367(2); speech of cel. affcrts

and moves will of another, 8733; the
•pir. not come to boundary of cel., ref-

erences, 8794(4), 8794-8803; cel. and
spir kingdoms, references, 8945; the
offerings for the tabernacle, the ark.

Testimony, Bread of Presence on the

table and candlestick in tabernacle sig.

cel. th ngs, 9455; explained in series,

0455-9577; those in cel. kingdom know
truths from perception, 9818; bread,
cakes, and wafers rep. cel. things in their

order, 9903(2); Divine truth received in

cel. kingdom called cel. good, in spir.

kingdom spir. good, 9995; what is cel. is

received in the voluntary, what is spir. in

intellectual, 9995(3); the regeneration of

the cel. man rep. by offering of he-lamb,
she-lamb, and she-kid, 10042(8); succes-

sive order of cel. spir. and natural, 10099;
truth received by the cel. does not be-

come knowledges, faith, and conscience,

but is received in the good of love and
becomes perception, 70124(2); the cel.

turn truths into goods by life, the spir.

abide in truths and prefer faith to life,

10124(3); cel. good is born with man by
truths, how they become ce ., 10252(2);
goods formed in order by truths, 10266;
cel. good is the good of the love of doing
truths from the Word for the sake of

good, thus for the sake of the Lord, 10252
(3); anointing the ark a rep. of Divine
of Lord in cel. good, 10269; broad cel.

good, table spir. good, 9545, 9684(2)-5.

10270; Divine worship from cel. good
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not performed from truths of the memory,
but from truths of the heart, 10205; six

days of labor sig. combat, sabbath, con-
junction of the Lord with heaven and
man, 10360-74; cel. and spir. things are

in internal of Word, church, and wor-
ship, 10547; interior things caled cel. and
spir. because they appear in heaven be-

fore the angels, 10604. Various use of

term celestial, definition of celestial as all

that is of love, 353, to Lord and neigh-
bor, 1824; interior and exterior celestial,

tilings of the internal and external man,
1824; the spiritual celestial is affection

for truth in which is affection for good.

1824; the celestial spiritua. is charity

implanted in the intellectual, 1001(4);
the celestial natural is good in the natu-
ral corresponding to good of the rational.

4780; the celestial of the^ spiritual^ rep.

bv Joseph is good of truth in which is the

Divine, 5331; the celestial in the rational

is Divine good which is in Divine truth

received by the rational or internal man,
but is called celestial in the natural when
received in external man, 4980.
Censer sig. worship. 9424(4), 9434(5);

the use of by Romans and other nations
was from Ancient Church. 10177(10);
named from frankincense, 10296(2).
Centre, see Middle. The Lord is

the common centre, 1582, 6468(3), 6952
(6); in heaven each is as a centre to all,

549; every one a centre of communica-
tions through the heavenly form. 2057(2),

3633, 4225(3); things which agree are in

the centre 51 28; from the centre the

Lord reduces to order disorderly things

in circumferences, 5396; the best are in

the midst or centre, 6028, 6451(2); things

directly under the mental view are in t ie

midst and appear clearly as those things

under the external sight which are in the

centre, 6068; the centre of gravity; the

centre is where the Lord is in His Sun,

6052(6)
Cerberus. Such a dog seen in a

dream sig. a guard to prevent man going
from marriage love to adultery, 5051(2).
Cerebellum is awake when ceiebrum

is asleep, 1977(2); mentioned, 4227(3);
the source of involuntary influx, 4326(3).

8593; it corresponds to what is of the

cel. heaven, 9670(2); action of hear, and
cerebe lum beyond man's control, 9683(2).
Cerebrum, see Brain.
Ceremonies of Jews in worship of

strange gods were evil, 8932(2); of Ro-
mans were from Ancient Church, 10177
(10).

Chaff in the parable sig that in which
there is nothing of good. 3041(0)-
Chain sig. coherence and connection

for conjunction, 9852, 9855, 0879. A
chain of gold sig. conjunction by good,
5320. Cast chains of silver sig. to make
them cohere us though connected with

truths, 8869(6), 10406(4); chain, con-
junction, 10540(3).
Chaldea. Ur of the Chaldees sig.

external worship in which are falsities,

1368; in wliich is nothing of truth, but
falsities, 1368; profanation of truth,

1368(2), 6534(6); profanation of spir.

tilings, 1368(5); those in falsity, 1613;
the maternal or inheritance of the Lord
from the mother, 1816; Chaldeans those
who have profane falsity in their worship,
2220; and who profane truths, 6534(6),
8185(4)1 8226(2); Chaldea, profane wor-
ship as to truth 2466(4); Chaldeans,
those in knowledges profaned by falsi-

ties, 3079(2); in holy external but in-

teriorly in falsities, 3901(8); daughter
of Chaldeans, those whose externals

appear holy and true but their interiors

are profane and false, 4335; the Chal-
deans called knowledges wisdom, 7296;
Chaldeans those who outwardly profess

truths, but inwardly deny them, 9828(8),
10227(9).
Chamber. Dark chamber in hell

where the covetous plot fraud, 949; secret

or inner chambers in good sense sig. the
church as to good, in bad sense good
vastated, 3000(6, 7); also the Word of

the New Testament, 3900(8); into the
chamber sig. in one's self, so as not to

appear, 5694. _ ...
Chamberlain sig. what is interior,

4789, 4965.
Chance or Fortune. Things which

appear to happen by chance are of provi-

dence, 9010.
Chance. To change garments sig.

to put on, here holy truths, 4545! 5954-
Man's ruing love cannot be changed
after death, 8858, 10740.

Chaos. Things in chaos before order,

842 (3)- 2129. 3316(2).
Chariot sig. doctrine of truth, 2336(6);

doctrine, 2761(2), 5321; doctrine of good
and truth, 5321; seen in heaven and
world of spir ts, 2762; chariot of fire seen

by Elisha sig. doctrine of love and char-

ity, 2762(2). 4720(2); chariot of asses,

collections of particulars of knowledges,

of camels collections of general knowl-

edges in the na ural man, 3048(4); char-

iots falsities of doctrine, 4720(2); chariot

si%. the Word, 5323(2); wagons of Egypt,

doctrim s of knowledges, 5945; rushing

of chariots, false doctrinals, rumbling of

wheels, things of sense and fallacies,

6015(4); chariot, doctrine of both truth

and falsity, its wheels falsity of doctrine,

references, 7729(3); chariot, doctrine of

falsity, of faith separate from charity,

when spoken of Pharaoh and the Egyp-
tians, 8146-9. 8156, 8188, 8215; chariots

for merchandise, doctrines of truth or of

falsity; for war, doctrines fighting, thus

truths or falsities themselves, 8215; from

representations in the other life, 8215(2);
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wheel of a chariot, the power of ad-
vancing, here of introducing falsities and
of fighting against truths, 8215; chariots,

doctrines, references, 10406(7).
Charity is the primary tiling that

faith teaches, 344; is love to the neigh-
bor and mercy, 351, 61s, 2023; is the

chief of faith, 365; the brother of faith,

367; no faith where there is no charity,

654, 1162. The church is one if all have
charity, though diverse in worship and
doctrinals, 1285, 1288, 1316 2385(5), 2982,

3451(2); charity, not the doctrinal of

faith, makes the church, 800, 1708-0(3),

1834(2), 1844. Japheth sig. those who
are in external worship, but have char.ty,

1 100; the church is spiritua from char-

ity, not from faith without charity, 916;
charity, not faith without charity, con-
joins man to the L«rd, 370, 3S0; they
who place salvation in faith do not even
see what the Lord said about charity and
love, 1017, 2373. The increase of good
and truth is by effect of charity, 1016;
with one about to be regenerated, seed
from the Word cannot be rooted except
in the good of charity, 880; no one is

regenerated who is not affected with
charity; works from charity, and from
obedience alone, oSg; the enlighten-

ment of the regenerate from charity, not

from faith, 854; wisdom, intelligence,

and knowledge are sons of charity, 1226;

the presence of the Lord is according to

the state of love and charity. 004; all the

precepts of the Decalogue and all things

of faith are of charity, 179S; in heaven
all are viewed according to their charity

and faith, 125S; angelic life consists in

use and the works of charity, 454; an-
gels are forms of love and charity, 553,
3804(2), 4735(2); one who came into

heaven immediately, having been in the
charity of faith, 318; the fruit of faith is

good work, in good work is charity, in

charity is love to the Lord, and in love to

the Lord is the Lord, 1873; charity is

not only with the church, but with gen-
tiles, 1059; the Word is living according
to every one's state of charity and inno-

cence, 1776; the spheres of charity and
faitn, when perceived as odors, are most
enjoyable, 1519; the church in process
of time recedes from charity, 1327(2),

i834(2)-s; in the last times there is no
faith, because no charity, 1843(2); they

who are without charity see nothing but
evil in every man, not his good, 1079,
1080, 1088; they who separate faith from
charity have no conscience, 1076-7;
forms of hatred and of charity cannot be
together, 1860(2); life according to knowl-
edges of faith is charity, 2049(3); charity
cannot be formed without them, 2049(4),
2088(3); exists according to quality and
quantity of truths, 2180(2); the good of

charity not to be violated, and can be

only by those who have the Word, 2359.
From the Lord is all love, charity, and
mercy, 2751; all blessedness consists in

affection for the good of love and charity,

2363; none are saved by faith, but by the
life of faith, which is charity, 2228, 2261;
faith can be received by no others than
those who are in the good of charity,

2343, 2340; they who look to doctrinals,

and not to life, do not know what charity
is. 2417(6); to look from faith and not
from love and charity, is to look behind
one's self and to return backward, 2454
(a); there is a doctrinal of charity and a
doctrinal of faith ;_ that of charity, now
lost was in the Ancient Church and taught
the meaning of the neighbor, the poor, the
fatherless, and the widows, 2417; the
doctrinals of faith of no effect unless they
have in them charity, because they re-

spect charity as their end, 2116(3); intel-

ligence and wisdom increase immensely
with those in the other life who are in
charity, 1041; during man's regenera-
tion the Lord fills truths with the good of
charity, 2063(3); good is according to
the truths of faith implanted in charity,

2100; faith has been separated from char-
ity, and is said to be saving because men
began to live in evil, 2231(3); faith sepa-
rate is the light of winter, and faith from
charity is the light of spring, 2231(3);
true charity is without any thing of merit,

2371; the quality of those in the good of
charity, and of those not in it, 2380(2);
some suppose themselves not in the good
of charity when they are, and some that
they are when they are not, 2380(4).
They who are in the good of charity dis-

criminate as to whom good is to be done,
2425(3); controversy as to which is the
first born, faith or charity, 2435. 3324,
7755; charity the essential of faith and
thus faith, references. 2442; none can
be saved by thinking good, and by being
instructed, unless he wills what is good,
2401; charity without faith is not gen-
uine, nor is faith without charity, 2830;
there must be innocence and charity that
truth may be conjoined to good, 3111(2);
good is not genuine, nor fruitful, until

man is regenerated, because until then
good lacks its very soul, 3186; charity
toward the neighbor is a life according
to the Divine precepts, 3249; he who
lives in charity receives truths from the
Lord such as agree with his good, 3267(3).
The spir. kingdom in the heavens is every
where various as to truths, but is one by
charity, 3267(2); the church is not the
church unless truths of doctrine conjoin
themselves to good of life, 3310; they
who are only in the memory of the knowl-
edges, and not in life, do not see in the
Word the interior things of love and char-
ity, 3416; doctrinals of love and charity
among tha ancients, 3419(3), 3420; they
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who make faith an essential and not char-
ity, may be in the good of truth, yet not
in heaven or so conjoined to the Lord as
they who are in the good of charity, but
on the threshold, 3450; they who do
good from doctrinals of faith do not know
what charity is, 3463(2). The Word is

open when love to the Lord and charity

toward the neighbor gj-g regarded as the
end; but when faith is so regarded, the

Word is closed, 3773, 3793', charity in

external form and not in internal form
is not charity, nor to be so called; charity

which regards the neighbor and the Lord
for its end is charity itself, 3776; the
truths of faith are dead without the good
of charity, 3840(2); faith is the external
of charity, and charity the internal of

faith, 3868; faith without charity is some-
thing defiled, 3870. In regeneration to

know or understand truth, to will truth,

and to be affected with truth, brings one
into charity, which contains them all,

3876-7; spir. angels are in good of char-

ity without recompense, 3887; the enjoy-
ment of affection for good and truth, or
charity, unknown to those who are in the
enjoyments of evil and falsity, 3038(5);
charity wishes as well to the neighbor as

to one's self and is averse to all merit,

3956; a plane into which good and truth

from the Lord may flow, must be ac-
quired by a life of charity, 3957(7); all

truths have love and charity as their be-
ginning and end, 4353(3); the truths of

faith cannot be conjoined to anyone un-
less he is in the good of genuine charity,

4368(5); angels are forms of love and
charity, 4735(2); charity shown by a
judge who from zeal punishes an offender,

473o(3)i the simple know and acknowl-
edge what charity is, not what faith sepa-

rate is, 4741(2), 4754; love toward the

neighbor or charity is the essential of the
church, 4766(4); those in love of self and
in faith separate, cannot know what
heaven is, which consists in love to the
Lord and charity, 4776; the doctrinals

of the Ancient Church were doctrinals

of charity, 4844(4), 6627-33; the internal

and essential of the church is charity,

4899(4); charity toward the neighbor is

affection for good and truth, and the

acknowledgment of self as evil and false,

4956; acts of charity described in Mat-
thew, 4956, 4959, 5066-71; acts of charity
done from natural good, how they differ

from those done from conscience, 4988(4);
if man has lived in the good of charity he
will come into all wisdom in the other
life, 5859; the cel. and the spir. kingfoms
are conjoined by charity, because charity

is the external of the cel. kingdom, and
the internal of the spir. kingdom, 5022(2),

6435(2); if charity were in the first place

and faith second the church would be one
and would be enlightened, 6269(2); how

evil if faith is in first place and charity
second, 6272; works are needed, for they
are charityand faith in life,64o6; Issachar,
those who are in charity for recompense,
6388-93; the good of mutual love and
the good of charity are conjoined by a
medium, as the cel. and spir. kingdoms
are conjoined, 6435(2); those in charity
adore the Lord as their God and Saviour,

4731(2); the good of mutual love is inte-

rior and of charity exterior, 6435(2); when
angels communicate their good to another,
willing to give all and retain nothing,
there flows in more of good with con-
tinual increase, 6478; this is dissipated
when they think of recompense, 6478;
the doctrine of charity treated in series

of articles prefixed to the chapters of
Exodus, beginning with 6627; it was
precious to the ancients, but is now lost,

6632; the Word is nothing else than the
doctrine of love and charity, 6632; be-
cause it is now lost, the doctrine of faith
is much alienated from the truth, 6633;
charity is not to be exercised toward all

without discrimination, 6703; true wor-
ship consists in exercising charity, 7038;
conjunction of charity and faith like that
of heat and light, 7080-6; the doctrine
of charity teaches what good is and what
evil is, 7181, 7255; it cannot be known
what good is unless he knows what char-
ity or love toward the neighbor and love

to God are, 7178-82; the life of charity

and faith make heaven with man, 7197;
the good of love to the Lord is cel. good,
the good of charity toward the neighbor
is spir. good, 7257; the doctrine of love

to the Lord is most comprehensive and
hidden, the doctrine of love and charity

toward the neighbor also in less degree,

7258; therefore the ancients reduced
charity into classes and gave them names,
which were from heaven, 7250-61; the
blind, lame, maimed, etc., toward whom
they were to exercise chanty, they under-
stood those who were spiritually such,
7260-3; the goods and truths of faith

with those of the spir. church cannot die

because conjoined with the Divine, which
is life itself, 75o6(2)-7507; two things
proceed from the Lord, good and truth,

and reign in heaven; in the church they
are called charity and faith, 7623-4; an
idea of the good of charity and the truth

of faith may be formed from the sun and
the light in spring and in winter, 7625;
man is like a garden if charity and faith

are conjoined, and like a desert if they are
not conjoined, 7626; all things of the
church have reference to charity and
faith, 7752-4; the first thing of the church
is charity, and the second faith, 7755;
the good of charity enters by an internal
way, faith by an external, 7^756; the con-
junction of charity and faith is effected

in the interiors of man, good adopts truth
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there, 7757; unless conjunction be ef-

fected, charity is not charity, neither is

faith faith, 7757; when faith is con-

joined with diarity it is no longer called

faith, but charity. 7758; the good of

charity has its quality from the truth of

faith, and truth its essence from that

good, 7759; good of charity receives its

quality from the abundance of the truths

of faith, also from the connection of one

truth with another, 7760; called spir.

good and saving, 7761; spir. confidence

Has its essence from good, 7762; to look

above himself is to look to the neighbor,

7814-16; those in the good of charity

and of faith look above themselves, 7817;

the man who is in charity loves himself

and the world, but only as means to an
end, 7810-7820; difference between living

according to precepts of faith and pre-

cepts of charity, 8013; charity is an in-

ternal affection for good, 8033; faith is

an internal affeclion for knowing what
is true and good, which conjoins itself

with charity by willing to do the truth,

8034; they in genuine affection of charity

know that all charity and faith are from
the Lord, 8035; those in charity are re-

generate and have a new will and a new
understanding, 8036; those in love of

self and of the world cannot be in charity

and faith, they do not know what they

are. 8037; charity extends much further

than giving to the poor and assisting the

needy, 8120-1; it consists in doing what
is right, just, and good in every work and
one's duty in every office, 8121-2; be-

cause man, society, the country, the

church, the kingdom of the Lord, and
what is good and just are the neighbor,

8123; with those who are in charity from
internal affection, charity is in all things

they think, speak, will, and do, 8124;

a life of piety without charity is of no
avail, but with it is of all avail, 8252;

the life of charity consists in uses, 8253;

the veriest worship of the Lord consists

in a life of charity 8234; the life of char-

ity abides with a man forever, 8256; a
life according to the Lord's precepts is

the Christian life, called spiritual, and by
it one comes to know what faith and
charity are, 8257; the internal of charity

consists in doing well to the internal of

man, and the external in doing good to

the external at the same time, 9209(2);
the end determines the quality of one's

charity; when done for the sake of good,

it is genuine and from the Lord; this is

Christian charity, 9210; when anyone
does good for the sake of good, or for the

sake of truth, it is for the sake of the

Lord, 9210; this ought to be the head,

and himself and gain the sole of the foot,

9210(2); all in heaven are kept looking

to the Lord by love to Him, and by charity

toward the neighbor, 9830(2); to love

what is good and true for the sake of
good and truth, is to love the neighbor
and God, 10310; the neighbor in the uni-
versal sense is good and truth; love tow-
ard the neighbor which is charity has in

itself love to the Lord, 10330(4); whether
we say charity toward the neighbor or
truth from good it is the same thing; a
life according to truths Divine, is charity,

10483.
Chedorlaomer, King of Elam, sig.

the apparent good and truth in the child-

hood of die Lord, 1667, 1685.

Cheek sig. affection for interior truth,

right cheek affection for truth from good,
9048(6); a blow upon, to destroy truths,

9048(8).
Chemosh sig. falsity, 2468(7).
Chequered means the work of a

weaver, 9826, 9942.
Cherub sig. providence of the Lord,

to prevent man's entering of himself into

the mysteries of faith, 306, 308, 3901(3),
4162(2), 8215(4), 8813(3); the guard
and providence of the Lord to prevent
approach to himself except by good of

cel. love. 9277(5), 939i(3), 9506(2), 9509-
9517; also to prevent good from the
Lord in heaven and with man, being
injured, 9506(2), 9509, 9517; a guard
lest spir. good and cel. good be com-
mingled, 9673.
Chest. Spirits who belong to the

province of the chest, 1270, 1978, 4403,
6602, has a correspondence similar to

sides of ark, 9496(2).
Child, Ishmael, sig. the beginning of

the spiritual church, 2677. To be with
child sig. to conceive the good of heav-
enly love, 3755; childless, said of Abram,
sig. no internal church, 1794.
Childhood, see Boy, Infancy. Child

sig. charity, innocence, 406, 430; states

cf Lord's childhood, rep. in Gen. xii.,

xiii., 1401-2, 1403-1502, 1557, 1584,
1616(4), 1653, 1661, 1667(3), 1741;
temptations then, 1668, 1673, 1690, 1778.
States in childhood, in cel. tilings more
than adults, adults more in knowledges
of cel. things, 1453; on states of child-

hood see, 1428, 1430, 1434-5, 1450-3,
1460-2, 1472, 1487, 1489, 1495-6, 1536,
1542-3, 1547, 1557, 4672, 5342(2), 9755
(2). The will formed in man from in-

fancy to childhood, 1555(2); the ages of

man, in infancy is in innocence, in child-

hood in affection of good and truth, etc.,

3254, 10255; their instruction, 3470(2),
3518(2), 3665(5), 3688(3), in historicals

of Word, 3665(5), 3690(2), 3982(3),

5376, 6333(3).
Chinese who had charity instructed

about the Lord, and that Christian doc-
trine prescribes love and charity more
than others, 2596.

Choir. Angelic choirs of two kinds
spiritual and celestial, 418(2); speech of
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good spirits and angels in choirs, 1648-9;
choirs of children, 2294; of Gentile
spirits, 2595-6; choirs in heaven, 3350-1,

3893, 4627(3); those in choirs think alike,

5975; choirs consist of many thinking,

speaking, and acting, in continued series,

8115; the ancients in sacred worship
sang in choirs, responsively, 8340.

Chosen, or elect, those who are in the

life of good and truth, 3755(2), 3900(4),
4060(9); no election and reception into

heaven from mercy, according to the

opinion of the common people, 5057(2)—
5058; the elect are those who are en-
dowed with mercy, charity, and faith,

6804(10); election not of mere mercy,

S057(2)-8, 7051-
Christ. See Lord, Human. He is

called Christ as the Messiah, the Anointed,
King; and Lord as Jehovah; Christ in

respect to truth, Lord in respect to good,

2921(6); Jesus sig. Divine good, Christ

Divine truth, the two names the Divine
marriage of good and truth, 3004-10,

8543; Jesus is Divine good because Jesus
means safety, salvation, and Saviour,

3005; Christ in Greek and Messiah in

Hebrew sig. anointed, 3007-9, 4973(4);
the royal office and Christ rep. the Lord
as to Divine truth, 3009, 4669, 9144(10);
false Christs sig. truths not Divine, or fal-

sities, 3010; falsely saying, I am Christ,

is saying, this is of faith, or is true, when it

is not, 3353(2); false Christs worshipped
by those who profess themselves Chris-

tians but do not live according to His pre-

cepts, 3732(2); Christ is the Lord as to

Divine truth, hence as to the Word and
doctrine, here the opposite, namely, Di-
vine truth falsified, or doctrine of falsity,

3000; the names Christ and Jesus ex-

press the twofold ministry of judgment
and worship, 9806(2); called Anointed
or Christ to rep. the Lord as to judgment
from the Divine truth, 9954(10).

Christian, see Church, Christian.
The Christian world is profoundly ig-

norant that the Old Testament involves

spir. and cel. tilings, 2, 3432(2); vastation

of Christians, 410; the evil state of the

Christian world, 824, 826, 916(3), 1032(2,

3), 1059, 1673(3), preface Gen. xv., 2 121

(2) , 4327(2); Gentiles abhor the doctrine

of Christians on account of their life, 916
(3) ; in the Christian world doctrinals dis-

tinguish churches, 1790(4); some in

heart deny the resurrection, Pref. Gen.
xvi; Christians and Gentiles in the other

life, 2590-99, 2605; Christians who have
lived a good life are received before Gen-
tiles, but are few, 2500(2); a Christian is

one who is in truth from good, 3010; in

Christian gentilism they adore saints and
idols, 3447, 3667(2), 0020; in the Chris-
tian world most are born in the good of

the love of evil and falsity, 3469(4); the

Christian world acknowledges the Word

to be Divine, but denies in heart, 347J,
3479; if Christians had lived internal men
the Jewish nation before many generations
would have been cut off, 3479(3); Chris-
tians are acquainted with interior things
of worship but do not believe them , 3480
(2); they are, at this day, in contempt,
aversion, and enmity against truths of
faith and the Lord; and in hatred against
one another, 3489(2); almost all bring
into the other life an idea of three Gods,
though they had said one, 3704(6); Chris-
tians who do not live according to the
Lord's precepts worship His name only;
but it is a false Christ, 3732(2); heaven
closed to them, but open to those who
have lived in charity and love to the Lord,
4197; Christians do not know that the
Lord's Human is Divine, 4689(2), 4733
(2); they are ignorant of what the spiri-

tual is, 5639(2); they do not receive the
interior truths of the Word, because they
are in inverted order, 5702; Christian
good, spiritual good, or the good of char-
ity, 5704, 5S04, 7197, 8516(2). 8754,
8772; Christians in externals without an
internal, 9409(5); with Christians to

acknowledge the Lord is the first of the
church, 101 12; many in Christian world
love themselves and the world above all

things, 10409(2); at this day interior

perception in the Christian world has
perished, 10737.
Chrysoprase sig. the cel. love of truth,

9868(3).
Church. Subdivisions (1) General

Principles, (2) Most Ancient, (3)
Ancient, (4) Jewish and Israelitish,

(5) Christian, (6) New Church.
(1) General Principles. The king-

dom of God is tlie true church, 29(2);
the evil of all churches is that they do not
believe in the Lord and the Word, but in
themselves and the senses, 131; four
churches, 231, 407, 4706; woman means
the church, 252, 253, 262; the end of the
church. 267; after this a new church arises,

333, 334, 407; wherever there is a church
heresies arise by fixing the mind on a
single article of faith, 362; the internal

with the external constitute a church,

409; various churches in the Most An-
cient Church, 460-7, 483; when the
church declines it remains with a few,

468(2); the church likened to fruit, 501;
the differences in the churches before the
flood was in the distinctness of their per-

ception, S02; those only are of the church
who acknowledge charity, faith, and ex-

ternal worship, 1065; there were three

divisions of the Ancient Church, named
from Noah, Eber, and Jacob, 1327; the

church in process of time decreases and
is contaminated, 494(2), 501, 1327; it

recedes from charity, and produces evils

and falsities, 1834(2)-$; its vastation,

407-11, see Vastation; it is restored
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amongst the gentiles, 1366, 3898(3);
something of a church is always pre-

served, otherwise the human race would
perish, 468, 637, 031; because the church
s as the heart and lungs, 637, 2054, 2853;
the quality of the spir. church, 765; char-

ity not faith separate constitutes the

church, 800, 016; the church would be
one if all had charity, difference in doc-
trinals and worship would not separate,

1285, 1288, 1316, 1708-9(3), 1834(2).

1844, 345i(2)-2; there is an internal and
external, 1242; the internal and external

constitute one church, 409; all things

of charity and faith are the internal; all

the representatives of worship are the

external, 10S3, 1098; those in the external
church have an internal in their worship.

1100(2); the external is nothing without
an internal, 1795; worship is made ex-

ternal lest the internal be profaned, 308,
I327(2)-S; there is a true and a corrupt
internal, also a true and a corrupt ex-

ternal church, 1238; the church com-
pared to rising and setting of the sun, to

times of the year, the day, and to metals,

1837; woman rep. the church, 252-3;
the cel. and spir. churches, their qualities,

references, 2669(2); the first and suc-
ceeding states of the spir. church and
spir. things; the state is successively

changing, 2422; the church would be as

the Lord's kingdom if all had charity,

238.5(5); the final judgment is the last

time of the church, 2 118; its consumma-
tion is when nothing remains, 2243(3);
all in the church though scattered through
the world make one, 2853(2); the Lord
came to save the spiritual, 2661(2); those
in the church should be purified from
evils and falsities, because they can render
holy things impure, 2051(2), 2054. 2056
(2); the church is the medium of commu-
nication with heaven. 2853; when one
church comes to an end a new one is raised

up, 2852(3); the states of the church com-
pared with times of year and day, 2905(2);
every church decreases until there is no
charity, and at length there is hatred
against others, 2910(2); because heredi-

tary evil increases, 2910(4); a new church
seldom if ever is raised up by the Lord
from the men of a former church, but
from nations which were in ignorance,

2910(4); how the church in course of

time decreases and is contaminated, ref-

erences, 2913(3); the church is one when
love to the Lord and charity toward the
neighbor is the essential, not when faith

is, 2982; a new church will always be
renewed amongst the gentiles because
they have no falsity contrary to the truths

of faith, 2986(2); the church compared
to a bride; vessels of gold and silver,

also garments given to sig. good, truth,

and their ornaments, 3i64(2)~5(2); the
church is with gentiles who are in good,

they easily acknowledge many truths

from themselves 3263(2); the spir. church
is everywhere various as to truths; it is

one by charity, 3267(2); there is no church
unless truths of doctrine are implanted in

the good of life, 3310; the good of life

with the gentiles is not the church truly

spiritual, but gives the capacity of be-

coming spiritual, 3310; the first state of

the perversion of the church, 3353-4;
the church is with those who are in the

good and truth of faith, 33 79; internal

truths not revealed until the church is

vastated lest they be profaned, on this

account the Lord then came into the

world; and at this day the internal sense

is revealed, for there is scarcely any faith

because there is no charity, 3398(4); the

one only doctrine ot the church is charity

toward the neighbor and love to the Lord,

3445; the merely representative church
was not a church, 343o; the perversions

of the church spoken of by the Lord,
Matt. xxiv. 15-18, its desolation as to

truth and good, 3655; the Word is opened
to churches in their infancy, when they

are in love to the Lord and the neighbor;

but is closed when faith is primary, 3773
(2); knowledges of doctrinals, that is,

the Word, must precede before the church
can be established, 3786(2); there would
be no church unless man were spoken to

in the Word by exterior truths, 3857(5);
churches that were in external truths,

3857(5); affection of truth separate from
good, and affection of good separate from
truth do not make the church, 3963(2);
the church is the founlation of heaven,

4060(4); man is a church, 4292; in the

church there should be no other affec-

tions than those of genuine truth, 4200;
those of the vastated church are re-

moved from heaven, and are in a cloudy
mist, because in an inundation of falsi-

ties, 4423(2); life not doctrine separate
makes the church, 4468; if there were no
church the human race would grow in-

sane and be extinguished, 4545(7); the

church from faith is ruled by the under-
standing, that from charity is ruled by
good and the Lord in good, 4672(2); in

process of time the church declines to

faith, 4683, 4689(2); to be a church must
acknowledge Human of the Lord to be
Divine and one with the Father, 4765C2);

none where charity is not an essential,

4766(4); a new church is established

amongst the gentiles, because the old is

not in a state to receive truth, 4747(3);
there must be the marriage of good and
truth, also an internal and external to

make a church, 4899; the internal is

charity, 4899(4); the internal things the

Lord taught were known to the ancients;

He abolished external representatives,

4904(2); the voluntary of the cel., and
intellectual of the spir. church, their
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representation, 5113; those in affection

of truth search the Word to see if the
doctrinals of their church are true, 5432
(2, s). In ancient times the church was
in interior things, at this day in external,

5649(4); four churches described, 4706,
sig. by ages of ages, 10248(7); it is one
thing for the church to be with a people,

another to be in a people, 4800(3); to be
a church one must be in the good of truth,

5826; the Word ought to be searched to

see if the doctrinals of the church are

true. 6047(2). If charity were first and
faith second, the church would be in

good, 6260(2); it is evil if faith is first and
charity second, 6272; charity is first,

faith only apparently; those in external

church elevate the thought no higher

than to the Lord's Divine natural, those

of the internal elevate it above the natu-
ral, 6380; the internal of the church is in

willing good from the heart, its external

in doing good from truth of faith, the

church at its end is in mere external wor-
ship like a shell without a kernel, 6587(3);
the church is a church from living ac-

cording to doctrine from the Word, 6637
(2); the man of the spir. church in the

other life is infested by falsities and there-

by purified, 6630(2); those in charity

make the church in general, 6637(2);
those in the externals of the church are
in the literal sense of the Word, an in-

ternal flows in but obscure, 6775; those

in vastated states of church worse than
those outside, 7554; quality of the inter-

nal and external, 7840, 0375, 9680; char-

ity and love to the Lord constitute the

church, 0032; the difference between the

cel. and the spir. church, references, 9277;
conjunction with the Lord by good of

charity and by the church, 0276(6).
Three kinds of men in the church, those

in good of charity, those in few truths but
desire instruction, those in the enjoy-

ments of external truth, 9276(2); heaven
before the Lord as one man, also church,
references, 9276(8); the Lord is all in

all of heaven and the church, because He
dwells there in His own. not in man's pro-

prium, 10125, 10151(2), 10157; changes
of church as to love and light compared
with infancy to old age, 10134(8); the

four churches, and ages, 10355; revela-

tions to them, 10355; if there were no
church where the Word is, the human
race would perish, 10452; the church a
means of communicating with heaven,

10500; without a church there would be

no communication, 10500(2); the church
is in man's internal, not in external with-

out it, 10560, 10098; all who acknowl-
edge the Lord by faith and love consti-

tute the nation of Jehovah, 10566; who
are in the internal and who in the ex-
ternal church, 10683(2): those in ex-

ternal alone not within but out of the

church, 10683(2), 10608; the doctrine
concerning the church, 10760-6; what
makes heaven makes the church, 10760;
the church is where the Lord is acknowl-
edged and where the Word is, 10761; it

is internal with those in love, external
with those in faith, 10762; there ought
to be doctrine and life, the genuine doc-
trine is the doctrine of charity and faith
together, 10763-4; those out of the church
who live well are in communion with the
church, 10765; everyone in whom is the
church is saved; those in whom it is not
are condemned, 10766.

(2) Most Ancient Church. The
first chapter of Genesis treats specifically

of the Most Ancient Church, 4, 9942(4),
10545; they acknowledged no other faith
than love, 32(2); the Lord appeared to
them as a Man and spake with them face
to face, 49; their perception of interior
things, 50-4; rep. by Adam. 64, 82, 313,
478-9, 1013-5; their nature treated in
series, Gen. i.-vi. Those of the Most
Ancient Church, 1114-25, 286, 337. The
first style in the Word was that of the
Most Ancient Church, 66: it was not
historical, 66; their perception, 103-6, 607,
895. 1121. How revelation was made to
them by perception, visions, and dreams,
'25, 597, 1121; the cause of their fall,

127-30; their posterity, 131, 137, 139, 161;
the third posterity, which began not to be-
lieve in things revealed, 194. The Most
Ancient Church was celestial, 200-2. The
fall was gradual, 205-6; the fourth pos-
terity began to love the proprium, 208-
10; their evil was love of self and disbelief

in the Lord, 230-3; the last posterity was
immersed in sensual and corporeal things,

276(2), 278, 279; those who fell away
down to the seventh posterity, 280-5, 286—
313; heresies of Most Ancient Church,
324-442; successive churches or genera-
tions of, 460-7, 468-536; its final states of
dreadful persuasions from love of self, 554
-9, 560-97, 704; before the Most Ancient
Church they lived like wild animals, then
they became spir., at length cel. men,
who constituted the Most Ancient Church,
286, 337. Of the Most Ancient Church
called Man or Adam, 11 14-25; their

state revealed, 11 14; they are above the
head, 11 15; their magnificent dwellings,

1116; their intense light, 1117; their

language not articulate but tacit, 11 18;
their respiration internal, 6o7(»)-8, 1118-
20; their perception, tux; their dreams
and visions, 1122; they expected the Lord's
Coming, 1123-4; their posterity, 1123-
28; their genius, 608; their communica-
tion with heaven, 784, 2179(3); the law
was inscribed on them, liat; in things
of world they saw spir. and cel. things and
cared for nothing else, 920; goods and
truths were inseminated in their voluntary

part, 895; the difference between them
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and the Ancient Church, 507, 607, 640-1,

765; the church Enosh, its quality, 1125.

If the man of the Most Ancient Church
should read the Word he would see the
internal sense, 1143, 1540(2). It was
the golden age, 1551; when the Lord ap-
peared to them He assumed the Human
essence without birth, 1573(7); lusts of

evil and persuasions of falsity destroyed
the Most Ancient Church, 1587; the
rational was celestial in Most Ancient
Church, 1588-0; its final judgment, 2 118;

its worship, 2180(4); they dwell together
in heaven, 2732, 2739, 3255; their Word
not written, 2895-6; when that church per-

ished a new church was raised up, 2986
(2); it was in the land of Canaan, 3686(2),
4116, 4447, 4454, 4476, 4516-7, 5136(2);
its genius was different from that of the
Ancient Church, 4493(2); references on
the Most Ancient Church, 4447-8(2);
its worship and quality compared with
the Ancient and Christian, 4489; it had
revelation from perception, 5121(2);
they worshipped the Divine Human,
5663; representatives and significatives

are from the Most Ancient Church, 2896;
the Ancient Word was thence, 2897;
Enoch collected these representatives,

2896.

(3) Ancient Church. The first of

the Ancient Church was rep. by Noah,
599-618; the difference between it and
file Most Ancient, 597, 607, 640-1, 765;
Noah not the Ancient Church itself, his

three sons rep. that church itself, 915;
Ancient and Christian churches alike in

internals, different only in externals,

1083. In the Ancient Church truth was
implanted in the intellectual part by doc-
trinal instruction, 640-1, 765, 609; qual-
ity of the church Noah, 1126; of Shem,
j 127; the Ancient Church spread through
many kingdoms, 1238; its quality when
it began to decline, 1128; those men-
tioned from Shem to Eber were nations
among whom the Ancient Church ex-
isted, 1238; Eber instituted a church
called the Second Ancient Church, 1238
(2)-5o; their worship consisted in ex-

ternals, especially sacrifices, 1241; it

finally declined into idolatry, 1241; three
divisions of Ancient Church, 1327; the
Ancient Church rep. by Shem, Ham,
and Japheth, 773; its successive deriva-
tions rep. by their descendants Gen. xi.

1279-1375; the Ancient Church was in

Assyria, Mesopotamia, Syria, Arabia,
Lybia, Egypt, Piiilisthea, Tyre, Sidon. and
Canaan, 2385(5); the Ancient Church
had a written Word which is lost, in it

were historicals and propheticals, 2897-
8; the Hebrew Church in the time of Ab-
raham altogether departed from the
truth, 3031, see Hebrews. The doc-
trinals of love and charity in the Ancient
Church, 34i9(3>-3o; the Ancient Church

was in the land of Canaan, the places
there were representative, 3686(2); the
difference between the Ancient and Jew-
ish churches, 4429(2), 4433; the Jewish
statutes and laws were known in the An-
cient churches, 4440(2), 4449(3), 4429(3);
the Most Ancient, Ancient and Christian
churches agree as to internals because
they are one, 44S9; difference between
Ancient and Most Ancient churches,

4489, 4493(2), in their externals of wor-
ship, 4493(3); in the land of Canaan
there were those from the Most Ancient,
the Ancient, and the Hebrew churches,

4516-7; the internal of the Ancient
Church was charity, not so the Jewish,

4680; the Ancient Church worshipped
the Lord as to the Divine Human, 6846;
revelation to each church, the four ages,

I035S-
(4) Jewish and Israelitish Church.

See Jew, Jacob, Israel. All the rep-

resentatives of the Jewish Church con-
tain in them all the arcana of the Chris-
tian Church, 3478(2); Abraham was
ordered to go to Canaan because all

things there were representative, 3686(2);
the Jews although idolaters could repre-

sent a church, 4208(3); there was with
them a representative of a church, not
a church. 4281(2), 8788; its nature.

4288(2); see Representation. The
Jewish statutes and laws were known to

the Ancient churches, 4449(2), 4449(3),
4429(3); the difference between the An-
cient and Jewish churches, 4429, 4433;
the interior things of the Jewish Church
are the things of the Christian, 4772; the
cel. and spir. churches were rep. in the
two kingdoms into which Israel was
divided, references, 9404(2); all things in

that church rep. interior things of the
church and heaven, 10149; four churches,
their revelat : ons, 10355. The Israelitish

Church was only the representative of a
church, references, 10507; it is like the

bony si eleton of a man without flesh,

6502; its worship was merely external,

references, io397(s)-9, 10429(4), 10436;
the Israelitish nation obstinately insisted

on being received, 10430; the nature of

that people, it was in externals alone,

10393-10584, 10691, references, 10490(3);
their mourning and fasting, 10430; they

are among the internals except some good
and their little children, 10430; if the
Divine flowed into their internals they
would altogether perish, 10533, 10539;
they desired to be a church solely to be
supereminent above all nations, 10535;
they were in self-love more than others,

10535; the holiness in which they were
in worship was an idolatrous holiness,

10553; the desire for eminence and
wealth above others is the fire which
excites their veneration, worship, and
love, 10559(3); if they do not obtain what
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they desire they forsake God, 10559(2);
they thought nothing of the church, but
only of possessing the land, and of emi-
nence, 10566; they acknowledged Jeho-
vah as their God, but believed in many
gods, references, 10566; they worshipped
Jehovah that they might be preeminent
above all people, 10570; they were in

external holiness in worship, but not
in internal, 10570(2); interior things were
not revealed to them, 10570(3); their

state in worship, 10575-84; it was a rep-

resentative of a church, its nature de-
scribed Exod. xxxiv. ver. 1-9, 10598; the

principal tilings of that church, ver. 10-

28, 10599; the shining of the internal

through their external, ver. 29—35, 10600;

they worshipped externals as holy with-

out love to God for the sake of God,
10602; how such worship was elevated

to heaven, 10602; why worship was per-

mitted in Jerusalem alone, 10603(4);
why many wives were permitted to them,

10603(5); on account of tne hardness of

their hearts, 10612; they were in heart

idolatrous, 10643(4); and in an external

without an internal, 10692-10707.

(5) Christian Church. The rep-

resentatives of the Jewish Church con-

tain all the arcana of the Christian, 3478
(2); the quality of the Christian Church
at this day, how wicked they appear in

another life, 3489, 4689(2); the Most
Ancient, Ancient, and Christian agree in

internals because they are one, 4489;
the interior things of the Jewish Church
are the things of the Christian Church,

4772; but this church was not led by rep-

resentatives to internal tilings, 4904(3);
the Christian Church in its bcginn.ng

called the Primitive Church, 4772; wnen
the externals of the Ancient and Jewish
are unwrapped the Cnristian Church is

disclosed, 4772; Jewish only rep. of a
church, to be a church man must have
faith in the Lord, love to Him, and love

toward the neighbor, 8788; in Christian

paganism they adore images, 0020; and
seek dominion and gain through Divine

things, 9020; the Christian Church in its

beginning calicd the Primitive Cnristian

Church, 4706, 2986. In Matt, xxiv., xxv.

the successive states of the Christian

Church, its final judgment, and the Sec-

ond Coming of the Lord are described,

it is explained in series, 33S3-6 , 3486-9,

3650-5, 3751-7. 3897-3001, 4056-4060,

4229-31, 4333-5. 4422-4, 4635-8. 4661-

4, 4807-10, 4954-0, 5063-71.

(6) New Church, New Jerusalem.
When the church is vastited a new church

is always raised up by the Lord, 931,

1366, 1850(3), 2323, 2910(3), 2916(4),

3955, 2986, 3898(3), 4423. In some
quarter of the globe a New Church will be
raised up, the present one remaining in

its external worship, as the Jews con-

tinue in theirs, 1850(4); the New Church
will be established among gentiles be-
cause they are in ignorance and free from
impediments, 29861.3). 4747(3); the com-
ing of the Lord stands for the acknowl-
edgment of truth Divine by those who
are of the New Church, and for the denial
by the old, 8427(4); the New Jerusalem
is the Lord's New Church, 3858(2), 6419
(3), 8988(4); it will succeed the Chris-
tian Church, 8988(4); and will be among
the nations, 9407(7). An explanation
of the Lord's prophecy concerning His
Coming Matt, xxiv., see prefaces to Gen.
Chaps, xxvi.-xxxiv., also Matt, xxxv.,
prefaces to Gen. xxxvi.-xl.: the church
at this day is being transferred to the
gentiles, 9256(5).
Church-Militant. The Lord's

church is called militant before regenera-
tion, because he is in combat, 59.
Chyle, the spirits who belong to the

province of the receptacle and ducts of

the chyle, 5173-80; the vessels which
receive the chyle are opened and man is

more fully nourished when there is con-
versation at meals than if he eats alone,

6078. Spirits who represent it, 5173-4,
5180; conversation at meals opens vessels

which receive the chyle, 6078.
Cicero. Discourse with him in the

spir. world, 2592.
Cinders. See Ashes.
Cinnamon. Fragrant cinnamon sig.

the perception and affection of natural
truth, 10254; interior truth of the natural,

10264(2).
Circle. A circle from the hearing

and sight into the will, from the will into
endeavor, and into act; also from the
memory by the same way, 4247(2). The
process of regeneration and glorification

of the Lord's Human, described and illus-

trated by the circle of life with man,
10057. The Divine going forth rep. by
radiant circles going forth from God,
4658(4). 7173, 9407(14), 10188(2).

Circuit or circumference sig. the
outermost, 2973(3). See Border.

Circumcision is a representation of
regeneration by love, 1025(5); it rep.

purification from filthy loves. 2039—2059,
2632(2); why performed with knives of
dints, 2039(8), 2046; performed on the
eighth day, rep. that purification ought to

be effected every moment, 2044; uncir-

cumcised within the church, they who
are not in charity, even if in doctrinals,

2049(5); everything called uncircumci?ea
v. hi h impedes ana defiles, as an uncir-

cumcised ear, 2056; it rep. to purify, and
justify, 2116, 2632(2), 2634; circumcision

was effected by knives of flints, that the

truths of faith might be signified, by which
purification is effected, 2709(6); they

wcie called uncircumcised, who were in

the loves of self and of gain, 3412(2)-!*;
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circumcision was performed because the
foreskin in the Ancient Church corre-

sponded to the defilement of good, but
in Most Ancient to its obscuration; where-

fore with this latter, there was no cir-

cumcision, 4462(2); all are spiritually

circumcised, who are purified irom the

love of self and of the world, 4462; it is an
external representative sign that they

were of the church, 4462; circumcision is

initiation into the externals of the church,

44S6, 4493; pain after circumcision sig.

lust, 4496; the knives of stone by which
circumcision was performed, the truth

of faith, 7044; to cut off the foreskin sig.

the removal of filthy loves, 7045; the

foreskin corresponds to loves most ex-

ternal, viz. corporeal and terrestrial,

7045; the quality of the evil from which
man must be purified, 7046-7051; un-
circumcised in lips, sig. one who is im-
pure as to doctrine, 7225; an uncircum-
cised ear, disobedience; an uncircum-
cised heart that which does not admit
good and truth. 7225(2); Moses calling

himself uncircumcised in lips is spoken
in respect to the nation of which he was
the head; that its worship, which was
merely external, was impure, 7245; cir-

cumcision sig. purification from unclean
loves, references, 8000, 8009. 9088(2), 9272

Circumference. See Centre. After

regeneration the things which do not
agree are rejected to the circumference,

2657(3), 2940, 3993(13); as falsities and
evils. 3089, 3436(2), 4564(2); with the

evil the order is reversed, 3993(12), 4552
(2); in the other life the unfolding of the
life begins at the circumference, 7542.

Circumspection rep. by serpent, 197,

6398(2); by face of eagle, 6398(2).
City rep. the spir. and cel. things of

faith, thus what is doctrinal even heretical,

402; of those who build cities and hide a
secret thing therein, and present them to

others, 2601; city of God, faith in the

Lord, 2943(2); the goods and truths

appertaining to man form as it were a
city, and this from the form of heaven,
and influx thence, 5297; the human mind
as to truths in the Word compared to a
city, 2268; cities and palaces are seen in

the other life, 1626, 940-2; the filthy

Jerusalem, 940; another Jerusalem be-
tween Gehenna and a lake, 941; the
Judgment of Gehenna, 942; city sig.

doctrine true and false, 1191; cities,

truths, inhabitant good, 2268, 2451, 2712;
inhabitant, the goods of truth, 2451;
cities, doctrinals, 2392-7, 2408, 2413,

2449; city of mountains sig. doctrinals

of charity, city of plain, doctrinals of

faith, 2418(2); cities, the interiors of the
rational mind, the doctrinals of the

church, 5297; the city of bloods, the
falsification of truth, 7297; city of refuge,

the state of being blameless and exempt
from punishment, pon.

Civil. Civil life corresponds with
spiritual, 2915, 4366(2); civil and eccle-

siastical government, 10789-10806.
Ci.ay sig. falsity, 940; good of which

the mind is formed, 1300. 6669(6); good,
in the opposite sense evil, 6669; the feet

of Nebuchadnezzar's image part of iron,

part of clay, clay sig. good, 2162(3), 3021
(8); also falsity, 0406(7); good of merit,

good for sake of self and world, 10030
(4) ; clay age, 5658(2).
Clasp sig. capacity for conjunction,

9610-11.
Clean. Clean beasts and fowl sig.

goods of charity, and truths of faith, 714,
922. Cleanse sig. to be sanctified, 4545;
to purify, 7918, 9468(9), 10123; cleansing
from evils sig. by the mercy-seat, 9506.
Cleft of the Rock sig. the obscure

and false of faith, 8581(7), 10582.
Clemency. See Kindness, Mercy.

The clemency of Jehovah sig. grace and
mercy, 2412.

Close. The Word is closed when
understood only as to the sense of the
letter, still more when doctrinals favor
the lusts of self love and love of the world,

3769, 3773; the internal is closed with the
evil, 5828(3), 6564, 9509(4), 10396(2),
10420, io4qo(2)-2(2), 10500(3), 10583,
10698, 10706-7; the Lord keeps the hells

closed, 7879.
Clothing. See Garment, Raiment.

Cel. good is naked, cel. spir. good is first

clothed, 297; it sig. the support of ex-
terior life, the same as garment; raiment
or clothing in the spir. sense sig. the lower
things of knowledge, 9003.
Cloud. All appearances, ignorance,

and falsities, are clouds, 1043; cloud sig.

the obscure light in which the spir. man
is, 1043; clouds of falsity are from the
voluntary proprium, 1047; they are denser
with Christians than with gentiles, and
sig. falsity in the understanding, 1059;
cloud, the literal sense of the Word, pref-

ace to chap, xviii. Gen., clouds rep. tilings

affirmative and things negative, 3221;
the literal sense of the Word, 4060, 4391
(2); glory, tiie internal sense, 5922(6),

6343(4); spheres of thoughts from so-

cieties rep. by clouds, 6609, 6615; cloud
the literal sense, (752(8), 9405(2), 9807
(5) ; even the angels are veiled with a
suitable cloud, 6849(3), 8946; the ob-
scurity of truth, also the literal sense,

8106(2); the pillar of doud sig. perpetual
presence of the Lord, 8106(4), 8 110; fal-

sities from evils appear as mists, clouds,
and waters around those who are in the
hells, 8i37(2)-8; cloud, truth accommo-
dated to reception, 8443; the thickness of
a cloud sig. in a form the most natural,

8781; because the Israelites were in ob-
scurity, and in a false principle as to the
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truths of faith, therefore the Lord ap-
peared to them on Mount Sinai in a thick
cloud, and in smoke, and in devouring
fire, 8814, 8810; the ultimate of the Word,
references, 9430, 9433; a pillar of a cloud,

thick obscurity, thus the Word to those
who are in the external without an in-

ternal, 105 si; cloud sig. the external of

the Word, of the church, and of worship;
it is also called glory, 10574; the external

sense, 106 14. How the Lord appeared
in a cloud with angels in a human form,

and afterwards in radiance, to the in-

habitants of a certain earth, 108 10; and
afterwards descending; He appeared ac-

cording to reception. 10811.

Cluster of grapes sig. truth of spir.

good, 5113, 5117.
Coat. See Tunic.
Coat or Mail sig. what is safe from

hurt and strongly woven together, 9916.
Coat op Skin sig. spir. and natural

good, 294.
Cock, or Cock-Crow, the time before

morning, or twilight, sig. the first time of

the commencing church, 10134(13).
Wives who do not love their husbands
represented by a cock, 2745.

Cold. The fire of evils is turned into

cold, 825, 1528; cold sig. no faith and
charity, heat, charity, 933-4; summer
and winter, charity and no charity, 935-6;
in the hells there is thick darkness from
falsities, and cold from evils, 3340; there

is light there but it is fatuous; and heat as

of a filthy bath; which is turned into cold,

3340; when hell is looked into there is a
dark mist; when any exhalation issues

thence, there are perceived insanities

exhaling from falsities, and hatreds from
evils, 3340; cold does not sig. the priva-

tion of all love, but the privation of spir.

and cel. love, 417s; heat and cold sig.

temptations, 4175.
Collateral. Collateral good and

truth is the good of the Gentiles, 3665,

3778, 3982(2); collateral or mediate good
is represented by Laban and is described

in a series, Gen. xxix., xxx.. 3758-4217,
called also mediate good, 4063-
Colon. See Intestine, 5174; the

spirits of that province, 5379i S302-3.
Color. Whence color is, and what it

rep. in spir. things, the rainbow, 1042-3,

1053; the most beautiful colors appear

in the other life, 1053; there are colors

which have not been seen in the world,

1624; colors in the other life arc from the

modification of light and shade, and the

variegation thereof in things white and
black, 3993(6); they are modifications

of intelligence and wisdom, from experi-

ence, 4530, 4922; colors in heaven are

from the variegations of light there; they

arc the qualities of truth, and its appear-

ances; and appear from the affections of

truth and of good, 4677; a coat of various

colors, the appearances of truth, 4677,
4741-2; colors in the other life are va-
rious; they are through heaven, and are
appearances of truth, 4742(2); their
origin is from good and truth, 9466; col-
ors, so far as they partake of red sig.

good, references, 9467(2); there are two
fundamental colors, white and red, 9467-
8; the precious stones in the breast-plate,
sig. goods and truths of heaven from their
color, 0865, 9868, 9905; whence those
colors are derived, 9865, 9868; concerning
colors, 3862, 9468. The origin of colors
in the spir. world, 4328(2), 4922.
Column. See Pillar.
Comb, To. Children cruelly combed,

rep. how they are brought up at this day,
2125; they who have made everything to
consist in adorning their persons comb
the hair; it sig. to accommodate natural
things that they may appear decent,

55 70.

Combat. See War, Temptation.
The Lord's combats in childhood rep. in
Gen. xiv. 1659-1756; combat must be
from the human, it is never from the Di-
vine, 2523(2); truth combating rep. by
a sword 2799(2), in opposite sense vasta-
tion of truth. 2799(7); falsity combating,
2 799(i5); the first of combat is as to
truth, 4274(2); how rep. truth combat-
ing, its power against the hells, 6423(2)-
5; the combats of evil spirits with angels
for the possession of man, 6657(2); the
I-ord as a man of war sig. the Lord alone
fights for man against falsities and evils,

8273; Joshua rep. truth combating; that
truth may become combating it flows
into angels who are in ardent zeal for

truth and good, who being excited by that
zeal enter into combat, 8595(2), 8598(2)-
9; 8601-17.
Come. To come into the ark sig. to

be prepared as to things of the under-
standing, 667, as to the will, 711; to come,
or enter-in to any one, when it lelatcs to
marriage love, sig. to be conjoined, 3914,
3918; to come to any one, communica-
tion, 5249; to come, what is successive,

5505; presence, 5934, 6063, 60S9; acces-
sion, 5941, 5947; to be applied, 6117;
conjunction, 6782-3; presence or ap-
pearance, 7408, 7631; to go in after them
sig. the influx of falsity from evil, 8187;
to come into Canaan sig. to establish the
church, io559(3)-6o.
Coming of the Lord, as described

Matt, zxiv., rxv., explained, 3353-6,
3486-9, 3650-5. 3751-7. 3897-3901. 4056-
60, 4220-31, 433*-5. 4422-4, 4535, 4635-
8, 4661-4; the Coming of the Son of Man
sig. the revelation of truth Divine at the
end of the church, 9807(5). Coming of

Lord rep. by morning, 22, 2405(8), 8427;
prophecy of, 250, 2034(6), 2523, 2818,

3419(3); His coming is when man is

being regenerated, 220, 482(2)1 by His
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coming the Lord liberated the world of

spirits from the most dangerous crew of

the antediluvians or Nephilim, if He had
not done this mankind would have per-

ished. 581, 1266; the Lord's coming is

the beginning of temptation and regener-

ation, 728; three and seven involve the

Lord's resurrection and His coming, 901,

2788; since the Lord's coming man is

regarded from internals not from exter-

nals, 1003; prophecy of Balaam explained,

1075(5); all things of Word rep. the Lord's

coming, 2236; the Lord came into the

world when the churches had declined,

and the connection of heaven and human
race was altogether broken, 2243(6), 3353
(2), 4230, 4333, 4535(3); the evil perished

by the Lord's coming, why, 2397; His
coming sig. perception, 2513; represent-

ative rites their use until the Lord's com-
ing, 2523; state of world at Lord's com-
ing, 2553; why the Lord came, 2554; to

subjugate the hells, 2795(2); He came to

save the spiritual, 2661(2), 6854(2), 9684;
He came to unite the Human to the Di-
vine, 2854, 2005; why he did not come
sooner, 3398(4), 3757; necessity of, 3637;
Daniel sig. His coming, 3652(2); His
coming by preaching gospel, 3900(9);
comings not in person, 4060(5); effects

from His coming, cel. and spir. kingdoms
made one. 3969(9); new light from, 4180
(5), 4835(4); representatives abrogated,

4483(3). 7417; His coming by revelation

of internal sense of Word, 4060(7), 9S07

(4); without which the human race would
perish, 10276(9); by truth from Word,
4712; by love and faith, 6895; judgment
at His coming, and salvation of those in

lower eanh, 6306, 7686, 8289, 8294,8311,

8321, 8625; it changed influx of life into

men, 6371(2); peace from His coming,

6373; enlightenment from it, 6588(5),
8783, 8792, 9405; greater power to de-
liver from falsities, 6945(3); rep. by feasts,

7093; miracles rep. state of church saved
by His coming, 6988(3); His coming rep.

by evening, 7844; by Exodus, 7986; by
His coming Lord reduced heavens, hells,

and church into order, references, 8137,
10026, 10355(5); He came when no nat-
ural good was left, 10355(5); why He
came, 10655(3), 10828.

Come Near. See Approach. It sig.

presence, also perception thence, 3572.
3574; interior communication, 5883; to
approach to God, sig. to think from the
faith of charity concerning the Divine,
6843; to come near sig. a state of recep-
tion and inclination or application, in-

flux, 8439; presence, conjunction, and
application, 1002 1.

Come Together. Those of flock that
came together first sig. things sponta-
neous, 4020; the next coming together,
things compelled, 4031.
Comeliness sig. Divine truth in its ex-

terior form, also Its splendor, thus like-

wise the spir. church, 9815.
Comfort sig. to survive and endure,

S32-5; to interpret according to the sense
of the letter of the Word, 4783.
Comforter. See Paraclete, Holy

Spirit. To send the Comforter sig. en-
lightening and instructing in the truths
offaith, 9>i99(3).

Command, and Say sig. to reflect,

thence to perceive, 3661, 3682; influx,

5486; the internal commands in no other
way than by influx, and then by ar-

rangement to use, 5486; influx, and on
the part of the recipient, perception, 5732;
consent, 6105; a precept of the church,

6561; lust, 7 1 10; when concerning the
Lord, the law of order, 10119; Jehovah
commanding, sig. that it was so done be-
cause they were urgent, when it relates

to the Israelitish nation; and this from
permission, 10612; to keep my charge,
my commandments statutes, and judg-
ments, sig. continuous revelations, all

things of the Word; charge sig. all things

in general, commandments, the internal

things, statutes the external things, and
laws all things in particular, 3382(2);
commandments sig. internal truths of
faith, sUtutes, external truths of faith,

8362; commandments, things of the life,

judgments, those of the civil state, stat-

utes, those of worship, 9417; Jehovah
commanded when spoken of the Israeli-

tish church and its worship, is not meant,
what was well pleasing, but permission,

10612.
Commandment. The ten command-

ments and other precepts given from Mt.
Sinai are for those in the heavens as well

as for those on earth, but in their internal

sense, 8862; to keep the commandments
sig. to receive the truths of faith in affec-

tion and act, 8881; commandments re-

late to life, 8972(2); to live according to

the commandments of the Lord is ac-

cording to the doctrine of faith and char-

ity prefixed to the chapters of the book of

Exodus, 10578(4). 10645(6).
Commencement. Sc. Becinntng. It

sig. a state when man begins to be in-

structed, 1560.

Communication. See Perception.
There is a communication of joys and of

happiness in heaven, 549-550; also a
communication there of the interiors of

spirits and of men, 1399; a communica-
tion of all things of thought and affection,

1390—1; which are effected by trans-

missions, 1392; by removals or rejec-

tions, 1393,1399, 1875; communication is

from perceiving and willing, 3060. There
is a descent of goods and truths from the
Lord through the regenerate man, by
which is communication and conjunc-
tion, 3702(3); there are spirits and angels

by whom communication is effected, 4047
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-8. A door sig. communication, 8980.
Communication with heaven by the
church, in the Israelitish effected mir-

aculously by representatives, in the Chris-

tian by internal things, 10500.
Communion of the church consists of

the good scattered throughout the world,

2853. 7396.
Companion, Brother sig. good of love,

companion, truth of faith 2360(2);
brother and companion, good and its

truth, 10490; a man to a companion,
mutually, and the conjunction of good
and truth, 10555-
Comparison. All comparisons, or com-

paratives, in the Word are from signinca-

tives, 3579(5), 3001, 4231; which are also

representatives, 1404, i4o8(2)~9; and cor-

respondences, 8089(11), 9828(9). See
Representation, Correspondence.
Compass around sig. against the good

of charity, 2347.
Compassion. To have Compassion

sig. admonition from the Lord to give aid;

an influx of charity, 6737; it is spoken of

truth; yearning of the bowels, of good,

8875.
Compel, To. Man ought to compel

himself to resist evil, and to do good,
otherwise he cannot receive a heavenly
proprium. 1937, 1947; for a man to com-
pel himself is freedom, but not to be com-
pelled, 1037(7), 1947; the Lord cannot
reform man by compulsion, 4031, 4033;
men ought to compel themselves in sev-

eral cases. 7914.
Complaisance or Flattering As-

sent. The sphere of the complaisant
induces torpor in respect to things serious

and good, 1509.
Complaisant. They who are of this

character, for the sake of doing mis-

chief, constitute the sphincter of the

bladder, or of the ureters, and corre-

spond to tilings contrary. 5388-9.
Conceal. To. See To Hide.
Conceive, To. See Nativities,

Bringing Forth, Generation. Father,
Esse. By conception is sig. all thought,

?6i, 264; conceive sig. to produce, 400;
conception, the fuvt life, here of the ra-

tional, 1910, 3288, its nature, 191 1; the

rational with the Lord was conceived f

the internal man which was Jehovah, as
of a father, and bom of the outer as a
mother, 1921; nothing is conceived of

good and truth when the doctrine of good
and truth is viewed from reason and
knowledge, but when viewed from the

Word all tilings confirm, 2584(3); all

conception of doctrine is from good as a
father, but bringing forth is by truth as a
mother, 25S6; she conceived and bare
sig. it was and existed, 2621; conception
itself gave the veriest essence from which
was the Human, 3023; the conception of

the natural is from the rational, this from

the spiritU4l, this from the celestial, this
from the Divine, 3304(2); state of parents
at conception determines the quality of
the natural good of the offspring, 3469(3);
when conceptions and births are men-
tioned in the Word, regeneration or spiri-

tual conceptions and births are meant,
3860; the general belief is that all things
are produced by nature, this is because
there is no knowledge of influx, 4322; see
Nature; to conceive and bear sig. to
acknowledge in faith and act, 4821, 4823;
to conceive sig. the first of birth, 6718;
to bear, to exist, 6719; the Lord was con-
ceved of Jehovah, the Divine good was
H:s oul, 1793, 1815, 1893(2), 1904(4),

3704(7), 4065. 4641, 5005, 5041, 6716(2),
6866, 7058(3)1 10047(2), 10052(2); the
inmost of his life, or the soul was from
the Father by conception, the body from
the mother; thus the Divine was in Him,
1921, 1009, 2018, 2025(4), 6716, 10047
(2) ; see previous references; the Lord was
God from conception, 10825.
Concord essential in societies in the

other life, 5182.
Concubine. Maid-servants given by

the wife to the husband for the sake of
procreating children are called concu-
bines, children procreated from them
that those out of the church might be rep-

resented, 2868; the spiritual are as sons
of concubines, 3246; it was permitted
those who were in externals, for the sake
of representation, to adjoin a concubine
to a wife, but not to those who are in

internals, and in good and truth; there-

fore not to Christians, to whom it is adul-
tery. 3246(4). To have concubines was
permitted in the Jewish Church, the rea-

son, 8095(5); it is not allowed to have
concubines for wives at this day, as with
the Jews, 0002(3).
Concupiscence. See Lust.
Condemn, Condemnation, Damna-

tion. Evil spirits call up all wrong
doings of a man and condemn him, 741;
he who bears hatred against the neighbor
is thereby cmdemned to hell. Mix; in-

ternal idolatry condemns, 1363; truths

condemn every one to hell, 1728, 2015(10),

2258, 2335(2) 6148(6) when separated
from good, 6148(6); profanation of what
is holy involves eternal damnation, 1327
(3) ; see Profanation; the evil are con-
demned to hell because they separate

themselves from the Divine good, 2258(3);
see Sodom. Plagues of Egypt, Vasta-
tion; the condemna ion of the unfaith-

ful and the salvation of the faithful rep.

by the passover, and by overthrow of

Egyptians, 7822-8241. Christians think

cruelly about gentiles in thinking that

•hose out of the church are damned, 4100
(2); hanging sig. damnation ot profana-
tion, 5044(11); nanging on a tree damna-
tion from rejection of the Divine, 5156;
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evils condemn; those in falsities from evil

are condemned, 7206. 7264, 7272(31-3;
man in the other life is not condemned
immediately, but passes through many
states until convinced that he is in evil

and cannot be in heaven, 7793(2); con-

demnation when there is no longer any
truth and good, 7851; the sphere of

condemnation flows from hell, 7878-0;
but the good are protected, 7879; death
of first-born of Egypt sig. damnation on
account of a life of evil, 7926; the Red
Sea sig. damnation, 8099; the hell of

those in faith separate and in a life of

evil, 8099(2); in Exod. xiv. it treats of

casting into hell which follows damnation,
8146(2); to die in the wilderness sig. 'o

yield in temptations, thus to be damned
8165; evil from the voluntary and not at

the same time from the intellectual does
not condemn, 9069; the omission of exter-

nal rites does not condemn, but evils of the

heart, 9965(2).
Confess, Confession from which

Judah takes his name sig. in the supreme
sense, the Lord, in the internal, the Word,
and in the external, doctrine therefrom,
what confessing further means, is shown,
3880; it means the Divine principle of

love, and the cel. kingdom of the Lord,
3880(10); to acknowledge the Lord, and
the things which are of Him; this ac-

knowledgment is doctrine from the Word,
3880(2); confession is celestial, 3880(4);
sacrifices of confession, were thanksgiv-

ings, 3880(8); there must be confession of

sins, that man may be saved. 8387; con-
fession of sins is to know, see, and ac-

knowledge evils in one's self; it must be
before God, 8388; confession in a general
way is not the confession of repentance,

8390.
Confidence (fidiicia) which is called

faith which is saving, can never be given
except in the good of life, 2982(2), 4352(3),
4683(2). See Faith. Confidence is va-
rious, 2982(2); confidence is of love by
faith, 8240.
Confidence (confidenlia). The con-

fidence, which in an eminent sense is

called faith, is various, being giv.n even
with the wicked; but true confidence is

not given, except with those who are in

love and charity, 4352(3), 4683(2), 4689-
00, 6272, 6578, 7762, 8987(3), 9241-4-

Confirm, To. See also Perception.
Special things are such as confirm, these

are both reasons and affections, 4364;
shown by examples, 4364(3, 4); it is not
the part of a wise man to confirm a point

of doctrine, but first to see whether it be
so, 4741(3), 7012; the things which have
been confirmed by doctrine and life, re-

main to eternity, from experience, 4747(2);
falsities may be confirmed, so as to ap-
pear altogether like truths, 5033, 6865(3);
those who have confirmed falsity are not

in any freedom of choosing and accepting
truth, 5006; perception consist in seeing
what is true and false, not in confirming
it whatsoever it be, 7680, 7950(2); all

things may be confirmed; it is not seen
whether they be true, except by those
who are affected with truth for the sake
of the uses of life, 8521(3); the light of
confirmation is not the light of perception,
or Divine light from heaven, but is sen-
sual light, such as belongs to the internals,

8780(3); evils are confirmed when done
from foresight and will, 9009; confirma-
tion of truth, by external men by an oath,
by internal men by reasons, by celestial

men by yea, yea, 9166(3), 10124(2);
wisdom does not consist in the ability

to confirm by knowledge, or whatever
one pleases, but in discerning truth and
good, and in applying to uses of life, 10227
u).
Confound the lip sig. to darken, blot

out, dissipate, 1321; it is spoken in rela-

tion to doctrine, 1321, 1327.
Congregation. See Assembly.

Everyone in a congregation must be a
church, in order that it may be a church,
4292; congregation of Israel sig. all

truths and goods in one complex, 8006;
those who are of the spir. church, 8398.
Conjugial Love. See Marriage

Lov-.
Conjunction. The conjunction of the

Lord with the Divine essence is union,
but of tlie Lord with man is conjunction,

2004(3), 2021; effected by knowledges,
2063(3); there can be no conjunction of
what is false with good, nor of what is

true with evil, but only of falsity with evil,

and of truth with good, 3033(2), 3573(3);
reason why conjunction depends upon the
end regarded, 3565; how conjunction con-
stitutes the regeneration of man, 4353;
conjunction is of good of the natural with
good of the rational, 3514; adjunction is

of natural truth with rational good, 3514;
the process of the conjunction of one good
with another is mutual acknowledgment,
agreement, affection, initiation, and con-
junction, 3809, 3810; all conjunction re-

quires a reciprocal, or consent on both
sides, 6047; the conjunction of the inter-

nal and external by the Word, 3304(3);
of truth and good, 3538; the conjunction
of truth with good is effected by the life,

3843(2); of good with truth is effected by
temptations, it has joy in it, 4572(2); con-
junction of the Divine with man is ef-

fected only as man is purified from evils,

2102(2); of natural Divine good which is

Esau, with the good of truth which is

Jacob, 4336-87; how effected by reducing
the natural to correspondence with the ra-
tional, 4353(3); illegitimate conjunction
rep. by Shechem forcing Dinah, its nature
shown, 4433, 4445, 4449; the conjunction
of the natural with the rational, rep. by
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Jacob came to Esau, 4612-21: first and
second conjunction, 564s; of the internal

with the external, Gen. xliv., xlv., 5867;
of truth with good, how effected and dis-

agreeing tilings removed to the sides,

5860-71; of man with the Lord by the
Word, 9396; the Word is the only medium
of conjunction between man and the

heavens, 9457(6); the conjunction of good
and truth, and of the angelic societies is

like that of the organs and viscera in the

body, 10554(2); conjunction of Human
essence with the Divine, 1402, 1440, 1469,
1502. See Human, Glorify. Conjunc-
tion of Lord with man by representatives,

1361(5); by purification, 1986, 2102; must
be reciprocal, 2004(2); by faith and char-

ity, 2021, 2034, 2183, 2349; by love, 2034
(2), 2049(4); by truth conjoined with

§ood, 2075, 2112; conjunction with Him
y the Word, 2209, see Word; by the

church, 2853(3); conjunction of good
with truth, see Good; by temptations,

2272; conjunction with Lord oy Holy
Supper, which see, 4211; conjunction
with Lord is with His Human, not with
His Supreme Divine, 4211(2); See Mar-
riage, Regeneration, Good, Truth.

Consanguinity. See Affinity.
Conscience. See also Bonds and

Perception. Whence it is, 227-228;

the conscience is formed by the truths of

faith, 1077; spiritual have conscience,

597; with the regenerate man is the con-

science of what is right, 986(3), 977; a
new will is conscience 1023, 1043(4);
conscience is an intermediate between the

Lord and man, 1862; the Lord rules man
by bonds of conscience; if he has not

conscience, by external bonds, 1835(2);
there is a true, a spurious, and a false

conscience, 1033; it is in the intellectual

part, 863, 865(2), 875(4), 1023, 1043;
when conscience is assaulted, there is

spir. temptation, 847(2); conscience is

formed from what one has learned, 895;
it is the new will, 895, 927(3); the pain of

conscience arises from the combat of evil

spirits and angels, 227; evil genii and
spirits attempt especially to destroy con-

science, 1820; he who has perception

knows the particulars of general truths;

not so he who has conscience, 865; the

Lord rules the spir. man through con-

science, 918; with the unregenerate man
there is no conscience; if there be any-

thing like conscience it is from self-love or

love of the world, 977; they who actually

separate faith from charity, cannot have
any conscience, 1076-7; they who be-

lieve that worship and the Word are for

the common people, that they may be
kept in the bonds of conscience, are in the

habitation of dragons, 950; adulterers

have no conscience, 827; nor enchant-
resses and sirens, 831; they who are evil

in the other life, cannot be punished by

conscience, because they have had none;
they who have had conscience are amongst
the happy, 965; gentiles have a conscience
of right and good from their religion,

i032Q)-i033; whence conscience is, 1919;
conscience cannot be given without char-
ity, 1919; those who have no charity

have no conscience, 1077(2); all who
have conscience are in the good of charity,

2380(2); conscience is formed by the
truths of faith; the conscience is better

in proportion as the truths of faith are
more genuine, 2053(2), 2063(3); they
who have conscience, have interior thought
from the Lord; it is otherwise with those
who have not, 1935; the difference be-
tween perception and conscience, 2144(2);
there is thought from perception, from
conscience, and from no conscience, 2515;
they have thought from conscience who
are in good, 1914(4), 1919(2); they are
not rational who have not conscience,

1914(4), 1944; the simple in faith, who
have lived in marriage love, and have
had conscience, come into heaven, 2759;
conscience is formed by the knowledges
of good and truth, 2831(2); they who
have conscience do not swear, still less

they who have perception; wherefore it

was forbidden by the Lord to swear,

2842(9); conscience is formed in spir.

good and truth, also in what is just and
equitable, and in what is honest and
becoming, which are goods that succeed
each other, 2915; there are three planes

into which the Lord operates, interior

conscience, which is of spi . good and
truth, exterior conscience, which is of

natural good and truth, and of civil good
and truth, or of what is just and equitable;

and tile outermost plane, for the sake of

those tilings which are of the love of self

and of the world, 4167; conscience is a
new will, and a new understanding from
the Lord, 4299(2); the conscience of

what is good, is from good of truth 4390;
they who are without conscience, are in

external things alone, 4459(3); conscience

is the boundary where the plane termi-

nates in the exterior rational, or the in-

terior natural, which terminates to the

intent that the Divine which flows in

may rest there; perception is the boundary
in the interior rational. 5145(4); con-

science is two-fold; of good and truth, and
of what is just and right, 5145(4); some
called conscientious correspond to the

phlegmy parts of the brain, 5386; where
anything of anxiety is felt, when man
betakes himself to what is evil, it is a proof

that he may be reformed, 5470; such
anxiety is called stings of conscience,

5476; those who make a conscience 01

everything that befalls them; their qual-

ity in another life, 5724; the influx of

the angels is into man's conscience, 6207.

62131 interior conscience is of spir. good
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and truth; exterior conscience Is of jus-

tice and equity; the conscience is false,

when all things are done for the sake of

*elf, 6207; they who are in false con-

science, or in external bonds, are able well

to discharge more eminent duties, and do
goods according to those bonds, 6207(2);
they who enjoy natural good from in-

heritance, and not from the doctrine of

religion, have no conscience; in the other

life suffer themselves to be led astray into

evils of various kinds, 6208; merely natu-

ral men think that to be tormented on
account of the privation of truth and
good is weakness of mind, because they

nave no conscience, 7217; conscience is

born from the truths of faith; it resides

in the interior memory, where truths be-

come familiar, as those things which are

in the body, 793s; they who are of the

spir. church have a conscience of what is

true, 8081; doctrine concerning con-

science, 9:12-9122; it is from a religious

principle, 91 12; it is from the truths of

faith, according to their reception in the

heart, 9113; they who have conscience

speak and act from the heart; it is im-
proved with the enlightened and the in-

telligent 91 14; it is a new will and irom
charity, 9115; it is formed by the truths

of faith, 9116; the spir. life of man is from
conscience, 9117; they are in tranquillity

and blessedness who act according to

conscience, and contrariwise, 91 18; there

is a conscience of what is good and a con-

science of what is just, 9119; examples
concerning gain and dignity, to illustrate

what conscience is, 9120; the quality of

those who have not conscience, neither

know what conscience is, 9121; they who
have not had conscience in the world,

have it not in another life, 9122; con-

science is the plane and receptacle of the

indux of good from the Lord, 9122; the

new voluntary is formed from good by
truth, and is apparent in him as conscience,

8457; they who receive truths in the mem-
ory, then in the understanding, and lastly

in the will are in faith, and act from faith,

which is then called conscience, 10787.
Consent. In order that truth may be

conjoined with good, there must be con-
sent from the understaniing and the
will; and when it is from the will, then
there is conjunction, 3090, 3157, 3158,

3179, 3180; consent sig. accession, 4464.
Consociation. Consociations in the

other life are like relationships on earth,

6S5; they are according to agreement in

feeling, 1394; and perceptions, 1398.
See Societies.

Consolation. All consolation is by
good and from good, 2821, 2841; there
is consolation after temptation, it is insin-

uated into good, 2822; to be consoled,
is to appease the restlessness of the mind
with hope, 3610, 6577, 6578; to speak to

|

the heart sig. consolation, 6578.

Conspire sig. to will from a depraved
mind, 4724.
Consternation sig. commotion, by

which is meant a new arrangement of

truths in the natural, 5881. See Fear.
Consummation. The consummation

of the age and the coming of the Lord, sig,

the last time of a former church, and the
first of a new one, 32, 3761, 4535(4),
10622; sig. the last time when there is no
longer any good, evil is consummated
when it reaches its limit and is judged,

1857; what is consummated has ref-

erence to evil when it is brought to the
height, both in general and in particular,

1857, 2243, 10622; when evil nas come
to the height in the churches, 2243(3);
the consummation of the age described

Matt xxiv., explained fully, 3353-6.
3486-9, 3650-5, 3751-7. 3897-3901.
4056-60, 4229-31, 4332-5, 4422-4, 4535;
also Matt. xxv. 4635-8, 4661-4, 4807-10,

4954-9, 5063-71; it does not mean the
consummation of the nation, but of the
holy of worship, 4535(4); in general, the

end of the church, in particular, the end
of every one, 10622.
Contempt. Of others in comparison

with self. See The Love of Self. Those
who have no charity have continual con-

tempt and derision of others, on every
occasion proclaiming their errors. 1080.

Contend with God and men sig. con-
tinual victories in combats as to truths

and goods, 4287; not contending in the

way, sig. to be in tranquillity, 5963.
Contingencies. See Fortune. Sig.

all things in providence, 5508(2), 9010.
Continually, sig. perpetually, 9909;

the continual sacrifice sig. all worship,

10042(4), 10133(2).
Contrasts, their use, as in tempta-

tions and victories, 2694(2).
Convocation, Holy, sig. that all are

together and thus represent heaven, 7891.
See Assembly.
Copper. See Brass, sig. lower or nat-

ura good, 1551.
Cord, sig. external truth, 4875, 4910;

cords broken sig. no longer conjunction
of good and truth, 10545(5).
Coriander seed, white, sig. the truth

therein pure, 8521.
Corn sig. natural good, and new wine,

natural truth. 3580; ears of corn sig. out-
ward knowledges in the externa memory,
5212; abundance of provision, the multi-
plication of truth, 5276, 52S0, 5292; ears
of corn sig. truths of the exterior natural,

5266; corn sig. the good of truth in the
natural, 5295, 5410, 9223; grain sig. the
truth of the church, 5402; corn, the truth
of good, and the good of truth, 5959.
Corn, Standing, sig. truth in concep-

tion, 9x46.
Corners, sig. firmness and strength,

0404; the four comers, or four winds, sig.
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all things of truth and of good, 9642(9).
See Quarters.

Corporeal. It opposes what is good,
the sensual opposes what is true, 913; it

is a receptacle of sensations, the corporeal
is the instrumental 5077; the Lord made
His corporeal Divine, and rose with His
whole body, man does not, 5078(2), 5078
(6); the sensuals and their recipients or

corporeal constitute the body, 5078(2);
man at death lays aside the earthly cor-

poreal, 5078(4); such as have wholly
confirmed themselves against the Divine
and in favor of nature are wholly cor-

poreal, 6318; they are inwardly like

brutes, in the other life they appear very
hairy, 6318.

Correspondence. See Representa-
tion. What things in the external man
correspond, and do not correspond in the

internal, 1563(2), 1568; between the
Lord and man there is given parallelism

and correspondence as to things celestial,

1831; not as to things spiritual, 1832,

1862; the laws concerning servants, have
reference to things correspondent, to

things representative, and to things sig-

nificative, 2667(8); many things in the

Word originate in representatives in the

other life, and in correspondences, 2763;
what correspondences are, 2763(2); rep-

resentatives and correspondences, 2987-

3003, 3213-26. 3337-52, 3349; the literal

sense of the Word and its internal sense

correspond, 3131; when man is in the

Holy Supper, he is in correspondence
with the angels, 3464(2); there is but one
single life, and to that life correspond
forms, which are substances or organs;

3484; the rational appears to itself to see

nothing, unless the natural corresponds,

3493(2). That heaven corresponds to

the Lord; man as to all things corre-

sponds to heaven; hence heaven is the

Greatest Man, 3624-3649; see Man; the

Lord is the Sun of heaven; light in which
is intelligence, and heat in which is love

are from it, hence are correspondences,

3636, 3643. The natural can be conjoined
to the rational only by truths and goods
which correspond, 3660(2); correspond-
ence with the Greatest Man, 3741-50;
thought is such as is the correspondence
of the natural with the rational, 3679(5);
the heart and lungs, 3883-06; corre-

spondence in general with the Greatest
Man, 4215, 4218-28, 4318-31; the eye,

4433-20, 4523-33; the smell and nostrils,

4622-34; societies in the Greatest Man,
4625; the hearing, and ear, 4652-60;
the taste, tongue, and face, 4791-4S05;
hands, arms, shoulders, feet, 4931-53;
the loins and members of generation,

5050-62; the interior viscera, 5171-89;
the peritonaeum, kidneys, bladder, 5377-
06; skin, bones, and hair, 5552-73; dis-

eases, 5711-27. Representations and cor-

respondences of spir. things in natural
may be known from many things which
appertain to man with which man is ac-
quainted, 4044, 4053; gestures corre-
spond to the affections of the internal,

4215(2); there is a correspondence in the
single organic forms of the body, 4222;
in their functions and forms, 4223-4;
also with the invisible forms by which is

internal sight and affection, 4124; how
much the science of representations and
correspondence excels other sciences,

4280(3); since men doubt concerning
heaven and hell, it cannot be known that
there is influx through heaven and from
the Lord, and correspondence, 4322;
the correspondence of the general volun-
tary and involuntary sense, 4326-30;
civil life corresponds with spir. life, 4366
(2); general societies are what constitute

heaven; in each society there are those
who correspond to the Greatest Man,
4625; there is a correspondence of ex-
terior with interior things, 5131(2); the
correspondences were known to the an-
cients, and in Greece were turned into
fables, 4966(2). From situation and in-

flux it may be known to what province the
angelic societies belong, 5171; nothing
exists in the natural world which has not
correspondence with the spir. world, 5377,
9272(2); if there be not correspondence,
the internal appears to the external to be
alienated and hard, 5422-5423; exam-
pies, 55 11; correspondences efiect a con-
junction of things internal and things ex-
ternal, 8610; by correspondences heaven
is conjoined with earth, 8615(3); they
have all power, on this account the Word
was written by pure correspondences,

8615(3); references to show that all

tilings which are in the world in its three
kingdoms are correspondences of the spir.

and cel. things of the Lord's kingdom,
9280; the correspondence of man, and of

all tilings appertaining to man with
heaven, references, 10030(7); correspond-
ence of all the members of the body with
heaven, shown from the statue of Nebu-
chadnezzar, references, 10030(2); the head
corresponds to the inmost heaven, the
breast and body to the middle heaven,
but the legs and feet to the ultimate
heaven, 10030(3); the science of corre-

spondences prevailed amongst the orien-

tals; but was obliterated with the Israel-

ites and in Europe. 10252(6); a spiritual

or significative correspondent is con-
joined with that to which it corresponds,

as the sight of man with his eye, the

thought with the form of his interiors and
by it with the organs of speech, 7850; the

Lord spoke from correspondences ex-

pressing spir. tilings by natural, 8910(3);
there is a similar correspondence with
heaven in the things of the ark of the cove-

nant and of the human body, 9632(2);
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the knowledge of correspondences was
cultivated in Kgypt, but at length wxs
turned into magic and idolatry, references,

10437; the comparisons in the Word are
real correspondences, 10669.

Corrupt, To, is predicated of tilings

intellectual, thus of persuasions, 621-8;
Ham sig. the church corrupted, 1075-6;
it is corrupted when it acknowledges the

Word and has worship but separates

faith from charity, 1076; to be corrupted
sig. to turn away from the Divine 10420.
Couch. See Bed. The end of a

couch is the sensual, the corner of a bed,

the lowest natural, 6188(2).
Council. How a certain council

made a decree regarding the two natures
in the Lord, in a dark room, to confirm
the papal power, 4738(3).

Counsel. To give counsel when by
the Divine good, sig. what is determined
by the Divine, 8703.
Countenance, or Look. See Face.

To eat bread in the sweat of the face sig.

to hold in aversion, 276; it is an index of

the mind, 1388, 6616; also a type of the

interiors, 3527, 4066, 4292(4); the most
ancient people regarded it as an enor-

mous wickedness to express in the coun-
tenance something else than what one
thinks and intends, 3573(4); counte-

nance of Jehovah is Divine good, 10019(0).

Country. They who regard their

country in the life of the body, in the

other life regard the Lord's kingdom,
3816(3); a man's country is his neigh-

bor in a higher degree than an indi-

vidual, 6819-21. See Neighbor. He
who loves his country in the oilier life,

loves the kingdom of the Lord; for this

latter is then to him as his country, 6821;

mother, in the natural sense, sig. one's

country, in the spir. sense, the church,

8900; no prophet is accepted in his own
country, sig. the Lord, and Divine truth

from Him, are less received in the church
than out, 9198(2).

Court. The outer or entrance court

of heaven, 34, 64; the more external

things of the human mind compared to

courts, 7353; the memory and under-
standing are like courts, 9230(2); the

court sig. the outmost heaven, 9485(3),

9594, 9686-8, 9711, 9741, 9756-8; there

is an outer and inner court to the temple,

the latter sig. the external of the cel. king-

dom, the former, the external ot the

spir., 9741(3); in the outer court are

they who are in the good of faith, 9741
(4)-*.
Covenant sig. the conjunction and

presence of the Lord in man by love and
faith; it also sig. regeneration, 665-6,

1023, 1032, 1038, 1044, 1049; 1864; the

Lord does not establish a covenant with
man according to the literal idea of a cove-

nant, it is a representative of the Divine

and the cel. things of His kingdom, 1864;
the rites of the church were signs of a cove-
nant, 1038(6); a covenant is with things

internal, 1038(6); it sig. love to the Lord
and the neighbor, 1055; conjunction and
union, 1096, 2003, 2021, 41S9; all exter-

nal rites were signs of a covenant, 2037(2);
covenant in the flesh sig. conjunction of
the Lord with man in his impurity, 2053;
covenant with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,
conjunction by the Divine Human of the

Lord, 6804(2), 7200; covenant in a con-
fined sense, the Decalogue; in extended
sense, all the precepts which the Lord en-
joined by Moses from Mount Sinai; and
in the most extended sense the books of

Moses; but on the part of the Lord
mercy and election, 6804(5); covenant
with die wild animals, the fowl, and creep-
ing things, sig. conjunction of the Lord
by means of good and truth, internal

and external, 9182(6); to keep a cove-
nant sig. life in good, and to be thereby
conjoined to the Lord, 8767; conjunction
widi the Divine is rep. by a covenant
from Jehovah with the people; it sig.

the reception of influx by correspondence,
and thereby conjunction, 8778; to make
a covenant, communication. 9344; the
conjunction of the Lord with man is

effected by the Word, it is called a cove-
nant, as also the law, the tables, and the
ark where the law was, 9396; tilings were
halved, and set opposite to each other
when a covenant was entered into, dius
it was with the tables on which the laiv

was inscribed, 9416(2); a covenant sig.

conjunction, references, 10632, 10683;
not to make a covenant with the inhabi-
tants of the land sig. not to adhere to any
religious persuasion in which is evil,

10640.
Covering (ledum) of ark sig. falsities,

896; rational truths are a covering ot
mantle to spir. truths, 2576(2).
Covering (velamen). See Veil.
Covering (tegumeiitum). See Veil.
Covet. See Lust. To covet or lust

after is to will from an evil love, 8910,
what an evil love breathes is called lust,

what a good love breathes is called desire,

8910.
Cow. Kine or heifers sig. truths of

the natural. 5198; also falsities, 5202,
5212, 5262-70; cows in one earth which
bear wool like sheep, 10835.
Craftsman, sig. Divine cel. good from

which is the voluntary of a regenerate
man, 9915(4); doctrine from one's own
intelligence, 3574, 8932(6), 9424(5).
Create, form, and make sig. to regen-

erate, their distinction, 16, 88, 472, 593,
1736(4). 9407(6)-94o8(5), 10373, I°57<>

(7); to create sig. to make man spiritual,

472; the Divine truth from the Divine
good is the veriest real and essential tiling

in the universe, it is this that makes and
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create?, 5272(5); this is called the Word,
John i. 1-3, 6115; it is the only essential

from which all things are created, 6S80,

7004, 8200; the Divine created the uni-

verse from no other end than that the

human race might exist, and a heaven
therefrom, 6697, 9237, 9441; God's first

quality to be known is that He created

the universe, which subsists from Him,
6879; the Lord created successives as

media by which the Divine truth might be
communicated, 7270(2); unless man is

created anew he is damned, 8552; all

things created in the image of things in

heaven, 8812(5); according to corre-

spondence, 9272(2), 9396(3); truths are

created to the likeness of good and its will

or love, 9846(2); the Divine good creates

the heavenly form, 9877; Divine truth

from Divine good creates the heavens,

10076(5); what is created from the Di-
vine is more perfect the more interiorly

viewed, 10104; man was created for no
other purpose than to be a receptacle of

the Divine, 10299(5); to be created sig.

to be Divine from inmosts to outmosts,

10634(2).
Creation. The first chapter of Gene-

sis treats of the new creation or regenera-

tion of man, 4; it is not iiteral history but

made to represent regeneration, 8891(2,4),

9942(3); and rep. the establishment of

a cel. church, 8891(2), 9336(4), 10545;
there are six periods of regeneration called

the days of his creation, 62; the account

of creation, the garden of Eden, to the

time of Abram, Moses had from the de-

scendants of the Most Ancient Church,
not historical, 66; the first chapter of

Genesis treats of the creation of the spir.

man, the second of the cel., 435., They
who deduce from nature the origins of

things are in principles so deadly that the

fantasies of wild beasts of the forests may
be called far more sane, 775; the order of

creation from the Lord through the celes-

tial, spiritual, natural, corporeal, sensual.

775; man, because he thinks from time,

cannot comprehend what the Divine was
before creation; angels who think from
state can 3404(2), 8325(2); production

and preservation is continual creation,

3648, 4322, 5116(3), 10076(5); men be-

lieve power of reproduction was im-

pressed on all things from first creation

because they know nothing of influx,

4322, 5116(3), 5173(2), 6482; in heaven
there is a continual purification, a new
creation, 4803.

Creator. The Lord called Creator.

Former, Maker, each expresses a distinct

idea, 88, 3470; sig. the Regenerator,

1736(4), io634(2V, those who think of

nature as the origin of things, their na-

ture, 2747; no one in hell acknowledges
the Lord, but they are not unwilling to

hear mention of the Father the Creator,

6197(2), 7097(4); those In Venus who
believed in a Supreme Creator, without
a Mediator, 7251; the inhabitants from
one earth not enough for an infinite

Creator, 9441.
Creature sig those to whom the gos-

pel is preached because they are to be
created anew, 46; when charity and faith

are breathed into him, he is called a new
creature, 780; creatures in the sea having
life sig. truths of knowledges with goods,

6385(4); a new creature sig. when ex-
ternal is reduced to order and subordi-
nate to internal, 970S; creatures in the
sea, those in doctrinals of truth, 9755(12).
Creeping Thing. Creeping things of

the water sig. faculties of knowing which
belong to the external man, 39, 40; the
sensual; also pleasure, 746, 009, 911;
pleasures both unclean and clean, 094(7);
creepirg tilings, sig. things of the will,

594, 674; creeping things (reptile), goods
of the external man, things that creep
(repens), truths of the external man, 916;
living soul which creepeth, outward truths
of faith, 9050(10).

Critic. The ideas of critics appear in
the spir. world like closed lines, 6621.
Crooked. By-paths and crooked paths

sig. truths of faith perverted, 8753(3);
crooked made straight sig. the evil of
ignorance turned into good, rough places
made plain, falsities of ignorance turned
into truths, 3527(3).

Cross. The passion of the cross was
the extremity of the Lord's temptation,

by which he fully united His Human to

His Divine and glorified Himself, 2776(2),
2816(2), 2818, 2921(6), 10026(2), 10659;
the Son of Man is truth Divine which by
the Jews was rejected, shamefully treated,

scourged, and crucified, 2813(2); the
common opinion of passion of the cross,

2854, 7272(2); cross sig. temptations,

4509(5), 8159(4), 10490(4, 7); the cross

was the last of His temptations, 0930(5);
an explanation of His crucifixion by (he

Jews, representing the condition of the
Word Divine at that time in the Jewish
Church, 9144(10).
Crown (corona). Spirits who appear

with crowns, 2699(2); a representation of

a golden crown with diamonds around the

head of the Lord, 3350; ceremony of

crowning a king was from ancient rep-

resentatives, 4581(2), 4966(3); crowns of

gold on the head sig. goods of wisdom,
6524(3); of thorns, 9144(10); wisdom
from good sig. by crown of ornament,
diadem of beauty, intelligence from truth,

0818(21); of gold, wisdom from the
Lord. 9930(10); crowns assigned to those

who fought against evils and falsities and
overcame, crowns of martyrdom were
badges of rule from the Lord over evils,

9930(11); Aaron's ca led crown of holi-

ness, crown rep. Divine good, holiness
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Divine truth thence, 9030(2); crown,

government from Divine good, 9930(3);

Aaron's rep. the Divine Human, 10009;

of beauty, spir. good, 10540(3).

Crown (vertex). The crown of the

head sig. exterior things, 6437. See

Head.
Cruelty. The hells of the cruel. See

Hell. Adulterers arc cruel, 824: into

what fantasies cruelties are changed in

the other life, 954; cruelty springs from

self-love, 20-15; the hell of cruel adul-

terers beneath the right foot, where there

are such from the Jewish nation, 5°57;

how cruelly they treated the nations from

delight, 5057; the cruel are in the ex-

crementitious hells; cadaverous things

are therein, 5304; evils of self-love the

origin of revenge and cruelty, 8318.

Cry, or Shout, is predicated of what is

false, 2240; it sig. to be angry, 2351; to

cry from heaven, consolation, 2821, 2841;

the cry in Matthew xxv. 6, sig. a change

in the church, 4638(4); to cry with a

great voice, aversion, 5016, 5018, 5027;

to cry, confession and acknowledgment

by faith, 5323; to be in need, 53°5'. to

cry sig. what is nearly effected, 5870;

entreaty, 6801; a cry ascending to God
sig. that they are heard, 6S02; to cry

sig. thought with a full intention of doing,

7119; to testify indignation, 7142; a great

cry sig. interior lamentation, 7782; to

cry, intercession, 8179; supplication from

feeling of pain, 8333; supplication from

good is heard as a cry in heaven, and from

evil in hell, 9202; cry sig. fa'sity, thought

with full intention of acting, and interior

lamentation. 10456-7.

Crystal sig. truth of faith from good,

9872(3)-
CxTLTTVATE or till the ground sig. to

become corporeal, 305, 345, 381; a cul-

tivator or tilier of the ground sig. one who
is without charity, 345, 381.

Cummin sig. outward knowledges,

10669(4).
Cunning. See Deceit.
Cup sig. spir. truth, or truth of faith

from good of charity, in opposite sense

falsity from evil, 5118-20; to cleinse the

outside of the cup sig. to cultivate truth

of faith without its good, 5120(6); cup
sig. temptation, 5120(20); Joseph's silver

cup sig. interior truth, 5736; cup, truths

of knowledge, 9557, 9560 9563; cup sig.

sensual knowledge, it is predicated of

truths, 9996(2), 10253(6).
Cure. See Heal.
Curse. The Lord curses none, but

is merciful to all, 245, 592, iog3, 1874;
cursed, sig. to turn away from what is

cel. and to turn to what is corporeal, 245,

379, 1093, 1423; curse, disjunction, or
aversion from good, 245, 379, 1423, 3530,
3584; to turn away, 927, 9021; they are

called cursed who have averted them-

selves, 5071; it stg. damnation, 6358;
not to curse God sig. Divine truths ought
not to be blasphemed, 9221, to whom
riches are a curse, 10409 (3).

Curtains of the habitation sig. the
interior truths of faith of the new intel-

lectual, 9595-6; to stretch out the heavens
and to expand the earth, sig. to regenerate,

or to give a new intellectual and a new
voluntary; the like is sig. by expanding
the curtains of the habitation, 9596(5);
the edge of a curtain, the sphere of truth,

9606; hangings sig. truths, such as are in

the outmost heaven, 9756; curtain, in-

terior and exterior truths of faith. 9615-
22; truths, 10545(3).
Cush or Ethiopia, which see, sig.

knowledges, 116, 117, 1163-8; interior

knowledges of the Word, 1163-8; in-

terior knowledges of spir. and cel. tilings,

1 173-4-
Cushan, the tents of, sig. a religion

from evil, 3242(5).
Custody, Guard, or Watch. See

Prison. To be given into custody sig.

rejection, 5083, 5101; separation, 5456;
to guard or keep, to hold in the memory,
9149; to guard or keep precepts and like

tilings, sig. to live according to thsm,
8767; to guard or keep, to hold in bonds,
9096; to guard, when concerning the
Lord, providence and guard from falsities

and evils, 9304; watchmen sig. the Lord,
by watch, His continual presence, it is

also predicated of prophets, priests, and
the Word, 8211(5).

Cuticles. See Skin. In the Greatest
Man are rep. by Hebrew servant, 8980.
Cut Off from his people sig. separa-

tion and spir. death, 10288, 103 10.

Cutters of Wood rep. those who
place merit in good works, mo-n, 4943,
8740.
Cyrus rep. the Lord as to the Human,

8989(6).

Dagger. See Sword, 814.
Daily sig. continually, what is per-

petual and eternal, 2838; in like manner
to-day, 2838, 3998, 4304, 6163, 6984,

9030; give us to-day our daily bread, sig.

love and charity. 2838(4), 2493. See also

Yesterday, The Day Before Yester-
day, and Time.
Damascus sig. the limit or external of

the church, 1715, 1796.
Damnation. See Condemn.
Damsel (puella) sig. affection in which

is innocence, in the Word affections for

good and truth are called children, dam-
sels, young women, and daughters, their
difference, 3067. 30S0, 3180.
Dan sig. the uttermost boundary. 1710;

in the supreme sense it sig. justice and
mercy; in the internal sense, the holy of
faith; in the external the good of life,

3923, 4608; the affirmative and first ac
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knowledgment of that truth; thus, the
first of the man who is about to be re-

generated, but the last of the man who is

regenerated, 3923; Dan was the last

boundary of the land of Canaan, Bcer-
sheba the first, 3923(6); he was named
from judging; he rep. the first principle

to be acknowledged, 3921-3; those who
are in truth, and not yet in good, 6396;
those who are in the ultimate of the Lord's
kingdom, because they do good from
truth, and not so much from good, 6396;
Dan a serpent upon the way sig. reasoning

about truth, 6398; an arrow-snake upon
tlie path, reasoning from truth about
good, 6309; he also sig. those who from
fallacies produce falsities and spread them
about, 6401; Dan and Javan, those in the

knowledges of heavenly things, 10258(2);
Dan the last tribe rep. truth of faith,

10335(2).
.

Dance. Affection for truth from good
sig. by timbrels and dances, 3081(4);
predicated of truths, 4779(5); timbrel

and dance, good and truth of faith, 8337
(5); dances, gladness of affections for

truth or faith from good or charity, 8339;
interior festivity, 10416(2), 10459.
Daniel historically true but repre-

sentative, 1709; rep. what is prophetic

of the Lord's Coming and the state 01 the

church, 3652(2); Daniel called the prince

of the magicians, who rep. those in knowl-
edge of spir. things, 5223(4).
Darkness (Unebrce). Darkness sig.

falsities, 38. 1839, 7688; darkness falsities,

thick darkness evils, i860; the dim light

of the evil is turned into darkness, 1528;

the evil love darkness, 1528; see also

Thick Darkness and Shade; to put

darkness round Him for tents sig. the

literal sense of the Word, 4391(2); the

hells are said to be in darkness, because

in falsities, concerning their light, 4418,
darkness is predicated of the hells, be-

cause they are in falsities; they have a

dusky light as from a coal fire, 4531; those

who believe they are wise from them-
selves, are sent into a .state of darkness,

4532; thick darkness sig. the privation

of truth and of good; thus the most dense

falsity from evil; darkness the priva ion

of truth, thus falsity, 7711; Divine light

is thick darkness to the evil. 1861(17),

6832(2), 8197(2).
Darkness, Thick (ea/iyo). See Dark-

ness. Darkness sig. falsities, thick dark-

ness evils, i860; in the hells there is thick

darkness from falsities; cold from evils,

3340; also light there but it is as a fatuous

light; also heat but like that of filthy

baths, 3340; when the hells are looked

into there is a dark cloud; the inhabitants

have warmth from the hatreds, revenges,

and murders, which they breathe, 3340;
thick darkness sig. the privation alto-

gether of truth, and at the same time of

good, darkness the privation of truth,

771 1; thick darkness sig. the most dense
false in opposition to heaven, 7711;
to feel in thick darkness, sig. the density
of falsity from evil opposite to truth and
good, 7712; truth Divine is thick dark-
ness to those who are ot the spir. church,
and still more so to the Israehtish, 8928;
outer darkness sig. grievous falsities,

7688; thick darkness under His feet sig.

ttu sense of the letter of the Word, 9406
(5); when heavenly light flows into the
light of the world it induces thick dark-
ness and thence stupor, 10604; thick
darkness in spir. things arising from self

exaltation, 10707.
Dart. See Arrow, Bow.
Daughter (filia). Sons sig. truths,

daughters, goods, 480-91; daughter, lust,

568-71; affection of good and truth;
daughter of Zion, affections of good;
daughter of Jerusalem, affections of
truth; thus cel. and spir. churches, 2362;
daughters of Lot, affection for obscure
good and affection for falsity, 2461-8;
daughters of the nations, various affec-

tions of evil and falsity and their re-

ligious systems, 3024(3); daughters, af-

fections for truth and instruction, 3066;
daughters of Canaan, and of Laban,
knowledges which do not and which do
admit Divine things, 3665(2); daughter,
affection, also the church, and faith where-
in is good, 3963, 4429; the church and
faith, also religion, 6729; a false religion,

6729; the seven daughters of a priest,

the holy tilings of the church. 6775, 6779;
men arc affected with the knowledge of

good and truth, women with goods and
truths themselves when they hear or per-
ceive them in others, 8994(3); men
should be in knowledges, women in affec-

tions, 8994(4); daughter of Zion, the
cel. church, 9055(4); king's daughter,
affection for truth and good from the
Lord, in the church, 9942(7); daughters
of Israel, affections for truth, 10540(7);
in the opposite sense daughters sig. evil,

70651-2.
Daughter-in-law sig. truth of the

church adjoined to its good; in the oppo-
site sense, falsity adjoined to its evil,

4843(2), 4869, 4903.
David in the Word rep. the Lord,

1888, 2159(3); mentioned, 2604, 2842(4),

10249(5); he believed the prophecies
were concerning himself and his pos-

terity, 2842(4); David My servant, the

Divine Human of the Lord, 3441(4};
David, the Lord, especially as to His
royalty or the Divine truth, 4594(4);
for this reason he did not begin to reign

until he was thirty, 5335(3); something
of the priesthood was added that he might
rep. Divine truth from good, 8770(4);
the anointed of Jehovah, the Lord as to

the Divine Human, 9954(16); his num-
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bering the people sig. ordering and dis-

posing truths and goods by man not by
the Lord, 10217(3); David, the Lord
as to Divine truth, his seed the regenerate,

10249(5).
Dawn and twilight, sig. the time when

the upright are being separated from the

evil, separation precedes judgment, 2405;
sig. tiie dawn in the mind, the Lord called

Dawn or Day-Spring, 920; peace is like

the dawn in the early morning, 1726;
dawn the origin of things from the Lord,
1807(2); the first period of the church,

1837; when the Lord's kingdom is ap-
proaching, 2403; morning and day-
dawn, the Lord, the cel. of His love, a
state of peace, 3458, 3696(2), 427s; the
intellectual faculty enlightened, 4283;
conjunction after temptation, 4283;
dawn, when they came into the land of

Canaan, 4280; die sun's rising is con-
junction itself, 4300. See Day.
Day (dUs). See also Year. It sig.

time and state, 6, 23, 487-8, 493; day,
good, 3S; a state of faith, night, a state

of no faith, 221; the changes of the re-

generate man as to tilings of the will, are
as summer and winter; and as to things
of the understanding, as day and night,

935-6; day. like all times, sig. states, 2788;
to this day even to-day, and to-day, what
is perpetual and eternal 2338, 4304, 6165;
to come into days, to put off the human,
3016; in that day, sig state, 3462; as yet

a great day, a foregoing state, 3785; days
multiplied, change of state, 4850; day,
truth from good, 6000(3); the times of

the day. as morning, mid-day, evening,

twilight, in hell, sig. night and torment;
the changes rep. by times of day do not
come from the Lord, but from the pro-
prium of angels, spirits, and men, 6110(4),
6110(6); from that even to this day, sig.

continually, 6278; in that day, what is

eternal, 6208; in the whole day, and in

the whole night, a state of perception not
obscure and obscure, 7680; daily sig. con-
tinually, 8418, 8423; changes of state in

the other life are as the changes of the

times of day in the world, to the intent

that they may be continually perfecting,

8426(2); in the other life states succeed
each other like the seasons of the year
in the world, 9213; the states with the
angels, are as the times of a day, 10605;
day sig. state, references, 10656.
Day Before Yesterday (nudius ler-

tius) sig. from eternity, 6983; a former
state, 7 1 14; see Yesterday.
Day Following (postridie). See To-

morrow.
Days of Eternity (dies aternitalis) or

days of old sig. the Most Ancient Church,
generation of generation, the Ancient
Church, 249, 477, 1259(6), 6239(4). See
Eternal, Generation.
Deaf. Those who believe only the

senses and confirm it by scientific and
philosophical things are deaf serpents,
196; the deaf that shall have ears sig.

those who obey, 489; the deaf, the un-
regenerate, 4027(2); non-perception, and
non-obedience; the deaf in the Word sig.

those who do not know the truths of faith,

and hence cannot live according to them,
69S9; the deaf are they who are not in the
faith of truth, because not yet in the per-
ception of it, 9209(4), 93 1 1 (s), 9397(3).
Death, Dead. See Die. The life of

man after death. See Life. The resus-
citation of man from the dead. 168-189.
See Resurrection. They who are not
in faith, are dead, spiritually, 270, 290,
304; death is damnation and hell, 304;
the dead man, the spir. and the cel. man
described, 81; how what is alive, and what
is dead, appear in the other life, 671; to
die sig. that a thing ceases to be such as it

was, 494; to die, the last time of the
churcli when all faith, that is charity, has
expired, 2908; also the truths of faith,

2908, 2910, 2917, 2923; it sig. an end of

representation, 3253, 3259, 3276; to rise

again, 3326; to be slain and to die, not to

be received, when it is predicated of good
and truth, 3387, 3395; to die, resuscita-

tion, 3498; to weep for the dead, a last

farewell, 4565; death sig. resuscitation to

life 4618, 4621; hell and eternal unhap-
piness, evil and falsity; because opposi-
tion to the life of intelligence and wis-

dom, 5407; man derives death and disease

from sin, 5712; if man had lived the life

of good, he would have been without dis-

ease; and when old. would have been
again an infant, but a wise one; and
would have passed without disease out of

his earthly body into heaven, and put on
a body such as the angels have, 5726;
the cause of disease and death is that

evils close the invisible vessels, thus death
is from sin, 5726; to die sig. a new rep-

resentative, 5975; to place the hand on
the eyes, when a man dies, sig. to make
alive, 6008; to die, new life, 6036; death,
spir. death, or damnation, 6 119; death
is resurrection to life, and is regenera-

tion, 6221; to die, to cease to be, 6587(2),
6593; an end of a former state, and the
beginning of a following one, 6644-5;
to be removed, 7021; they have life, and
are said to be alive, who will what is good,
and believe what is true; they have not
life, and are said to be dead, who will

what is evil, and believe what is false,

7494; death in the pot sig. that which has
been falsified, 8408(5); to die sig. to be
wasted away. 7507, 7511; extirpation,

7738; death is only the casting off of the
outer tilings, it is a continuation of life,

8939(2); death sig. damnation; why it is

called spir. death, and yet they live, 900S;
a dead beast sig. evil and falsity, 90S9;
death when concerning Aaron sig. a
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cessation of what is representative, and of

conjunction with heaven, 9928. 10244.
Dearth. See Famine. It sig. a

lack of the knowledges of good and truth,

8408(5).
Deborah the nurse of Rebeccah died

and was buried below Bethel under an
oak, sig. hereditary evil was expelled and
rejected forever, 4562-4.
Deborah and Barak. Judges v.,

treats of the perversion of the truth of the
church and its restitution, 8754(4), see

also, 3391(3).
Decalogue or ten words sig. remains,

written by Jehovah sig. of the Lord alone,

tables, thev are in the internal man, 576
(3); tie precepts of the Decalogue ex-

plained, 1798(3), in series, 8860-8912;
because of service to man's very life they
are of use in literal and internal senses,

2609; the gentiles had them, 2862(2),

4190; laws of life from Decalogue, 3295;
Called a covenant, 6804(5); they are

truths Divine to be implanted in good,

8859; revealed from heaven although
known to all nations because they have
internal sense for angels as well as ex-

ternal for men in world, 8862, 8899, 8902
(17); they are not abrogated as some other
laws were, 9211(2). Two tables, how
written, called a covenant, they sig. the

Word in the whole complex, 9416, 10375
-6. See Commandment.

Deceit. Deceit was considered abom-
inable in the Most Ancient Church,
358; the hell of those who deceive by
subtle deceit, with a view to destroy souls,

830; differences of deceit, some are pre-

meditated, some not, 830; deceitful sirens,

their hells and punishments, 831, 943_4!
the most deceitful are in an infernal tun;

they infuse deceits secretly, neither are

they admitted to men, 947-8; the deceit-

ful in an obscure chamber, 949; deceitful

pretenders undergo the punisliments of

discerption, 057-60; the deceitful and
hypocrites insinuate themselves into so-

cieties; they are rejected and sometimes
punished, 1273; deceitful hypocrites are

meant by those who enter in, not having
on a wedding garment, 2132; the deceit-

ful are in danger of commingling evil with

good, which would condemn to eternity,

2426; pretence and deceit were regarded
as enormities by the most ancient people;

and the deceitful were cast out from soci-

ety, as devils, 3573(4); guile or deceit is

evil opinion or intention, 4459. 4469; the

deceitful, when viewed by the angels, ap-
pear as serpents and vipers, 4533; the

most malicious are under the heel of the

foot, their quality shown, 4951; what the

evil do from cunning and deceit, they call

prudence, 6655; to lie in wait is to act

from will and from what is foreseen, 0009;
guile is malice from the will, in previous
thought, 0013; genii ore to the back and

invisible, 0013(2): they destroy the all of
spiritual and interior life, 9013(2); poison
sig. guile, poisonous serpents sig. the de-
ceitful, 9013(3); guile in the spir. sense
is hypocrisy, 9013(4). See Hypocrisy.
Declare, or tell. sig. to think and re-

flect, 2862, 5508; to perceive, 3608; com-
municate, 4856; to conjoin, 5596; to
flow in, or influx, 5966, 6063.
Decline, or Turn Aside sig. falsity,

4815-4816.
Dedan, sig. internal knowledges of

lower cel. things, 1172; Sheba and Dedan
sig. the knowledges of the church, and the
derivations of truth there; or the doc-
trinals of charity, and of faith, and those
who are in them, 3240; Sheba and Dedan,
here mentioned, are not the great grand-
sons of Ham, or the sons of Ramah, but
the grand-children of Abraham from
Keturah, 3240(3); Sheba properly sig.

those who are in the good of faith; Dedan,
those who are in truth from good, 3240(6),
3241-
Deeds. See Act, Works, sig. goods

of charity, 2349(4). The command-
ments should be done because they then
become of the will and life, 9282, 9386;
man must do good from the Lord, not
from self, and not place merit in his works,

9974-9984; deeds or works are the out-

mosts in which interiors close, 10331(4).
Deep, sig. lusts and falsities, 18, 844-5;

temptations, also hell, 756, 844; the deep
lying beneath sig. knowledges in the natu-
ral, 6431; abyss sig. hell, 7643(c)'. deeps
sig. stores of waters consequently truths

of faith, or falsities of lusts in abundance,
thence the hells, 8278(3); temptations,

8278(2); falsities from evils, 8279; deeps
or abysses sig. the hells as to falsities

from evils, depths as to evils, 8279; deeps,
falsities from lusts, 8288.
Deer. See Hind.
Defile sig, to pollute the truth of faith,

4504.
Degree, or Step. See Form. De-

grees in man from outmosts to inmosts are

distinct from each other, 634(2); three

degrees, 657-8, 880(2); explained and il-

lustrated, 078; three degrees of knowl-
edges, intellectual, rational, sensual, 091;
living decorations of steps and gates,

1627; how much those th.ngs, which are

in a superior degree, exceed, in perfec-

tion and abundance, those which are in

an inferior, 3405(2); distinction accord-

ing to degrees', what degrees are, 3691;
there are goods and truths of a threefold

degree in the internal man, according to

the three heavens; and goods and t uths

of a threefold degree in the external man,
which correspond to them, 4154", de-

grees are as ladders from things interior

to things exterior with man, 5 114; the

interiors of man are distinguished into

degrees, and every degree terminated.
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if not, evil in the ultimate degree flows

in with defilement, 5144-7; things in-

terior and things exterior are not known,
unless degrees are known, 5146(2); they
are not continuously purer and grosser, but
distinct, 6013, 6326, 6465; he who con-
ceives of formations, as of things con-
tinuously purer and grosser, cannot com-
prehend the internal and external of man,
6465(2); see Internal, External, and
Form; how the case is with degrees in

successive order, illustrated from fruits,

8603; to ascend by degrees (or steps) sig.

to be elevated to things interior, 8945;
degrees in successive order with men;
the modern idea that it is continuous;
the idea of the ancients, that they arc de-

grees, thus discreet; whence this separa-

tion, 10099; degrees of altitude are those

which proceed from things interior to

things exterior; without an idea of them,
little is known about tilings interior and
exterior with man, and in the heavens,

and what they are, 9489, 0773, 10181;
degrees, the internal, the rational, and the
natural, are most distinct from each other,

2183(2); the corporeal, natural, and
rational explained, 4038; the lower de-

grees are only compositions, or more
properly conformations of the singulars

and particulars of the higher degrees,

5114(4); there is an inmost, interiors and
exteriors in man perfectly distinct from
each other, 6451; steps or degrees be-

tween the people and the Lord, 9435;
in order that anything may be perfect it

must be distinguished into three degrees,

9825; each heaven is distinguished into

three degrees, there are three degrees in

man, and each of these is also distin-

guished into three degrees, 9825; the

celestial is the good cf love to the Lord,
the spiritual is the good of charity toward
the neighbor, the natural thence is the

good of faith, wh,ch being from the spiri-

tual is called the spir. natural, 9992; suc-

cessives are not connected continuously
but discretely, shown by the spirit after

death of the body, 10099(3).
Delight. See Enjoyment.
Deliver, Deliverance, Deliverer.

See Save, Free, Freedom. The Lord
liberates or regenerates man, 905; called

Deliverer and Redeemer from delivering

world of spirits from infernal genii and
spirits, so freeing human race from de-

struction, 2026(5), 2954, 6279-80; visita-

tion sig. vastation, iteration, explora-
tion, 2242(4), 6588(3); the Lord liber-

ates from temptation, good saves, 2768-
9, 5240, 6413, 8190; by Divine Human,
2833; liberation from evils or hell, 5134,
6270-80; deliverance from damnation is

effected by remains, 5899; through the

celestial, 6368; plunder, spoil, and prey
are the snatching away, and deliverance
of the good by the Lord, 6442(2); Exodus

iii., iv., xii. treat of the deliverance of

those infested by falsities and evils, by the
Lord, 6825, 6826-6920, 6939-706S, 7822-
8020; this is sig. by bringing the Israelites

out of Egypt, 6865; deliverance of the
spir. church by the Lord's Coming into

the world, references, 6945; the feasts

were established as a memorial of libera-

tion, 7093(6), 9294, see Feast; libera-

tion was effected by many changes of

state, thus successively by degrees, 7186
(3); the passover sig. their liberation,

Exod. xii. 7822-3; from the lower earth,

7828, 7933, 8018(2), 8099; liberation

from hell by His coming and making the
Human in Himself Divine, references,

8866; liberation from sins by repentance,
references, 9077; with man there is not
full liberation from evils, only with the
Lord, references, 10057(6); confession

of evil from the heart liberates, 10219(3).
Demon, those in filthy avarice rep. by

the demons sent into the swine, 1742(3).
See Devil.
Deny, Denial. They who reason

from sensual, scientific, and philosophical

things deny spirit, 196(3), 233, 301, 4622;
the Sadducees denied the resurrection,

some at this day deny in heart but not
with the mouth, Gen. xvi. preface; truths

of faith are denied in heart if not im-
planted in charity, 2049(4), 4197; to

deny sig. to excuse itself, 2215; those
against the good of charity in heart deny
the Lord, 2352, 2373, 5159(3), 5164(3).
10287, 103 19; those in evil deny Him,
235-l(2), 2357, 2380(3). 4214(4); also those

in faith separate from charity, 4689(2),

4731(2); tiie negative princip.e described

2568, 4760, 6015(3), 6383, 6479; those in

memory knowledges alone deny truths,

3420, 3427; Sitnan sig. a further degree
of denial, 3429; doctrinals from the
Word should not be denied, 3452; the
Christian world acknowledges the Word
to be Divine, but not its internal, 3472;
to kill sig. to deny, 3488(2); profanation

is to acknowledge and believe and then
deny, 4031(3), 9818(27); lame sig. to be
in simple good but in denial of truth,

4302(6); we should not deny tilings the

causes of which we do not know, 4321;
heaven is not denied to anyone by the
Lord, 5057(3); if man denies the truths

learned in childhood it is a sign he is in

evil, 5135(2); the ascription of all things

to nature involves denial of the spiritual,

5179; those who in heart deny the Word
to be Divine, 8971; to curse father and
mother sig. to deny the Lord and His
Kingdom, 9021; one should not deny
external truth, 9033; to deny the Word
is to blaspheme, 9222(2); when the Di-
vine of the Lord is denied truth and good
are extinguished, 9264; when one denies
the truths of faith and the goods of love he
spiritually dies, 9324; heaven closed and
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hell opened with those who deny the Di-
vine of the Lord, 10033(8), 10112; Peter's

denial of the Lord rep. the denial of the
Lord at the end of the church, 10134(13);
adulterers deny the things of the church
and heaven, 10175.
Depart or Go Away. Isaac departed

from Abimelech sig. the Lord left inte-

rior truths, that is He did not open them
to such persons, 3416; to cause to go
back sig. to dissipate, 8201.

Derivations. See Degree. Deriva-
tions are as steps or degrees, as of a ladder,

between the intellectual and sensual,

5"4-
Descend or Come Down, when predi-

cated of God. sig. for judgment, 1311",

it involves casting down to evil, as to

ascend involves elevation to good, 4815;
see also To Ascend; to ascend sig.

towards interior tilings, and to descend,
towards things exterior, 5406; to de-
scend sig. life in outward knowledges,

5637; the Lord is said to come down
when He comes to judgment, 6S54; after

His glorification He saved those in the
lower earth, who are meant by the bound,
those in the pit, 6854(2); to descend, sig.

to look in, to survey, and to examine,
10410, influx, 10680.
Desert. See Wilderness.
Designer. Designing is of the intellect,

intellectual truths are called the work of

a designer, but external knowledges the
work of an embroiderer, 0688(2), 0835,
959S; an embroiderer sig. scientific or

acquired knowledge, designer, the in-

tellectual, a weaver, the voluntary, 0915
(2); to devise designs sig. what proceeds
from the understanding, 10332.

Desire. The higher things are the

more they desire them, 1472; appetite

and taste correspond to the desire and
affection for knowing truth, 3570(6);
affection of good is what desires, 3580;
thirst sig. desire, 4017. 856S; enjoyment,
pleasure, and desire belong to the will

and are called natural goods, 4038(2);
the eager desire of coming into heaven,
its correspondence, 4049, 5056; by the

desire of opulence and eminence with the

wicked the Lord moves them to do good,
6481; evil desires restrained from coming
into speech and act through fears 6495;
desires in act afford recreation and Lie,

5I47(3)> desires, loves, and affections are
spir. heat, 5215(2); good desires truth

and truth good, they are conjoined ac-
cording to the desire and its quality,

5365(3); the desire of angels for intelli-

gence and wisdom like hunger, 5576(2),
5579; desire of good for truths, of evil

for falsities, 5623, 6078, 8562; how genii

pervert desires into lusts of evil, 5977;
desires are from ends, 7017; conjunc-
tion from desire, 9104; those who are in

good and do not desire truth are not in

good, good is known from its desiring
truth, 9206-9; salt sig. the desire of
truth for good, 9325(9), 10300; enlighten-
ment and perception is according to the
desire and love for truth, 10290(2).
Desolation. See Vastation. Deso-

lation sig. falsity, 153; it relates to spir.

things of faith, vastation to cel. things of
faith, they are also called consummation
and cutting off, 411, 793; desolation ap-
plied to the unregenerate, 705(3); an
inundation of falsities, 700; desolation is

sig. by a very sore famine, 5360; it is a
lack of knowledges or truth, 5360, 5376,
61 10; to desolate or devour sig. to de-
prive by lusts, and thereby to consume,
the word in the original sig. to set on fire

and bum, 9141; desolation as to truth
and good and consolation described,

2082, 2684, 2687, 2689, 2694(2), 2609,
2702, 2708(5); by famine, 5279, 5349,
5360, 5376, 6 1 10, 6144; the abomina-
tion of desolation, when there is no truth
and good. 2454(4); to serve the king of

Babel seventy years sig. a full state of

desolation and devastation, 6508(3);
Jonah compassed by the waters, the
floods of water sig. temptations and deso-

lations, 6726; desolate sig. deficiency and
but little of spir. life, 9334; to desolate

the land sig. to destroy all things of the
church, 9348(4); Isaiah vii. 18-19, is a
prophecy of the desolation of the church
at tne coming of the Lord, 1058214).

Despair, or Desperation. Tempta-
tions are accompanied with despair con-
cerning the end. 1787; the reasons why
they who are regenerating are reduced to

despair, 2604(2); the despair with those

who are about to be regenerated is con-
cerning spir. life, 5270; it is the last of

vastation and of desolation, the reason,

5280-1; by despairs desolations, and
temptations, it is acknowledged that the

all of truth and of good is from the Lord,

6144; those in infestations, and tempta-
tions, are brought to despair, 7147; this

is effected by tiie withdrawing of truths,

and by the infusion of falsities, -u:;
those in despair suppose themselves de-

livered up to the internals, 7155; infesta-

tion and temptation must be brought to

a state of despair, otherwise the ultimate

of use would be wanting, shown from
the temptation of the Lord, that it was
even to despair, 7166; it is the end of

temptations, 8164. 8165(2); despair is in

temptations, then bitter things are spoken,

which at the time are not attended to,

because temptation is to the last limit of

the power of resisting, 8165(2); tempta-

tions are continual despairs concerning
salvation, references. 8567.

Destroy, To. To destroy when pred-

icated of the Lord sig. to perish by evil,

that is, to be damned, 2395, 2397; to

deprive any one of the truths and goods
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of faith and of love, 105 10; to remove
evils, 9320; the Israelites were per-

mitted to destroy, kill, exterminate and
devote their enemies to destruction, be-

cause they were in externals without an
internal, 9320(2).
Destroyer sig. the hell which brings

damnation, 7875, 7920.
Devastation. See Vastation. To-

tal devastation sig. by midnight is the

privation of all good and truth, 7776,

7947; the devastation of the evil in the

other life is effected by influx from the

hells, 7879.
Devil. See Hf.ll. Spirit. Devi!

means all evil spirits, also evil itself, there

is no one ruling devil, 251, 694, 968; hell

constitutes one devil, 694; the man who
does not live in charity and suffer him-
self to be led by the Lord becomes a devil,

697; the Lord conquered the devil or

hell, 1573(4), 1607(3); the Lord has no
need of evil spirits, because all power is

from good, 1749(2); there was not a
devil from the beginning of creation, 968;
hell is tiie devil, 4151(5), 9937(7); tempta-
tions are combats with the devil, 1657(3);
Satan sig. the hell of evil spirits, devil, the
hell of genii, 9993(6).
Devoted. Falsity from evil is sig. by

the devoted thing, to devote them to de-

struction is to cast them out of the church,

9193(2).
Devour, To, as stubble sig. devasta-

tion and damnation from themselves,

8285; depriving of good and truth by
lusts, 9139; and so consuming, 9141(2).
Dew, sig. truth; especially truth from

a state of peace and innocence, 3579(4),
3600, 8455-6.
Diadem. On His head many dia-

dems sig. all things of faith, 2760.

Diamond. Light which sparkled like

diamonds, 4413; diamond sig. truth of

cel. love, 9868(5).
Dictate. An inward dictate, 211;

the remnant of perception which they had,

218; with the regenerate, 220; caused by
mercy, peace, and every good, 224; and
from a conflict between good and evil

spirits, 227; of conscience, with Cain,

359; of conscience, distinct from that of

perception, 317, 393; reproof by spirit

of Jehovah is an internal dictate, percep-
tion, or conscience, 573; of conscience,

607-8. See Conscience, Perception.
The Word dictated by angels from the

Lord, 3039; the internal sense has been
dictated to me from heaven, 6597; the

prophets wrote as the spirit from the Di-
vine dictated, the very words were spoken
in their ears, 7055(3); to inquire ot God
sig. to consult what the Divine dictates,

8692; inspiration is not dictation but is

influx from the Divine, 9094(4); dictates

and responses when truth is enquired
after from the Word, 9905(4).

Die, To. See Death. To die, spoken
of the church, sig. to become extinct, 799-
811; Sarah died sig. night as to truths of
faith, the last time when all faith that is

charity has expired, 2908^ to expire and
die said of Abraham, the end of the rep-
resentation by him, 3253; to expire and
die sig. resuscitation, 4618; new state of
life, 6036; to die, spir death, a deficiency
of truths, 6119; what is conjoined to life

itself and to what is eternal cannot die
nor be wasted away, but remains to eter-

nity and is continually perfected, faith

alone dies, 7507; to die by the hand of

Jehovah sig. to be left by the Lord, 8407;
to die sig. the spir. life expiring, 8571,
9007; to die spiritually, to perish as to the
life of heaven, 8922; dying sig. damna-
tion, hell, eternal unhappiness, 9008; to

die, extinction and loss, 9163; to die
when said of Aaron, the ceasing of repre-
sentatives and of conjunction with heaven
thereby, 9928, 10244-

Dig, To. To dig again the wells sig.

to open those truths which were with the
Ancients, 3419, 3424, 3428, 3432, 3445,
3464; the investigation of truth, 7343; to

devise, 9085; digging through as a thief

sig. the perception of what is evil in what
is hidden, 9125.

Dignities. Priests ought to have dig-

nity and honor on account of their office,

but they ought to ascribe it to the Lord,
10796.
Dikxah, sig. rituals, 1245, 1247.
Dinah was named from judgment and

sig. the affection of general truths, or the
church in which there is good, 3963; af-

fection of all things of faith, 4427; the
external church, with posterity of Jacob,

4429(3); the affection of truth of Ancient
Church, 4475; the church corrupted,

4504; the church, 6024(3).
Dinners and suppers in the primitive

Christian Church sig. appropriation and
conjunction, 3596(2); they were made
that they might be conjoined as to love,

and to instruct one another in the things
ot love and faith, 7996, 9412.

Disciple. The disciples not instructed

about the grievousness of His temptations,

1690(2); their ideas of heaven, 3387(4),
3857(7); the Lord's disciples rep. all

things of love and faith, all who are led

of the Lord, references, 3488(2), 3858(3),

6397(2), 10087(2), 10683(7); see twelve
tribes, 9404; the seventy disciples sig.

similar things as the seventy elders of

Israel, all who are in good from truths,

9404; the twelve disciples rep. all who are
in goods and truths from the Lord, all the
goods of love and truths of faith from
Him, 9942(12); all tilings of faith and
love in the complex, 10087(2); he who
does not attribute all intelligence and
wisdom to the Lord, cannot be instructed

by Him that is be His disciple, 10227(18);
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to be a disciple of the Lord is to be led by
Him and not by self, thus by goods and
truths not by evils and falsities, 10490(7);
disciple sig. truth of life, propnet truth of

doctrine, disciples sig. all tinnas of 1< ve
and faith in the complex, 10683(6, 7);

disciple sig. those who are led of the Lord,
10683(7).
Disease. On crafty spirits who flow

into the animal spirits and produce fatal

diseases, 4227(3); the sick and bound sig.

those who acknowledge that in them-
selves there is nothing but evil and fal-

sity, 4956. The correspondence of dis-

eases with the spir. world, 5711-27. Dis-
eases correspond to the spir. world in a
wide sense, not to the Greatest Man, but
to the hells, 5712; diseases correspond to

lusts, and passions of the mind, 5712; the
helis induce diseases, when they are per-

mitted to flow in into the solid parts of

the body, 5713; in the highest degree
adulterers inflict pains on the periosteums,
and wheresoever they go; also oppression
on the stomach, 5714; a burning fever

induced by various evils, 571s; a shiver-

ing fever from unclean colds, 5716; those
who have reference to the vitiated ex-

crements of the brain, they rush within
the skull, and by continuity, even into the

spinal marrow, and induce insanilies and
death, 5717; they who in principles and
life have been desirous of rule, excite

enmities and hatreds, and have reference

to the gross phlegm of the brain, and
induce torpor, and take away the vitality,

5718; they who despise the Word and the
life, have reference to the vitiated par-

ticles of the blood, 5719", hypocrites in-

duce pains in the teeth, bones of the tem-
ples, even into the cheek bones, 0720;
they who in the life of the body have ap-

peared more just than others and have
been in stations of dignity, and have lived

only a life of self-love, in hatred against

those who have not paid them reverence,

communicate wearisomeness. and hence
infirmity to mind and body, 5721; the

most filthy induce wearisomeness and
torpor, so that a man cannot raise him-
self from his bed, 5722; they who indulge
in scruples of conscience on all occa-
sions, induce anxieties, 5724; they who
have been given up to sloth and indolence,

induce heaviness in the stomach, 5723;
man when inundated, is indignant, and
under the influence of vehement desire,

5725; if man had lived the life of good,
he would have been without disease, and
would have become again an infant, but
a wise infant; and would pass without
disease out of his earthly body into a body
such as the angels have, 5726; to be sick

sig. a successive state of regeneration
6221; diseases sig. evils of spiritual life,

8364; the Lord's miracles were healings

of diseases, they sig. states of the churcli,

8364(6); the cure of diseases sig. the
healing of spir. life, in the Word they are
not said of natural but of spiritual life,

9031(4); dropsy involves the perversion
of truth and good, 9086(2); disease sig.

falsified truth, and adulterated good,
0324; natural diseases correspond with
evils destroying the life of the will of good,
and falsities destroying the life of the un-
derstanding of truth, every disease in the
human race is from that source because
from sin, 8364(3); the diseases which the
Lord healed sig. spir. diseases which are
from evil, 7337, 8364, 8495(5); no dis-

eases in Jupiter, 8850; to heal sig. to

restore, disease and sickness sig. when
one turns aside from truth to falsity and
from good to evil, 9031(3); disease sig.

falsified truth and adulterated good, 9324.
Disjunction when there is no charity,

379. 389, 2034(6); love of self and of the
world and their lusts disunite the external

from the internal man, 1594, and from
heaven, 9864(2); if the will is evil good
and truths disjoin. 3542; disjunction when
doctrine and truth are put first, 3730;
evil sig. disjunction, 4997, also sin, 5229,
5474; from enmity and hatred, 8734;
desire of falsity for evil disjoins, 10300(5).

Disperse. The cloud in understand-
ing of gentiles dispersed more easily than
with Christians, 1059; with those in char-
ity fallacies from letter easily dispersed,

1408(3); empty learning and pleasures
from cupidities must first be dispersed
before cel. tilings are attained, 1542;
effected by temptations, 1692; false

reasonings dispersed by cel. and spir.

things, 1888(3); ideas of Lord's Human as
of another man's are dispersed by inter-

nal sense, 2574(3); dispersion of falsities

by truths, 6S28.
DisruTE, strive or contend sig. to deny,

3427; to strive sig. to fight, 6764; conten-
tion about truths, to defend truths against

falsities, and liberate them, 0024; not
to strive sig. tranquillity, 5963.

Dissipate. The lives of animals are
all dissipated after death, 1633, 3646(3),
5114(5); dissipation of falsities and evils

by temptations, 1717(3), 8185, 8188,
8201-3; hy the Lord, 1782, 6574(2),
7299, 8137. Hereditary evil dissipated so
as to do no harm with those who are re-

generated, 313. How unbelief is dissi-

fated by the Lord in the other life, 1771.
t love to the Lord and charity toward the

neighbor were made the principal things
of faith, hatreds against one another
would be dissipated in a moment, and the
Lord's kingdom would come upon earth,

1799(4). Expelling the nations from
Canaan rep. the dissipation of falsities

and evils with the regenerate, 1868(2).
The dissipation of the rational rep. by
the wild-ass, 1949(4). How societies

were dispersed at the final judgment,
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2128. How the imperfect ideas of an-
gels are dissipated and new ideas in-

sinuated by the internal sense, 2249(4).
Tiie continuity of the series in the Word
seems disconnected and dissipated by the

explanation of tne single words, how
seen as one, 2343(2). The enjoyment of

evil is dissipated by the alhrmation and
acknowledgment of the holy of faith and
tiie good of life rep. by Dan, 3928(2).

The dissipation of falsities from evil by
the Divine Human, 6864, 7299, 8137,
8184. Tne total dissipation of truth and
faitu sig. by the division of the Lord's
garments and by the rending of the rocks

at the crucifixion, 9093(5). If truths

from good and falsities from evil are com-
mingled, eit:ier good will perish or the

evil will be dissipated, 9298(2). To
burn with fire sig. to dissipate by self-

love, 10115. To dash in pieces their pil-

lars sig. falsities of evil are to be dissi-

pated. 10643.
Distance, see Place, Situation, in

the other life is according to differences

of state, 1273-7, 1376-81, it sig. diversity

of states of life, references, 9104.
Disturb, To. In heaven thought

determined to person disturbs, abstract

thought does not, 8985.
Divide, To. Jacob divided the chil-

dren unto Leah. Rachel etc., sig. arrange-

ment, 4342-5; to divide the silver and the

ox sig. to dissipate good and truth. 9003-4;
from a divided mind comes destruction,

0093(2); divided, separated from the

kingdom, 9093(4); dissipation of good
and truth, references, 9093(4); the Lord's
garments divided, the dissipation of the

truths of faith by the Jews, 9093(5), 9942
(13); the tunic not rent sig. Divine spir.

truth from Divine cel. truth could not be
dispersed, because it is the internal truth

of the Word. 9942(13), 3812(7), 4677(6);
Jehovah cannot be divided and be given
to another, as a human father, the Di-
vine is not divisible, 1999(5); to divide

the spoil sig. servitude, 8292; the ani-

mals in sacrifice divided, the birds not,

sig. correspondence as to celestial tilings

not as to spiritual, 1828-32; why the

Israelites were divided into twelve tribes,

3858; to divide the Red Sea sig. the dissi-

pation of falsity from hell, 8184.
Divine, To, sig. to know what is hid-

den, 5748; to know things hidden and
future, when it is predicated of the Lord,

5781; divination, when it relates to the

Erophets, sig. revelation which respects

fe; seeing has respect to doctrine, 9248.
Divine. See Divine Human. The

Lord's inheritance from Jehovah was Di-
vine, His Human was made Divine 1414,
1444(2); His sensual and corporeal was
made Divine. 1428; see Glorificat on;
the interiors with Him were Divine from
Jehovah, the exteriors, human from Mary,

I 1460; His internal man was Divine, 1^60;

I
the Word is Divine, not human, 1650(3);
sec Word; the Divine is not divisible,

1999(5); tne Infinite Divine can only be
called Good itself and Truth itself, 2011;
the doctrine of faith is Divine truth from
Divine good, thus wholly Divine, 2531;
man may become spir. and cel. but not
Divine so as to have life in himself, as tne
Lord had, 2571(2); the Divine of the
Lord makes the church, 2966(2), and
heaven, 3245(3); tiie D.vine cannot be
comprehended by any created being,

3364; the Divine is above the inmost or
supreme of man. and flows in immediately,
3S55; Divine or infinite things are appre-
hended only from finite things, 3938; can
not do evil to tiie Divine, but can hinder
its inflow 4078; the Divine is not in any
affection for glory, 4347; the Divine was
in the Lord, but is present with angels

4971; the Divine is above all thougnt and
is incomprehensible even to the angels,

5110(2), but is comprehensible tm-ough
the human form, for which reason He
took that on, 6700; all life is from the
Divine, 8941; see Lite; without revela-

tion man can know nothing about Divine
things, 8944; the Divine in the heavens
can be represented, not that above tae
heavens, 9946; the Divine because the
inmost or supreme of all is the life of all,

iooii; it is the all in all of heaven and
the church, 10157; man was created to

be a receptacle of the Divine, 10299(5),
4971.
Divine Human. The Human Essence

of the Lord is rep. by the Son of Man,
1607(2); it was united to the Divine
Essence and also became Jehovah, 1729
(2), 1731; effected by temptation com-
bats and victories by His own power, 1737;
He assumed the Human Essence by birth

to save man from perishing to eternity

with the death of the damned, 1990(3);
the good were saved and the evil con-
demned by uniting of Human Essence
with tiie Divine Essence, 2457; whether
you say Divine Human, or His Body, or
His Flesh, or the Bread, or the Divine
Love, it is the same, 2343(9); the Divine
Human and Holy proceeding not ac-
knowledged in the end of the church,
2352-4; process of making the Human
Divine described Gen. xx., 2574(2);
the Lord's Human is Divine is the su-
preme among doctrines, 4687, 4731; of
those who come into the spiritual world
from the Christian world, not a single

person knew that the Lord's Human is

Divine, 4689(2), 5256; the Lord's Di-
vine Human is the Divine Existing from
the Divine Being, He is the Divine Being,
for the Divine Existing and the Divine
Being are one, 4692(4); tiie Lord's Hu-
man is Divine, 4727(2), and is the very
esse of life, 5256; thought of the Divine
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itself as the Divine Human conjoins,

5663(2); the Divine Human before the
Lord's coming not so one with the Divine
itself as after His Coming when He made
it altogether one in Himself, 6000(7); it

was Jehovah flowing through the heavens
when He spake the Word, 62S0; after

the Human was glorified the influx was
through the Divine Human, 6371(2);
this (former) Divine Human ceased when
the Lord Himself made the Human in

Himself Divine, 6371(2); the Lord as to

the Divine Human is the name of Jeho-
vah, this is to be worshipped, 6674(4).
The Lord's Human was not Divine from
birth, He made it Divine by His own
power, 6716(2); the inmost of His life

was Jehovah Himself because He was
conceived of Jehovah, for the inmost or

soul is from the father and the body from
the mother, 6716(2), 10047(2); the Lord
first made the Human Divine truth after-

ward the Divine good thus one with Jeho-
vah, 6716(3); He made the Human Di-
vine by influx of the former Divine Hu-
man through heaven, 6720; degrees of

progression in making the Human the

very law Divine, 6827; from the Divine
Human holy truth proceeds, which scat-

ters infesting falsities, and reduces all

things into order in the heavens and the

hells, 6864; the Lord altogether de-

stroyed and extirpated the prior forms
from the maternal and put on Divine
forms, when glorified He was no longer
the Son of Mary, 6872(4); the Ancient
churches worshipped Jehovah under a

human form, 6876(3); if God is thought
of without the idea of the Human it falls

into nothing, and is totally dissipated,

6876(3); the Divine Human is to be
worshipped, 6883-8. 10360; the state

when He prayed to the Father, and the

state of the Human glorified shown,
7058(3), 7193(2); angels and men can
have an idea of the Divine Itself and the

Infinite only in the idea of the Divine
Human, 721 1; the power of the Lord's
Divine Human to save those of the spir.

church, 8668; the Divine can be thought
of determinately only in the human
form, 8705(5); the gentiles worship the

only God under a human form, when they

hear of the Lord they acknowledge Him,
Q»56(7); the Lord as to the Divine Hu-
man is Jehovah or the Father in visible

form, 0310(3); references, 0315(5); the
Divine Human became merit and justice,

9486; it is the source of light in heaven,
which light is Divine truth, references,

9571; it should universally reign in wor-
ship, 9932; the Human of the Lord was
glorified or made Divine. He was con-
ceived of Jehovah, 10052(2); in the

heavens the Lord's Divine Human alone
is worshipped, 10067(2); the Lord re-

stored all things by His Human, 10152(4);

He subdued the hells, reduced the heavens
to order, and glorified His Human, 10152
(5); He rose again with the whole body
which He had in tie world, otherwise than
other men. He left nothing in the sepul-
chre, 10252(7); they who are of the church
must acknowledge the Lord and the Di-
vine in Him, 10357; Jehovah means the
Lord, all things of heaven are from the
Divine Human, 10357; the Human was
made first Divine truth, then Divine
good, 10360(4); the salva'ion of the hu-
man race depends solely on the union of

the Divine of the Lord in His Human,
103-0(2), 10655(4), 10659(3); the Sab-
batii sig. the union of the Human with the
Divine in the Lord; while in the world He
made the Human Divine truth, but when
He went out of the world He made it

Divine good by union with the Divine
Itself in Him, 10730-1; He then had
peace, combats ceased, and all things in

the heavens and the hells were reduced
into order, 10730; the Lord not only rose
again as to the soul but also as to the body
which He glorified in the world, 10738.
The church acknowledges the omni-
presence of the Lord's Human in the
Sacrament of the Supper, 10738; the
idea of the Divine witnout the Human
disturbed spirits from the sixth earth,

10785. One ought to acknowledge the
Lord's Divine in His Human, 10817-31;
they are one Person, 10824; the Human
also is Divine, 10S25-6; He glorified His
Human, 10828; He subdued the hells,

1082S; to glorify is to make Divine,

10828, 10830; He put off the human
from the mother and put on the Human
from the Father, 10830; there is a trine

in Him, namely, the Divine Itself, the
Divine Human, and the Divine Pro-
ceeding, 10831.

Divine Itself. See Jehovah. It is

Jehovah Himself, 1440, references, 3017,
the infinite and eternal, 3404(2), incom-
prehensible, 5110(2), called the Father,

2447(6), it is pure love. 6849; it was in

the Lord, 2198, 3523, His soul, 10052(2),
tlie esse of His life, 10823; He came forth

from the Father, from the Divine Itself,

2628; rep. by Abraham, 3630, Jethro,

8732; it assumed the human to save
man, 2776(2); it could not be tempted,

3795(3); the infirm human could be,

3795; no conjunction with it or worship
except by Divine Human, 6674(4), 6887,
10067(3); because in itself it is incom-
prehensible, 10067(3).
Divine Natural, rep. by Jacob, 1950;

by Jacob as to truth, by Esau as to good,

3232; see explanation of story of Jacob
and Esau; Esau rep. the Divine Natural
as to good, 3302; Divine Natural rep. by
Nazar.te. 3300(3), 6437, by Bethel, 4564;
God of Israel, the Divine Human or Di-
vine Natural, 7091; see Natural.
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Divorce, laws relating to. are in the
Word because of the nature of the Jews,
10603(5)
Doctrine, Doctrinal. Learned. See

Knowledge. The learned do not know
more than the simple, 206; the doctrinals
of the Ancient Church collected by Cain
and Enoch, 608-600, 920(4); there can
be no church without doctrine, 769; doc-
trine separate from love and charity does
not make the church, but charity, 1798(2),

1790, 1834(2), 1844; three universal
kinds of doctrines rep. by sons of Noah,
1065; the church would be one if all had
charity, notwithstanding their difference

as to worship and doctrinals. 809, 1285,
1288. 1316, 1798-9, 1834, 1844; doc-
trinals are of no account, unless the life

be formed accordingly, 1515; doctrine
concerning good is the doctrine of charity,

doctrine concerning truth is the doctrine

of faith, 2231; the doctrine of faith is not
from a rational but from a cel. origin,

2510: the Lord's first thought was that

the rational should be consulted in form-
ing the doctrine of faith, 2511; He after-

ward perceived that the doctrine would
be nought if the rational was consulted,

2312-2557; the doctrine of faith is spir.

from a cel. origin, it is to be known that

it is Divine truth from Divine good, and
thus wholly Divine, 2531(2), 3712; doc-
trine should not be believed from sen-
sual, scientific, and rational things but
may be confirmed thereby, 2538(2); the
doctrine of love and charity is the Di-
vine doctrine itself, 2571(2); the good of

doctrine is love and charity, the truth of

doctrine is faith, 2572(2); the Lord is

doctrine itself, 2516, 2855, 2859; He is the
Word, 2859; the doctrine of faith is cel.

spir., not from the rational, 2510, 2516,
2519; its faith is the doctrine of charity,

2571(2); tlie doctrine of faith is clothed

with appearances from things human,
2710-20; doctrine is not perceived unless

it be expounded rationally and sensually

2553; the Lord thought from the Di-
vine celestial, but taught according to

apprehension, 2553; there is a doctrinal

of charity and a doctrinal of faith; the
doctrinal of the Ancient Church was that

of charity, which at this day is lost, 2417;
hence they knew what is meant by neigh-
bor, 2417(8); in what ignorance they are,

who are in no doctrinal of charity, 2435
(2); what it is to look to doctrinals, 2454;
it is allowed those, who are in an affirma-

tive concerning Divine truths, to enter
into things rational and of external knowl-
edge, but not for those who are in a nega-
tive, 2568(5), 2588(2); doctrinals are
from knowledges, 3052; what is meant
by doctrinals being removed when man
is first reforming, 3057(4); the doctrinals
of faith are appearances of truth Divine;
how doctrine becomes of the life, 3x82;

truths spir. are not knowledges, but are
in knowledges, 3391; the spiritual sepa-
rate what is Divine from what is rational;

they are willing that the things of faith

should be simply believed, without any
intuition from die rational, 3394(3); the
Philistines sig. those who reject the
doctrinals of charity; they obliterate in-

terior truths, 34i2(2)-i3; the doctrinals
of the ancients were altogether different

from those of this day, viz., besides rep-
resentatives and signlficatives, they had
the doctrinals of love to the Lord, and of
charity towards the neighbor, 3419(3);
those doctrinals at this day have been
obliterated by the modern Babylonians
and Philistines, 3419(31-3420; the Word
is not understood without a knowledge
of those doctrinals, 34iy(4)-2o; there is

only one doctrine, viz. of charity towards
the neighbor, and of love to the Lord,

3445; although doctrinals are various,
still the church is one, if all have charity,

3451-2; in all doctrinals, which arc from
the literal sense of the Word, there are
interior truths, 3464(2); doctrinals are
appropriated only by enjoyments and
p.easures, 3502; the learned at this day
love to wander only in outer surface,

and to dispute whether a thing be so,

3677(2); doctrinals of love and charity
are conjoined with good in the natural
man when it is a pleasure and enjoy-
ment to know them for tiie sake of doing
them, 3709; the Lord is the Word, or
Divine doctrine, in a threefold sense, the
supreme, the internal, and the literal,

3712(2); the learned know less than the
simple; in what ignorance they are con-
cerning good and truth, concerning heaven,
and several oilier tilings, from experience,

3747-50; knowledges are the means of

becoming wise, and the means of be-
coming insane; hence the learned in the
other life are more stupid than the simple,

4156; from a false principle flow falsities,

4717, 472i(2 ); particulars of doctrine

are confirming additions and explicatory,

4720(2); to establish the church the doc-
trinals of good and truth must be col-

lected into one for it is built on these, if

this is not done there will be a delect
which man's rational will supply, how
b ind this is, 3786(2); doctrine is as it

were the embodiment of truth, truth is in

doctrine as the soul is in the body, 4642;
the ancients had doctrinals of charity,

which led to life; how much they pre-

vailed over doctrinals of faith, 4844(4);
their knowledges interior and exterior

consisted in knowing what external things
signified, 4844(4); the doctrinals of the
Ancient Church were doctrinals of char-
ity, 4955; those doctrinals at this day are
lost, and why, 4955; outward knowledges
in the Ancient Church were subservient

to their doctrinals, 4964-6; the Lord is
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doctrine itself, everything of doctrine
proceeds from Him, and everything treats

of Him, the doctrine proceeds from the
Divine Human, the Word is doctrine,

5321(1, 2); the truths of the church are

procured by doctrinals, and by the Word;
if only by doctrinals, then man believes

those who have collected confirmations,

but if by the Word, then they are appro-
priated to himself from the Divine, 5402
(2); they who are in the affection of

truth for the sake of truth, and for the
sake of life, do not remain in doctrinals,

but search the Word, and see whether
they be truths, 5432(5); the doctrinals
of knowledges are those which are de-
rived from the literal sense of the Word,
5945; he who is arrived at spir. good has
no need of doctrinals from others, 5997;
the Word ought to be searched to know
whether doctrinals be true, 6047(2); see
Faith; all things have reference to gen-
eral things thus to doctrinals, 6146; the
doctrine of charity treated in series in

prefaces to chapters of Exodus; doc-
trines are from the Word, knowledges
(cognilioues) are from those doctrines on
one part, and from outward knowledges
(scietitifica) on the other, but outward
knowledge is of experience by one's self

or others, 6386; Moses rep. truth pro-

ceeding immediately from the Lord,
truth mediateiy proceeding or doctrine

rep. by Aaron, 6980-7010; all doctrine

is of truth, 7053; they who read the Word
from heavenly love are enlightened, and
thence make to themselves doctrine; but
they who read from infernal love, are not
enlightened, but are thereby more blinded,

9382(2); they who are in the external

sense of the Word, and not in the internal,

make to themselves no doctrine from the

Word, 9409; ail doctrine from the Word
ought to lead to the understanding of the

Word, 9409(3); with those who are in the

sense of the letter without doctrine, truth

is not in any power, 9410; doctrine ought
to be derived from the Word by those who
are in enlightenment from the Lord,

0424(2); the Word by genuine doctrine

is sustained, 9424(2); idols in the Word
sig. doctrines from the external sense of

the Word, without the internal, 9424;
genuine doctrine from the Word is the

internal sense, 9430(2); the external

sense of the Word, without genuine doc-
trine, is obscure like a cloud, 9430; dis-

tinction between those who teach and
learn from the literal sense, and those

who teach and learn from doctrine; the

latter understand interior things, the

former only exterior, 0025(3); doctrine

from the Word ought to be fashioned by
those who are in enlightenment from the

Lord, to the intent that the Word may be
understood; who are in enlightenment,

10105; the Word in the letter is appre-

hended by doctrine derived from the
Word by one enlightened, 10324°, doc-
trine from the Word is a lamp, the internal
sense of the Word teaches it, 10400(3);
unless man knows the Word and doc-
trine therefrom he can in no wise be re-

generated, 10367(3); doctrinal tenets are
of man when he regards his own glory
and gain as an end, they are then sig. by
idols, 10406(2); the sense of the letter of

the Word without doctrine leads into
errors, 10431; they who are in tilings ex-
ternal without an internal, and the merely
sensual, read the Word without doctrine,
and believe only the sense of the letter,

hence come falsities, for they have a ma-
terial idea concerning truth, 10582; there
must be doctrine from the Word, to the
intent that it may be understood, 10582
(3); where the church is, there must be
doctrine from the Word, doctrine of life,

of charity and faith together, not of faith

alone, 10763-4; priests must teach the
way to heaven accorjing to the doctrine
of their church, and lead thereby to the
good of life, 10794. The doctrine of char-
ity and faith is treated in order, prefixed

to the chapters of Exodus.
Dodanim sig. doctrinal teachings

which are rituals, 1152, 1156.

Dog classed with evil animals, 45,

2125, 5566, 9090(2). The dog Cerberus
sig. a guard to prevent any one passing
from the enjoyment of heavenly marriage
love, to the enjoyment of adultery, which
is infernal, 2743; a dog not moving the

tongue sig. there would not be the least

of damnation, or of lamentation, 7784;
dogs sig. the lowest in the church, and
those who are out of the church; also

those who bark or babble much at such
things as are of the church, and know
little; and in the opposite sense, who
privately are out of the faith of the church,
and those who speak contemptuously of

the tilings of faith, 7784(3); dogs sig.

those, who, by reason of unclean falsities,

are out of the church, 9231(2); those who
render the good of faith unclean by falsi-

fications, 9231; the dogs which licked the

sores of Lazarus sig. those outside the

church who are in good, but not in genuine
good of faith, 9231(3).
Docua of church, 1043(2), 2116(3),

Gen. xxii. preface, 3769(4); churches
separate from one another according to

dogmas, 4689(3)-
Domestic Good. Natural domestic

good is good from parents, 3518.
Dominion. See Rule. Dominion in

the spir. and in the cel. man, 52; do-
minion from evil and falsity wishes to

make all slaves; that from good and
truth wishes to make all free, 1749; ref-

erences on the dominion of good and of

truth, 3593; of the internal over the ex-

ternal man, 086; ecclesiastical and civil
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government, 10703-806; monks who
sought dominion over souls, 10785, 10812-

3; there are two kinds of dominion one
from love toward the neighbor, the other

from self-love, 10814; dominion from
love as a father is with those dwelling in

tribes, families, and houses, 108 14; do-
minion from self-love is opposite to love

toward the neighbor, 10814(2); how gov-

ernments were first formed; Babylon,
10814(2); see Babylon, Love of Self.
Door (janua). Door of the ark sig.

hearing, 656; door of a tent sig. entrance
to what is holy, 2145, 2152; door sig.

what introduces to truth, to good, or to

the Lord, 2356-7, 2385; see Fountain.
the posts of a door sig. the truths of the
natural, the linlel the goods of the natu-

ral, 7847; door sig. introduction and com-
munication, it has actually this sig. in

heaven, 8989; to bore the ear through
with an awl to a door, sig. perpetual obe-
dience, 8990.
Door (ostium) an inner entrance, door

(janua) an outer entrance, explained,

2356-7; gate of fountains sig. entrance to

those truths, 4861; to shut the door sig.

to shut off all access by the evil to the good
of charity, 2380, 2382; doors, the good of

the natural and its truths, 4231(2); in-

troduction of truth to good; door-post,

conjunction of truth with good 8989; to

open the door, to communicate the

thought; to shut it, not to communicate,

8989(4); door of the tent of meeting rep.

the marriage of Divine good with Divine
truth, 10001.

Dothan sig. particular truths of doc-
trine, 4720; in the opposite sense, of fal-

sity and particular things of false prin-

ciples, 4720-1; doctrinals from the Word,
4720(2). ...
Double sig. conjunction, 8423; what

is doubled involves all things of good and
truth, 9861.
Double-Dyed, and Scarlet sig. spir.

good, 4922; scarlet sig. good, double-
dyed truth, 9468.
Doubt. See Negative. Those who

are in doubt before they deny incline to

a life of evil, but they who are in doubt
before thev affirm incline to a life of good,
2568(6); the prudent cherish doubt in

which is the affirmative, and the foolish

cherish doubt in which is the negative.

4638(4); doubt is sig. by lingering, 5613;
the use of doubt, 5613, 7298; a state of
doubt, 5657, 6469; injected by spirits

not well disposed, 6479; doubt in tempta-
tions, 8567; from passages of Word which
oppose each other, 9025(4).
Dough sig. the first state of truth from

good, 7966, 7979.
Dove sig. the goods and truths of faith

with one about to be regenerated, 870-
91; turtle dove and young pigeon, things
spir. exterior and interior, 1826-7; in

sacrifices the birds were not divided be-
cause spir. things have not such a corre-

spondence with the Lord as cel. things
have, 1831-2; wings of a dove, truths of
faith, dove faith, 8764(7); the young of a
dove, and pigeon sig. innocence, 10132(9).
Downwards. See Elevation. Look-

ing upward is to the Lord, downward is

to the world, 6952, 6954.
Dowry was a testimonial of consent

and confirmation of initiation, 4456,
6986, 9184; it is predicated of the con-
junction of truth with good, 0186.
Dragon, the serpent or dragon called

Lucifer, sig. love of self, 257, 1326(3);
the habitation of dragons near Gehenna,
their quality, 950; the dragon in the
Apocalypse sig. those who persecute by
falsities and false reasonings, 7293(6);
the tail of the dragon sig. reasoning from
falsities, 6952(4), 10071; dragon sig.

those in externals without internals,

10400(2).
Draught or Sewer sig. hell, 8910(3).
Draw, To. To draw waters sig. to

be instructed in the truths of faith, and
to be enlightened, 3058, 3071, 6776;
drawers of waters, those who are in-

structed and enlightened, 3057. See
Water and To Drink. Rebecca draw-
ing water for the camels of Abraham's
servant, 3053-3102.
Dread (pavor, terror, fonnido). See

Terror, Fear, 4180, dread and fear are
commotion of mind when it hangs be-
tween evils and goods and between falsi-

ties and truths, 9348(2).
Dream, see Sleep, sig. an obscure

perception, 2514; foresight, because pro-

phetic dreams were Divine and were
predictions, 3698, 5091; to dream dreams
sig. to teach and preach truths, 4682,

4685, 4692-3, 4700; lord of dreams,
preacher of tilings regarded as idle, 4726;
dreams their origin from spirits, 1975-83;
representative dreams, 1975; three kinds,

first, from the Lord through heaven, sec-

ond, through angelic spirits, third, through
spirits, 1976; how they flowed in, 1977-
81; how spirits are given to see heaven,
1982; how evil spirits desire to infest in

sleep, 1983; dreams from the Lord are

representative, 5115(3); they are pre-

dictions of things to come, sig. foresight,

providence, 5195; references, 5252, 5282;
dream sig. an obscure state, 5219; in a
dream Swedenborg saw his father, 6492.
Drink, To. To drink wine sig. to

investigate the things of faith, 1070-2.
To give to drink, to instruct in spir.

things, 2704; where the subject treated

of is concerning the goods and truths of

faith, it sig. to be instructed in them and
to receive them, 3069, 8352; to give to

drink, to enlighten, 3071; to sip sig. to

explore, to inquire, 3080; to make to

drink, sig. nearly the same as drinking,
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but involves somewhat active, 3092; to

eat sig. the appropriation of good, to
drink the appropriation of trutii, 3168,
3570; to give a flock to drink, to instruct

in the Word or doctrine, 3772, 6778; to

come to drink, sig. the affection of truth

4017-1S; water or drink sig. truth, 4976;
to drink, the application of truth to its

good, 5709; as meats and drinks recreate

the natural life, so goods and truths corre-

sponding to them, spir. life, 8562; to

drink, to be instructed and revive the

spiritual life, 85S4; to eat and to drink,

instruction concerning good and truth,

references, 9412.
Drink Offering (libamen) sig. the

good of faith, 3728(2); the good of truth,

the good of faith, spir. good, 4581; bread
offering sig. cel. good, drink offering, spir.

good; in like manner bread and wine in

the Holy Supper, 4581(4); in the oppo-
site sense, the worship of what is false,

4581(7); setting up a statue of stone,

offering a drink offering upon it, and
pouring oil upon it, rep. the progress of

the Lord's glorification, and of the re-

generation of man from truth to good of

love, 4582; bread offering which was
bread, and drink offering which was
wine, sig. such tilings as relate to the

church; thus good and truth, 10137;
drink offering of wine sig. the good of

faith. 10137(3); to pour a drink offering

to other gods is to worship Satan from
the truths of faith, 9903(6); drink offer-

ing sig. regeneration by the truths and
goods of faith and charity, 10207.
Drive Out, To. See Expel. It sig.

to separate, 386-7; to drive out the na-

tions from the land of Canaan sift, to

cast out of the world of spiriLs evil spirits

who infest, to subjugate and dissipate

evils and falsities, 1868, 3142(3), 9331-7,
references, 10638; Pharaoh driving the

Israelites out of his land sig. with all

force and power to cause them to flee,

7 1 89; it sig. the will and affections are

contrary, 7670; to be in aversion and
shun their presence, 7768; to drive out
sig. to destroy, 8295.
Dromedaries sig. doctrinal teachings,

3242(2).
Dropsy, perversion of truth and good,

the Lord's healing it, amendment and
restoration of perverted truth, 9086(2).

Droves, see Flock, sig. doctrinals,

3767; the knowledge of doctrinals, 3767-
70; also knowledges, 4266.
Drum, see Timbrel, sig. spir. good,

4138; the good of truth, 8337.
Drunkard, Drunkenness. A drunk-

ard rep. one who slides into errors, and
who reasons, 107 1-3, 8004(5); also those
who are insane in spir. things, 1072;
those who reason from falsities. 9553(2).
Dry. Dryness or drought from failure

of dew or rain sig. a failure of truth from

any good, 3580(2); dry as the earth sig.

where there is no truth and good, 806,
6976; dry and drying, dissipation of fal-

sities, 868(2); the waters were dried up
sig. falsities did not then appear, 895;
dry earth sig. without falsity, also the
opposite, 8185; drought, nothing of life

in truths, 8185(4).
Dual expressions and phrases are on

account of the internal sense, 2346; their

signification is constant, one refers to

truth, the other to good, 4691, 6343(4).
See Order.
Dukes of Edom sig. those in a life of

evil from self love, 8314. They sig. the

principal truths of good. 4647; dukes of
the Horite, chief truths of good, various
classes of, 4648. 4649; dukes of Edom,
principal doctrines, 4651.
Dumah the son of Ishmael sig. those

of the spir. church, 3268.

Dumb sig. non-utterance; those who
by reason of ignorance, cannot confess
the Lord, and preach faith in Him. 6988.
Dung. See Excrement. Uses of, 1103;

cake of sig. profanation, 3941(5); dung
sig. what is unclean, evils in hell, what
is infernal. 10037.
Dunghill sig. evil, 9207(4). To em-

brace dunghills is, instead of truth and
good, to learn and choose falsities, 10037

Dura Mater, 4046(3).
Dust sig. what is damned, 278, 7418,

7522; logic compared to dust, 3348(2);
the serpent eating dust sig. he was ac-

cursed, 249, 278; the dust of the earth
sig. natural things, the stars of the heavens
rational things, 3707; dust of the feet,

uncleanness from evil and falsity, 1748(3);
dust, what is earthly, the loves of self and
the world, 3413; dust on the head,
mourning over lost Divine good, 4763(2);
it sig. the grave, also what is lowly, and
what is numerous, 7418(4); what is con-
demned or damned, falsities of lusts

7522.
Dwell, To, sig. to live, or life, 1293;

to dwell together sig. to agree, 1568-72;
marriage love, the heavenly marriage,
3960-1; to be and to live, 3384, 3417; in

app.ication to the Lord it sig. to be, 2572,

3384; to inhabit is spoken of spir. good,

to possess of cel. good, 2712; residing is

spoken of truth, dwelling of good, 4600;

the dwelling or habitation of Jehovah is

good, also heaven, 8328; to dwell in the

midst sig. the Lord's presence, 9480.

Eagle sig. the rational as to truth; in

the opposite sense as to what is false or

reasoning, 3900(10), 3901, SJi3(s); *o

bear on the win;js of eagles, sig. to ele-

vate by the truths of faith to neavenly

light, 8764; the spirits who were about
a certain earth in the universe, and who

I

were on high, were likened to eagles, not
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as to rapine, but as to keenness of sight,

0970, 6441; eagle sig. the rational as to

truth, its wings spir. truths, 8764; the

spir. church tailed an eagle from per-

ception, 0688(6); a great eagle with

wings, the interior truth of the spir.

church, its wings exterior truths, 10100(5).

Ear sig. obedience, they who are will-

ing and obedient belong to province of

the ear, 2542; the ornaments of the ears,

or ear-rings sig. good in act, or evil in

act, 3103(3); the things of simple good,

3263(3); the ear, obedience, the will of

faith, 3869; in the supreme sense, provi-

dence, 3869(3); the ear is formed in

adaptation to the modifications of the

air and sound, the eye to the modifica-

tions of ether and light, 4523; ear-rings

were badges of obedience, 4551; the cor-

respondence of hearing and of the ear

with the Greatest Man, 4652-4660; hear-

ing corresponds to obedience, 4653; there

are some who correspond to the exteriors,

and some to the interiors of the ear, 4653;
those who correspond to the external ear,

4654; spirits were observed near the ear,

and within it, 4655; they who do not at-

tend to the sense of a thing, correspond to

the cartilaginous and bony part of the

external ear, 4656; those who speak into

the ear. or concerning whisperers, 4657;
those who speak to the right ear, and con-

cerning Aristotle. 4658(2); the ear sig.

consent, when it has relation to those

who are in more eminent stations, 6513;
the ear sig. obedience, is in agreement
also with human speech, 8990; to bore
the ear with an awl to a door, sig. per-

petual obedience. 3860(11). 8990; ears

sig. hearkening and perception, and like-

wise obedience, 9397, references, 10402;
ear sig. perception, right ear perception

of truth from good, 10061.
Early. See Dawn.
Ears of Corn or spikes sig. outward

knowledges in the outward memory,
5212, 5212(4), 5214, 7604; truths ad-
joined to goods, 9295(2); truth receiving,

10669.
Ear-Rings sig. good in act, in oppo-

site sense evil in act, 3103(4); they are

tokens of obedience and apperception,

10402(2), to put them on sig. to obey.

10402(5).
Earth Uellus) or Planet. Heaven is

immense; few respectively are from this

earth, 3631; the inhabitants of other
earths 6695-6702. it has been given to

discourse with spirits from other earths,

not with their inhabitants, 6695; there

is an immense number of earths, proved
by the spirits of Mercury, 6696; a plural-

ity of earths may be concluded from the

rational; they were not created merely
for the purpose of revolving about the
sun, but that the human race, and thence
heaven may exist; they have their years,

months, days, 66q7", the starry heaven is

so large, and is only a means for an end;
heaven is immense; hence it may be
known, that it is not formed from one
earth, 669S; they who depart out of the
worlds, appear as a stream; and hence
it may be concluded, that myriads depart
every day, 6699; the inhabitants of other

earths adore the Divine under a human
form; thus the Lord, 6700, 7252, 5971;
the spirits of various earths are sepa-

rated, and only those conjoined who are
in the inmost or third heaven, 6701;
there must be many earths to constitute

the Greatest Man; and where there is

anything of correspondence wanting,
instantly they are procured from some
earth such as may complete it, 6807;
the spirits of Mercury, knew of more than
hundreds of thousands of earths, 6927;
when any planet appears to spirits, in
what place, and at what distance it is

seen, 7171; the spirits of our earth have
reference to natural and corporeal sense,

9107, 9360; where there is an earth, taere

are inhabitants, illustrated by the end of

creation, 9237, it pleased the Lord to be
born in our earth, and not in another;
which was done for the sake of the Word,
9350-9362, see Word; the earths in the
universe 9438-9441. 9578-9584; how
they pass from one system to another by
changes of state. 9578-9584; spirits ap-
pear about their own earth, because they

are of similar genius with the inhabi-

tants, and that they may be present with
them, 9968. There are many worlds,
shown from reason, 9441. The first earth

in the starry heaven, 9693-9700; they
differed altogether from the spirits of

our solar system, 9693; they worshipped
an angel who appears as a Divine Man,
they do not dare to worship God Him-
self who is in the Sun, 9694; the angel
was an angelic society, 9695; they were
modest, simple, but good. 9696; they
refer to some part of the spleen in the
Greatest Man, 9698; Swedenborg saw
things on their earth, 9699; some of the
lower class described, 9790; how a spirit

may see things on an earth through the

eyes of one whose spiritual sight is open,
9791; the dress of those on the first earth,

g792j sciences aud printing only on our
earth, 9793; their hell described, 9794.
The second earth in the starry heaven,

9967-9973, 10159-65; they have ref-

erence in the Greatest Man to keenness
of outward vision 9969, eagles as to
keenness of sight have a similar corre-

spondence- 9970; they worshipped a
visible God under a human form, and an
invisible God not under any form, 9971,
10159; idolaters from that earth, 9972;
their government, 10160; worship, 10160;
animals and plants, 10161; sun, 10162;

men and women, 10163; garments, 10163
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-4; marriage, 19165. The third earth in

the starry heaven, 10311-7, 10377-85;
they were unwilling to think about their

body or anything corporeal and ma-
terial, 103 12; the spirits of our earth
were seized with anxiety when they ap-
proached them, and from fantasy seemed
as if bound hands and feet with serpents,

this was from correspondence, the sen-

sual corporeal is rep. by serpents, 103 13;

the spirits of that earth do not appear in

a denned human form, but as a cloud,

103 14; they make no account of their

bodies but of the spirit, 10315; some on
their earth believe that the spirits of their

bodies have existed from eternity, and
were infused into the body at conception;
they now know that it is not so and re-

pent of having been in so false an opinion,

10315; they worship God under a human
form, 10377; they are withheld from evils

by not loving to think of earthly and
corporeal things, 10378; they corre-

spond with the conjunction of natural

and cel. things, 10379; they are in-

structed by angels, 10380; those who per-

sist in evil are removed by death, 10382;
those who profane holy things are severely

punished, 10383; no earth except ours
has a written revelation, 10384; their

sacred temples of growing trees, 10514;
their cottages, 10515; their worship,

10516; their good disposition, 105 17.

The fourth earth, 10585-90; their spirits

came to him, 10585; their genius differs

much from those of our earth, 10585;
how their presence is effected, 10586;
their speech is by an internal way, through
the Eustachian tube, 10587; their face

is an index of their mind, 10587; their

respiration, 105SS; their situation is

near the Milky Way, 10589. The fourth
eirth, 10708-12; their speech is not
articulate, 10708; they speak of things

remotely to various degrees, 10709;
they cannot be with spirits of our earth,

10:10; they wish to be bearded, 10711;
their earth was rocky, 10712. A fifth

earth in the starry heaven. 10734-9; how
he traveled by changes of state, 10734;
the change took about ten hours, 10734-
6, spirits sometimes visit them confusing
their thought of God by introducing the

idea of three persons 10736-8; their idea

of God as a Divine Man. 10737-8; how
spirits appear to the inhabitants of that

earth. 10751-8; such vision is now rarely

given on our earth lest men be compelled
to believe. 10751, four kinds of men seen
in succession men clothed, naked of a
flesh color naked with an inflamed body,

and black, 10753-7, a woman beautiful

in countenance in a simple garment,

10754; sheep with broad tails, also lambs.

10754; their idea of marriage love, 10756;
their faith, 10758; their nouses in the

form of teats; the children play in view

of the parents, 10769; the harvest, wheat,
bread, flowers, fruit, shrubs, vines, wine,
10770; their sun, their year, size of the
eartn, 10771; how measured, 10771.
A sixth earth outside our solar system,
10783; the immensity of heaven, ti.cre

will be room to eternity, it can never be
filled, 10784; angelic spirits from that
earth, 10785; they were disturbed by
those who divide God into three, 10785;
and by their idea of faith, 10786; they
are celestial, and in enlightenment,
10786-7; spirits from various parts of
that earth, 10808; their idea of evil in
man and good from the Lord, 10808;
how the Lord appeared to them, 10809-
11; their Divine worship, 10833; every
thirtieth day, 10833; how revelation is

effected with them, 10833; their sun,
year, day, they have perpetual spring,

10834; their houses and food, 10835;
they go naked, 10836; their betrothals
and marriages, 10837.
Earth or Land (terra). See Ground,

Canaan. The earth sig. man, 29; the
signification of earth or land is various,

620. 636, 1068; what is meant by ground,
and what by earth or land, 566-567, 1066;
land sig. the tract of country where the
church is. 662. 1066; the church, and
everything of the church; also, where the
church is not. 1066. 1262; land, the na-
tion dwelling there, thus its quality, 1262;
heaven sig. the internal man, earth the
external, 82, 913. 1411, 1733; land sig.

eel things. 1447; the new heaven and new
earth mean a new church. 1733. 1850(2);
the land, the kingdom of the Lord, 1413,
1607, the signification of land is various
according to the series, 2571- 3368, 3379,
8732; the new heaven and new earth sig.

the church in general and in particular,

21 17-8. Why the ancients prostrated

themselves to the earth in worship, 2327;
the people of the land sig. those who are

of the spir. church, 2928; earth, the

church, 3355, 4535(2); a new heaven
and new earth, a new church internal and
external, 3355(4). 4535(a): »he land,

things rational, which being illustrated

by the Lord, are appearances of truth,

3368, 3404; land of the shadow of death,

the state of those who are in ignorance
of good and truth, 3384(2); the search-
ings of the earth, sig. the truths ot the

church, which are called strengths of the
mountains from power from good, 4401

(7); land sig. the kingdom of the Lord,
and the church, 4447(2), references,

801 1, 9643(6). The lower earth is the

region under the feet, where well-disposed

spirits are, before they are elevated into

heaven, 4728; the lower earth is under
the feet and soles of the feet; it is in-

habited by those who are natural; 4940-
4051; a very great part of Christians are

sent into the lower earth, because they ara
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natural, 4044; land sig. the ckurch, the

reason, 5577; the lower earth or land is

described as to its situation, and by what
hells it is encompassed, 7090; that there

is a lower earth, shown from the Word,
7090; the vastation of what is false has
place there at this day, 7090(3); the land
which appears where they are who are in

falsities from evils, and where they are

cast down into hell, 7418; the lower earth

is encompassed by the hells which infest,

7240; the earth swallowing them up, sig.

a falling down into the hells, 8306; iand,

in the supreme sense, the Divine, 8732;
the land sig. the church; from the most
ancient times the church was in the land
of Canaan, references, 9325; the regen-
erate man in particular is the land, ref-

erences, 9334; to create a new heaven
and new earth is to establish a new
church, 10373; ground sig. the church,

from the reception of seeds and from
growth; land, the church, from the na-

tion dwelling there, 10570.
Earthen Vessel sig. falsity which

does not cohere with good, 10105(8).
Earthquake sig. a change of state in

the church, 3353(2)-3355i as to good and
truth, 4779(7).

Ease. Happiness does not come from
a life of ease or idleness, 454, 6410; those
who have lived a life of ease, in the other
life induce oppression in the stomach,
5723; they think what is filthy, often
what is scandalous concerning the holy
things of the church, 6310; Pharaoh said
they are idle sig. not enough infested by
falsities, 71 18.

East (oriens) sig. the celestial, 306;
charity, 1290; clearness, 1453; cel. love,

1593'. what is meant by the north, the
south, the east, and west, 1605, 3708; the
east sig. the Lord, 101, 398; charity from
the Lord, 1250; an east wind sig. the
dispersal of evil spirits, 842(2). East sig.

Jehovah Himself as to love, 145 1; good
which is lucid and perfect, 3708; east
wind, a medium of destruction, 7679;
the land of the east sig. charity towards
the neighbor, or a life according to the
precepts of the Lord; the Syrians, or
sons of the east, those who are in the
knowledges of good and truth, whence
they were called the wise, 3249; east and
west, states of good; north and south
states of truth, 3 70S; the sons of the east,

the knowledges of good and truth, 3762
(4); in the opposite sense, the knowledges
of what is false, 3762(6); the wind oppo-
site to the east wind, is the wind of tlie

sea or west wind, 7679, 7702; see Wind;
the east, the Lord, because He is the Sun
of heaven, which is always in its rising,

and never in its setting, 101, 5097(2),
966S; hence, east sig. a state of love,

1250, 3708. See Sun. The wise men
from the east knew the sig. of their gifts

to the Lord, this was the principal knowl-
edge of those times in Arabia, Ethiopia,

and other countries, 10252(6); tliat knowl-
edge perished first with the Israelites,

afterward with the rest, 10252(6).
East Wind (emits). See Wind and

East. It sig. what is of lusts and their

fantasies, 5215(3); a means of destruc-

tion, 76T9; vastation and temptation,

7679(2); destruction of falsity, 8201.
Eat, To. To eat sig. to live, 270;

eating corresponds to the acquisition of
knowledge, 14S0; taste and appetite to
the eagerness for knowledges, 1480; to

eat sig. to be communicated and con-
joined, 2187; it has same sig. in the
Holy Supper, 2187(4), 2343; tlie sancti-

fied things of the sacrifices which were
eaten sig. communication, conjunction,
and appropriation; 2187, 2343; to eat
sig. the appropriation of good, to drink
the appropriation of truth, 316S; eating
and drinking in the Holy Supper sig.

appropriation, what is meant by eating
worthily, 3513(2); feasts and repasts
amongst the ancients sig. appropriation
and conjunction by love and charity,

3596(2), 4735(3); eating and drinking
in the Lord's kingdom sig. appropriation
of good and truth, 3832; eating and drink-
ing Matt. xxiv. 38, sig. appropriation of
evil and falsity, 4334(4); eating, the ap-
propriation of evil, 4745; after they had
decreed anything the ancients ate to-

gether, why, 4745; to eat, to consume,
5149, 5157; to be conjoined, 5643; to

eat together, enjoyment, 7849; to eat the
passover, to be consociated, 8001; see
Passover. To eat and drink sig. in-

struction concerning good and truth of
worship, references, 9412; to eat, con-
junction and appropriation of good,
references, 10686; to eat fat and blood,
profanation of Divine truth and good,
10033(6); to eat the flesh of the sacrifice,

appropriation of spir. good, 10106, 10109;
eat the bread, appropriation of cel. good,
10107, 10109.
Eber was a nation called from Eber as

its father, the Hebrew nation; he rep.

the worship, in general, of tlie Second
Ancient Church, 1342; see Hebrews;
Eber and his sons in a series rep. the
Second Ancient Church, 1217-21, 1235-
50, 1342-75-
Ebony. Horns of ivory and ebony

sig. exterior goods which are of worship
or rituals, 1172; mentioned, 2492, 2596,
5503-

Ecclesiastical, 575. The things of
heaven are called ecclesiastical, 10789-
10806.

Edar. The tower of Edar, 4599.
Eden. The garden in Eden, eastward

sig. the intelligence of the cel. man, 99,
398; a garden, intelligence, Eden, love,

100, 305-6; the garden of Eden, intelli-
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gence from good, 0863(3). Eden treated
in series. 98-313. To him who would be
wise from the world, things of sense and
of knowledge are his garden; the love of

self and of the world are his Eden, 130.

The trees of Eden sig. perceptions. 102-

6,2588(15); inopposite sense. external and
internal knowledges of the Word profaned
by reasonings, 130. The Most Ancient
Church called Man or Adam was in the

land of Canaan, consequently the garden
of Eden was there by which is sig. the
intelligence and wisdom of the men of

that church, 4447(2). The regenerate
man as to goods is compared to Eden,
as to truths to the garden of Jehovah,
5376(7).
Edom. See Esau. Edora sig. the

Lord as to His Human Essence, 1675;
the good of the natural to which are ad-
joined doctrinals of truth, 3322; in the

opposite sense the evil of seif love to

which falsities are adjoined, 3322(7).
Edom sig. The Lord's Human Essence,

2025(2); the Divine good of the Divine
natural, 3300, 3302, 4241; the Divine
Human, 4642, 4645-6, 4648, 4650.
Edom named from red, sig. good to

which are adjoined the doctrinals of

truth, 3320; in opposite sense, the evil

of self-love, 3322(7, 8); also those who
despise, reject, and vilify spir. goods and
truths, 3322(0). Kings of Edom sig. the
chief truths in the Lord's Divine Human,
4650; dukes of Edom principal doctrines
or truths of good, 4647-51.

Education. The nations were va-

riously educated, what one imbibes from
infancy the Lord never breaks but bends,

1255; of infants in heaven, what is its

quality, 2289-2309, see Infants; how
very bad the education of infants in the

world is, from experience; respecting

boys fighting, and their parents encour-
aging them. 2309; in what manner in-

fants and boys are initiated into the
good of love, and the truth of faith, 3502,

35". 35i8(2)-i9. See Truth and
Good, Instruction.

Effect. See Cause. Effects in the
external are from causes in the internal,

1568; they are rep. of uses which are

causes, 1808(3), 2991; the first of the

effect. 3208; the end is the inmost of all

effects, 3562; the internal cause not per-

ceived, 3630, 4073(2); effects called gen-

erals, 4104(4); die end is the all in the

cause, tin- the all in the effect, 4667(2),

5116(3), 6275; the effect is the con-
tainant of the end and cause, 9824(2),
10076(3).
Efflux. See Influx. It is a uni-

versal law that influx adapts itself to

efflux, if efflux is checked influx is checked,

5828(3).
Effort or Endeavor. There is an

effort continually in good to restore the

state that truth may be subordinate, 3610
(3); it produces acts and motions. 3748
(2); in natural things it is from the spir.

world, without which nothing would ex-

ist which does exist, 5173(2); the sphere
of effort to do evil is perpetual from the
hells, and the sphere of effort to do good
from the heavens, between them there is

equilibrium, that man may be in free-

dom, 8209; in the hells there appear eb-
ullitions, which are endeavors to emerge,
8273(4); hell is in the perpetual endeavor
to destroy heaven, 8295. Effort in man
is called will, effort acting is called action,

10738(4).
Egg When a man is regenerating,

spir. life proceeds from whatever age,
which he runs through as from an ovum
or egg, 4378-0, 4383; the soul in the
ovum. 3570(4). and in the womb forming
the body. 3633.
Egypt. Pharaoh and the Egyptian

sig. the sensual and knowing faculty, 31,
120; external knowledge, 1 163-5, in good
and opposite sense, 1164-5, 1186; Egypt
sig. external knowledge of memory, his

sons, rituals arising therefrom, 1194-
1198; knowledge, 1402; the science of

knowledges, 1450; the learning of knowl-
edges, 1462; learning in general, 1462(5);
things of learning which pervert, whence
come falsities and eviis, 1462; the learn-

ing of knowledges eagerly desires knowl-
edges of heavenly and Divine tilings with-

out any further end, 1472; the sojourn-
ing of Abraham in Egypt, the Lord's in-

struction in boyhood, 1502; the 430 years
of the children of Israel in Egypt are
reckoned from Abraham's sojourning
there, 1S02, 1847; the river of Egypt, the

extension of things spiritual; the river

Euphrates, the extension of things celes-

tial, 1866; why the sons of Israel bor-
rowed of the Egyptians vessels of gold
and silver, 2588116); they who are in

faith separate from chanty cast them-
selves into evils and falsities; rep. by
Cain and Abel; by Ham, and by Ca-
naan; by Reuben, and by the Egyptians,

3325(11); the gods of Egypt sig. falsi-

ties, 3325(12); Egypt in a good sense

sig. outward knowledges which are of

the church, 4740, 4964-7, 6004; an
Egyptian man sig. natural truth, 4967;
Pharaoh, king of Egypt, the new natural

state, or the new natural man, 5079-80;
consequently, it is the interior natural,

5080, 5095; Pharaoh, the natural in gen-
eral, 5100; the things which were done
in Egypt rep. those t.iings which belong

to the church, which things were after-

wards written in the Word, 5275; the

land of Egypt, the natural mind, 5276-8,

5280, 5288-90, 5299, 5301-2, 5341, 5356,

5510, 6147, 6152; Egyptians with him,
sig. knowledges which are perverted,

5700-1; they turned them into things
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magical; they abominated whatsoever
things were of the Hebrew church, 5702;
Jacob went down into Egypt, sig. natural
truth must be initiated into the knowl-
edges of the church, 6004; Pharaoh, the

knowledge of the church in general, 6015;
also the natural in general, 6015(8); to

the end of Egypt, sig. extension of the

natural, 6147; horses of Egypt, knowl-
edges from the intellectual, 6125. In
Genesis the coming of Jacob and his

sons into Egypt rep. the initiation of the

truths of the church into knowledges,
this is essential in the establishment of

the church, the assaulting and infesta-

tion of these truths now rep. in Exodus
by Pharaoh and the Egyptians afflicting

the sons of Israel, 6639. Pharaoh or king
of Egypt in general rep. what is con-
trary to the truths of the church, or fal-

sity, 6651, 6679, 6683; Pharaoh and
Egypt sig. knowledges contrary to the

truttis of the church, because the Egyp-
tians turned the representatives of the
church into magic, 6692; the hiero-

glyphics and magic of the Egyptians,

6692(2); the river of Egypt is falsity,

6693; the daughter of Pharaoh, or the

daughter of Egypt, a religion from false

knowledges, 6729; the affection of knowl-
edges, 6750; the Lord, when an infant,

being brought into Egypt, sig. that he was
first to be initiated into the knowledges
of the church, 6750(2); the first-born of

the Egyptians, sig. faith without charity,

7039; their being cast into the Red Sea,

sig. into hell; after the truths which are
of faith were taken away from them,
7039(2); the Ancient Church among the
Egyptians had been representative, is

evident from their hieroglyphics and
magic, 7097; they who are in faith alone,

and in evil of life, are they who infest the
well-disposed in the other life; these are
also meant by the Egyptians, 7097(3);
Pharaoh sig. those who infest, 7126; by
falsities, 7107, 7110, 7126, 7142; Pha-
raoh, when called king of Egypt, those
who infest by mere falsities, 7220, 7228;
the land of Egypt, with respect to the sons
of Israel, sig. where they are who are in-

fested, wl ich is the lower earth; and
with respect to the Egyptians, the hells

which are near the lower earth, 7240;
land of Egypt, infestations, 7278; Egypt
is called the son of the wise from pos-
sessing knowledges of the things of wis-
dom, 7296; the waters of the river of
Egypt, falsities. 7307; they who profess
faith alone, and live a life of evil, are
specifically meant by the Egyptians and
Pharaoh; who they are who infest, 7317;
the miracles in Egypt sig. tie successive
states of falsity and evil of those who in-

fest, 7465; the house of Pharaoh, of his
servants, and of his people, all things
which are in the natural mind, 7353,
7355, 7648; Egyptians sig. those in kith

alone and who care nothing about the
life of faith, 7502(4); first-born of Egypt
slain, sig. faith without charity damned,
7766, 7778; the reason why the first-

born of the Egyptians sig. that faith, is

because they turned the knowledges of
the truth oi the church into magic, 7779
(4); why the Egyptians sig. those who
are in the science of faith, and in a life

of evil; or in faith separated from char-
ity, 7926; Egypt, and the house of bond-
men, spir. captivity. 8059; Pharaoh,
those who are in falsities from evil, or
those who are in damnation, 8132-8;
Egyptians, those who arc in persuasive
faith; in the other life, they are in falsi-

ties from evil, and in hell, which is the
Red Sea, 8148(4); the horses, the horse-

men, and the chariots of the Egyptians,
and of Pharaoh sig. the doctrine of fal-

sity, of faith separate from charitv, 8146
-8; see Horses; to be brought forth out
of the land of Egypt, from hell. 8866;
strangers in the land of Egypt sig. that

they were guarded from evils and falsi-

ties, when tiiey were infested by infernals,

9197; Egypt sig. knowledges in both
senses, 9340, 9391(8); the scientific nat-

ural 939 1 (S); in Egypt there was the
Ancient Church; there they had repre-

sentatives and correspondences among
their principal knowledges, thence came
the golden calf, 9391(7); to make to go
up from the land of Egypt, to be ele-

vated from external to internal things,

consequently to be led by the Lord,
10400; in tie opposite sense, to be led

by self, 10409; the Egyptians made idols

and calves, when representatives were
turned into tilings magical, 10407(3); in
Egypt the church was representative;

at length it became merely external,

which was turned into magic and idol-

atry, it is natural, external, and infernal,

references, 10437(3); it sig. hell be-
cause that land in the genuine sense sig.

the natural and its knowledge, and the
unregenerated natural is hell, 10156,
10659; Egypt is acquired knowledge,
references, 9688(3); knowledge in the
memory, 3048(3); outward knowledges,
sig. by Egypt, treated of the correspond-
ences of the natural with the spir. world,
and of representatives, 4964; the Lord
and others were brought to Egypt to

represent instruction in these knowl-
edges, 4064(3).
Eight sig. every beginning, because it

is the first day of another week, 2044,
8400, references, 8421, 9227-8, 9296(6);
also something else distinct trom what
goes before, 2866; eight in the Word sig.

what is full and in all measure. 9659; it

belongs to the celestial class, 10624.
Eighteen, 1709.
Eighty the same as forty, sig. tempta-

tions, 1063. 4617, 7284.
Eighty-Three, 7385.
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Eighty-Six. Eighty sig. temptations,
six, combat, ten, remains, 1963.

El. See Elohim, God.
Elam sig. faith from charity, 1223,

1227-8, 1667, 1685.
Elder (senior). Abraham's servant

the elder of the house sig. the natural man,
3019-20; elders sig. the chief things of

wisdom, and old men (seniores), wisdom,
6524; see Wisdom. Elders in the oppo-
site sense, things contrary to wisdom,
6524(11); the intelligent in the spir.

church, 6890. Elders sig. those who are
primarily in intelligence of truth, primary
or general truths, 8773; the chief truths
of the church which agree with good,
9376; those in good from truths and in
truths from good, 9404; elders of Israel-

ites those in the external sense alone.

0421. Elders of Israel rep. cel. men,
called wise, intelligent, knowing, 121,

6524, 6890, 7062, 7912; primary truths,

8378, 8681; chief truths which agree
with good, 8902(16), 9376, 9404; twenty-
four elders, all things of truth and faith

in one complex, 5313(8), 9930(10).
Elder (major natti) sig. good, younger

truth, 3296, 3494; what is external, be-
cause learned first, younger what is in-

ternal because learned afterwards, 3819;
the chief things of wisdom and intelli-

gence, 7912, 8578.
Eleazar and Ithamar sig. the Divine

natural, 9812.
Elect. See Chosen, sig. those in the

life of good and truth, 3755(5), 4060(9).
El-Bethel sig. a holy natural; Jacob

first called the place El-Bethel, after-

ward Bethel to rep. first t'.ie making the
natural holy, then making it Divine,

4559-60, 4583-
El Elohe Israel sig. the Divine

Spiritual, El Elohe means God of Gods,
El involves one thing, Elohe another,

Elohim another; fully explained, 4402;
God is named from truth and power,

4402(5), in opposite sense, falsity and
power therefrom, 4402(11).
Elevated, To be, Elevation. See

To Ascend, To Arise, Upwards, In-
terior. Truth elevated out of natural
into rational, 3102(2); man is elevated

by spir. and cel. things, 3171; elevation

towards the Lord is actually effected,

6952(6), 6954; the interiors are actually

elevated by the Lord, when man is in the
good of faith and charity; they look up-
wards, but otherwise they look down-
wards, 6952(6), 6954; looking above self

and below self, 7814-21; see Charity.
They look above themselves, who are
elevated by the Lord, 7816; influx and
enlightenment is actual elevation of the

interiors by the Lord, 10330; the interiors

of man look downwards, or outwards by
man, but are elevated upwards and in-

wards by the Lord, 10330(2).

Eleven sig. all, the reason, 0616.
Eli rep. Divine good and Divine truth

proceeding from the Lord together,

6148(5).
Elias or Elijah sig. the Word, the

miracle of the cruse of oil explained,

4844(12); Elijah same as John the Bap-
tist rep. the Word, 9372(8), 9995(6);
Moses and Elijah sig. all the books of the
Old Testament, see Preface to Gen.
xviii. (2); what is meant by the chariot
of fire and horses of fire of Elijah, 2762;
what by the words to Elijah and Elisha,
"My father, the chariot of Israel, and the
horsemen thereof," 2762(2); Elijah and
Elisha rep. the Lord as to the Word,
2762(2), 5247(6); the spirits of the planet
Jupiter are carried away into heaven by
bright horses as of fire, like Elijah, 8029;
how John the Baptist was Elias, 7643(10),
9372(10).
Eliezer sig. the good of the truth of

those who are within the church, 8651.
Eliezer the Damascene rep. the ex-

ternal church, 1795-6, 1799.
Elim sig. a state of enlightenment and

affection, thus of consolation after tempta-
tion, 8367, 8399.

Elisha. Elijah and Elisha rep. the
Lord as to the Word, 2762(2), 4844(12);
Elisha taking Elijah's mantle sig. Elisha
continued the representation, 4763(7).
Elishah sig. rituals corresponding to

internal worship, representatives of cel.

things, 1152, 1156,9466(3).
Elohim. Sec God. El or God was

used with Shaddai, 1992(5); El Elohe
means God God, or God of Gods, El and
Elohe in the singular, Elohim in the plu-

ral, El and Elohim are used when truth

is treated of, they sig. the Divine spiritual,

El sig. truth in the will and act, or good
of truth; Elohim in the plural sig. all

truths from the Lord, hence angels are
sometimes called Elohim or gods, El and
Elohim sig. the Lord as to truth, also as to

power, 4402; El in the original language
sig. God. Bethel is the house of God,
El Bethel is God the house of God and
means the holy natural, and the Divine
natural, 4559; El Elohim, El or God in

tiie first place sig. there is one God and
only one, God (Elohim) in the second
place that He has many attributes, 6004;
how the idea of many gods arose, 6003.
Eloquence. The odor of the sphere

of eloquence, 1514; the affectation of

eloquence and of erudition brings things
into a shade, 6924.
Elparan. See Paran.
Embalm, To, after death, sig. to pre-

serve; and rep. the preservation of the
soul from being infected by any contagion
of evil, 6503-4, 6595.
Embrace, To, sig. affection, 3S07,

4351; also a more interior affection than
to kiss, 6260-1.
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Embroider. Embroidered work from
Egypt sig. external knowledge, 1156;
embroiderer, acquired knowledge, em-
broidered garments, truths of acquired
knowledge, these serve for objects from
which the understanding may conclude
truths, 9688(2), 9945. See 1232, 1464(4),

2576(7), 5319(2). 5620(4), 5P54(5-7)
9466(3), 9915.
Embyro. Embryos or foetuses have

no sensation or voluntary action until

the lungs are opened, 3887(2); are in

the kingdom of the heart, 4931(3); their

blood purified by the liver, 5183; their

formation, 6491; the caul upon the liver

sig. interior good of external man, 10031.
Emm sig. persuasions of falsity, 1673.
Eminence. The idea of eminence

over others closes the internal man, 10707;
affection of truth with them not genuine,

2930(5); not heavenly, 6393(2), 6481,

7007(3); it is different when regarded as

means not as end, 7820; Jews desired
eminence over others, 10535.
Empty (i'tane, vacuum). See Void.

sig. where there is nothing of truth 7, 17,

4744(2).
Encamp, To. See Camp.
Enchantments. See Sorceries,

Magic. Enchanters, diviners, sorcerers,

etc., sig. those who destroy the truths and
goods of the church by knowledges per-

versely applied, 9189(8).
Encompass or Compass sig. to flow

in, 115, 9847.
End. By the Lord and the angels

nothing is regarded but ends, the end is

the very life, 1317, 1645; the discourse of

the angels, instead of ideas, has ends and
uses, 1645; ends are loves, from which
may be known the quality of the man,
1317; agreement or disagreement is ac-

cording to the ends, or loves, 1568(3),
1571; ends are not changed, unless states

are changed, 1318; life flows in only into

ends; for ends are loves, the life flowing

in is various in its existence, according to

the ends, 1909(2); see Cause; end, wnen
it denotes the extreme of the earth, sig. a
little, 2936; ends are what make the spirit

of man, 3425(3); ends cause correspond-
ence or disjunction, 342^(2); the end is

all in the cause and the effect; hence it is

that the end makes man happy or un-
happy, 3562; according to the end, all

things which are beneath correspond
agreeably, 3565; the Lord acts by ends
and through them disposes intermediate
things into order, thence is conjunction,

3565; ends evince what the quality of the
man is, as good ends, that he is in heaven;
evil ends, that he is in hell, 3570(3); the
end is in the rational, and is there as a
soul, to which a sort of body is provided
from the natural, 3570(3); ends flow in

from the voluntary into the intellectual,

and make the life of thought, 3619; the

kingdom of the Lord is a kingdom of ends
and of uses, 3645; beasts have natural
ends; men, who have only natural ends,
have little of life, nor do they know what
life is, 3646(2)-?; ends conjoin, 3679(7);
the quality of the love, and of the life of

man, is known in the end, 3796(2-4); a
society of several who have one end, but
speak and act differently, 4051(2); in

heaven there is a sphere of ends, which
are uses, from the Lord, 4054; there are
some who regard no end of use but only
pleasures and friendships, 4054; man is

man according to ends, 4054; ends are in

the brain, 4054; ends determine all things
appertaining to man, and bring all things
into order; ends of good, according to the
form of heaven; and ends of evil, accord-
ing to that of hell, 4104(3); use is end,
41 10; in what manner ends ascend, they
are external and internal, illustrated by
corporeal, spir. and cel. food, 4459(6);
the end may be only one, and speech di-

verse, 5189; ends are represented by the
beginnings of fibres, the thoughts thence
derived by the fibres, and the acts by
nerves, 5189(3); the ends of life are life

itself, 5660(3); the end is to the cause, as

the cause to the effect, 571 1; see Cause;
ends should become uses, uses effects,

from which comes perfection, 1598; to

see from principles, or from ends and
causes, is to see from heaven all things
that are below, 2572(3); when cel. and
spir. good are one's end truth is con-
joined with good, 3159; how ends pro-

duce cause and cause effect by admin-
istering means, 5131, 5608(2); tilings es-

sential ought to be regarded as ends, not
things instrumental, 5948; things essen-

tial perish in proportion as things in-

strumental are regarded as ends, 5949;
to regard a thing as an end, is to love it

above all others; the thing so loved reigns

universally, and constitutes interior life,

4949(3): the end universally reigns;

hence it is in all things of the thought and
will. 6571; man is such as his end is,

6571(2); why the Lord's kingdom is

called a kingdom of ends and uses, 6574
(3); the end is the love, 6935; where tie
end is, there is the first or ruling prin-

ciple, 6936; all things depend on the end,
because the end makes the man, 6934-S;
the loves of self and of the world are good
if they be regarded as means to serve the
Lord and the neighbor, and not as ends,

7819-20; the love of uses as ends con-
stitutes the spir. life of man, 8995(3);
without an end there is no intelligence,

end is the first of speech, thought is the

second, speech itself the last, 9407(2);
end, cause, and effect, 9473, 9994, 10076
(3); all things are kept in connection and
form by regarding one end, 9828; that
end is the Lord. 0828; the end makes the
man, 10284, 10336(5); sig. all things and
everywhere, 9660(3).
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Endeavor, of the hells to destroy, 694,
1266-7, 1879; endeavor from the Lord,

1937(2); not from immediate influx,

1937(2); endeavor in plants and animals
to produce, 3610(3), 3648, 5116(2); en-
deavor in nature is from spir. world, 5173
(3); by influx, 5116(2), 5173; from heav-
ens and hells, 6477,, 6657, 8209; this

force or endeavor which is in action or
motion is the spiritual in the natural,

£173(3)1 motion is continuous endeavor;
in man endeavor is will, motion is action,

8911.
Enemy, Foe, or Adversary. Ene-

mies are evils and falsities, or those who
are evil, 2851, 82S2, 8289; also hell, 2851

(13), 6365. 9030(4), references, 9954(3),
10019(4), 100219(5); what is meant by
inheriting the gate of enemies, 2851(4);

see Gate; they who are out of the church
were called foes, haters, enemies, from
spir. disagreement, 9255-6; foes or ad-
versaries sig. the falsities of evil, 9314,
9330; to act as a foe, when concerning
the Lord, sig. to avert the falsities from
evil, 9313; enemies sig. evils; and when
applied to the Lord, to avert them, 9314;
enemies and those that rise up against sig.

evils and falsities, 104S1; enemies meet
in the other life. 2481, 6893; to love ene-
mies sig. affection of charity, 9174(4).
Engrave, To. Engraving on stones

sig. the memory; consequently, what is

impressed on the life, 9841-2; the en-
graving of a seal sig. a heavenly form in

the memory, 9846, 9877; to engrave sig.

to impress on the heart. 9931.
Enjoyment. Heavenly joy, 537-553;

see Joy; the enjoyments of heaven inde-

scribable, 54 s; adulterers who have the

greatest enjoyment in them, 824; filthy

enjoyments of the evil, 954; enjoyments
and pleasures sustain man as food does
the body, they are not denied him, 995;
enjoyment grows viler as it approaches
things external, 096; their delignts from
use, 097; man's spirit is greatly de-

lighted to know; knowledge is his food,

1480; the natural is regenerated by knowl-
edges of good and truth which are insinu-

ated by suitable enjoyments and pleasures,

3502(2), 3512; truths have a place in the
memory, according to the pleasure and
enjoyment which introduced them, 3512;
combat between the enjovments of the
natural and spir. man is temptation.

3928; the enjoyments of the natural man
before regeneration are infernal, and are
possessed by diabolical spirits, 3928(2);
the enjoyments of evil and falsity and
those of good and truth disagree, their

difference, 3938(4); those in tne former
enjoyment do not know the latter, 3938
(5)~9; the goods of the external man are
enjoyments, 3951(2); when these re-

reive influx from spir. love there is a
heavenly marriage, 3951(4); enjoyment

from chanty itself is heavenly reward,
3956; the enjoyment of a life of deceit
cannot be changed after death, 3957(3);
through angels from the Lord enjoy-
ments and blessedness flow in with man
who is in charity, 4027(2); the enjoy-
ments of the old and new man, 4063(2),
4136(2); every age of man has its en-
joyments, 4063(4); enjoyments of the
evil, 4067(3), 4136(3). 4317(5). 445o(6),
10618(2), 10742; enjoyments introduce
truths and reproduce them, 4205(2),
4301(3); hereditary evil is known by en-
joyment felt when evil happens to another,

4317(5); the enjoyments of the good,
their degrees. 4459(6), 4538, 5125(2),

5145(3); the enjoyments of love of self

and the world, 4612(3), 4669; of con-
versation, 4804; of interior friendship,

4805; of natural things, 4940, 4946-7;
of cruelty, 5057, 8293, 8318(2); of mar-
riage love, excels that of other loves. 5053,
7038(2), 10170; food without enjoyment
conduces little to nourishment, 5147(2);
sensuous enjoyments should not rule, sig.

by Pharaoh's baker hanged, 5139-68;
honey sig. enjoyment, 5620, 6857, 10530;
manna also, 5620(11); spir. enjoyment,

5639(2). 5648(3). 6073(2); angels modify
man's enjoyments and bend them to

good, 5992-3; infernal enjoyment itself

is to destroy man both body and soul,

6192; enjoyment of doing good without
recompense is heavenly, 6391-3; the en-
joyments of the senses according to uses,

7038(2), 9996, 10236(7), 10470; evil can-
not be restrained except by the misery
oi punishment prevailing over the en-
joyment of doing evil, 7188, 8293; mu-
sical instruments correspond to enjoy-
ments of spir. and cel. affections, 8337(2),

8339; the enjoyment of the spir. man is to

be instructed in truths, and enlightened
in things of the soul and spir. life, 8352,

83S6, 8367-70, S395; the enjoyment of

pleasures is natural, spir. enjoyment sig.

by manna, their relation, 8413, see ex-

planation Exod. xvi.; truth without en-
joyment sig. by Hebrew servants, 8977,
8973-91; maid servants sig. affection for

truth from natural enjoyment, its nature,

&092-9005; enjoyment increases by doing

good from the heart, 9048; the enjoy-

ment ol external loves sig. by sun setting,

9213; wild animal sig. enjoyment of ex-

ternal truths, 9276, 9335; B* enjoy-
ments a snare, 0348(6); enjoyr ent is of

love, freedom manifests itself in enjoy-

ment, 9585-91-
Enlarge, To, sig. to enlighten. 1101.

Enlightenment. See Doctrine.
The time is about to come when there will

be enlightenment, 4402(3); it is from
good by truths, 3094-8; there are two
lights which give form to the understand-
ing one from heaven the other from the

world, 3138; the light of heaven illumi-
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nates the internal man and through this

Me external, 3138; it is through the good
in man, as is the good such is the enlight-

enment, 4214(2); the evil are in fatuous
light, 4214(2); how the natural mind is

enlightened from the cel. of the spir.

which is Joseph, 5208; the state of en-

lightenment described, 5221; enlighten-

ment and refreshment thence arising,

2699(2); whence it is, 2701; ail enlighten-

ment is from the influx of the Divine into

the natural, 4235; to give light sig. en-
lightenment, 8108; those are enlightened
who desire to know truths for the sake oi

use and life, 6222(8); the enlightenment
of those who study the Word, it differs

according to the state of life, 7012; of

those who are enlightened, 7233; the en-
lightenment of the understanding when
the Word is read, 9300; tiiose who read it

from heavenly love are enlightened and
collect to themselves doctrine thence; but
they who read it from infernal love are not
enlightened, 9382(2); when temptat.on
is ended, communication with heaven is

opened, thereby comes enlightenment and
affection, 8367(2); revelation by enlight-

enment when the Word is read, 8780(2);
enlightenment in the heavens is wisdom
and intelligence from the Divine truth

proceeding from the Lord, 9930; it is

with those who, when they read the Word,
are in the affection of truth for the sake of

truth and the good of life, 10105(2); they
who love truth for the sake of truth are
in enlightenment, they who love truth for

the sake of good are in perception, 10200;
influx and enlightenment are actual eleva-

tion into heaven among the angels, and
communication there from the Lord,
10330; they are enlightened and receive

influx when they read the Word, who love

truth for the sake of truth, thus who re-

gard life as the end, and not themselves
and the world, 10548(3), 10551(2); to

those who are enligiitened from the Lord
by the Word, the Lord gives to under-
stand truths, and not to believe things con-
tradictory, exemplified by the passion of

the cross, 10659(2); the understanding is

what is enlightened, see Understanding
and Word; they are enlightened from
the Word who read it from the love of
truth and from the love of life, but not
they who read it from the love of glory, of

fame, of honor, and of gain, 9382, 10548,
10551; he who wishes to be enlightened by
the Lord should not appropriate doctrine
which defends evil, if he does he cannot
be enlightened, 10640(2); shown by doc-
trine of faith alone. 10640(2); who are
enlightened, references, 10400(4), 10659,
10702-7. 10786-7.
En-Mishpat, see Kadesh, or the foun-

tain of judgment, sig. contention respect-

ing truths, 1678(4).
Enmity. See Evil, Hatred, Enem*.

It is from the love of self, 9348(7); in a
less degree from love of the world, 4997(2).
Enoch rep. a heresy. 401-4; there were

two Enochs, 485; Enoch rep. those who
collected the representatives and significa-

tives of the Most Ancient Church, 510,
521, 736, 920(4), 2896.
Enosh. The church called Enosb,

438-9. 477(5). 5°2. 5°5. "25. 7«20.
Enter-in, To, sig. communication,

6001; what is meant by coming or en-
tering-in to any one, sec To Come; to
enter-in and go out, sig. the state of lile,

which is the subject treated of, from be-
ginning to end, 9927.
Enthusiasm. The visions of enthu-

siastic spirits, are full of persuasions and
false principles, 1968.
Entire or Perfect sig. the good of

charity, 1994; entire sig. without blemish,
unspotted, 7837.
Entrance and Exit. Entrance and

exit sig. state of life as to good and truth,

thus as to worship, 9927.
Entreat Jehovah sig. humiliation

from weariness, 7391", intercession, 7396.
Entwisting or Perplexed, or a

thicket sig. natural knowledge, 2831(6);
thicket or tangle sig. outward knowledge,
2831; what is perplexed originates in con-
fusion, 8133.
Envy (invidia). With how much envy

evil spirits are affected and tormented
when they see the blessedness of the an-
gels, 1074; to envy sig. not to compre-
hend, 3410; it sig. turning away, 4702;
it is an origin of diseases, 5712; those in

love of the world envy others their goods,

7373-
Ephah sig. good, 8540; the various

measures treated of in the Word, the
Ephah, 10136, 10262. See also Measure.
Ephah (the proper name of a person) sig.

the same as Midian, 3242.
Ephod sig. a covering to external cel.

things, the breast-plate a covering to in-

ternal cel. things, 9477; the ephod sig.

Divine tr^th in the spir. kingdom, in the
external form, into which interior things

close, 9824; the ephod sig. priestly rai-

ment in general, it is more holy than all

other garments, 9824(2); the ephod with
the robe sig. the spir. kingdom; the tunic,

the uniting medium between the spir. and
cel.. 10005(2); the same as is signified by
the veil m the tent, and by the neck with
man, 10005(3).
Ephraim. Ephraim sig. the under-

standing of truth, 264; the intelligent,

870(2); the intellectual of the spir.

church, Manasseh its voluntary, 3969(8);
a new intellectual, 5354, 5347-5356; the
intellectual of the church, which is Eph-
raim, is perception of what is true and
good from the Word, 6222; Ephraim,
the intellectual of the church, Manasseh
the voluntary ot the church, 622:, 623,8,
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6583-4; Ephraim, truth as to the intel-

lectual, and Manasseh good as to the
voluntary, 6234, 623S, 6267; Ephraim,
the man of tne external spir. church,
Manasseh the man of the external cel.

church, 6296-6300; why Ephraim was
preferred to Manasseh in the blessing by
Jacob, namely to rep. that the intellect

or truth, appears first in time, 5354(13),
6269-6300; Ephraim rep. truth of the
understanding, Manasseh good of the
will, and their opposites, 10283(6-8),
references, 10283(7).
Ephrathah or Ephrath sig. the spir.

of the cel. in a former state, 4585, 4594
see also Bethlehem; the spiritual celes-

tial sense of the Word, 9406(4).
Ephron sig. those who are capable of

receiving the truth and good of faith,

3033. 2940, 2969.
Equilibrium. There is an equilibrium

of all things in the other life, 592(2), 689;
consequently that evil punishes itself, 696;
the equilibrium begins to incline on the

side of evil, at the end of the church, how
it is restored, 2122; in what manner so-

cieties are then dissolved, 2129; the gen-
eral sphere of the endeavor to do evil

from hell, and of the endeavor to do good
from heaven surrounds man; hence is

equilibrium, and man's freedom, 6477;
an equilibrium is maintained between
the evil endeavors of evil spirits and the

angels that man may be in freedom, 8209,
see Freedom.
Er the son of Judah rep. falsities

4821-2, 4830; the falsity of evil, 4832.
Erech rep. a variety of worship holy

in externals but profane in internals,

1 182-3.

Erect. To go erect, sig. to look to

heavenly things, 248.

Ernestus. Communication by an
intermediate spirit given with him, and
concerning ideas entertained by him of

spir. things, 3749-
Error sig. to be adverse, 5625; Noah

drunken sig. the church fallen into errors,

their origin, 1070-1103; error from fal-

lacies, 6400(3), see Fallacy, Heresy.
Esau (Esavus) rep. the Lord as to His

Human Essence, 1675; Esau and Jacob
struggling in the womb, strife as to priority

of good and truth, 3289, 3293; Esau, the

Divine natural of the Lord as to good
when first conceived, Edom the Divine
natural of the Lord as to good to which
the doctrinals of truth are adjoined, 3302;
Esau and Edom, the good of the life of

natural truth, 3300, 3305; Esau, natural

good before the doctrinals of truth are

adjoined to that good, also the good of

life from influx out of the rational; Edom,
the good of the rational, to which are ad-

joined the doctrinals of truth, 3322; Esau,
in the opposite sense, the evil of self-love

belore falsities are adjoined, Edom the

evil of that love when falsities are ad-
joined; each rep. those who from the evil

of self-love despise and reject truths,

3322; Esau, the affection of natural good,
or good of life, 3300, 3305, 3309, 3494;
the good of infancy, and thence of life,

or what is the same thing, the good of the
natural, 3504; Esau was so named from
being hairy, Edom, from being red, Seir,

from being hairy, 3527(2); Esau was
meant when Isaac blessed Jacob, 3576;
Esau and Jacob, after the natural of the
Lord was glorified, rep. His Divine natu-
ral as to the Divine good and truth, 3576
(2); Esau, the good of the ratural. how
made Divine, how regenerated, 3400-
3623; the truth of good, 3677; natural
good, 3678-88; Esau rep. cel. good in the
natural, 4239-71; natural Divine good,
how conjoined with the good of truth, rep.

by Jacob, 4336-4402; the Lord's natural
Divine good and all its order described by
the names. Gen. xxxvi., 4639-51; Esau
rep. the good of the Lord's natural in in-

fancy, and when this was made Divine,
the Divine good of the Divine natural of
the Lord. 3599(2); Jacob putting on the
person of Esau was for the sake of pri-

mogeniture and benediction, which also

he took away, 3659(2), see Jacob; Jacob
sig. the good of truth, Esau the truth of

good, 3669, 3677; the field of Edom sig.

the Divine truth of the Lord's natural,

4241; Esau, the Divine good of the Lord's
Divine natural, 4641; Edom, the Di-
vine Human of the Lord, as to what is

natural and what is corporeal, 4642. The
leaders of Edom sig. those who are in the

life of evil from the love of self, 83 14. The
nature of the truth of good and the good
of truth which Esau and Jacob rep.,

shown by examples, 3688(2); Esau, cel.

natural good. 4239-40, 4242, 4247. 4262;
Esau, the evil of self-love, 5135(7).

Escape, To, sig. liberation from dam-
nation by remains, 5899.

Esek. The well Esek or contention

sig. denial of the internal sense of the

Word, 3427.
Esse, or Being. See Will. The dif-

ference between esse, and existere, 2621;

what is meant by state as to esse,

and as to existere, 3038(2), 3404(2); the

esse of a thing is the good of love, be-
cause it conjoins, and the non-esse where
there is disjunction, 5002; the Divine
Esse is the Divine Itself, the Divine Ex-
istere is the Human of the Lord; when
the Divine Human of the Lord was made
the Divine Esse, the Divine Existere is

the Divine truth proceeding from Him,
68K0; what is eternal is, and what is tem-
poral respectively is not, 8039; esse is of

the will, and existere of the understand-
ing thence derived, 0282; Jehovah sig.

the Divine Esse, Lord the Divine Ex-
istere, 9207(2); esse and essence, 3237;
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the esse is from the father, existere from
the mother, 3200, 10125(2); the Lord is

infinite in respect to esse, and eternal in

respect to existere, 3701; the idea of the

Mo>t Ancient Church respecting the Infi-

nite Being and Infinite Existing, 4687(2),

4724; love is the very being and life of

man, 4727(2); being is of good, existing of

truth, therefrom, 4814(3); the Divine Esse
and Existere itself is above all comprehen-
sion even of angels, but is revealed in

the Divine Human, 5110(2); Jehovah
presented Himself as He is, a Divine
Man, 5110(3); good is the esse of a
man's life, but not truth except so far as

it exists from good, 0005(2); all percep-

tion, life, existence, and subsistence are

from the First which is Esse and Existere

of itself, 6040; all things are from the

first Esse in an order that it may be pres-

ent in the derivatives both mediately and
immediately, thus alike in the last ot order
as in the first, 7004(2); the Divine It-

self is the Esse of all things, truth thence
is the Existere of all things, 7796, 8724,
9481(3); the Divine good is the Esse it-

self, and Divine truth the Existere there-

from, 8988(3); the esse or soul is from
the father, 9954(11); truth has its esse

from good, and good its quality from
truth, 10555; the Esse of the Lord's life

was the Divine Itself, the Existere was the

Human, these like soul and body consti-

tute one Man. 10738.
Essence. The Lord's Divine Es-

sence was Jehovah, the Human Essence
was made Jehovah, 1729(2), 1733(2),
1736-7; they were united, 1988(3), by
truth and good, 2004; the union was re-

ciprocal, 2004(2); the difference between
union and conjunction, 2004(3), 201 1;

all good and truth come from the Lord's
Divine Essence by His Human Essence,
2016(2); their union effected gradually
through the whole course of His life in the
world, 2033; this union had in view His
conjunction with the human race, 2034;
the Lord's inmost joy was to see the sal-

vation of the human race in His union
with the Father, 2034(3).

Essential. Things essential ought to

be regarded as an end, not things instru-

mental which are subservient, 594S;
tilings essential so far perish, as things
instrumental are regarded as an end,

5948(2); in the created universe there is

not anything essential in itself, what is es-

sential is only in the Lord, who is the
Esse or Jehovah; all things else are in-

strumental, 5948; if things essential are
regarded as an end, there will be things
instrumental in abundance, 5949; charity
is the essential of the church. 4680(2),
4683; there are two essentials of the
church, first, the Lord's Human is Di-
vine, second, love to the Lord and charity

constitute tie church., 4723, 6587(3),

7233(3). 10038(8), 10356, 10361, 10366,
see Human, Charity.
Eternal. Being and living can only

be predicated of what is eternal, conse-
quently of the Lord; in them is eternity,

consequently the Lord, 726; the idea of
angels concerning eternity, 1382; man
can never comprehend what is from eter-

nity, consequently nothing of etern.ty;

but the angels can. because to them what
is eternal is infinite as to existere, 3938(2),
there are two states, namely, a state as to

esse, and a state as to existere; the state

as to esse corresponds to space, and the

state as to existere to time, 3938(2). in

the Lord is the infinite, consequently the

esse, but what is eternal is not in Him, but
from Him, consequently the existere is

from Him, 3938(2). 3404(2), 3701, 3938
(2) , 5264; days of eternity sig. those who
were of the cel. church, consequently the

Most Ancient, 6239(3); those who think

of God what He had done from eternity

before creation; there are two statues

which swallow them up, 8325(3); eternity

is predicated of the Divine cel. or good,
and generation of the Divine spir. or
truth, 9789; the ordination and provi-

dence of the Lord in the regeneration of

man is eternal, because to eternity, all

things of the Lord are eternal, 10048(2);
what is temporary has no ratio to what is

eternal, what endures to eternity is, what
has an end respectively is not, 10409(3).
Eternity of the hells, 967, 1327(3), 3402,
754i(3). 8622(4), 8637, 8991, 9683,
10243(2), 10284(2), 10596, 10749, see

Hell. Some in the third earth believe

their spirits existed from eternity, and
were infused into the body at conception,

they repent of having been in so false an
opinion, 10315.
Eternal Life. Combat against evils

necessary to attain eternal life, 59(2);
entrance into eternal life, how man is

raised from the dead, 168-189, 314-9;
it is from the Lord alone, it is eternal hap-
piness, 726, and is rep. by Asher, 3938-9;
man in heaven periected to eternity,

754i(3). the evil in hell to eternity, 7541
(3) ; thought about eternal life, it ele-

vates above the sensual, 6201(2), 6484(2);
those who have little thought of it, 8081

(3); all predestined for eternal life, none
for hell, 6488; truths from the Word
have eternal life as their end. 8941(2);
to slay with guile sig. malice to deprive
the neighbor of spir. or eternal life, 9013;
eternal life infused mediately not im-
mediately, 10578(3).

Ethopia, or Cdsh. It sig. the knowl-
edge of what is good and true, or of love

and faith, 116, 117; those who possess

cel. things, which are, love, charity, and
works of charity, 349(2); Sons of Cush,
they who make religion to consist in the

posscssioa of the knowledges of faith,
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1132, 1168-1172", Cush, the knowledges
of good and truth, whereby they con-
firm evils and falsities, 1163; Cush or
Ethiopia, sig. interior knowledges of the
Word, 1163-6, 1174-6; Ethiopia was a
country of the Ancient Church, 1238(2);
can tne Ethiopian change his skin.' Jer.

xiii. 22, 23, sig. can truths and goods come
from evils? 3540; Sons of Ethiopians,
those in knowledges of goods and trutns

but who apply them to confirm evils and
falsities, 9340(6); they had the knowl-
edge of correspondences, 10252(6).
Eunuch, Matt. xix. 12, sig. those in

heavenly marriage, 394; eunuch, the

natural man as to good, 5081(2).
Euphrates, sig. knowledge which is

the ultimate or boundary, 118, 120, 1585
(3); to him who would be wise from the

world, his river Euphrates is his entire

knowing faculty which is condemned,
130; the river of Egypt sig. the extension
of things spiritual; the river Euphrates,
the extension of things celestial, 1866;
Euphrates is the boundary of the land of

Canaan, the last and the first; it sig. con-
junction of good, 41 16-7, 4454, 9828(4);
tile good of the rational, 9341; the sig-

nificance varies according to the position

from which it is viewed, 9341(3); it also

sig. pleasure arising from the loves of

self and the world, and the falsity con-
firming it by reasonings from the fal-

lacies of the senses, 9341(4); also truths

falsified and goods adulterated tlirough

reasonings from fallacies and knowledges
therefrom which favor love of self and the

world, 9341(7).
Europe, is where the Christian Church

is now, 567, 9011(7), 9407(7); its worship
will end with Jewish, 10497.
Eustachian Tube. In Mars and in

Most Ancient Church this tube served as

a means of carrying tacit speech to the
inner ear, 1118, 7359-61. 105S7.

Evangelization. See Gospel.
Eve the mother of every one that liveth,

so named from the life of faith in the

Lord, 281, 290; sig. the church, 287, 289;
Eve named from life, 291, 476.

Evening. Evening sig. a state of

shade, of falsity, of no faith; and morning
a state of light, truth, and knowledge of

faith, 22, 883, 1837, 2335; the spir. man
whilst he is becoming cel. is the sixth day
and evening of the sabbath, 86; evening
sig. the dawn before the morning, 883;
a state of a church ceasing to be a church,
which is followed by its being no church;
also a state of a church at its birth; but,

in this case evening sig. twilight before
morning, 2323, 5156; day commenced
from evening, 860, 5156, 5270(2); evening
in general sig. visitation, both of the faith-

ful and unfaithful, 2323; an obscure
state, 30S6, 3197, 3693. 3S33. 3949. 8750
U)< 97&71 also those things which arc be-

neath, 3197; the state when there is spir.

hunger, 5579; in the heavens there is

morning, mid-day, evening, and twilight,

evening is a state of non-perception in
which they are not affected with good,
5962(4), 5964; in heaven there is evening
and twilight, but not night, which is in
hell, 6110(6); evening in hell is anxiety,
6110(6); between the evenings sig. the
end of a former state, and the beginning
of another; as well for those who are
saved, as for those who are damned, 7844;
evening, the end of a former church, or its

vastation, and the beginning of a new
church, 7844(3); evening and morning,
the coming of the Lord, 7844(4); evening
sig. obscurity as to truths, the enjoyment
of natural loves, also the end of a former
state. 8426(2); in the time of evening, in
heaven, the spir. is in obscurity, and the
natural in clearness, and contrariwise
when it is morning, 8431; in a state of
evening in the other life, they are re-

mitted into natural enjoyment, 8452;
evening sig. a state of light and ol love in
the external man, and morning in the in-

ternal; illustrated by the state of angels,
and by reasons, and shown, 10134-5;
when morning involves mid-day, evening
involves twilight, 10135(4); between the
evenings sig. evening and twilight, 10135
(5); evening and night sig. the last time
of the church, 10135(6); evening in

heaven is a state when they are in the en-
joyment of doing good in a large way,
the state described, 8487(4).

Evil. See Sin. Defore regeneration
it appears as good, falsity, as truth, 21,

39, Uiere is no life in them, 30(2); evil

deeds called works of the night, 38; the
Lord figats for man against evils and tal-

sities, 63; the origin of evil is from the
desire to search into the mysteries of faith

from the senses and outward knowledge,
126-130, 190-3, 194-313; evil is lrom the
proprium, 152-4, 164; see Proprium.
The evil of all the churches is that they do
not believe in the Lord or the Word, but
in themselves and the senses, 231; how
evil comes into man, 233; evil is from the

will, 585. Evil punishes itself from the
law of equilibrium, 696-7; evils and falsi-

ties remain with man notwithstanding his

being regenerated. 865, 868, 874, 887, 894;
man is strongly withheld from evil. 929;
he is punisned on account of actual evils,

not hereditary, 966; man is nothing but
evil; of himself he cannot have dominion
over evil, 987; he who is without charity

thinks nothing but evil of his neighbor,
and observes evil, 1070-80, 1088; evil is

not separated from man and angel, but
they are withheld from evil, 15S1; evil

spirits cannot excite anything of evil and
falsity with infants and the simple in

heart, 1667(3); evils from falsities and
falsities from evils, 16791 reicrcm.es.
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toioq, 10634; they who think evil of

otiiers, are amongst the infernal; but they
who think good, are amongst the celes-

tial 1680(2); it is not allowable for evil

spirits to speak falsities, except from the

evil which is their life, 1605; the Lord had
no power from evil spirits, but only from
good, 1749; evil has with it consumma-
tion, 1857; in evil is its punishment, 1857

(2); evil ascribed to God, 1002(8); all

evils remain with man after death; but
in one way with those who live in them;
and in another way with those who are in

charity, 2 116; how great evils are at this

day, is evident in the other life trom those

who come from the Christian world, 2i2r
-2; see Judgment; at this day good and
truth are turned in an instant into evils

and falsities, in the world of spirits, 2123;
evils are separated from good, with those

who are elevated into heaven; and good
from evil, with those who bring them-
selves into hell. 2256(2); goods and evils

are separated with man. for if they should
be mixed together man would perish,

2260(3); unbelief of those in a life of evil.

2343(6-8); they may have a knowledge,
but not an acknowledgment and hie ot

faith, lest thev profane. 2357(2). 2401(2);
inlants are nothing but evil. 2307-8; at the

end of a church men are more strongly

withheld from evil by a mighty force from
the Lord. 2406; what, ana of what qual-

ity, is the evil of falsity 2408. 1212; good
and truth Irom the Lord Bow in so far as
evils and falsities are removed 2388(2),

2411; he who thinks evil at length speaks
it and does it. 4126; if good and truth

form the rational and the natural, then
man becomes an image of heaven, but if

those are formed by evil and lalsity he
then becomes an image of hell. 3513(2),
evil hinders Divine influx. 4078; evil is

not appropriated to man, if he believe

that evil Sows in from heil, and good
from the Lord, and if he suffer himself

to be led of the Lord, 4151(6); the evils

appertaining to man are those which are

by his own fault, which he has confirmed
with himseli: the evils not by his own
fault, are those which are brought in by
others, and which he has not confirmed
4171, 4172 evil with man has many ori-

gins, the first origin is trom inheritance

the second from what is actual, actual

evil comes either with his fault or without
his fault, explained, 4i7r-2: the evil of

merit, 4174; all evil remains with man
although he be regenerated 4564(2); in

the other life, all and single things of the

life of every one are laid open, 4633, the
real quality of falsity and evil is seen only
from the light of heaven, 4674(2); evil

from falsity of evil is from false doc-
trinals; this evil closes the way to the
internal man, 4818; the kinds of evils are

innumerable, and appear before the an-

gels, 4818(6); evil is contrary to Divine
order, 4839(2); evil flows forth Irom the
intention or end regarded, 4839; evil is

disjunction; it is known what evil is, if

there be any study what the love of self

and of the world is, 4997(2); evils ?re
those things which conceal the Lord,

5696; evil sig. aversion from good; thus
the returning of evil for good, 5746; evil

is attributed to the Lord, when yet it is

from man himself, 2447, 6991, 6997; see

Anger. It is a fallacy to suppose that the

Lord is angry and does evil, when it is

man who does it; the truths which teach
this are in general explained 6071(2);
man casts himself into hell, when he does
evils from consent, next from purpose,
next from enjoyment of affection; hence
he opens hell to himself, 6203; evil hence
obstinately inheres 6203; evil, which en-

ters into the thought, is not hurtful, but
what passes into the will, and into act,

6204; the reason why evil is appropriated
to man, is. because he believes tiiat he
thinks and acts from himself; if he be-
lieved otherwise, it would not be imputed,
6206; evil is hell, 6279; evil sig. error,

6288, 6290; although all tilings flow in,

nevertheless man becomes guilty, be-
cause he appropriates evil to himself, by
believing that lie does it from himself,

6324; it he believed otherwise evil couid
not be appropriated to him, 6325; in evil

there is punishment, 6550; the interiors

arc defiled with evils, howsoever they ap-
pear otherwise in externals. 7046; evil is

damnation, 7155; to do evil sig. to hurt

by injected falsities, 7165, 716H; no one
knows what evil is, unless he know what
the love ol self and the world is; falsity is

known Irom evil 7178; it is not known
what hell is. unless it be known what evil

is, 7181; what evil of falsity is, from ex-
amples. 7272; evils lavor falsities. 7437
(2); evil is attributed to Jehovah, in the
sense of the letter, when yet it has its

birth trom man. 7533 7632; evils and
falsities are of many genera and species,

7574; they are in falsities who are in evils

of life whether they know it or not, 7577
(2); falsities are nothing else than evils

reasoning and supporting themselves,

7577(3); evil is from man, because man
turns fhe good which flows in from the
Lord to himself; instead of looking at the
Lord and the things which are of the
Lord, in all things he looks at himself,

7643, 7679, 7710; the evil devastate
themselves when heaven flows in. which
the Lord is continually arranging in order;
evils and punishments are conjoined,

'643(3); the ancients attributed evil to
Jehovah, on account of the simple, 7632;
the Divine does not vastate anvone. it is

one's evil which vastates, 7796; the Lord
vastates no one, still less condemns and
casts into heil, 7877(4); from the Lord
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there is nothing but good; all evil is from
those who are in evil, 7926(2). Evil of
life has in it falsity which manifests itself

when the thought is employed about
truths and salvation; if there be truth, it

is then falsified, 8094; the Lord appears
to every one according to the quality of

the man; as terrible darkness to the evil,

and as light to the good, 1861(15), 6S32,

8197(2); man is kept in good and truth;

then evils and falsities are removed, be-

cause the Lord is present in good and
truth, 8200; evil has its punishment, and
good its recompense in the other life,

there is a law ot retaliation, 8214, 8223(2),

8226(2); the evil of punishment, or of

retaliation, is not from the good but from
the evil. 8223(3); nothing of evil pro-

ceeds from the Divine, but from them-
selves, 8227(21-8; from the Lord's pres-

ence alone those who are in falsities irom
evil are cast into hell, 8265; evils are

heavy, and sink down into hell; falsity is

not from itself, but from evil, 8279, 8298;
when the evil do evil to each other, it ap-

pears as if it were from the Divine; this

is a fallacy, 8282; man is free to abstain

from evil, because he is kept in good
by the Lord, and perpetually in the

tendency to abstain irom evil. 8307; the

origins of evil, are the loves of self and of

the world, 8318(2); anger is attributed to

the Lord, when yet it appertains to man,
8483; the Lord turns evil into good,
proved from the representations of the
spirits of Jupiter, 8631; from the Lord
there is nothing of evil, 8632; in the

other life all are remitted to their in-

teriors, therefore into their evils, 8870(3);
evils from the understanding, and not

from the will are milder than those from
the understanding and will together,

9009; why the simple of old attributed

evil to God, 9010; good is to be conjoined
with its reward, and evil with its punish-

ment, illustrated by the law of order,

004S; why evil ought not to be resisted.

0048(6); the internal man, with those

who are in evil, and falsity thence de-
rived, is closed above, and open beneath,

9128(3); hence it is evident, that evils

and falsities are not from the Lord, 9128
(3); the evil which man does consciously

proceeds irom both tiie will and the un-
derstanding and he is guilty of it, 9132-3;
evils in the Word are called sins, iniqui-

ties, and trespasses or transgressions,

transgressions are things done contrary

to the truths of faith, iniquities are the

things done contrary to the goods of faith,

and sins those done contrary to the goods
of charity and love. 9156; evils and fal-

sities are not wiped away from man. but
are only removed by repentance, 0333-8;
the Lord flows in and is received only as

evils are removed by man, 9378(2); anger
and evil are from man, and not irom the

Lord, although they are attributed to the
Lord. See references, 9204, 9306(4);
evils remain with man, but they are re-
moved, references, 10057(6); man must
be purified from evils, that he may re-
ceive good from the Lord, 10109; evils

and falsities have no power at all, 10481
(2); so far as falsities from evil are re-

moved, so far truths from good are mul-
tiplied, 10675.

Hereditary evil, is from parents, 2010
(4), 3469(4), 3710, 3993, 4295(2), 4317
(4), 8550, 8876, 10318, 10367(3); no one
punished for, 966, references, 0069(2);
broken by regeneration, 8550-1; from
father interior, from mother exterior,

4317(4-5); hereditary evil and actual
evil, 4564(2), 4586(2); how removed or
expelled, 4563, 5353; it is sig. by a nurse,

4563; not exterminated but only sepa-
rated, 4564(2); hereditary evil with the
Lord from mother not from father, in
external man not in internal, 1444, 1573,
192 1, 3031; this He expelled, 1477, 4564
(4); with Him there was no actual evil,

3°36 -. . , ., , , j, .

Origin of evil, from the desire to search
into the mysteries of faith from the senses,

and from outward knowledges, 126-130,
iQO-193, 194-313; evil is from the pro-
prium, or the love of self and love 01 the
world. 152-4, 164, 6859, 7178, 725S. 7376,
8318(2), 10038(2); see Proprium, Love
of Self and World; evil also Irom doc-
trine, and from life, 4745; evil not from
the Lord but sometimes ascribed to Him,
6997(2), 7643. 8227(2), 8365, 10781; evil

from falsities, 8308(2), 8002(4, 5), ref-

erences, 9327; evil of lile, 9319. See
Works.

Remission oj evil, the Lord removes
hell as man desists from evil, 9014(2),
9937(3)'. not removed instantly, 9333,
9336-7; signs of remission of evil, 9449—
50; remission of evil sig. by the mercy-
seat, 9506; purification from evil and
falsity rep. by sacrifices, 9990, 10022,

10057(6), 10109, 10122, 10:11; propitia-

tion on the altar sig. purification from
evils and falsities, 10127, 10208, 10211,
102 18, 10228-9; removal of evils by
truths, 10232. See Rf.pentance.
Evil Spirit. See Spirit.

Exalting. He has exalted sig. He
has manifested His Divine in His Hu-
man, 8264.

Excite. Evil spirits excite man's
evils and falsities, 653, 741, 904, 987(3),
1088; but angels excite only his goods
and truths, 1088, 6647(2); thence arises

a combat which is temptation, 5280(3),
8159.

Excrement. Concerning the excre-
mentitious hell, 943, see Hell; some de-
light to dwell in dunghills, 954; adul-
terers love filth and excrement, 2755;
they who have lived in delicate life with
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cunning, are In things excrementitious,

4948; those who are tenacious of re-

venge correspond to unclean excretions,

5300; the cruel and adulterers are in ex-

crementitious hells. 5394; the voluptuous,

and they who had regarded mere pleasure

as an end of life, are under the buttocks,

and live in filth, 5305; in the hells tnere

is a great stench, 7161(4); see Stench;
dung (fimas), dung (stcrcus), and excre-

ment sig. what is infernal, 10037.

Execrate, To, sig. to blaspheme,
they who in heart deny the Word or doc-

trine therefrom blaspheme, 9222
Existence. Existere. See Esse. The

difference between being (esse) and ex-

isting (existere), 2621, 3038(2, 3), 6880;
everything exists, or subsists from an-
other, or by another, thus from the first,

3627-8, 4523(31-4, 6040, 6056; esse is

of the will and existere of the under-
standing thence derived. 9282; see Will;
subsistence is perpetual existence; thus

preservation and all production in each
world, the spir. and the natural, is per-

petual creation, 3648; what existing (ex-

tslere) is in respect to being {esse), 2621,

3061, 3938, 4087(2), 5002, 9282, 6880,

8939, 9282. 10579.
Exodus treats of the liberation of

those in the lower earth and their eleva-

tion into heaven by the Lord, when He
came into the world and glorified His
Human, 7032I.
Expanse. See To Extend, or

Stretch Out, and Curtains. The in-

ternal man is an expand; hence mendon
is made of spreading forth the earth and
stretching out the heavens, 24, 25, 30;

to expand or stretch out sig. to make or
create from Divine power, 7673. 8043(3);
to expmd the heavens and the earth, is

like expanding the curtains of the taber-

nacle, 9596(5)-
Expel, To. See Drive Out, sig. re-

moval, 9333.
Expiation sig. same as purification,

9990(3), 10208-11, 10218-32; the expia-

tion of one thrust through, 8902(16),
0262(3-7); expiations were laid upon
those who did evil not purposely or with
guile, by which were sig. liberation from
damnation, or amendment of spir. life

by actual repentance, 9076-8, 9937(11);
the expiation of Aaron when he went into

the Holy of Holies sig. the glorification

of the Lord's Human even to the Divine
good which is Jehovah, 9670(5); see

Redemption, Propitiation; it sig. hear-

ing and reception of worship, 10500.
Exploration whether truth be con-

joined to good, 3089, 3110-1, 3116.
Explore, To. " To explore the mys-

teries of faith by outward knowledge is

as impossible as for a camel to go through
a needle's eve. 233, 1085, 1151(5); or by
mere refisotungs, 1195; visitation is aa

exploration as to quality, 2242, 2323(3),
7273; see Visitation; exploration of
truth to be initiated and conjoined to
good, 3109-16; one should explore in
himself the ends and enjoyment, and his

various states, 3796(3); those in the
province of the kidneys love to explore
the quality of others. 5381-5; explore
their ideas of the Trinity, 10736.
Extend. They who deny that spirit

is extended, 444-6, the extension of alfec-

tions and thoughts into societies in the
other world; into heaven according to

good, 5477(2), 6598-6621; the extension
is according to the quality and extent of
good, 8063. 8794.

Exterior, Exterior Man, see Ex-
ternal, Natural.

Exterminate. The things of the
merely human rational should be ex-
terminated, 2657; the first rational was
exterminated when the Divine rational

succeeded, 2657; hereditary evil with
man not exterminated but separated,

4564(2); but it was exterminated with
the Lord, 4564(4); to eat up sig. to ex-
terminate, 5206; truths exterminated by
falsities, 5207-8, 5217.
External. See also Internal,

Church, and Worship. The external
man is the body, 3; the internal and ex-
ternal man, 978; the internal man, the
interior and external, 1015; there are
three faculties which constitute the ex-
ternal man. the rational, learning, and
the sensual, 1589(2); the rational or
interior man is intermediate between the
internal and external, 1702(2), 1707, 1732;
the external is beautiful when united with
internal, deformed when disunited, 1598;
what tie external man is, 1718; enjoy-
ment becomes more vile in proportion as
it is more external, 996; interior tilings

produce exterior, 994(3); of what quality
internal and external worship is, 1083;
the quality of the man of the internal
church, and of the external, 1909; there
is an internal in the worship of those who
are of the external church, if they be in
charity, 1100-51, 1153(2); external wor-
ship without internal, is no worship,
1094; what it is to make internal worship
external, 1175; the external worship of
those who do not believe in eternal life,

1200; external worship is the more pro-
fane, in proportion as the interiors are
more profane, 1182; in the external man,
are given things which agree, and which
disagree with the internal, 1563(2), 1568
(2); what separates the external from
the internal, 1587; there ought to be
external worship, 1618; the external
church is nothing without the internal,

1795; the external man was united to the
internal with the Lord alone, 1577; the
beauty of the external man conjoined to

the internal, 1590', the baseness of the
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external man disjoined, or separated
from the internal, 159S; the love ot self

disjoins the external man from the in-

ternal; mutual love conjoins, 1594; what
it is to see internal things from external,

1806-7; with every one there is an in-

ternal man, a rational man which is mid-
dle, and an external man, 1889, 1940(2);
there is an influx from the Lord through
the internal man, into the rational, and
thereby into the knowledges of the ex-

ternal man, 1940(2); what it is for man
to separate himself from the internal,

which is of the Lord, 1999(4), 2018; what
is interior can perceive what is in the

exterior, not vice versa, 1914(2), 1953;
from an exterior to an interior, is the
same thing as from a lower to a higher,

30S4; wasnings sig. purifications of the

external or natural man, 3147; the spir.

or internal is wise from the light of

heaven, the natural or external from the

light of the world, 3167; the distinction ac-

cording to degrees; the interior in respect

to the exterior, 3691; they who are in ex-

ternal truths alone are weak as to the un-
derstanding; they who are in internal

truths are firm, 3820; external things are

farther from the Divine than internal;

wherefore they are relatively without
order, 3855; in every heaven, there are

those who are internal, and those who are

external, 4286(2); the inhabitants of

this earth are external-sensual; concern-
ing their combat with the internal-sen-

sual, from experience, 4330; what it is to

be in externals, and what in internals,

siiown by examples, 4459(3); man ought
to be in internals, because if he does not
come into them in this world he cannot
come into heaven, 4464; they who are in

externals have no concern about in-

ternals, 4464(4); exterior things cannot
flo.v in into interior, but vice versa, 5119;
the internal can see all things which are

in the external, but not contrariwise,

unless there be correspondence and a
medium, 5427-8, 5477(a); man at this

day is in the external, or body, shown by
examples, 5649; the external man ought
to be altogether subject to the internal,

and to be without freedom from the pro-

pr.um, 5786(2); the internal man and
the external are altogether distinct; the
internal lives, when separated from the

external, 5S83; exterior things ought to

serve interior; they were formed for this

purpose, 5947; the external lives from
the internal; the internal puts on things

in the external to enable it to produce
effect, 6275, 6284, 6209(2); interior

things exist in exterior, in this order,

what is inmost is in the midst, 6451(2);
exterior things are respectively obscure,
because common or general, 6451(3);
one thing is formed from another suc-

cessively, and not continuously: things

interior and exterior are distinct from
each other, succeed in order, and interior
things are in exterior, 6465; the ex-
ternal does not flow in into the internal,
but the internal into the external, 6323;
the internal flows in with those who ac-
count the Word holy, and holily cele-
brate the Holy Supper, 6789(2); good is

in the interiors, truth in the exteriors,

7910; interior things close and rest in
exterior, 9216; there is no conjunction
of the Lord with what is external with-
out what is internal, 9380; the internal
and external man, 9701-9; see Inter-
nal; when the Lord is in the outmost.
He is at the same time in all things, and
governs them at pleasure, 0824(4); ulti-

mate things keep together prior or in-
terior things in connection, 9828; in the
ultimates of good and truth there is

strength and power, 9836(3); the ex-
ternal is more holy than the internal,

0824(5); answers or revelations are given
in ultimates, 0905(4); external things in
the heavens and with man correspond to
truths, 9950(2); first and also last, sig. all

things; thus the whole, 100^4, 10329(4),
10335; hair and the beard because t,:e

outmost sig. the whole; so likewise the
feet, 10044(3); the internal man is in the
light of heaven, and the external in a
shade as to things spir., 10134; the merely
natural man is in hell, unless he become
spir. by regeneration, 10156. See Nat-
ural, Hell, and Regeneration. The
external man is an image of the world,
but the internal an image of heaven,
10156(4); to imitate Divine tilings by
study and art, is external, illustrated by
fantastic imitation amongst spirits, who
do so in externals; when yet in internals
are things filthy and diabolical, 102S4,
102S6; the internal of man is for heaven,
but the external is for the world, 10306(2);
they, whose interiors are closed by earthly
loves, do not acknowledge any internal,
and believe nothing; why, 10396(3),
10400(2), 10411; they worship themselves
instead of God, who lo"e themselves above
all things, 10^07(2), 10412(2); they who
are in externals without an internal,

look downwards and outwards to their

own loves, 10420(2); they do not receive
influx from the Divine, 10429; what it

is to be in externals without an internal,

the quality of those with whom the in-

ternal man is closed; and with whom
the internal man is open, 10429, 10472;
the internal is a lord, and the external a
servant, 10471; the internal is heaven,
and the external the world, references,

10483; the external separated from the
internal is hell, 10489°, all in hell are in

externals separate from the internal,

10483; the internal is closed by evils ana
falsities, 10493(2); why it was closed
with the Jews, it is 'also closed witk
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Christians; with what Christians; it is

dosed with more of tiie intelligent than
tlie simple, three reasons, 10492; all in-

struction concerning tlie goods and truths
of the church, and of worship, is effected

by the external oi the Word, but by those

who are enlightened, 10548(2); they who
are in externals without an internal, have
the truth of faith in obscurity, and are in

the falsities of faith from a material and
earthly idea; they believe the Word ac-

cording to the letter, and without doc-
trine, 105S2; what it is to be in externals

separate froTi the internal, 10602; those
who are in the internal of the church, of

worship, and of the Word; and who are

in an external in which is an internal;

those who are in externals without an in-

ternal, references, 10683; 'he internal

and external man, or the spirit and body
explained, 10591-7; by externals which
rep. internals there was effected com-
munication with heaven, references,

1060S-10/-07; there is no church with
those in an external without an internal,

io'jyS; then there is communication with
hell, 10608. See Internal.

Extinguish. Sec Die.
Extirpate. The Lord extirpated the

inheritance from the mother, 1745(2);
so that He was no longer the Son of Mary,
6872(4); the Jews extirpated with them-
selves the truths of doctrine with the

ancients, 4500, 4502, 5044(7); when man
is regenerated the hereditary evil en-
rooted from his nearest ancestors is

extirpated, 4317(4)-
Extremity. See End, Boundary.

From end to end sig. all things and every-

where, 9666(3).
Eye. To have the eyes opened sig. a

dictate from within 212; the eye sig. the

understanding, 2148, 2701; the intel-

lectual which is of doctrine, 2572; to lift

up the eyes, to think, 2789, 2829; to lift

up the eyes and see, attention, 3198, 3202;
dim eyes sig. no percept.on, here of tilings

in the natural, because it does not corre-

spond, 3493; weak-eyed sig. to be such
as to understanding, 3820; tlie ear, in

the supreme sense, providence; the eye
foresigiit, 3869(3); see to See; to lift up
the eyes, to perceive, 4083; attention,

40S6; to lift up the eyes and see, per-

ception and observation, 4339; corre-

spjn fence with the eye and with light

4403-4421, see Light; correspondence
of the sight of the eye with the under-
stanhng, and with truths, from expe-
rience, 4403-4421; the sense of sight cor-

responds to affection for understanding
and being wise, 4404-0; the interior

aflections are manifested by the face, and
the affections still more interior by the
eves, 4407; the sight of the left eye cor-

responds to the truths of faith; and the
sight of the right eye to the goods of faith,

4410; the humors and coats of the eye,

with their singie parts, correspond, 44x1;
who have reference to the coat of the eye,

4412; tlie correspondence of the sight of
the eye, and ol light, with the under-
standing and truths of faith, 4523-4534;
the ear is formed correspondently to the
modifications of air and sound, and the eye
to tiie modifications of ether and of light,

4523; the sight of the eye corresponds to
intellectual sight and the truths of faith;

and this because the light of the world cor-

responds to the light of heaven, 4526; to

those societies which are in things para-
disaical, 452S-9; to lift up the eyes sig.

thought, intention, perception, references,

49S8; to set the eye upon any one, influx,

5810; to set tlie hand upon the eyes,

when man dies, to vivify, 6008; the eye,

the understanding, the truth of faith,

likewise falsity of faith, 9051; a mote in

the eye, anything erroneous as to tiie un-
derstanding of truth, a beam in one's own
eye, the huge evil of falsity, 9051(3); the
sight of the eye is most gross and dull,

057"(2); the eye of Jehovah the presence
of the Lord's Divine in the truths and
goods of faith and of leve, 10569(2); the
eyes, understanding and faith, references,

10569(2); trie left eye sig. the intellectual,

tlie right eye, its affection, 2701(2), 8910
(5); eye sig. understanding, S707; the
intellectual, 9058-9, 9061; right eye of a
worthless shepherd, knowledge of good
without understanding and perception of

it, because applied to falsity, 10061(4);
understanding and faith of falsity from
evil, 10061(5); further references in

S3i3(7), 9051, 9057(2), 10031(2), 10569
(2). Visions seen by eyes of the spirit,

not of body, 9577, 9814(2). Spirits can
see things of natural world through eyes
of man who is in vision, 1880(2), 1954(2),
2309, 4415, 97gi, 10813; the eye itself is

nothing but the sight of his spirit led

forth abroad, 1806; it does not see of it-

self but the spirit sees by it, 3679(3); the
pleasure and enjoyment from sight are
not from tlie eye but from the mind,
4301(3); it is the noblest organ of the
face, adapted to modifications of the
ether, 4407, 6013, 6057.

Fabie. The fables of the ancients
were written by correspondences, 4280
(2), 4966. See Correspondence.
Face of the waters sig. remains or

knowledges of good and truth, ig; face
sig. inmost things, 32(2); the face of

Jehovah is mercy, peace, good, 222-3,

387, 2434, 10579; what is meant by the
face or countenance falling, and what by
it being elevated, 358; the speech of

spirits is effected by changes induced on
the face, 1762; the face sig. the interiors;

on this account the ancients fell on their

faces when they adored, 1999, 2434; they
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also bowed down the face to the earth,

3327; interior things, or things rational
which are natural, appear from the face,

3527; hence by the face are signified the
interiors, 3527(2); with the most ancient
people the face acted in unity with the
interiors, simulation and deceit were to

them enormities, 3327(2); influx into the

muscles of the face, from experience,

3631; the face sig. the interiors and their

changes, 4066; to see God face to face,

sig. to endure the most grievous tempta-
tions, 4299; no one can see Jehovah
face to face and live, why, 4299(4); I

have seen God face to face, sig. in the
internal historical sense, that the Lord
was representatively present, 4311; the
involuntary sense of the cerebellum
showed itself in the face, afterwards it

withdrew itself from the face, 4326; the
faces of evil spirits, 4533; the corre-

spondence of the taste, of the tongue, of

the face, with the Greatest Man, 4791-
4805; the face in general corresponds
to all the interiors, 4796; with the an-
gels, all the interior affections shine forth

from the face, 4796; changes of the state

of the affections appear in the faces of

the angels, which exist according to the
societies into which they come, 4797;
changes of the affections were seen in tue

face, from one limit of the affections to

the other, 4797; changes of the affec-

tions were seen in the face from infancy
to adult age, and how much of infancy

remained, 4797(2); spirits from another
earth, who discoursed, by changes of the

face, principally about the lips, 4799;
their faces were open because they used
no simulation, 4799(2); the face is con-

tracted by pretences, consisting in speak-
ing and acting contrary to the thought
and will, 4799(3); influx of spirits into

the face, 4800; it is known from the faces

of evil spirits with what hells they com-
municate, 4798; the face sig. the in-

teriors as to affections, and the thoughts
thence derived in general, 5102; the ex-

terior natural is an interior face, in which
the interiors see themselves, us affections

are seen in the face, and also thoughts,

5165(2), 5168(2); face sig. mercy, 5585;
to cause the face to shine, to be merciful,

SS8s(3); to elevate the tace, to give peace
and good out of mercy, 5585(3); the face

•>f God is Divine love; or, in relation to

the human face, mercy, SS85; the angel

of faces, the Divine mercy in the Divine
Human of the Lord, 5585(2); to hide the

faces, not to be merciful, 5585(5); the

face is so formed, that a person may dis-

cover by it what is the disposition of

another towards him; with the ancients

the face corresponded to the interiors,

and with the angels, for they think noth-
ing but good, 5695; not to see the face,

tig. no mercy, no compassion, 5585. 5.-; 2;

also no mercy and no conjunction, 5816,
5823; the face of an angel is changed
from one limit of affection to another ac-
cording to the societies with which he has
communication, 6604; to cover the face
at the sight of God, sig. to protect the
interiors, lest they should be injured by
the presence of the Divine, 6848-9; to

turn away the face, when spoken of Jeho-
vah, sig. no mercy; it is man that turns
himself away, not the Lord, 7599; the
faces of the inhabitants of Jupiter are
beautiful: they discourse by the face,

8242-8249", their care of the face. 8245;
the face was formed to image what a
man thinks and wills, to be an index of
the mind, 8249; discourse by the face,

shown as to its quality, 8248; the most
ancient people held discourse by the
face; its superior excellence to discourse
by words of speech, 8249; discourse by
words of speech succeeded; then the
face was changed; the interiors of the
mini were contracted, and were void of
life; whilst the exterior flowed in and was
ready to assume pretended appearances,
8250; the inhabitants of Jupiter continu-
ally keep the face directed forward, never
downwards, S372; when they lie down,
they turn the face to the chamber, and
not to the wall, why, 8376; the face sig.

the affections, what each feature corre-

sponds to. references, 9048(8); by the

face are signified the interiors; thus the
affections, as those of gratitude, favor,

benevolence, aid, and likewise of un-
mercifulness, anger, revenge; hence what-
soever is in the person himself, and
from him, 0306; the face of Jehovah is

Divine good, also Divine truth, 9306(2);
likewise sig. punishment, evil, anger,

9306(4); the face sig. the interiors, ref-

erences, 9516, 9546; they who are in good
from the Lord, turn the face continually
to Him, 9517(2); the bread of Presence
on the table, sig. the Lord as to cel. good,

9545; the face of the Lord sig. presence
with heavenly peace and joy out of

mercy, 9546; over against the face, when
spoken concerning heaven, or die Lord,
what is eternal, 98S8; the face, when
spoken concerning the Lord, His Divine
love, 9936; in the other life all turn their

faces to their loves, 10189(3), 10420(3);
some from the third earth say, that the
face is not body, why, 10315; to speak
face to face, when concerning Jehovah to

Moses, sig. that Divine things in the Word
arc conjoined, 10554; the face of Jeho-
vah sig. the Divine interior things of the

Word, of the church, and of worship,

10567-8, 10578-0; the Lord in heaven
is the face of Jehovah, 10579; the face of

Jehovah is the Divine truth in heaven;
thus also mercy, peace, and every good,

10570(8). Face sig. the interiors, or the

understanding and will, thought and
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•flection, 10638. His face tike lightening

sig. the love of truth, 8815(4); face of

God sig. Jove, mercy, peace, good, thus

the Lord Himself, references, 8867,

0212(4), 9207. 9306(2, 3), 9546. 9818(22),

10554, 10567. 10578-9; Moses' tace

shone sig. the internal of the Word giving

forth light in the external, io6qi, 10705.

Faculty. See Will, Understand-
ing. Cush sig. the mind or mental fac-

ulty. 1 16, see Mind; man has two facul-

ties, will and understanding. 9050. By
what means man acquires the faculty of

perceiving all things which relate to the

Lord's kingdom, 1964(2); the faculty

of receiving truth and good is imme-
diately from the Lord, 6148(2); spirits

have more excellent faculties, 1389; fac-

ulty of seeing truths, 10201(3).
Faint sig. a state of combat, 3318-21.
Faith. See Love, Charity, Church.

Worship, Knowledge, Doctrine.
Faith is scientific, intellectual, and saving,

30(2); faith is obedience to doctrine, 36,

faith separate from chanty, its nature.

337-411, it is one thing to know, another
to acknowledge, another to have faith,

6s4. 896, they who make faith the essen-

tial of salvation, do not even see or at-

tend to those things which the Lord so
otten spake concerning love and charity,

1017; they who separate faith from char-

ity, cannot have conscience, 1076-7, see

Consc ience, faith separate from charity

is no taith, 1 162 r 1 7ft, charity constitutes

the church, not laith separaie. or what is

ot doctrine 800 916(2) 1798-9 1834(2),

1844; in the last limes there is no taith.

and no chanty. 1843; there is no faith

except what is from love and charity. 724;
faith is by love from the Lord. 30(2), 31-
38; faith is not except where there is char-
ity, 654; faith witlioit charity does not
make a church 916(2); the heavenly
kingdom is for those who have faith from
charity, 1008(2); faith is all the doc-
trinal teaching of the church when this is

from charity it is the internal of the
church. 1798(2); illustrated by precepts
of Decalogue. 1798(31-9(5), charity saves,

not faith without charity 379, 380; in

heaven all are regarded from charity,

and faith thence 1258; in the other life

it is perceived what is the quality of every
one's love, and what the quality of every
one's faith, 1388, 1394; the odors of char-
ity and faith are grateful. 1519; the fruit

of faith is good work: in this is charity;
in this, love to the Lord; in this, the
Lord, 1873; charity is by faith, 393-4;
charity is the brother of faith, 367; char-
ity ought to have rule over faith, not
contrariwise, 363-4; the interiors of those
who are not in true faith are not opened
so as to acknowledge and believe, 301-3;
the cel. anrels do not name faith and the
things of faith, but say that it is so, or not

so, 202; the spir. angels discourse about
faith, by confirming goods and truths,

203; faith is the lesser luminary, 31, 32;
see Moon; faith is compared to night,

709; the vastation of faith; see Vasta-
tion, Judgment; controversy concern-
ing primogeniture, whether it be of faith

or of charity, 2435; faith without chanty
is no faith, 2417(4); the knowledge of
the doctrinals of faith is of no account
if men have not charity; for such knowl-
edge has respect to charity as an end,

2049(3), 2 1 16; there is no salvation by
faith, but by the life of faith, which is

charity, 2228(2); they are saved who are
in faith, if there be good in the faith,

2442; faith, which is not according to the
life, perishes, 2228(2); the truths of faith

do not save, but the goods which are in
the truth, 2261(2); the acknowledgment
of truth cannot be given, thus neither

faith, unless men be in good, 2261(2);
faith is never given but in its life, which is

love and chanty, 2343(3), 2349(2); no
one can be admitted into heaven by think-

ing only; neither does he suffer himself to

be instructed, because the life of evil

opposes, and is not receptive, 2401(2);
if faith of the thought were saving, all

would be saved and introduced into

heaven; but this is impossible, because
the life opposes, 2363(4); with those,

who establish as a principle that faith

alone is saving, truths themselves are con-
taminated by false principles, 2385(3);
they do not suffer themselves to be per-

suaded, because it is against their prin-
ciple, 2385(2); they who are in the good
of charity, receive the truths of laith in

another hie; the holy of worship is ac-

cording to the quality and quantity of the
truth ot faith implanted in charity 2190;
taith separate Irom charity, is as the light

of winter; faith from charity, as the
light o' spring. 2251(3); reason why men
have separated faith from charity, and
have called faith saving. 2231(3); all re-

generation is effected by the truths of
faith, 2046; thev are implanted in charity

while man is regenerating, 2189(2); man
is not regenerated by truth, but by the

good of truth, 2697, there are spir. things

of faith, rational things of faith, and
knowledges of faith, 2504(2); persua-
sion of truth is not genuine truth without
a life of good. 2682(2), 2689(4), 3424(4);
see Persuasion; charity is not genuine
unless there be faith, neither is faith gen-
uine unless there be charity. 2839; man
ought to do good, and to think truth from
himself, that he may receive a heavenly
proprium and freedom but still must
know that it comes from the Lord. 2882-
3. 2891; see Proprium and Freedom.
Out of several there is one church, when
charity is the essential, not when faith,

2982; confidence, which is called saving
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faith, cannot be given except in good of
life, 2982(2); conjunction of the truth of
faith with good in the rational, is wrought
by affection, 3024; fruits of faith are
fruits of good, which is of love and char-

ity, 3146; as light without heat produces
nothing, so the truth of faith produces
nothing without the good of love, 3146;
they who make faith the essential, which
it is easy to do, and still are in good of life,

are in the Lord's spir. kingdom, 3242;
there is no church, unless the truths of

doctrinals be implanted iu good of life,

3310; from various reasonings it ap-
pears as if faith were prior to charity;

also, truth to good; but these reasonings
are fallacies, 3324; many passages col-

lated concerning faith and charity, and
concerning truth and good, 3324; they
who separate faith from charity, cast

themselves into falsities and evils; this was
rep. by Cain and Abel, by Ham and Ca-
naan, by Reuben, and by the Egyptians,
in that their first-born were slain, 3325(3);
the spir. separate the Divine from the
rational, insomuch, that they are willing

that the things of faith should be simply
believed without any rational intuition,

3394(3)'' truth cannot be interiorly re-

ceived when there is unbelief; unbelief,

as it were, limits and drives away truth,

3399(2); they who are in faith alone, ap-
pear in light, but in the light of winter,

which is turned into darkness; thus the

mind into stupor when they approach
towards heaven, 3412(3), 3413; those in

faith alone called Philistines cannot en-

dure the presence of good, or ol the Di-

vine. 3415; they who are not in charity,

but only in the memory of the knowledges
of faith, cannot in anywise see in the Word
the interior things which relate to love and
charity, 3416, they deny the internal

sense, because they make faith the essen-

tial of the church, and call good the fruit

of faith; when yet love to the Lord is the

tree of life, charity and good works are

the fruits thence; and faith and the things

of faith, the leaves, 3427(3), they who
make faith the essential, not charity, may
be in the good of truth; but they are not
so in heaven, or conjoined to the Lord, as

those in the good of charity. 3450(2);
they who do good from faith, and not
from charity, are more remote from the

Lord. 3463(2); the Word is unclosed
when love to the Lord and charity towards
the neighbor is the essential, but it is

closed when faith is. 3773; the truths of

faith are nothing without the affection of
good, 3849; faith in the understanding
and faith in the will. sig. by Reuben and
Simeon. 3863(3); they have not faith who
live evilly; but some have an external
profession the quality of which is de-
scribed, 3865(2, 3); faith is the external of
charity, and charity the internal of faith,

3868; faith without charity is somet' ing
defiled, 3870; faith is the truth o! doc-
trine, such as there is in the conn Mon
called the apostles' creed; few know 1 ::t

confidence cannot be given, except in the
life of charity, 3868; those who depend
on the faith of others, 4047; the evil can
receive the truths which are of faith, but
only externally, 4180(2); to know is not
to believe, 4319; confidence of faith, true
and false, 4352(2, 3); see Confidence;
the truths of faith cannot be accepted, or
conjoined to good, except with those who
are in the good of charity and of love,

4368; the light of those who are in persua-
sive faith, and yet have led a life of evil,

4416; the Most Ancient Church was not
willing to hear of faith, 4448; the corre-

spondence of the sight of the eye, and of

light, with the truths of faith, 4523-4534;
not faith, but the life of faith, or the fruit

of faith, is saving, 4663(2); the church
commencing from faith has no other reg-

ulator except the understanding, but that
which commences from good, has charity

and the Lord, 4672(2); when faith is

primary in the heart, the Divine truth is

rejected to lower things, 4673; the church
turns aside, in process of time, from
charity to faith, and at length to faith

alone, 4683; in which case they adjoin
the fruits of faith, and say that faith is

confidence, when yet no confidence can
be given in evil, 4683(2), 4689; they who
are in faith separate from charity do not
at all adore the Lord's Divine Human,
4689(2); truth in the Ancient Church is

the same as faith in the Christian 4690;
certain false doctrinals from I. nth alone,

4721(2); the life of faith is what saves,

4721(3), the reason why men have lapsed

into the falsity, that faith alone is saving,

in what manner they confirm themselves,

4730(2); the church ceases to be a church
when there is no longer any faith in the

Lord, 4731(2); the siirple know and ac-

knowledge what charity is, not what faith

separate is. 4741. 47541 there is no church
where charity is not acknowledged for an
essential of the church, 4766(4), they

who are in faith alone cannot know what
heaven is, and several things besides,

4766; they who are in faith alone give

a wrong interpretation of the Word, ex-

amples given, 4785; some who receive

the truths of faith but live evilly, in the

other life they abuse the truths of faith to

gain dominion, their quality, 4802; good
has the primogeniture actually and truth

apparently. 4925-30; sec Primogeni-
ture. Regeneration, and Truth, faith

taken for the essential of the church, has

many errors in it, 4925(2); faith alone

without charity is dead; the error of the

church on this subject 5351(3). th«

truths of faith appear as if they are pro-

cured by man, when yet they are insinu-
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ated and given by the Lord, 5664^(4);
it is one thing to know, and another to
believe the truths of faith; even trie worst
can know, 5664^3); the church is not
from the truths of faith alone, but from
charity, 5826(2); unless the truth of faith

become the good of faith by willing and
acting it, it is of no use, and is dissipated
in the other life, 5820; the internal at this

day is rejected to the ultimate, thus to the
lowest tilings, 5886; there must be truths

of faith, to the intent that man may be
regenerated; they must enter with affec-

tion, since, when the truth of faith is re-

produced, the affection is also reproduced,
and vice versa, 5893(2); in tilings spir.

the beginning is from truths of faith, not
from knowledges, if from the latter, man
is led into falsities and negatives, 6047(2);
tlie commencement is to be made from
the doctrinals of the church, then the
Word is to be scrutinized from the affec-

tion of knowing truth, otherwise all gen-
uine truth would be from the soil in which
it is propagated only, and from its birth-

place; alterwards it is allowed to con-
firm those truths by know-ledges, 6047(2);
as the spiritual are in obscurity they set

faith first, and good second, 6256(2); how
much of good there would be in the church,
if charity were first and faith second, 6269
(2); how much of evil, if faith be first, and
charity second, 6272; from natural light

alone it may be seen that good is first and
v."Jth apparently; see Truth and Re-
generation; unless faith be conjoined
to good, it either becomes no faith, or is

conjoined to evil, whence comes profana-
tion, 6348; doctrinals concerning faith

alone destroy charity, 6353(2); to have
faith is to believe spiritual truths, 6970;
faith without charity is not faith; its

quality is described, 7039(2); heat and
light in the natural world correspond to
love and faith in the spir. world; they are
also of such a quality if they be com-
pared, 7082, 7084; they who are in faith

alone, and also in a life of evil, infest the
well disposed in another life, sig. by
Egyptians, 7097(3); they who have per-
suaded themselves that faith alone is

saving, and yet have lived evilly, infest

the well-disposed in another life by the
general things of die Word, 7127; such
make no account of works, howsoever
they may call them the fruits of faith,

7127; their hells, 7127(2); they who have
professed faith alone, and have lived a
life of evil, in the other life receive falsi-

ties, and infest the well-disposed; they are
specifically meant by Pharaoh, where
Pharaoh rep. those who infest by falsities,

7317. 7502(2). 7545; the truths of faith

cannot be given with the evil, 7342; the
difference between the goods and truths

of faith, ol those in the church who are
saved, and of those who are damned,

75o6(2)-7; the conjunction of good and
truth, or of charity and faith; man's
quality when they are conjoined, and
when not conjoined, 7623-7; worship
from good is true worship; worship from
truth without good is only an external
act, 7724; all things of the church reler

to charity and faith and the conjunction
of faith with charity, 7752-62; the con-
fidence which is of faith is not confidence,
it must be from love; it is not from truth
when it is said that man is saved by merit,
whatsoever his life had been, 7762; they
are in no faith, who are in evil, 7778; they
who are in evil have no faith, but only the
knowledge of such tilings as are of faith,

7766, 7778(2); in what manner it is to
be understood that faith without charity
is damned, 7766, 7778(3); truths of faith

are falsified in the first place by saying that
faith without charity is saving, even at the
last hour of life, 7779(2); they who are in
evil, notwithstanding their being in per-
suasive faith, are still in the falsities of
their evil, 7790; no one can be in the
truth of faith who is in evil of life, 7950;
the difference between living according
to the precepts of faith and the precepts
of charity, 8013(2); what charity and
faith are, 8033-7; faith merely natural
is sensuous faith, which is faith of miracle
and authority; this faith is not from the
Lord, but the truth of innocence, if any
be within it, is from the Lord, 8078(3);
the affection of good and truth makes
faith spiritual, 8078(4); faith separate
from charity, or faith alone, is described
by Cain, by Ham, by Reuben, by Simeon
and Levi, by the Egyptians, by the Philis-

tines, by Tyre, and by Sidon, many ref-

erences, 8093; faith alone made first from
evil of life, 8094; they who are in faith

alone, are led into many falsities, 8094(2);
where they dwell in the other life, who
are in faith alone, 8096(2), 8099(2); they
infest the well-disposed, 8096(2); persua-
sive faith is with those who are in evil of

life, 8148(2); confidence is of love by
faith, 8240; errors from the doctrine of
faith alone, 8313; they who are in faith

alone, infest the well-disposed in the other
life; they are in obscurity, 8313(4); faith

without charity is like the organic forms
of the body without life, 8530; in what
errors, and blindness they are, who place
salvation in faith alone, 8765(2); they
who are in faith alone see nothing but
what confirms their sentiments, when
they read the Word, other things they
do not see, 8780(3); Hebrew servants sig.

those in truths of doctrine but not in good,

8974; freemen are they who are of the
internal church, because in the affection

of charity, 8974(2); spir. good cannot be
conjoined to those who are only in the
truths of doctrine from infancy, and not
in good according to those truths, 898

1
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(2); they are as concubines; for in them
is not given the marriage of good and
truth, 8983(2); they who are only in the
truths of faith, and not in good according
to those truths, are in the ultimates of

heaven, and constitute the skin, 8980;
they who do good from the obedience of

faith, and not from the affection of char-
ity, are rep. by servants, 8387-91; see

Obedience; the things which are of
faith ought not to be extinguished, but
after a full view and examination, 9039;
man is purified and regenerated only by
the truths of faith, 9088(2); washings
formerly, and baptism, sig. regeneration
by the truths of faith, 9088(3); faith lives

from charity, or truth from good, good has
its form, thus its quality from truths, illus-

trated by a fibre in which is spirit, and a
vessel in which is blood, 9154(2); some of

the learned who were in truths from the
Word more than others are in hell be-
cause in evils of life, 9192(2); others not
in truths, and who were in falsities, are in

heaven, because in good, 9192(3); they
who establish faith alone separate good
from truths, and are therefore in darkness,

9186(2); truth desires good, that is, to do
good, and to be conjoined to good, 9206-
7; what the good of faith, and tiie truth

of faith are, 9230(2); faith never be-
comes faith, until man wills those tilings

which are of faith, and from willing does
them, 9224; they acknowledged faith

alone, because they did not know that all

things in the universe have relation to

?;ood and truth, and that there are two
acuities in man, understanding and will,

9224(3); errors from faith alone, 9224(3);
confidence which is called faith, 9239-
0245; to believe in God is saving; and to

believe those things which are from God,
without the former, is not saying, 9239;
what faith is saving, according to the
learned, 9240; they who arc in charity

and love to the Lord have confidence,

not they who are in the loves of self and
of the world, 9241; the evil do not have
confidence, even though they appear to

have it when life is endangered and death
approaches, 9242; neither does faith

which consists in believing the truths that

are from God, 9243; confidence, or faith

in the Lord is with those who are in heav-
enly love. 9244; they have that faith who
do tlie Lord's precepts, 924s; the under-
standing is what receives the truths of

faith, and the will the good of charity,

9300; it is not true that the things which
are of faith are simply to be believed and
that the natural man does not compre-
hend them, for man may be enlightened

and perceive them, 9300(4); the fruits,

called fruits of faith, are the beginning,

both the first and the last, because the

end, 9337; faith without charity rep by
various persons and nations, references,

8093; persuasive faith, 9363-9; there are
those who believe the Word and the doc-
trine of the church, and do not live ac-
cording to it, 9363; they believe, not with
a view to an end of serving their neighbor,
but for the sake of gain, of honors, and
the reputation of learning, 9364; they are
in a stronger persuasion who aspire after

great things, and desire many tilings,

0365; they believe, when they are in the
fire of the love of self and of the world;
otherwise they do not believe, but deny,
0366; they do not know, yea, neither do
they care whether things be true or false;

above all others they defend faith alone,

0367; they recede from faith if they be
deprived of gain; it vanishes after death,
because not rooted within, 9368; in the
Word they are described by the Lord as
those whom He does not know, because
they are workers of iniquity, and by fool-

ish virgins, 6369; there is no conjunction
of the Lord with the truths of faith in any
one, without a life according to those
truths, 9380(2); faith is the form of char-
ity, 9783; the truths of faith from love
are alive, 9841(4); the Lord so often
asked concerning faith, when he healed
the sick, because the acknowledgment that

the Lord has power, was the first of all

things, 10083(5); good and truth, also
faith and love, must be conjoined to be-
come anything, 10555; the faith of truth
and love of good conjoin with the Lord,
the faith of falsity and love of evil con-
join with hell, 10642(2). The doctrine

of charity and faith prefixed to all the
chapters of Exodus, 6627-10831. Faith
or truth of doctrine in both senses rep. by
Reuben, 3325(11), 3860-6, 4731-4, 4761;
Peter rep. faith, 2135. 3994(5); the faith

of charity, 4368(3); but when he denied
the Lord, faith alone, 6000(5), 6073(3),
references on faith, 8093(2).
Kinds oj faith; faith of memory, faith

in the understanding, faith of love, or
faith of knowledge, intellectual faith,

saving faith, 30(2); faith conjoined with
charity, 7757-8; separated from charity,

535i(3); saving faith, 8148(3); persua-
sive faith, references, 8148(2); natural

faith, and spiritual faith, 8078; sensuous
faith, 8078(3); faith of authority, 8078(3).
Faithful. Judgment is the salva-

tion of the faithful and the condemna-
tion of the unfaithful, 3320; the faithful

are judged from good, the unfaithful

from truth, 2335; the Lord called faithful

from good, 2760; the salvation of the

faithful, 8408(4), 9328.
Fall, The. Cause of the Fall was the

desire to search into the mysteries of faith

from the senses and outward knowledge,
127-130; reasoning from outward knowl-
edge, 9942(3); see Evil.

Fall, To, sig. to be overcome, 1689;

to fall on the faces, was a rite of adoration
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In the Most Ancient Church, 1999; to

fall upon the neck sig. close and inmost
conjunction, 5926. 6033; to fall back-
wards sig. to recede Irom truth, 6401; to

fall sig. to pervert, 9086; to be closed up,

10492.
Fallacies. See Appearance. The

cel. man is in perception, the spir. in fal-

lacies of the senses, 865(2); some spirits

love fallacies, appearances distinguished

from fallacies, 1376, 1378(2); situation

and place in the other life are appear-
ances and fallacies, 1380; the nature of

fallacies, many enumerated, 191 1; fal-

lacies of the senses in tilings natural and
in things spir., their quality, from ex-

amples. 5084, 5094; they who are in

truth but not yet in good are in fallacies,

from lowest nature, 6400; there are fal-

lacies in things spir. and in things natural.

Irom examples, 6948-9; when the evil

devastate themselves, it appears as if it

were from the Divine, but it is a fallacy

like other fallacies, 8282; the fallacies of

the senses, some mentioned, 73s, 2524,

367o( 3); fourteen mentioned. 5084, 6400-
1, 6948; reasoning from them produces
falsities, 10283(9); letter of Word written

according to appearances and fallacies.

735, 1861(12); truth is tempted by falla-

cies and illusions, 4341-2, 4788; the ex-

terior natural is in fallacies ol the senses,

5133; doubts arising from fallacies of the

senses, 6479; the evil use fallacis to con-
firm falsities and evils, 7112, 7265, 7293-9.
7307-8. 7316, 7318(2), 7320. Fallacies

and appearances are intermediates be-

tween truths and falsities, 7344. Injury
done to the spir. life by knowledges from
fallacies, the law concerning, 9011(3);
the law of the pledge rep. acquired truths

parted asunder by fallacies must be re-

stored. 9212-3(2). Belief that will and
thought are in themselves, is a fallacy,

9301(2). Fallacies of the senses, 9425.
10283(9).

Falsity. See Fallacy, Principle,
Knowledge. Those in falsity and evil

are in fear, 39071; how hurtful the per-

suasion of what is false is, 794. 806; falsi-

ties do not condemn like evils; it is other-

wise if falsities be confirmed, 845. Evils

and falsities remain with man, although
he is regenerated, 865, 868, 887, 894; of

a twofold origin in general, 1212; of a
threefold origin, 1188; the genera of fal-

sities, those which are from tvils, and
those which produce evils, 1679(2); fal-

sity has two beginnings, from ignorance
and from lusts, 1205; the sphere of the
persuasions and principles of falsity ex-
cites confirming falsities, 1510-n; evil

spirits cannot excite anything of falsity

with infants and the simple, 1667(3);
various origins of falsity described, 1670
(2); it is not allowed evil spirits to speak
what is false, except from the evil which

is their life, 1695; there is a twofold kind
of falsity, one which is produced from
evil, another which produces evil, 2243;
falsity from evil is falsity favoring evils of

life, 2351(2); falsities with those who are
in good, do not conjoin themselves, but
apply to their good, afterwards they are
separated, 2863(3 ); man when regen-
erating has many falsities mixed v/ith

truths, which are to be arranged into

order when he is regenerated and acts

from good; truths in this case are in the

midst, and falsities rejected to the last

circumferences; it is contrariwise with
the evil, 4551-2; from a false principle

falsities flow in a continual scries, 4717,
4721; there are three origins of falsity,

the doctrine of the church, the fallacy of

the senses, and the life of lusts, this latter

falsity is the worst, 4729; truth is not
truth except from good; falsity when it is

from good, is accepted as truth, 4736;
there are innumerable genera of falsities.

4822; to be able to tell whether a thing

be true or false one must be wholly in the
light o( heaven, he must be in faith in the
Lord. 4903; falses may be confirmed so as

to appear altogether like truths, 5033; they
who are in the persuasion of falsity are in-

teriorly bound, 5096; falsity of doctrine
is not as hurtful as falsity from evil, 5149
(2); truths exterminate falsities, falsities

truths, 5207; falsities and truths cannot
be together, 5217; falsity from evil ap-
pears hard in the other life; but truth

from good appears soft, 6359; truth has
immense power over falsity, 6784(2);
those in falsity are inwardly opposed to

truths. 6907(2); the evil of falsity, ex-
amples, 7272; examples of the falsifica-

tion of truth, 7318; falsified truth has a
grievous stench, 7319; why it is per-

mitted the evil in the other life to falsity

truth. 7332; falsities and truths cannot
be applied and conjoined except by inter-

mediates, which are fallacies and ap-
pearances, such as are in the sense of the

letter of the Word, 7344; it is allowed
the internals to reason from mere falsi-

ties, but not from falsified truths, why,
7351; what it is to reason from mere fal-

sities, exemplified; it is when truths are
altogether denied, 7352; they who are in

hell cannot do otherwise than speak fal-

sities, 7357; it is undelightful to the m-
fernals to reason from mere falsities; but
delightful to reason from truths falsified

by fallacies and appearances, 7392(2),

7398; they who are in falsities cannot do
otherwise than think falsities, 7437(2);
falsities and evils are of many genera and
species, 7574; they who are in evils of
life are in falsities, whether they know
this, or not, 7577(2); falsities are nothing
else than evils reasoning and supporting
themselves, 7577(3); there was a dire

persuasive falsity amongst those who in-
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fested before the coming of the Lord,
from Nephilim, 7686; the falsities with
those who are of the church, are more
grievous than with others, 7688(2); fal-

sity does not agree with good but de-
stroys it, for this reason the utmost cau-
tion must be used against falsity, 7009;
falsity is not appropriated to those who
are in good, but to those who are in evil,

because the former apply falsity so as to

make it agree with good, 8051, 8140;
what is falsified is truth applied to con-
firm evil, but falsity is what is contrary
to truth and good, 8062; evil of life has
in it falsity, which manifests itself when
the thought is employed about truths and
salvation; it has also in it trutii itself as
falsified, 8094; falsities from evils appear
as mists, clouds, and waters, around the

hells, concerning which, 8i37(2)-8, 8146
(2) ; truths with those who are in evil are
falsified, because they are brought down
to evil; but falsities with those who are in

good become true, because they are

brought down to good, 8149; evil is a
heavy thing which sinks down to hell;

falsity is not heavy of itself, but from evil,

8298; falsities are not falsities with those

who are in good, but with those who are
in evil. 831 1; every falsity is from evil,

8311(2); falsity of religion produces evil,

but only with those who are in evil, 8318
(3) ; there are falsities of ignorance, and
falsities of evil, the former are mild, the
latter are poisonous, 9192(5-7); with
man falsities lorm a connection and con-
stitute the life; they ought to be eradicated,

and truths implanted in their place by the

Lord; those trutlis must be lormed in

connection that man may be regenerated,

0256(3); there are falsities which agree

with the good of the church, and which
do not agree, 9258; falsities which do not
agree are those opposed to the Lord, love

to Him, and charity, 9259; truths from
good, are not commixed with falsities

from evil, 9208(2); falsity from evil and
not from evil, relcrences, 9304; falsities

and truths from evil, and falsities and
truths derived from good; their quality,

references, 10109; falsity from evil, and
not from evil, 10302; falsifications of

truth, sig. by whoredoms, are effected by
three methods, which are treated of;

evil causes those falsifications. 10648; so
far as evils and falsities of evil are re-

moved, so far truths from good are mul-
tiplied and take their place. 10675; false-

hood and a lie sig. the falsity an 1 evil of

faith; false witness sig. the confirmation
of falsity, 8ooS(?); self love is the origin

of all falsities in the church, they arc
from the proprium, 10406(11); the evil

of falsity and falsity of evil explained,

10624.
Various kinds of fahilirs, falsity of evil,

falsity not of evil falsified truths, refer-

ences, 10109; evil of falsity, falsity of faith
and worship, 7272(3); ialsity from a life

of lusts, falsity from the fallacies of the
senses, falsity of doctrine or religion, 4729;
falsity from ignorance, falsity from lusts,

1295; false persuasions, 7686.
Fidse Cknsts sig. doctrinals from the

Word falsified, 3900(2); false prophets
sig. those who teacn such falsities, 3900(2).

Family. In the most ancient times
men were distinguished into houses, fam-
ilies, nations, 470, 1159, 1246; also in
Jupiter, 83S0, and Saturn, 8954; the rea-
son of this distinction, 471, 483(2); fam-
ilies sig. goods when predicated of nations,
and truths when of peoples, 1159, 1215—
1216, 1254, 1261; see Houses, Nations
Tribes; families, goods and the truths of
good, 3709; families of Israel, goods of
truth, 7916; families rep. heavenly fo-

cieties, 7836(2), 7801; also consociations
in heaven, 471. 483(2); in like manner the
sons of Israel, in that they were distin-

guished into tribes, families, and houses,

7836(2), 7891; each family within a tribe

sig. a good of one species, 7833; tribes,

families, and houses of the Israelites rep.

the societies of heaven, 7836(2); families,

the goods of truth, 7916.
Famine, or Hunger sig. the lack of

knowledges and of truth. 1460, 1464,
33l6(4). 3353(2). 3364. 37oS(7), 5277,
5279, 5281, 5300; seven years' famine
sig. when there is nothing of good in out-
ward knowledges, except what is from
the Divine cel. of the sp.r. from the
Lord's Divine Human, 5192, 5270-5302,

53<S2. 5310. 5360-76; lamine consuming
the earth despair irom a defect of truth,

5279; famine defect of knowledges, deso-
lation of truth. 5360, 5376; desolation of

the church, 5415; desolation Irom a lade

of spir. things, 5576. 6110; hunger in the
spir. world, 5570, 6110; lamine sig. a
deficiency of good, 5893; the famine pre-

vailing sig. despair. 6144; vastation of

good, and the punishment of evil, 7102;
to hunger sig. to desire good from af-

fection, 4958; spir. food is knowledge,
intelligence, wisdom, thus good and truth,

1480, 1695; see Food; famine sig. a
deficiency of the knowledges of good and
truth. 9412(5); scarcity of goods and
truths, 10219(5).

Fantasy, see Principle. The dire-

ful lantasies ot the antediluvians, 586,

641, 1265-1270; a sphere of fantasies is

like a mist, 1512; they who suppose all

things to be fantasies, and that nothing

is real, sit at a mill, 1510(3); spirits in-

duce fantasies by visions. 1967; evil

spirits are scarcely anything but lusts and
fant.isies, 1969; evil spirits induce fan-

tasies to torment each other, 1060; the

fantasies of hell flow into those who are

in a life of evil. 2354(3): falsities are fan-

tasies, 4293; the sense impressions in
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heaven are real, in hell not real, 4623;
the imitation of Divine things by study

and art, siiown by fantasies with spirits,

whicii appear beautiful in externals, but

in internals are filthy and diabolical,

10284(5), 10286; see Miracles, Magic,

4936, 7026, 7203-0.
Fascicle, or Uundi.e, Sheaf, sig. doc-

trinals, 4686-7; bundles sig. series into

which truths are arranged, 5530; hand-
fills arc series of things, S3391 see also

Collections and Sekies; all things in

the mind are arranged in series or groups,

7408; truths with man are an-anged into

series, they are sig. by sheaves and bun-
dles in the Word, 70303; see also Sheaves;
bundles are series into which truths or fal-

sities with man are arranged, 10303(4).
Fashiom, or Imagination. The im-

agination of the thought of the heart being
evil, sig. no pcrceplion of good and of

truth, 586; to fashion an idol, to produce
a false doctrinal, 10406.

Fat, Fatness, sig. what is cel., 353",

cel. life. 1001(4); the good of love, 3570,
3600, 5200, 5213, 5943; what is dclignt-

ful, 6409; Divine good, 10029, 10033.
Fate, see Predestination, Provi-

dence, not from necessity but in applica-

tion to man's freedom, 6487, 8478.
Father. See also Mother, Son, and

Daughter. The Lord is acknowledged
in heaven as the father, because He is

one and the same, 14, 15, 17, 29(2);
father and mother sig. the internal, 160;

man receives from his father the soul or

what is internal, from his mother the

body or what is external, 1815, 2005;
coming to his fathers in peace, sig. to

pass from the world into the other life,

1853; the internal of the Lord was tiie

same with Jehovah, His Father, to which
He united the Human, 2O0i(;)-s; Father
is the Divine Good, Son the Divine Truth,
2803; gathered to fathers or to people,

sig. no longer to represent, 3255; Father
an ! Son, sig. the Divine and the Human,
32S5; the esse is from the father, the

existere from the mother, 3299; in the

internal sense of the precepts of the

Decalogue, how the case is respecting
honoring parents, 3690(5); Jehovah, God
of Abraham thy father, sig. the Lord,
that from Him is good, father sig. good,
mother, truth, 3703(2); in the opposite
sense they sig. evils and falsities, 3703
(20); Divine good of the Lord is what is

named Father in the Word, and the Di-
vine truth what is named Son, 3704; the
inmost is from the father, the exteriors

from the mother, 4063(3); the essence,

the soul is from the father, the clothing,

the body is from the mother, 5689(3); the

esse with man is called tiie soul from the
father, with the Lord the Divine good
itself was the very Esse of His life, 9954
(n), 10125U); the soul of man is finite,

the soul of the Lord is infinite, 10125(3);
to return to the father, sig. to be united to
the Divine, when it relates to the Lord,
3736; the external of the church in which
is tiie internal is also called father, 4700;
tatner, the church as to good; mother as
to truth, 5581; father sig. good, 5902;
the external is said to be the father of the
internal, as Jacob of Joseph, because the
progress of instruction is made from
things exterior to things interior, 5906;
fathers sig. goods and those who were of
tiie Ancient Church, 6050; what is gen-
eral is the father of what is internal in the
beginning, but not afterwards, that is. it

is first in time, 6080; fathers, in a good
sense, sig. those who were of the Ancient
and Most Ancient Church, 6075; t ie

Lord is the Father when man comes to

the exercise of his own judgment, and no
longer the natural father as before, 6492;
father sig. the Ancient Church, 6846;
the God of a father, the Lord, because
the God of the Ancient Church, 6846; God
of fathers, the Divine of the Ancient
Church, it is the Lord, 6876, 6884; when
the Lord was in the world, and made His
Human Divine truth, then He called

Divine good Father, 7490; fathers and
fathers of fathers sig. from ancient time,

7649; house of fathers, particular good,

7833-4; fathers sig. the ancients or the

ancient churches who were in good and
truth, 8055; father in the heavens sig.

good from the Divine in the heavens,
8328; father sig. the Lord as to Divine
good, and the good thence derived;

mother the Lord as to Divine truth, and
the truth thence derived, 8897; the
Father is the Divine Itself in the Lord,
the Divine good, Jehovah is the Lord,
Who is the Divine Itself or Jehovah under
a human form, 10053(6); the angels ac-

knowledge no other Divine than the Di-
vine Human of the Lord, because they
can think of it and love it, and not so of

the Divine which is the Father, 10067(3);
father, mother, brother, sister, and several

other names of relationship, sig. goods and
truths, also evils and ialsitics, 10490;
fathers sig. goods, in opposite sense, evils,

10623.
Fatherless, or Orphan. In the cel.

sense sig. one who is in good, but not yet

in truth, and who is led by truth into good
of life, 4844(51, 9198; orphan, in the spir.

sense, sig. one who is in truth and not yet

in good, and still desires good, 9199;
when mention is made of sojourner,

widow, and orphan it sig. tiie reciprocal

conjunction of good and truth, 9200.
Father-in-Law sig. good, from which

exists good conjoined to truth, 6827(2),

8644.
. , , ,

Fear. They who are in evil and fal-

sity are in fear, 390, 391; fear has rela-

tion to evils, and dread to falsities, 986;
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fear sig. aversion, what is involved in

fear, 2543; the (ear of God sig. worship
either from fear, or from the good of

faith, or from the good of love, 2826; in

all worship there is holy fear, 2826(13);
fear also sig. to distrust, or not to have
faith and love, 2826(14); to fear to say
sig. not to be able to open, 3387; fear

sig. a holy alteration, 3718; holy fear is in

love, without such fear love is as some-
thing unsavory", that fear prevails with

those who are not in cel. nor spir. love,

3718; holy fear is veneration and rev-

erence, 3719; the fear of Isaac sig. the

Divine Human of the Lord, 4180; Divine
truth carries fear with it, not Divine good.
4180; fear and distress are the first thing

of temptations. 4249; fear of God sis

protection, evil spirits cannot approach to

heavenly societies, because they are in

dread of God, 4555(2); fear is a means
of amendment with some spirits, 4942;
the fear of God with those who are in

external worship without internal is fear,

with those who are in spir. worship is holy
fe ir, with those who are in cel. worship is

love with holy reverence, 5459; to tear

sij. what is holy, 5534; fear arises from
various causes which are enumerated,
5647; consternation sig. commotion, 5881;
to fear God sig. to keep the command-
ments from the Divine, 667S; (ear is a
common bond; it holds in bonds both the

well-disposed and the evil; there is a

great dilference of fear, it being holy fear

with the well-disposed; but with the evil,

the fear of punishments. 72S0; the pres-

ence of truth from the Divine strikes trie

evil with fear, 7463; to fear sig. not to

endure; those in externals alone cannot
endure internal things, 10604; the evil

have respect for the Divine, from fear,

7788; to fear, when concerning tempta-
tions, sig. dread, 8162; despair, 8171;
fearing God sig. to be in good from the
Divine. 8710; to tremble, when it is said

of earth and people, sig. holy fear at the

presence of the Divine, with those who
arc about to receive truth and good, and
terror with those who do not receive,

8S16; the quality of holy fear is accord-
ing to love, 8925; they who are in falsi-

ties are in terror at truths from the Di-
vine, 9328. See Terror.
Feast (convivium) sig. dwelling to-

gether and conjunction in love and char-

ity, 2341, 3341(4), 2648; feasts amongst
the ancients sig. appropriation and con-
junction by love and charity, 3506(2);
sec also To Eat and Bread; feasts sig.

initiation, appropriation, and conjunction,
initiation into mutual love; marriage
feasts, initiation into marriage love; holy

feasts, initiation into spir. and cel. love,

because eating and drinking sig. appro-
priation and conjunction, 3832, 5 161,

$698; feasts, suppers, and dinners, were,

in ancient times, for the sake of consocia-
tion by love, and of instruction; the ends
of feasts at this day are the reverse, 3596
(2), 7996; the Paschal supper rep. con-
sociations in heaven, 7836(2), 7997; ban-
quets, feasts, dinners, and suppers sig.

consociations as to faith and love, 9412.
Feast (jeslum). To keep a feast sig.

worship from a glad mind, 7093, 7664;
three feasts were instituted on account of
liberation from Egypt; also on account
of liberation of the sp.r. from damnation,
by the Lord, 7093; see Sabbatb; least

sig. the worship of the Lord and thanks-
giving, 9286-7; there were three feasts, the
feast of things unleavened, the feast of
weeks, and the feast of tabernacles, 9294
(2); those three feasts sig. liberation

from damnation; thus also regeneration
from the Lord, in their order. 9286, 9294;
the feast of things unleavened, on account
of liberation from lalsities, 9286-7, 9292;
the feast of weeks, or of harvest, was on
account of the implantation of truth in

good, 9294-5; the feast of tabernacles,

or the gathering of the fruits of the earth,

was on account of the implantation of

good, 9296, 10671; feast s g. worship of

the Lord on account of liberation, 7882,
7S84; the three feasts sig. the successive

steps of regeneration, explained in their

series, 9285-97; feast sig. tl e worship of

the church as to celebration, 10412; least

of unleavened bread, worship on account
of liberation from evil and lalsities from
evil, 10655; the glorification of the Lord's
Human, 10655(2); the feast of weeks,

of ingathering, 10670-2; the passover,

10679; of first fruits, 10680.
Feather. Eagle sig. faith, great in

wings and long in pinions sig. truths of

faith, 8764(6).
Feed, To. a flock sig. to teach from

doctrinals those things which arc of the
church, 4671, 5201. See Shepherd.

Feel, To. The spirit feels in the body,
not the body of itself, 322, S779', to (eel

sig. the inmost and the all of perception,

3528, 3559. 3562; to feel in thick dark-
ness sig. the density of falsities from evil,

7712. See Touch.
Female. See Woman, sig. will and

love, 54, 476, 568, 669; the church, 476;
good, 669; the temale sex is such and so
lormed that will or desire governs rather

than understanding, such is the disposi-

tion of every fibre, 568(2).
Ferment. See Leaven. The com-

bat of falsity with truth likened to wine
which grows clear after fermentation,

7906(2); spir. combats or temptations
are fermentations in the spir. sense,

7006(3).
Fever. Fevers originate from un-

clean lusts from the hells, 5715; a shiver-

ing >ever from unclean colds, 57 16; burn-
ing (ever sig. lust of evil, 8364(4).
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Fibre of female sex, will rules in them,

568(2); the exterior memory is formed
in the substances which are the begin-

nings of the fibres, 2487; how the organs
of body are formed from vessels and
fibres, 3347; regeneration likened to in-

sertion of new fibres, 3470(3); fibres,

truths, 357°U). 3579, 4149(a), 4926,

5435. S9fi(2). 59S4(2). 9154(2); ends are

rep. by tne beginnings of fibres; thoughts

thence derived by fibres, and acts by
nerves, 5189(3); fibres sig. the inmost
forms proceeding from good, nerves sig.

truths, 5435; see Nerve; how the case is

with truth and good together, or with

faith and charity, illustrated by fibres

and vessels; fibres into which the spirit

flows, and vessels into which the blood;

also, that good has its form, thus its qual-

ity from truths, 9154(2); see Faith.
Field sig. doctrine, and what regards

doctriue, 368; the church as to good,

2971. 7502; meditating in a field, sig. to

think in good, 3196; a man of the field,

good of life from doctrinals, 3310; the

parable of seed in four k nds of

ground, 3310(2); to come from the field

sig. the study of the good of life, 3317;
field, sig. good ground, 3500; to go into

the field to hunt, the endeavor of the af-

fection of good to procure truth, 350S;

field, the church as to good, 3766; field, a
religion, 4440, 4443; when house sig. cel.

good, then field sig. spir. good; when
house sig. spir. good, then field sig. spir.

truth, 4982; seed of the field big. nourish-

ment of the mind, 6158; fields sig. things

still exterior, when they are mentioned
with courts and houses, 7407; herbs of

the field, the truth of the church, 7571;
field sig. the church as to good, or the

good of the church; v'ne, the truth of the

church, the origin of this significance

comes from the spir. world where fields

and vineyards appear, 9139; in the field

of another sig. good not of the same fam-
ily, 9141; field sig. the whole human
race as to the reception of truth in good;
also the church, and the man of the

church, and good with him, 9295(3); to

find Him in the fields of the wood; here
the revelation of the Lord in the Word is

described to find Him in Ephrathah is

in the spir. cel. sense of the Word, in the
fields ot the wood, is in the natural or
literal sense of the Word, 9406(4); field

sig. the church as to good, 2071, 3106,
310, 3317, 7502, 9130, 0141, 0295, 10669
2); this is from correspondence of vege-

table kingdom with spir. things of heaven,
10669(3); fields seen in spir. world, 10770.
Fifteen, see Five, sig. few, remains,

708, 813; as much as is sufficient, 9760.
Fifteenth sig. a new state, the be-

ginning of a following period, 8400,
0296(3).

Fifty sig. what is full, 2252, 9186,

9295(2); princes of fifties, intermediate
primary truths, 8714; fifty, what is full,

sufficient, 9623-4 9756, 9608-11; as
much as is sufficient, 9756, 9772; five

hundred sig. much, its tenth part or fifty,

somewhat in comparison, 10253(4).
Fig, F'ig-Tree sig. natural good, 217,

885(2), 4231, 5113(13), 5"7(4); fig sig.

fait 1, or what is right, 1071(3); fig-tree

sig. natural good, its branch affection

therefrom, its leaves truths, 4231; vine

and fig-tree sig. the good of the interior

and exterior man, 5113(13), 9277(3); fig-

tree, the good of the external church,
10261(8), references, 9960(20); the ex-

ternal good of the cel. church, 9277(4),
of the spir. church, 10402(7).

Fight. See Combat, War. To fight

from self is from infernal love, from the
Lord is from heavenly love, 1813(2).

Fill, To. To fill the hand sig. to re-

ceive Divine truth, 10110, 10076(6),

10493; to fill after Jehovah sig. to do Di-
vine truth. 10076(6); to fill the hand, com-
munication and reception of Divine truth
from Divine good, 10076(6), 10118, 10120;
to fill with the Spirit of God, sig. influx

and enlightenment, 10330; to be filled

sig. to reign, 7648.
Filth. See Excrement. Spir. filth

sig. avarice, hatreds, revenge, unmerci-
fulness, cruelties, 3147(9).

Filthy, Foul. Filthy pleasures, 3469
(4) ; the love of self is foul, 1304, 5721(3);
of himself man is nothing but filtliiness,

1594(4), 1999. 7479-
Fine, To Fine, sig. amendment, 9045-

6; to repay sig. amendment, 9087; resti-

tution, 9077; corresponding punishment,
9102.
Fine Flour. See Flour.
Fine Linen. See Linen.
Finger, sig. power, 7430, 10027, 10062

(5) . 10376.
Finite. See Infinite. Angels are

finite, 2572(4), 7211(2). The finite can-
not comprehend the infinite, 3365, 72 11
(2), 7270(2); but some idea of it may be
formed by means of appearances, 3365,
393S, 4075(3). 8760(2).

Fir, Fir-Tree sig. the natural as to
good. 4014; fir, pine, and box sig. natural
goods and truths. 9406(2).

F'ire. See Flame, Heat. Cold and
heat have place with one about to be re-
generated, as summer and winter with one
who is regenerate, 933-6; fire sig. love and
charity, 934; it is called a consuming fire

because heavenly love so appears to the
wicked, 934(3); the fire and smoke
which appeared to the people on Sfount
Sinai sig. evils and falsities. 1861(15); the
burning of fire sig. evil originating in the
love of self. 1297; the evil appear occasion-
ally as coal fires, 1527-8; fire sig. lust and
hatred, 1861(2); the fire of hell is hatred,
revenge, cruelty, the love of self, 1861(9);
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the fire of the evil is turned into cold, 825, I

1528; the fire of sulphur sig. falsity from
the evil of the love of self. 2444-7; fire sig.

evil, smoke, falsity, 2446(3); heat in hell

See Cold. Love is fire; life is actually
from the heat thence, 4906; eternal fire is

lust for evil and hence torment, 5071; it

is not torment of conscience, nor elemen-
tary fire, 5071; vital fire with man is from
love, 5071(2); there are two origins of heat
or of fire, the sun of the world, and the sun
of heaven; fire in the Word is love in both
senses, 5215(2); to be blasted with the

east wind sig. what is full of lust, 5215;
the fire on tne altar perpetually burning
sig. the love and mercy of the Lord, per-

petual and eternal, 2177(4); fire, the good
of love, 2799; vital heat is love, and is

meant by sacred fire in the Word; in-

fernal loves are meant by the fire of hell,

6314; fire and flame sig. divine love and
likewise the divine trutn from the Divine
good of the Lord, 6832; fire and flame, in

the opposite sense, sig. filthy loves, 6832
(8); the Lord appeared to the Israelitish

people on Mount Sinai, according to their

quality; thus in smoke, a cloud, and thick

darkness, 6832, 8814, 8810, 10551; see

Love; vital heat is from the sun of the

spir. world, 6832(3,10); the quality of the
Divine love of the Lord is manifest from
the fire of the sun in heaven; if that fire or
love should fall into any one, even into an
angel of the inmost heaven, he would per-

ish, 6834, 6849; on this account the angels
are veiled with a suitable cloud, 6840; the

sacred fire uf heaven and the fire of hell

are vital fires, which arc of the loves,

7324(4); see Heat; theinhabitants of Mars
know how to make fluid fires, from which
they have light at the time of evening and
night, 74S6; fire is the evil of lusts, hail is

falsity thence; fire is named where hail is,

7575; roasted with fire, sig. the good
which is from love, 7852; fire, temptation,

7861; the residue of the paschal lamb
kept to the morning to be burned with

fire, sig. a mediate state to the end by
temptations, 7861; what is meant by a
pillar of fire by night, 810S; see Pillar;
fire sig. love, references, 8820; burning
sig. injuring or the extinction of the good
of love. 0055; to kindle a fire sig. to con-
sume truths and goods by lusts. 9141(4);
fire, anger. 9143-4; in what manner the
will communicates its fire with the under-
standing, 0144(2); the Lord appears to

every one according to his love, as a cre-

ating and renovating fire to the good, but
as a consuming fire to t'« evil. 0434(3);
a devouring fire sig. the fire of lusts from
love of self and love of the world, strange
fire in the censers sig. worship from a love
other than heavenly. 0434(5), 0475(2): the
fire of the altar rep. Divine love, thus love
£rom the Lord, and strange fire rep. love

from hell, 9965, 9475(a)- To burn upon

the altar, sig. the unition of the Divine Hu-
man of the Lord with Divine good, 10042,
10053; an offering by fire to Jehovah,
sig. what is from the Divine love, 10055;
fire and brimstone sig. tne evils of the love
of self and the world, 9348(9); strange
fire in the censer of Nadab and Abihu
sig. doctrine from a source other than the

Word, 9375(2); burning with fire sig.

consuming with the evils of self love, ref-

erences, 10038, 10283(6), 10362(2), 10413,
10463, 10478; fire sig. love in both senses,

10115; references, 10133(3); the Divine
love, 10034; heavenly fire, love of Lord
and the neighbor, infernal fire, love of self

and the world, 10747; the Divine love is

seen as a fiery appearance around the Lord
in the spir. sun, 10809.
Firebrand sig. wrath, 6952(6).
FiRsr. bee Primogeniture, Primary.

Nothing exists which can subsist from
itself, but only from another, and at length
from the First, 4044, 9128(3); last and
first sig. what is perpetual; in the supreme
sense, what is eternal, 4901(4); first sig.

beginning, 7887, 7891; first and last sig. all

and each thus the whole, 10044(5), 10329
(4), 10335; all things good and true are

from the First, but not evil, 0128(3); all

things regard Him as the First from Whom
and the Last to Whom, 3382(2), 4523(3);
see Esse; the lord is First and Last, 4901
(4); in the Word the things which are first

sig. all the rest in tl eir order, 9416; see
Order; the good of faith is first, refer-

ences, 8080(2); charity is first, references,

8080(2).
Firstlings, First-Born, or First-

Begotten. Firstlings of the flock, sig.

w hat is of the I ord alone, 352; the Lord
alone is the First-born or the First-be-

gotten with respect to his Furr.an essence,

352, and as to Divine spir. love, 3325; the
first-born of Egypt, and first-born of the

rraid-scrvant who is behind the mills, sig.

the doctrine of faith and charity perverted

by outward knowledges. 3325(12), 4335
(3), 77S0; see Primogeniture; there

was a controversy an-ongst the ancients

which was the first-begotten, whether
truth of faith, or good of love, 3863(2),

9224, references, 9224(2); in the spir.

church faith or truth is ti e first-born, ex-

plained, 8042; the first-bom of Egypt
shall die. sig. condemnation of faith sep-

arate from charity, 7778; of falsified

truth, 7778(3), 7770-81; first-born of

Egypt, falsified truths of faith, 7948-50;
faith separate from charity, 8086-7; of

Israelites, truths of faith, 8o?o; to redeem
first-born sig. not to ascribe the truths

of faith to the Lord, but the goods of

charity, 80S0; charity is first-bora not
faith, references. 8080(2); the law re-

garding the first-born wns enacted to

prevent them from sacrificing their sons,

8080(4); fi"t fruits and first-born given
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to Jehovah sig. to ascribe good and truth
of faita to the Lord, 0223-4.

First-Fruits sig. an goods and truths

are from the Lord and should be ascribed
to Him and not to self, 9223-4, 9300;
first month, day of first-fruits, day of

waving tne sheai sig. a state of innocence,

10132(13), 10083.
First-Heaven, the ultimate or lowest

heaven, 544. See Heaven.
Fish sig. faculties of knowing, 4042;

outward knowledges, ggi, 2702(15), 7318,
0050(10), 9755(10); lower things of rea-
son, or man's thought from sensuous
knowledges, 991, 3309(3); knowledges
under tne general, 000.5(4); trutn of the
natural, 6394, 7852(2;; knowledge of

trutn, 7316; whale, water serpent sig.

knowledge in general, 7293.
Fishers sig. tuose who trust in things

of sense alone, and thence hatch falsities,

991(2); tnose who teac.i from trutns of

the senses, 40, 3309(3); to fish sig. to in-

struct in tne externals of tne churcn, 10582
(6).

Fist. To smite with the fist sig. to
invalidate truth eitlier by common truths

or falsities, 9025; fist, full power from
common trutn from literal sense, 9025(2),
9032(3)"3-

Fitches and cummin sig. outward
knowledges, 10669(4).

F'ive sig. little, also remains, 649; few,

798, 1429, 2266-9; disunion, 1686; some
or a part, 4638; a Utile and something;
remains like ten; its signification depends
on tne relation to tne numbers from winch
it is composed, 5201; five also sig. much,
like ten, way its sig. varies, 5705; remains,
5S94, 6156; much, 5956, 9102; all things
of one part, 9604; as much as is sudicient,

9689; wnen five relates to what is long
and broad, it sig. the same tiling as equaily,

9716; the sig. of various rnultip.es of five,

9716; to the fifth year, when it relates to

age, sig. a state of ignorance and inno-
cence, 10,225, where signification of ages
and numoers five, twenty, and sixty is

shown, 10225; five hundred sig. what is

lull, 10253.
Flags sig. false knowledges, 6726,

6732.
Flame. See Fire and Heat. The

flame of a sword turning itseif sig. self

love, 306. 309; the love of good is rep. by
flame, and trutns by ligtits, 3222; lire

likewise flame sig. the Divine love of tne
Lord; flame trie Divine truth proceeding
from the Divine good of the Lord, 6832,
8914; flame, in the opposite sense, filtny

loves, 6832(8). A flame was seen of vari-

ous colors, by which is sig. cel. love, 7620,
7622; see Mars; light in the inmost heaven
is flamy, because in good; but in the
middle heaven white, because in truth,

9570; faces of flames sig. lusts, 1326(3);
love to tne Lord and charity toward toe

neighbor are as flame, 2231(2); they are
rep. by flames, 3343, 3374, 3798, 3862,
4245; no angel can endure the flame of

the Divine Love, 8644(2); its ardor is in-

finite, 8760(2); flame sig. mutual love,

P473- ...
Flax. See Linen, sig. desires, 25;

truth of the exterior natural, 7601, 7604.
F'lee. A fugitive and wanderer sig.

not to know what is true and good, 382;
to flee sig. to be separated, 41 13-14, 4120;
horror, 6950; they who are in evils and
falsities in the otner life, are not driven
out, but flee of themselves, 9333(2).

Flesh. See also Bodv, Bread, Wine.
Flesh sig. a vivified proprium, 147, 148,

149, 780, 3540; one flesh, 160-2; flesh

sig. every man in general, specifically the
corporeal man, 574, 661(3), 1050; which
is of the will, 6;o; the voluntary of man,
will, lust, 909; the most ancient people
did not eat flesh, 1002; my bone and my
flesh sig. that they are conjoined as to
truths and as to goods, also tne intellectual

and voluntary proprium, 3812; flesh, in

the supreme sense, sig. the proprium of

the Divine Human of the Lord, or the
Divine good; in tne respective sense, tue
voluntary proprium of man which is evil,

3813, 4735; out of tne flesh to see God,
sig. from the vivified proprium, 3540(4);
flesh, the good of truth, 6968; flesh, t.ie

Divine good of the Divine love, which is

from tne Divine Human of the Lord, and
t.ie reciprocal of man, 7850(2); flesh, Me
proprium in both senses, the Divine prop-
rium which is t:ie Divine Human, tnus
the good of His love to the whole human
race, 8409; also the evil proprium, the
evil of self-love and its lusts. 8409; flesh of

quail or selav, sig. tne good of the external,

or natural man, 8431; flesh sig. Divine
good and biood Divine truth in the Holy
Supper, because from the Lord, 9127(4).
Tne llesh of sacrifice, when burned outside

the camp sig. evil of love, 10035; still it

rep. what is holy in externals, when it was
eaten, 10010; the flesh of sacrifice spe-

cifically rep. spir. good, the bread-offering,

which was bread and cakes, cel. good,

10079(3), 10114 flesh, when it relates

to man, sig. tne proprium, 10283; when
it relates to the Lord, the Divine good of

the Divine love, 10283(14). All flesh sig.

every man, 10283(14); spirit is life from
tne Lord, and flesh life from man, 10283
(13); eating the flesh of animals was re-

garded in itself as something profane, the
most ancient people never ate flesh of
animals. No one at this day is con-
demned for eating flesh, 1002-3; flesh

torn which they were forbidden to eat sig.

falsified good of faith, 9230; flesh, the
good of love, 10035; the whole man is

called flesh, 10044(2); the flesh of the
sacrifice and burnt offering, sig. spir. good,

10079(3), 10x14; to boil flesh sig. prepara-
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tion of good for uses of life by truths of

doctrine, 10105; eat the flesh of the ram,
appropriation of spir. good, toioO; the
body or flesh of tne Lord, the good of
love, 10521.

Flint. Knives of flint sig. truths with
which they were to be imbued, 2039,
2799(6). See Circumcision.
Flight sig. the last time or the time

of death, 34(2); removal from a state of

the good of love and innocence, 3755(2);
to put flight, removal, 9332-3. See
Cattle.
Flocks and Flock. A shepherd is one

who teaches and leads to the good of

charity: flock, those that are led and
taught, 343, 415, 3772, 4713, 5913, 6778,
6786; flock, what is not good, 1565.
Flock and herd sig. possessions or good
things of the external man and their op-
posites, 1564-72. Flock sig. rational

goods, herd, natural goods, 2566; flock,

natural domestic good, 3518; droves of

a flock sig. churches and doctrinais, 3767-
8; to give a flock to drink, sig. to instruct

by doctrine from the Word, 3772; llock

sig. interior doctrinais, 37S3; the flock

of Jacob sig. genuine good and truth,

3993(4); the flock of Laban, good and
truth not genuine, 3993(4); flock, interior

natural good, 4244; flocks, interior natu-
ral good, herd, exterior natural good,

5913; cattle, sig. the goods of truth, 0oi6;
cattle, truths productive of good, 6016,

6045; flocks and nerds, goods from repre-

sentatives and correspondences, 6048;
flocks, interior goods; herd, exterior good,

8937; from an ox even to an ass, sig. ex-
terior good and truth, 9134; even to

cattle, interior truth and good, 9135;
cattle, spir. good and truth thus interior,

0135; flock and herd, interior and ex-

terior good, 10600(7).
Flood. Sec Water, Noah. The end

of the days of tlic Most Ancient Church
was the flood, 271; the sixth and seventh
posterity perished by the flood, 307, 311-
2. 579; see Antediluvians, Nephilim;
they were extinguished and suffocated

as by an inundation not unlike a flood,

563, 607; their dreadful persuasions, 562-

3i 736, references, 1035; they immersed
the truths of the church in their lusts and
so defiled them, 570-I, 581-6; the flood

sig. an inundation of evil and falsity, 660-
1; not a deluge, but the expiring or suffo-

cation of those who existed there, 662,

805-11, 1034, 1673; flood sig. temp-
tations and desolations, 705, 739, 756,

790; internal respiration ceased and ex-

ternal began, 11 20; falsities inundated
the church, 787-90, also lusts and falsities,

5725, 6853; the antediluvians who per-

ished, 1265-72; they are covered with a
kind of cloud rock, 1266, see, 311, 581;
their persuasion that they were gods, 1268;

their deadly influx, 1270-1; a little child

drove them away, 12 71; how their women
were clothed, their children went before
them, 1272; those before the flood not so
evil, 1 1 24, 1265; the flood was the final

judgment of that church, 1850(2); its

consummation, 2243(3), 2910; rep. by
flood, 4057; was an inundation of evils

and falsities, 4333-4(3), references, 4334
(3); when the church is vastated as to
their interiors they are in a kind of inun-
dation, 4423; floods sig. falsities from
evils, 8287-8.
Flood Gates sig. inundation of fal-

sities or reasonings, 757; also temptation
as to the understanding, 843-5.

Flour, Fine. Meal of tine flour is the
spir. and cel., 2177; flour sig. truth from
which is good, 7780; flour, fine flour,

truth, 7966; truth from good, 9995. See
Meal.
Flower. The first flower of love, 828;

the spheres of charity and faith are per-
ceived as odors as of flowers, lilies, etc.,

1 5 19; there are atmospheres of flowers,

1621, 4528(3); habitations, the walls

decorated with flowers, 1629; flower beds,
and meadows with flowers, 3220. 3477;
they are representative of the deepest ar-

cana of wisdom, 3477, 3942, 4529; bud-
ding, producing leaves and blossoms sig.

the first of re-birth, blossoms, things of

wisdom, 51 15; blossoming the state next
before regeneration, 51 16; the goods of

faith, 5 1 16; almond blossoms sig. interior

truth from good, 5622(2); flowers, in-

telligence which is of truth from the Lord,

8369(3); the knowledges of truth, 9553;
truth conjoined with good, 10185(3).
Fluctuation. When temptation is

finished there is fluctuation between truth

and falsity, 788-9, 848, 857; converted
Jews fluctuate more than others, 788(2);
fluctuations are doubts and obscurities,

Fly. See Insect. Flies sig. falsities of

malevolence, especially in the extremes of

the natural mind or the sensual, 7441,
7448-9. 7465. 0331(4)-

Foe. See Enemy. Foe sig. those out-

side the church who are in good and truth

not genuine, 9255-6; falsities from evil,

9313, 9330.
Follow sig. to be conjoined, 1737;

to follow the Lamb is to be in innocence,

3325(5); to follow the Lord sig. to be in

charity, 10087(4).
Food (cibus). The food of the cel. man

is cel. things, of the spir. man spir. things,

of the natural man natural things, these

are chiefly knowledges, 56-0; goods and
truths are the genuine food of man, the

enjoyments of evils and the pleasures of

falsities are the food of death, 677-81;
see Enjoyment; food in the other life is

whatever comes forth from the mouth of

the Lord, 681; food sig. enjoyment, no
one is forbidden the enjoyment of pleas-
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ures, but he should govern them from use,

995; external enjoyments compared with

internal are relatively vile, 99b; the food
of spirits and angels is the knowledges of

good and truth, and good and truth them-
selves, 1460(3), 6159; cel. food, the good
of love, spir. food, truth of faith, on these

foods the angels live; reason and knowl-
edge are the food of good spirits, lastly

comes corporeal food, 1480; the food of

evil spirits is what is contrary to wisdom,
intelligence, and true knowledge, which
is every falsity; unless permitted to

vilify and blaspheme the trutli they cannot
live, 1695; wliat food is, 169s; spirits

have not taste, but in its place the appetite

of knowing, which is their food, 1973-4;
the iood of the spir. man is to know, 31 14;

see also Bread, Eat, Taste. Straw for

camels, sig. truths of external knowledge,
whicli are the food of the natural man,
31 14; the soul gives appetite and enjoy-

ment, the foods thereby introduced serve

various uses, not all for appropriation into

the blood, 3570(5); it is similar with the

rational and the natural, 3570(6); in

what manner ends of eating ascend,

shown by the nourishment of the body
and mind by corporeal, spin, and cel. food,

and their correspondence, demonstrated,

4459(6); what it is to be in externals and
in internals, 4459; spir. food is knowl-
edge, intelligence, and wisdom, 4792; it

is cel. and spir. good, 5147(3); those
things are food which nourish the internal

of man or the soul, they are goods and
truths, in general all things which are of

use, 5293; food is truth adjoined to good,

534°, 5342, 5346; spir. food, which nour-
ishes minds, is everything of intelligence

and wisdom, illustrated from experience,

5576(2); in the spir. world, as in the natu-
ral, when foods fail, they return into a
state of hunger, 5579; food is the good of

truth, and the truth of good, 5410, 5426,

5487, 5582, 5588, 5655; sustenance by
food and drink is the influx of good and
truth through heaven from the Lord, 5915;
man better nourished when there is pie is-

ant conversation at meals, 8352(3). The
inhabitants of Jupiter prepare food not
for taste but for use; they who prepare
food for taste are luxurious and volup-
tuous, and have dulness and stupidity of

mind, 8378; meat and drink nourish
natural life, good and truth spir., 8562;
spir. foods are knowledges of good, drink,
knowledges of truth, 9003; food sig. wis-

dom and intelligence, references, 9527;
the Divine good in act or exercise in the
genuine sense is food, 5147(6); the food
ground by the teeth sig. intelligence and
wisdom prepared by the knowledges of

truth and good in the natural, 9052; to

prepare food on the Sabbath, to teach
themselves by their own intelligence,

10362(2).

Foolish sig. those in truths but not in

good, 4638(3).
Foot. The feet sig. things natural,

259, 2162. What is meant by washing,
2162(12); and what by the stool of the

feet, 2162(10); to wash the feet sig. to
purify those things which are of the natu-
ral man, 3147; a token of charity and
humiliation, 3147(8); it was customary
for travelers and sojourners to wash the
feet, 3148; feet sig. the natural, 3761,

3986, 4382; to the foot of work, and to the
foot of sons, 4382-3; the correspondence
of the feet, of the soles of the feet, and of

the heels, with the Greatest Man, 4938-
52; the natural, thus things natural,

correspond to the feet, the soles of the
feet, and the heels, 4938; they who are
natural dwell under the feet and the soles

of the feet, 4940-51; to lift up the hand
sig. power in what is spir., and to lift up
the foot, power in what is natural, 5327-
8; feet sig. the internal natural, soles of

the feet, the middle natural, and shoes,

the external, 6844(3); foot sig. the power
of natural truth, references, 9054, 9325
(10), 9538; the things which are under
the feet are the ultimates of the Word, and
are called the place of the feet, and the

stool of the feet, 9400; great toe sig. the
intellectual in the outmost heaven. See
Thumb, 10063; to wash the hands and
the feet, to purify tilings internal and ex-

ternal, 10241.
Footstool sig. natural things as well

sensual as scientific, and man's rational

things therefrom, 2162(10); it sig. what
is beneath heaven, thus the church, 5313
(3); truth Divine under heaven, such as

the Word is in the literal sense, 9i66(s).
Ford or crossing of Jabbok, sig. the

first introduction, 4270.
Forehead sig. cel. love, also Divine

love when spoken of the Lord, 9936;
frontlets, love to the Lord, 9936(4); fore-

head, infernal love, 9936(5).
Foresight. The Lord foresees all

things, and provides lest the human race

should perish in eternal death, 393-4,

587, 598, 1755, 3686, 3688(3); for man's
good so far as he suffers himself to be led

by the Lord, 2679; the Lord's foresight

is in all things to the most minute par-
ticulars; He governs and bends man in

freedom, 3854, 4136(2), 4383; Jehovah
hath seen sig. foresight, 3863, 3869(3);
to remember and to hearken sig. foresight

and providence, 5966; foresight sig. by
a dream, 5091, 5430, by to say, 5361, 8095,
10444, to bless, 6298, to know, 5309,
6853; if the Divine foresight and provi-

dence were only universal the human race
would perish, 5122(3), 5195; evil is fore-

seen and bent to good, but good is pro-
vided, 6298, 6484(2), 6489; there are evils

of the will from foresight, and evils not

from foresight, those from foresight thus
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from premeditation are much worse than
tlie oiiiers, 9009; the Lord foresees and
provides according to the state of life

which follows, 9296(2); His foresight

an J providence are eternal, 10048(2);
the Lord's foresight, references, 1042S,

10444; the evil foreseen is from man, Lie

good is from the Lord, 10781.
Foreskin. See Circumcision. In the

Most Ancient Church the foreskin corre-

sponded to the obscuration of good and
truth, in the Ancient Church to Lieir de-

filement, 4462(2).
Forest, of cedars sig. rational things,

oak groves, knowledges, 1443; forest of the

south, those in the light of truth, 1458(3);
when angels discourse of things of intelli-

gence and wisdom there are represented

paradises, vineyards, forests, meadows,
etc, 3220; to spend the night in a forest

sig. desolated as to good, 3240(2); spirits

w.10 dwell in dark wood;, 5717; they who
attribute all things to their own prudence
likened to those who wander in dark
forests, 6485; a forest sig. a religious

system, 9011(4); also knowledge, 0011(5);
wood out of forests, exterior goods, 9141

(4), 9228(2); the fields of the wood, the

natural or literal sense. 9506(4); also the

good of the church among the gentiles.

9594(4); forest, where outward knowledge
reigns, 0642(3); those who come into t le

ot'ier life with truth of faith only in the

natural not in the spir. memory appear to

themselves to wander among rocks and
in forests, 9841(3); forests, knowledges
in the natural man, 10644.

Forget, To, sig. habit from staying,

3615; removal, 5170. 5278. 53S2-
Forgive. See Expiation. Forgive-

ness is a law of the church, the Jews
would not forgive, 6561; it sig. suppli-

cation and penitence, 6563, 6565; lor-

giveness of sins is their removal, 9938(3);
forgive iniquities sig. to remove tie in-

tcr.ors which abound in falsities and evils,

said of the Israelites in wors up, 10629.

Fo'.tv. See Degree, Create. It sig

essence; a beautiful form sig. as to essence;

beautiful as to the aspect sig. the beauty
thence derived, 3821; heavenly forms,

4040-4045. See Heaven. Truths are

forms of good, illustrated by kindness and
courtesy in civil life, 4574(3); form sig.

essence, and look existence thence; a

beautiful form sig. the good of life, beauti

ful look, the truth of faith, 4085; life from
the Lord is turned into diverse thoughts
ani actions according to the recipient

forms, 5250(2); discourse with a philos-

opher concerning forms, that one is from
another in man. 6326: the operations of

mind are variations of form under changes
of state, 6326. One thing is formed from
another successively, and not by contin-

uous degrees, hence, things interior and
exterior are distinct from each other,

succeed in order, and things interior are
in tilings exterior, O405; he who does not
thus conceive of formation, cannot com-
prehend tile internal and external of man;
neither can he conceive othenvise but that
when the external dies, the internal also
dies, 6465(2); the beauty of heavenly
forms, 6605; thoughts with affection cir-

culate according to the form of the cine-

ritious substance in the brain; the supe-
rior forms which are in heaven are al-

together incomprehensible, 6607; knowl-
edges are arranged into a heavenly form
wnen man is in heavenly love, 6690; love
arranges knowledges into a form suitable

to itself, 6690; the form of the dwelling
seen on Mount Sinai, rep. heaven where
the Lord is, 9481; the heavenly form,

9877; see Heaven; the good and truth
appertaining to the man who is regener-
ating are arranged into a heavenly form,
6600.10303(4); good reduces truths into a
heavenly form, 3316(2), 3470, 4302(3),
5704, 5709. 6028; good forms man into
an image of heaven, evil into an image of

hell, 3513, 3584. See Good, Heaven,
Evil, Hell. Natural forms are effects

according to uses. 2991; they represent
cel. and spir. tilings, 3002, 3484; the
natural body is kepi in form by atmos-
pheres, 3627; seeds are primitive forms,

30 48; form of brain, 4030-54, 7408;
organic forms, 4149(2), 4C.06; use is prior

to the members, 4926; forms of animals
dissipited at death, 5114(5); the heavenly
form is the human form, 1304, incompre-
hensible, 2S72, according to Divine form
in Himself, 3189, see Greatest Man;
it is stupendous; 4041, rep. in brain. 6607;
truth is the form of good. 668, 1950(2),
3121-2; in human form. 4302(3); angels
are forms of charity, 553; diabolic forms
are opposite, i860, 2363(3); influx is

receive! according to form, 50S6, sec In-
flux; men. spirits and angels are forms
recipient of life from the Lord, 6138,
6325; the form of the regenerate and of
angels is from truths from good. 9043(2);
Divine truth is the only substantial, de-
rivatives are successive forms thereof.

7004(2); it rules in the formations, 7270
(4).
Fornication (seortalw). it sig. truths

falsified, 5135(11); falsification of truth,

8904(2).
I- ORT1FICATIONS Or STRONGHOLDS Slg.

truths, so far as they defend goods, 7297

Forty sig. duration of temptation of

every kind, from the circumstance of the
Lord suffering Himself to be tempted
forty days, 730, 760, 786, 862; four hun-
dred sig. the same as forty, 1847; forty,

temptations. 2272, 2273, 3281; forty-five,

some conjunction. iMQi the duration of

the flood forty days and nights, the sons

of Israel in the wilderness forty years,
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the temptations of the Lord forty days
sig. duration of temptations, 730, 862,
2272-3, 8098; forty, what is full or com-
plete, 9437, 9643; four hundred years
sig. the duration of vastation, four hun-
dred shekels, the price of redemption,
2959, 2966; four hundred men, the state

and duration of temptation, and the con-
junction thence of good with truth in the
natural, 4341; four hundred years, the
duration of visitation or of infestation,

79S4; from the end of thirty and four hun-
dred years, the coming of the Lord when
there is salvation, 7986; the sojourning of

the sons of Israel was not more than two
hundred and fifteen years, thus half four
hundred and thirty, 7985; from the de-
scent of Abraham into Egypt were four
hundred and thirty years, an t thus those
years were computed on account of the
internal sense, 7985; forty sig. states of

temptation 10685.
Fortune. See also To Prosper.

Everything of fortune is from the Divine
providence of the Lord in the ultimates
of order, 5049; spir. spheres are about
man, illustrated by those things which
are ascribed to fortune, 5179; fortune is

from the spir. world, various things con-
cerning it, 6484, 6485, 6403-4; fortune
is providence in the ultimate of order,

6493-4; the ancients expressed the idea
of chance by the phrase, God caused it to

occur to the hand. 9010.
Foundation of generation and gener-

ation sig. spir. things of faith, 613; of

mountains, love of self and the world,

1691(4); the natural memory and its

affections is a foundation for spirits and
angels, 3679(5); the church is the foun-
dation of heaven, 4060(4), 9430(2); the
natural is a foundation for spir. things,

4360, 5477(2), 6299(2), 9538; knowledges
are the foundation on which truths rest,

5510(2); the foundations of precious
stones sig. truths Divine translucent in

the ultimate of order, 9407(7); the Word
in the letter is the founJation, 9430; truths
of the literal sense, 9433(3); foundation,
truths of faith from good, 9643(3); truths,

9959(2); the base or foundation of the
altar sig. the sensual, truths in sense of

letter, 10028; foundation sig. same as
feet, 10185; it is believed that truth is

that on which all tilings are founded, but
they are greatly deceived, for there is no
truth given with man unless he is in good,
truth is founded on good sig. by overlaying
the staves, etc., wit 1

' gold, 10194.
Fountain, See Well, of lives sig. the

cel. which has relation to love, 353(2);
of great deep broken up, the extreme of

temptation, 756, also temptation as to
the will, 843-5; fountain sig. truth, 1927-
8, 2762(4), 306S. 3°32, 3131. 3137, 8367-
8; two Hebrew words used, 1956; well

and fountain sig, the Word, doctrine

from the Word, truth itself, doctrlnals,

2702; a well sig. lower truth, a fountain
higher or purer truth, 3o<>6; the Word is

called a fountain of living waters, foun-
tain the spir. sense, well the literal, 3424,
3765, 4197, 6774; gale of fountains sig.

entrance to truths, the literal sense affords

entrance, 4861; fountains, truths of the
church, references, 4891; intelligence sig.

by the fountain which Pegasus broke
open, 4066(2); the fountain of tie water
01 life sig. truth and good of faith, 856S

Four sig. conjunction because from
pairs, 1686, 8877, 9601, 9674; see Two
and Number; fourth generation and
four hundred sig. the time and state of

restitution, 1856; what is full, 9103;
foi'rth of a hin, as much as is expedient
for conjunction, 10136-7; third and
fourth generation, a long series, 8877,
10624.
Four Hundred. Four hundred and

thirty years' sojourn in Egypt reckoned
from Abram's sojourn there, 1847; four
hundred, a state of temptations, 1S47,

4341; vastation, 2959. 7984(2); its dura-
tion and state, 2059(2); four hundred
shekels, the price of redemption, 2950(5).
Four Square sig. what is just is from

the Lord alone, 9717; what is just and
perfect, 986 1-2.

Fowl, see Bird, sig. intellectual and
rational things, 673-5, 9°9. 9*6; clean
and unclean thoughts, true and false,

745; fowl spir. truth, bird natural truth,

winged tiling sensual truth, 776; fowl,

what is of the understanding, reason,

knowledge, and tieir opposites, 803;
falsities of reasoning. 9S8; truths, in the
opposite sense, falsities, 1834.
Fragrant. See Odor. Fragrant

spices, fragrant tilings sig. interior truths,

10254, 10291.
Fractured or Broken. Fracture in

the feet or hands rep. such as are in per-

verted external worship, 2162(13).
Frankincense. Odor corresponds to

perception, hence frankincense, incense,

and odors in ointments, were made rep-

resentative, 4748(2). Erankincense sig.

truth from cel. good. 9993(5); the truth of

faith, 10177; inmost truth, thus spir.

good, 10296; spir. truth and good, which
is from cel., 9993(5), 10177(11), 10296;
frankincense, internal truth from good,
10252(5). See Odor, Incense, Aro-
matic.
Fraud. See Deceit.
Free sig. no longer serving the internal

man, 9061, 0063. To set free sig. to remit
sin, 10622. See Freedom.
Freedom, Free Will. It consists in

being led of the Lord, slavery in being
under the dominion of diabolical spirits,

892, 905; all reformation is effected by
freedom; no man is compelled by the
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Lord, IQ37, 1947'. all worship must be
from freedom, 1947(4); to force oneself to

do good, and to resist evil, is freedom,

1937(2), 1947(2); in such compulsion, and
in every temptation in which man con-
quers there is freedom, thus man is gifted

by the Lord with a heavenly proprium,

1937(3), 1947(6); cel. freedom is to act

according to conscience, infernal freedom
to do evil, 1947(3); man is carried by
freedom to opposite delights in both
direct.ons in marriage love, 2744; con-
cerning man's freedom, 2870-93; all free-

dom is of some love and its enjoyment,
2870; infernal freedom is of the love of

self and the world, cel. freedom is of love

to the Lord and towards the neighbor,
thus of the love of good and truth, 2S70;
the infernal spirits do not know any other
freedom than what is of the love of sell

and tiie world; if they lose that freedom,
they have no more of life than a new-born
infant, 2871; they who are in heavenly
freedom, desire to communicate their own
blessedness and happiness to others; how
tins is effected, 2S72; infernal freedom is

as far distant from heavenly, as hell is

from heaven, 2873; freedom is the life of

every one, 2873; the quality and difference

of freedoms, and the distinction of each,

2874; in heavenly freedom is insinuated
the good of life, in which is implanted the

truth of doctrine, 2875; what is done in

freedom is conjoined, but what in com-
pulsion, is not conjoined, 2875; no one
can be reformed but by freedom, there-

fore freedom, so far as appears, is never
taken away, 2876, 2881; unless a man has
freedom, the affection of good and truth

cannot be insinuated into him by the

Lord, 2877-8; thus neither regeneration,

2877-8; because the root of good and of

truth is in the inmost of man, 2879; noth-
ing appears as man's own, but what is

from freedom, therefore that man may
receive a heavenly self, he is introduced
by freedom, 2SS0; all worship is from
freedom, none from compulsion, 2880;
ii man could be reformed by compulsion,
all would be saved, 2881; man has a
stronger freedom in temptation-combats,
than out of them, 2881; no one has cel.

freedom from himse.f, but from the Lord,
not even man whilst in integrity, 2882; to

the intent that man may receive the heav-
enly self, he ought to think what is true

from himself, and to do what is good
from lumself. but still to know and ac-

knowledge that it is from the Lord; the

anr;cls arc in such acknowledgment and
perception, 2883, 2891; tiie freedom of

the love of self and of the world is alto-

gether slavery, still it is called freedom,
2884; all think and wilt from others and
thus successively, thus all and each from
the First of life, the Lord, 2886. Evils

and falsities have connection with the

hells, truths and goods with the heavens.
2886; man would have no life if spirits and
angels were not with him, 2887; the all of
life Hows in from the Lord, comparatively
as from the sun into the objects of the
earth, 2888; spirits have no life, until the
former life, which is the lust of evil and
the persuasion of falsity is extinguished,
then first they have life, 2889; evil spirits

consider man as a vile slave; angels as a
brother; they keep him in freedom, 2890;
he who lives in good, and believes that
from the Lord is truth, good, and life,

is capable of being gifted with heavenly
freedom and peace; but he who does not
believe is earned into lusts and anxieties,

2892; all evils and falsities are from hell,

and all goods and truths from the Lord;
this may be known and is known to every
one, still it is not believed, 2893; the natu-
ral is left in freedom, but not in the same
way as the rational, 3043(2); the Lord also

left the natural in freedom when He made
His Human Divine as to truth, 3043(3);
without freedom there is no conjunction of

truth with good, thus no regeneration,

3145-6; truth cannot be conjoined with
good, and man cannot be regenerated
unless in a free state, 31S8; everything
which is from the will appears free, 3158
(2); all reformation and regeneration is

by freedom, it is impossible to be effected

by compulsion, 4031; compulsion is hurt-

ful, 4031(3); how man's stales are gov-
erned in freedom, 4i36(2)-7; the external

man ought to be without freedom from
the proprium, and should be subjected to

the internal, 5786; man, by spirits from
hell, and by angels from heaven, is placed
in equilibrium, thus in freedom, 5982;
spirits from hell rule man, as a slave, but
tne angels gently by freedom, 620s; ii

man were in a state to believe that all

good and truth is from the Lord, and all

evil and falsity from hell, he would be
gifted with peace and would be in essen-

tial freedom, concerning which freedom,

6325; a general sphere of endeavor to do
evil from hell, and a sphere of endeavor
to do good from heaven encompass
man, and hence man has equilibrium and
freedom, 6477; the liberation from infesta-

tion is effected by degrees, not suddenly,

7183-6; true worship must be in free-

dom, 7349; there is a sphere of endeavor
to do evil from the hclis, and a sphere of

endeavor to do good from the heavens,
between which there is equilibrium, that

man may be in freedom, and may be re-

formed, 8209; it is in man's freedom to

desist from evil, because he is kept by
the Lord perpetually in that endeavor,

8307; repentance must be effected in a
free state; in a compelled state it is of no
avail, 8392; a compelled state in some
cases, 8392; faith and charity implanted in

freedom remain, but not in compulsion,
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6700(3); they are servants who act from
the obedience of faith, or from truths only,

anil not from correspondent good, but
they are lords and free, who act from the
affection of charity, 8087-00; see Obe-
dience; freedom consists in being led by
t'ne Lord, and servitude in being led of

hell, 51096(2); the freedom of man, 9585-
p59i; all freedom is of the will and love,

it manifests itself by enjoyment, 9S85;
servitude consists in being led of hell, and
freedom in being led of the Lord, 0586-01;
the Lord leads man by freedom, 0587;
what is inseminated in freedom remains,
and what in compulsion does not remain,

9588; heavenly freedom and infernal free-

dom, 0589-90; heavenly freedom is from
the will to do good, 9591; worship is from
freedom, that anything may be appro-

f>riated to man, 10097; freedom is of the

ove, references, 10097, 104 16; to set free

is to remit sins, 10622; unless man be
kept in the freedom even to do evil, good
cannot be provided for him by the Lord,
10777-
Freely sig without exertion of their

own, 8976.
Friend. The spir. man is called by

the Lord a friend; the cel. man a son of

God, si-
Friendship. The charity of friend-

ship, 1 125; friendship and civility are de-
grees below charity, 1158(2); mutual love

distinguished from friendship, mutual
love regards the good in a man, friend-

ship regards the man, 3875; the friend-
ship of sensualists in the other life; they
take away all the affection of truth and of

good appertaining to others; their sad lot,

4054; societies of friendship take away
enjoyments from others, 4804; societies

of interior friendship which do not take
away external enjoyment, but which do
take away internal enjoyment for spir.

things, 4805; whea good done to a friend
is natural, and when spir., 4092, 5132(2);
the friendship of robbers, 5764; in the
other life friends meet, also foes, 6893,
9104.

Frogs sig. reasonings from falsities,

7351-2. 7384-97, 7407-8, 9331(3)-
Frontlets, see Forehead, sig. under-

standing, 1038(8), 7847(2), 8090; love,

9936(4).
Fructify and Multiply, To. Fructi-

fication is predicated of things relating to
love, multiplication of things relating to
faith or truth, 43, 55, 2846; to fructify or
to produce fruit is predicated of charity,
and to multiply of faith, 983, 1015. See
To Multlply, Fruit.

Fruit. See Good, Faith, Works.
Fruits of the ground sig. the works of
faith and charity, 348; fruit, the good of
charity, 885; the fruit of faith is charity.

1873; to fructify is said of goods, mul-
tiply of truths, 43, 55, 198-9, 913, 1940,

1997, 2088, 2846-7; the fruit of faith

is the fruit of good, which is of love and
charity, 3146; fruit of the womb same as
birth sig. acknowledgment of truth and
good in faith and act, 391 1; fruit of a
tree, all cognition of good, 7600; fruits,

the works of charity, 7690; to fructify sig.

increase of good, this is the first and last,

because the end, 9337; fruit for food, the
good of love and charity for the nourish-
ment of the spir. life, 9031(4), 10185(3);
fruit, the good of life, which is the good
of wisdom, 9553; to be fruitful when said

of the Lord sig. fruitfulness of good to

infinity, 2013; the series from leaves to

fruit, leaves truths, flowers things of wis-

dom, fruit good, 5113-17, 7690, 7966(2),
8326; degrees in fruits. 8603(2), 9666(2);
how fruits are formed rep. regeneration,

9258(2); feast of first fruits sig. implanting
truth in good, 9295-6(4); see Feast;
blossoming is when marriage love enters

and gladdens, when truth is being con-
joined to good, fruit to good itself, works
of charity, 10185(4).

Fugitive, see Wanderer, sig. not to
know what is true and good, 382.

Fulfil. The Lord fulfilled the law,

5620, 7933(3); to fulfil all justice con-
sisted in subduing the hells, reducing the
hells and heavens into order, and in glori-

fying His Human, 10239(4).
Full. A full state is when man is pre-

pared for regeneration, also when he is

regenerated, 2636, 7839; fulness sig. all,

abundant, 6297; the fulness of times, the
end of the church, 2905, 3398; a state is

full when truths are regarded from good,

7839-
Function. See Office, Use. The

functions of the body, 4223; the life of

charity is to act in every employment and
function from justice and equity, from
good and truth, 8253; the Lord gives

offices and functions to angels and men
not because He needs their aid, but that

they may have life and happiness accord-
ing to offices and uses, 8719.
Furnace of smoke sig. the densest fal-

sity, a torch of fire, the burning of de-
sires, 186 1 ; ashes of a furnace, the falsi-

ties of lusts, 7519; furnace, lust, 7519(5),
8821. See Oven.

Fury. See Anger. Fury is predicated
of truth, here truth from good, anger is

predicated of good itself, 3614; anger is

turning away from truth, fury from good,

4502(2); 5798(5); wrath sig. the fury of

lusts with the evil, 8284.
Future. The future is present to the

Divine, 4815(4), 5091, 5331, 5781; the
angels are not solicitous about future
tilings, 2493; solicitude about the future
greatly dulls and retards the influx of spir.

life, 5177-8, 8113, 10048(2).

Gad, see Tribe, named from troop sig.
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in supreme sense omnipotence and om-
niscience, in internal, good of faith, in

external, works, 3034-5, 4609; works of

faith, 4270; good of first heaven, 4605(2);
works from truth not yet from good,
6404-6; those in external works, 6405;
those who place salvation in works alone,

6405(2); works from truths, 9642(8); the
sons of Gad, good of faith, works thence
and their doctrinals, 6024(4).

Gain. See Merit. Those are in in-

ternal worship who do good not for gain
or honor, 1102(3); deeds done for gain,

honor, and reputation are not good, 1936
(3). 3330, 3402(3), 7373J sig. by hireling.

0179-80, by usurer, 9210-1; earthly loves,

love of self, and gain obliterate interior

loves, 3413; priests incited by it are evil,

4311(3), 4769(3), 5464, 10796; those have
no conscience who do good for gain, 4459
(3); lust of gain desires to possess the
world, to plunder, and kill, 4751(2);
Jews perform holy ceremonials for gain,

4825(2); unless there were laws to unite,

and fears of the loss of gain, honor, fame,
and life, society would be utterly dissi-

pated, 5002(2); most in the church learn

truths for gain, honor, and reputation,

5280(3); sig. by spies, 5432. 55"; affec-

tion for gain earthly, for truth spir., 5433
(2) ; when good and truth are the end as
much gain is received as is needed, 5449;
unjust gain sig. falsity from evil which
perverts judgment, 8711; use not gain
should be the end, 8995(3); a gift blindeth
the eyes sig. gains cause truths not to

appear, 9265-6; evil priests prefer honor
and gain.

Galdanum sig. affection of interior

truth in internal man, 10293-4.
Gai.eed. The heap set by Jacob and

Laban to witness sig. good, 4196-7.
Gall. Who correspond to pancreatic,

hepatic, and cystic duct, 5185; the gall-

bladder, those in this province despise

what is virtuous and pious, 5186-7; men-
tioned, 1488(2), 5183.
Gammadim sig. knowledges of interior

truth, 4509(3)-
Ganglia. Correspondence of ganglia

with those who speak unlike, but think

alike, 5189(3).
Garden, see Tree, Eden, Paradise,

in Eden eastward sig. the Lord, His king-

dom, the cel. heaven, 99, 4447(2); garden
intelligence, Eden, love, 100; things of the

church, 1069(3); the garden of Jehovah,
and garden of God, intelligence, the ra-

tional which is cel., and the rational which
is spir., 1588; garden of God, the spir.

church, 2588(15); waters and rivers where
gardens and plantations are mentioned,
2702(14); the ancients worshipped in

gardens and groves, prohibited when
groves were worshipped, 2722(6), 4552
(3) ; Eden or Most Ancient Church was
in the land of Canaan, 4447(2); garden of

Jehovah, the regenerate man as to truths,

5376(7); faith conjoined with charity,

7626, 8326; truths of faith in the spir.

memory, 9841(3); heavenly intelligence
and wisdom, references. 10644.
Garment (veslis) or Raiment sig. the

truths of faith; spir. things are as gar-
ments to cel., 1073; stripped of garments
sig. deprived of truths of faith, 1073;
things spir. and things natural are clothed,

not tilings cel.. 297; angels appear clothed
in garments, 165; garments sig. truths
respectively inferior, 2576(2); tilings

rational and scientific are like a body or
clothing to things spir., 2576(2); deceitful

hypocrites sig. by those who entered in

not having on a wedding garment, 2132;
a hairy garment sig. truth of the natural,

3301; skirts sig. external truths, 3540;
to change garments rep. that holy truths
were put on, 4545; for this reason changes
of garments are often mentioned in the
Word, 4545(3); to rend garments, mourn-
ing over truth lost and destroyed, 4763;
garment sig. truth, 5006, 5008, 5022;
garment sig. also a witness and testifica-

tion, 5019, 502S; raiment sig. inferior

things, also things which cover, because
they cover superior tilings; also truths,

because they cover goods; this is from
what is representative in the other life,

5248; the raiment of spirits is without
lustre; but the garments of angels are
full of lustre, 5248; white garments as
from fine linen, sig. truths from the Di-
vine, 5319(7); change of garments sig.

truths initiated in good, 5954; the angels
appear clothed in garments, according to

truths, truths clothe good almost as the
vessels the blood, ana fibres the animal
spirit, 5954(2); to wash his garments in

wine, which is said of the Lord, sig. that
his natural is Divine truth from his Di-
vine good, 6377; vesture sig. the intellec-

tual, 6378; gold, silver, and garments, bor-
rowed from the Egyptians, its representa-
tion, 6914(5); see Gold; raiment sig.

lower knowledges, 6918; the garments of

the Lord being divided, and not the coat,

sig. truths dissipated by the Jews in the
external form, but they were not able to

dissipate them in the internal form, 9093
(5): garment, sensual truth. 9158; what is

exterior; also the sensual, 9212(2); truth,

illustrated from representatives, 9212,
9215; the garments strewed in the way,
when the Lord went to Jerusalem, 9212
(5); not sewing upon an old garment a
piece from a new one, 9212(7); the gar-

ments of the Lord became as light when
He was transfigured, 0212(4); Peter
girded, and not going whither he would,
when he was old, 9212(8); the garments
of holiness of Aaron, rep. the Lord's spir.

kingdom adjoined to the cel. kingdom,
9814, 10098; see Ephod, Robe, Waist-
COAli angels arc clothed in garments,
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whence it is, 0814; all clothes sig. from
that part of the body which they cover,

9827; to put them on, sig. to induce a

state of truth from good, 9952; they are
clothed in the other life according to

truths; the intellectual clothes the volun-
tary, 9952; garments sig. truths, from
representatives in the other life, 10536; to

take a companion's garment to pledge
sig. to part truths asunder by fallacies

from things of sense, 9212; references on
garments, 9212; John's garment of

camel's hair, sig. external truth, the literal

sense of the Word, 5620(12). 7643(10),

9372; to enlarge the borders of their gar-

ments sig. to speak truths grandilo-

quently, only to be heard and seen of

men, 9825(3); the garments of the priest-

hood rep. the spir. kingdom, 10346-7;
the law not to wear a garment of wool
and linen mixed together, sig. not to mix
states of good and truth, 10669(5); the
garments of Aaron and the priests, the
ephod, truth of faith from good of love,

9477; his garments, truths from good.

9670(6); garments of holiness, the Divine
spiritual or Divine truth from Divine
good, 9804, 9805-9966, 10003, 10067,
10098; garments, truths clothing good,
references, 10258(4), 10536.
Gate. The decorations of the steps

and gates of the palaces in heaven
are as if alive, 1627; see Door; gate
sig. entrance, 2324(3); seed inheriting

the gate of enemies, sig. charity and
faith will succeed to the place of evil and
falsity, 2851; there are two gates, the in-

ferior where the internals are, the superior

where the angels are, which open into the
rational mind, 2851(2); the rational mind
is compared to a city, which the evil as-

sault; when they come to the gate, it is

instantly closed, 2851(3); the gate of a
city, the teachings which lead to truth,

2943(2); the way of access to the rational

mind, 2943(2); inheriting the gate of his

enemies, was a betrothing vow; how it

was explained by the wise ones of the
Ancient Church, and how afterwards,

3187(2); the gate of heaven sig. the ulti-

mate of nature into and through which
the things of the Lord and heaven flow,

and which to appearance is the entrance
to interior things, 3721; the ultimate of

order, the natural, 3721; to go out of the

gate of a city sig. to recede from doctrine,

4492-3; gates, the external truths of the
sense of the letter, because chey furnish
an entrance, 4861; communication and
introduction, 9763; where there is an
opening, the openings into hell described,

gates of hell, 10483; entrance into heaven
10483(5); the opening of the internal into
the external, 10489.
Gather or Collect. Gathered to

their people, to their fathers meant that

they actually went to them in the spir.

world, 3255, 4610; gather when concern-
ing good sig. to receive, 8418, 8467, 8472;
spoken of things in the memory, of goods
and truths before regeneration, 679; it

sig. to collect into one, knowledges that
are true and suitable, 6112; to procure,

7115; to appropriate, 9273; to gather
the feet sig. to betake to inferior things,

6463; the things collected for the tent sig.

the interior things of worship which were
to be represented, 9459; gatherings sig.

series, 5339. See Bundles.
Gaza sig. the things revealed concern-

ing charity, 1207, 1210-11.
Gehenna. See Hell. It sig. the hell

of adulterers, 825-6, 831, 940-1, 950;
a city called the judgment of Gehenna,
942; the habitation of dragons near
Gehenna, 950; Gehenna is the hell of

lusts, 8910(5); mentioned, 1861(11), 2132,

5060(2), 5382, 8481.
Genealogies. All in the Word con-

tain Divine things, 4642, 4640-4651.
How the Most Ancient people constructed
genealogies, 330.
Genera and Species. All goods and

truths cel. and spir. are distinguished into

genera and species, 775; tney are in-

numerable, 775, 4005(3), 10032.
General. General principles enumer-

ated, 597, 4269(2); he who has perception
knows particulars, the spir. man only
generals, 865(2); such as man is in gen-
erals such he is in particulars, 917 1040
(2), 1316(2); fallacies come from general
ideas, 865(2); particulars insinuate them-
selves into general affections, and thence
flow, 920(3), 3057(3); particular things

are to generals as small to great, 2384;
during reformation generals are first

arranged in order, then doctrines are
removed, 3057(4); highest things are in
lowest as in t.ieir generals, 3739; generals
ought to be known that particulars may
be apprehended, 4269; generals must
precede as a guest-chamber, 4269, 5454;
there must be a general that there may
be particulars, 4325, 4329(2); relation

of generals to particulars, 4345(2), 4383,
5531, 6115(2), 6335; generals give quality

to particulars, 4720(3); relatively to the
infinite, angels know only generals, 43S3
(2); particulars are insinuated into gen-
erals, 5208. There are series of things in

arrangement under their generals, ac-

cording to angelic societies, with the
regenerate, 5330; generals have their re-

ceptacles; and in those generals are ar-

ranged things less general, or particulars,

and in these single things, 5531; what is

general is the father of what is internal in

the beginning, but not afterwards, 6039;
all things must have reference to what is

general, that they may be kept in form,
and general things be under things more
general; and that the most general uni-

versal is the Lord, 6 115; all things are to
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be referred to general things, thus to doc-
trinals, every head is a general, 6146; not
even the general things can be known to

eternity, 6618; general things may be
filled with tilings innumerable, 7131;
generals are as leaders to govern partic-

ulars, 8150. Scientifics or general knowl-
edges are general vessels; they are arranged
in series, 9304(5).
Generation. See Nativity. Gen-

erations are of faith, 89, 339, 340, 613;
generations of an age sig. regeneration,

1041, 1255; the fourth generation, 1856;
generations are derivations of faith and
charity. 2020, 2584, 6239(2), 1145, 1255,

3860, 3868, 4070, 4668; to be with child

sig. the life of the rational, its generation
is when he perceives that evil and falsity

in himself is opposed to truth, and wishes

to remove it, 1944; generation and birth

sig. regeneration, or re-birth by faith and
love, 5160, 5598, 9042, 9845; generation
of the just sig. truths from good, 6239(2);
generation of generations is predicated of

Divine truth, and forever of Divine good,
6888; the things relating to generation,

as conception, gestation in the womb,
birth, etc., relate to regeneration, 0042;
truths and goods with a regenerate man
are as generations, families, consanguin-
ities, and affinities. 9079; generations sig.

what is eternal; they are predicated of

things spir.; but what is eternal, of things

cel., 9789; according to generations, sig.

according to the order in which generation

is effected and succeeds, 0845. Gen-
erations sig. those things which are of

faith and love, references, 10144, 10204:
those who are of the church, 10212; all

and single things of the church, 10282;
how spir. generations are circumstanced
in heaven and in the church, 0079(2),
10212.10282. See Heaven, Church.
Genesis, to Abram, constructed like

history afterward historical, 66; true

history begins Chap, xii., 1401, 1403-4;
historic except Chap, xlviii. and xlix.

6597; the first part about creation, Eden,
not tnic history, 889 1(2).

Genitals. See Nakedness. Thev
correspond to the marriage of good and
truth, 4462(2); the correspondence of the
loins and genitals with the Greatest Man,
5050-5062; those societies are distinct

from others, 5053; what they are, it was
not given to know, the reason, 5055; see

Seminal Vessfls. Womb, Testicles;
the nakedness of the genitals and loins,

their corrcsponden e. 9660.
Genii. See Spirit. Evil genii are

those who tciv.pt man as to the will, 751

(3), 840, 151X1 1820(2), 5035, 5977. The
worst are in an infernal tun, 947; they
fight against the affection for good; evil

spirits against affection fur truth, 1820(2);
their quality, and location, 5035, 5977J
they are in interior evil, and are dis-

tinguished from spirits, 8503, 8622(2),
8625(2), 8626, references, 0013(2); they
are opposite to the celestial, 0671(3); the
hell of genii called devil, of evil spirits

Satan, 9093(6).
Gentiles, see Nations, sig. those in

general to whom the New Church is trans-

ferred, 409, 41c, 2986; those who are out
of the church, and who are likewise saved,

1032, 2863, 3263(2); the state and con-
dition in another life, of the nations and
people who are bom out of the church,
25S0-2605, 3263(2). The good of the
gentiles is called collateral good, 3612,
3265, 3778(2); see Laban; its quality,

4190; Christians think cnicliy in thinking
the gentiles are damned because they are
ignorant of Christ, 4100(2); when the
church comes to an end it is established

with the gentiles who are in simple good,

4747(3); >n the other life they adore the
Lord, 5256; a new church is always estab-
lished with the gentiles, 9256(5); those
out of the church who acknowledge one
God and live according to their religion

are in communion with the church, 10765.
Gerah. Ten gerahs which are half

a shekel sig. remains which are from the
Lord, 2957(7); twenty gerahs sig. the esti-

mation of the good of remains, 2957(7).
Gerar sig. things revealed concerning

faith, 1207-9; spir. things of faith, 2504,

3365, 3384; the men of Gerar, the spiri-

tual of the first class, 3385; the valley of

Gerar, exterior appearances of truth, or
lower rational things, 3J17.
Gershom, son of Moses sig. good of

truth with those out of the church, ref-

erences, 8650. 6705.
Gesture. All affections have gestures

corresponding to them; gestures corre-

spond to affections, 2153, 4215(2), 5323,
7596.
Gether, son of Aram sig. one kind of

internal knowledge of good. 1233-4.
Girr (Jonum). See Dowry.
Gift or Present (munis). A present

sig. initiation, 4262; presents were given
as offerings to priests and kings ana sig.

initiation; when offered on the altar they
sig. worship. 4262(2); they were to obtain
grace and favor, 5619; the use of gifts,

4366; declining and afterward receiving

a present was to stimulate the affection,

4368; a gift thou shalt not accept sig.

worldly things that are loved or that

flatter, 9265; a gift blindeth the eyes sig.

gains cause truths not to appear, 9266-7;
gifts to Jehovah sig. such tilings as are of

the will. 9293.
Gihon. The river Gihon sig. the

knowledges of all things relating to good
and truth, or to love and faith, 1 16.

Gilead. Mount Gilead sig. the good
with which there is the first of conjunction,

41 17; Gilead was within the land 01

Canaan, on this side Jordan, and it was a
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boundary there; it sip. the first Rood,
which is that of the senses of the body,
for it is the good or the pleasure of these

into which the man who is being regen-

erated is initiated, 4117(3). 4124; by
which man is introduced into internal

good, 4117(3), 4124, 4747-8(3); sensu-

ous good, 4255(4); exterior good, 4747.
Gins. See Snare.
Girdle. Golden girdle sig. good of

love, 6432(7); to be girded sig. to be in

order, and prepared to receive and to act,

7863; girdle of the loins sig. an external

bond containing all things of love and of

faith thence derived, 0341(6); a belt or

girdle sig. a common bond, that all things

may look to one end, and may be kept in

connection, 9828; a girdle of the loins,

the good of the church, which concludes

and holds together in connection the

truths therein, 9828(4); the girdle of the

ephod, an outward enfolding bond, 9837,

0895; girdle when it relates to a tunic

sig. a bond and separation from tilings

external, 9944; there were two girdles

to Aaron's garments, one for the ephod
and robe together, the other for the tunic

alone, sig. the spir. kingdom was distinct

from the cel. kingdom, the girdle sig. the

common bond by which interior things

are held in connection, 10005.
Girgasites sig. a species of idolatry,

1204-5.
Girl, or Damsel. Such as have become

harlots have an instructor to attend them,
how they are reformed, 11 13; damsel sig.

affection in which is innocence, 3067,
3 1 10; the affection of truth, 3179; sub-
servient affections, 3189; maidens sig.

ministries, 6731; maiden here expressed
in the original by another term, sig. truth

of good of the spir. church, 6742.
Give, To. The father giving, when it

relates to the Lord, sig. that the Lord
gave to Himself, 3705.
Gladness. See Joy. It is spoken of

truth, joy of good, 3118, 4137(2).
Gland. The societies of those who

have reference to the isthmus in the brain,

and glands, 4051; the correspondence of

certain glands in the brain, 4051, 5189(3);
the secretory and excretory glands of the
brain and body correspond to those who
are tenacious in their own opinions, and
who raise conscientious scruples in non-
essential matters, 5386.

Glorify. See Glory, Human. The
Lord glorified the body in the world,
10738.

Glory. What glory is, 1419; the union
of the internal and external man of the
Lord is glorification, 1603(2); the Lord's
humiliation, and glorification, 1000(2); see
The Lord; glorification or unition in the
Lord was not effected at once, but success-
ively, 2033; general glorification of the
Lord heard in heaven, and seen by radia-

tion, 2034; glory sig. the internal sense of

the Word, cloud, the literal sense; Preface
to Chap, xviii. Gen. ,4060(7). Human glory

is an end for the sake of self, but Divine
glory an end for the sake of others; this

latter wills in humiliation to save the
human race, 4347(2), 5957, 7550; glory

sig. intelligence and wisdom from Divine
truth, 4809; glory in the supreme sense

is the Lord as to Divine truth, in a repre-

sentative sense it is charity, 5922(3);
glory sig. the spir. heaven, 5922(3); glory

is attributed to royalty, because by it is

rep. the Divine truth, 5922(11;); cloud
sig. the literal or external sense of the

Word, glory the spir. or internal sense,

5922(5); to lie glorified in Pharaoh and
his host, sig. their immersion into hell;

they were overspread by falsities as by
waters from the sole power of the Lord,

8137, 8138, 818S; glorification, is glad-
ness of heart and exalting of the Lord,
8261(5); the Lord wills glory for the sake
of man, not for the sake of Himself, 8263;
glory is of the Divine truth, and thence of

faith, 8267; glory is the presence and
coming of the Lord; it sig. the internal

sense of the Word, 8443, 9807(6); heav-
enly glory docs not consist in dominion.
The Lord's words explained, 9039(2);
the glory of Jehovah is the Divine truth

proceeding from the Lord, such as it is in

heaven, thus the interiors of the Word,
references, 9429; glorification and glory,

where the Lord is treated of, is the unition
of His Human with the Divine Itself,

10053(2); the process of the glorification

of the Lord is described and illustrated,

10057(2); the glory of Jehovah is the
internal of the Word, of the church, and
of worship, because it is of light in heaven,
which is Divine truth, 10574", when said

of a cloud it sig. the external of the Word,
church, and worship, 10574(3); the Lord
wills worship and glory from man, for the

sake of man, 10646(3); glory for the sake
of self is from self-love, 10646(3); the
glory of God sig. Divine truth, the glory
of men, falsity, 9429(4); the glory of Jeho-
vah in heaven itself is resplendent from
the good of love, but with those in an ex-
ternal separate from the internal it is

injuring and laying waste, 9434; glory
sig. Divine truth in internal form, beauty.
Divine truth in external form, 9815, 9950;
the Lord's glorification explained, objec-
tions by the learned, 2034; the Lord
glorified the rational, the sensual, and the
whole body, 2083(2), 10125(4); two
states, humiliation and glorification, 2098,
2288; the order in which the Lord glori-

fied the Human, 2625(4), 2640, 2827;
who can believe in the Lord's glorification

and who cannot, 3212(2); the Lord's
glorification of His natural described Gen.
xxviii. 3656-3740; the internal senoe
describes all the states of the Lord's glo-
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rification, 7014; the burnt offerings sig.

the glorification of the Human, 10052-

3; the glorification shown fiom the Word,
10053(2); its effect on man, 10655(2);
its lirst state is implanting Divine truth,

its second acting from Divine good, 10057
(5); the first state rep. by the lirst ram,
the second by the second ram, 10060.

Gnashing of Teeth sig. the cold into

which evil spirits come when they ap-
proach heaven, 4175; teeth sig. lowest nat-

ural things, gnashing of teeth sig. collision

of falsities with truths, 4424(3), 9052(3).
Go, To, sig. separation, 4144; to live,

4882. See To Journey.
Go Down (descendere) and to Go Up

(ascendete). Go down sig. visitation,

2241-2; to go down involves declension

to evil, and go up involves elevation to

good, 4815; to look into and survey,

10419.
Go Forth, or Go Out, (cxirc).

See To Walk, and To Journey. To go
forth, or depart from the gate of a city sig.

to recede from doctrine, 4493; to go forth

from any place, as from a house or a city,

sig. to recede, to be separated and re-

moved, 4493, 5696, 6100, 7404, 7463*, to

go forth sig. to flow in, 5333; to go forth

when concerning the Divine, to proceed
and to exhibit itself present in another,

5337. 7124. 9.W. illustrated by tnought
and will going forth into act, 5337(2);
to depart, sig. to be separated, 6100; to go
forth to meet, sig. to receive. 7000; to go
forth, the sending forth and presence,

7124", to depart, sig. thought from ev.ls to

falsities, 7437; to go forth sig. removal,

7463; to enter in and go forth sig. every

state of life as to good and truth, 9927.
Go Up, To (iisccndcrc). See To As-

cend. It involves elevation to good, 4S15;
to interior things, 4539(2); to institute

the church or its representative, 10526.

Goat, He- (hircus), sig. those who are

in the truth of faith, and hence in some
charity; in the opposite sense, those who
are in the faith of no charity, or in the doc-
trine of faith and not in life, 4169(4),

4263, 4769; he-goat of the goats, natural

truths, or truths of the external man,
from which come the delights of life;

also external truths derived from delights;

he-goats, those who are in faith separate,

4769(3); the he-^oat called Asasel over
which the iniquities of the sons of Israel

were confessed, sig. the truth of faith bv
which evils are removed and man is re-

generated, 9937(8).
Goat, She- (capra), sig. interior cel.

things, 1823-4; male and female lambs
sig. innocence of the internal or rational

man, consequently the truths and goods
of that man, male anl female kids. sig.

the innocence of the external or natural

man. thus the truths and goods thereof,

3519(3). 7840; kids of the goats, the truths
I

of good, 3519; she-goats, the goods of

truth, 3995, 4006, 4169, 4263; he-goats, the
truths of good, 4005; she-goats sig. the
good of mutual love, 9470. See Wool.
Goat's (wool), since good is signified and
not truth, in the original tongue it is not
said, goat's wool, but only goats', 9470.
God. Jehovah sig. good, God truth, 89,

708, 709, 732, 1096(2); He is called Jeho-
vah from Esse or essence, God, from
power; hence mention is made of God in
the plural, 300, 3910; the antediluvians
persuaded themselves that men were gods,
1268; their deadly persuasions, 1268-71;
gods of silver, sig. falsities, gods of gold,

cupidities, 1551(5); God most high sig.

the Lord's internal or interior man, 1732-
33. 1735; in the Word the Lord is called

God from truth, Jehovah from good,
2001; God is named where truth is treated
of, Jehovah, where good, 2586, 2769,
2807(2), 2322, 2921; the ancients added
some quality to the name of Jehovah, or
of God; it at length came to pass that they
worshipped several gods, 2724(3), 3667;
God Scuaddai bless t.iee sig. the tempta-
tions of truth and good, by which con-
junction is effected, 3667; they made to
themselves several gods from the different

names with which the Lord was distin-

guished in the Ancient Church according
to His attributes, and according to the
goods and truths from Him, 3667, 4162
(3); He is called God when spir. good
and truth are treated of, but Jehovah
when cel. good and truth, 3921(3); every
thing which God has said to thee do, sig.

the providence of the Lord, 4101; the
God of Abraham and the Fear of Isaac,

sig. the Divine and the Divine Human.
Fear is named because the Divine truth

is meant which carries with it fear, dread,
and terror, 41S0, 4206-8; God sig. truth,

4287(4); angels are called gods from the
truths and goods which are from the Di-
vine, 4205; the Lord is called God when
truth is treated of, and power from truth,

4402(5); angels from truths, thus truths

are called gods, 4402(7); the I-ord is

called El in the singular, and F.lohim in

tiie plural, where truth and power are

treated of, 4402(5). 4559-60; mention is

made of god and gods where the false is

treated of, and the power thence derived,

4402(11); the gods and demigods of the

ancients were representatives of wisdom,
intelligence, knowledge, etc., 4442(2);
strange gods, falsities, 4544; the human
race is of such a quality, that they worship
what they have an idea and perception 01,

and in which is the Divine; on this account
also the Lord came into the world, 4733-
Christians in the other life say that God is

one. but tliink of three. Gentiles adore the

Lord alone, 5256; God doing sig. provi-

dence. 5264; the spirit of God. good from

I
the interior, thus from toe Divine, 5307;
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the ancients designated the One Only
God by various names, according to

those trunks wnich are from Him; their

posterity worshipped so many gods, after

they lost the knowledge that these names
belonged to the One God, 5628, 5998(2),
6003; God always before the eyes, sig.

tnat His sphere or love ought to reign uni-

versally, 5949(4); for God to be with
them, sig. the Divine providence of tue

Lord, 6303; where God and Jehovah are
mentioned the Lord is meant, 5663(2);
this the Jewish and Christian churches
have not known, 5663(2); God in singular

is named to show there is one God, in

plural to show He has many attributes,

6003; the tirst of the church is that there

is a God and He is to be worshipped, the

first quality to be known is that He created

the universe, 6879; the second instruction

is that the Divine truth from Him must be
received, 6S82; the third instruction is

that the Divine Human is to be wor-
shipped, 6883-8; God sig. truth, 7010;
the God of Israel, and the Holy One of

Israel, is the Lord, 7091; to be a God to

them, sig. to receive the Divine, 720S;

God, in the supreme sense, is t.ie D.vine
above the heavens; in the internal sense,

the Divine truth proceeding from the

Lord, 7268; Divine truth in the heavens
is meant in the Old Testament by God,
hence the angels are called gods, and
Elohim in the plural, 7268(2); none is as

Jehovah God, sig. that there is one God,
and none besides Him, 7401; when angeis

are called gods truths are meant; in the

opposite sense, falsities, 7873; God lead-

ing, sig. providence and Divine auspices,

&093, 8098; gods sig. angels, and truths,

because tney are receptions oi D,vine
truth from the Lord, 8192, 8301(3); those

who think about God, what He was doing
before creation; at the end of the universe

there are two statues which swallow them
up, concerning which, 8325(3); no idea

can be had of God without a human idea,

thus without the Lord, 8705(4); everyone
sees God from his own stute, 8819(2); to

have no otner gods before the faces of

God, sig. that no one ought to think of

truths from any other source than from
the Lord, 8867; what is meant by riaking

a likeness of things from t.ie Divine, 8870-
2; strange gods, graven things, molten
things, idols, sig. religion hatched from
man's own intelligence, which therefore

has no life in it, 8941(8); God sig. the
Divine truth proceeding from the Lord,
which makes order, and is called God,
8983; angel sig. an angelic function, 8ig2
(3); God is named from truth; judges,
angels, also Moses called God because
thev judge from Divine truth, 9160; the

Lord is called Lord from Divine good;
and God, King, and Master, from Divine
truth, 9167(2,1; Lord Jehovih sig. O good

Jehovah, 9167(3); the word coming to

God, when to the judges, sig. inquisition

by truths, 9160; the ideas of the angeis
concerning God, the Trine, and Pro-
ceeding are altogether different from those

of men; they think that the Lord is the
only God, which also is illustrated by
three things appertaining to an angel,

0303(2); to acknowledge God is the
first thing of religion, 10112; to be for a
God, when it relates to tne Lord, sig. His
presence and influx into truth, 10154; I

am Jehovah God, sig. from the Lord is

all the good of love and truth of faith,

10155, 10158; gods of silver and of gold
sig. things which in the external form are
true and good, but which in tne internal

form are false and evil, 8932; make no
mention of other gods, sig. they must not
think from the doctrine of falsity, 9283;
nor shall it be heard on thy mouth, obe-
dience to the doctrine of falsity must not
be paid by any affirmation, 9284; gods,
falsities of evil, 9317; gods, strange gods
sig. falsities, 10137(7), 10408; gods, falsi-

ties of doctrine and worship, 10399; what
men love above all things they worship
as a god, 10409(2); gods or idols of stone,

sig. worship from falsities; of wood, wor-
ship from evils of doctrine; of silver,

worship of falsity in doctrine and in life;

of gold, worship of evil in doctrine and
life, 10503; molten gods sig. worship of

self, 10653; how the idea of God as three
persons or as invisible confuses the
thought, 10736-8; the idea of God as Man
is essential, 10737-8; the Divine and Hu-
man in God are one as soul and body are
in man, 10738; the doctrine concerning
God, 108 1 5-31; there is one God, the
Creator and Conservator of the universe,

10815; the primary of the church is to
acknowledge Him, 10816; He is the Lord,
10S17-10; the Father and He are One
Person like soul and body in man, 10S19—
27; His conception from Jehovah, 10825-
6; His glorification even to the ultimate
flesh and bones, 10825-31; He came to
save the human race, 10828.
Gog sig. external worship separate

from internal, also doctrinals separate
which falsify truths and destroy internal

worship, 1151(3). 2418(2). 3240(6), 7553
(2) ; thence idolatrous worship, 3708(21),
47i5(5)-
Gold. See also Silver and Gold.

Gold sig. the good of wisdom, or of love,

113; cel. good, 425; the inmost cel., 643;
gold, good, and silver truth, 155 1-2; ages
were called golden, silver, copper, and
iron, by the ancients, from correspond-
ence, concerning which ages, 5658(2);
gold sig. the good of innocence, it appears
golden in the other life from influx, 5658
(3) ; gold, silver, and garments borrowed
from the Egyptians, sig. knowledges of

truth, and good taken away from evil
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spirits, and delivered to those who are of

the spir. church, 6014-7; gods of silver and
of gold sig. falsities and evils in the ulti-

mate form, 8932; gold and silver sig. in-

ternal good and truth, 9464; to cover with
gold, to found upon good, 9400; to make
of gold, what is representative of good,

9510; gold sig. the good of love, which as

a Divine sptiere universally reigns en-
compassing all in heaven, references,

9874(2); gold from Uphaz good cel.;

from Ophir, good spir.; from S.ieba and
Havilah, the good of knowledges; gold
and silver from Tarshish, scientific truth

and good, 98S1; to be enclosed in gold,

sig. to proceed from good, 9874; the Gold-
en Age was like the states of the inhabi-
tants of Jupiter, 81 18; the image of Ne-
buchadnezzar, the head of gold, sig. cel.

good, 9406(7); gold sig. good, when cover-

ing shittim wood, good such as appears
before the senses, and thus relatively ex-

ternal, 9490-3; the candlestick was to be
of pure gold beaten, that is solid, sig. all

from good, 9549-5°. 0568. 9573-4'. gold,

the good of love which universally reigns,

0832; pure gold, cel. love, gold from
different countries sig. different kinds
of good, 988 1.

Gomer sig. a species of external wor-
ship, ritual, and doctrine, 1151-5; it be-

longs to the class of spir. things, 11 55.

Gomorrah sig. persuasions of falsity,

t2i2, 1587, 1663, 1682; Sodom, the evil

of the love of self, Gomorrah, falsity

thence. 2220.

Good (.boium). The quality of good
from self and good from the Lord, 39;
man of himself can do nothing good, nor
think anything that is true, 874-6; see

Proprium; all good and truth is from the

Lord, 1614; and all wisdom and intelli-

gence, 109, 112, 121, 124; man and angel
is not separated from evil, but withheld
from evil, and held in good, 789, 1581;
the intention of good inserts one among
the angels, the intention of evil among
the devils, 1680(2); every one as it were
from the proprium ought to do good, nor
to hang down his hands, 1712(2). Divine
truth is order, and Divine good is the

essential of order, 1728; the Lord has
nothing of power from the evil, but from
Himself, because from good and truth,

1749, 1755; they are infernal who think
evil of others, cel. who think good, 1680
(2); the Lord is good Itself and truth

Itself, 201 1; all good and truth is from the
Lord, all evil and falsity from man. 2016;
good and truth from the Lord so far flow

in as evil and falsity are removed, 2411;
good cannot flow into truth, so long as
man is in evil, 2388(2); good Divine (lows

into truths of every kind, but it is of the
greatest concern that they be genuine
truths, 2531; to be judged from good,
from truth; the Lord never judges any

one, but from good, 2335(2); Divine
good elevates all into heaven, but truth
condemns all to hell, 2258(2), 2769; the
ancients instituted a marriage between
tne affection of good and the affection of
truth, 1904; mere is a marriage of good
and truth in all things, 2173; good is

formed, that is, born and grows up, by
means of the truths of faith, 2190; the
marriage of good and truth from which
marriage love is derived; see Marriage;
truth is in a similar ratio and degree with
man, as the good with him, 2429(2); they
who are in the good of life, receive the
truths of faith in the other life; see Na-
tions; good and truth increase immensely
in the other life with those who are in

charity, 1p.11; the affection of good and
the affection of truth, 1997; good with
the regenerate has with it much from
things worldly which are tempered, 2204;
good which is of life is vastated when doc-
trine is separated from life, 2454(5); in-

nocence makes good to be good, 2526,
the difference between the good of infancy,
of ignorance, and of intelligence, 2280;
rational truth without good is morose;

1949(2), 1950(3), 195 1, 1964; the rational

when it is from good, is of the quality de-
scribed, 1950(2); goods and evils with
man are altogether separated; if they were
commixed he would perish, 2269(3);
cel. and spir. good; the former is of love

to the Lord, the latter of love towards the
neighbor, 2227; an impure good or good
of falsity, 2459; the quality of those who
are in natural good, and defiled with fal-

sities, they are Moab, and the sons of

Ammon, 2463-4, 2468; man ought to
compel himself to do good, 1937, 1949(2);
use makes knowledge or truth to be good,

3049; cel. freedom is of the affection of
good and truth, infernal freedom of the
affection of evil and falsity. See Free-
dom. Every one ought to act what is

good, and think what is true of himself,

that what is true and good may become
his own and he may have heavenly free-

dom, 2S82-3, 2891; all good and truth is

from the Lord; and so far as man be-
lieves that it is from Him, so far he is in
His kingdom, 2904(3); spir. good and
truth, what is just and equitable, and
what is honorable and becoming, succeed
each other in order, and upon them con-
science is formed, 2915; the first state of

those who are regenerating is, that good
and truth are from themselves, in which
opinion also they are left for the reasons
there explained; but when they arc re-

generated, they then believe that those
things are from the Lord; the angels per-

ceive it so, 2946, 2960, 2974; good flows into

the rational by an internal way, but truth

by an external way, 3030(3); falsity cannot
be conjoined with good, nor what is true

with evil jojjUj; truth is the form of
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good, 3040; use makes it to be good; but

such as tlie use is, such is the good, 3040;
all beauty in which is innocence is from
good, 30S0; good flows in by an internal

way, truth by an external into the natu-

ral, to conjoin themselves in the rational,

300S; good acknowledges its own truth,

and truth its own good, and they are con-

joined, 3101-2(2); a most exquisite ex-

ploration and caution are used to prevent

the conjunction of truth with evil, and of

falsity with good, 3110(2), 3116; there

must be innocence and charity to receive

and conjoin truth, 3110(2); truth is ini-

tiated into good in the rational accord-

ing to the quality of instruction, 3 141; good
from the Lord flows in into truth wiien

those things are removed which are of the

love of self and of the world, or the lusts of

evil and the persuasions of falsity, 3142,

3147(2); the initiation and conjunction of

truth with good; see Truth; good makes
to itself the truth to which it may be con-

joined, because it acknowledges nothing

else for truth but what is in agreement,

3161(3); there is nothing in the universe

but what has reference to good and truth;

whatever is of use, and of life, refers to

good; but whatever is of doctrine and
knowledge refers to truth, 3166; natural

good, and natural truth, 3167; good knows
its own truth, and truth its own good,

3179; truth perceives in itself the image
of good, and in good the very effigy of

itself, 3180; good is not good, neither is it

made fruitful, until man is regenerated;

because, before this, there is not in good
its essential soul, 3186; botU the cel.

church and the spir. have good and
truth, but with a difference, 3240; the

good of truth in its first existence is truth,

3295; with good and truth the case is as

with offspring, they are conceived, are

in the womb, are born, grow up to ma-
turity, 3298, 3308; good and truth are

conceived together, but good gives life

by truth, and both are called soul, 3290",

good is connate with man, not truth, on
account of hereditary evil; nevertheless,

truth adheres to good with some ability,

3304(2); with good and truth the case is

as with offspring; they are conceived, are

in the womb, and grow in age to the last,

and with the good to eternity, which are

states of progress, or of the conjunction of

good and truth, 3308; how good of life is

formed from doctrinals, 3310(3); the good
of the rational flows in into the good of the

natural immediately, but mediately into

the truth of the natural, this is sig. by
Isaac loving Esau, and Rebekah Jacob,

3314, 3S73. 3616, 3960(2); he who is not
in good feels an irksomeness in thinking

of tilings relating to the glorification of

the Lord's Human, 3314(2); good reduces
truths into order, 3316(2); by reasonings
it appears as if faith were prior to charity,

or truth to good, but this is a fallacy,

3324; faith and charity, good and truth
are treated of, references, 3324; with a
spir. man truth is apparently before and
superior to good, 3325, 3330, 3336; see
Truth; the spir. man, when he is re-

generating, proceeds from the doctrine of

truth to good of life; but when he is re-

generated, vice versa, 3332(2); good of

life is of the will, and good of truth is of
the understanding, and good of doc-
trinals is of knowledge, 3332(3); affection

always adjoins itself to tilings which enter
the memory, and they are together repro-
duced, 3336(2); the affection of good is

adjoined to truths in act, in the natural
appertaining to man, by the Lord; by
tlie affection of good they are reproduced,
and thus falsities and evils are removed,
3336(3)', good to look upon, sig. that
which is pleasing by reason of its form,
and thus which is easily received, 3388;
good and truth are removed from man
towards the interiors, so far as he is in

evil and the falsity, 3402(2); to know
good and truth is not to have them, but to

be affected by them not from the love of

self and of the world, 3402(3); natural
good is mt human natural good, but is

given by the Lord, 3408; who are in the
good of truth, 3459, 3463; natural good is

fourfold in its kiad, natural good from the
love of good, from the love of truth, from
the love of ev 1, and from the iove of fal-

sity; inclinations to those are received by
children hereditarily from their parents,

3469(3); natural good is not spir. good,
until it is reformed of the Lord by re-

generation, 3470(2); natural good is re-

formed by regeneration, 3470(2); truths

not genuine are insinuated into good, and
what truths, 3470(2); in such case the
man has grief and combat, 3471; truths
are as the fibres which form good, but
that they are led and applied into form
by interior good, 3/170(3); good is the
elder son, or the first-begotten, illustrated

by the state of infants, 3404; man without
that good would be a wild beast, 3494;
see First-begotten and Infant; the
good of infancy is not spir. good, but is

made so by the implanation of truth,

3504; natural good is from the order of
things in the natural, 3508; if good and
truth form the natural rational and the
natural, it is an image of heaven; but if

evil and falsity, it is an image of hell,

3513; domestic good is what is derived
from parents, the interior from the father,
the exterior from the mother, 3518; dis-

tinction between the good of the natural
and natural good, the former is from the
Lord, the latter from parents, 3s 18; natu-
ral good from parents, serves first as a
medium of introducing truths in order,
principally when man is regenerating,

3518(2); natural domestic good with the
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Lord, after it had served for a medium,
was rejected, 3518; there are innumerable
genera and species of good and of truth,

3519(2); trutii apparently is in the first

place when man is regenerating; but good
of life is in the first place when he is re-

generated, 3539(3). 3548, 3556. 3563.
357°, 35/6. 3003; natural good and truth

are formed from rational good and truth

by indux, 3573, 3616; there are innumer-
able mediums treated of in the internal

sense of the Word, 3573(2); from rational

good inmostly exist good and truth in the

natural, 3576; good produces truth in the
natural, almost as life produces fibres in

the body, 3579; goods and truths form as

it were one kingdom or one state and
this from the form of heaven, and influx

thence, 3584; few know what good is,

and what truth; it is known only to the

regenerate, 3603(2); good is changed
into evil and truth into falsity, in the

descent from heaven amongst the evil,

and contrariwise, 3607; when truth is

deprived of self-derived life, it is then con-
joined with good, and by good receives

essential life, 3607(2); the state when
truth is in the prior place, and when in

the posterior, 3610; in good there is a con-

tinual endeavor to restore the state, that

truth may be subordinate, 3610(3); if it

were known and perceived what good is,

innumerable things would be known, also

their conjunctions and proximities, 3612;
life is expressed in the plural number,
because there are two faculties of life;

the will which is of good, and the under-
standing which is of truth; they form one
life wnen the understanding is of the will

and truth is of good. 3623; the good of

truth and the truth of good, are inverted

in respect to each other, 3669, 3688(2);

the case with good and truth is as with

seeds and ground, seeds are in the ra-

tional, ground in the natural, 3671; man
Is successively enlightened concerning the

qualities of goods and truths as he re-

generates. 3688(5); the Lord is Divine

good, from Him is Divine truth, like the

sun from which is light. 3701, 3712, 4577!
good is the first of order, and truth the last

of order, 3726(2); truth without good is

not truth but is a sound without life. 3728;

the natural man can perceive natural,

moral, and civil good, but not spir. good,

3768(2); collateral good of a common
stock is such as prevails among the gen-

tiles. 3778; the Word is uncovered from
good, its interiors seen and acknowledged
only from good, 3708; good varies in all

and every one by truths; from truths it

receives its quality, 3804; all consanguinity

in heaven is from good, and thence ad-

vances, 3815: truths are conjoined with

good when they are learned and acknowl-

edged for the sake of uses of life, 3824;

truths are conjoined to man only so far as

he is in good; they are not conjoined with
the affections of evil, 3834(2); regenera-
tion is effected from truth to good, which
is ascent, and afterwards from good to
truth, which is descent, 3882; good is not
spir. until truth is conjoined to it, it then
becomes good, 3951; external goods are
enjoyments which are only so far good
as they have in them spir. good, 3951;
those are not of the church, who are in
the affection of truth, and not in good;
also who are in the affection of good, from
which truth is not derived, 3963(2); good
and truth not genuine, serve as means of
introducing genuine truth and good,
3974; the truth and good which serve as
means for introducing genuine truth and
good, are afterwards relinquished, 3665
(2), 3690(2), 3974, 3082-3, 4145; goods
with every man are various, but from
the varieties one is formed by the Lord,
3986(2, 3); unless doing good is conjoined
with willing good, and teaching good with
thinking good, there is no good in the
man, 39S7; goods appertaining to man are
mixed with evils, and truths with falsi-

ties, which are not contrary to good and
truth, illustrated by examples, 3993;
goods and truths are in the midst, and
evils and falsities in the circumference,

3993(13); in one good there are innumer-
able truths, 4005(3); during man's re-

generation, there is influx from the Lord
into the good of the internal man, and by
truth into the natural, 4015(2); good as a
medium, which serves for introducing
genuine goods and truths, 4063; see Re-
generation; it is effected by spir. and
angelic societies, concerning which, 4067
(4); good is manifold, and yet appears
one; societies of spirits and of angels cor-

respond to it, 4067(2); in what manner
good is conjoined to truth, illustrated by
the influx of good into the knowledges of

truth, 4005-7; not to speak to any one
from good to evil, sig. no longer communi-
cation, 4126; at this day there are no
knowledges concerning goods and truths,

wherefore what is said of them cannot
easily be comprehended, 4136(3); good
becomes various by truths, so that in no
cose is it altogether alike. 4149(2); goods
and truths are in a threefold degree ac-

cording to so many heavens; and in like

manner in the external man, the things

which correspond to them, 4154; good of

the will consists in doing good from good;
but good of the understanding consists

in doing good from truth, or from the

understanding. 4169; how good comes by
evil not of one's own fault, 4172; to be-

lieve good to be from self, is to be willing

to merit salvation. 4174; see Merit;
good is reproduced by truth, which enters

with the affection of good, and vice versa,

4205(2); good is in the first place when
man lives according to the truth which
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he has learned from affection, 4243(2);
the genera and species of good are in-

numerable, yea, endless, 4263; good is

respectively a lord, and truth a servant,
they are also brethren, 4267; truths ougiit

to be insinuated into good, to make it

good; they are insinuated by affections,

4301; truths in goods are arranged into

order, when according to truths in their

order in the heavens, Corresponding to

tile order in the human body, 4302(3);
the good of truth is truth in will and in

act, 4337(2), 4346, 4300; when trutus are
conjoined in good, progress is made from
things general to things particular and
singular, 4345(4); the conjunction of good
with truth, the order of its progress, 4353
(2); see Regeneration; good acknowl-
edges its own truth, 4358; before truth is

received and conjoined to good, confirma-
tion must precede and be associated, in

order that it may be believed, 4364;
truths cannot be accepted, thus cannot be
conjoined to good, except with those who
are in the good of charity and of love,

4368(2); the affection of truth appears to

be from truth, but it is from good, 4373;
good acts, when truth acts it is from
good, 4380; truths of good are the truths

which good has with it when it inflows,

4385; all things refer to truth and good,

4390, 4400; spir. good consists in willing

good to another from no gain to self, but
from the enjoyment of the truths of

faith from the Word, 4538(4); truths

are the forms of good, 4574(2); the differ-

ence between cel. good and spir. good,
4581; truth is not truth except from good;
falsity, when it is from good, is received
as truth, 4736; good acts by truth, 4757;
truth is to good as water to bread, or
drink to meat, in nourishment, 4976;
good does not appropriate to itself truth,

but the good of truth, that is use, 4084;
good and truth natural-spiritual and not
spiritual, its nature shown by examples,

4988, 4992, 5006, 5008, 5022, 5025, 5028,
5032(2)-3; see Natural; good is con-
junction; it may be known what good is,

if there be any study to know what love
to God is, and love towards the neigh-
bor, 4997; natural good not spir.; spir.

good is from religion, 5032; love and
reverence from the internal towards the
Lord are testified by exercises of charity
towards those who are in good, 5066-7;
good without truth cannot be given, be-
cause truth is a variation of form, and
good is the enjoyment thence derived,

5147(2); all things in the universe have
reference to good and to truth; in man,
the will and the understanding have that
reference, 5232; truth is conjoined with
good when man is in charity, 5340, 5342
(4); truth is multiplied only from good,

5345, 5355; truth is conjoined with good,
and good with truth, the process, 5365(2);

I there is a controversy at this day con-
I cerning the highest good; no one knows
that it is the good of chanty without any
selfish end, 5365(4); when truth passes into

the will, it becomes the good of truth,

5526; they who are in good, in the other

life, are in the faculty of growing wise,

5527; good arranges truths in order into

the form of heaven, but evil arranges fal-

sities into the form of bell, 5704; truth

is applied by good, and under good,

5709; when inversion takes place in man
who is regenerating, namely, when good
takes the first place there is temptation,

5773! between truth and good there is

close conjunction, 5807, 5835; between
internal and external good tnere is con-
junction, otherwise they perish, 5841; in

the good of charity is the all of wisdom;
he comes into this latter after death, wiio

had come into the former good, 5859;
good is multiplied around every truth, and
makes it as a little star, it produces truths

from truths by derivations successively,

5912; the reciprocity and reaction of

trutn into good is from good, 5928; truth

and good with the regenerate are ar-

ranged into a heavenly form, the best in

the midst, and so successively, 6028;
truths lead to good, 6044; good is from
a twofold origin, from the will and the

understanding, 6065; truths seek life in

knowledges, and good in truths, 6077;
they who are regenerating are elevated

from things sensual, 6183; before man is

regenerated, he looks at good from truth;

but when he is regenerated, at truth from
good, 6247; the natural must necessarily

be regenerated, to effect influx through
the internal, 6299(2); they who are regen-
erating, undergo many states, and always
enter more interiorly into heaven, and
come nearer to the Lord, 6645(2); they
are perfected to eternity, and yet cannot
arrive far beyond the first degree, 6648;
the evil dare not assault good, for thus
they would be tormented and cast them-
selves into hell, but it is allowed them to

assault truth, 6677; good is through
heaven, 6720; truths make the quality of

good, because truths become good, when
they become of the life, 6916; they who
are in truth are rigid, they who are in

good are soft, 706S; no one knows what
good is, unless he knows what love to the
Lord and towards the neighbor is; it can-
not be known what truth is, except from
good, 7178; it is not known what heaven
is, unless it be known what good is, 7181;
all things which are according to order
have reference to good and truth, and
which are contrary to order, to evil and
the falsity, 7256; good and truth which are
of the Lord, and which are not of the
Lord, 7564; there are goods and truths
which look inwards, and which look out-

wards; man is of such a quality that he
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can look above himself, or to the Divine;

and that he can look beneath himself, or

to self and the world, 7601(2), 7604, 7607;
see Charity; natural good is altogether

different from spir. good; spir. good is a
plane to the angels, but natural good not,

in the latter it is easy to be led away into

evil and falsity, 7761; good and truth are

taken away from the evil, and given to the

good, 7770; all goods in heaven are dis-

tinct, 7833, 7836(3); truth becomes good
when man wills and does it, 7835; good
is accepted in which is falsity if there be
ignorance, and in ignorance innocence,

and a good end, 7887; the enjoyments
of affections adhere to truths, in this

case truths are according to the affec-

tions which are excited, 7067; good
gives the faculty of receiving influx from
the Lord, not truth without good, 8321

(2); the affection of truth is from
good, the one is from the other, S340,

8356; truths appear undelightful, when
communication with good is intercepted,

8352; goods and truths conjoined appear
as one in the image of a man, 8370; good
from the Lord has inmoslly in itself

heaven and the Lord; good from the pro-

prium has inmostly in itself hell, 8480(3);
heavenly good vanishes according to the

degree of increasing concupiscence, 8487
(2); what it is to look from good to truth,

and from truth to good, 8505; the quality

of truth with respect to good, and its

quality without good, various compari-

sons, 8330; the measure of every one's

good in the other life is according to his

faith and charity in life, 8533; there are

two states with the man who is regen-

erating; the former that he may be led by
truth, the other that he may be led by
good, 8516(2), 8640, 8643, 8658; man
cannot come into heaven until he is in a
state to be led by good, 8516, 8539(2); see

Regeneration; what must be the quality

of truths that they may be made good,

8724; the Divine good itself is a flame of

infinite ardor, which no angel could bear

without intermediate tempering, 8760(2);

good and truth are as a fibre containing

spirit, and as a vessel containing blood,

0154(2); good has its quality, thus its

form, by truths, illustrated from living

tilings, 9154(2); truth desires good, and
is willing to be conjoined with good, 9206

(2), 9207; good implanted from the Lord
by truths compared with seed, 9258(2);

the good of the new will is the habitation

of the Lord with man, and the truth of

the new understanding thence derived is

the tabernacle, 9296(3)-7(2); truth is

formed with man according to uses of

life, 9297(4); the good of the spir. church

is from truths, 9404(2); good is the soul of

truths, it is the all in all in truths, to give

them being, 9S50, 9568; the Divine of the

Lord is in good, 9568(4); the only good

which reigns in heaven, and makes heav-
en, is the good of the Lord's merit and
justice, thus His Divine Human, 9486;
the sphere of good from the Lord around
heaven and the societies, 0490-2, 9534-5;
good and truth reciprocally conjoin them-
selves like the heart and lungs, 9495;
every truth has its own good, and every
good its own truth, 9637; all tilings are
from good, as light is from flame, 9667;
the internal good is good of innocence,
and is good Divine from the Divine Hu-
man, all goods flow in order from this,

9473(3); the good of the inmost heaven is

of love to the Lord, the good of the middle
heaven is the good of charity toward the

neighbor, 9670; the difference between
the two, references, 9670(3); no one can
know what good is unless he lives in good
according to the Word, 9780(2); the good
of the three heavens, the good of love to

the Lord, the good of charity toward the

neighbor, the good of faith and obedience,

9812(2); good deeds done with the idea

of merit are not good; those done from
the love of good are really good, 9974"
9984; good reigns universally in the

heavens, 9832; how the goods of love

succeed each other in the heavens, 9873'.

all real good is from the Lord, 9981; man
can with difficulty distinguish between
truth and good, because he can with
difficulty distinguish between thinking

and willing, 9995(2); good is implanted
in man from infancy, that it may be
a plane to receive truth, 10110(4); all

things have reference to good and truth,

or to evil and falsity; thus to will and un-
derstanding, what a man wills, this he
loves, 10122(2); the Lord flows in imme-
diately into good, and mediately into

truth, 10153(2); cel. good is formed by
truth in order from the outermost, 10252,

10266; the Divine good of the Lord in it-

self is single (unicum), because infinite,

its distinction into cel. and spir. is from
dissimilar reception, 10261(2); there are

three kinds of goods which constitute the

three heavens, 10270; spir. good is truth

in its essence, 10296; man is his own truth

and his own good, 10298(2); the Lord is

good and truth itself, 10336(2); to do
good and truth for the sake of good and
truth, is to love the Lord above all things,

and the neighbor as one's self, 10336(4);
man is such as he is as to good, not such
as he is as to truth without good, 10367;

man is led of the Lord by truth to good;

truth becomes good, when it becomes of

the will or love, 10367(4); see Regenera-
tion; good and truth must be conjoined

to be something, 10555; the Lord is good
itself and truth itself, because infinite,

10619; the conjunction of good and truth,

illustrated by things acting and reacting,

10729(2); when we speak of good we
mean its enjoyment, its pleasure, or its
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love, 10367(2); the Divine good and Di-
vine truth, 10196(2).
Good Tidincs. To bring good tidings

iig. to preach the Lord from the doctrine
of love and charity, and to worship Him
from these, 705(4).
Gopher-Wood sig. concupiscences,

640, 643.
Goshen sig. the midst of the natural,

5qio, 6028, 6osi, 6068, 60S0, 60S5; the
church, the inmost of the natural, in the
inmost of the natural is the spir. church,

6649; it sig. the lower earth, 7240.
Gospel sig. annunciation concerning

the Lord, His coming, and those things
which are from Him; the whole Word is

the gospel, 9025(2); see, 1925(5), 3488
(8); those rep. by the blind, deaf, dumb,
maimed, lame and leprous receive the
gospel, 7337; Aaron is a representative of

the Lord as to preaching tne gospel and
worship, 9924.
Gourd. Wild gourds of which it is

said, there is death in the pot, sig. fal-

sification, 8408(8).
Government. See Rule, Order.

Government from truth alone condemns
to hell, from good elevates to heaven,
2015(10); the Lord rales all things of

earth through the heavens, 2026(2); all

things of man through his inmost, 2973
(4); the heavens are distinguished into

governments according to truths from
good, 5044; ecclesiastical and civil govern-
ment. 10789-10S06.
Governors or Officers. To appoint

officers sig. tne orderly arrangement of

generals in the natural, officers sig. gen-
erals, 5200; governors over ecclesiastical

things are called priests, over civil things
magistrates, and their chief a king where
such a form of government prevails, 10789
-10806.
Grace, or Favor. See Mercy. The

celestial acknowledge and implore the
mercy of the Lord, the spiritual, His grace,

598 (a), 981, 2423; grace sig. deference,
humiliation, 2154-7; to find grace or favor
in the eyes, sig. strong inclination, 3980,
4455; grace is predicated of the under-
standing, it sig. to be accepted, 4975*;
they who are more remote from what is

internal speak of grace, not of mercy;
this is from the love of self, 5929; to find
grace or favor in their eyes, expresses
affections of the things treated, 6178; it

is a form of insinuation, with a view to
being well received, 6512; grace or favor
from those who are in evils and falsities

is fear, 6914; to be gracious when con-
cerning the Lord sig. to gift with spir.

good; to do mercy sig. to gift with cel.

good, 10577, 10617.
Graces. The graces sig. affections

for good, the muses affections for truth,

4966(2).
Grain of various kinds sig. the kinds

of good and truth therefrom, 3941(5),
5405.
Grand Man. See Greatest Man.
Grape. See Vineyard, Vine, Wine.

It sig. spir. good, 885(2); also chanty,
wine faith, 1060, 1071-2(2); the good of

cel. truth, 5113, 51 17, 5119; grapes and
clusters sig. internal and external goods
of the church, 9320(3).

Grass. See Herb. Cutters of grass,

mi; grass sig. external knowledges, 0723
(2), 9391(11).
Grate. The grate or network round

the altar sig. the sensual, 9726.
Grave. See Sepulchre, Bury.

Grave sig. resuscitation, why, 5551;
graves sig. damnation, 8165.
Graven Imac.e. See Idol. A graven

image sig. falsity of evil, 7852(3); what
is not from the Lord, but is from the pro-

prium, whicli they are willing to be adored
for the Divine, 8S69; what is from the
intellectual proprium, a molten image
what is from the voluntary proprium,
8869, 8932(5); graven and molten images,
strange gods, and idols sig. things from
man's own intelligence which have no
life in them, 8941(8), 10406; graven
images sig. false doctrines formed by man
to appear as truths; molten images, the
joining them tcgether to favor external
loves so as to appear as goods, 10406(2).
Gravity or weight corresponds to good,

5658.
Gray hairs sig. the last of the church,

5550, 5832.
Great, Greatest. To will to be

greatest is not heaven but hell, 450-2,

p52-3. 1506-7; great sig. glory 1419; it

is predicated of good, numerous of truth,

2227; what it is to be greatest and least

in heaven, 2654(5), 3417(2), 4051(2);
great and greatness predicated of cel.

things, 1866(2); great sig. good, 3296,
4994; the Lord did not engage in combat
with a view to becoming greatest, 1812(2);
the least being greatest in heaven, sig.

that there is nothing of power and of wis-

dom from self. 4459(4); many is said of

truths, great of goods, 6172; in the resur-

rection they are greater and more power-
ful than others who love to serve without
recompense, 6393(3); truth from good
is great in comparison with truth from
which good is, 6574; in worship from
humility is the acknowledgment that the

Lord is Greatest and Holiest, 7550.
Greatest Man. The Lord's kingdom

and heaven called the Greatest Man, 550,

911(2), 1894(2); situation in the Greatest
Man, 1273-8, 1376-82; those in hell are
outside the Greatest Man, 2996; the
correspondence of the organs and mem-
bers of the body with the Greatest Man,
3624-48, 3741-50, 3883-95, 4039-54,
4218-27, 4318-30, 4403-4420, 4523-33i
4622-59, 4791-4805, 4931-4952. 505O-
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5061, 5171-5180, 5377-5305. 5552"73,
57ii-5727. The whole heaven is in the
form of a man, called Greatest Man,
many earths needed, 6807; those from
different earths constitute different prov-

inces, 7078. See Earth, Society. Heav-
en is an image of the Lord, called Great-
est Alan, references, 9276(6-9), 9279(3).
Green. Herb and green thing, sig.

the vile things of enjoyments, 996; a
green thing sig. the sense of truth, or the
very last of perception, 7691; green sig.

perception by the senses, 10137(7).
Grief sig. anxiety of the heart or will,

5887.
Grieve. To grieve has reference to

love, 590; it sig. to resist, 6420.
Grind. See Mill. It sig. to prepare

goods and truths for use, 10303(2); also

falsity from infernal enjoyment, 10464;
those that grind sig. those in truth from
affection for good, 4335; in opposite
sense, those in truth from affection for

evil, 4335-
Ground (humus). See Earth. The

distinction between ground and earth,

872, 1068; ground sig. charity, will, the
church, 809, 872, 990; ground is in the
external man, because seeds are implanted
in him, 26S-9, 990; ground sig. the church
and something of the church, 566; ground
sig. heresy, 377; what it is to till or culti-

vate the ground, 345, 381, 386; the ra-

tional is that from whence are the seeds
of good and truth, and the natural is

where the ground is, 3671; ground sig.

mind, 6141; a receptacle of truth, 6135;
holy ground sig. the holy which proceeds
from the Lord, 6845; ground sig. the

church and the man of the church, he is

called ground when goods and truths can
be implanted, before he is called earth,

87^; ground, the good of life, 2590(2),

3324(2); the good of the rational, 3030(4);
good of affection, 3066; knowledges, 3665
(2); exterior good and truth, 3671; the
natural, references, 3671; doctrine, 3709,
3712; truth of faith, 6135, 614X1 614S,
6153-4; the church from the reception of

seels, and their birth and produce, like

a field, 10570.
Grove sig. doctrine, spiritual things,

2722; the ancients celebrated holy wor-
ship on mountains and in groves; this

was prohibited when those things were
worshipped, and the worship became
idolatrous, 2722(5); the signification of

various kinds of groves, 2722(7); they
also made to themselves the graven things

of a grove, 2722(3); the Ancient Church
celebrated worship in gardens and groves
beneath trees, according to their repre-

sentations, 4552(2); groves sig. dortrinals

an I the things which relate to intelligence,

in each sense, references, 10^44.
Grow. To. To grow into a multitude

sig. extension from what is inmost, 6285;
to grow, sig. increase, 6755.

Grub. See Insect.
Guard. See Custody, Keep.
Guard {suielles). A prince of the

guards sig. the primary things for inter-

pretation, 4790, 4966, 5084.
Guile si<?. evil, 4459.
Guilt, Guilty. They that use vio-

lence are guilty, 376. Guilt is the blame
of the profanation of truth, 3398; it is the
blame or imputation of sin, and of trans-
gression against good and truth; thus,

that it is all sin which remains, 3400; he
is guilty who is in blame, and thereby in
imputation, 5469; man is guilty of the
evil he is conscious of, for this proceeds
from both the will and understanding,

9019, 9012, 9132; he would not be guilty

if he believed that all good and truth is

from the Lord, and all evil and falsity

from hell, 6324.
Gulf. The great gulf fixed between

Abraham and the rich man sig. the op-
position and contrariety of the states of

life between heaven and hell, 8918(3),
9346, 10659(4).
Gyre. A wonderful flowing into gyres,

3889; according to the heavenly form, in
the brain, 4039-43; inauguration into

societies by inauguration into gyres, 5 1 7
1-

89.

H. The letter h in Abraham was taken
out of the name Jehovah, 1466(2), 3251,
sig. the Divine, 2010, 2063, 4594(3).

Habit. The things witii man, which
induce habit, are removed from the ex-
ternal memory into the internal, and re-

main to eternity, 9723, see also 1050(2),

3843(2), 4353(3). 4884(2), 7398, 9394(4).
Habitation, Inhabitant, to Inhabit

or Dwell. See House, City, Palace.
They who were of the Most Ancient
Church have magnificent habitations,

1 1 16; the habitations of the angels, 1628-
9; inhabitants sig. the goods of truth,

2268, 2451; city is predicated of truths,

inhabitant of good, 2712; to dwell sig.

to be and to live, thus state. 3384; to tarry
with, sig. to live, and is predicated of life

from good, to dwell, of the life of good
with truth, 3613; to cohabit from which
Zebulon is named in the supreme sense
sig. the Divine Itself of the Lord; in the
internal sense the heavenly marriage; in

the external marriage love, 3060(3); the
habitation of holiness sig. the cel. king-
dom; the habitation of glory, the spir.

kingdom, 3960(2), 8875, 9815; to dwell
wit'i them sig. to live together or make one
church, 4451; to dwell sig. a state of life,

6051; to dwell in the land of Midian, to

pass the life among those in simple good,

6773; to dwell near a well sig. to study in

the Word, 6774; to dwell with anyone
sig. to agree together. 6792; dwellings
sig. the things of the mind; thus of intelli-

gence and wisdom, 7719; habitat ; nns,

things interior which are of the mind,
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7910; the habitation on Mount Sinai is

representative of heaven wnere the Lord
is. 0481; the habitation sig. heaven, spe-

cifically the second or middle heaven, 9594-
S, 9632, 9485; to spread out the heavens
and the carta, is similar to spreading out

tae curtains of trie habitation, 9596(5);
to dwell in Me midst, when concerning
the Lord, sig. His presence and iuilux into

the good of love, 10153; the inhabitant of

the land sig. a religion in wliich is evil,

10640.
Hadoram rep. rituals, 1245.
Hagar rep. affection for knowledges,

1890, 1892, 1895, 2093(2), 2652, 2091,

3264; the life of tae outer or natural man,
1896, 1009; trie word Hagar means so-

journer, these rep. tiiose who were to be
instructed, 1806; Hagar rep. tuc life of

the affection of external knowledges, i960,

1964; the story of Hagar explained, 1890-

1964; Hagar rep. the life of t.ie exterior

man, through wnich man beco.nes rational

and spiritual, 2675; affection for natural
truth rep. by maid servants taken for

concubines, as Hagar, 8995(5).
Hail. Hail and rain of hail sig. fal-

sities from evds destroying truths and
goods of faith; a curse; vastation of trut 1

and good, Me plague of hail explained,

7553-7619, 7646, 7677-
Hair, Gray (canities) sig. the ultimate

of the church, 5550, 5832.
Hair. See To Comb, Poll, Shave,

Nazarite. Hair sig. the natural as to

truth, 3300-1; because t ie natural is as
an excrescence from things internal, in

like manner as hair fro n tne internals of

the body, 3301; hair sig. the truta of the
natural perverted, also falsity, 3301(2);
baldness sig. no natural truta, 3301(9);
the prophets were clothe i in garments of

hair to rep. natural truth, 3301(2); hairy
men and smooth men, 3526-7; hair, the
natural; to poll sig. to accommodate and
to reject wnat is unbecoming, 5247;
hairiness and girdle of skin sig. tue literal

sense of the Word, 5247(6); the corre-

spondence of the hair witn the Greatest
Man, 5569-73; the angels appear in

becoming hair, 5569; women who have
made everything to consist in adorning
their persons, appsir in long hair spread
over the face, which also they comb,
5570; those who have been purely natural,

in the other life, in the light of heaven, do
not appeir to have any face, but some-
thing hairy in its place, 5571; the Dutch
that are merely natural and such as be-

lieve notliing concerning spir. life have
something hairy instead of a face, 5573
(3); Krey hair sig. the ultimate isf the
church, 5832; hair, inasmuch as it is

what is ultimate, sig. the whole. 10044(3).
Half. Half sig. same as the whole,

3239(2}; half a shekel, sig. all, because
they were tea gerahs, 10221; half of a

number sig. as much as is correspondent,
also as much as is sufficient, and some-
thing, 10255.
Hallllujah. Jah sig. the Lord as to

Divine truth, also Jah in Hallelujah, 8267
(2).

Hallow, To, sig. to rep. the Lord as to
the Divine Human, 998S; reception of
the Divine of the Lord, iom, 10113,
10117, 10126, 10128, 10149-52, 10276.
Ham. Ham, faith separate from char-

ity, 975. 1062-3, 4680(2), 8093(2); the
church corrupted, 1002, 1076-9; sons of
Ham sig. corrupt internal worship, and
faith separate from charity, treated in

series, 1132, 1160-1216; they appeared
to the ancient people as black from the
heat of their lusts, and were hence called

Ham, 1063; Ham internal worship cor-

rupted, 1140-1, 1 162; Cain was of tie cel.

church, Ham of the spiritual. 11 79; they
who have separated faith from charity

cast themselves into falsities and evils',

this was rep. by Cain and Abel, by Ham
and Canaan, by Reuben and the Egyp-
tians in that their first born were slain,

3325(11); Ham's son was cursed but not
dam, because Ham rep. faith separate
from charity in the spir. church which
cannot be cursed; Canaan rep. external
worship separate from internal which is

cursed, that is averted from the Lord,
io93(3)-4; Ham. profanation of good by
faith separate, 4601(2).
Hamathites rep. a species of idolatry,

1 205.
Hamor. The sons of Hamor the father

of Shechem rep. the origin of interior

truth from a Divine stock, 4399, 4.154;
Hamor the Hivite, the father of Shechem,
interior truth from the ancients, 4431,
4425; the good of the church amongst
the ancients, 4447-8, 4454, 4459, 4500-1;
Hamor, life, Shechem, doctrine, 4472;
Hamor and Shechem were slain because
they acceded to external things, 4493(6);
they had remains from Most Ancient
Church, 4489; why slain, because t.iey

had remains from Most Ancient Church
and if they accepted the things among
sons of Jacob their internals would be
closed, 4493(5).

Han*d. See Right Hand. Hand sig.

power and the confidence thence, 878;
when it relates to Jehovah, omnipotence,

878(3); heuce came the ceremony of in-

augurating and blessing by the laying on
of hands, 878(7); hand sig. will, power,
1038(8); power is predicated of truth,

3oaj; to sit on the right hand, a state of

power, 3387(4); hand sig. power. 2411,
2520, 4182; fracture of the hand or feet

sig. those in perverted external worship,

2162(13); power of good through truta,

3091. references, 497S, 5328; hand is also
predicated of good, because the power of

truth is from good, 3503; wnat comes into
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the hand sig. those things which are of

Providence, thus Divine, 4262; the corre-
spondence of the hands, the arms, and
shoulders with the Greatest Man, 4931-
4937; they who correspond to the hands
are those who are powerful by the truth of

faith from good, 4932-3, 4936; right
hand sig. superior power, omnipotence,

4933; under the hand of any one sig. at

his disposal, 5296; to lift up the hand,
power in tne spiritual; to lift up the foot,

power in the natural, 5327-8; to give
upon the hand, to confide, also as much
as is in his power, 5544; to place the hand
upon the head in blessings is an ancient
ritual, because the head is where the in-

tellectual and voluntary is; but the body
where act and obedience is, 6292; hand,
omnipotence, 6425, 8238; see Power,
Shoulder, Arm; hand sig. the power
proceeding from the Divine rational of

the Lord, thus things internal; staff, the
power proceeding from His Divine natu-
ral, thus things external, 6947; hand sig.

power, here the power of uttering Divine
truth mediately; to send by the hand,
mediately, 6996; staff, natural power,
but hands spir. power, 701 1; with a
strong hand, with all force and power,

7188, 7189; the hand of Jehovah against

any one sig. plague, punishment, also

vastation, 7502; the arms with the shoul-

ders, the hands and fingers, powers,

75 iS; to sit on the right hand of God,
omnipotence, 751S; to stretch out the

hand, and also a staff towards heaven,
sig. the attention and approach of heaven,

7568, 7572; to spread abroad the hands
to heaven, when it is done for another,

intercession, 7596; to speak by the hand
of any one, mediately, 7619; to stretch

out tile hand, the dominion of power,
in the supreme sense unlimited power,

7673; in the strength of the hand of

Jehovah, from the Divine power of the

Lord, 8050; also a strong hand, 8060;
the hand sig. the will, 8066; a high
hand. Divine power, 8153; the right hand
of Jehovah, omnipotence, predicated of

the Lord as to Divine truth, 8281; to hold
up the hand sig. directing spir. power
upward to the Lord, 8604; faith which
looks to the Lord conquers, 8606; faith

which looks away from Him yields. 86o5-
8; the fist, full power by truth from good,

and by falsity from evil, 9025; under the

hand, under the view, 9035; hand, the
power which belongs to truth, especially

spir. truth, references, 9053, 94^10; into the

hand sig. appertaining to him, because
what is in power appertaining to him, thus
himself; to sit at the right hand of the

Father, when concerning the Lord, sig.

Himself, 9133; to set the hand with any
one sig. obedience, 9249; to fill the hand,
rep. the Lord as to truth, references, 9955;
inauguration to represent the Divine truth

from the Divine good of the Lord, and
power, 10019; to place the hands upon
the head of a beast which was to be sac-

rificed rep. the reception of the Divine
good and truth, 10023; laying on of hands
sig. communication, transference, and
reception, 10023(5); hand sig. power, it

is predicated of truths from good, also
whatever appertains to man, thus the
whole man, 10019; right hand sig. truth

from good, also falsity from evil, 10061(5)
-2(3); the intellectual of the middle heav-
en, 10062; to fill the hand, rep. the Divine
power of the Lord in the heavens, by Di-
vine truth proceeding from the Divine
good of the Lord, and its communication
and reception there, 10076; it sig. the
second state of the Lord's glorification,

10076(2); to fill the hand, purification

from evils and falsities, 10076(8); the
palms of the hands, full power, 10082;

to be set on the palms of the hands of

Aaron, sig. acknowledgment that it is of

the Lord, 10082; horns of altar refer to

arms and hands, 10186; to wash the

hands and the feet, sig. the interiors and
exteriors, 10241; hand sig. the proprium,

10405; the work of the hands sig. what is

from the proprium, 10406(11); to fill the

hand sig. what is communicative and re-

ceptive of Divine truth from the Lord,

10493; the hands of Moses in which were
the tables of the law rep. the Word, 10690.

Hand, Left (sinistra). See Right
Hand.
Handle. See Clasp.
Handmaid or Maidservant. When

the intellectual is a mistress, the affection

of sciences and knowledges which b of

the exterior man is a handmaid, 1895;
menscrvants and maidservants sig. lower
things, as natural and rational in com-
parison with spir. and cel.. 2567; goods
which are subservient, 2567(7); to pro-

create children from maidservants was
tolerated to rep. those who are out of the

church; such were called concubines,

2S68; handmaids sig. external affections,

or external bonds, 3835, 3849; affection

for knowledges, 3364, 3913; menservants
and handmaids sig. affirmative mediums
serving for the conjunction of good and
truth, or of the external and internal man,

39'3, 39 '7> 393 1 ! the Ancient Church
the offspring from handmaids were ac-

knowledged as legitimate, the wife con-

senting, that the barren wife might not

represent the dead, 3915; a maidservant

behind the mills sig. affection for knowl-

edges in the last place, 7780; an Israel-

itish daughter sold for a maidservant sig.

the affection of truth from natural enjoy-

ment, 8093; 'ts quality, 8004; maid-
servants betrothed to their lord, or his son,

were representative, 8995; the sons of a
handmaid sig. those who arc out of the

church, 9281.
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Hanc, To. Hanging on a tree sig.

rejection and damnation, 5156; it was on
account of evil, stoning on account of fal-

sity, 5156, 7456(2); by neck, interception

of good and truth, 9755(15); hanging
before the sun sig. the total extinction of

food by profanation, 10652(3); see, 5044
11).

Hangings. See Curtains.
Happen. See Providence.
Happiness. See Blessing, Enjoy-

ment. The happiness of heaven is inex-

pressible, it comes from the Lord only,

32(2); the greatest happiness of the most
ancient people was in marriages, 54;
heavenly joy and happiness, 449-50, 537-
52, it consists in desiring to serve others

with no selfish end, 452: and in a life of

activity, 454; it is from peace and inno-
cence, 540; in heaven it increases accord-
ing to numbers, 540; it is from the Lord
alone, 551-3; the happiness of married
pairs in heaven, 553; charity consists in

use, the happiness of heaven is accord-
ing to use, happiness of marriage from
the highest use, 097, 2734; in the other life

enjoyments and happiness are communi-
cated from one to many, 1392, 2057(2);
happiness with those who acknowledge the

Lord, 1422; cel. happiness is of good,
spir. is of truth, 1470; decrees of happiness
according to degrees of good and truth,

1524, 1824, 2284(3), 9666(2); it is in a
state of peace, 2780; from love to the
Lord ana the neighbor, 3539, 3610(2),
6408, 10)08(3); it consists in doing good
to others without recompense, 3887, 6388-
92; it is proportionate to the wisdom and
intelligence, 4529(3), 5749; it is from the

marriage of good and truth, 5365; it is

from doing good or uses without an end
of recompense, 6388-94, 10714-24; it

consists in activity in the performance of

uses, not in idleness, 6410, 7038; see

Use, Work; those who are in the stream
of Divine Providence are borne contin-

ually toward happiness, whatever may be
the appearance of tie means, 8478(4),
8717(2); see Providence; eternal happi-
ness is given to those in love and faith in

the Lord from the Lord, 10714-24.
Haran was an idolater, 1357-8; he

rep. interior idolatrous worship, 1366-7;
an obscure state of the Lord like man's
boyhood, 1430; what is external, 3691;
Haran and Laban rep. the affection of

external or corporeal good; collateral

good of a common stock, 3612; external
good, 3691.
Hard. Whatever is man's own ap-

pears hard and bony, 41; it sig. what is

confirmed, falsity confirmed even to per-

suasion is hard; falsity from evil in the

other life appears hard; truth from good
appears soft, 6359; hard things in man
sig. truths and goods of the lowest natural,

6380; to harden the heart sig. obstinacy,
|

7032, 7272, 7305; a hard and stony heart
sig. self-love, 9377(2), 10612.

Harlot. See Adultery. Young girls,

who have been enticed into harlotry, who
have an instructor attending them, 11 13;
adulteries are from the adulterations of

good, and whoredoms from the falsifica-

tions of truth, 2466-8; harlot sig. fal-

sity, 4522, 4859, 4865, 4890, 4893;
whoredoms are effected by three meth-
ods, concerning which, 10648(2); whore-
doms are falsifications of truth, 10648;
to commit whoredom is illegitimate con-
junction at first and afterwards profana-
tion, 10652; whoredoms sig. perversions
of good and falsifications of truth, 8904
(6); the hire of a whore sig. falsified

truths of faith, references, 9231(4); it is

called hire and whoredom when one
teaches truth for the sake of gain, honor,
and reputation, 10570(6); still the knowl-
edge is true sig. by it is holy to Jehovah,
10570(6).
Harmony. Every one is formed from

the harmony of many; but such as the
harmony is, such is the one, 457, 687;
harmony in societies, 3986(3); references,

8003.
Harp. The harp, the pipe, and string-

instruments sig. the spir. things of faith,

417-20, 3880(5); the harp is predicated
of the good of faith, 4138; harp sig. the
enjoyment of affection for the truth of

faith, 8337(3).
Hart. See Hlnd. Hart sig. affection

for truth, 6413(3).
Harvest. Wheat-harvest sig. an ad-

vancing state of love and charity, 3941;
harvest, truths from good, 5895; see
Wheat, Barley, Field; the feast of the
first fruits of harvest, 9294, 9295; see
Feast; harvest sig. such a state of the
human race as to the reception of the
truth of faith in good, also a similar state

of the church, and of man, likewise of

good, 9295(3); harvest sig. the last time
of the church, the consummation of the
age, 9295(6^; the state of good, 10083.
Hasten, To. sig. certainly and fully;

the condition of state to which haste corre-

sponds is. that there are many things
together which are bringing to pass, from
which there is a certain and full event,

5284; it sig. impatience, 5766", desire,

7866; affection, 10625.
Hasty. See Quickly.
Hatred. Love of Self and of the

World, Hell. Hatred sig by serpents,

251; hatred is contrary to charity, 374;
mutual love constitutes heaven, so hatred
hell, 693-4; the hells of those who are in
hatred; see Hell; 814-23; in hatred
there is murder, 1010(2), 1011; Ham
those in no charity, but hatred, 1079-80;
the spheres of those who are in deadly
hatred are poisonous, and cause swooning
and vomiting, 1512; from the enjoyment
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perceived in hatred, man does not believe

it to be infernal, i860; forms of hatred
and forms of charity cannot in anywise
abide together, i86o(2)-i; hatred sig.

aversion; when said of the Lord, mercy,
3605(2); hatred sig. contempt and aver-

sion, 4681, 4684; they who hate any one,

although without cause, hate him in the

other life, and there breathe his destruc-

tion, 5061; those in hatred in the other
life, 5061, SS63, 5712-21, 5764; to hate,

to reject, 6558; Leah was hated, sig. affec-

tion for external truth was not so dear,

385s. 3870; hating unjust gain sig. aversion

to persuasions from falsity and evil, 871 1;

hatred is of evil, it istheoppositeof charity;

and breathes murder, references. 8002;
hatred is aversion and dissent between
truths and falsities, and between goods
and evils, references, 9257; hating or

holdins in aversion is turning away from,
it is opposite to love, 9265; the hells are in

hatred against the neighbor and God,
9402; all evil has within it enmity, hatred,

revenge, cruelty, 10618(2). See Anger.
Haven sig. the station where outward

knowledges terminate and commence, or

where there is a conclusion of truth from
outward knowledges, 6384-6.
Havilah sig. the mind, no, 115; in-

terior knowledges of spiritual things, 1 168.

1 1 70.

Haughtiness. See Self-Love. They
bore themselves haughtily, sig. an attempt
to rule by force, 8678; haughtiness is

loving one's self better than others, and
despising others in comparison with one's

self, 8678; haughtiness is from self-love,

references, 8678(2).
Hazarmaveth sig. rituals, 1245. 1247.
Hazel sig. natural truth, 40i3(3)_4-
Hazor, the Kingdoms of. See Ara-

bia, sig. those who possess spir. riches,

382(2). 3048(6).
.

Head. The head of a serpent sig. the

dominion of evil, 25.7; the love of self,

2219(4); when man is resuscitating, two
angels sit at the head, 172-4; the head of

a ladder sig. what is supreme, inmost
good, heaven. 3700; cel. things constitute

the head, spir. things the body, and nat-

ural things the feet, 4938-9; to lift up the

head sig. what is provided and thence con-

cluded, it was a formularv of judgment to

life or to death, 5124; also what is con-

cluded from what is provided, also from
what is foreseen, 5155, 5162; the head in

the Greatest Man sig. the inmost heaven,
because it is cel., the body, the middle
heaven, because it is spir., the feet the

last, because it is natural, 5328; to put
the hand on the head in benedictions is a
ritual derived from ancient times, because
the head is where the intellectual and
voluntary are, and the body where the act

and compliance is. 6292; the head sig.

things interior, the body things exterior,

6436; the crown of the head of aNazarite,
sig. things exterior, becaus: Na/arite-
sliip is hair, 6437; the head of months,
sig. the principal, because the first, 7 J-
8; the head on the legs and on the inwards
in sacrifices sig. from inmost to outer-
most, 7859; the head sig. the truth which
man makes the truth of his faith, 9166(7);
head sig. things interior, 9656; from the
head through the neck into the body
corresponds to the inilux of the cel. king-
dom into tl'.e spir. kingdom, 9913-4; the
celestial kingdom is the head of the Great-
est Man, 9914(2); anointing the head rep.

the whole Human of the Lord; anointing
the head in inaugurations, 10011; the
head sig. the whole man, 10011; because
supreme and inmost, 10044; references,

1005 1 ; it corresponds to the inmost heav-
en, 10005(4); the head of Nebuchad-
nezzar's statue rep. the first state of the
church, 10030(3); to cut off head and tail

is to cut off good and truth, references,

1007 1 ; shave Lie head sig. the dissipation

of Divine good in the heavens. 10076(7);
head corresponds to good of love to the
Lord, the Divine ceiestial. 10087; roof
sig. same as head, the inmost, 10184.
Heal. Healing. See Disease. To heal,

sig. to make sound, 2518, 2588(2); healing
ascribed to spices, 4748(4); the Divine
providence concurs with natural means
of healing, 5713; Jehovah the Physician
sig. the preserver from evils, 6502(2),

8365; healings, cures, remedies, and med-
icines are not spoken of in a natural but
in a spir. sense in the Word, 6502(4); the
Lord's miracles were done to rep. spir.

healing by reception of the gospel, 7337;
the Lord's healing of diseases, sig. libera-

tion from various kinds of evil and falsity

which infested the church and the human
race, 8364(6); to heal, sig. to cure and
purify from evils. 8365; the curing and
healing of diseases in the Word, sig. res-

toration of spir. life by right interpretation

of external truth. 9031; the Lord healed
on tlie Sabbath because it represented heal-

ing the spir. life, 9086(2); healing went
forth from the Divine ullimates, for in

them is strength and power. 9917(3)', it

sig. purification from evils and falsities,

10360(9); the leaf of the tree for medicine,
sig. truths of faith for the recreation and
restoration of spir. life, 9031(4); to be
healed, sig. to understand, 10498.
Heap or Stack sig. good, 4192; the

ancients made heaps, and afterwards
instead of heaps, they built altars to rep.

the good of love, 4192; a stack sig. truth

and good received, 9145; standing corn
sig truth of faith in conception, because
n.A gathered into stacks, 0146.
Hear, To. Hearken, To. To hearken

to the Lord's voice sig. to obey the law,

which all relates to love to God and the

neighbor, 022(2); to hear sig. to obey,
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the ear sig. obedience, 2543; God heard

sig. to bring help, 2691, 2694; influx and
in the supreme sense life, 3507; to hear in

the supreme sense, providence, to see,

foresigut, 3360(13)- God has judged me,
and has also heard my voice, sig. in the

supreme sense, justice and mercy, in the

inmost sense the holy of faith, in the ex-

ternal sense the good of life, 3921; to

hearken to any one sig. in the supreme
sense the Divine love, 3954; to hear, when
predicated of the Lord, sig. providence,

3966; the correspondence of hearing and
of the ear with the Greatest Man, 4652-
4660, see Ear; to hear sig. to obey and
also to apperceive, 5017; not to be heard
sig. not to be received, 5471, 54751 to hear,

when concerning tile Lord, to bring aid

from mercy, 6852; to hear, to have hope,

7065; to receive by faith and obedience,

7210; when conjoined with doing, to per-

ceive, to understand, to have faith; with-

out doing it, to obey, 8361, 9397-8; to

hear, to receive in the memory and to be
instructed, also to receive in the under-
standing and to believe, likewise to receive

by obedience and to do, 9311; to hear the
voice of the Lord, sig. instruction con-
cerning the precepts of faith, and recep-

tion, 931 1; to hear, influx, 9926; to heark-
en sig. agreement, because between Divine
good and truth, 8702.

Hearing. See Sense, Speech. Spir-

its, as to the organical parts of their bodies,

may not be in the place where they appear
to be, illustrated by the hearing and the

sight, 1378; hearing sig. perception from
the good of faith and from obedience,
10 199. The hearing of spirits more ex-

cellent than that of men, 322. See Sense.
Tie door of the ark sig. hearing, 652, 656;
faith comes by hearing, 654; knowledges
in childhood come especially by the hear-

ing, 1460; the organic vessels of the ex-

ternal man are opened especially by the
senses, sight and hearing, 1563; the ex-
ternal sensual here is the sight and hear-
ing, 1589(2); how spirits are heard not by
external way but by internal, but abso-
lutely no difference as to hearing, 1635,
1763, 4652(2); sight more perfect than
hearing, 1642; the senses of sight and
hearing perfect the intellectual faculty,

the other senses the will, 4038(2), 4247(2),
5077(3), 9996; hearing corresponds to

the affection of learning and obedience,

4404, 4652, 5017; function of ear, 5017;
hearing corresponds to perception and
obedience, 6989; to things in spir. world,
references, 931 1.

Heart. When man is raised up the
cel. angels occupy the province of the
heart, 170, 172. 176; strengthen the heart
sig. to be refreshed, 2166; heart, love and
charity, 2525; from the heart and soul
sig. from all the will and understanding,

2930; to be in the heart sig. what is in-

I terior and proceeds from good, 3313; the
I heart corresponds to things cel., the lungs,
to things spir., 3635; the correspondence
of the heart and lungs, in Greatest Man,
3883-3896; see also Respiration; the
general operations of heaven with man
were observed to be into the brain, into
the respiration of the lungs, into the heart,

and into the kidneys, 3884; the alternate
pulses of the heart insinuate themselves
into the alternate respirations of the lungs,

3884(3); in heaven there is a pulse of the
heart and respirabon of the lungs, 3884(4);
which were observed, 3885; there are
manifold pulses and respirations in heav-
en, according to the societies and the
states of their faith and love, 3886-7(2);
the discourse of the cel. is perceived by
the spir. as a pulse of the heart, 3886; in
heaven there are two kingdoms, the cel.

and tiie spir.; the cel. belong to the prov-
ince of tiie heart, the spir. to that of the
lungs, 3887; there is an influx of the heart
into the lungs, in like manner into the
whole body,they are circumstanced like the
good of love and the truth of faith, 3887-
3S90; the heart corresponds to the will,

respiration to the understanding, 3888,
5887, 0113; the correspondence of the
heart with love, and of the lungs with faith,

3889; to steal the heart, sig. change of
state as to good, 4112-13, 4133; the heart
corresponds to the cel. kingdom, the lungs
to the spir. kingdom, 4931(2); to speak
to the heart, sig. confidence, 6578; to
harden and fix the heart, obstinacy, 7032,
7272, 7300, 7305; the heart is the inmost
organ, because it is of the will, thus of the
love, 7542; to come forth from the heart,

from the will, 8910(2); the heart, the life

of love; the soul, the life of faith, 9050;
the communication of truth and good in
the understanding and will is as that of
the heart and lungs, 9300(2), 9495; the
heart sig. the love and the will, 10336.
The state of the will is represented by the
heart, as proud, hard, stony, tender,
humble, a heart of flesh, 9377; the heart
and lungs, also cerebellum and cerebrum
correspond to the angels of the cel. and
spir. heavens, 9670(2); heart sig. good of
love or cel. good, references, 9817(2); a
new heart, a new will, a clean heart, a
will that shuns evils, 9818(4, 5).

Heat. Sec Fire. There are two foun-
tains of heat, tlie sun of heaven, and the
sun of world, 333S; the heat of heaven
produces the life of the internal man, the
heat of the world, the life of the external
man, 3338-9; cold sig. no charity, heat,
charity, 933-7; heat sig. love of self, 2441
(6); heat sig. too much love, the fire of

lusts, 4175; vital heat has nothing in

common with the heat of the world, vital

heat is living, 5215(2); desires, loves, and
affections are spir. heat, 5215(2); two
origins of heat and light, sun of heaven
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and sun of the world, their difference,

5215(2); the Divine love is the first origin

of spir. heat, 6032, 6135(3), 6832(3), 7381

(4), 8644, 8812; in heaven there are
changes of heat and light or love and wis-

dom, 9213; the Lord as to His Divine
Human is the sun of heaven from which
heat and light proceed, 9594(7). see Sun.
Heaven (catum). See Angel. The

internal man is called heaven, but the ex-

ternal, earth, 16, 82, 1733, 3705(2); the

souls of those who are good are led into

heaven, some more slowly, and others

more quickly, 317; two examples of those

who were taken into heaven immediately
after death, 318-9; experiences to show
that men have so general an idea concern-
ing heaven and heavenly joy, that it

amounts to none, 449; some suppose it to

be on high, and that it thence rules what
is below, 450; some suppose it to consist

in the exercise of power, 450; to will to

become greatest is not heaven, but hell,

450-1; the least is greatest, because the
happiest, 452, 1419; heaven consists in

being least not greatest, 452; some sup-

pose that they are to be admitted through
a door into heaven, 453; some that it con-
sists in a life of ease, not aware that it con-

sists in an active life, and in performing
works of charity as the angels do, 454;
some that it consists in a light of glory,

455; some in praising and glorifying the
Lord, 456; no two have a similar heaven,
but they are so arranged by the Lord, as

to make one, 457; in hell and in heaven
there are things innumerable, 969; heaven
is immense, 1610(2), 1810; the heavenly
joys recounted in the first heaven, only
the most universal, amounted to about
four hundred and seventy-eight, 457; evil

spirits seek another heaven than that of

the Lord, and do not find it, 458; there

are three heavens and cel. and spir. an-
gels therein, 459; all are ignorant what
heaven is, and that it is mutual love and
the joy thence, 537, 540, 547; how danger-
ous it is for any to come to heaven unless

they be prepared, 537-9, 784(2); heaven
consists in forms of charity which are

angels, 553; the universal heaven in itself

has reference only to the Lord, 551; all

things of heaven, and of heavenly joys, are

from the Lord, 552; quality of hcavenlv
joy is described, 540-5; the most heavenly
joy of one is small in respect to that of

others, 543; in heaven there is the most
exquisite communication and perception

of happiness, 549; what was apperceived
in heaven from experience, 546; there are

three heavens and in each both the cel.

and spir., 459, 684; the angels of the three

heavens are subordinate to each other, but
not with a subordination of rule or author-
ity, 1752(2), 1802; they who are in mutual
love continually advance in heaven tow-

ards the spring-time of their youth, 553;

the upright are taught by experience
what heaven is, and heavenly joy, 540;
they are instructed in the knowledges of

good and truth before they are raised up
into heaven, 189, 1802(3); man is a little

heaven, 911(2), 978(2); light and repre-
sentatives in the heavens, 1521-1534;
see Light, Representatives; the souls
which have lived in charity are taken into
heaven, some immediately, some quicker
and slower, 317-19, 11 12; the evil cannot
even endure the presence of an angel,

1271, 1398; the evil cannot even approach
to heaven, 1397; a certain adulterer ap-
proaching to heaven was rejected, 539;
no one can live, unless conjoined with
heaven and the world of spirits, 687; the
men of the Most Ancient Church had
communication with heaven, heaven was
afterwards closed, 784; man was so cre-

ated, that he could be together with the
angels, and the angels with him, 1880(4);
what is meant by the new heaven and
new earth, 1733, 1850; man is called

heaven in the Word, because he becomes
a heaven in a least form by cel. and spir.

things, 1900(3); heaven is mutual love,

2130(4); goods and truths with a regen-
erate man are arranged according to the
form of things cel. and spir., and corre-

spond, 1900(2), 1928; the heaven of hu-
man internals is above the angelic heaven,
it belongs to the Lord Himself, 1999(3);
they are forms recipient of life from the
Lord, 1999(4); a new heaven and a new
earth sig. a new church in general and in

particular, 21 17-18; in heaven there are
both rich and poor, and how therefore

it is to be understood, that the miserable
and they who have suffered persecutions

shall enter heaven, 2129(4); .in some
instances external things are laid asleep,

that admission may be given into heaven,
1082; what is signified by the door being
shut, by coming too late, by wanting oil

in their lamps, and by knocking, 2130;
introduction into heaven is a reception

into angelic societies, 2130(2); in what
manner they are received by the angels,

and come in freedom into a suitable so-

ciety, 2 131; not having on a wedding
garment, and being cast into hell, sig. the

deceitful and the hypocritical, 2132; heav-
en is never shut to eternity, but happiness
is increased according to numbers, 2130
(2); the glorification of the Lord in the

heavens was heard and seen, 2133; the
Divine good elevates all to heaven. Di-
vine truth condemns all to hell, 2258; all

who die in infancy go to heaven and are

there educated, 2289-2309; only those in

the good of love and charity come into

heaven, 2336(3), 2356, 2359-60, 2363 , 2370;
if those in evil could enter by being in-

structed all would be saved, 2401(2),

3938(6); the tent rep. the Lord's king-

dom, the curtains, veils, and coverings
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rep. the outer cel. and spir. things in the

three heavens, 2576(2); see Tent; the

outer things must be in correspondence
with the inmost to come into heaven,

2973(4); by means of the Word man has
connection with heaven, 2588(6); see

Word; while in the body man as to his

spirit is in heaven, 2682(3); the state of

those who after vastation come into

heaven, 2699(2); heaven is in the internal,

not on high, references, 3387(5); there

are three heavens of cel. and spir. angels,

and good spirits, 3475. 3478, 3691(4),

4154, 4286(2), 9457(2); heaven sig. the

Divine, 3700; heaven is the Greatest
Man, 3883; see Greatest Man; heaven
is divided into lesser heavens and into so-

cieties, 4045; the state of heaven before

and after the Lord's coming, 4180(5),

6914, 8054(2); heaven and earth shall

pass away, sig. the internals and externals

of the former church would perish, 4231
(3); three senses of the Word for the three

heavens, 4279(2); see Angel; to come into

heaven after death man must be in heaven
as to his thoughts and affections, 4464;
paradisal heavens, 4528-9; the heavens
are distinct, yet the lower depend on the

higher, 4618(3); heaven properly so

called is the Lord, for He is the all in all

there, 4997; how attained, not by afflict-

ing one's self, 5006(4), 5008(4); how the

Lord appears in heaven as a Divine Man,
5110(3); see Human; man is formed after

the image of the world and of heaven,

6013, references, 9279(3), 10156; the state

of the heavens before and after the final

J'udgment, 6306(2), 6914; the happiness of

leaven is in mutual love and charity with-

out the idea of recompense, 6388; eee

Happiness; the state of those in the

third heaven, 7877(2); before the Lord's
coming heaven was not distinguished

into three but was one, the spir. heaven
was not yet formed, 8054(2); where the

spir. heaven was to be was occupied by
those in falsity and evil, 8054(2); heaven
and hell are in man, they are not per-

ceptible in the world, but are when one
comes into the other life, 8918(4); eleva-

tion by degrees to the heavens, 8945; it

cannot be effected from self, 8945(2);
the conjunction of heaven with the man
of the church, 9276(3); references, 9276
(8-0); see Man, Church; the internal

man is formed to be an image of heaven,
the external an image of the world. 9279
(2); see World; evils and falsities are re-

moved from those who are elevated to

heaven, goods and truths from those cast

down to hell, 9330(2); heaven is Divine
truth from Divine good of the Lord,
0338(6); heaven and earth sig. the in-

ternal and external church, 9408(51;
heaven sig. the angelic heaven, 9408;
Divine truth from the Lord makes heav-
en, 9400(2); the Divine sphere of good

encompassing heaven and the spirits

there, 9490, and the subsequent numbers;
also hell, with a difference, 9534; see

Sphere; there are three heavens, they are

opened successively with man by life,

but are closed with the evil, 9594; heaven
is one by the reception of the good of

love from the Lord, 9613; man is heaven
in the least form, 9632(2); the two goods
which are in the inmost heaven are the

good of love to the Lord and the good of

mutual love; but in the middle heaven the

good of charity towards the neighbor and
the good of faith, 0468, 9680, 9683, 9780;
goods follow in order from the Lord and
form the heavens, namely the good of

love to the Lord, good of charity, and
good of faith, 9741(2); the external of

each heaven is a court which is the ulti-

mate heaven, 9741; see Kingdom; man
is not in heaven until in good, 9832; the

cel. kingdom corresponds to the volun-
tary, the spir. kingdom to the intellectual,

0835(2); all ;n heaven turn the face to the

Lord, those out of heaven turn their backs
to Him, 9864(2); how the goods of love

succeed each other in the heavens, 9S73

(3); the qua.ity of the heavenly form;
a'l societies are arranged according to it,

and all the affections of good and thoughts
of truth flow according to it, 9877; the
extension of love in the heavens from
one to another, 9961(2); the things im-
pressed on the memory with the good are
in a heavenly form, 9931; the ce*. king-
dom is of the superior heaven, and the

spir. kingdom of the inferior heaven,
10068; the Lord is heaven and the church,
thus all in all there, because He dwells
there in His own, and not in their pro-
prium, 10125, 10151(2), 10157; in the
other life all things are communicated,
received, or rejected, according to loves,

10130(2); the presence and the idea of

space are according to the affinities of

thoughts and affections in the other life

10146(3); in heaven to the right is to the
south, to the left the north, in front from
the sun the east, to the back the west,

10189(2); the infernals cannot enter heav-
en on account of the contrariety of spheres,

10187; the varieties of the states of good
and truth in the other life are as the va-
rieties of the states of heat and light in

the world, 10200; there are three kinds of

goods which constitute the three heavens,
10270; the arrangement of truths with
man is according to angelic societies,

10303(4); the spirit of man is his own
truth and his own good, 10208; without
communication with heaven by the Word,
the human race would perish, 10452;
doctrine concerning heaven, 10714-10724;
love and faith make the life, 10714; love of
good and the faith of truth the life of

heaven, 10715; the Divine of the Lord
makes heaven, 107 16, 10721; they who
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receive heaven in themselves, come into

heaven. 107 17; they will good to all tor the
sake of good and truth; others will evil t<

all, 107 18; heaven is in the internal, not
in the external without it, 107 10; in the
other life the internal is laid open, where-
by it is evident whether heaven or heil

be in it, 10720; love to the Lord and
towards the neighbor, and faith thence de-
rived from the Lord, make heaven with

man, 1072 1; love and faith have in them
heavenly joy, 10722; in the heavens there

is a communication of all goods, and
hence so great peace, intelligence, wis-

dom, and happiness, 10723; they who
are in the loves of self and of the world
do not apprehend these tilings, and that

in them is so great happiness, 10724;
that which makes heaven with man also

makes the church, 10760-6; the heaven
of the Lord is immense for myriads of

earths, 10784.
Heaven is distinguished Into two king-

doms the celestial and spiritual, 9835;
see Kingdom; and into three heavens, rep.

by the divisions of the tabernacle, 9741,
10268; relation of the three heavens to

t c two kingdoms shown by the relation

of the tabernacle and the temple with
their courts, 9741- The form of heaven
the Greatest Man, which see, 5110(3);
conjunction of heaven with man by Uie

Word; see Word, 10^32; correspondence
of all tilings of man with heaven, 3021;
tic new heaven and new earth, sig. the

church in general and particular, 2117-8;

the starry heaven sig. the angelic heaven,

8153. The quarters in heaven, 10189(2).

Heavy. Falsities and evils are heavy
and fall down like a stone, 8279; evils are

heavy, and falsities not so from them-
selves, but from evil, S298; evils, like

things heavy, fall down into hell, but not

falsities, except so far as they partake of

evil, 8270. 8208; to be too heavy sig. to

be not possible because not according to

order, 8700; heavy, diminished strength,

8608.
Heavy, To Make. See To Harden.
Heavy, To Make the Heart, sig.

obstinacy, 7615; is from falsity, to make
it strong is from evil, 7616.

Hebrew Tongue. See Toncue and
Hebrews. Tense in Hebrew, 618; in

Hebrew the words of the spir. class are

distinguished from the cel. by their

vowels, in the spir. the first three vowels

are dominant, in the cel. the last two, 703,

IQ56; in Hebrew originally there was no
punctuation, instead of punctuation

marks, and, tt was, or it came to pass

were used. 5578, 7101.
Hebrews. A new church in Syria was

established from Eber, treated in series.

1217-1221. 1235-1250; its quality, called

the second Ancient Churrh, 1238. 1241,

4680; the Hebrew nation was distinct

from others in this, that they acknowl-
edged Jehovah for their God, and had
sacrifices, 1343; more particulars concern-
ing the Hebrew nation, 1343; Hebrew is

predicated of those things which relate
in any way to servitude, 1702-3; the
Hebrew Church was a long time in the
land of Canaan, 4516-17; it differs from
the Ancient Church; the internal of the
church was not conjoined with their rep-
resentatives as it was in the Ancient
Church, 4874(2); Hebrew is predicated
of a servant, where service is treated of,

5013, 5023; the land of the Hebrew s here
is the land of Canaan, sig. the church,
5136; a Hebrew boy, what is guiltless in
the church, 5236; the Hebrew Church
was a second Ancient Church, 1238(2),
1241, 1343; why the Egyptians abomi-
nated the Hebrews, 5702(2), see Egyp-
tians; the Hebrew women sig. those
tilings which are of the church, 6675,
6684; Hebrews sig. what is of the church,
6738; in the Hebrew tongue distinctions

are made by and, he said, he spake,

7191; a Hebrew servant sig. those who
are in truths of doctrine, and not in good
according to them, 3974(2); the men of
the external church were rep. by Hebrew
servants, 8977; those in the Greatest Man
corresponding to the skin were rep. by
Hebrew servants, S977.
Hebron sig. the church of the Lord;

Kiriath-arba, truth, Hebron good, 2009,
4613-15, 4715; sig. the Lord's spir.

church, 2009(4), 2081; Hebron rep. the
church before it was rep. by Jerusalem,
2900(2); it was the inmost of Canaan,
3923(10); the state as to good, 4614.
Heel sig. the lowest natural. 259, 3304,

3540, 4951-2, 6ao6; and corporeal, ref-

erences. 6400. See Shoe.
Heifer or Kive (juvenca). See Calf

and Ox. Sig. exterior celestial things,

1823-4; heifer, the law of expiation by a
heifer, the heifer by which labor hath not
been done sig. the innocence of the ex-
ternal man which is in ignorance, 4503
(11); kine sig. truths in the natural, and
in the opposite sense falsities, 5198-5207.
See also I-look.
Heights, or High Places. Whence

the custom of sacrificing upon heights, or
high places, 706. See High.
Heir of the Lord's kingdom, sig. those

who live in the Lord's life or in mutual
love, the internal of the church, 1799,
1802; to receive the inheritance of heaven,
sig. the life of the Lord, 7212; to inherit,

wl-.en it relates to heaven, as an heir to

receive heaven by good from the Lord,

03.18-

Hell (internum). See Devil. The
bellv of hell sig. the lower earth, 247; men
have only a most general idea of hell, 602;

hatred constitutes hell, 603-4; all in hell

are kept bound by tneir lusts and fanta-
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sies, 695, 133s; their greatest desire is to

punish, torture, and torment one another,

695; man by spirits communicates with
hell, 087, 697; 1 was let down into hell

and into the lower earth, 699; classifica-

tion of hells according to evils, 700; the
Lord withholds man from evils, to prevent
his rushing into nell, how, 789; the hell

of those who cherisu deadly hatred, or the
cadaverous hell, 814; some were thence
emitted, sending an infant to me, 814;
their sinking down as through fire and
smoke into caverns, 814; they who are
delighted with revenge, so as to will to

destroy the soul, are under Gehenna
where serpents are, 815; the hell of those

who commit murder with daggers, 816;
one of tnem attempted to kill me by a
blow through tne heart and in the brain,

816; the punishment of one who killed

another by poison, 817; a lake full of ser-

pents and insanities, 819; the hell, where
tney smite each other with knives, those
who have cruelly sought to murder others,

818; those who are outwardly honest, but
inwardly robbers, t'aeir punishment, 821;
the quality of tnose who arc desirous to do
injury to otners, 822; all the states of man
return in the other life, 823; the hell of

cruel adulterers, some Jews, their cruel

instruments, 824; Gehenna, immodest
women, liery changed to cold, serpents,

825; the Genenna of adulterers who have
defiled holiness, some held communist
marriages, 826; those who ensnared by
marriage love and love toward infants,

become as bones, 827; most grievous

punisument of those who deflower virgins

without view to marriage and offspring,

828; punishment of those who think and
speak lasciviously, S29; of those who
suppose that young and beautiful wives
are their property, 829; the hell of those

who beguile men by subtle deceit with
intention of destroying them, 830; sor-

ceresses, syrens, their deceits, punish-
ment, and hell, 831; hell of the avaricious,

938-40; of Jew robbers, 941; the judg-
ment of Gehenna where are those who
claim heaven on account of their own
righteousness, 942; the excrementitious
hell of taose whose end is mere pleasure,

943; of women given up entirely to pleas-

ures, 944; the hell in a tun of those who
suppose they trample on the universe
witn their feet, 947; of those deprived of

rationality, 948; a dark chamber where
those are who have coveted the possessions

of others, 949: the habitation of dragons,
those who had no regard for the Lord, and
had a contempt for all Divine worship,

950; those who supposed themselves
saints, their lust and anxiety, 951; vague
ideas of heaven and hell because men
think spirits have no senses, yet innumer-
able things exist there, 960; those who
have lived a holy life from an end of self

preeminence, 952; those who wish to be
great by any means whatever are in a
billowy sea, 053; fantasies of those in
evils, 954; their punishments, 955-67; see
Punishment; evil punishes itself, 967;
the Lord protects against the helis, 968,
987; the hell of the antediluvians beneath
a cloud rock, 1270; they who think evil

of others are infernal, they who think
good are cel., 16S0; the Lord in no case
casts any one into hell, 1683; the Lord
fought from his own proper power; He
alone fights with man against the hells,

which are continually attempting to rush
in, 1692(2); see Temptation; the lire

of hell is hatred, 1861(14); Divine good
elevates all to heaven, and truth condemns
all to hell, 2258(2); the punishments and
hells of adulterers, 824-830, 2746-2759;
see Adultery; the freedom of the love
of seif and of the world appertains to hed,
see Freedom; the thick darkness and
cold in hell, and the light and heat in

heaven, 3337-40; see Thick Darkness;
the hells likewise have a constant situation

beneath the soles of the feet; some appear
in other places, and above, is fantasy,

3640; they who are in the hells have an
opposite situation, with the head down-
wards, and the feet upw ards, 3641; thougi.t

and speech penetrated towards hell, in the
v ay they were changed into the opposite,
good and truth into evil and falsity, 3642;
the Lord also rules the hells, 3642; the in-

ternals cannot ascend into heaven, because
they cease to respire and are tormented
there, and cast themselves down headlong,
4225(2); some also who were recently ar-

rived were willing to be admitted into heav-
en, and being admitted, they in like man-
ner cast themselves down thence, 4226; the
evil and the hells are remote from heaven,
because they cannot endure the presence
of the Lord's Divine, 4299(2); the hells

are said to be in darkness, because in fal-

sities, their light is like that of a coal fire,

4418, 4531; darkness is predicated of the
hells, 4531; they who are in hell, appear
to themselves in their own light as men;
but when inspected by the angels, as
devils and monsters; whence this is, 4533;
the life of sense in the other life, is real in

heaven, and not real in hell, 4623; the
evil and infernal, viewed by the Divine
light in heaven, appear in their proper
quality, from experience, 4674(3); evil

spirits are known from their faces, ako
with what hells they communicate, 4798;
the hell of cruel adulterers under the right

foot, where are such from the Jewish na-
tion, 5057; what monsters the infernals

appear in the light of heaven, 5057(35-8;
the hell of those who act by artifices and
lies, they have reference to the sores called

spurious tubercles, S188; a description of
the excrementitious hell, 5304; the hells

entertain deadly hatred towards man; it
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is the enjoyment of their life to destroy
him, especially his soul, 5863-4; there are
with man two spirits from hell, and two
angels from heaven, 5846-66, 5076-03;
see Spirit and Angel; man casts him-
self into hell when he does evil from con-
sent, next from purpose, lastly from enjoy-
ment of affection, hence is opened the hell

which flows in, 6203; the hells of pro-
faners, to angelic sight those there appear
like skeletons with scarce any life, 6348
(3); to be saved from the hells one must
have been in spir. good in the life of the
body, 6368(2); there are innumerable
hells; from the Lord there is order for all

in the hells, through cel. angels, 6370;
there is attendant on man a general
sp.iere from hell of endeavor to do evil,

and a continual sphere from heaven to do
good, and hence there is equilibrium, and
man has freedom, 6477; the whole hell

appears as a monster, not in a human
form; all the societies there appear as a
peculiar monster, and the like is true of

each society, 6605, 6626; infernal spirits

have incredible cunning and hatred, 6666
(3) ; a place in heaven was occupied by
evil genii and spirits before the coming
of the Lord, but they were then expelled,

6858, 6014(2); the internals never desist

from infesting the upright, unless they are
driven away, 6907(2); every truth and
good is taken away from the evil, and they
are left in evil and falsity; they are not
allowed to increase the faculty of evil,

6977(2); an evil man makes it the interior

enjoyment of his life to do evil, and is in

the attempt to do so, although it exteriorly

appears otherwise in the world, 7032(2);
truths are taken away from the evil in

another life, the reason, 7039; the hells

never desist from infesting the upright,

7097(4); the stench in the hells, bee To
Stink, and Excrement. The evil are

not amended in the other life; as the tree

falls sq it lies, 7186(3); it is not known
what heli is, unless it be known what evil

is, 7181; the internals by punishments
are drawn away from doing evil, 7188,

7280(3); what and whence hell is, the fire

of heil is the lust of self-love, 8232; hell is

below at the greatest distance from the
sun of heaven, 8306; hell continually
wills to break forth, but is repressed, 8273
(4) ; hell with man is his proprium, 694,
8480-1; the hell of profancrs is the most
grievous, 8882; hell in the least form is

man from nativity and from hereditary

life, 9336; every hell is closed round
about, but is opened above according to

necessity and need, why, 10483(2); what
it is to have hell in one's self, 10743; they
who have hell in themselves will evil to all,

10718; in the other life it plainly appears
whether heaven or hell is in a man, 10720;
hell is governed by the Lord through
angels, 8237; it is impossible from pure

mercy to save those who have lived a life

of evil, because contrary to order, 8700
(2,4), 8765(2); man is such as his will is.

and remains such after death, 8911, 8991;
to eternity, 10284(2); that life of hell can
be removed from man only gradually,

9336(2); the Lord alone conquered and
still conquers the hells with man, 9715(2);
this is meant by His bearing iniquities

0937; Egypt sig. hell, because the natural
man not regenerated is hell, 10156; the
hell of profaners is deeper than other hells

and is seldom opened, 10287(3); hell can-
not be changed into heaven by the im-
mediate mercy of the Lord, 10659(4);
what makes hell, 10740-9.
Help, as it were with himself sig. pro-

prium, 138, 140; mercy, 8652.
Herb. Tender herb sig. that which

first springs forth in the regeneration, 20;
herb, spir. food, fruit, cel. food, 57; herb
yielding seed, every truth which regards
use, 57-59, 75, 90; to eat the herb of the
field, to live as a wild animal, 274; green
herb sig. vile things of enjoyments, 996;
the herb of the field, the truth of the
church, 7571; grass or herb, scientifics,

and the same is signified by the sedge or
the larger grass which grows by the side

of rivers, 5201. To feed in the sedge sig.

to be instructed in knowledges and by
knowledges concerning truths and good,
herb, truth, 757L "S83, 7676, 76S9-92,
5201.
Herd (armentum). See Ox. Herd

sig. natural goods, 2566; flock, interior

good, 2506, 2179-81; interior natural
good, herds exterior natural good, 5913;
nocks, internal goods, herds, external

goods, 8957; herd, the natural 0990°.

Uock and herd, good internal and ex-

ternal, references, 10609.
Herdmen of Abram's cattle sig. cel.

things, of Lot's cattle sensual things, be-

tween which there was disagreement,

1570-7-
Hereditary evil not from Adam, every

one has it from parents successively, 313,

494; no one in the other life is punished
for hereditary evils, but for actual evils,

966, 2308. The hereditary of the Lord
was Divine from Jehovah, 1414. The
Lord had hereditary evil from the mother
in his external man, 1414, 1444, 1573.
There arc two hereditary natures with
man one from the father the other from
the mother, that from the father remains
forever, that from the mother is dispersed

by regeneration, 1444(2); the l ord had
no hereditary evil from the Father, 1573
(3); evil spirits not allowed to operate

in it, 1667(4); at this day they are more
malignant, 2122. Infants are of different

inclinations from hereditary evils, 2300.
Infants are nothing but evil from what is

hereditary, 2307-8; when they grow up,

arc remitted into evils, that they may
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know that they are nothing but evil, 2307-
8; tney draw man downward, the Lord
draws him upward, 2410; inheritance is

predicated alike of good and of truth, but
witu another expression, 2658(4). To
inherit and to possess or receive heredi-

tarily, sig. to have the life of the Lord, thus
heaven, 2658, 2851, 3672, 7212, 9338.
Wnat is meant by inheriting the gate of

enemies, 2851, 3187; hereditary evils in-

crease in successive generations, if man is

not regenerated, 2910(4); good indeed is

connate with man, but not truth, on ac-

count of hereditary evil, nevertheless

truth adheres to it with some power, 3304
(2) ; the Lord cast out of Himself all the

hereditary evil from the mother, 3318(5);
natural good is of a fourfold kind; from
the love of good, the love of truth, the love

of evil, and the love of falsity; children

receive an inclination to those things he-

reditarily from their parents, 3469(3);
natural domestic good is what a man has
hereditarily from parents, interior good
from the father, and exterior from the

mother, 3518; man is nothing but evil

hereditarily accumulated on which ac-

count he must be regenerated, 3701(2);
hereditary evil is not from the first man,
but from parents successively, 4317(4);
its nature shown, 4317(4-6); hereditary

evil is as it were a nurse by which one is

nourished from infancy even to new in-

fancy, 4563(2); they are from parents,

grandfathers, and great-grandfatners in

a long series backwards, 8550, 8806(2);
men of themselves superadd evils, 8551;
hereditary evils are stored up, and as it

were veiled with those who are of the spir.

church, 8S06; hereditary evils increase in

a long series with those who reject the Di-
vine, 8876-8; they do not condemn if not
confirmed in the intellectual, 9069; but
if confirmed they do condemn, 9070-83;
as to hereditary evils man is a hell in a
least form, 9336(2); they do not hinder
the appropriation of good, 10109(5);
their increase, 10134(9).
Heresy. Heresies arise from taking

one idea and making that the principal,

distorting other things, 324-442, 362;
heresies distort tilings to confirm ideal,

794; difficult to convince those confirmed
in heresies, 1366; the church would be
one if charity were the essential, howso-
ever men might differ as to doctrinals and
external worship, 1285, 1316, 1708, 1700
(4), 1834(2), 1844, 2385(3), 2082, 326-
(3) . 3451(2); r-ee The Church; there
would be no heresv if all had charitv, 1700
(4) ; heresies from disputing ahout good
and truth, 3488(2); when confirmed ap-
pear as truths. 5033; unless truths from
the internal sense be introduced into the
kno-vledges from the literal sense, the
mind may be led into every heresv. 6071;
heresies from separation of good and

truth, 9186(2); the claim of the power to

open and shut heaven an infernal heresy,

9410(2); heresies exist because leaders
have looked to themselves and had their

own glory as ends, 10330(3); also because
men look solely to the letter, 10276(8),
10400(2). See Proprium.
Heth, Hittite, sig. the exterior knowl-

edges of cel. tilings without internals and
with internals, 1203; sons of Heth. a new
spir. church, 2913, 2986; the falsity of
the church, 2913(2); outer knowledges
regarding life, the external truths of the
spir. church, 2913(2); the church of the
Genules, 2986; Hittites, truth from what
is not genuine, 3470, 3620-2, 3686; daugh-
ters of Heth, affections for natural truth
not genuine, 3620; the remains of the
Most Ancient Church were with the Hit-
tites and Hivites, 4447(2), 4454.
Hiddekel. The river Hiddekel sig.

reason, or the clear seeing of reason, 118.

Hide, To. Not to conceal sig. to be
known, 6132; to hide sig. not to appear,
6721; to discard, 6762.
Hieroglyphics. The hieroglyphics

and magic of the Egyptians, rep. spir.

things, 6692. They were from the rep-
resentations of the Ancient Church
amongst the Egyptians, 6917(2), 7097,
9011(7).
High. Those who suppose heaven to

be on high, 450. Length sig. holiness,

breadth truth, height good, 650; the de-
ceitful, who appear on high, are in the
deep, 1380. High sig. what is internal,

Most High, the inmost, 1735, 2148; what
is interior, and why, 4210, 4599; a high
hand, Divine power, 8153; what is high
sig. heaven, 8153; to exalt Himself, when
concerning the Lord, to manifest the Di-
vine in the Human, 8264; to exalt the
Lord, when it is done by man, sig. wor-
ship, 8271; height sig. degree as to good
and truth, 9489, 9773, 10181.
High Place. The ancients worshipped

on high places because mountains from
their height sig. love, charitv, what is ce-

lestial, and the Lord, 795-6, 1241(2), 2722;
high place, worship, 2466(3), 6431(11);
also false worship, 8904(4).
High Priest. See Aaron. He rep.

the Lord as to Divine good, 4677(3)1
9223. 9477; mentioned, 10711.
Hill. See Mountain. They sig.

love toward the neighbor or charity,

70^(2). 3300(3). 47i?(6), 4966(2), 7729(8);
10582(6). in opposite sense love of the
world. 1601(2), 48-53(2); the cel. natural,

2830(7); the everlasting hills sig. mutual
love. 6435; hill, the good of charitv.

-

8'c8;
those who have truths of faith in the
spir. memorv appear on cultivated hills

and in gardens, 9841(3); also those in
spir. love, 10/138.

Hin. A measure, it sig. the Quantity
for conjunction, 10262. See Measure.
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Hind sig. affection for natural truth,

3928(3); also the freedom of natural

affection, 6413.
H csnom, The Valley of. sig. hell and

profanation of truth and good, 1292(3).
Hire. See Reward. Hire sig. what

is stipulated, 3051. When truth is taught
for the sake of gain it is called hire and
whoredom, 10570.

History, Historicals. The account
of the flood is constructed like history, 605.

The historical accounts of the creation in

the first chapters of Genesis are written

merely in an historical form, illustrated

by various tilings contained therein, 8S91;

it is composed history from Gen. i , to

Eber, Gen. xi., 1020, 1283, 1540, 2607;

true history begins Gen. xii., 1*01-9;

but all things therein are representative,

and each word significative, 1401-9;
historical series does not require the men-
tion of the Canaanite and Perizzite, but
internal sense does, 1573(2). see 1444;
historical truth that Abram led forth so

many men, 1709; ancient mode of writing

composed histories, 1756(2); histories

viewed in themselves do little toward
man's amendment.and nothing forhiseter-

nal life, 1886; they hide theinternal,2075(4),

2135, 2310; when the mind dwells on
the internal sense historical facts are little

attended to, 2143; things narrated solely

on account of the internal sense, 2161(2)-

2; low view of those who regard things

merely from the letter, 2177(8); things of

letter serve as an objective form in which
the spir. sense is seen, 2275; historicals,

why repeated, 2498; historicals not in

themselves Divine, only their contents,

these histories are unlike any other his-

tories, 3228; historicals and persons
mentioned are not holy, 3229, 3454; the

historicals about Isaac digging wells

would be of no use unless they sig. spir.

things, 3422; the historical facts of the

Word are remote from Divine doctrinals,

3600(2); the seven years of plenty and
famine were that they might be in the

Word, 5275; historicals about Joseph
happened that they might represent how
the Lord progressively made the Human
in Himself Divine, 5307(3), 5316; every
particular of letter provided of the Divine
Providence for the sake of the internal

sense, 5620(14), 6306(4); historicals of

the Word cannot enter heaven. 6884; his-

toricals keep the mind in the external
sense and withdraw it from the internal.

7073(6); the first and second chapters of

Genesis not concerning creation of uni-

verse but new creation of man, shown
from contents, 8801(2-5). 0042(4): this

was the style of writing among the an-
cients, 9042(4-6); true historicals after

the first chapters of Genesis. 90*2(6).
HiTTtTE. SeeHETH. The Hittites rep.

the spir. church also the truth of the

church, 2913; they sig. falsity from which
evil is derived, 1867, 6858, 9316, 9332,
10638; the Hittite, Perizzite, and the
Rephaim rep. persuasions of falsity,

1867-8.
Hivite sig. a species of idolatry, 1204-

5; interior truth from the ancients, 4431;
the remains of the Most Ancient Church
were with the Hivites, 4447(2), 4454;
Hivite sig. idolatry in which is somewhat
of good, 6S60; Hivite sig. falsity from
slighter evil, Canaanite falsity from more
grievous evil, Hittite falsity from the
most grievous evil, 9332.
Hoar-Fkost sig. the good of truth,

8459-
Hobah to left of Damascus sig. the

limit of extension, 1715.
Hog. The hell of the covetous, where

they are excoriated Uke hogs, that they
may be made white, 939; why the daemons
were sent into the swine, 1742(3).
Hole. Baskets perforated sig. what is

without termination in the interiors of

man, 5145; hole of a rock, obscurity of
faith, 6840(2), 10582 (6, 7); truth falsi-

fied, 9828(4).
Hollanders. Some of them arc natu-

ral and invisible, 4630, 5573'. that these
are Hollanders compare with D., 3498.
Hollow sig. application, 9738.
Holy (sanctum). They who suppose

themselves holy appear to themselves to
have shining faces, and are kept even to
anxiety in the desire of ascending into
heaven, 951; a certain one who said that
he had lived holily, but had not done the
good things of charity; he became black,

952; the holy of worship is according to
the quality and store of truth implanted
in charity, 2100; the holy of l olies in the
tabernacle, and in the temple, rep. the
Divine Human of the Lord, and its qual-
ity by those things which were therein,

3210(2); the Holy Spirit is the holy of the
spirit which is from the Lord, 3704(15);
love to the Lord is the essential holy,

3852; holy is spoken of truth which is

from the Lord; the Holy Spirit is holy
truth, 6788; the Divine truth, which pro-
ceeds from the Divine Human of the
Lord, is the Holy Spirit, 7409; see Spirit;
to sanctify to Jehovah, sig. to ascribe to

the Lord. 8042; when concerning the first-

born, to ascribe to the Lord, in like man-
ner to make to pass, and to sacrifice,

£074, 80S8; the Divine truth proceeding
from the Lord is the Holy Spirit, 8127;
holy is predicated of Divine truth from
the Lord; this is the Holy Spirit. 8302(2);
sanctuarv sig. heaven where the truth of

faith is. 8330: the Holy Supper, the bread
sig. cel. love, wine spir. love, eating appro-
priation, 4211; sanctification with the

Jews was the veiling of their interiors, to

prevent their appearing when in repre-

sentatives, 8788, 8806; sanctification,
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with respect to those who are of the spiri-

tual church, sig. to be led by the Lord,
and that it is holy, 8806(2); to sanctify

the sabbath, sig. not to violate it by any
method, 8887, 8895; the Comforter, or

the Holy Spirit, is the Divine truth pro-

ceeding from the Lord's glorified Hu-
man, 9199(4); the Divine proceeding
from the Lord is the Holy Spirit, passages
cited, 9229; the Lord alone is holy; every-

thing holy is from Him; all sancufication

represented Him, 9229(2); the sin against

the Holy Spirit consists in denying tne

Lord and the Word, when they have been
before acknowledged, 0264; sanctuary sig.

the Lord, also heaven from Him, 9479(2);
everything holy is from tiie Lord, 0680(3);
the aoly is the good reigning in the middle
heaven, the holy of holies is the good
reigning in the inmost heaven, 9680; the

holy is from the Lord, He is the holy of

holies, 9680(3); trut.i is holy in proportion

as it contains good, 9680(2); the Holy
Spirit is the Divine trutii proceeding
from the Lord, 9S1S; holy is predicated

of the Divine truth from the Lord, 9820;
angels, propnets, and apostles, are called

holy from the reception of Divine truth

from the Lord, 9820(2); to sanctify sig.

to rep. the Lord as to the Divine Human,
9956, 998S; the Divine which proceeds
from the Lord in the heavens is called

holy, 9956; things were called holy which
rep. Divine things, 10069; 10 be hallowed,
sig. to receive the Lord, 10128; spin
good is called holy, and cel. good the holy

of holies, 10129; with the lsraelitish na-
tion there were holy representatives,

101 40; a holy external without an internal

is of no avail, but from the internal is of

avail, 10177(5); the holy things, as the

altar and the tent, were polluted by the

sins of the people. 10208(2); to sanctify

sig. the influx and presence of the Lord,

10276; holy sig. without falsity of evil,

10302; holy sig. the Divine Human of

the Lord, 10359-60; good and truth from
the Lord, 1036 1; the good of love and
the truth of faith appertaining to man
from the Lord, 10361; holiness to Jeho-
vah engraved on the golden plate of

Aaron's mitre, sig. the Divine Human
and from it all cel. and spir. good, 9932;
the Lord alone is holy, every holy thing

is from Him, all hallowing rep. Him,
10098, ioiii, 10113; the Holy Supper
was instituted to effect conjunction of

the church with heaven and the Lord,
105 19; how it is effected can be under-
stood only by the internal sense of the

Word, 10520-1; the correspondence of

bread and wine, 10521-2; tnis conjunc-
tion is effected with those only who are

in love and faith in the Lord, 10522.
Holy Land. So called because the

representative church was there, it was
anything but holy for it was inhabited by
the ido'atrous and profane, 1437.

Holy Spirit. The whole Trine is in
the Lord, the Holy Spirit, who is wor-
shipped as a God distinct from the Son
and the Father, is the holy of the spirit,

or the holy which through spirits or an-
gels proceeds from the Lord, from His
Divine good by Divine truth, 3704(15);
Divine truth from Divine good is the
holy itself of the spirit called Comforter
and Spirit of Truth, 4673; the Divine
itself in the Lord is the Father, the Di-
vine in heaven is the Son, the Divine
thence proceeding is the Holy Spirit,

these are one, 5110(3); Divine truth from
the Lord's Divine Human, 6788, 68bo,
6982, 6993, 7005(2), 7499, 8302; it pro-
ceeded from Him after glorification,

8127; to speak a word against the Holy
Spirit is to speak and do well but think
and will evil of the Lord, His kingdom,and
church, 9013(6); the sin against the Holy
Spirit is to deny the Divine of the Lord
and the Word. 9264; spirit and Holy
Spirit explained fuily, 9618; the Holy
Sp rit is the Divine proceeding, 10882.
Holy Suppek. The bread sig. cel.

things, the Divine Celestial, wine, spir.

things, the Divine Sp.ritual, 1727, 2830;
bread love to the Lord, wine love tow-
ard the neighbor, 2830, 3464(2), 42 11,

4735, 5915. 6789(3); bread and wine,
Divine good and Divine truth, 9393(5),
10149(4); good of love and good of fa. Ill,

10521, 10522. It was commanded in
place of sacrifices, 2165(3); by it man is

conjoined with the Lord and heaven,
2i77(S), 3316(3), 3464(2), 3735(3), 4217
(2), 6789(3); eating and drinking un-
worthily, sig. profanation, 4601(3); flesh

sig. same as bread, blood as wine, 4735,
5120(5), references, 7850(3); to eat and
drink, sig. appropriation, 4334(4); refer-

ences, 4334, 4581(6), 7850(3); general
article, 10519-22
Homer. See Omer.
Honey sig. an abundance of the bless-

ings from celestial spir. things, 2184(6);
wnat is delightful and pleasant, especially

in the external natural, 5620; what is

from the celestial, what is happy, pleasant
and enjoyable, 5620(3); a land flowing
with milk and honey, what is p.easant and
delightful, 6857; locusts and wild honey
the food of John the Baptist, sig. the ex-
ternal pleasantness of the Word, 764s
(10); gladness and joy, 8056; natural
enjoyment, 8522; external delight, mixed
with the delight of the love of the world,
10137(12); cel. good, the good of love,

10530.
Honor. Honors for the sake of self

are evil, 1835(2), 3816(3), 8908(2); honor
father and mother sig. love, 3690(5),
3703(8); honors as means of uses are
good, 3816(3), 4981, 5395, 6938, 7377;
honored above all in the house of a father,

sig. what is primary, 4476; honors are not
to be courted for their own sake, but for
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the sake of the neighbor, 6938; to get me
honor, spoken of the Lord, sig. a Di-
vine effect in the dissipation of falsities,

8137; this effect was from the Divine
Human, 8137(3); honor is love, 8897;
honors as rewards, 10791; honor to

priests, 10796-7; the honor is in the
office, not in the man, 10797.
Honorable. Spir. good and truth,

civil justice and equity, and what is honor-
able and becoming, follow in order, and
upon them is founded conscience, 2915.
Hoof sig. the natural mind, 4966(2);

truth from good in the ultimate degree,
thus sensual truth; in the opposite sense
the falsity of the same degree, 7729.
Hook sig. modes of conjunction, 9676,

9749. See Clasp.
Hope. Genuine confidence is only

with those in the good of charity, and
genuine hope with those in the good of

faith, 6578. See Confidence.
Horeb sig. the quality of the good of

love Divine which appeared, 6830; the
Lord as to the truths of faith, 8581; the
law Divine, 8581(7); the external of wor-
ship, of the church, and of the Word,
10543; Horeb was a mountainous region
round about Sinai, 10543; it sig. heaven
in the whole complex; the mountainous
country around Mount Sinai, the external

of the Word, 10608.
Horites sig. persuasions of falsity

from love of self, 1654, 1675; their expul-
sion from Mt. Seir, sig. the subjugation
of that falsity, 1868.

Horn sig. power, 1085, 2714; of ivory

and ebony, exterior goods of worship and
rituals, n 72; horn sig. the power of

truth from good, and in the opposite

sense, the power of falsity from evil,

2832, 4769(3), 7729(6), 9065, 9081; the
horn of the altar sig. truth in which is

power, 2832(8); to strike with the horn,

sig. to destroy falsity by the power of

truth, in the opposite sense, to destroy

truth by the power of falsity, 9081; the

horns on the four corners of the altar, all

manner of power, 9710-21, 10027; horns,

the powers of truth from good, 10182,

10184; things exterior, 10186, 10208.

Hornet sig. the dread of those who are

in the falsities of evil, 933>'> falsities sting-

ing and deadly, exciting dread, 9331-
See Insects.
Horror, or Trembling, sig. altera-

tion, 3593.
Horse, Horseman. A man raised up

again is rep. sitting on a horse and direct-

ing him towards hell, but the horse does
not move from his place, wherefore the

man descends and goes on foot, 187, 188,

789; they who entice innocent Virgins,

without any purpose of marriage and of

offspring, seem to themselves to sit on a
furious horie, 828; horse sig. the intel-

lectual faculty, the understanding, 2383

(2), 1761-2; the white horse sig. wisdom,

2686(4); horsemen, those that declare
truth, 2686(5); the white horse in the
Apocalypse is the internal sense of the
Word, and the Lord, thus the Word, 2760
-1; the chariots of fire and horses of fire

of Elisha, sig. the doctrine of love and
charity and the doctrine of faith, 2762
(2); the horses in Greek mythology,
Pegasus, the Trojan horse, etc., sig. the
understanding, 2762(4); the strength of

a horse sig. one's ow n power of thinking
truth, 2826(10); horse, mule, camel, and
ass, intellectual things in their order from
rational to natural things, 3048(7);
horses are represented when the angels
discourse about what is intellectual, 3217;
there is a place where horses continually

appear, and which is called the abode of

the intelligent, 3217; horses' heels, lowest

intellectual tilings or outward knowl-
edges, 3923(2); snorting of horses, rea-

soning concerning truth, 3923(4); white
horses, truths from the Divine, or from
the internal sense of the Word, 5319(7);
horses, tilings intellectual, chariots, things

doctrinal, 5321(3); the horses of Egypt,
knowledges from the intellectual, 6125;
when horses are predicated of the sen-

sual, they sig. fallacies, 6400; a horseman
or rider falling backwards, sig. receding
from truth, 6401; horses, what is of the

understanding, 7503; hoofs of horses,

sensuous knowledges, 8215(3); horsemen
or riders sig. those things which are of

the understanding, 6534; horse sig. the

understanding of truth, and in the oppo-
site sense, falsity, 6534(4); white horse,

understanding of truth from the Word,
red horse, reasonings from lusts of evil,

black horse, the understanding of truths

extinguished, pale horse, damnation
thence, 6534(41; to ride on an ass sig. to

serve the new intelligence, an ass, truth

serving, 7024; the spirits of the planet

Jupiter are taken away into heaven by
bright horses, as of fire, like Elijah, which
sig. an enlightened understanding, 8029;
the horses of Pharaoh and of the Egyp-
tians, knowledges from a perverse intel-

lectual, the horsemen, reasonings thence,

the chariots doctrinals of the false, the

host and people, the falsities themselves,

8146(3), 8148(2), 8156, 8210; the horse

and his rider sig. falsities from a perverse

understanding, rider, reasonings there-

from, 8265; in the earth Jupiter there are

large horses in forests; the inhabitants are

in actual fear of them, the reason, 8381;
the horse, the intellectual formed from
things learned, 8381; horses of Egypt,
knowledges from a perverted understand-
ing, 8409(2); horses, the inverted and per-

verted understanding, 9466(6); horses,

the internal sense of the Word, chariots,

doctrines therefrom, 10033(2).
Hospitable Abode (hospitum). See

Inn.
Hosts sig. truths of faith, 7236.
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Hot, To Grow. See Heat. To wax
hot in increasing strong desire, 8487.
House (tlomus). In the most ancient

time they were distinguished into houses,

families, and nations, 470; that the church
might be preserved and its perceptions

propagated, 471, 483, 1246; house, the

will and the things of the will, 710. Build-

ing houses, sig. to collect knowledges and
frame the external man, 1488; house, the

mind, 1488(3"); how magnificent the habi-

tations of the angels are; they have real

things, which they call living, those in the

world they call dead, 1628-9; how the

case is when the habitations are changed,

1629; they were seen by souls recently

deceased, 1630; the rich without charity

at first dwell in magnificent palaces, after-

wards in viler habitations, at length they

ask alms, 1631; see Palaces; what is

meant by one born in the house, 1708;
the steward of the house, sig. the external

church, when the house sig. the internal,

1795; see Habitations, Families, Na-
tions; they who are born in the house,

sig. the celestial; they who are bought
with silver, the spiritual, 2048; what is

meant by a house and what by a temple,

2048; houses, goods, also the good, 2233;
house of father, enjoyment of external

knowledge and reason, 2559; man is a
house, his internal good the house of a
father, goods in the same degree the

houses of brethren, external good the

house of a mother, 3128; sweeping the

house, all things prepared and full of

good, 3142; house, the rational mind as

to good and truth conjoined to each other,

as by marriage, 3538; the roof of the
house, sig. good which is superior, the

things in the house, truths, 36.52; the

house of Jehovah, the good of love, 3384
(2): the house of God is the church, In a
more universal sense heaven, and in the

most universal the universal kingdom of

the Lord; but in the supreme sense the
Lord as to the Divine Human, or Divine
good; temple, the same as to truth, 3720;
on this account the house of God amongst
the most ancient people was of wood, be-
cause wood sig. gooi, 3720; the house of

God s the kingdom of God in the ultimate
of order, 3720(3), 3739; what is meant
by secret or inner chambers, 3900(6);
building a house, sig. instructing the ex-
ternal man in intelligence and wisdom,
4300; the blessed have various habita-
tions, 4622. The house empty, sig. the
interiors of man filled with uncleanness,
that is with falsities from evils, 4744;
house, the mind either natural or rational,

4973; house to the good is celestial good,
and their field is spiritual good, and when
house sig. fpiritual good, then field sig.

spiritual truth, 4981-2; house, the mind,
natural and rational, thus the man, 5023;
prison sig. the vastation of the false, con-

sequently temptation, 5043; the house of

a lather, hereditary evils, 5353; he who is

over the house, sig. what is of the external
church, when he who is in the house, sig.

the internal church, 5640; to come to

the house, sig. presence, 5674; to enter
into a chamber, into himself, 5694; to
enter into the house of any one, com-
munication, 5776; God making houses
for the midwives, sig. He arranged knowl-
edges into a celestial form, 6690; house
sig. mind, 7353; chambers sig. the in-

terior things of the mind, 5694(4), 7353;
the house of fathers, the particular good
of every one, 7833-5; house sig. man him-
self or his mind, 7847; the will of good,

7848, 7929; the sons of Israel rep. heaven
and heavenly things and their societies

by divisions into tribes, families, and
houses, 7836(2), 7891, 7996-7; house sig.

various things, as the church, good there-

in, a man, his mind both natural and ra-

tional, here the memory, references, 9150;
they who are within the house, and es-

pecially they who are in one chamber,
think as one; it is otherwise with those
who are without, 9213(5); house sig. the
mind, the bed chambers and inner rooms,
the interiors of the mind, the windows,
doors, posts, and lintel, the exteriors of
the mind which introduce, 7847; man is

like a house, truth is as the entrance
hall, or court, good the rooms of the
house, 10110(3); house of God, the cel.

kingdom, the Lord as to good of love,

10129(7); on the house or roof, the state

in good, 10184(2).
Household. A man's foes of his own

household sig. temptations, 4843(4).
Hul, son of Aram sig. internal knowl-

edge, 1233-4.
Human. See Divine Human. The

Lord's Human essence was only an ad-
ditament to His Divine Essence which
was from eternity, 1461; Hie human be-
gins in the inmost of the rational, 2106,

2194,3175(2); see Essence. The infirm
human was received from the mother,

1414, 1460, 1099(2), 2159, 3599(2); this

He put off and put on the Divine Human,
1999(2), 2009, 2094, 2204, 2216, 2818,

3318(5), 3405, 4503(2), 10830; until at

length He was no longer her son, but the
son of God, 2649(2); He progressed ac-

cording to Divine order, 2500(2-3), 2649,

^559. 4585(2); the merely human is an
organ of life not life in itself, 2658(2); the

human race could not have been saved
unless the Lord had assumed the human
and glorified it, 2776(4), 9715(2); He put
on the Human that He might be tempted,
and thereby subjugate the hells, 2795(2),
3030(4); how the Divine flowed into the
Human and directed its ends, 5042; when
in infirm human he was in humiliation,

6866; thought about Lord's Human like

that of another man, 6475(2), 10826.
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Humble, To, sig. to afflict, to compel
himself to submit, 1035(6), 1037.

Humiliation. The state of the Lord's
humiliation, 1785; the state of the Lord's
humiliation and glorification, 1999(2),
2008, 2150(2), 2265; seethe Lord; in all

worship and adoration there is humilia-
tion, 2327, 2423; a state of true humilia-
tion comes from the acknowledgment of

self, that it is nothing but evil, and that no
one can from himself look to the Lord,
Who is holiness itself, 2327(2); the celes-

tial are in greater humility than the spiri-

tual, 2715(2); all subordination and sub-
mission must be from tiie first principle

of the life, in order that conjunction may
be effected, 3091; good and truth from
the Lord can flow in into a humble and
contrite heart, which acknowledges that

in itself there is nothing but evil, and in

Die Lord nothing but good, and which is

in sell aversion, and also absence from
itself, 3994; humiliation is not required
because the Lord wills glory, but because
good can flow in into a stale of humiliation
with man, and conjoin itself to truth, and
thus man can be regenerated, 4347(2);
humiliation merely external, its difference

from internal, 5420; the Lord requires

humiliation and adoration, not for the
sake of Himself, but for the sake of man,
for thus man is in a stale of receiving good,

5057; tlie humiliation of the 1-ord before
Jehovah, when He was in the world, was
from the human not yet made Divine, in

which was hereditary evil from the moth-
er, 6866. The quality of humiliation,

6S66, 70C.8; the humiliation of the inhab-
itants of Mars, it is internal and profound;
they believe themselves of themselves to

be in hell, and dare not look to the Lord,
and this until they are elevated by the
Lord, 7478; humiliation sig. obedience
when it is said of the evil, 7640; humilia-
tion is not given with the evil, because
they are in the love of self, 7640; humil-
iation is divine worship, 8873; the sons of

Jacob could be in external humiliation
more than other people, hut still they
were not in internal, 9377(2); true humil-
iation is of the heart, 9377(2).
Hundred sig. same as ten namely re-

mains, 1988(2); it sig. what is full, and
remains, 2636(2), 2005; also much, 4400;
what is meant by a hundred and ten years,

65S2, 6594; hundred sig. all, much, what
is full, 9745; a hundred and twenty, from
the meaning of ten and twelve sig. the
remains of faith, 575; a hundred and
fifty, from the meaning of fifteen and ten,

the first and last limit, 813; three hundred
and eighteen, the holy things of combat,
1709; four hundred years, the duration
and state of temptations, 1847; one hun-
dred and forty-four or twelve times twelve,

those who are in the faith of charity, 3272,
3325(6); four hundred, temptations and

the duration thereof, 4248, 4341; one
hundred and eighty years, 4617; three
hundred, 5955.
Hunger, To, sig. lack of knowledge,

1460(3); the Lord's hunger sig. the love
which was his veriest hfe, 1690(3); to

desire good from affection, 4956(2), 4958;
hunger in the spir. world is for such food
as nourishes their minds, namely, to
understand truth, and to be wise in good,
5576(2); hunger, lack of good, 8413.
Hunt, To, sig. to persuade, to captivate

the minds of men by favoring their sen-
sual inclinations, pleasures, and lusts,

117S-9; hunting, truths of sense and
knowledge in which those in the good of

life are instructed, 3309(2); because, by
hunting are meant such things as are
taken in hunting, as rams, kids, goats,

3309(2); hunters, those who teach from
truths of knowledge, and also from doc-
trinals, 3309(3); to teach from the affec-

tion of truth, and in the opposite sense,

to persuade from the affection of falsity,

3309(3); hunting, truth which is from
good, 3501; to go to the field to hunt,
endeavor of the affection to procure truth,

3So8.
,

Hur rep. the doctrine of truth, 9424,
10329.
Hurt sig. injury, to be hurt or broken,

spoken of truths sig. their dispersion,

9163; hurt of the people means falsity of
doctrine gradually insinuating itself, from
the dishonesty of teachers, from lusts, and
other causes, 9272(7).
Husband. See IvIan (tir). Husband

and wife, husband sig. good, wife, truth,

3077. 3236-
Husbandman, sig. man instructed

from teachings of faith, 1068.

Hypocrite. See also Deceitful. De-
ceitful hypocrites are sig. by those who
entered in and had not on a wedding gar-

ment, 2132", hypocrites suffer dreadful
things in the other life more than other

people, 2269(3); hypocrites sig. those who
are outwardly in truth and good but who
inwardly believe nothing of truth and will

nothing of good, 4424(2); hypocrites in-

duce pain in the teeth, and in the bone of

the temples even to the cheek, 5720;
poison in the Word sig. deceit or hypoc-
risy; venomous serpents, the deieitful or

hypocrites, 9013(3); guile sig. hypocrisy,

9013(4); hypocrites cannot do the work
of repentance, hence sins cannot be re-

mitted to them, 9013(8), 9014; to do
without willing is hypocrisy, 10645(3).
Hyssop, sig. external truth, and an

external medium of purification, 7918;
cedar sig. an internal means of puri-

fication, 7918(2).

Idea. See To Think, Understand-
ing, Speech. What is man's own has no
life, what is from the Lord has life; ideas.
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thoughts, etc., of angelic spirits are alive,

41. Kvery idea is an image of man, 301,
803(2); innumerable tilings in one idea,

1008(2), 2367, 6613-6626; wonderful
things are to be seen in ideas when they
are opened with the good, 1860-70; the
speech of spirits is of the ideas of thought,
1876; most ancient people also, 607-8;
communication of ideas, thoughts, and
affections in the other life, 1388-1390;
ideas founded on knowledge, 1435, 1480;
see Speech and Thought; the ideas of

the angels are turned into representatives

in the world of spirits, and with man when
lie sleeps, iq8o-i; the ideas of man are
most obscure respectively, 2367; the qual-
ity of an idea of truth without good in the

other life, and its quality conjoined with
pood, 2425; spir. speech is effected by
ideas, hence spirits can converse with
souls, 1634-1650, 2470-2479, see Speech,
see also Memory. Doctrinals are founded
upon truths of knowledge, these upon
truths of tiie senses, otherwise an idea of

doctrinals cannot be had, 3310(4); the

ideas man is sensible of, concerning the

arcana of faith, can be presented before
the sight in the other life, 33io(4V, the
ideas of the good are open, but closed with
those in truth alone, 3607(3); the under-
standing of a thing is according to the idea

of it and the affection, 3825; in one idea

of thought there are things innumerable;
in the idea of good and truth there is the
whole heaven, from experience, 4046;
every truth of the church has with it ideas

derived from knowledges, 5510(2); which
in the other life are wont to be shown,
5510(3); the material ideas of thought
appeared as in the middle of a kind of a
wave, but not so when the thought is in

the sensual, 6200-1; the ideas of thought
extend themselves into societies on both
sides, 6508-6626; see Thought; the
ideas of thought with man are varied,

multiplied, divided, and thus variously

consociated, 6610; angelic ideas are
opened like clouds, which flowed into the
thoughts of spirits, they appeared like

flaming light, 6615; a closed idea of

thought was seen like a black point, and
an open idea was seen in which all things
led to the Lord, 6620(2); critical ideas
are like a texture formed of closed hues,

6621; how filthy and defiled are the ideas
of the thoughts of those who live evilly,

and hence think evilly, 6625; what is per-

petually in the thought, things clear

are in the midst, obscure round about,
and opposite things verge downwards,
88S5; it is not perceived by man who is

in the world, what is transacting in the
internal man, because spir. ideas are there,

10237(3), 10240(2). In every idea of

thought there is the whole man, 10298(5);
angels instantly come into a sp;r. idea,

the material idea is put oil at the threshold
J

of heaven, 10568; the quality of the in-

ternal sense of the Word is illustrated by
an idea of thought more and more interior

with man, 10604, 10614(2); thought nat-
ural and spir., 10604(2). Angelic ideas,

their quality and nature, 2249, 2540-2,

2574(3). 2580,3507, 3767(2), 4047(2), 42 to,

4373(2), 6884, 7191, 7381(2), 7847, 9186
(3), 10568, 10604(2); ideas of infants,

2290-1, 2298, 4551, 5497; material and
immaterial, natural and spir. ideas, 1526,
1626, 2333, 2473; natural ideas the foun-
dation, 2S13, 2953, 3131(2), 3213, 5477
(2) , 5510(2); immaterial and material
ideas, 4408, 5407, 6200, 10582; ideas of

time and space, 5146, 7381, 8918; ideas of

spirits compared with ideas of angels,

6987(2); effect of life on ideas, 7506(2);
natural ideas produced from spir. ideas

by correspondence, 10237(3), 10400(3),
10551(5); ideas of spir. tilings not formed
from correspondence are from fallacies of

the senses and tilings incongruous, 0300
(3) ; idea of God is the principal idea,

10736; no idea can be formed of the Di-
vine except by the Divine Human, 42n
(2) , 5110(3), 5321(2), 6700, 7211, 8705
(3) ; ideas of the Lord dra^n from the

letter, their quality, 8705(2); no conjunc-
tion with God except through idea of a
Divine Man, 8705(4-5).

Ideal. The tilings of heaven are real,

of hell not real, 4623; evil spirits attempt
to persuade those who come from the
world that nothing is real, but all is ideal,

4623(3); one who believed all things were
fantasies and nothing was real, 1510(3).
See Fantasies.
Idle or At Ease, those who have led

an idle life induce heaviness in the stom-
ach, 7 1 18; idle sig. not infested enough
with falsities, 7118, 7149.

Idol, Gkaven Image. Idols sig. fal-

sities, 424; lusts of pleasures from self love

and love of world called idol6, 994(7);
the Jews were prone to the worship of

idols, 1004(2); they then rep. the opposite
of heavenly things, 3881(11), 4311(4),
8301(6); external worship made idolatrous

treated of Gen. x., 1151-1264; worship
of idols are external idolatries which may
be conjo.ned with chanty, 1370, 1832(3),

2604. 4211(3); gods of silver rep. falsities,

of gold evils, 1551(5), 8932(8); teraphim
were idols, they sig. truths, why, 4111( 5);

worship of idols arose from representative

images, 4162(3), and from worship of

men, 1327(2); things graven sig. things

from the proprium, which men are willing

should be adored as Divine, S869; tilings

graven, molten, strange gods, idols sig.

things of man's intelligence which have
no life in them, 8941(8); graven tilings

sig. things of man's own intelligence,

9424(4), 9466(5), 10406; gods of silver sig.

evils and falsities made to appear in the

external form as good and true, 8932; in
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Christian paganism images of sanctified

men are exhibited for adoration, 0020;
calves of gold among chief idols of Egypt,
they were first representative, 0301(7),
10407(3); see whole number on idolatry,

9391; the golden calf sig. doctrine from
external sense separate from internal,

9424(4); idols, doctrines of falsity from
self intelligence, 9777(3); idols of stone,

worship from falsities of doctrine, of

wood, worship from evils of doctrine, of

silver, worship of falsity in doctrine and
life, of gold, worship of evil in doctrine
and life, 10503.

Idolatry. The nations in the land of

Canaan, sig. idolatries, 1205; there are

three universal kinds of idolatry, the love

of self, the love of the world, the love of

pleasures, 1357, 1363; idolatries are in-

ternal and external, 1205, 1363, 1370;
the church from being idolatrous, became
representative, 1361; internal idolatries

which are profanations of cel., spir., and
rational things and of outward knowledges,

1370; idolaters in the other life, their

state and lot, see Nations. The lot of

those in the Ancient Church who became
idolaters, 2605; the Lord, in the Ancient
Church, was given various names, from
which idolatry took its gods, 3667; the
Ancient Church gave the Lord various

names, according to His qualities, by
which Divine worship began to be turned
into idolatry, 4162(2); how idolatry arose

from the representatives of the Ancient
Church, 4580(3); idolatry is to worship
external things without internal, 4825;
the internal idolatry derives its origin

from the love of self and of the world, 4825

(2); idolatry is external and internal, in

general the worship of falsity and evil,

4826; idolatry and magic arose in Egypt
from a perversion of representatives, 0391
(7); worship of externals without thought
of the internals, that is the Lord, heaven,
faith, etc., is idolatrous, 10399; idols,

molten things, and graven things, in the

Word, sig. doctrines from the external

sense of the Word without the internal,

which are applied by man's own intelli-

gence in favor of self-love, 10406; idols

were of stone, wood, silver, and gold, those

of gold were the worst, because they sig.

evils of doctrine and life from the love of

self, 10503.
Icnorance. Ignorance is induced to

prevent the profanation of holy things,

301-3, i327U)-8; holiness dwells in

ignorance, even with the angels, not with

the Lord, 1557(2); the difference between
the good of infancy, the good of ignorance,

and the good of intelligence, 2280; the

spiritual, before reformation, are reduced
into ignorance, which is the desolation of

truth, 2682(2); when born man is in igno-

rance of all truth, 3175(a); to be ignorant

and cot to know, sig. to be obscure, 3717;

the angels know nothing from themselves;
what they know is from the Lord; from
that ignorance they have wisdom, 1557
(2), 4295(2); ignorance does not condemn
if they live in mutual love and innocence,
4468; the first age to the fifth year is a
state of ignorance in innocence, 10225.

Illustration. See Enlightenment.
Image. The spir. man is an image, the

cel. man a likeness, 50, 51, 53, 473; graven
image sig. falsities, 586(2); when regen-
erated man is an image of heaven, before,
an image of hell, 911, i860, 3513, 3739,
9283(2); an image of God is charity or
love toward the neighbor, but a likeness,

love to the Lord, 1013; image of Nebu-
chadnezzar sig. profane worship, 1326(2);
the indefinite is an image of the infinite,

1590; in love to the Lord there is a like-

ness, in charity there is an image, 3691
(5); worship of images, 4211(3), 7272(3);
images of a male sig. appearances and
similitudes of truth, 8904(4); the image
of Nebuchadnezzar sig. the successive
states of the church on this earth as to the
reception of truth Divine proceeding
from the Lord, 0406(7); the internal man,
an image of heaven, the external, an image
of the world, 9706.

Imagination. Imagination of the
thoughts of the heart only evil, sig. no
perception of good and truth, 586; con-
sists solely of forms and appearances that
have been received by bodily vision,

wonderfully varied, but interior imagina-
tion or thought consists of forms and ap-
pearances imbibed through the mind's
vision still more wonderfully varied, they
are animated by influx of life from the
Lord, 3337.

.

Imaginative, this belongs to the in-

terior sensual of man, in his natural mind,
3020.

Immaterial. Obscurity comes from
the term immaterial, 1533.
Immense. Immensity of the Lord's

kingdom, 1810.

Immersed, To Be. See Inundation.
Impatience. Impatience is a corpo-

real affection, and so far as man is in it,

so far he is in time, but so far as man is

not in impatience whilst he is in heavenly
affection, so far he is not in time, 3827.
Imtediments to man's becoming celes-

tial are empty learning and cupidities,

7542- .

Imposthumes, in the chamber of the

breast, the deceitful correspond to them,
5188. Sec Wound.
Incantation. See Magic.
Incense. See Odor, Aromatic,

Frankincense. It sig. the cel. things of

love and the spir. things of faith, 925(3);
as odor corresponds to perception, hence
frankincense, incense, and odors in oint-

ments were made representative, 4748(2);
incense, faith, 9375U). Incense sig.
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things of worship which are gratefully

perceived, 9473; see Frankincense and
Aromatic ; incense sig. confessions,

adorations, and prayers which are from
the truths of faith from love, 0475(3);
the altar of incense is representative of

the hearing and grateful reception of all

things of worship from love and charity

from the Lord, 10177; in the opposite
sense it sig. worsliip from love of self and
love of the world, 10177(9), 10205; to

burn incense sig. elevation of worship,

because it is smoke from fire, which is

love, 10198-9; the spices of incense sig.

the affections of truth from good in wor-
ship, 10291; they appertain to the spiri-

tual class, 10295. Incense sig. spin wor-
ship, which is effected by confessions,

adorations, and prayers, 10298; worship
from truths, 10350.

Incredulity, or Unbelief. See
Faith.

Indefinite. See Infinite.
Indicnation. When man is such as

the Israelitish nation was, he is indignant
against God if he does not obtain his

desires, 10559.
Infant, Infancy, Infants. In the

Word, sucklings, infants, and little chil-

dren, sig. three degrees of love and inno-

cence, 430; true infancy is at the same
time wisdom, 1616; knowledges are im-
planted in the celestial things of child-

hood and infancy, 1616(4); infants are
instructed in heaven, and this easily,

1802(3); the Word read by infant boys
and girls is better perceived by the an-
gels, 1776; infernal spirits cannot excite

anything of evil and falsity with infants,

and with the simple in heart, 1667(3);
the atmospheres of playful infants in the

other life, whence they suppose that all

things are alive, 162 1; love towards in-

fants, unless it be for the sake of the Lord's
kingdom, is not unlike that of brutes,

1272; an infant pushing down the ante-

diluvians, 1 271; see also Innocence;
the difference between the good of in-

fancy, the good of ignorance, and the
good of intelligence, 2280; the quality of

those at this day who are against inno-
cence, rep. by an infant whom they
treated very badly, 2126; all infants are
raised up again in the other life, hence it

is manifest how immense the heaven of
the Lord is, 2289; infants in the other life

know no more than infants, but they
are instructed, 2200; their understanding
is tender, and their ideas are capable of
being opened by the Lord, because noth-
ing has closed them, 2201; they are there
instructed in a manner suited to their fac-

ulties according to heavenly order, 2292;
they are initiated into this, to know no
other Father than the Lord, and have life

from the Lord; they suppose that they were
born in heaven, 2293; spirits attempt to

lead them, but that they resist, which is

their temptation, 2294; they cannot be
infested by evil spirits, 2295; they are
sometimes sent to infants on earth, which
is delightful to them, 2295; they are
ornamented with garlands of flowers, and
walk in paradisal gardens, 2296; they are
encompassed with most beautiful at-

mospheres, which seem to be alive, whence
they suppose that all things are living,

2297; in the ideas of infants it appears as
if all things lived. 2298; they are in-

structed by representations full of intel-

ligence, by which infants are led to be-
come wise, 2299; infants are hereditarily

of diverse tempers, 2300; of a cel. genius,

and of a spiritual, 2301; what societies

have the care of infants, 2302-3; what
angels are with infants in the earth suc-
cessively, 2303; infants are not angels,

but become so by intelligence and wis-

dom, 2304; in this case they appear no
longer as infants, but as adults; the ex-
ample of one who was adult, as to the
quality of mutual love towards a brother,

2304(2); infancy is not innocence, be-
cause innocence dwells in wisdom. 2305;
the innocence of infancy represented as
something woody, the innocence of wis-

dom as something alive, 2306; they who
are innocent and at the same time wise,

appear as infants, 2306; infants are noth-
ing but evil, and to the intent that they
may know this, they are remitted into
their hereditary evils, 2307-8; how very
bad the education of infants here on
earth is, exemplified by boys fighting,

and being encouraged to do so by their

parents, 2309; in what manner the states

of infants succeed from the first stages of

innocence, 3183; a suckling and one who
gives suck, sig. innocence, 3183; infant

sig. cel. love, sucklings, innocence, 3183
(3); innocence, 3183; with the man about
to be regenerated, the case is similar as
with an infant, who first learns to speak,
and think, and understand, and then
imbues the life; thus spir. things flow
spontaneously, 3203(3). Good is the
elder or first-born, illustrated by the state

of infants, in that they are in a state of

innocence, of love to parents and nurses,

and of mutual charity towards their in-

fant companions, 3494; man, without the
goods of infancv, would be more fierce

than any wi!d_ beast of the forest. 3494,
3703; what is imbued in infancy appears
natural, 3494; it is true that infants are
sons of the Lord, and also adults who
retain the goods of infancv in wisdom,
3404(2); innocence with infants is with-
out, and hereditary evil within, whereas
with the regenerate, innocence is within,
and hereditary evil without, 4^63(2);
infants of some years old are attendant
upon those who constitute the interiors
of the nostrils, 4627(4); infants grow to
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maturity in heaven by virtue of spir.

nourishment, 4792; changes of the affec-

tions from infancy even to adult age were
seen in the face, and how much of infancy
remained, 4797; the innocence of infancy
is made the innocence of wisdom, 4707(2);
goods and truths procured from infancy

to youth, 5126(2), 5135; see Remains;
infants are innocencies, 5608; hence
infants sig. those things which are in-

terior, 5608; when man becomes old and
as an infant, the innocence of wisdom
should be conjoined to the innocence of

ignorance which he had as an infant, and
thus he should pass into the other life,

5608(9); little ones sig. innocence, 6107.

By an infant are meant boys, youths,

young men, it sig. truth, 7724; good is

implanted in man from infancy, that it

may be a plane for receiving truth.

10110(4).
Infestation. See Vastation and

Temptation. How evil spirits infest

man and endeavor to destroy him by
flowing into his loves, 1820; infestation

of truths by falsities and evils rep. by
Israelites in Egypt, 6635; spirits who are

thus infested are in the lower earth, 7090;
how infestation from falsities takes place,

7122; they are infested even to despair,

7147; unless they are infested even to de-

spair the end of the use is not attained, 7 166;

those in the affection of charity cannot be
infested by falsities, but only by fallacies

and appearances, 7474(2); the state of

those who infest described such as it was
before the Lord's coming, 8280-8295;
the judgment on them, 8296-8200; in

Exod. i. the infestation of truths by fal-

sities and evils in the natural is described,

6635; Exod. v. the subject is continued,

7087-7160; those that infest are re-

moved only by degrees, 7186(3); their

removal is described in the series, Exod.
vi.-xii., see explanation. Infestation by
reasoning from mere falsities, sig. by
plague of frogs, 7392; of blood sig. infes-

tation by falsities from fallacies and ap-

pearances, 7392; of lice, infestation

by evils, 7410; the ten plagues sig.

ten states before they are stripped of all

truth, 7465; difference between infesta-

tion and temptation, 7474(3); Eygpt sig.

where they are infested, infestation is

spir. captivity, 7900.
Infinity. Angelic idea of the Divine

Infinity. 1382; what is indefinite is an
image of what is infinite, 1590; the Lord
is infinite as to essf. 3404. 3701. See

Esse; truths and goods and all things are

indefinite, because from the infinite, 623?

(4); everything of wisdom is of infinite ex-

tension the things of wisdom are infinite

in number. 66.18: the Divine and what is

from it is infinite. 6648; the infinite is ac-

commodated to the finite in the Divine

Human; see Human, references, 8644(3),

8760, 9303, 9046; of the infinite it is said
that it is the Itself, it is, thus good Itself

and truth Itself. 106 19.

Influx. See Order. Influx of the
Lord's life into will, understanding, rea-
son, and memory, 657; order of influx
from Lord through cel., spir., and natural,

880(2). Influx of the internal man
through the interior or rational into the
external, 1702(2), 1707(2); its quality with
the Lord, 1707(4); the influx of the Lord
through things cel. and spir. into things
natural, 775, 880(2), 1096(3), 1702(2),

1707(3), 3283; order of influx respecting
instruction, 1405; evil is from hell, good
from the Lord, hence an influx of all

things into the thoughts, 904(3); there is

influx from the Lord through man's in-

ternal into his rational, and hence into

knowledges, 1940(2), 2004(2); see Inter-
nal; the things which appear in externals
flow in from the interiors, and solely from
the Lord. 1954(2); good and truth so far

flow in from the Lord as evil and falsity

are removed, 2411(2); cel. truth flows in

with the cel. man, spir. truth with the
spir. man, 2069(5); something concern-
ing influx, 2701; the all of thought and of

will flows in, and so it is true of the life,

2886-8. See Life and Freedom. By
influx truth* in the natural man are called

forth, are elevated, and implanted in

rational good, and how, 3085-6; good
from the Lord flows in when those things
are removed which are of the love of self

and of the world, or the lusts of evil and
persuasions of falsity, 3142, 3147(2);
thoughts flow in from within, and not
from without; experience concerning
some who fell from an angelic society. l>e-

cause they were in falsities, 3210; appro-
priation, is effected when truths are in-

sinuated into the natural, how effected,

3513; the order of influx is that interior

things flow into exterior, not the reverse,

2577; the good of the rational flows into

the good of the natural, thus imme-
diately, it also flows in mediately through
the truth of the rational into the truth of

the natural, this is meant by Isaac loved

Esau, but Rebekah loved Jacob, 33.14;

during man's regeneration, good is with-

out and truth within; but w-lhen he is re-

generated, then good is within and truth

without, and what the quality of the in-

flux is in the first state, and what in the

second, 3563(2); heaven corresponds to

the Lord; man as to all and single things

corresponds to heaven; hence heaven n
the Greatest Man, and man the smallest

heaven, 3624-49, 3741-50. 3883-06, 4030-

55, 4218-28, 4318-31. 4403-21, 45'3-

34, 4622-34. 4652-60, 4701-4806, 4931"

53, 5050-62, 5171-00, 5377-00. 555*-

73. 5711-27. See Man. _
See also Coi-

respondence. Influx is from the in-

terior, but its appearing to be from the
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exterior through the external senses is

an appearance and a fallacy, 37?'; how
the l-ord flows in through the interiors

into the ultimate*, 3730, 3*55. 4027(3);
all influx with man is effected by societies

of spirits and of angels, concerning whom,
4067; the all of life flows in, thus all evil

is from hell, and all good from the Lord,

4151, 4318-4322; man believes that all

tilings are in himself, when yet they flow

in, which he may know from the doc-

trinal that good and truth are from the

Lord, evil and falsity from hell, 4240(2);

as there is doubt and denial of heaven, it

cannot be known that there is any influx

thence and correspondence, 4322 ^ Irom
influx comes endeavor, from endeavor
energy, and from energy effect, 5116(2);

exterior things cannot flow in into in-

terior, 5 1 10; the influx of the Divine is

through what is inmost into things in-

ferior mediately and immediately, 5147-

5150; the exterior natural is a plane, and
as it were a face, in which interior things

see themselves, and that hence man has

the power of thinking, 5165(2); unless the

natural be subordinate, as with the re-

generate, interior things cannot be pre-

sented; thus neither can those things

be believed which are above sensual

things, 5168(2); what is exterior does not

flow in into what is interior, but what is

interior into what is exterior; thus what
is Divine into all and single things, 5259;
man's power of intuition, of thinking ana-

lytically, of forming conclusions, of will-

ing, is from influx, 5288; the influx of the

Divine, is by good and truth, 5482; men
do not perceive at this day that good is

given to man gratis by the Lord, because
they are in worldly things, and do not be-

lieve in any influx, 5640(2); angelic so-

cieties know this well, from experience,

5640(3); what is external does not flow 1

in into what is internal, but what is in-

ternal into what is external, 5779; influx

adapts itself to efflux, influx through the

internal man is checked so as not to be
received, on account of the opposition of

evils and falsities, 5828(3); the good of

the internal church produces the good
of the external church by influx, 5841;
all things which man thinks and wills

flow in, 5S46; there is a general influx

and a particular influx, 5850; a general

influx with animals, because they are in

order; but a particular one with man,
because he is not in order, 5850; on in-

flux into man by means of angels and
spirits, 5846-5866; the influx of the

Greatest Man or heaven into man dis-

tinguished into four operations, into the

organs of reason, respiration of lungs,

pulsations of heart, the kidneys, 3884-
3S95; the regeneration of the natural as

to good and truth is not effected by knowl-
edges but by influx, 539b; to command

sig. influx, 5732; spirits flow in into Ihe
thoughts, angels into ends, good spirits

into those things which are of faith and
charity with man, 5854; the things ap-
pertaining to man, which pass from the
thought and will into the body, flow into
act by a general influx according to cor-
respondence, 5862; manifestation by in-

flux, 5885; angels flow in into the truths
of faith appertaining to man, 5893(3);
see Regeneration. Influx progresses
through perpetual mediations, 5920; the
corporeals of man are ruled from a gen-
eral influx, 5990, 6192, 6211; internal good
flows into external good, not into truths,

unless by or through good, 6027; that the
natural with man may live, there must be
immediate influx from the Lord, and me-
diate through the spir. world, 6063(2);
the influx and intercourse of the soul with
the body, 6053-8; see Soul, Spirit, Man;
nothing can be known concerning the
influx and intercourse of the soul with
the body, when it is unknown what the
soul is, 6053; there is influx immediately
from the Lord into the most particular
things, and mediately through the spir.

world, 6058; what influx is, illustrated

by comparison with the heat and light

of the sun flowing into all things of the
earth, and with other things, 6128, 6190;
the influx and intercourse of the soul and
body, 6189-6215; each and everything
with man flows in, 6189, 6213; each ana
everything flows in into the thought and
will, from manifold experience, 6191;
they flow in into the thought by spirits,

from experience, 6194-9; spirits enter into

all things of man's memory, and believe

them to be their own, 6192-3, 6198-9;
spirits do not know that they are with
men, 6192; there is a general influx into

the actions and speech of the body, 6192;
general influx is a continual endeavor
flowing into the single things of the life

of man, 6211; angels know that all good
and truth is from the Lord, and all things
flow in, the evil are not at all willing to

know this, 6193(2). The material ideas

of thought have appeared as it were in

the midst of a kind of wave, 6200; but
not so when the thought is in the sensual,

6201; there is another influx, when a so-

ciety of any infernal spirits speak among
themselves, and this is communicated,
for when this is the case, anxieties are
induced in the province of the stomach,
6202; man casts himself into hell when he
does evil from consent, at length from
purpose, then from the delight of affec-

tion, hence he opens to himself a corre-

spondent hell, which flows in, 6203; hence
evil obstinately remains in man, 6203;
spirits rule man as a servant from the
authority of rule, but the angels gently by
freedom, 6205; evil is appropriated to

man because he believes Uiat he thinks
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and wills from himself; if otherwise it

would not be imputed, 6206; the influx

of the angels is mto those things which
are of man's conscience, 6207, 6213; the
influx of the angels appears as an atrial

stream lucid and flamy, 6200; influx with
the prophets, from experience, 6212(2);
it can hardly be believed that spirits

know the thoughts, from experience, 6214;
when yet in the other life they know the

most particular things, 6214; continua-
tion concerning the influx and inter-

course of the soul with the body, 6307-
27; there is an influx from the spir. world
through angels and spirits, 6307; evil

spirits assault, and angels dispel what
they infuse; such is the order of influx,

6308; no hurt comes from what enters

into the thought, but from what enters

the will, thus from what comes forth,

6308; influx when man is in a sensual
light, 6300-18; see Sensual; angelic

influx is effected by representations, 6310;
the spirits with man perceive as man
thinks, not as he feels with the body, 6319;
angels flow in through affections; few
things are received by man, 6320; man
cannot live unless there be angelic influx,

from experience of those who in port

took away influx, 6321; things external do
not flow in into things internal; there is

no physical influx, from experience, 6322
(2)-3; although all things flow in, yet

man becomes guilty, who appropriates
to himself evil by believing that the

things which he does are from himself,

6324; if he believe otherwise, then evil

would not be appropriated to him. 6325;
if man were in a state to believe all good
to be from the Lord, and all evil lo be
from hell, he would be gifted with peace,

and would be in essential freedom, 6325;
life from the Lord is the principal cause,

man as a recipient is the instrumental

which act as one, 6325; continuation con-

cerning influx and the intercourse of the

soul with the body, 6466-05; influx from
heaven is mediately from the Lord, 6466;
all life flows in from the Lord, 6467,
6468-71; see Life. The Lord flows in

through heaven mediately, and imme-
diately from Himself, both into man's
interiors and exteriors, 6472; as He is

received, such is the life of the thought and
the will, 6472(2); the Lord governs the

ultimates of man, and also the firsts,

which is lo be concluded from order,

6473; how influx is from the Lord, 6474;
influx from the Lord into things most
particular, is confirmed by various things.

6475-78; when I was reading the Lord's
prayer, I perceived influx manifestly,

6476; doubts concerning the influx of life

from the Lord cannot be removed, so

long as fallacies remain, and things are

unknown, and the negative prevails, 6470;

influx of life from the Lord; sec Lue; the

Lord rules the world by the evil as well
as by the upright, leading them by their

loves, 6481(2), 6405; when the influx of
good and truth from the Lord is not re-

ceived in the natural, internal things are
closed, 6564; influx and intercourse of

the soul with the body, 6508-6626;
thought and affection extend themselves
far into societies round about, 650S-
6613; see Thought; there are innumer-
able things in the ideas of thought, 6619—
6626; the Lord flows in into the ultimates
of order, thus not only mediately through
the angelic heaven and spirits, but also

immediately, 7004(2); mediate influx

through heaven from the T ord, 6982,
6085, 6996; truth immediately proceed-
ing from the Lord, and its conjunction
with truth mediately proceeding from
Him, with, those who arc in good, 7055(3),
7056, 7058; truth proceeding imme-
diately from the Divine enters the will,

truth proceeding mediately enters the
understanding, they are conjoined in act,

or life, 7056(3); neither man, spirit, nor
angel think from themselves, all things
flow in, 7147(2); influx is according to

successive order, concerning which order,

7270(2); the Lord also flows in imme-
diately into the ultimate of order, 7270
(4); truths ought to be confirmed gradu-
ally, the quality of the appearance of

those who have believed instantane-

ously is described, 7298; Divine good
and truth are turned with every one ac-
cording to the quality and state of him
who receives, 7343(2); the hells may
be seen from the heavens, inferior things

from superior, and evils from good, but
not contrariwise, 8237; good gives the

faculty of receiving influx from the Lord,
but not truth without good, 8321(2); there

are six degrees of Divine truth, 8443;
with those who are led by the Lord all

things flow in, references, 8405(5); there

is immediate influx of the Lord when
man acts from truth, but immediate and
mediate influx when from good, 8685(2),
8701; mediate influx is alike from the

Lord as immediate, 8717(2); the Lord
flows in through the angels, as to all good
which becomes of faith and of charity, and
also as to all arrangement; the angels
flow in from themselves with such things

not good as agree with the affections of

man, but still are means to introduce
good, 8728; the Divine in things supreme
is tacit and pacific, by degrees it becomes
turbulent, tumultuous, and impolitic,

when it descends, 8823; the internal things

which arc in each tiling from the I ord,

8868(3); there is spir. influx, not physical,

from experience, 9109-10; everything of

thought and will with man flows in; all

good and truth arc from the I. ord, refer-

ences, 9223; good flows into the will from
the Lord by an internal way, and mceta
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the troth received by an external way,

9227(3); there is influx from the Lord
through heaven in order even to man,
man is in the last place, 9216; the all of

life with man flows in through heaven
from the Lord, references, 9276(9); the

Lord dwells in his own, thus in what is

Divine with man. 9338(6); persuasive

faith, 9363-9369; there are some who be-

lieve the Word or doctrine of the church,

but have not lived according to it; and
that there is no conjunction of the Lord
with what is external without an internal,

9380(2); the Divine truth from the Lord
continually flows into man and forms his

intellectual, 9399. references, 9400(2); how
the Divine truth proceeding from the

Lord flows in, illustrated by radiant cir-

cles which are spheres from Him, and
how man is elevated into the light of

heaven, 9407(14); the Lord's influx me-
diately through the heavens into the good
there, and immediately, references, 9682-

3; the Ix>rd flows in immediately into

good, and mediately into truth, 10153;
truth is not given without good, thus faith

without charity or love, illustrated from
representatives in the other life, 10194;
faita and love keep an equal pace with

each other, 10201(2); all things which are

of the understanding and of the will flow

in, but at first man does not perceive it,

102 19; the all of worship, which is truly

worship, is from the Lord, and not from
man, 10299(2); influx and enlightenment
are actual elevation into heaven by the

Lord amongst the angels, and communica-
tion there, 10330(2); the capacity to re-

ceive influx is according to the love of

truth and good, 10330(3).
Physical influx is not given, references,

9401(2), 9419(2), 10299(3); the ideas of

interior thought which are spiritual flow

down and are converted into natural ideas

10551(5); the Lord's influx through the

internal into the external of the Word,
10689.
General influx into man, 5862, 5990,

6192, 6211; into beasts, 1633, 3646; im-
mediate influx from the Lord, mediate
through the spir. world, 6063, 6307, 6472,

6982, 9683; immediate influx into all

things, 6058, 6474-78, 8717(2), 8728;
influx into firsts and at the same time into

lasts, 5147(2). 5150. 6473. 7004(3), 7007

(4), 7270; into good and through good into

truth, 5432, 5649(2), 6027, 8685(2), 8701

(2), 10153(21; life inflowing is varied ac-

cording to reception, 2069(5), 5pS6, 6472,

7343; with the wicked good is turned into

evil, truth Into falsity,3642, 4632; good and
truth inflowing are received so far as evil

and falsity do not oppose, 2411, 3142,

3147, 5828; for influx adapts itself to

efflux, 5846-66, 5828(3); influx treated in

order, 5846-66, 6053-S. 6189-6215, 6307
-27, 6466-96, 6508-6626. 6053-8, 6189-
6215, 6307-27, 6466-96, 6598-6626.

Information. See Instruction.
Infundibulum. Those who belong to

that province in the Greatest Man are of
two kinds, one useful, one not, their na-
ture, 4050.
Inhabit, To. See To Dwell.
Inhabitant sig. good, 2451; a so-

journer and inhabitant, sig. that the Lord
is unknown to them and still is present
with them, 2915; inhabitants, the goods
of truths, 3488(8); in the opposite sense
the evil of the false, 10640.
Inherit, To. See Heir. When spoken

of the Lord, sig. to have the Lord's life,

2658(3).
Inheritance, To Inherit. See He-

reditary, Iniquity. Transgressions are
evils contrary to the truths of faith,

iniquities, to lie goods of faith, sins, to the
goods of charity and love, 9156; to bear
iniquity, sig. the removal of falsities and
evils with those who are in good from the
Lord 9937. See Sin, 10621;

Initiate. Initiation or insemination
of truth into good. 3009-3108, 3110(2),
3185, 3206, 4273, 5660, 7957; in the ra-
tional, 3167; initiation of truth into truth
Divine, 3131; initiation is betrothal, 3132
(2) ; in Gen. xxix. initiation of natural into

the Divine is treated of, effected by doc-
trine from the Word, 3768; initiation sig.

by a kiss, 3808; by a feast, 3832-3, 5161,
7S49; by a baptism, 4255; by a present,

4262; initiation is a general influx, 5667;
initiation into knowledges, 6004; into
external charity, 9209(2).
Inmost sig. by face, 32, by highest,

1311(3), by best, 6084, by head, 10011, by
roof, 10184; cel. tilings are inmost, 2162
(3) ;

thought from perception is inmost,
2515; marriage love flows through the
inmost of man, 2737; man's inmost is

where the Lord dwells with him, 2973(4);
the Lord flows through the inmost, and
dwells in the inmost and from it rules
lower things, 3855, 6322(2), 8690(2); it

reigns universally, 8864(4), 8885(2); in-

most, called soul, is from the father, 4063
(3), 6716(2); with the Lord it was Jeho-
vah, 6716(2); from it man has immortal-
ity, 5114(4); it is most perfect, 5147; in-

most, interiors, exteriors, 6451(2) -2,
10048(2), 10181(3); inmost things are be-
ginnings, 9656; the purest, 9666(2); the
end is the inmost, 9825.

Inn. See Lodging Place.
Innocence. See Infant. The inno-

cent in heaven appear as infants, variously
decorated, 154; the proprium vivified by
charity and innocence is beautiful and
delightful, 164; the nakedness of inno-
cence is beautiful; examples of those who
testify innocence by nakedness, 165;
those who, being admitted into heaven,
arc willing to be innocent from themselves
rep. by infant vomiting milk, 546; the
quality of those at this day who are against
innocence, rep. by an infant whom they
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treated most cruelly, 2126; infancy is not
innocence; wisdom in which innocence
dwells is innocence. 2305; innocence of in-

fancy, rep. as something wooden, ll.e in-

nocence of wisdom as alive and nsked,
2306; they who are innocent, and at the
same time wise, appear as infants, 2306;
innocence makes good to be good, 2526;
marriage love is innocence; they who have
lived in genuine marriage love, are in the
heaven of innocence, which is the inmost,

2736; innocence is in a state of peace; love
and faith have in them innocence which
is essential to them, 2780; tliere must be
innocence and charity that truth may be
received, 3111(2); in what manner the

states of infants succeed from the first

which is of innocence, that there may be
innocence inmostly in all, 3183; an old
man, sig. wisdom in which is innocence,

3183(4); the innocence of wisdom with
the wise, 3494(2); see Infancy; concern-
ing innocence, 3519; innocence is in char-

ity, and in love to the Lord, 3994; the

proprium of innocence consists in man's
acknowledgment that nothing but evil is

from himself, and that all good is from
the Lord, 3994; the black proprium of

innocence, what, 3C94, 4001; the inno-

cence of infancy becomes the innocence
of wisdom, 4797(2); no one can enter into

heaven unless he has somewhat of inno-

cence, 4797(2); there are three degrees of

innocence, sig. by suckling, little child,

and boy, 5236(2); innocence must be in

truth with man, that it may be genuine,

6013", the quality of innocence may ap-
pear from a view of the conduct of in-

fants toward their parents, 6107; inno-

cence is the uniting medium of good and
truth, even if the truth is not genuine,

6765; innocence rep. by little children,

babes, and sucklings, 560S; the innocence
of wisdom and the innocence of igno-

rance, 5608(9); the influx of innocence
arranges good in heaven, that is, the so-

cieties of angels, 7836(5); good without
innocence is not good, 7840; the good of

innocence is the good of love to the Lord,
and the truth of the good of innocence is

the good of charity, 7877; the good, which
derives its quality from falsity is accepted

by the Lord, if there be ignorance, and
therein innocence, and a good end, 7887;

what innocence is, 7902; innocent tg.

interior good, just exterior, 9262; no good
appertains to man unless in innocence,

9262(2); an explication concerning inno-

cent blood of one thrust through lying in a
field, Deut. xxi. 1-10, 9262(3); the inno-

cence of wisdom, and the innocence of

ignorance, what are their qualities, 9301;
the good of the innocence of wisdom
must not be mixed with the truth of the

innocence of ignorance, 9301; the inno-

cence of wisdom consists in knowing that

in self there is nothing of good and truth

but that all things are from the Lord,
9938(2); file innocence of infancy is ex-
ternal and in ignorance, the innocence of
the regenerate is internal in wisdom, ref-

erences, 10021; their difference, 10021(3);
the knowledges of truth and good are
implanted in the innocence of infancy,
it is their plane, references, 10021(3);
several particulars concerning innocence,
the process of man's regeneration from a
state of external innocence to a state of
internal innocence is described, 1002 1;

the offering of lambs, sig. the good of
innocence IB every state, 10131-4; inno-
cence rep. by various animals, 10132(2);
innocence must be in all good and truth
hence derived, to make it good and truth,

10134; ail purification or removal from
sins is effected by the good of inno-
cence, 102 10; innocence consists in ac-
knowledging and loving the Lord, and in

believing that all things are from the
Lord, thus in being led by Him and not by
self, 10210; the states of man from ti e
innocence in ignorance to innocence in
wisdom, 10225; in proportion as man
ascribes all good and truth to the Lord he
comes into innocence, 10227(2).

Innocence sig. by infants, sucklings,

little ones, and children, 430. 2126, 2305-6,
5608; bv virgins, 3081(7), by nurse, 3183,
by a kid, she-goat, lamb, 3519(4), by
lion's whelp, 6367, by the paschal lamb,
7852; bullocks and calves sig. good of

innocence and charity in external man;
lambs and sheep, good of innocence and
charity in internal man, 9391; she-goat
sig. good of innocence in external man,
references, 9470; innocence sig. by nal ed-
ness, 9960(19); by the liver, 10031(2);
ram sig. good of innocence in internal

man, 10042; innocence sig. by son of a
dove, and a turtle dove, 10132(9). A
wolf sig. what is against innocence,

3094(3)-
Inquire of God, sig. to will and act

from the Word, 8692.
Insane. The insanity of our age, from

not believing the things of eternal life,

1630, 3646(3); the negative principle

leads to all folly and insanity, the affirma-

tive to all intelligence and wisdom, 2568
(4), 2588; they are interiorly insane who
are in falsity and evil, 1914(4), 1944(2),

3038(5), 4217(3); to view the doctrine

of faith from man is all insanity and fool-

ishness, but from the Word is all intelli-

gence and wisdom, 2584(3); all insanity

and folly is from the proprium, 334 1,

4531, 10227(3); the external separate
from the interna! is insane. 9100.

Insect. See Worm. A noxious insect

sig. falsities in the extremes of the natural
mind, or in the sensual derived from the
evils there, thus the falsities of malevo-
lence. 7441; the flv of Egypt, falsities from
evil in the sensual, 7441; such falsities are
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imaginary and fallacies, 7441(2); a hornet,

and also the dread of hornets, sig. the

destruction of those who are in falsities

of evil, 03.1 1 ; insects in general, sig. fal-

sities and evils in the external man, 9331
(3) ; hence what is signified by fly, bee,

worm, moth, grub, and several others,

933 1-

Inspiration. See Word. Angels in-

spire all goods and truths in the regen-
erate, 50(3); this is effected by the Lord
through angels, 714, 5052. 8354, 8968(2).
The Word is inspired as to its least jot,

1756(4), 1770, 3474(4). 1783. 1870(2),

1886, 2763(2), 4060(5), 4402(4), 4642(3),
8862(2); inspiration is by correspond-
ences, representatives and significatives

by which the Word contains Divine things,

4373(2), 4726; historicals inspired be-

cause they contain Divine things, 1886-7,

2310(3), see Historicals; the ancient

Word inspired, 2686; the Word was
given by inspiration, 4060(5); the Lord
inspires apperception, but does not teach

truths directly. 5052; through love into

the understanding, 8885(3); things in

Exodus inspired, inspiration is not dicta-

tion, but is influx from the Divine, 0094
(4) ; commandments uttered by a living

voice, 9416; breathing on disciples rep.

the insp'ration of the life of faith, 9229
(2-3), 9818(15); thought from the volun-
tary makes all the strength of the body,
if it were inspired from the Lord by His
Divine truth, man would have the strength

of Samson, 10182(6).
Instinct of animals without reason,

man acts from reason, 4760(3), 5198(2); it

is from their love, 7750.
Instruction. The Most Ancient

Church was instructed by perception,

the Ancient by doctrinal teachings through
the senses and memory, 60S-9, 895; be-

fore instruction man is in an obscure
state, 1453; the Lord was instructed as
another man, 1457; Abram's sojourn in

Egypt rep. the Lord's instruction in

knowledges from the Word, 1461; Ja-
cob in Egypt rep. same, 1462(6); the
Lord's instruction in knowledges, 1469
(2), 1470, 1405; it was by continual reve-

lations, by Divine perceptions and
thoughts from Himself, that is from the
Divine, 2500(2); this way of growing
xvise is net given with any man, 2500(2");

Abraham's sojourn in Egypt, the Lord's
instruction in knowledges, His sojourn in

Gerar, in doctrinals of charity and faith,

2496; changes of stale of the thoughts are
knowledges, produced by instruction,

1463; when man is instructed the pro-
gression is from knowledge in the mem-
ory to rational truths, then to intellectual

truths, at length to cel. truths, 1495; all

instruction is simply an opening of the
way, 1405(2); Abnun's sojourn in Egypt,
in Philislia, Isaac's sojourn there, in

volve arcana concerning the instruction

of tiie Lord, of man, cf the church in gen-
eral, and of children in heaven, 1502(3);
no one can figlit against evils and falsi-

ties before he has been instructed con-
cerning them, 1661(2), 0088(2); Divine
revelauon, the Word necessary for man's
instruction in heavenly tilings, 1775,
10548. See Word, Revelation. In-
struction necessary for spir. progress and
development, 1802(3), 1832, 1338(2),
2025, 2280(2), 2704, 3141(2), 5126(3),
5280(4); the order of instruction, it is

from the Divine Law, 6827, 3151—5: the
first instruction is in regard to God Him-
self who is to be worshipped, 6879-80;
the second is that Divine truth which is

from Him must be received, 6C81-2; the
third, the Divine Human is to be wor-
shipped, 6883-8; the age of instruction is

from the fifth to the twentieth year,

10225; those who are instructed in truths

and led to good are called hungry, bound,
blind, etc., 4844(5), 9209; Jehovah speak-
ing sig. instruction from the Divine by
Divine truths, refeiences, 8127; instruc-

tion sig. by various things, as by planting
vineyards, 1069(3), by sojourning, 1402,
to give to drink. 2704, to ride on a chariot
or a horse, 2761(5), to draw water, 3057,
3094, to build, 4390, to sow seed, 4686(2),
9272, to feed, as a shepherd, 5201, 5670,
to say or speak, 7347, to lend, 0049(6),
to lead, 9256, to hear, 9311, to clothe,

9468(4), to fish and to hunt, 10582(6).
Instrumental. Things essential, not

things instrumental, ought to be re-

garded as ends, 5948; things essential so
far perish, as tilings instrumental are re-

garded as ends, 5948(2); there is nothing
essential in the nature of things, but only
in the Lord, who is the Esse or Jehovah;
consequently all things else are instru-

mental, 5948(3); if tilings essential were
regarded as ends, there would be things
instrumental in abundance, 5949; the all

of life is from the Lord, it is as cause prin-
cipal and instrumental, which act as one
cause, and is made sensible in the instru-

mental, 6325(3); see, 1472, 1589(2),
1895(2), 10738(4)-
Integrity. Justice and just have

respect to the good of charity, integrity

and entire to the truth of charity, 612;
what is meant by entire, 1994; integrity

sig. the Divine truth in effect, or a life ac-
cording to Divine precepts, 9005; Thum-
mim in Hebrew means integrity, it sig.

what is complete, entire, uprightness,

9905(3)-
Intellect, Intellectual. See Un-

derstanding. How the intellectual is

developed from infancy, 6125; it is rep.

by Ephraim, its nature described, 6222.
Intellectual truth rep. by Sarai as sister,

1475, 1484-5. 1495-6, 1499, 1801, 1895,

1901, 1004(3); the nature of intellectual
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truth, 1911, IQ14, 1919(3), 1921(3).

1935, 2053. 2S°7-
Intelligence of cel. man rep. by-

garden in Eden, 77, 08, 3220; by its

rivers, 107; intelligence rep. by Israel,

119; by the south. 1458, 1555; by kings.

3183(4); by moon, 3693(4); by flowers,

8369(3), mitre, 9818(21), turban, 9949;
the order in which the .Lord advanced to

intelligence and wisdom, 1493; the light

of intelligence regards the intellectual

part, 1555; 't >s not wisdom, but leads to

it, 1555(2); acquired through learning

and knowledges, 1555(3); after twentieth

year, 2280(2), 10225; intelligence is from
variegations of cel. and spir. light, 3S62;
intelligence of the angels is to perceive

and know that all life is from the Lord,
that heaven corresponds to His Divine
Human, and that men, angels, and spirits

correspond to heaven, 4318; truths make
intelligence, by life, 4844(6), 4884; dis-

tinction between intelligence, wisdom,
and knowledge, 5287; it ought to be pro-

cured by the Word, 6125(6); no intelli-

gence without an end, 9407(2); intelli-

gence is formed by elevation of truth

from the natural into the rational, 3190;
the light of heaven is intelligence, 4884;
truth when led by good first becomes in-

telligence, 4884(2); a man intelligent and
wise, sig. truth and the good of truth,

5287; he is intelligent who from faith

does truths, 10331(2); the internal is

closed in more of the intelligent than the

simple minded, because in love of self and
world, 10492(4).
Intemperance an origin of disease,

5712(2).
Intention. See End. The end or

intention. 3489, 4839, 9210.
Intercession. The Lord's inter-

cession described, 2248-85. The Lord in

a state of humiliation interceded, but in a
state of glorification He has mercy and
brings help, thus mercy is intercession,

2250; the intercession of the Lord with

the Father is mercy, which is in the Di-
vine truth proceeding from the Lord,

8573; mediation and intercession, 8705.
The idea of mediation and intercession

with the simple is as of a son asking a
favor of his father, 8705(2); mediation
and intercession are of the Lord with Him-
self; the reason why it is said to be of the.

Son with the Father is, "because no idea

of what is Divine can be had without
what is human, 8705(31; intercession by
prayer, 8179, 8573; mediation or inter

cession is of Divine truth with Divine
good, not of one person with another,

8705.
Intercourse of soul and body, is the

Lord's influx through the intellectual into

the rational, thence into knowledges of

the memory, thence comes the life of the

tenses, 657. see 5146(2). general article.

6053-8, 6189-6215, 6307-27, 6466-96,
6S98-6626. See Influx.

Interior. See Internal. It is an
intermediate between the internal and
external, it is called the rational, 1702(a),
see Rational. The interiors appear in
the face, 3527(2); progression toward in-

teriors is toward heaven, 4598; interiors

and exteriors of the natural, 5070, 5165
(2) ; interior degTees can exist without ex-
terior, but not the reverse, 5114(3), 5127,
5146, 5707(2), 6326.
Intermediate. See Medium.
Internal. See External, Worship,

Church, Love, Charity, Faith. The
internal and external man. 24. An ex-
ample that what is internal is in what is

external, and how, 161, 1873; interior

things with man are distinct, and succeed
each other, 634; interior things produce ex-

terior, 994(3), 995; what the internal man
is, and what the external; the internal

man is not thought, but is formed from
cel. and spir. things, the interior or middle
man from rational things, the external

from things sensual derived from things
corporeal, 978(2); enjoyment grows viler

in proportion as it approaches more to

what is external. 996; what the internal

man is, the interior, and the external,

1015; internal and external worship,
their quality, 1083; external worship
without internal is no worship, 1094; the

interior man is the rational, the middle
between the internal and external, 1702,

1707, see Rational; in the external man
there are things which agree and which
disagree with the internal man, 1563(2),

1568; the lusts of evil and the persuasions

of falsity separate the internal from the

external man, 15S7, 1594, also love of self

and love of the world, 1594(3); the love

of self separates the external man from
the internal, mutual love conjoins. 1594
(4); the external man in no instance is

united to the internal, only so far as the

Lord unites, 1577; only with the Lord
the external is united to the internal, 1577;
the beauty of the external man conjoined

to the internal, 1590; the internal man is

of the Lord, 1504(5); there is an internal

and external of the church, 1242; the

quality of the man of the internal church,

and of the external church, 1098; from
what considerations it may be known
that there is an internal in worship, 1102

(3) , 1150, 1153(2); internal things vivify

worship, 1175; there is an internal in the

worship of those who are of the external

church, if they be in charitv, 1100; the

external church is nothing, if not internal,

1705; what it is to make internal worship
external, 1175; they have no internal

worship who do not believe in rtern.il life,

1200; in proportion as interior things are

more profane, external worship also is

more profane, 1182; every one has com-
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munication with the interior and inmost
heaven, whence he is directed to ends and
uses, 1399; what it is to see internal things

from external, 1806-7; what is meant by
what is interior in the Lord, 1026; with

every one there is an internal man, a

rational which is the middle, and an ex-

ternal which is the natural man, 18S9,

1940(2), 2181, 21831,2); the internal man
is of the Lord with man, the rational is as

it were of man, 1904(3), 1999(3); man
separates himself from that internal, but

it is disagreement, not disjunction, 1999

(4), 2018; the internal man can perceive

and see what is transacting in the exterior,

not vice versa, 1914(2), 1953; interior is

expressed by superior, by what is high,

2148; the explanations of the internal

sense are nothing but the particulars

which elucidate the general idea, 2395;
exterior and interior sig. the same thing as

inferior and superior, 30S4; arcana of

internal sense of the Word are such as to

scarcely be seen in this world, may be
seen in the light of heaven, 3086(2); the

spiritual and natural man or the internal

and external man; the spiritual or inter-

nal man is wise from the light of heaven,
but the natural or external from the light

of the world, 3167; the internal man, in

the course of regeneration, receives truths

before the external, hence is the combat
of temptations, 3321; the internal man
thinks, and in the external, 3079(2), see

Thought. A distinction according to

degrees, what the interior man is, relation

to the external, 3691; they who are in ex-

ternal truths alone, are weak carried by
every wind; but they who are in interna!

truth, are firm, 3820; external things are

further from the Divine than internal,

therefore also they are relatively without

order, 3855; unless the external man be
conjoined with the internal, there is no
fructification, 3987. The reason why
those not in good and truth cannot see

the internal sense, 3793(3); so far as cel.

things, which are of the internal man have
the dominion, truths are multiplied, but
so far as worldly tilings which are of the

external man have the dominion, so far

truths are diminished and vanish away,
4099(21; the internal sense is the angelic
Word, 4122; how ignorant men are of

that sense, 4234(3); in each heaven there

are those who are internal, and those who
are external, 4286(2); the Jews were not
chosen, they obstinately pressed to be a
church, 4290, 4293(2); they are of such
a quality that they can be in a holy
external without an internal, 4203(4);
see Jew; at death the interiors are opened,
such as they had been inwardly, 4314(5);
the inhabitants of this earth are external
sensual men; their combat with those
who are internal spiritual men. from ex-

perience, 4330; what it is to be in exter-

nals alone, and what in internals, 4459(2);
why man ought to be in internals, 4464;
progression towards tilings interior ap-
pears manifestly in the other life, as from
a kind of cloud into light, 4598(2); those

in faith alone reject the internal things of

the Word by which it is inspired, 4726;
the Jews regard the internal things of the
church as falsities, as a harlot, 4865(2);
the internal of the church is charity tow-
ards the neighbor in willing, and from
willing in acting, and thence faith in per-

ceiving, 4899(4); the internals of the
church, which the Lord taught, were
known to the ancients; He abolished ex-

ternal representatives, 4904(2); those
who have no concern about internal things,

from experience, 4946; exterior things

cannot flow in into interior, but vice versa,

51 19; what exterior and interior thought is,

5r27(2); exterior things ought to be sub-
ject to interior, or sensual and natural

things to what is rational, 5128; interior

things are more perfect, because nearer to

the Divine, 5146-7; there is no desire at

this day to be acquainted with interior

things, but with the ancients there was
a desire, the reason why there is no desire

at this day is on account of the affection

for exterior things, 5224(2); time, space,
and person drop out of the Word while
it is becoming the internal sense, 5253;
the Lord from an internal which is pacific

rules what is external where are things

inordinate and tumultuous, from ex-
perience, 5396; without correspondence,
what is internal appears to what is external

as strange and hard, 5422-3, 5511; the
internal can see all tilings which are in

the external, but not vice versa, unless
there be correspondence and a medium,
5427-8, 5477(2); the interior thought of

the man who is in good is in the internal

sense, though he is not conscious of it,

5614(2); in the interior there are a thou-

sand tilings, which appear as one in the

exterior, 5707(2); the external man ought
to be altogether subject to the internal,

and to be without liberty from the pro-
prium, 5786(2); the internal man and the
external are altogether distinct, the inter-

nal lives after separation from the external,

5883; the inmost in things successive,

arranges itself in the midst in things simul-
taneous, 5897; perception is clearer as it

is more interior, 5920; exterior things

ought to serve interior, they were formed
for that purpose, 5947; the internal man
is the soul. 6053-8; the things, which are
successively born from the internal, are
more and more interior. 6230; what is

external lives from whpt is internal; what
is internal clothes itself with such thint?s

as enable it to produce effects in that lover
sphere. 6275, 6284; the external must
correspond with the internal. 6200(3);
there is an internal man and an external.
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which may be known irom ;everal con-
siderations, 6309; when man is elevated

towards interior things, he comes into a
milder light; this elevation from the tilings

of sense was known to the ancients, 6313;
the man who is elevated by being in the

good of faith, is alternately in sensual

fight and in interior light, 6315; _ see

Sensual; no one pcrce.ves what is in-

ternal but he who is in good, 6396(4);
interior things exist in exterior, they there

exist in this order, what is inmost is in the

midst, and so forth, 6451(2); exterior

tl'.ings are obscure respectively, because
common, 6451(3); one tiling is formed
from another successively; they are not
made purer by continuity; hence, interior

and exterior things are distinct from each
other in successive order, and interior

things are in exterior, 6465; when the

influx of truth and good from the Lord is

not received by the natural, the interiors

are closed, and at length even to the sen-

sual, 6564; when the internal ceases the

church ceases, 6587; what is external does
not flow in into what is internal, but what
is internal into what is external, from
experience. 6322; the holy from the inter-

nal flows in into the external with those

who account the Word holy, and receive

the Lord's Supper holily, and effects con-

junction, although they are ignorant of

it, 6789(2); the interiors of the evil are

defiled, howsoever the external appears
otherwise, 7046; man is of such a quality,

that he can look inwards or to things Di-
vine, and outwards to himself and the
world, 7601(8), 7604, 7607; the interiors

are occupied with falsity when the ex-

teriors are, 7645; good is in the interiors,

and truth in the exteriors, 7910; conjunc-
tion of good and truth is in interiors, 7010;
he is led by good from the Lord who lives

in Divine order, his interiors are opened
by the Lord, but they are closed with him
who is not in Divine order, 8513. The
internal and external man, 8742-7; the

internal man, when the natural man is

regenerated, and when he is not regen-

erated, 8744-5; sec Regenekation; an
internal is in all and each of the things

that are from the Divine, 8S68; in the

other life external things are taken away,
and all are remitted into their internal

tilings, 8870(3); the internal man is open
with those who are in faith and love to the

Lord, but closed above and opened be-

neath, thus to hell, with those who are in

evil, 0128(3); interior thin?s close and
rest in exterior, and have connection with
thrm, 0216; in all things there must be ?n
internal that they may exist and sub-

s; st. 0473(2); perfection increases towards
interior things, 9666(2). The internal and
external man. 0701-9; it is believed that

it is the internal man who thinks and wills,

and the external which speaks and acta,

0702; but the case is otherwise; namely
in one manner when they are conjoined,
and in another manner when they are
separated, 9703; when man thinks well,

he thinks from the internal, but when he
thinks ill, from the external, 9704; so far
as he thinks from love of the Lord and the
neighbor, so far he thinks from the inter-

nal ; and so far as from the love of self . so
far from the external, 9705; the internal
man is formed to the image of heaven, the
external to the image of the world, 9706;
so far as man thinks and w ills from heaven
or the Lord, so far he thinks and wills

from the internal; and so far as from him-
self and the world, so far from the exter-

nal; in the first case the internal is so far

opened, in the second it is so far closed,

and the external is opened, 9707; the
external is reduced into order by the in-

ternal, so far as it is subordinate, 9708;
the quality of those whose internal man
is dosed, and of those whose internal man
is opened, 9709; all good, that it may be
good, must have interior good in it, 9912,
0921; what is internal must be in what
is external, that it may exist; thus ex-
ternal tilings derive their quality from
their internal, 9922; the internal man is

in tile light of heaven, the externa! in the
world, as to things spir., 10134(4); the
external man is in hell, unless he is made
spir. by regeneration, 10156; the internal

man is an image of heaven, and (he ex-
ternal an image of the world, 10156(4);
interior truths are those which arc im-
planted in the life, and not those which
are only in the memory. 10109(8); in-

terior truths in the memory are external

respectively, 10199(8); it is not perceived
by man in the world what is transacting

in the internal man, but what in the ex-
ternal, 10236(4), 10240(2); the internal

man is actually in the internal sense of the
Word, but he cannot be enlightened who
judges according to the knowledges in

which the external man is, 10400(3);
concerning those who are in external

things without an internal, 10429; see
External; what is internal is a lord, and
what is external is respectively a servant,

IO471; what is internal is man's heaven,
and what is external is his world, 10472;
what is interna] is closed by evils and fal-

sities from the love of self and of the world,

10^92(2); why internal things were closed

with the Jews; they are closed with Chris-

tians who are acquainted with the truths

of faith from the Word, and do not live

according to them, and with the intelli-

gent more than the simple, 10492(3);
from the internal can be seen what is in

the external, but not what is in the internal

from the external, 10468; the internal

cannot die. 10591; every man has it,

10502; it is the soul, 10502; this internal

is the spirit, 10593; which appears in the
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other world in the human form, 10594;
tins continuation of life is the resurrection.

10505-7; they who are in the internal of

the Word, of the church, and of worship,
love to do truth for the sake of truth, also

they who are in an external, in which is

an internal, but with a difference; they
who are in an external without an internal,

do truth for the sake oi themselves and of

gain, 10683; the light of truth in the
external of the Word is from the internal,

for those who are in the internal, 10691;
they who are in an external without an
internal, cannot endure things internal,

10604, 10701, 10707; the church is in the

internal of man and not in the external
without it, 10698; the interiors of man
actually turn themselves according to his

loves, 10702.
Interpretation of a Dream, sig.

what the dream has in itself, or what is in

it, 5093, 5107, 5121, 5151; what will come
to pass, 5 141; an interpreter sig. spiritual

things are altogether otherwise appre-
hended, 5478.

Intestine. The correspondence of the

intestines with the Greatest Man, 5392-
S; those who constitute the colon infest

the peritoneum, 5379; where and of what
quality they are, 5393; see Excrement;
the intestines sig. outmost and lowest
things, 10030, 10048-9, 1005 1, 5302-3;
washing them sig. purification, 10049.

Intuition from the higher into the

lower is called influx, 1954.
Inundation. See Flood.
Involuntary. The involuntary from

the father and that from the Lord, 3603
(5); the voluntary leads him from order,

the involuntary leads him back to order,

9683(2); the voluntary and involuntary
sense, voluntary is proper to the cerebrum,
involuntary to cerebellum, 4325-7, 6312,

8593, 9670(2); the involuntary rep. by
Amalek, 8503-8616. See Cerebellum,
Voluntary.

Irad, son of Enoch sig. a heresy, 404.
Iron, sig. natural truth, 425, 426, 643,

1551; Iron Age, when natural truth

reigned, 2995, 3021(8), 9406(7), 10030
(3) , 10355(5); 'ron mixed with clay sig.

no coherence with good, clay is falsity,

3021(8), 9406(7); bright iron sig. natural

truth which is the first, 3923(5); the iron

tool used to cut stones sig. such things as
are of self-intelligence, the proprium,
8942; the iron or axe falling from its

helve sig. truth separated from good, 901

1

(4) -

Isaac sig. the spiritual things of faith,

119K2); the Lord and the spiritual man,
1404; Ishmael sig. the rational first con-
ceived with the Lord, Isaac His Divine
rational, 1893(2), 2066; the Lord's ra-

tional man conjoined to His internal man,
that is to the Divine, 1988(2); Isaac sig.

laughter, that is the affection of truth,

because the Divine rational of the Lord,
2072, 2635-2641; Isaac rep. the Divine
rational of the Lord, 2083, 2194, 2627,

2630, 2798; the Lord made His rational

Divine by successive steps. 2632(2); this

rational was born the internal way from
the Divine, 2628, 2632(2); the Divine
rational as to good, 2658, 3012, 3194,
3210, 3245; after the burial of Abraham
begins the representation of the Lord by
Isaac, 3258, 3260; Isaac old sig. the ra-

tional desired a natural correspomling
with itself, 3402; his eyes dim sig. the
rational wished to enlighten the natural,

when the natural does not correspond the

rational appears to itself to be dim-sighted,

3403(2); the God of Isaac, the Lord's
Divine Human, 3704; the dread of Isaac,

the Lord s Divine Human, 4180; Isaac
sig. the Divine rational or intellectual

whence is all truth, 6003.
Isicmael. Ishmael rep. the Lord's first

rational before it was made Divine. 1910-

191 5; rational truth, its nature rep. by wild

ass man, 1949-51, 1964; Ishmael sig. those
who are rational or spiritual, 2078, 2691;
the Lord's spir. kingdom or spir. church,

2699; Ishmael and the Ishmaelites, the

spiritual who are in simple good as to life,

and thence in natural truth as to doctrine,

3263(3); the twelve sons of Ishmael rep.

all things of the spir. church, especially

amongst the Gentiles, 3: 68; Mahalath
the daughter of Ishmael the son of Abra-
ham, truth from a Divine origin, 3687;
the Ishmaelites, those who are in simple
good as to life, and in natural truth as to

doctrine, 4747; Ishmael rep. the first

rational which was human, 2083; why it

is said the Midianites sold Joseph into

Egypt, and the Ishmaelites sold him into

Egypt, 4756, 4968.
_

Islands are particular regions and rep.

more remote kinds of worship, 11 58.

Israel. See Jacob. Israel sig. spir.

things, 1259(2); what is meant by Jacob
and Israel, 3305; the Holy One of Israel,

also the God of Jacob, rep. the Lord,

3305(7); Judah rep. the good of cel. love,

Israel the good of spir. love, 3654(6);
Israel, the celestial-spiritual man which is

in the natural, Joseph the celestial-spiri-

tual man who is rational, 4273, 4286;
Jacob, the external natural, Israel its

internal. 4570(2), 4675; Israel spir. good
formed by truths, 5595; the God of Israel,

the Lord as to the Divine Human, 7091;
the sons of Israel, those who are of the

Lord's spir. kingdom, 6862, 6868, 7035,
7198. 7201, 7215, 7223; the sons of Is-

rael, those who are in truth productive of

good, and in truth from good, 7957, 8234;
the people Israel, the spir. church as to

gooti\ in which the truths of faith are about
to be implanted, 8805(3); the sons of

Israel, the spir. church. See Quotations,
9340(6), 10692.
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Issachar in the supreme sense rep.

the Divine good of truth, and truth of

good, in internal sense cel. marriage love,

in external sense, mutual love, 3956-7,
4606; also recompense from works, 6388,
6300(2); sons of Issachar, cel. marriage
love and its doctrinals, 6024(3).

Isthmus. Of those who have reference
to llie isthmus in the brain, and to the
littie glandular knots, 405^; and to the
ganglia in the body, 51&9. See Ganglia.

Itch sig. falsities, 6110(6), 7524(3).
Ithamar. See Ei.eazar, 0811-12.
Ivory. Horns of ivory and ebony sig.

exterior goods of worship or of rituals,

1 1 72.

Jabal and Jtjbal, cel. and spir. things.

333; teaching concerning hoiy things of

love, 413-6; Jubal, teaching concerning
spir. things, 417-20, 436.
Jabbok. Passage, or river, or ford,

that it denotes first introduction, 4270-71,
4301.

Jacinth, agate, and amethyst, the third

row of stones in Aaron's breastplate, sig.

the spir. love of good, or the good of char-
ity, tiie stones were blue from white, 0S70,

9868(2).
Jacob. See Esau, Israel, and Jew.

Jacob named from heel, why, 259;
tne externals of the church, 1197(2);
the Lord and the natural man, 1404; the
Lord's natural, 3245(2); Jacob sig. the

Jewish church and the external church
of the gentiles, 422; the Lord is rep.

by Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and
by Jacob is rep. his natural man, 1893;
Peter, James, and John, sig. faith, char-
ity, and the goods of charity; see Pref-

ace to chap, xviii. Gen.; Jacob sig. tiie

doctrine of natural truth, in the supreme
sense, the Lord, 3305(2); in the Word
Jacob himself, or the people of Israel,

are in no case meant by him where he is

named, 3305(2); Jacob also sig. those in

the externals, Israel, those in tiie internals

of the spiritual church, 3305(7); Jacob
and Israel sig. the Lord as to interior

natural truth, Jacob as to exterior, 3305
(7); what natural truth is, 3*94-3305, 3509
(2). 3525, 3548; Esau was thought of when
Isaac blessed Jacob, 3576; Esau and
Jacob, when the natural of the Lord was
glorified, rep. the Divine natural as to

good and as to truth, 3576(2); Jacob first

rep. the truth which was of the natural
good of the Lord's infancy, and after this

was made Divine, the truth of the Divine
Human of the Lord, 3599(2). Jacob sig.

also the good of natural truth, after he
took away the birth-right of Esau and his

blessing, 3659; the birth-right or primo-
geniture and blessing which Jacob took
away from Esau, involve, that his pos-

terity succeeded to the promise concerning
the laud of Canaan, and that they repre-

sented Divine cel. and sp!f. things, but
fraudulently, 3660; Jacob worshipped
other gods, especially the God Schaddai,
3667(2); Jacob's well or fountain sig.

the Word and doctrine of truth therefrom,

2702(5); Jacob and Esau, Esau rep. the
good of the natural, Jacob, its truth, 3490;
Jacob rep. good of trutn, and Esau the
good from which is truth, 3669, 3677;
Jacob's personal quality, he acknowledged
Jehovan oniy on account of natural bless-

ings, 3667(2), 3670; Jacob, the good of

truth, also variously; good in the natu-
ral, because the state of truth and good is

different in the beginning from what it is

in its progress and end, 3775, 4234;
Jacob now puts on the representation of

the good of the natural, Rachel its truth.es-

pecialiy affection for truth, 3793(2); Jacob,
general good, 3820; Isaac rep. the ra-

tional, Jacob, the natural, 4009; the sons
of Jacob the sensual, 4009; Jacob, natu-
ral good which accedes nearer to the Di-
vine, 4073; Jacob was not a servant with
Laban, 3974(2), 41 13; Jacob first rep-

resented truth in the natural, then col-

lateral good was adjoined, then he rep.

that good, 4234; Jacob, good of truth,

4273; Jacob and his posterity were of
such a quality, that cel. and spir. love
could not be conjoined with natural good
in them, 4281; why Jacob is named
sometimes and Israel at other times, 4286
(6); Jacob sig. the external, Israel the
internal of the church, 4286(7); the Lord
in the supreme sense is Jacob and Israel,

4286(7); as internal things are repre-

sented, and external things represent,
therefore Jacob was named Israel, 429a
(3). How evil the sons of Jacob were,

4316. Jacob rep. the good of truth,

which is trm, 1 in the will and thence in

act, 4337(2); the external Ancient Church
4439, 4514, 45i9°i specifically the church
as to truth, 4520; the natural of the Lord
as to truth in the beginning, in the pro-

gress as to tie good of truth, and in the
end as to good, 4538(2); external good in

the natural of the Lord, and Israel in-

ternal, 4570(2); the sons of Jacob, or the
brethren of Joseph, rep. the church which
turns from charity to faith, and at length
to faith separate, 4665, 4671, 4680, 4600;
Jacob rep. the Ancient Church, 4680,
4700; also the Jewish religion derived
from the Ancient Church, 4700-1; Joseph
and Benjamin rep. the internal of the
church, the ten other brothers, the ex-

ternal, 5469; the ten sons of Jacob, the

truths of the church in the natural, 5403,
5419, 5427, 5458, 5512; the sons of Israel,

spir. truths, 5414, 5879. Jacob rep. the

good of truth, 5506, 5533, 5535; the

church, 5536, 5540; the ten sons of Jacob,
truths in natural, 5680, 5882; being called

sometimes Jacob, and at other times Is-

rael, is on account of the internal sense,
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5051". Jacob going down into Egypt, sig.

that natural truth was initiated into the
knowledges of the church, 6004; Jacob,
natural truth, 6001; what is represented
by Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, in the
supreme sense, or in the Lord, and what
in the representative sense, or with man,
6008; Jacob, natural truth, also the nat-
ural as to truth, 6236; the sons of Jacob
rep. truths and goods, and the church; see
Thibe; the Mighty One of Jacob, sig.

the omnipotence of the Divine Human of

the Lord, 6425; a bed is attributed to

Jacob, and that he appears in a bed, be-
cause bed sig. the natural, 6463(2); see
Bed; the sons of Jacob, things alienated
from truth, 6557, 6571; Jacob, sig. truth
in general, 6641. Jacob sig. the cel. church
external, Judah its internal, 10609(6).

Jan. See Jehovah.
Japheth, sig. the external church and

external worship in which is internal,

1062, 1096(2), 1098, 1 100, 1101, 1 140,
1141, 1 1 50, 1222.

Jasper. A beryl, an onyx, and a jasper
sig. the spir. love of truth, into which
superior things close, or the external good
of the spiritual kingdom, 9872.

Javan, sig. external worship, 1151(7)-
1155; belongs to class of cel. things, 1155.
Jealous See Zeal. Sig. indignation.

3906. Jehovah is a jealous God sig. if

another is worshipped Divine good and
truth recede, 10646.

Jebuslte, sig. a species of idolatry,

1204-5; in which there is something of

truth, 6860.

Jegar Sahadutha. A heap set up by
Jacob and Laban, sig. good, Galeed also

named from the language of Canaan to

sig. application and conjunction, 4195(2).
Jehovah. See Lord and God. Je-

hovah God means the Lord, also heaven,
298, 300; He is never angry, 357; does
not repent, destroy, etc., 592; He is called
Jehovah when will or love, God when
understanding or truth are treated of,

89, 624, 708-9, 732, 840, 1096; He is

called Jehovah from essence, God from
power, 300; to call on the name of Jeho-
vah sig. worship of the Lord from charity,

440; they who were in such mere external
worship called faith separate Jehovah, as
did Cain, 1 1 79; Jehovah came down sig.

judgment, 1311; Jehovah, love, 1735.
Of Jehovah, nothing can be predicated
but IS; the other things which are pred-
icated are according to appearances, 026;
the Lord is Jehovah, 1736; the internal
of the Lord was Jehovah, because con-
ceived of Jehovah, 1815; so far as the
Lord, as to the Human Essence, was
united to His Divine Essence, so far He
spake with Jehovah as with Himself, in
other cases as with another, 1745(2);
the Lord is called Jehovih, especially in

temptations, 1793; when anything was

true, it was usual to say that Jehovah
said, 1020, 1037, 1410; Jehovah said or
spake, sig. observation that a thing is

so from conscience, dictate, or the Word,
1410; perception, 1791, 1815, 1819, 1822;

Lord Jehovih sig. the internal man in

relation to the interior, 1703; this name
is used when His temptations are treated

of, 1793; the Most Ancient Church, and
the Ancient, called the Lord Jehovah,

1343; the Hebrew nation was distin-

guished from others by this, that they
called their God Jehovah, 1343. The
posterity of Jacob, and even Moses, lost

the name of Jehovah, 1343(2); the Jews
make worship to consist in naming their

God Jehovah, which nevertheless avails

nothing, 1094(3); whatever the Lord
received from the Father was Jehovah in

Him; for He was conceived of Jehovah,
1815; being itself or Jehovah is Mercy
itself or love to the whole human race,

2253; Jehovah, or the Infinite Esse, can-
not be manifested to man, thus neither
flow in with man, except by the Divine
Human of the Lord, 1990(2); He has
been manifested to no one but the Lord
alone, 1990(3); the Lord, as to his inmost,
was one with Jehovah his Father, to
whom he united the Human, 2004(3),
2005, 2018, 2025(4); the whole trine in

the Lord is Jehovah, 2156, 2329(2); in

the Word, where truth is spoken of, the
name God is applied, and where good,
Jehovah, 2586, 2769; in Jehovah or the
Lord there is nothing but what is infinite,

we can apprehend this only, that it is the
Being and Existing of all good and truth,

2803; in the Old Testament the Lord is

the same with Jehovah Zebaoth, and
with Jehovah; in the New Testament He
is called Lord instead of Jehovah, 2921;
why He is called Lord, 2921(6); Jehovah
God of heaven sig. the Lord as to the
Divine Essence, and Jehovah God of

earth as to the Human, 3023; Jehovah in

the Word is the Lord, 3035; He is called

Jehovah Zebaoth or Hosts when the Di-
vine power or omnipotence is treated of,

and from the Divine truths from which
He fights for man, 2921, 3448; why evil

is ascribed to Him, 3605(4); the Jews
worshipped Jehovah only as to name,
3732(2); Jehovah was seen by Moses as
a man with a very old face and a large
snowy beard, 4299(5); the Jews had such
an idea of Jehovah, and that He could do
miracles more than others, 4299(5); no
one can see Jehovah face to face and live,

why, 4299(4); to see God face to face, in
the internal historical sense, sig. that the
Lord is representatively present, 4311;
the beloved of Jehovah sig. spir. truth
from cel. good, and is spoken in relation
to Benjamin, 4>;o_2(7); see Benjamin;
Jehovah sig. the Divine of the Lord, 5041;
no other was meant by Jehovah, amongst
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the ancient and most ancient people, than
the Lord, 5063(2); nothing essential is

given in the nature of tilings, but only in

the Lord, who is the Esse or Jehovah,
and that all things besides are instru-

mental, 5048(3); Jehovah will see, sig.

providence, 2837; Jehovah descended
and rilled the heavens before being born
on earth; lie dotiied Himself with the

Human; the Divine Human became an
essence in itself which fills the whole
heaven, references, 3061; as to the Divine
natural the Lord became Jehovah. 3737;
the Jews thought of Jehovah as the gen-
tiles did of their gods, 4692(3); of Messiah
as the greatest prophet, 4602(3); the Di-
vine Human of the Lord from Eternity

was Jehovah passing through heaven,

6280; Jehovah and God in heaven is the

Lord, 6303; Jehovah is called tiie Re-
deemer, He is the Lord, 6281; 1 am who
I am, sig. the Esse and Exislere of all

things in the universe, 6880; the Divine
Being and Divine Existing, 6880; Jeho-
vah God is the Lord, Jehovah as to the

Divine Being or Divine good, and God
as to Existing or Divine truth, 6005; Je-
hovah being seen sig. the appearing of the

Divine of the Lord in the Human, 6945,
6956; Jehovah in the Old Testament is

the Lord, 7091(4); the name Jehovah
sig. the Divine Human of tne Lord, also

everything in one complex by which God
is worsluppcd, 7194. 1 am Jehovah, and
Jehovah said, sig. irrevocable confirma-
tion, 7192, 7202; as He frequently said in

the prophets, 7192; there is none as Je-
hovah God, sig. there is one God, and
rone besides Him, 7401, 7444. 7544. 7598,

7636; all things which arc done by Jeho-
vah are done by the truth proceeding
from Him, 7796; the arm of Jeliovah sig.

the Lord as to the Divine Human, 8090
(3); the song Jah, sig. that all of faith

and hence of glory is from the Divine
truth, 8267; Jah sig. the Divine truth

proceeding from the Divine Human of the

Lord, 8267(2). His name is Jehovah,
that it is the Lord alone from whom are

all things, 8274; the tlurone Jah the spir.

kingdom of the Lord, 8625; Jeliovah,

the Divine in Himself, is far above the

Divine in heaven, 8760(2); the Lord as

to the Divine Human is meant by Jehovah
God; the Divine without the Divine Hu-
man cannot be seen in heaven nor be per-

ceived by faith and love, 8864; Lord Je-
hovah sig. O good Jehovah, 9167(3);
the I.ord was and is Jehovah in a human
form, 9315; Jeliovah in the Word is the

Lord, references, 9373, 9414; before

Jehovah sig. from the Lord, 10146; I am
Jehovah God, sig. from the Lord is all

li>e good of love and truth of faith. 10158;
Jehovah or Jeliovah God is a trine in the

Lord. 10617; the name of Jehovah sig.

all by which the Lord is worshipped, all

of faith and of love, the Lord as to the
Divine Human, 10615; where the Divine
good is treated of the Lord is called Je-
hovah, 10617.

Jerah, sig. rituals, 1245-47.
Jericho, sig. those inwardly in dark-

ness but outwardly as if in light, when
these outward things are destroyed they
are rep. by Jericho, that its walls fell, etc.,

2073(0); the walls of Jericho sig. fal-

sities which defend evils, 8815(2); its

situation, 9325(10); the waters of Jericho
sig. truths of the letter, 10300(8).

Jerusalem. The Holy Jerusalem sig.

the kingdom of the Lord, the spiritual of

faith, 402, 940; the filthy Jerusalem,
where the Jews are, 938, 940. It was in

the midst of the land of Canaan, 1585(2),

4539(3); Zion sig. the cel. church, Jeru-
salem, the spir. church, 2039(5), 2909(2),

3084(2); Jerusalem sig. the church,

2117, 2177(9), 8938; the spir. church,

2362; the church perverted as to truths,

2466(3); the church in the affection of

good, 2466(4); Ezek. xlvii., describes the
New Jerusalem and sig. the Lord's spir.

kingdom, 2702(15); Hebron represented

the church before Jerusalem, 2909(2);
Jerusalem sig. the interiors of the church,
Zion the inmosts, 3084(2); Jerusalem
sig. the New Church in general and in

particular, 3654(2), 8988(4); Jerusalem,
the church perverted, 890.1(4); Jerusalem
rep. the church as to doctrine, 9166(6);

Jerusalem, the doctrine of truth from the

Word, 0166(6); it was profane rather

than holy, because the Lord was crucified

there, called holy on account of sig. the

church, 9220(10); the New Jerusalem
sig. die New Church which will succeed
our present church, 9863(2), 10574(8);
the Ancient Church, 9995(4).

Jesus. See Christ. The two names
of the Lord Jesus Christ, sig. the Divine
Good and the Divine Truth, 3004-11",

He is in all things of the Word, 5*02.

Jethro. The father-in-law of Moses,

sig. the good of the church which is in

the truth of simple good, 6827(2), 7015;
named also Ruel and Raguel; JeUiro,

Divine good. S643. 8668, 8672.

Jew. It was not given to the Jews to

know the interiors of faith; why they had
all things by representatives. 301-3; their

worship was merely external, 407-11,

422; they are sig. by Canaanites, 1167;

being converted they fluctuate, 788; they

are distinguished by the stench of mice; of

robbers in the wilderness, the filthy Jeru-

salem, 940; their other Jerusalem be-

tween Gehenna and the Pool, 941; the

Jews in Egypt lost the name Jehovah,
restored through Moses, 1343M; wnv
the interior things of the Word were not

discovered to the Jews, 2520(5); bv rep-

resentatives something of the church was
exhibited amongst the Jews and Israelites;
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in their rites they were strictly bound to
exhibit sucn representations, 3147(101;
by tnc seed of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,
is not meant their posterity, because they
were the worst of all nations, but they
who are in goods and truths from the
Lord, 3373(2); interior tilings were not
discovered to the Jews lest they should
profane them; on tins account they are also

kept in unbelief at tiiisday, 3398(3), 3480;
the Jews were not willing to know the in-

ternal things of worship and of the Word,
3479(2); still they could rep. holy things
and the I-ord Himself, by reason that

they could be in a holy external, 3479(3);
on tiiis account they have been reserved
to tins day, especially because they have
much reverence when they hear the Word,
3479(3); a holy internal does not at all

affect them, 4231(2); internally, 3470(4);
in heart they were idolaters, 2722(3), 3732
(2); how unclean tilings appertaining to

them were removed when t-iey repre-
sented, 3480(2); discourse with the Jews
in the other life concerning the Word,
the land of Canaan, and the Messiah,
34S1; Judca sig. the Lord's church, 3654;
the Jews even from the time of tlieir

fathers were of such a quality, that every
one was willing to have his own god, and
they worshipped Jehovah only as to name,
3732(2!; the Word is altogether closed to

the Jews, 3769(2); the Jews had their

name from Judah, which name, in the
supreme sense, sig. the Lord and his Di-
vine love, in the internal sense the Word,
also tiie Lord's cel. kingdom, in the ex-
ternal sense doctrine from the Word,
which is that of the cel. church, 3881;
Judah, and also the Jewish nation, when
they continued in rituals, rep. the Lord's
cel. kingdom, but when they turned aside
from those rituals to idolatries, they then
rep. the kingdom of the devil, 3881(11);
see also To Confess, whence Judah had
his name, 3880; the four sons of Jacob
in order, Reuben, Simeon, Levi, and
Judah, rep. the progress of the regenera-
tion of the cel. man, and by the rest, when
the order is continued to Joseph, the pro-
gress of the regeneration of the spir. man,
3882, 3921(3); it was peculiar to the

families descended from Abraham, that

each acknowledged his own god, they
were idolaters, the Jews acknowledged
Jehovah but only as another God, 4208
(a)",

_ see Abraham; nevertheless the

genuine principle of the church could be
represented by them, 4208(3). The in-

ternal historical sense treats of the pos-
terity of Jacob, 4279(3); they had no
genuine marriage love, 4280(4); with
the posterity of Jacob there was the rep-
resentative of the church, bu\ not the
church, 4281(2); their Divine worship
was merely external, and separated from
internal, thus idolatrous, still they could

represent; they were compelled to that
worship by external means, 4281(3);
with the posterity of Jacob, there was not
a representative church, but the repre-
sentative of a church, 4288; the repre-

sentative of the church was not instituted

amongst the posterity of Jacob, until

they were altogether vastated as to in-

terior things, otherwise they would have
profaned what is holy, 42S9. The Jews
were not elected, on the contrary they
were very urgent to be a church, 4290;
they were of such a quality that they
could be in a holy external without an
internal, 4293(3); the Jews had an idea
of Jehovah as of a very old man with a
long and snowy beard, who could do
greater miracles than other gods, 4299(5);
with the Jews there was not a church, but
the representative of a church, 4500; they
were in corporeal and worldly love, and
in no cel. and spir. love, 4307, 4311; they
were encompassed with evil spirits even
when they were in a holy external, 431

1

(2); the Lord was representatively present
with them, that is, the holy external was
miraculously elevated into heaven, 43 11

(2) ; the quality of that nation is evident
from the Lord's parables, and from many
things which the Lord spake concerning
them, 4314(2); the Jews were such from
tlie earliest times, and afterwards, 4316;
hereditary evil was such with them, that
they did not admit of regeneration, 4317;
they yielded in temptations which were
only external, 4317(6); the internal his-

torical sense in its application to the
Jewish Church, how it destroyed all good
and truth in itself, Gen. xxxiv. 4425-4522;
they extinguished interior truths, 4429(2),

4433(3); they could not receive interior

truths, 4433(2); the representative church
had good in it, but in respect to the pos-

terity of Jacob it had not good, 4444(2);
when they became idolaters, they then
represented things infernal, 4444(4); the
statutes, judgments, and laws commanded
to the posterity of Jacob were known in

the ancient churches, 4449(2); the Jews
are mostly in externals, because in avarice,

4459(6); they extinguished all the in-

ternal of worship and became a repre-
sentative of a church, 4500; how the

Jewish Church extirpated all good and
truth in itself rep. by slaying Hamor and
Shechem, 4502; the Jews were forbidden
to erect pillars and plant groves, because
they would have turned them into idol-

atry, 4580(3). In the church amongst
the posterity of Jacob were all falsities

and evils both generally and specifically,

4503(2); the posterity of Jacob could not
receive the internal of the church, 4680
(4); Judah sig. what is contrary to what-
ever is good, 4750; such Jews and such
a church were rep. by Judas Iscariot, 4751
(3) ; the tribe of Judah went more astray
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from good than the rest of the tribes, 481s
(3); the Jews derived their origin from
a Canaanite, and from fornication, 4818
(2) ; that origin involves that evil from
falsity of evil appertained to them, 4818
(3) ; the Jews were also from whoredom
with a Canaanitess, 4820; they were
idolaters continually, who worshipped
only things external, 4825; this takes its

rise from an inmost idolatry which is

from the loves of self and of the world,

4825(2); with the posterity of Judah fal-

sity of evil prevailed, or false doctrine

derived from evil of life, 4832; the Lord
foresaw what would be the quality of the
church with the posterity of Er and Onan
sons of Judah, that it would not be service-

able, 4832; the representatives in the

Jewish church were not new, but existed
before in the Ancient Church, 4835(2);
amongst the Jews there was nothing of

marriage either in a spiritual or natural
sense, 4837(2); Judah sig. in general the

nation descended from Jacob, specifically

that which descended from Judah, 4815,

4842; the Jewish Church was a renewal
of the Ancient Church which had per-

ished, 4835(2); the internal of the church
could not be given with the Jewish nation,

the reason, 4844-7; how erroneously they
think, who believe that the Jews, in the

end of the church, will be converted and
brought back to the land of Canaan, 4847
(3); Judah sig. the religion of that nation,

4864; the Jews regard the internal tilings

of the church no otherwise than as falsity,

4865; their conjunction with the internal

of the church is like as with a harlot, 4868;
the conjunction of the external of the

Jewish church with the internal is as with

a harlot, and of the internal with the ex-

ternal like that of a daughter-in-law with

a father-in-law under pretence of ful-

filling the duty of a brother-in-law, 4874
(2), 4013, 4899(4); with the Jewish nation

there was a church, but in that nation

none, 4809(3), 4912; they had an external

without an internal, shown by their doc-
trinals, in that they were allowed to hate

an enemy, and to treat nations with bar-

barity, and did so, 4903(2); the Jews
from their religion also affirm internal

truths, when they view them as their own.
but in what manner, illustrated by exam-
ples, 491 1; an explication respecting the

conjunction of the external with the in-

ternal being as whoredom in that nation,

4911(3). The hell of cruel adulterers,

where are such as were of the Jewish
nation, 5057; how cruelly the Jews
treated the nations from delight, 5057',

Judah sig. the good of the external church,

5583; the good of the church, 5583, 5603.

5782, 5794, 5833; the fathers of the Jews,
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, worshipped
every one his own god; their fathers in

Syria did so; the Jews and Israelites were

of such a genius, 5998; the sons of Israel
in the land of Canaan rep. the church;
the nations there rep. tilings infernal;

on this account they were given to devas-
tation, and it was forbidden to enter into
a covenant with them, 6306; with the
Jews there could only be instituted what
was representative in the external form,
not in the internal; still by that repre-
sentative there was at that time com-
munication with heaven, 6304(2); Judah
sig. the cel. church and the Divine celes-

tial, 6363; the brethren of Judah sig. the
truths of the cel. church, 6364; the Lord
appeared to the Israelitish people from
Mount Sinai according to the quality of

the people, thus in smoke, a cloud, and
thick darkness, 1861(15), 6832; the Jews
acknowledged many gods, and wor-
shipped the name of Jehovah, 6S77; with
the Jewish and Israelitish nation there
was the representative of a church, and
not a church, references, 7041(2), 7040—
7051; there are several reasons why it is

believed even by Christians, that the
Jewish nation is chosen, and that they
are to be introduced into the land of

Canaan; confirming passages from the
Word are quoted; from the Word it is

shown what is the quality of that nation,

7051; the Jews and Israelites were cruel

against their enemies, 7248; in heart they
believed in many gods, 7401. The Jews
and Israelites were not better than other
nations, and in no respect chosen for

heaven, although they are called the
people of Jehovah, 7439(2); the worship
of many gods was implanted in the heart
of the Jews more than all other nations,

8301(4); the error that the Jews are again
to be chosen, 8301(6); the Jews and
Israelites above every other people could
rep. holy things, because they worshipped
external things as Divine, without an
internal, references, 8588(5); in what
manner the representative passed from
them, first to simple angelic spirits who
correspond with the skin, and from these

to interior angels, 8588(6). What the king-

dom of judges is, and the kingdom of

priests, and next the kingdom of kings;

and that the Jews were divided into two
kingdoms, what this represented, 8770;
interior things are veiled with the Israel-

itish and Jewish nation, when they are

only in representatives, and that this was
their sanctification, references, 8788, 8806,

8886, 8928(4). The Israelites were in

the greatest obscurity as to the truths of

faith, and falsities from evil of life; there-

fore the Lord appeared to them in a thick

cloud, in smoke, and in fire on Mount
Sinai, 8814, 8819; this was according to

their quality, 8810(2); the posterity of

Jacob were most prone to worship things

external, and why, 8871(3); they applied

the Divine statutes to things idolatrous.
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888a. The things done to the Lord by
the Jews when they crucified Him sig.

the states of their church as to truth Di-
vine or the Word, oi44'io); when the

Jews worshipped other gods, they rep.

things infernal, 9284; they were in things

external without internal; the repre-

sentative of a church was instituted

amongst them, but not a church; it was
a very evil nation, 0320(2); references,

0320(4); they were permitted to destroy
the nations because they were of such a
quality, and themselves the worst nation,

9320; the sons of Jacob were in an exter-

nal without an internal, references, 9380;
the Jews were in an external, and not in an
internal, 0373, 9380, 9391(19); they can
be in external humiliation more than
others, but still not in internals, 9377(2);
the Jews thought the external apart from
the internal was holy, as the external of

the Word, sacrifices, etc., references,

9400' the Lord appears to all according
to the quality of their love, and is a cre-

ating and renovating fire to the good, but
a consuming fire with the evil, thus to the

Jews, 9434; with the Jews the interiors

were closed when in a holy external, 0962;
with the Israelitish and Jewish nation all

things were representative of the interior

things of the church and of heaven. 10149;
the tribe of Judah was the first tribe,

when Reuben, Simeon, and Levi were
cursed, 10335; the Israelites and Jews
were altogether unwilling to know any-
thing concerning the internals of the Word,
of the church, and of worship, because
they were in things external separate from
internal, 10306, 10401, 10407; therefore

a church could not be instituted amongst
them, but only the representative of a
church, references, 10306(5); references

concerning the Jews, 10396(5); the Israel-

itish nation could be in things external,

and be obstinately urgent above all others,

but from the love of self, 10430; the ex-

ternal sense of the Word was changed and
made different on account of the Israel-

itish nation, which was then to be treated

of, 10453, 10461; the interiors of the

Israelitish nation are described, 10454-
10457, and 10462-10466; with the Jews
the internal is closed, that communication
with heaven might be by the external,

and to prevent the profanation of internal

goods and truths, references, 10400(3),
10492(2); the worship of the Jewish
nation is to have an end at the end of the

Christian Church in Europe, 10497; the

internal is altogether closed with the
Israelitish and Jewish nation, 10498;
miraculous communication with heaven
was effected by the externals of their wor-
ship, for this purpose two things were
requisite, namelv, that what is internal

should be altogether closed, and that they

could be in a holy external, 10500; this

could not be given after the Lord's com-
ing, on this account they were rejected
from the land of Canaan, 10500(3); there
was no church amongst them but the
representative of a church, 10526-10531.
If the internal were opened amongst them,
they would perish, 10533; they were
urgent that Jehovah would be with them,
and thereby the church, for the sake of
eminence above others, 10535; the Jews
see the Word from without, and not from
within, 10549-51; the Israelitish nation
worshipped Jehovah as to name only,

10559-61, 10566; they worshipped Je-
hovah that they might be more eminent
than all others, 10566, 10570; they could
be in a holy external from the fire of
self-love, or for the sake of eminence
above others, 10570; the internal of the
Israelitish nation was filthy, hence closed
in worship, the reason was, lest they
should defile internal things, and thus
representatives should perish, references,

10575; the external of worship of the
Israelitish nation could communicate
with heaven miraculously, 10602; the
interiors with the Israelitish nation were
closed when in wors'.iip, because they
were filthy, 10629; Moses was urgent for

the people that they might be accepted;
it was so done in consequence of his

urgency, 10632(2); those who are in an
internal, who are in an external in which
is an internal, ani who are in an external
without an internal, 10683; see Internal;
the Jewish nation, inasmuch as they were
in an external without an internal, could
not endure spiritual and internal things,

because such things relate to the Lord,
and to love and faith in Him, 10694,
10701, 10707. The sons of Israel sig.

those who are in things external without
an internal, references, 10692; the Israel-

itish nation rep. the church; but the
church was not with them, references,

10698.
Jezreel sig. a new church, 3580(6).
Joab. The damnation of hypocrites

who ensnare by guile rep. by David's
prophecy concerning Joab, ii., Sam. iii,

27, 29, 0015(5).
Job (ffi'06). The book of Job, is a

book of the Ancient Church, but not
amongst those which are called the law
and the prophets, because it has not an
internal sense, which treats solely of the
Lord and His kingdom, 3540(4), 3001(6),

9942(5); it was written by correspond-
ences. 2682, 2762(4).
Jobab sig. rituals, 1245, 1247.
Jobel. See Trumpet. To draw

Jobel, also to hear a trumpet, sig. to be in
common perception of cel. good, and the
jubilee thence, 8802.

John. Peter, James, and John sig.

faith, charity, and the good of charity,

see Preface to chap, xviii. Gen. John rep.
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the good of charity, Preface to chap. xxii.

Gen.; John lay at the breast of Jesus, be-
cause he rep. good works, 3934(8); John
the Baptist, rep. the Word; his clothing

and food sig. the external things of the

Word, 7643(10); it is according to the
order of heaven, that spirits be sent be-
fore the angels who come to men, to pre-

pare them, as John the Baptist before the

Lord, 8028; John the Baptist sig. the

Word; the things concerning him ex-

plained; also how he was Elias, 9372(2),
10528; the words of the Lord to Peter and
John are explained, John because he rep.

works of charity lay on the Lord's breast

and was more beloved than the other dis-

ciples, 9824(4); where He tells Peter that

he should love, and that he should feed
His sheep, and should follow Him, 100S7
(2). John lay at the Lord's breast, be-
cause he signified the good of charity,

10087(2).
Join. To be joined sig. conjunction,

in the internal sense, charity or mutual
love which is spir. conjunction, in the

supreme sense, love and mercy which is

the Divine love toward the human race,

387S-
Joint, to be put out of, sig. truths

n*t arranged in order to receive cel. spir.

good, 4278.
Jokshan sig. derivations of the spir.

kingdom, 3240.
Joktan. Peleg sig. internal worship

of the church, F.ber, Joktan, its external

worship, 1240, 1242, 1244-1250; sons of

Joktan, rituals, 1245-1250.
Jonah, 42; three days and three nights

in the bowels of the fish, sig. the burial

and the resurrection of the Lord on the

third day, 0014; it rep. the Lord's tempta-
tions, 1601(5); book of Jonah historical

yet prophetical, 1188, 1709.

Jordan. The sons of Israel crossing

the Jordan rep. introduction of the re-

generate into the kingdom of the Lord,

001(4), 1585(4), 8940(2); also removal
of evils and falsities, and admission of

those in goods and truths, 4255; rep.

same as Euphrates, things good and true

in the external, 1585; the pride of Jordan,
sig. things of the external man which rise

up and wish to rule over the internal,

1585(4); the plain of Jordan, the external

man, 1585, 1592; Jordan sig. initiation

into the knowledges of good and truth,

also the first and last of the Lord's king-
dom or church. 4255. 6537-8; it rep. the

natural, 9325(4). 10239(3); it sig. that in

man which first receives truths from the

Word, 93»5(i°).
Joseph. The first four births of Leah,

namely, Reuben, Simeon, I evi, and
Judah, rep. the progress of the regenera-
tion of the cel. man; the seven remaining
even to Joseph; the progress of the re-

generation of the spir. man, 3882, 3921

(3); God has gathered my reproach, rep.
in the supreme sense, the Lord as to the
Divine spiritual, in the internal serine the
spir. kingdom or good of faith, in tiie ex-

ternal, salvation, fructification, and mul-
tiplication, 3969, 6417; Joseph and Ben-
jamin, Joseph rep. the cel. spir. man,
Benjamin the spir. cel., or, good from
which is truth, and truth in which is

good, 3969(3), 4607; Joseph, in the ex-
ternal sense, rep. fructification and mul-
tiplication, 3971; Joseph the cel. spir.

man who is rational, but Israel, the cel.-

spir. man who is from the natural, 4286
(3); Benjamin, the spir. of the cel.,

Joseph tiie cel. of the spir., 4592; each is

intermediate, 4585(5), 4592, 4594(2); see
Celestial; Joseph, the Lord's Divine
spiritual Human, which is the Divine
truth from Him in heaven and the church,

4669; Joseph rep. Divine truth, also the
Lord's Divine Human, 4723-4; the cel.

spir. man from the rational, or the Lord's
internal man, 4963; the Lord's internal

man, how He made it Divine, by tempta-
tions, 4960-5049; the cel. of the natural,

5086-7, 5106; the Lord as to the cel. of
tiie spir., 5249; the second state, its ele-

vation above what is of the natural or
external man, and its outward knowl-
edges, 5191-5376; what the cel. of the
spir. is, which is Joseph, 5307, 5331-2;
the cel. of the spir., which is Joseph, is

truth from the Divine, 5417; why the
Miclianites drew Joseph out of the pit,

and sold him to Potiphar but his brethren
sold him to the Ishmaelites, 4788(2);
Joseph rep. internal good, Benjamin in-

terior truth, 58i6(2)-s822, s826(2)-8; the
blessing of Joseph, 6416-6438; Joseph
and Benjamin rep. the internal of the
church, the rest of the sons of Jacob,
its external, 5469; Joseph when he is

called a man dir.) rep. truth from the
internal, or spir. truth, 5584; the things
related of Joseph rep. the glorification of

the Lord's Human, 5688(3); Joseph rep.

internal good from the rational, Israel

internal good from the natural, 4286(3),
5805, 5826-7; the internal celestial, 5869,
5S77; the natural under the government
of the internal rep. by Joseph, 6145; the
internal, references, 6177; Joseph, the

cel. internal, and the good of the internal,

his rep. varies according to the subject,

6224; his sons Ephraim and Manasseh
are meant by Joseph, 6275; Joseph, the

spir. church, in the supreme sense the

Divine spir. of the I-ord, 6417; the house
of Joseph, cel. things of the spiritual,

6526; Joseph and Benjamin, angelic

societies constituting the uniting medium
sig. by the veil before the ark, 9671(2)-

Joshua rep. the Lord, 901(4); truth

combating, 8505, 8601, 8616, 8621; as

the minister of Moses, the Word and
what is representative, 9419(2); Divine
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truth surveying, exploring, and apper-
ceiving, 10454; Divine truth ministering
in the place of Moses, 10557.

Journey. See To Sojourn and To
Dwell, To Walk, To Go Forth, Place,
Motion. It sig. the habits and course of

life, 1293; to advance in knowledges, 1457;
the arrangements and order of life, 1463
(3); the order according to which all are

led in regeneration which is various,

1554; progression, 2500; what is success-
ive, 4375, 8345; what is continuous, 4554,
4585, 5006; the journeyings and encamp-
ments of the Israelites sig. spiritual states

and their changes, 8103; to journey sig.

what is continually successive, 8181, 8397;
arrangement, when, 8192; what is pro-

gressive of spiritual life, 8557; according
to journeyings, of the sons of Israel in the
wilderness, sig. according to the order to

receive spiritual life, 8559; how man
comes into heaven, 8539(2); the journey-
ings of the Israelites sig. the order and
established ways of life and their changes,

7972; journeyings sig. changes and suc-

cessions of slates, 8397, 10734; which
changes are effected by temptations, 'he
spiritual life grows by temptations, 8557;
under the Divine providence, 8560.

Joy. See Heaven, Enjoyment. Most
persons have so common an idea con-
cerning heavenly joy, that it amounts to

no idea, 449; ideas and experiences con-
cerning heavenly joy, 449-59. 537-53;
see Heaven. Gladness sig. what is spiri-

tual, or truth; joy, what is celestial, or
good, 3118, 4137(2), 8339(2); the Divine
joy on the reception of good and truth is

infinite, because the love which gives birth

to the joy is infinite, 8672; the quality
and origin of heavenly joy, 10722-4. See
Heaven.

Jubilee. The seventh day, the seventh
year, the jubilee, and the sabbath of

sabbaths, sig. the second state of regen-
eration when man is led by good, 9274(3).
Judaea sig. the vastated church, 795

(5); the church, 3652(5).
Judah sig. celestial things, 1259(2);

the good of cel. love, Israel the good of
spir. love, 3654; the man of Judah, truth
from the good of love to the Lord, which
is called cel. truth, 3654(2); in the su-
preme sense, the Lord and the Divine of
His love, in the internal sense the Word
and also the Lord's celestial kingdom, in

the exterior sense doctrine from the Word
which is of the celestial church, 3880(10)-
I, 4606, 4815(2); Judah, the good of the
external church, Israel the good of the
internal church, when Israel is called his

father, 5833; Judah in the good sense, the
good of celestial love, in the opposite sense,

aversion from good, 4750, 4814; the Jew-
ish church was in worse evil than the
remaining tribes sig. by the sons from
a Canaanitish woman, and from Tamax,

4815, 4811-4930; Judah in the historic

sense means the tribe of Judah, Israel

the ten tribes, but in the spiritual sense

Judah sig. the cel. or good of the church,
or its evil, and Israel, the spir. or truth of

the church, also its falsity, 4842; Judas
selling the Lord sig. the same as Judah
selling Joseph, 4751(3); Judah, the cel.

church, the Lord as to the Divine celestial,

references, 6363; the cel. church internal,

Jacob its external, 10609(6). See Jew.
Judgment. The final judgment is

when the I.ord comes, which is when evil

has reached its highest point, 900, 931(2),

1311(2), 1850; it is at the end of every
church, also when man dies, 900; judg-
ment is the punishment of evil, 1311(2);
consummation or judgment is the end of

the church when there is no charity, 1850;
the final judgment, its nature, 1850;
see also, Consummation, Visitation,
and Vastation; judgment belongs to

the Divine Human and holy proceeding
of the Lord, 2319-21; judgment is from
good and truth, what judgment from
good is, and what from truth; the Lord
never judges any one to hell, 2335; the
final judgment, 21 17-2 133; it is generally

supposed that it will come with the de-
struction of the world, and this from the

prophetic Word concerning a new heaven
and a new earth, 2117; it is the last time
of the church; every church has had its

judgment, 21 18; the final judgment to

every man; how it is effected, 2 119; how
is to be understood what the Lord speaks
concerning the consummation of the age,

and concerning the sea, the sun and moon,
the stars, nation against nation, 2120;
the time of the final judgment is at hand,
may be manifest from various things in

the other life; as from this, that the evil

from the Christian world overcharge the
world of spirits and its interior sphere,

2121; the most of those who are from the
Christian world are ensnared by the love

of self and of the world, are in deceit,

and make light of faith, 2122; evils begin
to prevail and destroy the equilibrium
from the side of evil, 2122; goods and
truths from heaven are turned into evils

and falsities, 2123, 3607; in the ante-
diluvians voluntary good was destroyed;
at this day intellectual good begins to
perish, 2124; the quality of Christians
at this day, rep. by black spirits, by chil-

dren who were combed, by a tree into
which a viper ascended, by a dog, and by
women in a kitchen, 2125; their quality
in opposition to innocence, rep. by an
infant whom they were desirous to treat
in the most cruel manner and to kill, 2126;
in the world they do not appear of such
a quality, but their internals are such,
2126; in the other life there appears like

something of a final judgment before the
evil, 2127; when ill-assorted societies axe
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dissociated, it is effected by a company
of spirits flying towards and dispersing
thera; concerning the state of which pro-

cess, which is a kind of final judgment,
2128; there are conflicts of thoughts and
reasonings, concerning which and their

quality, 2129; a disputation, whether
the twelve Apostles on twelve thrones
judge the twelve tribes of Israel, and
whether others are admitted into heaven
besides those who have suffered misery
and persecution; how those things are to be
understood, 2120(3); an idea of the final

judgment when the good are let into

heaven, the process concerning the wolf,

they are received, introduced, and ad-
mitted into the societies of heaven, this

is not the case with those who come after-

wards; others also were willing to be ad-
mitted, which is meant by their coming
too late, by their knocking, by their want-
ing oil, etc., 2130; how they are received
in heaven when let in, they pass from one
society to another according to their

desires, 2131; the person who came to

the marriage not clothed in a wedding
garment sig. those who are in hypocritical

deceit, who can insinuate themselves into

heavenly societies, but are cast down of

themselves into some hell, 2132; a heaven-
ly glorification of the Lord was heard to

an immense degree, and it was seen like

a descending radiation, which is effec ted
when they are in a state of tranquillity

and peace, 2133. Justice is predicated
of good, judgment of truth, 2235, 2258;
the Judge of all the earth sig. good itself

from which truth is, 2258; visitation and
judgment treated of in Gen. xix. the sal-

vation of the faithful and the condemna-
tion of the unfaithful, 2320, 2312-2468;
judgment belongs to the Lord's Human
and Holy Proceeding, 2319-2321; to

judge sig. to teach, 2372; the separation
of the good from the evil, how it is, 2438;
the final judgment is the end of the church
with one nation, and its beginning with
another, 3353, 4057; an explication of

what the Lord taught concerning the final

judgment or concerning His coming, and
the consummation of the age, Matt, xxiv,

v. 3-8, 3353-6; v. 15-18, 3650-5; v. 10-

3751-7; v. 23-28, 3897-3001; v. 29-

31, 4056-00; v. 31-35, 4220-31; v. 36-

42, 4332-5; v. 42 to end, 4422-4; a
summary of whole chapter, 4422; an
explanation of Matt, xxv., v. 1-14, the
final judgment, 4635-8; v. 31-end, 4661-

4, 4807-10, 4054-9,; v. 37 toend, 5063-71;
Dan named from judging sig. in supreme
sense justice and mercy, in internal the
holy of faith, in external the good of life,

3921; a final judgment at end of each
church, 4057, 4333; it does not mean the

destruction of the world, 4050, 4535; at

each judgment the Lord has come, 4060
(5); the final judgment is the rejection of

an old church and the establishment of
a new, 4333; various beliefs about the
soul, some believe that at final judgment
the resurrection of the body will take
place, 4527; the final judgment for every
one is when he dies, 4807; judgment is

effected from truth, 5068. It is the fin?!

judgment to every one when he dies; he
does not rise again with the material body,
5078(6), 5079(2); to judge the people
sig. truth in its office, 6397; judgment
between falsities and truths before one
can judge between disagreements in the
church, 6765-7; let Jehovah see and
judge sig. Divine arrangement, 7160;
great judgments sig. according to the
laws of order, thus according to truths
Divine, 7206; judgments sig. both the
damnation of the evu and the salvation of

the good, 7206(2); damnation is effected
by degrees of exploration, 7273, 7295(2);
the angels exercise a kind of judication;

still the Lord is the only judge, 7811; to
judge sig. the arrangement of truth, 8685;
judgments and laws, truths and the truths

of good, 8695; the Lord does not judge
any one, but flows in and arranges, man
is judged according to reception, 8685,
8604; man is judged according to deeds
only so far as they are from will, 8911;
judgments, exterior truths such as are in

a civil state, where the representative
church is, 8972; there is a distinction

between commandments which are of

the life, judgments which are of the civil

state, and statutes which are of worship
in general, 8972(2); judgments, truths,

references, 9260; words of Jehovah sig.

the truths of the spir. state, and judg-
ments the truths of the natural state,

9383; judgment, sig. Divine truth, doc-
trine, and life. 0857; also to judge to life

or to death, 9857(10); the day of visitation

sig. the last state of the church in partic-

ular and in general, when there is judg-
ment; how effected, 10509. The Lord
appearing in a cloud in a human form,
in radianre to the inhabitants of a certain

earth; the spirits were gathered together

to the right and to the left, and thus were
separated, 10810; on this occasion also

in the lower parts of the earth there, 10S1 1;

judgment on some monkish spirits seen
there, 10812-3; to be judged according
to the deeds is to be judged according to

the will, 10331(7).
Judith and Basemath, wives of Esau,

rep. truth from another source than the
genuine truth itself, 3470.
Juggler or Enchantress. The de-

ceit, the punishments, and the hells of
enchantresses or sorceresses, 831(2);
magicians seem to themselves to have
starts, the reason, 4936; the diviners,

enchanters, sorcerers, etc., sig. those who
destroy the truths and goods of the church
by knowledges perversely applied, 9188
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(8); sorceress slg. something of the church
conjoined to the falsities of the evil of

self-love, qi88. See Witch.
Jopiter. See Planet and Earth.

The Lord was seen by the spirits of Ju-
piter, such as He had appeared to them in

their earth, 7173; the spirits and inhabi-

tants of the planet Jupiter, 7790-7813;
it was granted me to be longer with them
than with any from other earths, 7799;
they and the planet appear in front to-

wards the left, at some distance, 7800;

there are several kinds of spirits from
Jupiter, with whom I have discoursed,

chastisers, instructors, and holy angelic

spirits who have bright faces, 7S01; spirits

speak with the inhabitants there, 7802;

the chastising spirits come to man, and
when they come they strike terror; they

are described as to their quality, 7803;

the instructing spirits came, 7804; the

angelic spirits are present at the head,

and rule them, 7805; they see two signs,

an old man with a white face, for a *ign
that they should say nothing but what is

true, and a face in a window for a sign

to depart, 7806; in this case the face of

the man of that earth is kept cheerful and
smiling with an open mouth, the region

of tue lips being prominent, 7807; the man
is punished severely who commits evils,

780S; spirits speak with man but not man
in return, except a few words; it is for-

bidden him to tell any one that a spirit

has spoken with him, 7809; the kinds of

punishments, 7810; the angels exercise

a species of judicature over man but to

appearance, 781 1; spirits afterwards
come who suggest contrary persuasions

from evil, 7812; spirits apply themselves
under the left elbow, with a hoarse speech,

and are sent before the angels when they

come to man, 8021; the speech of their

angels attendant upon me was at first

grosser, then purer, and at length still

purer, 8022-8026; a spirit interrupted

the discourse, and admonished me to

behave modestly with his angels, 8027;
it is according to the order of heaven that

spirits should be sent before the coming
of angels, as John the Baptist before the

Lord, 802S; spirits are taken up into

heaven, when they become angels, by
bright horses as of fire like Elias, 8029;
angels in the first heaven appear clothed
in blue; that color is loved by them, 8030:
those spirits cannot have consort with the
spirits of our earth, why, 8031; the ap-
proach and influx of a spirit of Jupiter is

gentle and sweet, 81 n; signs when there
are disagreements among them, a slender
ray of white light like lightning, or a little

band in which are glittering stars, 8112;
they kept my face smiling and cheerful,
and have tranquillity and delight in so
doing, 8113; they have interior felicity,

because their interiors are open to the

Lord, 81 14; angelic choirs greatly delight

them, 8115; in that earth there is a great

multitude of men because they can be
nourished, 8116; they are distinguished

into nations, families, and houses, and
have no ambition to bear rule, nor to

possess the goods of others, 81 17; the

case was the same in ancient times on
our earth, concerning which times, 81 18;

the faces of the inhabitants of Jupiter
are beautiful, 8242; they believe that after

their decease their faces will become larger

8243; and then the fire of heaven will

make warm their faces, 8244; on this

account they wash and wipe the face

much, but care little about the body,

8245; the faces of the inhabitants of our
earth did not please them, 8246; they
love smiling and cheerful faces, because
such with them are in no anxiety con-
cerning tilings future, nor in care about
worldly things, 8246-7; they love faces

which are prominent about the lips, be-
cause they speak by the face, 8246-7;
their speech by the face was shown, 8248;
they have also vocal speech, 8248; the

most ancient people of our earth held such
discourse by the face; its excellence above
discourse by words, 8249; the inhabitants
of Jupiter do not walk erect, but as it

were hop, 837 1 ; they always keep the face
forwards and never downwards, 8372",

how they sit, 8373; they are very willing

that the face should appear, and that

hence the spirits appear as if they were
swimming, 8373-4; in the warm zones
they go naked except with a covering
about the loins, nor are they ashamed,
because their minds are chaste, 8375;
when they lie down, they turn their face

forward or into the chamber, why, 8376;
they are long at their meals for the sake of

discourse at the time, and then they sit

on fig-leaves, 8377; they do not prepare
their food for the taste but for use, 8378;
their habitations within have an appear-
ance like that of heaven, 8379; their tents,

8379. They care for nothing beyond
necessities; they love infants, 8380; they
have large horses, but in forests, and have
a natural dread of them, 8381; the spirits

of Jupiter are infested by the spirits of

our earth, 8382-3; they weigh well what
they say, 8384; they were informed con-
cerning printing, the Word, doctrinals,

and what is written, and thus published,

8385; they acknowledge our Lord, whom
they call the only Lord, and that He is a
man; they have seen Him in their earth,

8541; the doctrine of faith is there handed
down from parents to children, 8541;
the greatest caution is taken to prevent
wrong thoughts concerning the only Lord,
8542; He is the same with our Lord,
8543-4; they do not attend to scandals
injected by the spirits of our earth. 8545;
all good is from the Lord, a discourse with
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them, 8546; the Lord is the only Man;
men are only so far men as they are His
images, 8547; their wisdom is trans-

ferred from parents to children succes-
sively, 8627; they have no concern about
the sciences, because they say they are as
clouds before the sun, and cause blind-
ness, 8627-8; they cannot be with the
spirits of our earth, why, 8630; they are
distinguished from others by their spheres,

8630; an example of their perception and
intelligence, from a representation by
which they show how the Lord turns evil

into good, 8631; they were instructed
that the Lord does evil to no one, but they
were not willing to admit, until they were
told that evil is not from their angels, 8632;
they had no concern about things of

science or art, 8633; they have no festival

days, but perform worship at sun-rising

and setting, 8633; the speech of the spirits

of Jupiter is inwardly voluble, closing in

a murmur, 8733-4; in the Greatest Man
they have relation to the imaginative of

thought, 8733; their saints, what is their

quality, 8735-40; they say that they are
mediatory lords, 8735; they call the Lord
the supreme Lord, not the only Lord,

8735; they say that the habitation of the

supreme Lord is in the sun, and therefore

they adore the sun, 8736; the instructing

and chastising spirits do not come to them,
why, 8737; they wear turreted caps. 8738;
in the other life they sit as idols, and their

faces shine as by the light of a fire, but
that still they arc cold. 8730; they cut
wood, because they attribute to themselves
merit, 8740; those who are called chim-
ney-sweepers, 8846; they have reference

to the seminal vessels, and desire to be
admitted into heaven, 8846-8; they have
conscience on occasion of slight evil,

from experience, 8849; I saw a Iwny bald-

ness, such a sight is presented to them
when they are about to die, S850; they

are not concerned about death, because
they know that they are to live after-

wards, S850; they do not live more than
thirty years, because of the too great

abundance of men of that earth, 8831;
they enter into the married state in the
first flower of vouth, 8851.

Justice. See Judgment. Justice re-

spects the good of charity, upright the

truth of charity, 612; the Lord was made
justice as to the Human essence by temp-
tations and victories, through His own
proper power, 1813; this was predicted

by the prophets, 1813(3); no man in any
case can from himself be made justice,

1813(2); they who claim heaven to them-
selves from their own justice, are in the
judgment of Gehennah, 042; the Lord
by His own proper power united the Divine
essence to the Human, and the Human
essence to the Divine, and thus was alone

made justice, 2025(3)-$; justice is predi.

cated of good, judgment of truth, 2235;
good and truth, justice and equity, what
is honorable and becoming, follow each
other in order, upon them conscience is

founded, 2915; justice, when it relates

to the Lord, sig. Divine holiness, 3997;
there is conscience of moral and civil

good and truth, or of what is just and
equitable in the natural, concerning which,

4167; they are called just who are in the
good of charity, and they believe that
they are unjust of themselves, but are
made just by the appropriation of the
Lord's justice, 5069; justice, just, and
to justify, what those expressions specific-

ally signify has been unknown, 9263;
innocence sig. interior good, and justice

exterior good, 9262-3; justification and
just sig. what is from the Lord, 9263;
to justify, to absolve, 9264; the only good
which reigns in heaven, and makes heav-
en, is the good of the I-ord's merit and
justice, thus His Divine Human, 9486;
the justice of the Lord was and is a con-
tinual subjugation of the hells, and res-

toration of the heavens to order, by His
own proper power; also the glorification

of His Human, 0715; likewise the good
of merit, 9715; Psalm ex. where the Lord's
combats in the world are treated of. 9809
(2) ; the Divine power of the Lord con-
sists in saving man, by removing hell,

it appertains to the Lord alone, 10019(3);
what is meant by the Lord redeeming
man by His blood, in the external, the

internal, and the inmost sense, in the

latter sense it sig. that He subdued the
hells, and reduced all things into order,

and that man otherwise could not have
been saved, 10152(2); this was effected

by His Divine Human, 10152(4).
Justification is to acknowledge not

their own but the Lord's justice, 2116(3),

2694(4).

Kadesh sig. truths and contentions

about truths, 1678, 1958; the Lord's state

when He first instructed Himself in doc-

trinals, 2497; the affection of interior

truth from tilings rational, 2503.

Kfdar. Arabia, wisdom, princes ol

Kedar, intelligence, 2830(0); Nebaioth and
Kedar sig. those tilings which are of the

spir. church, especially among the Gen-
tiles, 3268(2). Kedar, which is Arabia,

was named from the son of Ishmael, 3268
(3) . The Arabians and Kedars in the

wilderness, those who are not in good,

3268(6).
Keep, To, when spoken of the Lord

sig. His providence. 93°4-
Keeper, sig. one who serves, 372.
Kenan sig. a church less perfect, 507.

Kfnite. The Kenite, the Kenizzite,

and Kadmonite, rep. falsities to be ex-

pelled from the I-ord's kingdom, 1867-8.

Kesia. See Cassia.
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Kesitah were coins, sig. truths, 4400.
Keturah rep. Divine truth adjoined to

Divine good spiritual, 3234, 3237, 3239-
42; the sons of Keturah, the doctrinals
and worship of the Lord's spir. king-
dom, 3243.
Key. The keys of the kingdom of the

heavens, sig. faith in the Lord with those
in love to Him and charity to neighbor,
Roman Catholic doctrine called a great
heresy, Pref. Gen. xxii.; not given to

Peter, 3750, 3769(4); they are given to

the faith of charity rep. by Peter, 4368(3);
key sig. power in truths of faith, 8304;
the Catholic doctrine of the keys an in-

fernal heresy, 9410(2); keys sig. power,
9410(3); mentioned, 2356(2).
Kid sig. affections of good, 294; inno-

cence, 430, 10132(2); voluntary things,

2781. He-lambs and she-lambs sig. in-

nocence of the internal or rational man,
and kids and she-goats the innocence of

the external or natural man, consequently
their truths and goods, 3519(3); of goats,

truths of domestic good, 3540; innocence
of the external man, also a pledge of

marriage love, or a pledge of conjunction,

4871, 7840, 9301.
Kidneys or Reins. An operation of

heaven into the kidneys was observed,

3884(4). The correspondence of the
kidneys, of the ureters, of the bladder,
with the Greatest Man, 5377, 5380-6.
The quality of those who constitute the

peritoneum, when they are infested by
those of the kidneys, 5378; they who con-
stitute the kidneys, the ureters, and the
bladder, are they who explore and who
chastise, 5381-53S4; when it is said in the
Word that Jehovah searches the reins and
the heart, it sig. spir. things, or those
which are of truth, and cel. things, or
those which are of good, 5385; in the
Word chastisement is attributed to the
reins, 5385; succenturiate kidneys, or
renal capsules, their uses, chaste virgins

constitute that province in the Greatest
Man, concerning whom, 5391; reins or
kidneys sig. trutn exploring, purifying, and
chastising, 5385, 10032, 10074.

Kill, To. See To Slay, sig. to deny,

429; to kill sig. to deprive truth of self de-
rived life, then man really lives, 3610; thou
shalt not kill sig. not take away spiritual

life from any one, 8902, references, 9205;
to kill, sig. to extinguish charity, 329;
not to care for cel. things, 1474, 2554;
to bear hatred, 3440; to destroy truth or
faith, 6676, 6767; to destroy falsity, 6768;
the desire to kill in many soldiers, their

hell corresponds to the colon and rectum,

5393; avarice has in it the desire to kill

even for a small sum, 4751(2); the slain

sig. those in hell who are in evils and fal-

sities, 6767(3).
Kindness. See Grace, Mercy.
Kine sig. truths of the natural. Kine

are heifers, 5198-5207.

King. See Kingdom. All kings of

Judah and Israel rep. the Lord's kingly
function, 1409(4); kings, Gen. xiv., rep.

apparent goods and truths, 166 i-e; their

opponents rep. lusts of evil and persua-
sions of falsity, 1663-4; kings, kingdoms,
people, rep, truths, 1672; the priesthood
of the Lord sig. holy good, royalty, holy
truth, 1728; the Lord as a King sig. His
Divine truth, as a Priest, His Divine good,

2015(10); kings, truths, 2015, 2069, 4575;
the law of the king explained. 2567(10);
how truths and goods are perverted to

favor falsities and evils, 2567(10); king
sig. Divine truth as to protection and
judgment, references, 10540(7); the
king is under the law, 10789-10806;
passages cited, 6148(7).
Kingdom. See Heaven. Kingdom

of God sig. heaven and the church, man
is a kingdom of the Lord, 29(2); the
kingdom of the Lord is immense, 1810;
kingdom sig. truth of doctrine, in the
opposite sense, falsities of doctrine, 254 7;

why the land was divided into two king-
doms, Israel and Judah, 4292(3); to

reign is predicated of truths which are of

the understanding, to have dominion is

predicated of goods which are of the will,

4691; there are two kingdoms, the cel.

and spir., which are the cel. and spir.

heavens, 5922(2); the priesthood and
royalty were formerly united in one per-
son, 6148(3); why they were separated
in the Israelitish church, 6148(5); em-
pires and kingdoms were made on account
of the loves of self and the world, 7364;
Jehovah shall reign forever, was a custom-
ary form of speaking in the ancient
churches; it sig. that all things are from
the Lord, and that the Lord is God and
Lord of heaven and earth, 8331; a king-
dom of priests sig. those who are in the
good of truth, 8770; in the representative
church there was first a kingdom of judges,

afterward a kingdom of priests, and lastly

a kingdom of kings, what each represents,

8770(2); the kingdom of Judah rep. the
cel. kingdom, the kingdom of Israel, the
spir. kingdom, 8770(3); the temple rep.

the cel. and spir. kingdoms, its two courts
rep. the two divisions of that heaven
which form the external of each kingdom,
0741(3* 4); the altar rep. the cel. kingdom,
the tent of meeting, the spir. kingdom,
10129(2); royalty is exercised according
to the laws of the kingdom, 10802-3;
conversation with angels concerning two
forms of government, that derived from
love towards the neighbor, and that de-
rived from the love of self, 10814.

Kir. Syrians from Kir, rep. those in
interior knowledges of good and truth,

here perverted, 9340(6).
Kiriathaim sig. falsities, 2468(7).
KlRiATH-ARBA which is Hebron, sig.

the Lord's church, Kiriatli-Arba as to
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truth, Hebron as to good, 2909, 2981,
4613. See Hebron.

Kiss, To. Kissing sig. unition and
conjunction from affection, 3573-4, 3800,

3808, 4215, 4358, 5920, 6260; to kiss

calves, sig. to embrace magic, 3574; to

kiss on the mouth, to acknowledge and
obey, 5312; it sig. simulation, hypocrisy,

and deceit, 4215(2); to kiss, adjunction
from grace, 5929. V

Kitchen, 2125.
Kittim rep. rituals, external worship,

xi 56.

Kneading Trouch sig. the enjoyment
of lusts in the external natural, 7356, and
of affections, 7967.
Knee. To kneel sig. to dispose them-

selves to what is holy, 3054; knees or

thighs sig. what is of marriage love, 3915.

6585; spirits who acted upon the left knee,

4946, 10379(2); to bend the knee sig. wor-
ship, the custom of bending the knees be-

fore kings was because they rep. Divine
truth, 5323; the knees sig. influx and com-
munication of what is spiritual with what
is natural, 5328; spirits of Saturn in

plane of lower part of knees, 8947, see

6602.
Knife. Why stone knives were used

in circumcision, 2046; the knife used for

sacrifices sig. truth of faith, it is called

a little sword; it was of stone for circum-
cisions, 2799, 2817, 9088(2); see Sword;
the reason why knife is seldom named in

the Word, is. because there are wicked
spirits which are called knifers, concerning

whom, 2799(22); spirits of Saturn seen

with little knives when tempted to draw
away from faith in the Lord, 8950.
Know, To, Knowledge, (cognosccre,

cogniliones). See Know (scire). Re-
mains are knowledges of faith, 8, 19.

called faces of the waters. 19; in the sec-

ond day distinction made between knowl-
edges of internal man (cogniliones), and
knowledges (scienlifica) of the externa]

man, 24; waters and seas sig. knowledges,
27-8; second river in Eden, knowledge.

117; conscience formed from knowledges
of truth and good from the Word, 310,

371; knowledges of spir. things regard

faith and doctrine, of cel. things regard

love and life, 1203; knowledges arc cel.

and spir. truths, which are so many radia-

tions of light in heaven, 1458; knowledges
open the way for seeing cel. and spir.

things, 1458(5); implanted in the memory
according to the inllux of the internal man,
1460; external man is corporeal and sen-

sual, does not receive any thing cel. and
spir. unless knowledges are implanted

in it, 1461; knowledges from the Word are

open from the Lord Himself, 1461; ex-

ternal and internal knowledges are not

truths but only receiving vessels, 1469;

knowledges which open the internal must
be from the Word, 1461, 1469(2); the

difference between knowing and believing,

knowing is more external, 4319(2); not
to know a man, sig. not contaminated
^y falsity, 2362; not to know, an ob-
scure state, ignorance, 3717; knowledges
which contain Divine things and knowl-
edges which do not, 3665; those from
the Word do, 3665(5); knowledges are
truths of the natural man, they become
his own by being confirmed, 5276; to

know, when spoken of the Lord, sig. con-
junction, 6806(3); knowing is foresight,

6853; they are truths first imbibed, not
truths in themselves, but from the Divine
things in them, 3676; knowledges are
for uses, 6815; to know sig. to under-
stand, to believe, and to perceive, 10155;
when it relates to God sig. to foresee and
to provide, 5309; God knows sig. He
endows with charity, 6806; exterior and
interior knowledges, 2973; they are
vessels to receive rational things, 3391,
3676(2); man regenerated by means of

knowledges, 3502(2), 3508(2), 3701(3),

3726(3), 10376(4); good Bows into knowl-
edges, 4096(2); knowledges regard uses
and life as their ends, 6815, 7740-50,
7770(2), 9723(3), 10227(16); to know sig.

to understand, 10155.
Know, To, Knowledges (scire, scicn-

tia), knowledge, outward or external

knowledge, scientific. See Doctrine,
Intelligence, Wisdom, Philosophy,
Principle, Word, Rational. The
Lord was instructed like another man,
1457, 1461; it is not forbidden to acquire
knowledges and by them to confirm the
truths of faith, 129; but how wild they
are who are desirous to grow wise in the

mysteries of faith from things of sense

and knowledges, 128-130; the use of

external knowledges is for the purpose of

serving the internal man. 1486-7; there

are two states of man, one from infancy

to childhood, the other when he is imbued
with knowledges, 1548; the order of in-

flux respecting instruction from knowl-
edges, which are met by things spir. and
cel.. 1495; by knowledges the external

man is conjoined to the internal, which
knowledges are implanted in the cel.

tilings of infancy, 1450-1, 1453, 1616;

by the senses, learning, and knowledges
a way is opened to the internal man. 1563;
they who are elevated into heaven are
imbued with knowledges, 1802(3); the

process of the regeneration of man by
knowledges and intellectual truths, 1555;
wisdom, intelligence, and knowledge are

sons of charity, 1226; it is one thing to

know, another to acknowledge, and
another to have faith, 806; knowledges
are not truths themselves, but the vessels

of truth, 1469, 1496; knowledges wliich

have served their use, 1489, 1492, 1400,

1500; arc to be destroyed, 1487; knowl-

edges which respect worldly ends, draw
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man outwards, 1563; knowledges of no
use extend themselves to lusts, 1600;

they who reason concerning faith, per-

ceive but little, 1385; by things scientific

and philosophical no one can comprehend
spir. things, 233; those who reason con-

cerning things Divine, are drunken, 1072;
from reasoning and outward knowledge
come what is evil and falsity, 232-3;

they who reason about the things of faith

are in doubt and know nothing, 215;
those who reason about spirit from tilings

sensual, scientific, and philosophical, 196;

they were called serpents, 105; worship
from reasonings, 119s; they who reason
from the senses and outward knowledge,
have little perception, 233, 1385; the in-

tellectual, the rational, and truth of knowl-
edge are distinct, 1904; languages and
sciences are of no avail after death, but
only the things which man has learned

and imbibed by them, 2480; the affections

of rational truth and of knowledge, 2503;
knowledge rep. by Pharaoh, 1491; the
affection of sciences and knowledges excel

all other affections belonging to the ex-

ternal man, 1909; the rational is not born
of knowledges but of the affections of the

knowledges, 1895; are not meant the

knowledges taught by the learned, but
every knowledge derived from civil life,

from doctrine, and from the Word, and
imbibed experimentally and by hearing;

in the affection of such knowledge the

man of the spir. church is, 2718; see

Rational; how the rational is born by
influx into the affection of knowledges,

2093(2); from the Lord there is influx

through the internal rational, and thence
into the knowledges of the external

man, 1940(2); the rational first con-
ceived makes light of the intellectual,

in proportion as man reasons from
knowledges, 1911; the rational from
things scientific and sensual cannot com-
prehend Divine truths, exemplified, 2196
(2), 2203, 2209; the knowledges of faith

are of no avail unless they have charity,

because the former respect the latter as
an end. 2049, 2116(3); truths rational

and knowledges are like a veil and cloth-

ing to spir. truths, 2576; to look behind,
and to return back, sig. to have respect
to the doctrinals of faith, 2454; it is al-

lowed those who are in the affirmative
concerning Divine truths, to enter into
things rational and of knowledge as to the
doctrinals of faith, but not those who are
in the negative, 2568, 2<;88; how great a
desire spirits have to know things, it is

their food, how much they are tormented
when deprived of the power of knowing
what others know. 1973; the reason why
the arcana of faith are scientifically ex-

pounded, is, because men say that they
would believe if they knew it to be so, but
they who believe the Word in simplicity,

have no need of such expositions, 2094;
to know, when predicated of the Lord,
sig. to be united, 2826; knowledges, or
those things which are of the exterior

memory, are most perplexed and shady,

2831(10); he who does not believe except
from natural knowledge, believes nothing,

2832; all knowledges which are of the
natural man are tilings of service, 3019-
20; see Natural; outward knowledge
is a vessel of truth, and truth a vessel of

good, 3068; by influx truths from the

natural man are called forth, are elevated,

and implanted in the good of the rational,

3085(2), 30S6; all subordination, applica-
tion, and submission must be from the
First of life, or the Lord, that there may
be conjunction, 3091; knowledges are
the truths of the natural man, 3293; a
knowing man is predicated of the affec-

tion of truth, 3309; the truths of the natu-
ral man are truths of the senses and of

knowledge; they succeed in order, 3309,
3310(4); doctrinals are founded on truths

of knowledge otherwise no idea of doc-
trinals can be had, 3310(4); in the learned
world, it is debated whether a tiling be,

and whether it be so, 3428; there are
knowledges of external truth which admit
things Dnine, and there are those which
do not admit, 3665(2); see Truth; what
is to be understood by the learned shining
as stars, 3820(4); they who reason whether
a thing be, and whether it be so, are in

obscurity, and are ignorant of innumer-
able things, and do not see the first thresh-
old of wisdom, 3833(2, 3); man may
know many things by the use of reason
respecting the state of life after death,
concerning which, 3957(2-5); knowledges
respecting spir. good are at this day want-
ing, and on this account what is said con-
cerning them cannot be comprehended,
because influx is into the knowledges
appertaining to man, 4136(2); knowl-
edges are the means of growing wise, also

the means of becoming insane; by knowl-
edges the rational is cultivated, and is

likewise destroyed, 4156(2); they who
are in evil can reason about truth and
good, and yet be in no enlightenment,
because in fatuous light, 4156(3); it is

not the part of a wise man to confirm
a tenet, out to see clearly whether it be
true, 4741(3); that in consulting outward
knowledges concerning Divine troths,

they who are in the affirmative are con-
firmed, they who are in the negative are
rendered more unsettled, till at length
thev believe nothing, 4760; the learned
believe less than the simple, because they
are in the negative, and thus they de-
prive themselves of interior sight. 4760
(4); the doctrinals of the Ancient Church
were doctrinals of charity, and their

knowledges and outward knowledges
consisted in knowing what the rituals
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of the church, with other things in the
world, rep. and sig., 4844(4); the outward
knowledges of the ancients had relation

to correspondences, to representations,

and significations, 4749, 4064-6; there

are outward knowledges at this day of no
use, 4966; the interior things of outward
knowledges are applications to heavenly
things, 4965; every' outward knowledge
is in the natural man, 4967; outward
knowledges are as it were mirrors in

which an image of interior tilings appears,

5201; the things which are in the exterior

memory are outward knowledges, and
those which are in the interior memory
are truths; the former are in the light

of the world, the latter in the light of

heaven, 5212; the outward knowledges,
to which the things of faith and charity

can be applied, are all the knowledges
about correspondences, representatives,

significatives, influx, order, intelligence

and wisdom, and the affections and also

all truths of inner and outer nature, both
visible and invisible because these corre-

spond to spiritual truths, 5213; the knowl-
edges of good are truths, but they do not
become truths until they are acknowledged
in the understanding and will, 5276; when
the natural of man is regenerating, all

things are brought together into the out-

ward knowledges there, because these are
the ultimates of order, 5373(3); the out-

ward knowledges are the receptacles of

good, 5489; every truth of the c,lurch has
with it ideas derived from outward knowl-
edges, and in the other life this is wont to

be shown, 5510; by knowledges man is in-

troduced into the truths of the church, they

are like the entrance hall into a house,
how the understanding is built up through
them, 55S0; they who reason from sensual

things and are in inverted order, reason
with greater sharpness and cunning than
others, 5700(2); sensual things, outward
knowledges, and truths, are distinct from
each other, 5774(2); when conjunction is

effected of truth with good in man, incon-
gruous and opposing knowledges are

rejected to the side, 5871. Knowledges
are ultimates, 5874; from them truths are

extracted, and as it were sublimated,

5871-74. The knowledges and truths

appertaining to man are arranged in

bundles, and conjoined according to the
loves by which they were introduced,

5881; the knowledges, which are not ac-

knowledged, are rejected to the last things,

thus they are the lowest things, 5R86-0.

Knowledges are the first things for man
to learn, because from them truths are to

be drawn, and at length they form a plane
into which truths then terminate. 5001;
there are knowledges of earthlv, corporeal,

and worldly things, which are low est; there

are knowledges relating to civil life which
are little more interior; knowledges

which relate to moral life, which are still

more interior; and knowledges relating
to the things of the church, which are
more interior than all the rest, 5934; the
knowledges of the church were the rep-
resentatives and significatives of rituals,

also classifications of the neighbor, 6004
(2); interior truths are collated into knowl-
edges and must be together there, that
interior tilings may agree with exterior,

for several reasons, concerning which
6004(4), 6023, 6071, 6077; unless truths
are insinuated into knowledges, the con-
junction of the internal man cannot be
effected, 6052(2); the beginning of con-
junction is to be derived from the truths
of faith, not from knowledges, if from the
latter, man is brought into false and nega-
tive principles, 6047; commencement is

to be made from the doctrinals of the
church, next the Word is to be searched
to see whether doctrinals be true; other-
wise it would come to pass that truth
would be truth merely from a man's native
soil; afterwards it is allowed to confirm
tbem by know ledges, 6047(2); knowledges
are what the internal sight looks at, as the
external sight looks at earthly objects;
in the midst are those which delight and
are agreeable, and those which are at the
sides are obscure, 6068, 6084(2); truths
and knowledges are distinct from each
other, 6077(5); concerning knowledges
true and suitable, or darkened by fallacies

and unsuitable, 61 12. Knowledges are
in loves, illustrated by the case of animals,

6323; man w ould be bora into all wisdom,
if he were in charitv towards his neighbor
and in love to the Lord, thus if he were
according to his order, 6323(2); those
who, in thinking of the truths of faith, do
not elevate the thoughts beyond outward
knowledges, 6383(2), 6384; a distinction

between doctrinals, knowledges, and
outward knowledges, 6386; the man of
the spiritual church in the other life is

infested by knowledges and falsities,

thus he is purified so as to be capable of
being elevated into heaven, 6639(2);
knowledges in the natural are arranged
in series and order according to the ruling

love, 6600; sensual things are the first

plane, then knowledges, on these things

intellectual, also the truth and good of

faith, 6750, 6751; truths of knowledge in

the 'church are the Word in the sen«e of

the letter, also the significatives and the

representatives appertaining to the Jews,
6832; to know sig. foresight, 6853, 6eo6;
knowledges with the evil are evil and fal-

sity, the same w ith the good are good and
"truth, 6917; knowledges are the vessels

of good and truth, 7770; what is meant
by the scientific being entire, or sound,
8005; interior things flow in into knowl-
edges, 8005; knowledges in things spiri-

tual are as bones in the body, 8005; some
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have placed wisdom in terms and scien-

tifks; scientifics blind, 8628; they are

the means of growing wise, and the means
of becoming unwise, 8628(2); exemplified

by a learned person who had understood
nothing of spir. life, 8629; the intellectual

calls forth nothing else from the knowl-
edges of memory but what favors the loves

and pre-conceived principles, 0349; ba-
sins sig. scientifics or knowledges, these
are of use as vessels to receive interior

things, 9394; knowledges of memory com-
pared to muscles, 9394(^)1 knowledges
are things of memory for the natural man;
by knowledges the internal man is opened;
they are the means of growing wise and
of becoming insane; they are the vessels

of truths, and truths the vessels of good;
they become such vessels when they be-

come of the life; he who is in good is

capable of being elevated above knowl-
edges and sensual things; man carries

with him knowledges into the other life,

but they are there quiescent, references,

9922(3); knowledges are of the external

man serviceable to the internal, when they
pass to things internal, they become truths

of faith and goods of charity, 9918; wor-
ship is from the interior knowledges of

the church, which are doctrinals, 9921;
knowledges of faith and love, 9945; from
the sensual, thus from knowledges from
the world, heaven cannot be entered, 10236

(4); knowledges internal and external are
things ministering, 10272; what is meant
by wisdom, intelligence, knowledge, and
work, they follow in order with the good,

10331; with the evil there is no knowl-
edge in the genuine sense, 10331(3). How
knowledges are called up from the mem-
ory and applied to use, 9723; to know
sig. to understand, believe, and perceive,

10155.
Known (nolus). They who are known

to each other find each other in the other

life, 1 1 14. Also they who were known
from their reputation, 11 14. They who
are known are instantly present when they
are thought about, 1274. I have dis-

coursed with almost all who were known
to me, 448, 1636, 1880(2). They who
were known in trie other life, recollected

the actions of the past life, 2486.

Laban worshipped images, 1356(2);
rep. the affection of good in the natural

man, 3012, 3129-31, 3149, 3160; Laban
in Haran, the affection of external or cor-

poreal good; properly collateral good
from a common stock, 3612, 3665, 3676,

3778; good rep. by Laban is not genuine,
but still is serviceable for introducing
genuine truths and goods, 3974, 3982,
3986(5); the middle good, rep. by Laban
serves to introduce genuine goods and
truths, 3993-5, 4005. 4063, 4075; it is

effected by societies of spirits and of an-

gels, 4067(2;; Laban, the Arama-an, rep.

good in which there is not Divine good
and truth, 41 12; Laban rep. collateral

good, such as is that of the Gentiles who
were in the goods of works, 4189, 4206;
also the good of the external or natural
man, 3129-30, 3160, 3612, 3665, 3691,
3778, 4112, 4189, 4206; to what good it is

serviceable, 3974, 3982, 3986, 4063, refer-

ences, 4395.
Labor, To, Six days sig. combat

which precedes and prepares for the
heavenly marriage, 8888, 8891, 8893,
9278(3), 10360.
Lace of blue sig. influx into truth of

cel. love, 9933; cel. love of truth, references

9897.
Ladder. See Degree. It sig. com-

munication of lowest truths and goods
with highest as by steps of a ladder, 3691,
3699; explained in application to trutus

in regeneration, 3701-5, 3726, 3939(2);
the head of the ladder sig. heaven, 3700;
Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, rep. an
ascent as by a ladder from the earth to

Jehovah, same as Jacob's ladder, namely,
knowledge, willing truth, charity, the
celestial of love, 3882; there are steps or
degrees as of a ladder between the intellec-

tual and the sensual, 5114(3), 5i44(2)-7.
Lake (lacus). Waters gathered to-

gether, and lakes sig. knowledges by
which intelligence is acquired, 7324.
Lamb, kid, calf sig. three degrees of

innocence, 430; lambs and sheep in sacri-

fices, cel. things, 1361(2), 2276(5), 2906
(9); many particulars concerning lambs,
goats, kids, rams, 3519; a lamb sig. inno-
cence, 3994-5, of interior man, 7832;
interior innocence, 3519, 7839-40; the
good of innocence, 10132; the inmost
good of innocence; ram, the interior or
middle good of innocence; and a bullock,
the external good of innocence, 10132(12);
lamb sig. the Lord as to innocence. 3081
(6); the paschal lamb sig. the good of
innocence, the inmost good, 7831; lamb,
interior, kid or she-goat exterior good of
innocence, 7840; blood of the lamb,
Divine truth from the Lord, 9127(7);
lambs and sheep the good of innocence
and charity in spir. man, 9391; lambs
sig. innocence, fully explained, 10132-3.
Lame, or Halt. To halt sig. to be in

good in which as yet are no genuine
truths, except general ones in which
genuine truths can be insinuated, and
such as do not disagree with genuine
truths; thus the lame sig. those who are
in good, but not in genuine good by reason
of the ignorance of truth, in which good
the Gentiles are who live in mutual char-
ity, 4302(1, 4). 6413(2), 9042(2); in op-
posite sense, those who are in no good,
and no truth, 4302(7); there is a difference
between halting and being halt, or lame,
4303(8); to halt on the thigh, in the in-
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teraal historical sense, sig. goods and
truths were altogether destroyed, 4314.
Lamech sig. vastation, 406. 409, 427-

33, 441, 465-7, 526; two Lantech's 485.
Lamp sig. holy things of love, 716(4);

love, 3070(5); lamps with lights, truths

which shine from good, 7072; lamps sig.

things spir. in which are things cel., the ten

virgins, 4638; a candlestick sig. the spir.

heaven, candles of lights, faith with the

intelligence of truth and the wisdom of

good from the Lord alone, 9548(2), 0569-

71, 9783; lamps sig. Divine truth, hence
intelligence and wisdom, 10201-2.

Land. See Earth, sig. rational and
spir. things, 3374.
Language, see Tongue, of Word is the

angelic in its lowest form, 3482.
Laodiceans, rep. the church in mere

knowledges, 10227(16).
Lap, To, water like a dog, 3242(5).
Lascivious, see Hell and Adul-

teries, their punishment, 824-9.

Lasha sig. falsities and evils arising

from lusts. 1212.

Last. See External. Last or lowest

sig. the whole, 1004(2).

Last Judgment. See Judgment.
Laugh, To. See Laughter.
Laughter. The origin and essence of

laughter is affection either for what is true

or false in the rational, 2072, 2216; the

affection of truth, 2072, 2083, 2216, 2640;

Isaac was hence named, 2072(3). See
Isaac; Sarah laughed, sig. affection of

rational truth, 2201-7, 2214-16; the

nature of laughter, something in it of the

merely human, all laughter is from the

affection of truth or falsity in the rational,

32 16; laughing means being affected by
truth, 2640-1, 2658, 3392.
Law. Every law and precept springs

from what is cel. and spir. as its true be-

ginning, 266; the law and the prophets,

or Moses and the prophets, sig. the whole
Word of the Old Testament, 2606, 1045 1;

when the law was promulgated on Mount
Sinai, the precepts of the Decalogue were
understood by the angels otherwise than

by men, 2606, 7089; laws sig. all things

of the Word, 3382; in what manner the

precept of the Decalogue concerning
honoring parents, is to be understood in

the internal sense, 3690(5); all laws in the

Word, even civil and forensic, were enacted
because they correspond with the laws of

good and truth in heaven, 3540(2), 4429
(2); they were not new, 4420(3); the law,

in an extended sense, sig. the whole Word,
in a sense less extended, the historical

Word, in a confined sense, the Word which
was written through Moses, in the most
confined sense, the ten precepts of the

Decalogue, 6752; the Divine law is the

Word, thus Divine truth, 7463(4); judg-

ments and laws sig. truths and the truths

of good, 8695; the precepts of the Deca-

logue contain in them such things as are
in heaven, 8899; why many laws given to
the Jews were abrogated by the Lord,
9026(2), 10603(4); the law of retaliation

explained, 9048(7); the laws, Exod.
xx-xxiii, have an internal sense which is

Divine, but some are abrogated as to use
in the external form; which are in force
now, which can be of use, and which are
abrogated, 9349; law and commandment,
truth in general and in particular, 9417;
unless laws kept men in bonds the human
race would perish, 1070 1; the king must
rule by the law, 10793-10806; the Lord
fulfilled all things of the law, sig. all things
of the Word concerning the Lord's temp-
tations, and concerning the glorification

of His Human, 10239(5).
Lawgiver sig. truth from good, 6372.
Lawyers, their quality formerly. Pref-

ace to chap, xviii. Gen.
Lazarus. The parable explained,

Lazarus rep. those in little good by reason
of having little truth, 10227(20); men-
tioned, 2916(4), 4783(4).
Lead sig. the evil of the exterior natu-

ral, and on the other hand, the good of
the same degree, 8298; stone of lead sig.

falsity of evil, lead, evil, 8540(4).
Lead, To. To lead forth abroad sig.

to see internal things from external, 1806;
to lead forth, sig. to withhold, 2413; from
falsity and evil, 2415; God leading, sig.

providence and Divine auspices, 8093-98.
Leader. Leaders of three, sig. gen-

erals under v/hich are particulars in a
series, 8150; leaders, chief things, thus all

things, they are predicated of good and
evil; but princes of what is true and false,

8314-
Leaf sig. truth, also faith, 884, 885;

see Faith; leaf tor medicine, sig. the
truths of faith for the recreation and res-

toration of spir. life, 9031(4); leaves are
for the sake of fruit as the end, so truths

are for the sake of goods, 9337.
Leah sig. the external church, Rachel

the internal, 409, 422; Rachel sig. the
affection of internal truth, and Leah the
affection of external truth, 3793(2), 381Q
-20, 3834-38, 3855, 3850, 4096.
Learned (Joctus). Examples showing

that the learned are blind and ignorant
in spiritual things, 206. See also Science,
Doctrine, Understanding, Wisdom,
Internal, External. Knowledges are
means of becoming wise and also of be-
coming insane, 4156(2); it is not the part
of a wise man to confirm a tenet, but first

to See whether it be true, 4741(3); the
learned are less wise than the simple,

because, from a negative principle they

consult outward knowledges, and thereby
deprive themselves of interior sight, 4760
(4); the learned are less wise than the

simple, because they look at everything
from terms and outward knowledge, 5089
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(a); most of the learned are in a persua-

sion of what is false, because they con-

firm falsities by philosophy and acquired

knowledge, 5128(3). Many of the learned

are sensual because they have acquired

knowledge for selfish ends, not to grow
wise, 6316; the learned do not compre-
hend what spirit is, and a life after death,

6317; the affectation of eloquence and of

learning casts things into a shade, 6024;

to teach sig. to flow in, and when it is said

of the Lord, to proceed, 7007; the learned

believe that they should receive the Word
better if it were otherwise written, but

they are altogether deceived; many of

them are atheists and naturalists, 8783;

some of the learned, who were in the truths

of faith from the Word, are in hell, and
that they who were not in truths, but in

falsities are in heaven, because the one
class was in evils of life the other in goods,

0102(2); with the intelligent in the Chris-

tian world, the internal is more closed

than with the simple, three causes, 10492;

the learned at this day wander only on the

outer surface and love to dispute only

whether a thing be so, 3677(2); the learned

know less than the simple concerning

heaven, concerning good and truth, etc.,

from experience, 3747-0, 4156(2), 47&0

(4); knowledges are the means of growing
wise, and the means of becoming insane,

4156(2), 8628-9; the learned shall shine

as the stars, what it means, 3820(4).

Least. See Greatest. The least are

greatest in heaven, because most happy,

452, 1419; what it is in heaven to be great

and to be least, 3417(3); man is in the

least things such as he is in the greatest,

6571, 6626.
Leaven sig. what is corrupt and de-

filed, 1001(5); the offering being unleav-

ened or not fermented, sig. it should be sin-

cere, consequently from a sincere heart,

and free from things unclean, 2177(5);
leavened sig. what is falsified, leaven,

falsity, 8062; things unleavened sig.

purification from falsities and evils, be-

cause leaven sig. what is false and evil,

2342; leaven, falsity, false teaching, 7906-
10; leavening or fermentation, sig. spir.

combat, because then there is a combat
of what is true and false, 7906(2); leaven,

what is falsified, 8051; unleavened, good
purified from falsity, 8058, 8060-3;

the feast of things unleavened, purifica-

tion, 9286-92; see Feast; not to sacrifice

upon what is leavened, sig. truths must
not be commingled with falsities from evil,

9298; leaven was not used in offerings

and sacrifices on account of its significa-

tion, 9992(2); unleavened, purified, leaven,

what is falsified by reason of evil, 9992
(2); leaven sig. falsity, unleavened, puri-

fied from falsities, 7886-8.

Lebanon sig. the rational, 1443. 2381

(6); the spir. church, Carmel and Sharon,

the cel. church, 5922(12); it sig. the same
as cedars, because it was a forest of cedars,
10261(6).
Lees sig. falsity, 2468(11).
Left. Wherever the Lord is there is

the centre, the right and left are from
that, as Abraham rep. the Lord, here
right and left were from him, 1582; to go
to right or left, was a method of offering

choice, by which separation was sig.,

1582.
Leg. The legs of a man, sig. one's

own power of doing good, 2826(10); the
head upon the legs and the midst, sig.

from what is inmost to what is outermost,
7S59; legs of animals in sacrifices, the
exteriors of the natural man, 10050; legs,

the external of the church, 10050(2).
Legislator, or Lawgiver, sig. truths,

6372.
Lehabm sig. rituals of external wor-

ship, 1194.
Lend sig. to instruct, 9048(6), 9174(3);

to lend without usury, sig. to instruct those
in ignorance of truth, from the good of
charity, 0209-13.
Length, see Breadth, Height, sig.

holiness, perpetuity, and eternity accord-
ing to the subject, 650; length, good,
breadth, truth, 1613, 4482, 9487-8, 9600
-1; days prolonged sig. increase of good,
8898; to be far from, sig. disagreement and
aversion, 9261; illustrated also from ex-
tensions in heaven, 10179.
Leprosy sig. profanation of holy things,

716(3); unclean falsities from what is pro-
fane, 3301(8); profanation of truth, 6963,
8364(5); the sores of leprosy, sig. falsities

from evils, 7524(3); lepers who are un-
clean, but still are willing to be cleansed,

9209.
Lesser or Younger. Greater sig.

good, lesser, truth, 3296; older, what is

external, because it is first acquired,
younger, what is internal, because it is

acquired afterwards, 3810.
Letter. The Word inspired as to

letters, 1870(2), 9280(3).
Levi, Levite. Levi named from ad-

hesion and conjunction, which si(j. love,

3325(9); in the supreme sense, sig. love
and mercy, in the internal sense, charity
or spir. love, in the external sense, con-
junction, 3875(4), 3876-7. 4606; Simeon,
faith in the will, Levi, spir. love or charity,

in the opposite sense they sig. falsity and
evil, which is the general state of a per-
ishing church, 4497,4502(2), 4503(2); Levi
sig. evil in act, thus what is contrary to
charity, 6352; the priesthood of Aaron,
of his sons, and of the Levites rep. the
work of the Lord's salvation in successive
order, 10017; Levites rep. Divine truths
in heaven and the church serviceable to
Divine good, 10093(3).
Leviathan sig. reason from truths, in

opposite sense, reason from falsities,
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7203(3); it sig. the knowing faculty in

general, playing is enjoyment therefrom,

10416(4).
Liberate. See Deliver. The libera-

tion of the man of the spir. church from
infestation by falsities is effected not only

by his own power, hut by power from the
Divine, 6907-12, 83*1.

Liberty. See Freedom. Liberty is

to be led of the Lord, 10409.
Lice (pediculi). The stench of do-

mestic lice from those who persecute the

innocent, 1514. Lice sig. evils in the ex-

tremes, thus in the sensual, 7419, 7424-8.
Lie, A. A lie sig. the falsity and evil

of faith; a witness of a lie, the confirma-

tion of falsity, 8008(3). The words of a

lie, sig. falsity derived from evil, 9261;

a lie is falsity of doctrine, a falsehood is

falsity of life, 10287(16).
Lie Concealed, Hide, sig. separation

as to good and truth, 4109.
Lie Down, (cubare), sig. a state of tran-

quillity, 3696. What is meant by lying

down with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,

10442.
Lie Down, (decumberc), sig. to be sepa-

rated, 0027; to lie down upon a bed, what
is separated in the natural, 9027.

Lie D) Wait sig. to act with delibera-

tion, foresight, 9009.
Lie Under a burden, sig. to perish,

0257.
Life (rita). The Lord is life itself,

2290; life of the Word, 2, 3; life is from
love, 33; the order of life, 99; beliefs in

regard to the life after death, 443-448.

Life is given by the Lord in use, 503;

truth and good not living in the other life

appear as something fibrous, living truth

and good as open even to the Lord, 671;

living and being are in those things only

which are from the Lord, 726; all receive

life from the Lord every moment, 681;

man after death almost immediately
enters the other life, 70; the life of the

evU, of what quality, and whence, 1742

(2); to live forever sig. in eternal damna-
tion after death, 304; the Lord, even as to

the Human, has life in Himself, 2658(2);

the Lord as to each essence is life, but

man is only a recipient of life from the

Lord, 2021(2); man lives from the Lord
by the goods and truths of doctrine, 2536;
all, even the worst, have life from the

Lord, but according to reception, 2706;

all life is from the Lord, 1954, 4524. 4882,

from experience, 4S82, 10196; the life of

man is according to the ends regarded,

1000; faith does not save, but the life of

faith, which is charity, for the life re-

mains after death. 2228(2); life consists

in freedom, and depends upon it. See
Freedom. All life is from the Lord, it

diffuses itself into all forms in an incom-
prehensible manner, 2886-2880; all think

and will from others, thus finally from the

Lord, 2886; man could not live, if com-
munication by spirits and angels were
taken away from him, 2887; he who lives

in good, and believes that from the Lord
comes truth, good, and life, may be gifted
with freedom, 2892; all within the church
believe that the Ufe of evil and falsity is

from hell, and the life of good and truth
from the Lord, 2893; life varies in objects
according to their qualities, 2888; when
the life of the lusts of evil and the per-
suasions of falsity are taken away, then
first there is life, 28S0; if the life of the
love of self and of the world be taken
away from the evil, they would be as a
new-bom infant as to all things of life,

2891; lives signify times and states, 2904;
there is only one life, which is that of the
Lord, to which the recipients of life

ought to correspond, which recipients are
of a quality according to correspond-
ence, 3001; life after death, not believed
in because they regard themselves and
the world, 946; life more important than
knowledge, 1557(3); man acquires life

principally by instruction in external
knowledges, doctrinals, and the knowl-
edges of faith, 2025. Life is not in truth
but in good, truth is only a recipient of
life, that is of good, 2189(3); life twofold,
infernal and heavenly, in one ends,
thoughts, and works are from self-love, in

the other from love of the neighbor, 2228
(3); the Ufe of the Word is from this

that all things there regard the Lord and
His kingdom, 2904(3V, whilst he yet lives,

sig. to give Ufe, 3248; Ufe sig. a representa-
tive state, 3251, 3274; the good of life de-
scribed, 3310; man does not Uve from him-
self; he is an organ recipient of life, 3318;
Ughts and heats with man, spirit, and an-
gel, Uve from the influx of the Lord's life,

3337-8; all discourse Uves from the Lord's
life, but according to the degree in which
the discourse is 3344; whatever is from
the Lord is in itself alive, 3344; there is

only one life, and to it correspond forms,
which are substances or organs, they have
a quality agreeable to the quality of their

correspondence to Ufe; this is the corre-

spondence of organs with Ufe, 34S4; all life

is from the Lord, man has real Ufe when
he perceives this, 3607(2); first there is

Ufe, when the life of the love of self and
of the world is extinguished, 3610; the
Divine good of the Lord is esse itself, and
His Divine truth is the Ufe thence. 3619;
there are two Uves, which are spoken of

in the plural, because two faculties of

Ufe, one which is of the will or of good,
and the other which is of the under-
standing or of truth, 3623; some who
have lived like animals, how Uttle they
had of life; life was breathed into them
by the angels, 3647; the Greatest Man
is from an influx of the Lord's Ufe, and
hence are cel. and spir. things in heaven,
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3741; there is only one life; all angels,

spirits, and men, are only recipients of

life, 3742; the Lord's life is appropri-
ated from the Lord's love and mercy
towards the universal human race, 3742;
tlie evil and the infernal are also forms
recipient of the Lord's life, but the good
and truth thence derived they either re-

ject, or suffocate, or pervert, 3743; the
evil are not willing to be convinced that
they do not live from themselves, 3743;
man does not live from himself, illus-

trated by the consideration that good and
truth flow in from the Lord, and that
what is evil and false flow in from hell,

4151; every one's own life remains with
him after death, 4227; man ought to

think from himself, although from what
is doctrinal it is said that all good and
truth is from the Lord, and all evil and
falsity from hell, 4249(3), 4310; to know
and to perceive that ail life is from the
Lord, and that heaven has reference to

the Greatest Man, is the principal part of

the intelligence of the angels, 4318; all

life both of the thought and of the will is

from the Lord, even as to hell, 4319; life

appearing with every one as if it were in

himself, results from the Lord's love
towards the universal human race, 4320;
the evil also live from the Lord, but their

life is spir. death, 4417; all things in the
universe exist and subsist from things
prior to themselves, thus from the first,

consequently by or through the spir.

world from the Lord, 4523-4; in the other
life all things of the life of every one are
laid open, 4633; life is what saves, but
not faith alone, 4638(5); the vital of man
is from spir. fire and heat, and that this is

love, 4906; eternal life consists in re-

ceiving from the Lord intelligence and
wisdom of truth and good, 5070; man
can receive the Divine by thought and
affection; he has a reciprocal whereby
it may be appropriated to him, other-

wise than the beasts; on this account he
cannot die, 5114; the life which remains
after death is not external, but internal,

5128(4); by living and by life in the Word
is meant spir. life, which is intelligence

and wisdom, in general heaven and
eternal happiness, but by death is sig.

hell and eternal unhappiness, 5407; "By
the life of Pharaoh " is a form of emphatic
assertion, it sig. what is certain, 5449;
there is only one life, and it is from the

Lord, and is varied in subjects according
to reception, 5847; to vivify and life in

the Word, sig. spir. life, 5890; no one
thinks and speaks from himself, but from
others, from experience; thus, that into

all and single things the Lord's life

flows in, and that it is varied according to

subjects, 5086; spir. light and heat make
the life of man, 6032; the acknowledg-
ement and adoration of the Lord's Divine,

Human is the life of religion, 47331 in

(iod we move, live, and have our being,

sig. the external, internal, and inmost of

life, 5605(3); all life is from the Lord, all

things beneath are recipient forms of life,

6284; the all of life is from the Lord; as

cause principal and instrumental, which
act as one, and that it is made sensible

in the instrumental, 6325; there is only
one life, namely, the Lord's, it exists in

man according to the quality of recep-
tion, 6467-72; see Influx; all life is from
the Lord, illustrated from things seen,

6468-70. Perception concerning the
sweetness and peace of trie angels in con
sequence of their not living from them-
selves, but from the Lord, it was heard
from heaven to be so, 6469; life is from
the Lord; how grievous this idea is to

those who are not in the good of charity,

6471; doubts respecting the influx of life

from the Lord cannot be removed, so
long as there are fallacies, things un-
known, and a ruling negative principle

6479; man after death appears such as

he had been in interiors, not such as he
had been in exteriors, 6,395; every one
has his lot in the other life according to

his life, 7439(3); life consists in willing

what is good and believing what is true;

they are alive who so will and believe;

death consists in willing what is evil and
believing what is false; they are dead who
so will and believe, 7494; what is meant
by living according to order, and not living

according to it, 8513; life from the Lord
because from love has a power of attrac-

tion, 8604(3); when truths with man are

not alive, 8868; see Order. All in the

other life are consociated according to

life, 8700(4); the all of life with man
flows in through heaven from the Lord,
references, 9276(9); the Lord dwells in

His own, thus in what is Divine with
man, 9338(6); doctrine must be applied
to the life to effect conjunction with the

Lord, 9380(2); those things become of

the life, which are received in the will,

9386, 9393; the things which become of

the life vanish from the external memory,
9394(4); they who are in falsities from
evil, have not real life, but the life of

fantasy, such life appertains to those who
are in hell, 4623(2), 10284, 10286; spiri-

tual life in its first origin is Divine truth

proceeding from the Divine Human of

the Lord, in which is Divine good, 6685;
thought from affection which is of the

love makes the life of man, 8910(2); the
life of man is not in himself, but flows in

from the Lord, references, 0400(2), 9481
(3), 10203; life according to the com-
mandments opens the internal man and
forms him, 10505(3).

Light. See Sun, Moon, Rainbow.
Lights sig. faith and love, 10; the greater

light love, the lesser light faith, 30-38;;
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light also darkness, what, so, ai; the dis-

tinction between light of world and light

of heaven, lumen and lux, 854; light in
the heavens is from the Lord, Who is the
Sun; hence the modifications of light in

objects, which are angels, 1053, 1521,
1529-30; the Lord is a Sun to the cel., a
Moon to the spir., illustrated in the Word,
1 F29

-3i; the light in which the angels
live, 1521-1533, 1619-32; light seen often,

1522; wonderful things appear from the

light in heaven, when the internal sight

is opened, 1532; the light of angels in

respect to the light of spirits is according
to intelligence and wisdom, 1524; the
light of intelligence and the light of wis-

dom, the former is procured by knowl-
edges, the latter by life therefrom, 1555'.

the light of the world is darkness to the

angels, 1521, 1783(2), 1880; how great

a light, when I was withdrawn from the

ideas of particulars or things which are
worldly and corporeal, 1526; the speech
of angels appears sometimes in the world
of spirits like flaming light, 1645-6; there
is light in the abodes of the angels, 1523;
the light of those who belong to a certain

internal province of the face, 1525; the

light in which they live, who were of the

Most Ancient Church, 1117; the life of

cupidities appears as a coal fire, and their

fantasies as light from it, 1528; from the

fantasy concerning what is immaterial,

is derived darkness, 1533; spirits have
seen through my eyes those whom they

have known in the world, 1880(2); the

light of heaven illuminates both the sight

and the understanding, and according to

the quantity and quality of light is the

quantity and quality of understanding,

2776(3); the Lord from the Divine Hu-
man illumines both the sight and under-
standing of the spiritual, 2776(4); the

internal sense of the Word appears in the

light of heaven, not so in the light of the

world, 3086(2); enlightenment is from
good, but by truth, 3094; they who are

only in the light of the world, do not ap-

Erehend those things which are of the

ght of heaven, 3108; there is the light

of heaven and the light of the world, the

internal man has sight and understanding
from the light of heaven, but the external

from the light of the world, the light is

vivified by love which is spir. heat, 3138;
the spir. or internal man is wise from the

light of heaven, the natural or external

from the light of the world, 3167; when
truth is elevated out of the natural into

the rational, it passes from those things

which arc of the light of the world into

those which are of the light of heaven,
thus from obscurity into clearness, and
man thereby into wisdom, 3190; there is

light in heaven more bright than the light

on earth, it is from the Lord, 3ios(2);
the Lord is light, 3195(3); in the light of

heaven there is wisdom and intelligence,

3195(4); the Lord was willing to be bom
a man, that they might have light who
were in thick darkness, and who had not
removed themselves so much from good
and truth, 3195(3); loves and their affec-

tions are rep. by flames, but truths by
lights, 3222; there are two lights, the
light of heaven from the Lord, the light

of the world from the sun, 3222-3; the
light of heaven is of the interior or spir.

man, the light of the w orld of the external
or natural man, conieming which light

see several things, 3222-3; between those
lights there is correspondence, the things
which exist in the light of the world are
representations, 3225; so far as any one
is in the light of the world, so far those

things which are in the light of heaven
appear to him as darkness, 3337", imagina-
tion and thought are modifications of
each light, 3337; the influx of the Lord's
life causes them to live, 3337; the angels
are in light and heat; the nore they ate
in those principles, so much the more they
are near to the I ord, 3339; in the hells

also there is light, hut it is a fatuous light,

3340; see 1 hick Darkmss; in the other
life all light is frcm the Lord, and all

shade from tl e prtprium, and that hence
come variegaticr.s, 3341; they who are in
faith alone, appear in snowy light, but
like that of winter, which is turned into

darkness when they approach towards
heaven, 34i2(3)-3; tie loves of self and
of gain induce darkness which extin-

guishes light, 3413; appearances in the
other life are indeed appearances, but
alhe, thus real, because item the light of
l eaven, which is ti e light of wisdem and
cf life from the Icrd; the things which
are from tie light of the wcrld, are rela-

tively not real, only so far as they are con-
joined with those things which are of the
light of heaven, 3485; the lord is the
Sun of 1 eaven, hence is light in which it

intelligence, and heat in which is love,

and l.ence are correspondences, 3636,
3643; heaven is in light and heat, hell in
thick darkness and lold, 3643; the varia-

tions of light by Lrim and Ihummim,
3862(6); see Usw; light in the other
world has in it intelligence and wisdom,
3093(6); the light cf heaven is never ex-
tinguished, but always shines, neverthe-
less it appears obscure, and is extin-

guished w ith those who are in hatreds and
revenges, 4060(3); before the coming of
the Lord there was light from the Divine
through heaven, after it there was light

Divine from His Divine Human, 4180(5);
there is true light and fatuous light, they
who are in good arc in illustration from
true light, but they who are in evil are in

fatuous light, 4214(2); they who are in

the light of heaven are in intelligence and
wisdom, not they who are in natural light.
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enly so far as the light of heaven in good
flows in, 4302(2); the sight of the eye
corresponds to the understanding, there

are two lights, the light of heaven and the

light of the world, 4405; the light of in-

telligence is what flows in through the

internal man, and meets the light which
enters through the external man and
through the eye, 4408; there is a corre-

spondence of the sight of the eye with
truths, because truths are of the under-
standing, and there is nothing which has
not relation to good and truth, 4409; the

sight of the left eye corresponds to the

truths of faith, and of the right eye to the

goods of faith, 4410; the humors and
coats of the eye, with the things contained
in them, correspond, 441 1; the light of

heaven has in it intelligence, 4413; the

differences of light in the heavens are as

many as the societies and the angels, 4414;
spirits who represent the coat of the eye,

4412; what sort of light they have who
have confirmed themselves in truths, and
yet have lived a life of evil, or who are in

persuasive faith, 4416; there is light in

the other life, which is from the Lord, and
in the light is intelligence, 4415; truth can
never be conjoined with evil, but with
good, shown from light, 4416(3); the

evil also live from the Lord, but that life

is spiritual death, shown of what quality

they appear, as light from a coal fire, 4417;
the hells are said to be in darkness, be-

cause in falsities, concerning their light,

4418; the quality of intelligence from the

proprium and of intelligence from the

Divine, shown by lights, 4419(2); the
correspondence of the sight of the eye,

and of light in the Greatest Man, 4523-

4533; the sight of the eye corresponds
to the sight of intelligence, and hence to

the truths of faith, and this because the

light of the world corresponds to the light

of heaven, 4526; the light of heaven ex-

ceeds the light of the world, 4527; dark-
ness is predicated of the hells, yet they

have a dusky light like that from a coal

fire, which becomes as darkness at the
presence of the light of heaven, 4531;
they who are in hell appear in their own
fatuous light like men, but when viewed
by the angels, as devils and monsters,
whence this is, 4533; of what quality

progression is towards things interior,

appears manifestly in the other life, as a
progression from mist into light, 4598(2);
very many things wliich are in the light of

heaven do not fall into human idea and
expressions, 4609; the falsities and evils

of the church, before the Divine light in

heaven appear according to their quality,

but not amongst those who are in them,
illustrated from experience, 4674(3); the
nature of heavenly light and how it flows
into the mind and is varied according to

the receptive forms, 4742; what monsters

the internals appear in the light of heaven,
from experience, 5057-8; truths are lucid

in the other life, concerning which, 5210;
the light of heaven, which is from the
Divine truth, is a thousand times brighter

than the light of the world, 5400; spiri-

tual light is wisdom itself which proceeds
from the Lord, He sees all things in man's
thought and will, yea all things in nature,

5477(2); there is light in hell, but it is

turned into darkness and thick darkness
at the approach of the light of heaven,
6000; spir. light and heat constitute the
life of man, 6032; man's state when he is

in sensual light, 6310-14; see Sensual;
when man is elevated from things sensual,

he comes into a milder light, and at length
into cel. light, 6313; man, who is elevated,

which is by the goods of faith, is alter-

nately in sensual and in interior light, and
thus he is elevated by the Lord, 6315;
illumination of the understanding by the
light of heaven was perceived, 6608; the
light of the world sparkles with the evil,

and the light of heaven is thick darkness
to them; but with the good the light of
heaven is bright, and becomes more and
more so, and the light of the world ob-
scure; truths appear there, 6907(3); a
great light was seen by some, 7174; what
is the quality of the light in hell, at the
presence of the light of heaven it becomes
thick darkness, 7870(2); the light of
heaven is thick darkness to those who are
in falsities, 8197(2), 8916; comparison
with the sun and light of the world to
show what is the quality of the Divine
good of the Divine love of the Lord, and
what the quality of the truth which thence
proceeds, 8644(2); there must be a gen-
eral illumination of the understanding by
the light of heaven, as there must be an
illumination of the eyes by the light of
the world, that objects may appear, 8707;
sight from heavenly light has for its ob-
jects things spiritual, civil, and moral,
8861(2); Divine truth, which is from the
Lord, or which is light, forms the intellec-

tual, 9399; the heat of light gives life to

the voluntary, 9400(2); how the Divine
truth proceeds from the Divine Human
of the Lord, and flows in, illustrated by
radiant circles, which are spheres of light,

9407(14); how man is elevated into that
light, 0407(15); the light in the taber-
nacle sig. mutual love and charity, 9473;
light is from the Lord, it is Divine truth,
from which comes faith, intelligence, and
wisdom, references, 9548, 9684(4); the
things which are in the light of heaven
cannot be seen from the light of the world,
because they are thick darkness. 10227(3);
light in heaven is from the Divine Human
of the Lord, 9571; light in the inmost
heaven is flaming, because the inhabi-
tants of that heaven are in good, and that

in the middle or second heaven is white,
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because the inhabitants are in truth, g57o;
real light illuminates the understanding,

10560(3); the light and glory at the com-
ing of tie lord sig. Divine truths con-
cerning the Lord and faith and love to

Him, 10574(5); the light of heaven is

Divine truth proceeding from the Lord,
references, 9103(4), 10605, 10703.
Lightnings sig. what is of heavenly

light, thus what is preached about love

and faith, since these are of heavenly
light, 3000(0); the glowing and flashing of

truths Divine from the flaming light of

the Sun of heaven, 8813; the splendors
which are of truth from the good of love,

which glance and penetrate, 8813(2);
thunders sig. truths Divine, lightnings,

the splendors which are of truth from
good, 8914; lightning, good of love, 6135
(6); a sign of disagreement, 81 12.

Likeness (similitudo). See Image.
The spir. man is an image, the cel. man
a likeness, 51, 473, 1013; those in love to

Lord, 369i's), 3739; it was forbidden to

make a likeness of those things which are

in heaven, in the earth, and in the sea;

sig. to make a semblance of those things

which are from the Divine, as is done by
the deceitful, the hypocrites, and the pre-

tenders, 8870-2.
Line. The line of a void and the

plummet of emptiness, sig. the desolation

and vastation of truth, 5044(7).
Linen and Things of Linen, with

which the angels are clothed, and which
Aaron had on when he ministered in the

holy place, sig. truth of the exterior nat-

ural, 7601(5); linen, external truth, 9959.
Linen, Fine. Vestures of fine linen

sig. truths from the Divine, 5319; the

reason is because linen is of purest white
and lustrous, 5319; fine linen sig. natural

truths, silk, spir. truths, 5319(2); fine

linen, truth from cel. good, 9469; truth

from a cel. origin, 9467(5), 9596, 9744;
fine linen, silk, and broidered work sig.

truths in the rational and in each natural,

5620(4); fine twined linen sig. truth from
a cel. origin, 0506, 9942; thus the intellec-

tual, 9744; fine linen sig. truth of spir.

love, 0873(3); linen sig. external or natu-
ral truth, 0959(2); linen towel or cloth,

sig. truth from the Divine, 10243(3).
The truth of the natural in heaven is

represented as if woven of the purer

threads of linen, their varying appearance,

7601(3); linen garments, truth of the

exterior natural, 7601(5).

Linger, To (lardare) sig. repugnance,

2410; to doubt, 5613.
Lintel. Posts sig. the truths of the

natural, and lintel its goods, 7847, §089;
the posts and lintel have a like significa-

tion as the forehead and hands. 7847(2).
Lion. A young lion sig. what is op-

posite to the innocence and love sig. by
calf, 430; those who defend the knowl-

edges of good and truth, 3440(6); a lion

with eagle's wings, the first state of the
church, 3001(4); lion's whelp, lion sig.

the truth of the church, for truth is what
fights and conquers, lion's whelp, the
first thing of truth, which is affirmation
and acknowledgment, 3923(3); twelve
lion's, twelve, all, lions, Divine truths
fighting and conquering, 5313(15); lion,

those who vastate the church, 5828(6),
10050(2); truth in its power, in the op-
posite sense, falsity in its power, 6367(2);
lion's whelp, innocence with strength,

6367; lion, the good of cel. love, and truth
thence derived in its power, and in the
opposite sense evil, 6367(2); the Lord
called a lion from omnipotence, 6367(2);
to bow himself, to put himself into power,
6369; an old lion sig. one who is in power
from good, a young lion, one who is in
power by truth from good, 6369; lion's

teeth, falsities destroying truths, 0052(3);
lion's whelp, evil in its power, 9391(3),
102^6(5).

Lip. The man of the Most Ancient
Church did not hold discourse by words,
but by the lips and face, 607; Up sig. doc-
trine, the whole earth one lip sig. one
doctrine, 1285-6, 1288, 1321-2, 1327,

7225, 9391(4); concerning spirits from
another earth, who spake by changes of

the face, especially about the hps, 4799.
Little Child. See Boy and Infant.

Little ones, truth, 7724.
Live, To. See Life.
Liver. Those spirits in the province

of the liver act gently, 5183. Who corre-

spond to the pancreatic, hepatic, and cystic

ducts, 5185; the liver sig. interior purifica-

tion of the good of the natural man, 10031;
external good of innocence, 10031.

Lives, see Life, in the plural sig. what
is of the will and what is of the under-
standing, consequently what is of good,
and what is of truth; the reason, 3623.

Living Soul sig. things of the will,

39, 44; affections, 143; things of the un-
derstanding, because the man of this

church was to be regenerated first as to

intellectual things, 670. See Soul.
Locust sig. falsity in the extremes,

caterpillar, evil in the extremes, 7643-
7705; locust sig. reasonings from fal-

lacies and falsities confirmed by philo-

sophical arguments, 7643(8); ultimate

and most general truth, also its pleasant-

ness, 7645(10).
Lodging Place sig. the exterior natu-

ral, 5495, 5656; or sensual, 7041.
Logic. See Philosophy. Compared

to dust, 3348(2).
Loins. See Thigh. From loins up-

ward, the cel. heaven, downward the spir.

heaven, below the loins sig. the natural,

1042(3), 0731, 98*8(3). 10005(4); loins

sig. the love of good, thighs, the love of

truth, 3021(4); loins gig. Divine love,
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3021(7); marriage love, hence all cel. and
spir. loves, 3021, 4280(2), 4403(2), 4575,

4770, 5050, 0961; the heavenly societies

described which correspond with the

loins, 5050-1; the loins girded, sig.

readiness to receive influx of good and
truth from the Lord, and to act from in-

flux, 7863, 9212(8), 0341(6); loins, mar-
riage love, in opposite sense, evil things

of that love, 9960, see 5059-60; right

loin and thigh, inmost good of the cel.

heaven, 10075.
Longitudinal Sintjs. Some of the in-

habitants of Mars refer to it, 7744.
Look sig. to think, 2245; look not be-

hind thee, sig. he should not look to doc-
trinals, 2417, that is of faith separate

from charity, 2417(2); looked back sig.

truth turned itself away from good, 2454,
and to regard doctrinals, 2454; look for-

ward, to do, to understand, apperceive,

references, 5286.
Loops sig. conjunction, 9605, 9608-10.
Lord. See also God and Jehovah.

The Lord is called Lord, and is held and
acknowledged for the Father in heaven,
because One and The Same, 14, 15,

1729; wisdom and intelligence are of the

Lord alone, 109, 112, 121, 124. The
Lord alone is the life and the living, 290;

salvation was effected by the Lord's
coming, 637; all live from the Lord, 681;

the universal heaven has reference to tlie

Lord, 551-2; the Lord is the Only Man,
the all of His kingdom and church, 768
(3); when it is said in the Word the Lord
turns His face toward or away from any-
one, it sig. man turns toward or away
from the Lord, 1054; with the Lord alone

there is correspondence of the body with
the Divine, 1414; the Lord alone has cel.

seed, 1438; he who is not in the Lord's
love, is not in His life, thus not an heir,

1799, 1803; some are more remote from
the Lord, some nearer to Him, 1790(2),
1802; the presence of the Lord with man
is in his charity, 904(2); the fruit of faith

is charity, charity is love, and love is the

Lord, 1873; the Lord is called the seed
of the woman, 256; they who have the

faith of charity directed to the Lord, have
the heavenly kingdom, 1608; the Lord
appears to every one according to his

quality, 1861(15); the Lord appears to

the cel. angels as a Sun, but to the spir.

as a Moon, 1529-31, 1838; He appears to

the evi! as darkness, and a consuming
fire, 1838; there is parallelism and corre-

spondence between the Lord and man as

to things celestial, 1831, but not as to

things spiritual, 1832; what the priestly

kingdom of the Lord is, and what the
regal, 1728; the Lord has all power in the

heavens and in the earths, 1607; He had
power from eternity as to the Divine,

1607(2); the Lord has nothing of power
from evil and falsity, but only from Him-

self, because from good and truth, 1749,

1755; the Lord rules all things, from per-

mission, from sufferance, from indulgence,
from good pleasure, and from will, 1755;
everytlung good and true is from the
Lord, 1614; marriage love is from the
mercy of the Lord towards the whole hu-
man race, 686; the Lord looks at all from
mercy, 223; to repent, when spoken of

the Lord, sig. to pity, 587-8; the good
are at the right hand of the Lord, the evil

at the left, 1276, so around man and angel,

1274, 1277; the Lord is never angry, still

less does He curse and slay, how those

expressions are to be understood, 245, 592,
1093, 1874; neither does He lead into

temptation, 1875; He never sends anyone
to hell, 696, 1683; He withholds man from
evil, if not, man would of himself plunge
into hell, 789; evil spirits attribute to the

Lord the evil of punishment, but the
Lord never punishes, 592; He subdues
evil and hell with man, 087(3); by birth

from a virgin He had infirmities like other
men, by conception from the Divine He
was Divine, 1414; He was the Perfect

Man and the Only Man, 1414. The Lord
is the All in all, how to be understood,
1416. The Lord's progress in glorifica-

tion described, 1616(3); it was known to
the sons of the Most Ancient Church that
the Lord would come, 1123; the worst
sort of them knew that the Lord would
come; they rep. Him as an old man and
bearded, 1124; the Lord liberated the
world from the antediluvians, 1266; the
dreadful fantasies of the antediluvians
against the Lord, 1268, 1270; the heredi-

tary of the Lord from Jehovah was Di-
vine, from the mother evil, 1414, 1444;
the first state of the Lord in which He at-

tained to the cel. things of love, 1438;
He fought against the hereditary evil

from the mother; but He had no actual

evil, 1444, 1573(3); the Lord was in-

structed as another man from the Word,
1457, 1461; the Lord endured the most
grievous temptations, and more than all

other men, 1663(2), 1668(21, 1787(2);
the Lord was engaged in combat from
first childhood to the last hour of life,

1690; the temptations of the Lord were
attended with despair concerning the
end, 1787; when He combated was at-

tended by angels, to whom He gave
power, 1752; He fought from love towards
the whole human race, and indeed against
the love of self and of the world, 1690(2),
1691(6), 1789, 1812, 1820; the state of
the Lord's humiliation, 1785; His per-
ception, 1442, 1791; the Lord knew all

things appertaining to Himself, what
they were, of what quality, and whence,
1 701; the quality of the influx of the in-

ternal man through the interior into the
external with the Lord, 1707; His internal

man was Jehovah; the interior and ex-
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ternal was also made Jehovah by tempta-
tions and victories, 1725-20(2), 1733(2);
the Lord's internal man was Jehovah,
because conceived of Jehovah, 1815(2);
the Lord is Jehovah is manifest from the
Word, 1736; the Lord by union, as to the
external man, was also made Jehovah
and the life, which is glorification, 1603
(2); the Lord's life from boyhood rep.

in Gen. xiii., 1542; the Lord had all

power, 1607; union was effected by
temptations and victories, 1607(3); the
Lord by knowledges was united to things
cel., 1616(4); by His own proper power
He united the Divine to the Human,
1616(5); He implanted knowledges in

the cel. things of infancy, 1616(5); He
advanced successively to union with Je-
hovah, 1864; so far as the Lord was
united to Jehovah, so far He discoursed
with Jehovah as with Himself, in every
other case as with another, 1745(2);
Jehovah appeared to the Lord as absent
m temptations, 1815(2); the Lord was
made justice as to the Human Essence
from His own proper power, 1813; this

was predicted by the prophets, 1813(3);
the Lord alone rose again as to the body,

1729(21; unless the Lord had come into

the world, and by temptations admitted
into Himself, had overcome and sub-
dued the hells and glorified His Human,
all tilings would have perished, it is suffi-

cient to know and believe this, 1676; some
after death were immediately taken up
into heaven and accepted by the Lord,

319; all are present under the Lord's
view, 1274, 1277; the internal rational of

the Lord and the external. See Internal,
Rational, and External. The Lord is

the only Wan; men are so called from the
Lord, 1S94; what the interior of the Lord
is, 1926; the internal of the Lord was
Jehovah, to which He united the Human,
I999(5X 2004(3), 2005, 2018, 2025(4).
Jehovah was in all and singular things of

the Lord inmostly, 1902; Jehovah was
His soul, 1921(31; the Lord rules the uni-

verse from the Divine itself, from the Di-
vine Human, and from the Holy pro-
ceeding, 2288; the Lord rules all things

from will, from good pleasure, from in-

dulgence, and from permission, 2447; the

Lord is one with the Father; the uni-

versal heaven is His; from Him is all

innocence, peace, love, charity, mercy,
marriage love, all good and truth; Moses
and the prophets, and every ceremony of

the Jewish Church relate to Him, 2751;
the Lord is called the Father, 2005; in the

Lord there is a Trine, the Divine itself,

the Human, and the Proceeding; this

Trine is one, 2149, 2156, 2329, 2447(6);
the Trine in the Lord is Jehovah, 2156,

2329; tlie Lord even as to the Human
has life in Himself, 2658(2); the learned
were explored, what idea they bad of one

God, and it was found they could not but
have an idea of three, and that hence the

Jews said that Christians worship three

gods, 2329(6); the state of humiliation and
the state of glorification of the Lord; that

in the former state the Lord discoursed
with Jehovah as with another, in the
latter as with Himself, 1999(2); the Di-
vine Human, and the Holy proceeding
of the Lord, also the good of charity

ought not to be violated; who they are
who violate, 2359; mention is made of

several persons in the Word, by whom
the Lord is sig. in one comprehensive
idea, 2535, 2580; the Lord, like men, was
in ignorance in infancy, He successively

dispersed the shade and emerged into wis-

dom by His own proper power, 2523(2),
2632; the Divine rational of the Lord
was and existed from the union of the
spir. Divine with the cel. Divine, 2625(4);
the Lord made His rational successively

Divine, 2632. Three arcana; the Divine
Human sprung forth from the Divine
itself; it was not only conceived of Jeho-
vah, but also born; the Divine Hun an is

the name of Jehovah, 2628; unititn was
not effected at once, but successively,

2033; Jehovah, or the infinite I sir. could
not appear to man, except by the hun an,

thus that it was the Lord who was seen of

old time; Jehovah cannot flow in except
by the Human Essence of the Lord, 1676

(3), 1990(2), 2016(2), 2025(5); this was
the cause of the Lord's coming into the
world, 1676(2), 1900(3), 2016(2), 2025(5);
the Lord from His own proper power
united the Human Essence to the Di-
vine, 1921(2), 2025(5); and was thus made
justice, 2025(5); the lord by His own
proper power made Divine both the ra-

tional, the sensual, and the coipcreal,

wherefore He alone rose again with His
body, 2083; He put off all Uie hun an re-

ceived from the mother, so that at length

He was not her son, 2159, 2574(2), 2649
(2). What is meant by the Lord bring
called the Son of God and the Sen of Wan,
2150(2); unition was reciprocal cf the
Divine Essence with the Human, and of

the Human with the Divine. 2004; the
Lord acquired to Himself wisdom and
intelligence by continual revelations frcm
the Divine, or from the Divine love, 2500
(2); He had infinite wisdom, because fn

the Divine love, 2500(3); love towards
the universal human race was the lad's
life when He was in the world, 2253; He
arranged all things appertaining to trfm-
sclf into a cel. form, 1928(2); they within
the church, who are in the good of irarily,

acknowledge the Lord's Divine Hi man;
but not they who are not in the good of

charity, 2326, 2354; there is a union cf the

Lord's Divine with the Human, but that

of the Lord with man is conjunction,

3021; in the union of His Human Essence
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with the Divine, the Lord had respect to

the conjunction of Himself with the hu-
man race, 2034(2); the conjunction of the

Lord with man is in his impurity, 2053;
the Lord's love transcends all human
understanding, its nature shown by the

love of the angels, 2077(2); they who are

in external worship could not have been
saved unless the Lord had come into the

world, 2457; the Lord came into the world
that He might save the spiritual, 2661(2),

2716; the obscurity of the spiritual has
enlightenment from the Divine Human
of the Lord, 2716; in a state of humilia-
tion the Lord interceded, but in a state of

glorification He shows mercy, 2250; the

Lord is called a servant, when He was in

the Human in a state of humiliation, 2159;
why the unition of the Divine Essence
of the Lord, and His perception and
thought, are so much treated of in the in-

ternal sense, 2240; why the internal sense

of tiie Word treats of the whole life of the

I-ord in the world, 2523; the Lord is the

Word or doctrine, 2533(3); the Lord is

good itself and truth itself, 201 1; from the

Lord is all good and all truth, 2016; the

Lord as a King rep. Divine truth, as

Priest, Divine good, 2015(10); the Lord
rules the universe, as well heaven as the

things which thence depend, 2026(2)-?.
His love transcends all human under-
standing, 2077(2), 2500(3); heavenly love

from the Lord flows in, but is impeded by
the loves of self and of the world, 2041(2);
from Him all life flows in through the

internals with men, also with spirits and
angels, 1054; good and truth from the

Lord so far flow in, as evil and falsity

are removed, 2411(2); all order and all

the laws of order are from the Lord, 2447
(2); the Lord is present with all, even in

hell, but the presence is according to re-

ception, 2706; the Lord thought from
the Divine, thus from Himself, otherwise
than other men, 1004(4), 1914(2), 1935;
the Lord had perception of all things,

above all human perception, 1919; it may
appear surprising that to believe in the
Lord is to be saved, or that faith in the
Lord is saving, but faith cannot be given
except in its life, which is love and char-
ity, 2343(3), 2340(2); in the Holy Supper,
by body is signified the Divine Human
and the Holy Proceeding of the Lord,
that is, love itself, 2343; men are withheld
of the Lord from evil by a mighty power,
2406(2); when the Lord speaks through
the angels, they know no otherwise than
that they are the Lord, 1025; judgment
appertains to the Divine Human, and the
Holy proceeding of the Lord, 2310-21;
the Lord never judges any one, except
from good. He judges no one to hell,

2335(3); the Lord destroys no one, al-

though in the literal sense of the Word it

i« so said, 2395; evils are attributed to

the Lord by the sense of the letter, but
they are done from permission, 2447(2);
the Lord, in the supreme sense, is the
neighbor, and others so much as they
have of the Lord in them, 2425(3); the
gentiles in the other life, who have been
in charity, acknowledge the Lord. See
Nations; why the Lord questions man,
when He knows all things, 1031, 2693;
the purpose of the Lord's coming was
that the Divine good might be conjoined
with truths of reason and outer knowl-
edge, and that man might thus be saved,

2554; the passion of the cross was the
last of the Lord's temptations, by which
He fully united the Human to the Divine;
the general belief is, that the Lord suf-

fered for the human race, and thereby
took away their sins, but it is not so, since
the passion of the cross was the last of

temptation by which He fully united the
Human to the Divine, and the Divine to

the Human, and thus by that union they
may be saved, 2776(2); the Lord induced
on Himself various states when He under-
went temptations, concerning which, 2786,

2795; the Divine of the Lord, could not
be tempted, 2795(2); the Divine Human
was not only conceived, but also born
from Jehovah, that is, from the Lord Him-
self, 2803(3); in the Lord there is a Di-
vine marriage of truth and good, from
which comes the heavenly marriage,
2803; the Lord, as to the Divine Human,
from eternity was truth itself, and the
same after He was born into the world,

2803(3), 3195(3); the Lord as to good
could not be tempted, but as to truth; the
reason, 2813; Truth Divine is the Son of

Man, He underwent temptations, 2813
(2); Truth Divine itself is above all

temptation, and thus that the Truth
Divine in the Human Divine of the I-ord,

which underwent temptations, is truth
rational, 2814; what Divine Truth is, and
what Truth Divine, 2814; the Divine
Human of the Lord is the all of worship
and the all of doctrine, 281 1; Truth Di-
vine is what was scourged and crucified

by the Tews, 2813(2); the Lord admitted
temptations into Himself, and prepared
Himself for them, 2S16; it was known to
the ancients that the Lord would come
into the world, and would suffer death,
hence it was that they sacrificed their

sons, 2818", none are saved by the Father
looking upon the Son, but by the union
of the Divine with the Human in the
Lord, 2854; the Lord is doctrine itself,

because He is the Word, 2859; heavenly
freedom is from the Lord, and consists

in being led of the Lord; see Freedom;
all life is from the Lord, 2886-9; all good
and all truth are from the Lord alone,

2882-3, 2801-2; by the Word in John i.

1-14. which was with God, and God was
the Word, is sig. the Lord as to the Di-
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vine Human, thus truth, likewise all

revelation, and thus the Word, 2894;
the Lord spake by representatives and
significatives, because from the Divine
itself, 2000; all good and truth are from
the Lord, 2004(2); so far as man believes

that all good and truth are from the Lord,
so far he is in His kingdom, 2904(3); the
Lord in the Old Testament is the same
as Jehovah Zebaoth, or as Jehovah; the
Lord in the New Testament is the same as
ehovah, the reason why He is not named
ehovah there, is, because it would not
ave been believed that He was Jehovah,

2921; Lord Jehovih is used in the Word
when the aid of omnipotence is sought,

2921(3); the first state of those who are
reforming and regenerating is, that they
suppose good and truth to be from them-
selves, when they are regenerated they
believe good and truth to be from the

Lord, in which perception are all the

angels, 2946. 2960, 2074; there is only one
life which is that of the Lord, 3001; all

things in nature rep. the Lord's kingdom.
See Representations. What is sig. by
the two names of the Lord, Jesus Christ.

3004-3011. See Christ. The lord
willed to make His rational Divine,

namely, as to good by an influx from His
own Divine by an internal way, and also

as to truth by influx by an external way,

3030(3); in die sense of the letter a dis-

tinction is made between Jehovah and
the Lord, but that they are one in the in-

ternal sense; the reason, 3035; the lord
expelled the evil and the falsity which He
had hereditarily from the ir other, 3036;
the Divine Human of the lord is what
flows in into heaven, 3038; the process of

the regeneration of rran is represented by
this, that the Lord nrde His Human Di-
vine, 30^3(3); the Divine Human was
from eternity and before the Lord was
born; it was Jehovah in heaven, thus
clothed with the Human; afterwards
when He was born a man, it was trade
an essence by itse'f, 3061(3); the regenera-

tion of man is an image of the glorification

of the Lord; a comparison. 3138(2); the

Lord made His rational Divine, both as

to good and as to truth, by His own proper
power, this in an ordinary way, 3141(2);
the Divine Human came forth from the

Divine good, and was born of the Divine
truth; hence came the Divine good ra-

tional of the Lord, to which goocl, Divine
truth from the Human was conjoined,

3104, 3210(2); there is light in heaven
more brilliant than light on the earth,

the former light is from the Lord, 3105
(2); the I-ord is light, 3105(3): He was
willing to be bom a man, that He might
also be light to those who are in thick

darkness, namelv, who have removed
themselves so far from good and truth,

3155(3); the holy of holies in the taber-

nacle and in the temple rep. the Divine
Human of the Lord, its quality was rep.

by the things which were therein, 3210
(2); between the good of the Lord's ra-

tional and the truth called forth from the
natural, and made Divine, there is not a
marriage, but a covenant resembling a
marriage covenant; but the union of the

Divine Essence with the Human, and of

the Human with the Divine, is a mar-
riage, 3211; he who is in worldly and
corporeal loves cannot believe that the

Human of the Lord was made Divine,

3212(2); the quality of the Lord's Divine
Human appeared when He was trans-

figured, 3212; the Lord appears to every

one according to the quality of him who
receives, 3235(2); the spiritual disagree

concerning what is most essential, nan ely,

concerning the Divine Human and Holy
proceeding of the I ord, how much more
concerning other points, 3241(3); the

supreme sense of the Word relates to the

Lord, the respective senfe to His king-

dom, 3245; the Divine natural in the lord
was produced frrm the Divine good of the

rational by Divine truth there, 3283; the

Lord is rep. by Jacob and Israel; He is

the God of Jacob, and the holy one of

Israel, 3305(7); the Lord by temptations

made all things appertaining to Himself
Divine, even the vessels recipient of

truth, 3318(5); the Divine love of the

Lord is cel. and spir., but this distinction

is in respect to those who receive, 3325
(7); when obeying, or hearkening to ttie

voice of Jehovah is predicated of the

Lord, it sig. the union of the Divine

essence with the Hun an by temptations,

3381; when to observe ordinances, pre-

cepts, statutes, laws, is predicated of the

Lord, it sig. His uniting the Divine
essence to the Human by continual

ten ptatiens from Himself, 3382(2); the

I ord 1 ad all things from Himself, 3382
(2) ; the Lord is the Word in the supreme
sense, in the internal sense, and in the

literal sense, 3393; why the Lord came
into the world in the fulness of time, that

is. in the consummation of the age. or

when there was not any good remaining,

not even natural good, 3398(4); the Lord,

in the supreme sense, is the neighbor,

bence good is neighbor with a difference,

3419(3); Abraham, Israel, Jacob, David,

called servant, sig. the Divine Human of

the Lord, because it serves as a medium
of access to the Divine itself, and by it

mankind have salvation. 344i; the natu-

ral domestic good appertaining to the

Lord, after it had served for a medium,
was rejected, 3518; to be lord over. sig.

dominion, 3582; evils are predicated of

the Lord, as hatred, anger, wrath, fury,

when vet the contrary is the fact, 360s
(3) . 3607. 3614(6); the Lord's perception

from Divine good, and His ftTCtftaon
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from Divine truth, 3619; heaven corre-

sponds to the Lord: man as to all and
single things corresponds to heaven; hence
heaven is the Greatest Man, 3624-49.
See Man. The Lord, in the supreme
sense, is the Greatest Alan, He came into

the world that He might make the Hu-
man Divine, that all things may have
reference to Himself, 3637; they who are in

heaven are in the Lord, yea, in His hody,
3637-8; the Lord is the -Sun of heaven;
hence is light in which is

: ntclligence, and
heat in which is love; hence are corre-

spondences, 3636, 3643; the Lord is a
common centre, every one in heaven is a
centre of all influxes in a heavenly form,

3633, 3641; the Lord also rules the hells,

3642; the Lord was distinguished by
various names in the Anc ;ent Chunh,
and afterwards they worshipped every
one as a separate god, 3667; man is so

created that the Divine things of the Lord
may descend through him even to the
ultimates of nature, and from the ulti-

mates of nature may ascend to the Lord,
3702; the Lord is the Last and the First,

3702; the Lord is Divine good, and from
this the Divine truth, thus in the Lord
there is nothing but Divine good, but
from the Lord Divine truth, 3704(2),
3712(2), 4577; the Divine, which is Di-
vine good, is what is called Father in the
Word, and Divine truth what is called

Son, 3704(2); in the Lord is the whole
Trine, 3704(6); He is one with the

Father, 3704(8); He is God from eternity,

3704(12); He rules the universe, 3704(15)1
He is the Word, also Divine doctrine in

a threefold sense, the supreme, the in-

ternal, and the literal, 3712^2); the uni-
tion of the Lord with Jehovah is not such
as exists between two; it is a real unition
into one, so that they are not two but alto-

gether one, 3737; how the case is with the
influx of the Lord's life, 3741-3. See
Life; the coming of the Son or Man is

the presence of the Lord in every one,

3900(0); in the Lord is what is infinite,

thus Esse, but from the Lord, yet not in

the Lord, is what is eternal, thus Exislcre,

3938(2); the Divine spir. or Divine truth
is not in the Lord but proceeds from the
Lord, 3969(16); Divine truth is the spirit

of truth spoken of in John, 3060(17); as
often as the Lord comes into the world, so
often the church has been vastated, and
a new church established, which is effected

by manifest appearings, by inspirations,

and by the Word, once in person, 4060
(5); the Lord made the Human Divine,
by means, but did not take anything from
it, 4065; the Lord had also societies of

angels attendant upon Him, because He
willed that all things should be done ac-
cording to order, yet He took nothing
from them, but from the Divine, 407s;
Divine truth from eternity flowed in by

or through heaven into the human race,

but inasmuch as this was not sufficient

when man removed himself from the good
of love, therefore the Lord then came
into the world, and made the Human Di-
vine, that Divine truth might proceed from
the Divine Human itself, and thus might
save the man who would receive it in good,
4180(5); the presence of the Lord with
all is according to reception, 4198; truths

arc not various in the Lord, but appear
various according to reception, 4206(2);
there is no conjunction with the Lord's
supreme Divine, but with His Divine
Human, because an idea may be had of

the Divine Human, but none concerning
the Divine itself, 4211(2); conjunction is

given with the Lord's Divine rational

and amongst the gentiles with His Di-
vine natural and Divine sensual, 4211;
the state of the Lord's Divine when He
made the Human Divine, does not fall

into the apprehension of any one, not
even of the angels, except by appearances
and representatives of the regeneration
of man, 4237; he who does not love His
truth, or is not affected by it, cares nothing
for it, 4274; the Lord, by temptations ad-
mitted into Himself, subdued all the hells,

and reduced all things into order, and
made the Human in Himself Divine,

4287(2); tlie Lord admitted into Himself
temptations from the angels, 4295(2);
all life is from the Lord, 4318-9, 4321;
from the Lord's love towards the uni-
versal human race, that life appears in

every one as his own, 4320; the Lord ap-
pears as a sun at a middle altitude above
the plane of heaven, 4321; all things exist

and subsist from what is prior to them-
selves, thus from the first, or the Lord,
consequently by or through the spir.

world from the Lord, 4523-4; the Lord
altogether expelled, cast out, and re-

moved hereditary evil from Himself, this

is not the case with man, 4564(4); the
lord advanced from the outermost
things of order to interior things by a
regular progression, when He made the
Human Divine, 4585(2); the Lord alone
was born a spiritual cel. man, 4592(3)-
4(2); the natural good of the Lord, which
was Divine to Him from nativity, 4641,
is represented by Esau, 4641; the Lord
had Divine good from birth or conception,
this was His soul, it was invested ex-
teriorly with what was taken from the
mother in which was hereditary evil,

4641; the Divine good of the Lord does
not fall under the view of the understand-
ing, but flows in generally, 4642(2);
Aristotle concerning the Lord, 4658;
the Most Ancient Church could not adore
the infinite Being, but the infinite Exist-
ing, because the latter they perceived as
a Divine Man; the Lord came that He
might be made the infinite Existing in
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which is the infinite Being, 4687(2); the
supreme among the doctrinals of the
church is that the Human of the Lord is

Divine. 4687(3); in the church at this day
the Divine Human of the Lord is not ac-

knowledged, 4680(2); the Ancient Church
acknowledged the Lord, and then called

Him Jehovah, 4692(2); the Christian
Church does not do this, the reason, 4692
(4); the Divine itself cannot be com-
municated to angels, spirit, or man, ex-

cept by the Divine Human of the Lord,
4724; they acknowledge the Divine alone
separate from the Divine Human, who
are in the life of faith separate from char-

ity, 4724, 4731(2); the Divine love itself

made the Human of the Lord Divine,

as heavenly loves make man new; it is

as the soul which forms the body to an
image of itself, and as the end in respect

to the cause, and the cause in regard to the
effect, 4727(2); mankind are of such a
quality, that they worship that of which
they have some idea and in which there

is the Divine, the Lord for this reason
came into the world, 4733; a distinction

between the Divine and Human of the

Lord was made in a council, that the
papal power might subsist; from ex-
perience, 4738(3); the church is none,
where it is not acknowledged in life and
doctrine that the Human of the Lord is

Divine, or that the Lord is one with the
Father, 4766(2); the Lord was born as
another man as to those things which are
from the mother, but He was Divine
from the Father, 4063(3); the Lord's
internal man, 4063(3); the name Lord and
Jehovah are used in the Word where
good is treated of, the names God and
King where truth is treated of, 4073(2);
the Lord made the Human Divine in Him-
self from His own proper power, refer-

ences, 5005, $045; the inmost of the Lord
in the world was Divine, but the clothings,

or exteriors, made the Human from the

mother, in which was hereditary evil,

5041; if any one saw the Lord, he would
adore Him from externals, not from in-

ternals, but it is otherwise with those
who from internals are affected with
truths and do goods, 5066-7; the Lord
made the body itself in Himself Divine;

He alone rose again with the body also,

5078(2); the Lord is the cel. itself and the

spir. itself, or good and tnith, 5110(2);
the Lord is a Divine Man, who was from
eternity, or Jehovah, as He is in heaven;
He took upon Him the Human that men
might have an idea of the Divine, 5110
(3); in the Lord the voluntary from con-
ception was Divine, but the voluntary by
birth from the mother was evil, where-
fore it was rejected, and in its place a new
one was procured by the intellectual,

thus from His own proper power, 5157
(3); Christiana in the other bie say there

is one God, but think three; it is other-
wise with the gentiles who adore the only
Lord, for they say that the supreme God
must needs manifest Himself as Man,
they cannot think otherwise of God than
as of a Divine Man, 5236; what proceeds
immediately from the Divine itself, can-
not be comprehended, but only what
proceeds from the Divine Human of the
Lord, 3321(2); the most ancient people
and the ancient acknowledged no other
by Jehovah than the Lord, 5663(2); and
indeed Him as to the Divine Human, be-
cause they could not be conjoined in

thought and affection to any other than
tlie Divine Human, 5663(3); the Lord
never removes Himself from man in his

regeneration; evils are what cause the
appearance of removals, 5696; in the Lord
there is Divine good, and from the Lord
proceeds Divine truth, illustrated by the
case of the sun, 5704(2); the Lord re-

quires humiliation and adoration, not for

the sake of Himself, but for the sake of

man, because he is then in a state of re-

ceiving truth, 5957; evil is attributed to

the Lord, when yet it is from man him-
self, 2447(5); nothing exists from itself,

but from what is prior to itself, thus all

and single things from the Lord, 6056;
it is a fallacy to suppose that the Lord is

angry and does evil, when man himself

does it, the manner of which is explained,

6071(2); the Lord wills to have the whole
man; he should not be partly his own and
partly the I-ord's, the reason, 6138(2); in

the hells they are against the Lord, but
they are wiliing to hear mention made
of the Father the Creator of the uni-

verse, a proof that the Lord governs
heaven, 6197(2); angels know that all

good and truth is from the Lord, all

things flow in, but the evil are altogether

unwilling to know this, 6193(2); the Di-
vine Human of the Lord from eternity was
Jehovah passing through heaven, when
He spake the Word, 6280; the natural

must needs be regenerated, that there

may be influx through the internal from
the Lord; the internal is otherwise closed,

6209(2); before the coming of the Lord
there was a Divine transflux through the

cel. kingdom, then the inhabitants of that

kingdom had power, 637i(2)-2; at the

time of His coming, this Human Divine
ceased. 6371(2); but whereas it was weak,
and hence things became disorderly,

therefore the Lord came into the world,

6373(2); they who are of the external

church do not elevate the thoughts higher

than to the Divine natural, but they who
are of the internal church elevate them
higher, 6380; before the coming of the

Lord the spir. kingdom was not sepa-

rated from the cel., 6372; they who are

regenerated, are elevated from things

sensual, 0183; before man is regenerated.
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he looks at good from truth, but when he
is regenerated, he looks at truth from
good, 6247; external things are obscure
in respect to things internal, because they

are common or general; they are clear

when they are reduced to compliance and
correspondence with things interior, and
when man can be elevated towards things

interior, which is effected by regenera-

tion, 6454; the influx of the Lord mediately

through heaven, and immediately from
Himself. See Influx. The providence

of the Lord in things most particular.

See Providence. The influx of life from
the Lord. See Life. All in heaven ac-

knowledge the Lord, but all in hell are

against the Lord, yet they acknowledge
a Supreme Being, 647s; the Lord is

Father when man becomes competent to

judge for himself, and the natural father

is no longer a father as before, 6492; there

must be influx from the internal into the

good of the spir. church, otherwise its

good is not good, 6409(2); when man is

regenerated, a change takes place, in this

case truth becomes good, and ascends
above things external and knowledges,

6507; so long as truth alone predominates,
and not good, the natural is not subdued,
but it is subdued when good has the do-

minion; concerning which subjugation,

and the token of its taking place, 6567;
the Lord draws the man of the church
continually towards tilings interior and
into heaven, thus nearer to Himself, this

is from love towards the human race;

He wills to have them with Himself,

6645(2); the inhabitants of all the earths,

if not idolaters, adore the Divine under a

human form, thus the Lord; they know
that they cannot otherwise be conjoined

to the Divine, 6700; the process of re-

generation; the first state when good does
not appear; the second when it manifests
itself, 6717; with Christians the relation-

ship of neighbor must be derived from
the Lord, thus good from the Lord is the

neighbor, 6706, 6711; see Nfichbor. In
the Lord the inmost of life was Jehovah;
the Lord from that made His Human
Divine, thus from Kis own proper power.
6716(2). The Lord made Himself the

Divine truth, when in the world, 6716(3);
man who is regenerating is let into evils

and falsities as to the external, whilst the

Lord acts and arranges by internal influx,

6724(2); regeneration proceeds in spir.

things in like manner as in worldly things
during his growth in the world, 6751;
they who are regenerating advance suc-
cessively into the knowledges of good and
truth, 6766(2); see Regeneration; the

Lord appears to every one according to

his quality, 6832; the angels are veiled

with a thin and suitable cloud, lest they
should be hurt by Divine influx, 68^0;
unless the Human of the Lord were Di-

vine it could not in any wise be united to

the Divine itself, on account of the ardor
of infinite love, which otherwise would
consume, 6849(5); 'he Ixjrd was the God
of the Ancient Church, 6846; the Lord,
when He was in the world first made the
Human in Himself Divine truth, or the
Divine law, afterwards Divine good, 6864;
the Human of the Lord was made Divine
from Divine love, 6872(2); the ancients,

when they thought about God, thought
of the Lord as to the Divine Human, so
likewise the angels, 6876(2); the Divine
truth proceeding from the Lord cannot
be heard or perceived by any one, until

it has passed the heavens, and then it is

called the Holy Spirit, 69S2, 6085; _
all

the Trine is in the Lord; the Holy Spirit is

the Divine truth proceeding from the
Lord, 6993; all truth likewise, which is

uttered, is from the Lord, not only me-
diately, but also immediately, 7004(2);
to the Lord is also attributed evil, the

reason, 6997; the conjunction of truth

immediately proceeding from the Lord
with truth mediately proceeding, 7055-6.
See Influx. The Divine in the Lord,
appeared as it were absent so far as He
was in the Human derived from the
mother, and so far present as He was in

the Human glorified or made Divine,

7058(3); the Lord successively glorified

Himself, when He was an infant, and
when He grew in intelligence and wisdom;
He first made Himself truth from the Di-
vine, afterwards Divine truth, lastly Di-
vine good, 7014; the Lord never opposes
any one, but it so appears, when man or
spirit opposes himself to the Divine, 7042;
the Lord is the Sun of heaven from which
is love and faith, as from the sun of the
world there is heat and light, 7083. See
Charity. The Lord is the Lord of heav-
en, 7086; He appeared in the Sun of heav-
en to the spirits of Mercury, to the spirits

of Jupiter, and to those who had seen Him
in this earth, 7173; in Him there is a Trine,
the Father in Him, the Holy Spirit from
Him, 7182; He is the only God, 7209;
the Divine Human of the Lord is the all

in heaven, because the angels cannot
think of the Divine itself, 721 1; they who
are in heaven, are in the Lord's life, 7211;
the Divine truth immediately proceeding
from the Lord, and successive truths,

do not affect heaven, but they are as ra-

diant belts of flame which encompass t>e
Sun, which is the Lord, 7270(2"). The
Lord when He was in the world, made His
Human Divine truth, then He called the
Divine good, Father, 7499; afterwards He
made Himself Divine good, and then Di-
vine truth proceeded from His Divine
Human, 7499; Jehovah, or the Lord, ex-
tolling His power in the Word is not for
the sake of Himself, but for the sake of

the human race, that they may be ia
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blessedness, and may thus receive life and
happiness, 7550; from the Lord there is

nothing but good; the evil and the hells

bring evil upon themselves, by turning
the Lord's good into evil, 7710, 7026(2);
the good from the Lord's presence are in

good, and the evil are still in evil, 7980;
the Divine itself spake by Divine truth,

which was the Lord in the world, and
afterwards it proceeded from the Lord,
8127; Divine good is in the Lord, and
Divine truth from the Lord, 8241; the
Lord as to the Divine Human was called

servant, because He served and minis-

tered, 8241; they who are in falsities from
evil are cast into the hells from the Lord's
presence only, 8137(3), 8265; the Lord
is the only Man; men are only so far

men as they are images, that is, as they
are in good, 8547; our Ix>rd is the only
Lord with the inhabitants of Jupiter, 8541
-8547. See Jupiter. How the Lord
turns evil into good, represented, 8631;
from the Ixjrd there is nothing evil, nor
even harsh, 8632; the Lord, when He was
in the world, was Divine truth, but when
glorified was Divine good; from which
considerations many arcana may be
known respecting what the Lord spake
concerning Himself and the Father.

8724; the Divine of the Lord in itself is

far above His Divine in heaven, 8760(2);
the Lord appears to every one according
to his quality, 8819; the Lord as to the

Divine Human is meant by Jehovah, be-
cause the Divine cannot otherwise be ap-

Sroached, 8864; the Lord as to the Divine
[uman reigns universally in all things of

heaven and in all things of the world,

8864-5; they who are in evil, in no case
acknowledge the Divine Human of the
Lord; they can indeed understand that it

is so, but they cannot believe, 8878; every-
thing existing is from something prior to

itself, thus from the first, and at length

from the supreme, thus from the Lord,

9128(3); evils and falsities are not from
what is superior, but from what is in-

ferior, thus not from the Lord, but from
the world, 9128(3); in the Lord was rep.

the state of the church at the time when
He was crucified; what was represented
on this occasion by blood; what by water
0127(6); the divided garments, sig. total

dissipation of truths, 0093; what by the
crown of thorns, 9144(10); the lord is

called Lord from Divine good, but God,
King and Master, sig. the Lord as to Di-
vine truth, 0167(2); the I<ord is Jehovah;
the Divine which He called Father is the
Divine good in Himself, He is the only
God, references, 9194", they who are good
acknowledge the Lord, but not they who
are in evil, although they are in truths,

9103(3); the Lord is better accepted out
of the church than within it, 9198(2) The
Lord was Divine truth when in the world,

0199(3); He was made Divine good when
He was glorified and departed out of the
world, 9109(3); references on the subject
that the Lord made His Human Divine,

9315(5); He expelled all the human which
was from the mother, 9315(5); the angels
think of the Trine differently from men,
because they think that the Lord is the
sole and only God, which is illustrated

by there being three things which make
one in an angel, 9303; the Lord was and is

Jehovah in a Human form, 9315; from
Divine good proceeds Divine truth, as
from the sun the light of the universe,

0199(5); the Lord dwells in His own, thus
in what is Divine, in man and angel, and
not in the proprium of any one, 9338(6);
t'.ie Lord was willing to be born on our
earth, which was done for the sake of the
Word, 9350-62. See the Word. They
acknowledge the Lord in another life,

who have worshipped God under a hu-
man form, 9350; they who acknowledge
the incomprehensible, acknowledge no
God, 9356; the spirits of other earths re-

joice when they hear that the Lord is

actually Man, 9361; Divine truth pro-
ceeds from the Divine Human of the
Lord, 9308-9; to see God sig. presence in

the Word, 0405, 9.111; the Lord's coming
is His coming and presence in the Word,
9405; in what manner Divine truth pro-

ceeds from the Lord, and flows in, illus-

trated by circles, 9407(14); the presence
of the Lord is with man, but not man with
the Lord, 9415(2); the Lord underwent
the most grievous temptations, and this

from Divine love, that He might save the
human race; thus He made the Human
in Himself Divine, references, 9528; the
presence of the Lord in heaven and with

man is according to the reception of good
from the Lord, 9680(2), 0682(2)-^. The
kingly office of the Lord is signified by
the names Christ, Anointed, Messiah,
the priestly office by Jesus and Saviour,

9809(0); all in heaven look to the Lord;
to look to Him is to look by love to Him,
also by charity towards the neighbor,

9828; the good of love to the Lord from
the Lord is the only good, from which are

all truths and their order, 9863; all in

heaven turn the face t9 the Lord, and
they who are out of heaven tum back
from Him, 9864(2); as soon as an angel is

elevated into the Divine sphere, he per-

ceives the Ix>rd as to the Divine Human,
0033(2); the Lord fought with the hells

and reduced all things into order, when
He was in the world; He does so to eter-

nity, thus He has carried iniquities and
sins, 0037; the things which are done by
the Lord are said to be from will, from
good pleasure, from favor, and from per-

mission, which are degrees of influx,

9040; the MM of the Lord's life was Jeho-
vah, for the soul is from the father, 9954
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(it): those who worship an idol of stone

may think of the invisible God, to whom
it was said, that they may worship the

invisible God, in the Lord who is the

visible God, 0972; the Divine power of

the Lord is the power of saving the hu-

man race, by removing hell, and by flow-

ing in through heaven, this appertains

to the Lord alone, 10019(3); He united

Divine truth to Divine good which was
in Himself, 10047, 10052(2). See Glorifi-
cation. In the heavens no other Divine
is acknowledged but the Divine Human
of the Lord. 10067(2); Jehovah the Father

cannot be comprehended by any idea,

and hence not be believed in, conse-

quently not loved, 10067(3); He may be
comprehended by the Divine Human of

the Lord, 10067(4); in the Lord there was
reciprocal unition of Divine truth and
Divine goo 1, thus of the Divine Itself and
the Divine Human, 10067(6). The Lord
made His Human Divine truth, and by
degrees also Divine good, shown by the

regeneration of man, 10076(7); two
states of the glorification of the Lord
illustrated by the two states of the re-

generation of man, 10076; the acknowl-
edgment of the Lord is the first and most
essential of all tilings of the church; with-

out it nothing of faith and of love to God
can be given in the church, 10083(6); the

Lord has all power in the heavens and in

the earths, 100S9; to acknowledge the

Lord is the first thing of the church; with-

out it there can be nothing of truth and of

good, without it moral life does not save,

10112; the presence of the Lord in the

heavens from the Sun, for He Himself is

in the Sun, 10106; the Lord is heaven and
the church, because He dwells in His own,
and not in the proprium of man and of

angel, thus He is all in all there, 10125,

10151(2), 10157; the Lord even as to the

body made Himself Divine, confirmed
from the formation of the soul in the hu-
man, thus the Human of the Lord was not

as the human of man, 10125(3); He is

called God manifestly in the Old Testa-
ment, 10154; He redeemed man by His
blood, its signification in the external,

internal, and inmost senses, 10152(2).

See Justice. All turn themselves to

those things which they love, thus the

good to the Lord who is in the heavens,

10130(4); the true worship and true love

of the Lord consist in doing His precepts,

10143(5), 10158; the Lord's presence with
the good differs from His presence with
the evil, 10146; in the universe through-
out, God is worshipped under a human
form; this is implanted from heaven,

where the Lord is heaven itself, 10150;
all turn themselves according to their

loves, in heaven all turn to the Lord in

every turning, since the Lord turns them
to Himself, 10189(4); they within the

church who do not acknowledge the Lord,
have no conjunction with the Divine;
it is otherwise with those who are out of
the church and live well, 10205; when it

is said of the Lord that He fulfilled all

things of the law, it sig. all tilings which
are said in the internal sense in the Word
concerning the glorification of His Hu-
man and concerning temptations, 10239
(4); the Divine good of the Lord is

simply one, because infinite, its being
distinguished into cel. and spir. is owing
to dissimilar reception, 10261(2); the an-
gels acknowledge no other Divine than
the Divine Human of the Lord, because
they can think about it and love it which
they cannot do respecting the Divine
which is the Father, 10267; the Human
of the Lord is Divine, because from the
Esse of the Father, illustrated by the like-

ness of fathers in their children, 10260;
the Lord is good itself and truth itself,

10336; the union of the Divine itself with
the Divine Human of the Lord is the
sabbath, the six days of works which pre-

cede are His combats with the hells,

10356, 10730-2; see Sabbath. The
essential of the church is to acknowledge
the Divine Human, or to acknowledge
the union of the Divine itself in the Hu-
man of the Lord, 10370; heaven is closed
and hell opened with those who deny the
Divine of the Lord, 10033(8); to be dis-

joined from the Lord and heaven is to

perish, 10452(4); the church exists where
the union of the Divine Itself with the
Human of the Lord is acknowledged,
10372; the face of Jehovah is the Lord,
10579; the Lord is called an angel as
to the Divine Human, 6831, 10528; to

love the Lord is to live according to His
commandments, 10578(3); the Lord from
eternity was the Divine Itseif passing
through the heavens, 10579(4); this was
in the Human form, which it actually
put on in the world, 10579(4); Jehovah,
Jehovah, God, sig. the Trine in the Lord,
10617; the Lord is good itself and truth
itself because infinite, 10618-10; if man
be worshipped instead of God, and not
the Lord, infernal spirits are worshipped,
10642(2); the Lord alone is to be wor-
shipped, and no other, 10645; to have
faith in the Lord, and to love Him, is to
will and to do His precepts, 10645; the
Lord wills worship and glory, not for the
sake of Himself, but for the sake of man's
salvation, this is the glory of the Lord,
10646(3); the Lord by the passion of the
cross fully glorified His Human and
subdued the hells, 10655(2); man's sal-

vation is owing to this, that the Lord sub-
dued the hells and glorified His Human,
10655, 10650; the passion of the cross
was not to reconcile the Father, and to do
many other things which are believed,

and which involve contradiction; it was
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the last of temptation and of combat,
10650; the union of the Human with the
Divine Itself in the Lord is the primary
truth of the church, to which all things
therein have reference, 10728, 10730;
spirits from some earth in the universe
concerning the Lord, 10736-38; they are
confused by the idea of three persons in

one God, which idea is infused by visitors

from our earth, 10736-8; they think of

God that He is man, and perceive Him
under a human form, and that they know
this, is confirmed from the ancients in

our earths, in like manner they per-

ceived God, 10737; they can conceive a
Trine in God as the trine in an angel,

namely, the inmost invisible, the external
visible, under a human form, and the pro-
ceeding sphere of life, so concerning the

Divine in the Lord, 10738; the Human of

the Lord is Divine; shown from the Word,
and from rationality; His inmost is what
is called Father, the external which is

Human is what is called Son, and the Di
vine proceeding the Holy Spirit, 10738
(2); doctrinal concerning the Lord, 10815
-10831; the primary of the church is to

acknowledge God, 10816; they who are
within the church ought to acknowledge
the Lord, His Divine and Human, to be-

lieve in Him and to love Him, 10817; He
who does not acknowledge the Lord and
His Divine within the church, cannot be
saved, 10818; no one can be conjoined to

God except by the Lord and in the Lord,
10818; the Lord is God. 10810; they who
are in the light of heaven see the Divine
in the Lord, not they who are only in the
light of the world, 10820; they who have
an idea of three Persons in the Divine,
think of three, but it is otherwise with
those who have an idea of three in one
Person, 1082 1; as is the case when a
Trine in the Lord is thought of. 10822;
the esse or soul is from ti e father, the

exislere therefrom is the body, this is seen
in the likeness of the father in the sons,

10S23; the Divine and Human is one Per-
son, is agreeable to the faith received from
the Athanasian Creed, 10824; the lord
rose again with the whole body, otherw ise

than other men, 10825; they who make
the Human of the Lord like to the Hu-
man of another man, do not think of the

several things treated of, 10826; whereas
in the Lord all is Divine, therefore He
has all power in the heavens and in the

earths, 10S27; the Lord saved mankind
by this, that He subdued the hells, and
glorified His Human, 10828; and the pas-

sion of the cross was that by which the

last victory was obtained, 10828; to love

the Lord is to live according to His com-
mandments, 10820; the Lord put off the

human from the mother, and put on
the Human from the Father, 10830;
the appearance of the Lord in a cloud,

see 10810-11. The Lord appears to the
angels in the Sun as a Man, encompassed
there with solar fire, 10809; how He ap-
peared to spirits of the sixth earth,
10S09-11.
Lot the son of Haran son of 7erah rep.

the origins of idolatries, from Lot were
two idolatrous nations, 1359, 1364; Lot
rep. the Lord as to His sensual and cor-
poreal man, the sensual and corporeal
itself, 1428, 1434, 1547, 1563, 1597-8,
1608; Lot rep. the pleasures which per-
tain to voluntary things, and which con-
stitute the sensual man, but the outermost
of it, which also left the Lord, described
Gen. xiii. by Lot. 1535-1618; l ot or the
sensual in relation to the internal rep.

by Abram, 1562-1600; Lot, Abram's
brother's son, rep. the external man when
apparent good occupied it, but when
called Abram's brother rep. it when
occupied by genuine good and truth. 1707
(5); he brought back Lot, the external

man, 1718; he rep. those in external wor-
ship but still in good, 2317, 2324, also

successive states of the church commen-
cing from them, 2317, 2324, 2422, 2459;
their end is Moab and Amnion, 2324(2);
see Moab and Ammon. Lot rep. good,

2399; the good of charity, 2370, 2373,
2375. 2379, 2387, 2309, 2400; in Gen.
xix. Lot rep. the spir. church, how in

process of time it declines, 2312; at first

it is in good of charity and acknowledges
the Lord, six stages of decline until good
is adulterated and falsified. 2313. 2317-68.

Lots. Lots are said to be of the Lord's
kingdom, because the land which was,
divided by lots sig. the Lord's kingdom,
3239(2); to cast lots and parting the
garments sig. to pull these truths asunder
and d sperse them, 9942(13).

L.ove. In general there is love to God,
and love towards the neighbor, or charity;

there are also the love of self and the love

of the world. See Charity, also Affec-
tion. Love is the greater luminary, not
faith without love, 30-38, see Sun. An-
gels perceive whatsoever is of faith by
love from the Lord, 202; the cel. church
by love has faith, 337, 393, 398; angelic

love consists in loving the neighbor rr.ore

than self; such love may be given, from
experience, 548; heaven and heavenly
joy is mutual love, 549, see Heaven. The
societies in the heavens are according to

all the differences of mutual love and of

faith, comparatively as consanguinities

and affinities on the earth, 684-5, 917;
marriage love is the fundamental 01 all

loves, 686, 3021, 4280; mutual love con-
stitutes heaven, hatred, hell, 693, 695;
the love of self is contrary to true love,

760; there are consanguinities and affin-

ities of love, and so likewise of faith, 917;
love to the Lord is a likeness, and charity

an image, 1013; they who place the cssen-
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tial of salvation in faith, do not even see

and attend to those things which the Lord
so often spake concerning love and char-

ity, 1017; in universal nature there is love,

whence comes union, in all things except

with man, 1055; self-love is full of all

kinds of evils, 1326; the essence of cel.

love is the desire to give all its own to

another, 1419; loves are the ends, 1568

(3); nothing lives hut love and affection,

1589; mutual love is by or through the

internal man from the Lord, 1504(5); mu-
tual love conjoins, 1504(5); the mercy of

the Lord which is of love, is described,

1735; Jehovah is love, 1735(2); the Lord
fought from love towards the whole hu-

man race, 1780, 1812-13, 1820(5); the love

of the Lord, its quality, 1799(2); so far as

any are in mutual love, so far they are

heirs of the Lord's kingdom, 1802(2);

evil genii and spirits fight against man's
love, thus against his life, 1820; love to

the Lord and towards the neighbor is the

essential celestial, 1824; conscience, which
is of charity, is intermediate between the

Lord and man, 1862; Divine love is love

towards all, may be manifest from the

influx and increase of love towards pos-

terity, successively, 1865(3); the fruit

of faith is charity, love to the Lord, the

Lord, who is the internal sense of the

Word, 161, 1873; the love of infants,

see Infant. Marriage love, see Mar-
riage. All loves exist from the marriage
of good and truth, 2733(2), 2737-9; the

loves born from marriage love are as con-

sanguinities and affinities, 2739; see also

Affinities and Marriage. Marriage
love, the love of infants, and mutual love,

constitute the cel. things of the Lord's
kingdom, and mutually succeed each
other, 2039; by mutual love in the other

life is all consociation, and by the love of

self all destruction, 2057; heaven is mu-
tual love, 2i3o(4)-i; inasmuch as the

angels are in love, they are in intelligence

and wisdom, 2500(3), 2572(3); the differ-

ence between love to the Lord and charity,

2023; he who is in love to the Lord, must
needs be also in love towards the neighbor,

or charity, 2227; love is spir. heat, such
as the love is, such is the heat 2146; cel.

love from the Lord continually flows in,

but the love of self and of the world hinder

its reception, 2041(2); the wisdom of the

I-ord is infinite, because He is Divine love

itself. 2500(3), 2572; the Lord's love tran-

scends all human understanding. 2077(2);
the life of the Lord in the world was love

towards the entire human race, 2253;
they who are without love, do not attend

to all those things which the Lord spake
concerning love, 2371(6); when love is

named with those who are not in the life

of faith, it appears as full of darkness and
dust. 2343(7); love is spiritual conjunction,

2340(2); in Divine love there is omni-

science of all things Divine, cel., spir.. ra-

tional, natural, 2572; the angels are in the
wisdom and intelligence of all things,

because in love to the Lord and in mutual
love, 2572(3); mutual love and all good
loves are and exist from the marriage of

good and truth, 2728, 2737-8. The dis-

tinction between mutual love and mar-
riage love, 2738; love is the very being
of hie, 3063; heavenly freedom apper-
tains to love to the Lord and towards the
neighbor. See Freedom. By an influx

of love and of affection thence derived
into knowledges truths appear, and are
thence elevated into things rational, 3074;
the Divine love of the Lord is cel. and
spir., but it is so distinguished in respect
to those who receive, 3325; nothing can
enter into the memory of man without
affection, affections are adjoined and re-

produced together; the affection of good
is adjoined to the doctrinals of truth from
the Lord, 3336(2); see also Regenera-
tion; loves and affections are heats by
virtue of influx from the life of the Lord,
3338; the development of the love of
knowing, of truih, of good, 3518(2); there
are men of three kinds within the church,
they who are in love to the Lord, they
who are in charity towards the neighbor,
and they who are in the affection of truth,

3653; the three heavens, in the first are
they who are in the affection of truth, in
the second they who are in charity towards
the neighbor, and in the third they who
are in love to the Lord, 3691(3); the qual-
ity of the love and affection of man is

known from the end regarded, 3796(4);
love to the Lord is the holy itself, 3852;
the love of self is hell, 4776(4); all things
are in the loves, 4776(4); spir. fire and
heat is love, that heat is the vital of man,
4006; the good of love is the esse of a
thing which conjoins. 5002; what a man
loves reigns universally in the thought,
although he is ignorant of it, 5130(2);
love is spir. conjunction, 5S07; in its

essence love is the harmony resulting
from the changes of state and variations
in the forms, or substances, of which the
human mind consists, 5807(2); to regard
anything as an end is to love it above other
things;

_
it universally reigns and con-

stitutes interior life, 5949(3); loves are
what conjoin all in the other life, 6105,
6196; all knowledges are in loves, illus-

trated by the case of brutes, 6323; man
would be born into all intelligence and
wisdom, if he were in love towards the
neighbor, and in love to God, and thus
according to his order, 6323(3); knowl-
edges are arranged into a heavenly form
when man is in heavenly love, 6600: love
arranges knowledges into a form agreeable
to itself, 6600; a man and a spirit is alto-
gether such as his love is* 6872(3); the
Lord as to the Human is Divine from
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Dmne love, 687s; love is the source of I

the life of man; in the other life all are

consociated according to loves; heat and
light in the natural world correspond to

love and faith in the spir. world, 7081,

7086; see also Ch arity; no one can know
what good is, unless he knows what love

to God and towards the neighbor is; no
one knows what evil is, unless he knows
what the love of self and of the world is,

7178; love and insinuation into the enjoy-

ment of love conjoin, whatsoever be their

quality, 7501; in love is the all of knowl-
edge, likewise the all of intelligence and
wisdom; loves are the receptacles of the

influx of heaven, 7750; man is born in all

ignorance, a sign that he is in contrary

loves, 7750(2); love is attractive, and
most of all the Divine love of the Lord,

8604(3); to love the Lord is to receive

good and truth, 8880; love to the Lord is

the only good from which are all truths,

and from which is the order among truths,

for truths are forms of good, 0863; to love

sig. the enjoyment of remembrance, when
concerning those who are in truths, but

not in good, 8086; love to the Lord, and
love towards the neighbor constitute the

universal heaven, with indefinite variety,

9002(2); the I-ord and Divine love ap-
pear to every one according to his love,

as a creating and renovating fire to those

who are in good loves, but as a consuming
fire to those who are in evil loves, 9434;
the good of love to the Lord from the Lord
is the only good, 0863; how the goods of

love succeed each other in the heavens,

0873; there are three heavens, and in each
an internal and an external; what loves

are in each, 0033(2); the good of love

constitutes the life of man, 0954', the

extension of each love into the heavens
collaterally and successively from one
heaven into another, 9961(2); all things

are communicated, received, and rejected

according to love, 10130(3); all turn them-
selves to those things which they love, in

heaven continuallv to the Lord, 10130(4);
tie true worship and true love of the Lord
is to do his precepts, 10143(3), 10153(4):

presence is according to the affinities of

love in the other life, hence also is the

idei of space, 10146; in the other life all

are forms of their loves, 10153(3); a man,
an angel, and a spirit, is as his love is,

10177(4); all turn themselves in the other

life according to their loves; in heaven
all turn themselves to the Lord, so far

as the Lord turns them to Himself, in

every turning, 10189(2); man is of such

a ouality as his love is, even as to under-

standing, 10284(2); worship is not to be

applied to the loves of man. but to heav-

enly loves, 10307-0; to love good and
truth is to love the neighbor and God,

103 10; what is inscribed on the internal

man is inscribed on the love, 10505(4);

I to love the Lord is to live according to His
commandments, 10578; to ha\e failh in
the Lord and to love Him, is to will and
to do His commandments, 10645(2);
love and faith make the life of man, 10714;
love makes the life of his will, faith the
life of his understanding, 10714; love of
good and faith of truth make the life of
heaven, of evil and falsity, the life of hell,

10715-8; to love the Lord is to love His
commandments and to live according to

them; to love the neighbor is to will and
do good from affection for good, 10787.
Love of Self akd of the World.

The dominant evil in tl.e posterity of the
Most Ancient Church, was the love of

self, 230; as mutual love constitutes heav-
en, so the love of self or hatred constitutes

hell, 693-4; the love of self is contrary to
mutual love, 7(0; from the love of self

and of the world come all evils, 1307-8,
1691; and all falsities, 1321; and all per-
suasions of what is false, 1675; the quality

of the love of self in worship, 1304, 1306,
1308, 132 1-2. Babel sig. worship in
which the love of self is, thus in which
there is what is prr.fane, 1326; spheres
in the other life illustrated by those who
are in the love cf self, 1505; example of
one who was swelled up with the love of
self, 1506; spheres of authority, what
their ouality is, 1507-8; love cf self is the
cause of all disagreement of the external
man from the internal, 1568(2), fully

explained, 1594; above all other loves it

disjoins the external man from the in-

ternal, 1504(3); cupidities are of the love
of self and cf the world, 1668(2); the Lord
alone fought from cel. love, 1S12; if there
be not conscience, the love of self and of
the world occupies its place, 1S62; see
Pkoprilm, Hatred, Hell; the love of
self, references, 2444(2); the loves of self

and of the world are contrary to cel. and
spir. love, 2041(2); the lo\e of self is

destructive of human society, because
thence come all evils and wickedness,

2045(3); the love of self is destructive ot
heavenly order, 2057; what diabolical
forms they are who are in the love of self,

2219, 2363(3); how filthy the love of sell

is and by what signs it is known, it is rep.

by Sodom, 22 ir; all who come into the
other life are eaten up by the love of self

and of the world, 2122; see Judgufjjt.
They who are within the church ought
principally to be purified from those
loves. 2051; so far as those loves are re-

moved and laid asleep, so far heavenly
love is opened, 2041(2); bow contrary
to heavenly love and how filthy, 2030;
circumcision sig. purification, 2030(2);
they who place merit in good actions are
in the love of self, which is described,

2027; infernal freedom is of the love of
self and of the world, see Freedom; what
it is to Le great in heaven and what to be
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greatest, 3417(2); the loves of self and
of gain are dark and induce darkness,

34 13; life then first flows in from the Lord,
when the life of tne love of self and of the

world is extinguished, 3610; corporeal

spirits who respect themselves in all things

are the most scupid of all, 4221; they who
are in the love of self and of the world arc

out of the Greatest Man, 4225; those who
in the life of the body, have willed to rule

over others, from experience, 4227; they
who are in the evil of self-love are against

all good whatsoever, 4750(3); they who
are in avarice are more in the love of self

than others, although not so openly, 4751
(2); the love of selt is hell, 4776(2); the

quality of those who have been proud
outwardly, but not inwardly, from ex-

perience, 4947; they who have despised
others in comparison with themselves
attempt to ascend, from experience, 4949;
self-love and love of the world disjoin. 4997
(2); those who have appeared just more
than others, and yet have lived only t'.ie

life of the love of self, and of the world,

what their quality is, and their hells, 5721,
see Disease. Thoughts concerning cor-

poreal and worldly things draw man
clown, he cannot have communication
with heaven, 6210; in the love of self lies

concealed hatred, 6667; no one can know
what good is, unless he knows what love

to God and towards the neighbor is; and
no one knows what evil is, unless he knows
what the love of self and of the world is,

7178; empires and kingdoms have been
made from societies for the sake of the

love of self and of the world, their qual-
ities, 7364; evils are from the loves of self

and of the world, 7255; the loves of self

and of the world, 7366-7377; the loves

of self and of the world in man make hell,

7366; the love of self and of the world
reigns, when a man looks at self in all

things which he thinks and acts, 7367;
love towards relatives and friends is the
love of self, because they make one with

him, 7368; so far as man is in the love of

self, so far he removes himself from
neighborly love, thus from heaven, and
so far he is in hell, 7369; they are in the
love of self, who despise the neighbor,
hate him, and rush into revenge, such are

cruel, 7370; their enjoyment is the enjoy-
ment of that love, 7371; those things are

marks of the love of self, whatsoever they
may appear in the external form, 7372;
he is in the love of the world who thinks
about the world, and intends gain, having
no concern about the hurt of his neighbor,

7373; they are in the love of the world,
who by arts and cunning secure to them-
selves the goods of others, who envy
others, and covet another's property,

7374; these two loves, so far as they are
left without restraint, rush on and grow
even to the end of the earth, yea even to

the throne of God, and will to be wor-
shipped as gods, 7375; those loves are the
origins of all evils, they may make hell

witn man, 7376; they are not in those loves
who aspire at honors for the sake of their

country, and also at power and wealth
because honors and wealth are means of
doing good, 7377; from the loves of self

and of the world, exist all evils and falsi-

ties, 748S; therefore so far as man is in

them, so far he is not in charily, 7489;
and so far he does not know what charity,

faith, conscience, the spiritual, the life of
heaven, hell, the life after death are, 7490;
where the loves of self and of the w orld
reign, the good of love and the truth of
faith are either rejected, or extinguished,

'

or perverted, 7491-2; those loves begin
to reign, when man comes to the age of
discretion and of self direction, 7493;
they who are in the loves of self and of the
world, have not life in themselves, but
their life ought to be called death, and
themselves dead, 7494; they are detained
in the other life by evil spirits by insinua-

tions into the loves; in such case they can-
not be separated except by the Divine
aid of the Lord, 7501; evil is from man,
because the good which flows in from the
Lord, he turns to himscif, 7643; if the
loves of self and of the world are regarded
as means, not as ends, they are good,
7819-20; the origins of evil are the loves
of self and of the world, 8318; heavenly
good vanishes according to the degree of

increasing concupiscences from the loves

of self and of the world, 8487(2); pride
is an endeavor and effort to domineer,
8678(2); the love of self rushes to every
degree of possibility, even to what is

Divine; such are all they who are in hell,

S678; see also what is said and shown
concerning the love of self, 2041, and in
places cited, 8678; during man's regen-
eration the loves of self and of the world
are to be inverted, that they be means
not ends, 8995; all with whom self-love

or love of the world reigns, that is, who
have eminence, or honors, or wealth, or
gain as an end feel no concern in per-
suading that what is unjust is just or the
reverse, thus acting as false witnesses,

8908(2); their will is subject to those
loves or lusts, and the will persuades and
blinds the understanding, 8908(2); world-
ly and earthly things suffocate and cause
man to not even believe in eternal life,

8939(2); those in the church who from
infancy have thought little of eternal life

and much of worldly life are rep. by
Hebrew servants, 8981(3); to do good
for the sake of self and "the world, ought
to be in the lowest not the highest place,

9210(2); from the loves of self and of the
world flow all evils and falsities, 933s;
in the love of self all evils originate; hence
come diabolical machinations, 9348(6);
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infernal love is love of self and love of the

world, 0434(2); from the love of self come
all evils, especially from the love of domin-
ion, 10038(2); the most ancient people
lived distinguished into nations, families,

and houses, and knew nothing of domin-
ion from the love of self and the world;
their happy state of life, 10160; worship
applied to the loves of man is infernal,

10307-10; to imitate affections, as if they
were celestial, from the proprium, is in-

fernal, 10300; the evils of self-love and
the love of the world induce ignorance of

the things of eternal life, 103 18-0; they
who are in the love of self and the w rid.

are in an external separate from what
is internal, 10306, their quality, 10396,
10400(2), 10407, 10400, 10412-13, 10420;
see External, and Proprium. In the
other life they turn themselves according
to their loves, men do the same as to the

internal, 10420; where the loves of self

and of the world reign, there the truths

and goods of the church are always as-

saulted, 10455; the interiors of man
actually turn themselves according to

loves, 10702; those in self-love and world-
ly love do not know what heaven is, 10724;
he who is led of himself and his own loves

cannot be saved, 10731; love constitutes

the life of man, 10740; the love of self and
of the world, when they reign, constitute

the life of hell, 10741; hence flow all evils,

which are recounted, 10742; hence they
deny all things of the church, 10744; they
have external bonds and no internal,

10744; when external bonds are taken
away, they rush into all wickedness,

10745; because this is the delight of their

life, which they concealed in the world,

10746; the love of self and of the world is

infernal fire, 10747; dominion from self-

love, 10814(2).
Lower Earth. Where vastations

take place, falsities and evils being there

dissipated with the good, 698-y. 051,
1106-7, 2750, 4728, 6945(2), 7147, 7686;
and where the evils of the wicked are dis-

closed, 815, 817; the Jews there, 3481; it is

below the feet, the hells below it, 4728;
those there correspond to the feet and
soles of the feet, 4940; those are there who
are in natural not in spir. enjoyment,

4940, 4946-9; also those who ascribe all

things to nature, 4941. 4050; those there

are kept in fear as a means of amendment,
4942; those are there who have placed
merit in good deeds and works, 4943;
those also who were moral but had little

concern about spir. things, 4944; there

are many places there, 4945; the learned

near the lower earth, 5321(4), 8620; those

there who rep. the stomach and intestines,

5392; the infestation of those in the lower
earth by falsities and evils, rep. by infesta-

tion of Israelites in Egypt, their deliver-

ance by the Lord when He came into the

world, 6854, 7090, 7686; how the Lord

delivered them, 7931-3, 7828, 8039, 8000,
8261; how they are led out, 8090(2);
Egypt and Goshen rep. the lower earth
where infestations take place, 7240; the
lower earth in connection with the sixth
earth, 10810.

Lucifer, 257(2); he is said to shake
the earth when he claims to himself all

°f it, 3355(2); the loves of self and the
world ascend even to be worshipped in-

stead of God rep. by Lucifer, 737s; see
Babel.
Lucre or Gain. Hating unjust gain

sig. without a worldly end, 8711; also
falsity from evil which perverts the judg-
ment of the mind, 8711.
Lud sig. external worship, 1158(5);

internal knowledges of truth, 1231.
Ludtm, or Lydians, sig. rituals from

external knowledge which are mere
matters of memory, 1193, 1195.
Lukewarm. The sphere of the luke-

warm, its quality, 1513; the lukewarm,
5217; sig. those who love the Lord and
themselves in equal degree, they are neither
fit for good use nor for evil use, 9207(3).
Lumen. See Light.
Luminary. See Light, also Sun and

Moon. The greater and lesser light sig.

love and faith, 30-38; the light in the
tabernacle sig. mutual love and charity,

9473-
Lungs, see Respiration, sig. the spir.

kingdom, 3351; the heart corresponds
to the cel., the lungs, to the spir., 3635,
3887; the correspondence of the heart
and lungs with the Greatest Man, 3883-
96; the communication and reciprocation
of good and truth from the understanding
into the will, and reciprocally, is as the
communication of the heart and lungs,

9300(2), 10640(3).
Lust (cutnditas). How removed, 59,

every lust one favors forms the life of his

will, 794(2); it is of some filthy love, 1666

(2).
, . , -

Lust (libido). Marriage love inflowing

into the evil is turned to lust, 2741; m
marriage, 2742; lust is predicated of con-

junction with falsity, 4868; conjunction
from lust is natural, from DC .UTi'age love

is spiritual, 4992; dragons are reasonings
from the lusts of evil, who in heart deny,
but in the mouth confess the truths and
goods of faith from lusts of rule and gain,

7»9J(s)-
Lust After, To, or To Covet, (con-

cupiscerr) sig. to will from an evil love,

concupiscence is of the will in the under-
standing, and the continuous of love, and
as it were the life of its respiration, 8910;
the precept, not to covet or lust after those
things which belong to the neighbor, sig.

they should not pass into the will, 8010(2).
Luxury, its evil nature and effects,

4464(2), 5145(3). 8378; an origin of

diseases, 5712(a).
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LtJZ, in the original tongue, sig. re-

cession, thus disjunction, which comes
to pass when truth is set in the first place,

and good is neglected, 3730; sig. the

natural in its former state, 4556, 6229.
Lvbia. Put or Lybia sig. internal

knowledges from the literal sense of the
Word, by which also false principles are

confirmed, 1 163-6.

Lymphatics, see Chyle, Mesentery,
404Q-50, 5181; the spirits act gently and
rapidly who belong to this province, 5181.

Machir sig. truth from good, 6584.
Machpet.ah sig. regeneration, 2901,

2970; resurrection, 3257; faith in ob-

scurity, 2935, 645?; the cave of Mach-
pelah, the beginning of regeneration, 6548;
the spiritual, which lies concealed in it,

is the reason why there is so much repeti-

tion concerning the cave Machpelah,
6551- . ...Madai sig. external worship, 1151.

Magi see Wisdom, 3762(5).
Magic sig. by the fourth river in Eden

in opposite sense, also by Egypt, 130; the
idols and magic of Egypt from memory
knowledge, np5, 1462; from perversion

of representatives and correspondences,

1241, 2243(4), 4064(2), 5223, 5702(2),

6846, 6917(2), 7301(7). (10355(4). '0437
(2); magical arts in spir. world, 831, 1380,

1515, 4227(2), 4793(4). 5566, 6484, 6S32

(9), 7097(3), 7298-0; the hell of magicians,

7418; magic sig. by kissing calves, 3574
(2). Diviners, soothsayers, jugglers, and
pythons studied natural magic, which is

contrary to the Lord, to the good of love

and truth of faith in Him, 3698(2); ma-
gicians in a good sense, sig. interior knowl-
edges, the wise exterior knowledges, 5223;
in the opposite sense, they who have per-

verted spir. things, 5223. Magic sig. the

perverse application of such things as are
of order in the spir. world, 5223(5), 5700;
things magical are effected by the abuse
of correspondences, 6052; the reason why
Egypt sig. knowledges contrary to the
truths of the church, is, because the Egyp-
tians turned the knowledges of the church
into things magical, 4064(2), 6692; the
hieroglyphics and magic arts of the Egyp-
tians, magic is nothing else than the per-

version of order, especially the abuse of

correspondences, 6692(2); they are prone
to magic who ascribe all things to them-
selves, and contrive evil arts to arrive at

honors, 6692(2); assigning rods to magi-
cians is from representatives in the other
life, 7026; a representative church was
amongst the Egyptians, evident from
their hieroglyphics and magic arts, 7097;
they learn magic in the other life, who in

the world have contrived arts to deceive
their neighbor, 7097(3); the arts of jug-

fling and magic are learnt in the other life

y those who from cunning have con-

trived the arts of defrauding others, and
have attributed all things to their own
prudence, 7296; juggling, enchantment,
and magic are an abuse of Divine order,

7296, 7337; juggling and enchantment
are the arts of presenting truths as falsities,

and falsities as truths, 7297(3); magicians
induce dulness as to the apperception of

truth, 7298; power of exercising magical
arts is at length taken away from them,
7299; some who by truth Divine exercise
power magically, 8200; imitation of
Divine things from study and art, illus-

trated by the fantastic imitation apper-
taining to spirits; they so appear in exter-

nals, in internals they are filthy and dia-
bolical, 10284(4), 10286.
Magog, see Gog, sig. external worship,

sometimes corresponding with internal,

sometimes separate from internal, 11 49—
51; external worship separate from in-

ternal, that is separate from love to the
Lord and love toward the neighbor, 1151
(4).

Mahalalel sig. a church which pre-
ferred the delight of truth to the delight of
use, 511.

Maiialath, daughter of Ishmael the
son of Abraham, sig. the affection of
truth from a Divine origin, 3687.
Mahanaim, two camps, sig. both

heavens or kingdoms of the Lord, 4237.
Maidens sig. ministries, 6731; the

truth of good which is of the spir. church,
6742.
Maidservant sig. affection for truth

from the enjoyment of natural affection,

8993-9005; an affirmative conjoining
medium, 3913, 3917, 3931, 3933.
Make. See Create. The difference

between creating and making, 472; made,
or it was, or came to pass, involves a new
state, 4975, 4087, 4999, 5074, 5466; God
making sig. providence, 5264, 5503; they
did so, sig. effect, 5951; to make, when
concerning God, sig. order, 6573; it is

of tlie will, 9282; making sig. causing to

exist, bearing to subsist, and carrying
to exist perpetually, 9737.
Male. See Man (w). Male sig.

understanding and truth, 54, 476, 672,
749; the truth of faith, 2046, 9297; when
it relates to beasts, sig. truths, female,
goods. 4005(2); male, the truth of faith,

the faith of charity, 7838-9, 10661.
Malice. The most malicious are at

a depth beneath the heel, their quality,

from experience, 4051; the malicious who
sit and consult together, 4051; malice,
cunning, and deceit are sig. by poisonous
serpents, 6398(3). See 5716, 5721(2),
6666(2).
Mammon, 2588(16).
Mamre. See Hebron. The oak-

groves of Mamre sig. interior perception,
1616, 2144-45; Mamre, Eschol, and
Acer, sig. the state of the rational man as
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to the external, also good spirits, 1705,
1752; Mamre sig. the quality and quan-
tity of the thing to which it is adjoined,

2070, 4613; Mamre which is Kjriath-

Arba, sig. the state of the natural as to

truth, that is Hebron, sig. its state as to

good, 4613-14.
Man (homo). See Man (vir). The

Lord alone is Man, hence the regenerate
are called men, 40, 288, 477, 565. How
the Lord governs man, 50. All societies

in the heavens constitute as it were one
nan, 684. On this account, and by reason
of correspondence, heaven is called the
Greatest Man, 1276; the Word before the
Lord appears an image of a man, 1871;
man sig. the church and everything of the

church, 768; difference between a cel.

man, a spir. man, and a dead man, 81,

123, 128; Adam or man sig. the Most
Ancient Church, 477-Q, 502, 503; man
sig. understanding, wife, will, 770, 915;
men as to their souls have a situation in

the Lord's kingdom, 1277; if men were
in the spirit, they might converse at any
distance, 1277; there are with every man
at least two spirits and two angels, 607;
man is bnm into no exercise of life, but
has everything to learn, otherwise than
the brute animals, 1050(2); man is noth-
ing but evil, 087; man is worse than the

brute animals, 637; difference between
man and beast, 1909(3); man (homo)
and man (i-ir) brother sig. the will and
intellectual, here filthy, 1007; the Lord,
in the unition of his Human Essence with
the Divine, had respect to the conjunction
of Himself with the human race, 2034(2);
the Lord is the only Man, and that hence
men are called men, 1894; man would be
born into the rational if order were not
destroyed in him, 1902; now he is mi-
raculously made rational by an external

way, 1902(2); man is a recipient of life,

not life itself, 2021(2); men who are in

good are in society with angels as to their

souls, 2379; the ideas of man are most
obscure respectively, 2367.
They who are in the Greatest Man in

the heavens and in the earths make one,

2853(2). All heavenly societies belong
to some province in the body, ana
heaven is the Greatest Man, 2996, 2998.
See Representations. All parts of the

body correspond to the Greatest Man,
3021; man is not born into natural truth,

still less into spir. truth, he must learn

everything, otherwise he would be viler

than the brutes, 3175; man does not live

from himself; he is an organ recipient of

life. 3318(2); in man there is an alliance

of truths and goods as it were making one
state, illustrated by the Greatest Man.
3584; heaven corresponds to the Lord
and man as to all things, hence heaven is

the Greatest Man, 3624-3040; angels

from cel. order know all things which are

in man, 3626; everything exists and sub-
sists from another, and is connected by
things prior with the first, 3627-8; forces
from without and from within act inio all

forms that they may subsist; the forces
from without are not alive, the forces
from within are alive, which must corre-
spond to each other, 3628; there are
many societies in heaven, to which one
organ and member corresponds, the more
numerous they are, so much the more
powerful, 3629; it cannot be known that
natural effects are from things spiritual,

because it appears altogether otherwise,

3630, 3632; influx into the muscles of the
face, 3631; heaven is immense, few re-
spectively are from this earth, 3631; spir.

things flow in into natural, evident from
actions which are of the will, and from
discourses which flow from the thoughts,
3632; Divine order terminates in things
external appertaining to man, 3632;
spirits and angels appear to themselves
as men, 3633; man is a little 1 eaven from
love and charity, 3634; the heart corre-
sponds to things cel. and tl e lungs to
things spir., 3635; the I ord is the Sun of
heaven, hence is light in which is intelli-

gence, and heat in which is love; hence
also are correspondences, 3636, 3643;
the Lord, in the supreme sense, is the
Greatest Man, He came into the world
and made the Human Divine, that all

things might have reference to Himself,

3637; they who are in heaven are in the
Lord, yea in His body, 3037-8; the so-

cieties of heaven keep a constant situation,

howsoever man, spirit, or ;ingel is turned;
from this circumstance it is evident that
heaven is the Greatest Man from the
Lord, 3638-9; the hells also hove a con-
stant situation under the soles of the feet;

it is a fantasy that son e thence appear
above the head and in other places, 3640;
those in the hells have an opposite situa-

tion with head downwards, and feet up-
wards, thus they act in unity, 3641; the
Lord the common centre, every one the
centre of influxes in the heavenly form,

3633; thought and speech w ith the angels
penetrated hell, but in the way it was
changed into the opposite, good and
truth into evil and falsity; thus also they
made one, 3642; man has a situation in

the Greatest Man as to his soul while he
hves in the body, 3644-5; the kingdom
of the Lord is a kingdom of ends and of

uses, from experience, 3645; there is also

an influx and correspondence of the
Greatest Man with beasts, but it is ac-

cording to their souls, thus otherwise than
in man, on which subject see several par-

ticulars, 3646; some who have lived like

beasts; they had little of life, but life from
the angels was successively inspired into

them, 3647; there is a correspondence of

the Greatest Man with the subjects of
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the vegetable kingdom, concerning which,

3048; tliree classes of men in the church,
those in love to tiie Lord, those in charity

toward the neighbor, and those in affec-

tion for truth, 3653; man is nothing but
evil, on which account he must be regen-
erated, 3701; man is so created that the

Divine things of the i-ord may descend
by or through him even to the ultimates

of nature, and from the ultimates of

nature may ascend to the I-ord, so that

man might be a uniting medium of the

Divine with the world of nature, and of

the world of nature with the Divine, 3702;
the Greatest Man is from influx of the
life of the Lord, who is the only Man;
hence are the cel. and spir. things which
flow in with man; see the continuation
concerning the Greatest Man and corre-

spondence with him, 3741-50; see also

Life. The varieties in the Greatest Man
are innumerable, and are altogether in the

relation in which the organs, members,
and viscera in man or the human body
are, 3744-5; in general they refer to the

head, breast, abdomen, members of gen-

eration and what are interior and ex-

terior, in each, 3746; there are three de-

grees of life in man, from experience,

3747(3); the learned know notning about
the Greatest Man, 3747-50, see Learned;
the Greatest Man and the correspondence
of the heart and lungs, 3883-96; see
Heart and Respiration. There is corre-

spondence with the Greatest Man, 3883;
heaven is in man, 3884; in hea-ven or the

Greatest Man there are two kingdoms
the cel. and spir., 3887-9; and innumer-
able societies, 3S90-91; the motions of

the heart and the respiration of the lungs

correspond to the cel. and spir. things of

the Greatest Man, 3889-95; the life of

the natural man is contrary to the life of

the spir. man, before man is regenerated,

3913; in man there are three things in

general, the corporeal, the natural, and
tlie rational; they communicate, 4038(2);
man is a little heaven in the least form,

4041; by man alone there is given descent
from the heavens into the world, and
ascent from the world into heaven, 4042;
spirits and angels are men, man is man
from intelligence and wisdom, 4051.
Man feels it irksome to think about

cel. and spir. things, but not about sen-

sual and worldly tilings, 4096(3); when
spirits come to man and enter his affec-

tions, they know no otherwise than that

the tilings appertaining to man are their

own, 4186(2); the Greatest Man and
correspondence in general, 4039-55, 4218-
28, 4318-4331, 4403-4420; the Lord
alone is Man, angels, spirits, and men
are men, so far as they receive Divine
things from the Lord, 4210-20; there is

correspondence in the organic forms, and
in the parts of their parts, 4222; it is with

the functions of the organs, and on that

account with the organic forms them-
selves because they act in unity, 4223-4;
it is not only with the organic forms which
are visible, but also with those which are
invisible, by which the internal senses
and affections operate, 4224; they are
within the Greatest Man who are in love

to the Lord and in charity towards their

neighbor; they are out of him, who are
in tne love of self and of the world, 4225;
man is a little heaven, 4279(2); man sig.

what is good, 4287(4); man (vir homo)
sig. truth from good, 4287(5); from the
situation of spirits and their* pplication to

myself, 1 was able to know wnat was their

quality, 4403; the correspondence of the
eye and of light with the Greatest Man,
4523-33; the correspondence of the hear-
ing and ears, 4652-4660; man is a little

world natural and spiritual, 4523-4; man
has connection with the Lord more than
the beasts have, hence he cannot die,

4525; heaven is the Greatest Man, what-
ever passes through it has with it an image
thereof :n the whole and every put, 4687
(2); the correspondence of the taste,

tongue, face with the Greatest Man, 4791-
4805; in the other life, those in order or
good, appear as men, those not in order
but in evil, appear as monsters, 4839(2);
the correspondence of the hands, arms,
shoulders, feet, soles, and heel, with the
Greatest Man, 4931-53; the correspond-
ence of the loins and genitals with the
Greatest Man, 5050-62; there are de-

grees from things interior to things ex-
terior with man, 5114(3); man is capable
of receiving what is Divine by affection;

he has a reciprocal by which he appro-
priates it to himself, otherwise than the
beasts, wherefore he cannot die, 5114(5);
the correspondence of the viscera and
interior things of the body with the
Greatest Man, 5171-89, 5377-96; from
situation and influx it may be known to

what provinces angelic societies belong,

5171; when man is in the literal sense of

Word and lives according to it, he is in

correspondence, 3464(2).
Man is not man from form, speech,

thought, but from good and truth; in

tho?e he can look at what is Divine, and
receive it perceptibly, 5302; it is other-
wise with a beast, from experience, 5302
(2); in the Greatest Man tne head is cel.,

the body is spir., the feet natural, 5328;
man is internal and external, the former
is in heaven, the latter in the world, and
ought to obey, 5368; spirits and angels
attendant on man, 5846-66; all things

flow in with man, both what he thinks
and what he wills, 5846; there are with
man two spirits from hell and two angels
from heaven, 5848; by them there is com-
munication, 5848; man would die if the
spirits from hell were taken away, 58491
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5854(3); what the order of man should
be, and what it is, 5850; the spirits with
man vary according to his affections,

5851; when spirits from hell come to man,
they are not in hell, but are then in the

world of spirits, and at the same time in

man's loves, 5852; when spirits come to

man, they instantly enter into all things

of his memory, 5853, 5S57, 5859-60;
spirits suppose that all things of man are

their own, 5853, 5858; spirits flow in into

the thoughts, angels into ends, good spirits

into those things which are of faith and
charity with the man, 5854; man is in

consort with spirits as to his interiors;

the societies in which he has been, are

shown him, 5861; spirits do not know
that they are attendant on man, 5862;
if they knew, they would destroy h'm,
5863-4; the corporeal of man appears to

spirits as a black mass, with thore who are

in faith, as something woody, 5665; man
after death appears as a man from head
to heel, and is also endowed with the same
faculties, 5883; man is a heaven in the

least form; he is created to be an image
of heaven as to the interiors, and an
image of the world as to exteriors, 6013;
the soul is the very man himself who lives

after death; it is better to call it the spirit

or interior man, than the soul, 6054; the

spirit in the otner life appears as a man
with all things which are proper to man,
6054(2); the internal man is created to be
an image of heaven, and the external to be
an image of the world, 6057; thus in man
the spir. world is conjoined with the nat-

ural world, 6057(3); what reigns uni-

versally with man, is in each and every-

thing appertaining to him; such as man's
quality is in general, such it is in each and
everything, 6159; spirits enter into all

things of man's memory, and suppose
those things to be their own, 6192-3,

6198-9; they do not know that they are

with man, 6192; see Influx. Every one
appears in a human form according to

the reception of good and truth from the

Lord; angels are in a beautiful form, in-

fernal spirits in a form scarcely human,
but as monsters, and in like manner hell,

the societies there, and each in the society,

6605, 6625; here see concerning the com-
munication of good and truth, 6605; man
is in the leasts such as he is in the greatest,

6571, 6626.
There must be many earths to make

the Greatest Man complete, 6807; govern-
ments and kingdoms in heaven as to

things spir. are rep. as one man; the

church of the Lord through the whole
globe is so represented, 7396; man and
beast sig. the evil of lusts interior and
exterior, 7424, 7523, 7872; good or evil

interior and exterior, 7424. 75»3. 787a-

The I.ord is the only Man; men are

men so far as they are His images, conse-

quently so far as they are in good, 8547;
angels appear in a human form, according
to truths from good from the Lord, 8088
(3); man (vir) sig. the intellectual, man
(homo) the voluntary, 9007; heaven has
continuous connection with the human
race, by the Word, 0216(3); before the
Lord heaven is as one man, and also the
church in general, references, 9276(8);
man is a heaven and a church in the least
form, references, 9279(3); man is formed
to the image of the world and the image of
heaven, references, 9279(2); the con-
junction of the Lord with the human race
is effected by those who are in the good
of love and of charity, thus by the church,
references, 9276(3); the man of the church
is as the general church, because man is a
little heaven; the church is as the heart
and lungs, 9276(6); the internal man is

formed to the image of heaven, the ex-
ternal to the image of the world; tilings

intellectual and voluntary are success-
ively opened, 9279(2); with the sincere
and just the internal is formed in the
image of heaven, with the insincere and
unjust it is formed in the image of the
world, 9283(2); he who is in inverted
order, has little reUsh for the things of

heaven, examples, because the world rules
heaven with him, 9278; the inhabitants,
spirits, and angels of our earth in the
Greatest Man have relation to external
corporeal sense, which is ti e ultimate,

9360; all representatives in nature refer

to the human form, and are significative

according to that reference, 9496; the
things on man's right side refer to the
good which is productive of truth, and
those on the left to truth from good, 9604;
the rings on the ark sig. the heavenly
marriage of good and truth, 9495; the
internal and external man, 9701-9709;
see Internal; the internal man is formed
to the image of heaven, but the external

to the image of the world, 9706; the
heavens are as a man as to the voluntary
and the intellectual, the cel. kingdom
being the voluntary, and the spir. kingdom
the intellectual, 9835; the correspondence
of man with the heavens, references, 10030
(6); the whole man is a resemblance of
his will and understanding, illustrated by
end, cause, and effect, 10076(2); man is

such as his love is, illustrated by the case
of angels and spirits, 10177(4); the end
regarded makes the man, 10284(2); man
is nothing else than the affection of good
and truth, 10264(3); he is his own truth
and good, 10298(2); in every idea of
thought there is the whole man, 10298
(5); the arrangement of truths in man is

according to the arrangement of angelic
societies, 10303(4); the states of man
according to his several ages, 10225, see
Age; the interiors of man look outwards
or downwards by man, but they are ele-
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vated by the I-ord to look inwards or up-
wards, 10330(2); man is such as he is as
to good, not such as he is as to truth with-

out good, 10367(2); the internal is heaven
in man, the external the world, 10411;
without the church where the Word is,

the human race would perish, 10452(2);
man (yir) sig. the intellectual, thus truth;

man (homo) the voluntary, thus good,
0007; man is so created that as to his

internal he cannot die, 10501-7.
Man (vir). Man (vir) and wife, man

sig. understanding or truth, wife, will or

good, but man (Iwmo) and wife, man, the

good of love or good, wife the truth of

faith or truth, 915, 3134; man (vir) sig.

the internal man, or the intellectual and
rational, 158, 265, 749, 1007; man and
wife, sig. truth and good, husband and
wife, good and truth, 2517; man, intelli-

gence and truth, 3134; husband rep. good,
wife truth, why, 3236; a knowing man is

predicated of the affection of truth, 3309;
a man of the field sig. the good of life from
doctrinals, 3310; man with brother sig.

good of truth, 3459; when man is named,
wife sig. the affection of good; when man,
a husband, is named, wife sig. the affec-

tion of truth, 4510; a man to a brother
sig. mutually, 4725; when mention is made
of man and wife, man sig. truth or fal-

sity, wife, good or evil; when mention is

made of husband and wife, husband sig.

good or evil, and wife truth or falsity;

tiie reason is, because in the cel. church,
the husband was in good and the wife in

the truth of that good; but in the spir.

church the man is in truth, and the wife
in the good of that truth, 4823(2); a man
saying to a brother sig. what is common,
5502; men of strength sig. truths to which
good can be conjoined, 8725; they should
not see any man his brother, sig. they
would not perceive the truth of any good,
7716; man (vir) sig. the intellectual, thus
truth, and man (Iwmo) the voluntary or

good, 9007; man and a companion, refers

to truth and knowledge in one person,

9149; a man to a neighbor or to a com-
panion, sig. mutually, also, the conjunc-
tion of truth and good, 10555; who are
called dead men, 7494.

In male sex understanding or reason
governs, in female sex, will or desire, 568;
man (vir homo), spir. good or good of
truth, man (homo), good, 4287(5); man
(vir) sig. truth, man (homo) good of that
truth, 10406(5); women rep. good and
men truth when the spir. church is treated
of, but in cel. church women truth, and
men good, 8337; it is according to Divine
order that men should be in knowledges
and women in affections, 8994(4).
Manasseh, sec Ephraim, in the orig-

inal language meaas oblivion, sig. re-

moval of evils, 5353; a new voluntary in
the natural, 5347-56, 6222; the new

I voluntary, which is Manasseh, is the good
of charity, 6222; the good of the church
from an internal, 6234, 6238, 6267;
Ephraim sig. the man of the external
spir. church, Manasseh, the man of the

external cel. church, 6295-6300; the
voluntary, references, 6584. Why Ma-
nasseh was chosen in place of Simeon,
5354(12).
Mandrakes sig. those things which are

of marriage love in the truth and good of
charity and love, 3941-2, 3945. What
mandrakes were the translators do not
know, but the word means loves, 3942.
Manna sig. what was celestial, 276,

990(21; the Lord's Divine Human, heav-
enly food, which is love and charity with
the goods and truths of faith, 2838(4),
5620(11); the Lord as to Divine good,
the celestial of love, 3579(4); consolation
after temptation, 8305; treated in series,

Exod. xvi., 8395-8540; good or the good
of truth, in the supreme sense the Lord,
8400(2), 8462, 8464; it was called Manna
from what is unknown, Hebrew means
what, because it is not known by the un-
regenerate what the good of truth is,

8462, 8469, 8478, 8505, 8516, 8520-1,

8531, 8537, 8539; good pure from falsi-

ties, 84S7(5); Manna sig. cel. and spir.

good, 10305.
Mansions sig. the two parts in man,

will and understanding, 644; see also
Societies, Habitation.
Marah sig. the second temptation,

8259; the quality and quantity of temp-
tation, also what is bitter, 8348-65.
Mark or Sicn. A mark and setting

a mark sig. to distinguish, 306; the mark
of the beast on hand and forehead sig.

to acknowledge all things, 10217(7). See
Sign.
Marriage. The most ancient people

likened all things to marriages, 54; the
happiness of marriages is from the heav-
enly marriage, 54; conjunction of will and
understanding called a marriage, 55, 476;
the law of marriages, one man and one
wife, 162; likeness of marriage in every-

thing of man, 672; marriage love and the
love of parents towards their children
thence derived is the fundamental love

of all loves, 686; it is from the love of the
Lord towards the universal human race,

686; the laws of marriages are from the
kingdom of the Lord, 162; the marriage
of one man with one wife is perceived
clearly to be true marriage by those who
have perception, not so by those who have
conscience, 865; the marriage love of one
wife was heavenly happiness to the man
of the Most Ancient Church, 995; mar-
riage love was the principal love to the
man of the Most Ancient Church, love

towards their offspring was the principal

with their posterity, and this by reason
of the expected corning of the Lord into
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the world, 1123; between man and wife

there is a marriage as of understanding
and will, 568; in all things of the universe

there is a resemblance of marriage, 718,

747, 917, 1432; marriages were con-

tracted within families, to preserve the

church in integrity, 471, 483; the heav-
enly marriage is in the proprium, 155,

252, 253; without a kind of marriage
nothing ever exists or is produced, 2173;
the heavenly marriage is in the proprium,
in Most Ancient Church in proprium of

will, in Ancient Church in proprium of

understanding, 1023; there is a marriage
of things cel. and spir. in heaven, in the

church, with every individual, in the

tilings of nature, and in tire things of the

Word, 2173; in each thing of the Word,
there is a resemblance of marriage, 683,

703, 801(2), 2516(2), 2712; every doc-
trinal of faith has in it a heavenly marriage

2516; marriages, how regarded in heaven,
and concerning adidteries, 2727-2750;
it is not known at this day what genuine
marriage love is, and whence, 2727; the
heavenly marriage is from the marriage
ol Divine good and Divine truth, thus
from the Lord, 2508, 2618, 2728-g; the

productions from the marriage of Divine
good and Divine truth are in man the

intellectual, the rational, and the faculty

of knowing, 2508; the Most Ancient
Church was in that love, not their pos-

terity, 2730; marriage love consists in

willing to be another's, and this recipro-

cally, thus mutually, the marriage between
partners is such as between understanding
and will, 2731; they who are in marriage
love cohabit in the inmosts of life, 2732;
they dwell together in the heavens, but
they who are not, are separated, 2732;
marriages are the nurseries of each king-

dom; from marriage love comes mutual
love; adulteries are contrary to heaven,
contrary to Divine and human laws and
to order, 2733(2); the happiness of mar-
riage is happiness in each afe, 2734; mar-
riage love represented by the beauty of

a virgin and by diamond-like auras, 2735;
marriage love is innocence; they who have
been in it are in the inmost heaven, 2736;
the interiors of those who are in marriage
love are open; in those interiors is the
kingdom of the Lord; they are receptive
of heavenly loves, 2737; from marriage
love is mutual love, 2737-8; from the
marriage of good and truth exist all loves,

the varieties are ineffable; and according
to consanguinities and relationships, such
as are in marriages, 2730; marriage love
cannot be given except between two
consorts, 1007, 2740; marriage love or
good and truth continually flows in, but
is turned acrording to reception, 2741;
there is a resemblance of marriage love
with some, from many causes which are
recounted, but still it is not marriage love,

2742; lascivious love emulates marriage
love. 2742; the dog Cerberus sig. a guard
to prevent any one passing from the enjoy-
ment of marriage love to that of infernal

love, 2743; in what manner progressions
are made from' the enjoyment of marriage
to things celestial, and, on the other part,

to things infernal, by things delightful

and by freedom, 2744; the quality of

those who do not love their husbands,
but think vilely of them, 2745; marriage
love is heaven, is rep. in the kingdoms of
nature, and in the nymphs which become
butterflies, 2758; the simple in faith, who
have lived in marriage love and have had
conscience, come into heaven, 2750; adul-
teries, 2746-2757; in the Lord there is a
Divine marriage of good and truth, from
which comes the heavenly marriage, 2803;
the Divine marriage and the heavenly
marriage, 2803; the name Jesus Christ
sig. the Divine marriage, 3004-3010; see
Christ; the law to prevent marriages
with Gentile daughters was representa-

tive, to prevent the conjunction of good
with falsity, and of evil with truth, 3024,
3027, 3033(2); the essence of all marriage
love is the Divine marriage of good and
truth, 3077; where the Word treats of

marriages, the heavenly marriage of good
and truth is signified, in the supreme
sense, the Divine marriage which is in

the Lord, 3132(2); reformation, which
is the initiation and conjunction of

truth and of good, is as a virgin when
she is betrothed, and afterwards when
she is connected with a husband, 3132
(2); the heavenly marriage is the con-
junction of good and truth in the ra-

tional, 3161(21; between rational good
of the Lord and truth from the natural

there was not marriage, but a covenant
like a marriage co\enant, but the union
of the Divine Fssence with the Human,
and of the Human with the Divine, is a
Divine marriage, 32 11; it was permitted
to those who were in externals, for the

sake of representation, to adjoin a con-

cubine to a wife, but not to those who are

in internals, and who are in good and
truth, therefore not to Christians, to

whom it is adultery, 3246(3); the celestial

are from the marriage of good and truth,

not the spiritual, who are called sons of

concubines, 3246(2); marriages were to

be contracted within the families of the

nation of the parties, that they might rep.

heaven, and the conjunctions of the soci-

eties there as to jjood and truth, 3665(a);

the laws prescribing marriages within the

tribe and family, and concerning degrees

of consanguinity, were given to rep. the

cel. and spir. marriage, 3"°3(i7); the

heavenly marriage of good and truth, does

not take place between good and truth

of one degree, but between each of a
superior and inferior degree, as between
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the external man and the internal, 3052;
in the things of the Word there is a heav-

enly marriage, and in the supreme sense

a Divine marriage, 4137(4); the good
which precedes and initiates to marriage

love is heauty, agreement of manners,
outward inclination, or equality of con-

dition, 4145(3); marriages and the things

relating to marriages sig. the conjunction

of good with truth, 4434(2); he v. ho has

violated a virgin shall take her to wife,

4444(3); to defile, sig. conjunction not

legitimate, 4439; the reason why they

were not to contract marriages with the

nations was, lest they should become
idolaters, and lest evils and falsities sliould

be commixed with goods and truths, 4444
(4); it was allowed to contract marriages
with the nations which received the wor-
ship of Jehovah, who were called so-

journers, 4444(7); marriage rep. heavenly
marriage which is that of good and truth,

4835(3); where the church is, it is not

permitted to have more wives than one;

but with the Jews it was permitted, because
there was no church amongst them, 4S37

(2); the law relating to a husband's
brother explained, 4835; marrying and
giving in marriage. Matt. xxiv. 38, sig.

conjunction with evil and falsity, 4334(4);
various laws relating to marriage ex-

plained, 4434, 4444; they who belong to

the province of the loins, and also the
organs of generation, correspond to mar-
riage love, 5050-5063; see Loins, Gkn-
itals; they are in a state of peace, 5051-
?; they are in the inmost heaven and are
most wise, 5052; because marriage love

is the fundamental love of all loves, 5053;
they who have lived in what is contrary to

marriage love, strike pain into the loins

and the members there, 5059-60; in the
Word where good is treated of. truth is

also treated of, and likewise where evil is

treated of, falsity is treated of also, in

order that in the Word there may be a mar-
riage, 5138; there is a resemblance of mar-
riage in all things of nature, 5194(2); how
good and truth are conjoined in the heav-
enly marriage, 5365(2); the marriage of

good and truth is in all things of the Word;
the double name of the Lord, Jesus Christ,

involves the same, 5502; marriage, in the

supreme sense, is the Divine itself, and
the Divine Human in the Lord, in the

respective sense the Lord and heaven,
that is. Divine good and Divine truth

there, 6179; in everything of the Word,
there is the heavenly marriage and Divine
marriage, 6343(2), 8339(2), references,

7945; in all things a resemblance of mar-
riage, 7022; with the Israelitish race
marriages were impure, because their

interiors were unclean, because in inter-

nab they were in falsitv and evil, 8S09;
they who are of the spiritual church are

not in true marriage until they are in good
and thence in truths, 8809; spir. good

cannot be conjoined to those who are in

the truths of faith alone, and not at the
same time in good or what is cel., 8081,
8083, S987; the espousing of maidservants
and its laws, 8995(5); marriages between
those who are of different religions are
heinous, 8998; affection is common with
good women, hut affection for knowledge
with men; whence marriage loves come,
8904(3,4); in the celestial kingdom hus-
bands are in affection, but wives in knowl-
edges of good and truth, 8994(4); at this

day it is not allowed to have more wives
than one, nor to take a concubine to wife,

the reason, 9002(3); in what manner the
illegitimate conjunction of good and truth
is made legitimate, 9182, 9184, 9186;
betrothing is first conjunction, which is

of the internal man without the external,

and marriage is the conjunction also of

the external, 0182(4); in all things of

the Word there is a marriage of good
and truth, 9263(9), 9314; true marriage
love descends from the marriage ot good
and truth, 9325(3); the conjunction of

good and truth rep. by two partners, also

by two brothers, with a difference, con-
cerning which, 9806(2); marriages are
most holy, adulteries most profane, 9961
(4); the heavenly marriage is the mar-
riage of good and truth, it is heaven,
references, 10001; doctrine concerning
marriage, 10167-75; true marriage love
is the union of two minds from the mar-
riage of good and truth, 10168-9; they
have delight both internal and external,

which is heavenly, external delight with-
out internal is earthly, such as is that of

animals, 10170; no one knows what true
marriage love is, unless he be in good and
truth from the Lord, 10171; it must be
between one husband and one wife, 10172;
to bear rule in marriage destroys marriage,

10173; marriages are holy, and therefore
not to be injured, 10174; adulteries are
profane and are from hell, 10174; they
who take delight in adulteries, no longer
believe the things which are of heaven
and the church, because the love of adul-
tery is from the marriage of evil and fal-

sity, which is infernal, 10175; those of the
fifth earth have a perception whether
there is marriage love, from the idea of
the conjunction of good and truth in their

minds, 10756; their manner of choosing
to themselves wives in a certain earth in
the universe, 10837; they have only one
wife, because more than one is against
Divine order, 10837; the heavenly mar-
riage is the conjunction of good and truth
with man and angel, in the supreme sense
the union of the Divine itself in the Hu-
man of the Lord, 10366-7; why the Is-

raelites were permitted more wives than
one, 10603(5); marriage sig. legitimate
conjunction, whoredom illegitimate, three
forms of it, 10648.
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Marrow, or Medulla. What spirits

have reference to the medulla of the brain,

4039-40, to the spinal marrow, 5717, 8593;
to the medulla oblongata, 9670(2).
Mars. Its situation, 7 171; the inhabi-

tants and spirits of the planet Mars, 7358-
65; where this planet appears in the ideas

of spirits, 7358; their speaking was most
soft, and their speech internal, or by the

eustachian tube, 7359-60; the face and
eyes correspond, they have no hypocrisy,

7360; the most ancient people in this

earth had such speech, 7361; they have
internal respiration, 7362; they are of a
cel. genius, 7362; in that earth there are
societies, and not empires, they who agree
in mind consociate with each other, 7363;
they who think evil, and will evil, are cast

out from society, 7364; the lust of do-
minion, and of gain, is thereby prevented
from entering their societies, 7364; con-
tinuation, 7475-86; they appear to them-
selves like men, such as they have been
in the world, 7475; among the best from
the earths of this solar system, 7476;
thev acknowledge and adore the Lord
and believe that He rules the universe,

7477; their humiliation is inmost and pro-

found, 7478; see Humiliation'; they
believe that nothing appertains to them-
selves but what is defiled and infer-

nal, and from the Lord is all good,

7479; they have reference to the medium
between thought from affection, and the

affection of thought, thus the medium
between the cerebellum and the cerebrum,
7480-81; on this account they cannot
dissemble, 7481; the spirits of our earth

are as it were insane Within their sphere.

7482; the lower part of the face of the

inhabitants is black in the place of the

beard, but the upper part is like the face

of the inhabitants of our earth, 7483;
they feed on fruits and pulse, 7484; they

arc clothed with garments woven together

of fibres and bark, 7485; they know how
to make fluid fires, from which they have
light in the time of evening and night,

7486; continuation, 7620-7622; there

was seen a beautiful flame of various

colors adhering to a hand, which sig.

their cel. love, it was changed into a bird

of beautiful colors, but which at length
became of stone, which sig. the spir. love

of those who have receded from love, until

it became none with those in evil, 7743,
7620, 7622; a spirit was seen rising through
the region of the loins to the breast, who
was desirous to tike away this bird, and
endeavored to persuade that he was from
the Lord, but presently he set it at liberty

again, sig. that they are in such a per-

suasion, 7621-32; the inhabitants of

M irs 7742-51; this bird and its changes
also sig. those who invented the art of

speaking by the lips and countenance
removing themselves from the affections,

and withdrawing the thoughts, 7745;
they have reference to the internal mem-
brane of the skull become bony, 7748;
they judge evilly of others and of heaven,
and well of themselves, 7747-9.
Marsh sig. things impure, 2702(15).
Mary. See Mother. The Lord's

exteriors were human from Mary, 1460.
The Lord glorified His Human; He
wholly exterminated His first rational;

hence He was no longer the son of Mary,
2657(6), 4692(5), 6872(4), 10057(6),
10830.
Masculine. See Male.
Mash, son of Aram, sig. a species of

internal knowledge of good, 1234.
Massah sig. the quality of a state of

temptation as to truth, 85.87; temptation
against the Divine Itself in respect to the
Jews, 8588(2).
Master. Father sig. those in the good

of the church, master, those who are in
the truth of the church. 3703(10).
Material. The material is a recep-

tacle of the spiritual and celestial, and
corresponds, 3741(2), 3745; spir. ideas
superior to material ideas, those of spirits

to those of men, 1025(2), 1526(2), i8-,6(2),

4408, 4001(3); angels care nothing for

material things, 1645; material things

draw the mind downward and contract

its field, 6S11; the spirits of Mercury
constitute the memory of things not ma-
terial. 6921, 6025; those of our earth love

material things, 6028-9; of those who
have a material and earthly idea of spir.

and cel. things and also of God. 10582.
Maternal Human. See Human. The

maternal human was gradually sepa-
rated until He was no longer her son,

2640(2).
Me. In me sig. what is certain, 6081,

O09S-
Meadow sig. things of instruction nnd

intelligence, 3220, 5201; doctrine, 6040
(2); mentioned, 0609, 10161.

Meal. See Fine Flour. Meal, fine

flour, and cakes, sig. cel. things. 2176-7;
truth from good or the spiritual from the

celestial, 3116(4); meal, truth from which
comes good, 7006(3); truth from the Word
by which what is falsified becomes good,

8408(5); to grind meal, sig. to select

truths from the Word and evplain them
to serve good, 0095(8); in the opposite
sense it sig. to use the Word to confirm
evil, 9095(7)-
Measure. Numbers and measures

sig. tilings spir. and cel., 647-650; weight
sig. the state of a things as to good, meas-
ure, as to truth, 3104. 3405, 4482, 5658,

8533; every one has his measure both the
evil and the good; it is filled in the other

life, 7084(3); measure, the state of a
tiling as to truth and good, 0603; a hin,

the quantity for conjunction, 10136-7;
measures for things liquid and dry, which
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were the bin, the cor, the bath, the ephah,

the homer, and the omer, 10162(4); why
the hin was divided into four, and the

ephah into ten, 10262(2); measures,

length, breadth, height, their sig.,

10179-81.
Meat. See Food.
Meat, Savory. S<tvory meat in the

original language is what is enjoyable
and pleasing to the taste, and sig. what is

enjoyable of good and pleasing of truth,

3502, 3520, 3536. 3543. 358o.
Meat-Offering. See Bread-Offer-

ing.
Mediator. See Intercession. The

Lord is called Mediator and Intercessor

because by the Son is meant the Divine
truth, and by the Father the Divine good;
mediation is effected by Divine truth

because by it access is given to Divine
good, 8705, 8705(3), 4211(2), 6804(4),

7951, 8864(2).
Medicine sig. the truth of faith which

preserves from falsities and evils, 6502,

57, 885, 0031(4).
Meditate, Think. Meditation is a

state of the rational when it applies the
mind intently, to meditate in the field is

to think in good, 3196.
Medium. See Middle. In order that

the good of the rational may flow into the

natural there must be a medium, 3200;
mediums are such things as derive some-
thing from one part and something from
the other part, what these are, 3913; an
affirmative is the first medium, 3013(5);
a second general truth or medium, sig. by
Naphtali, 3928; a third medium, the good
of faith in the internal man and corre-

sponding good works in the external man,
sig. by Gad, 3935; a fourth medium sig.

bv Asher, 3939. Mediate goods, 4067(4),
4073(2); their nature shown, 4145; the

medium rep. by Benjamin is the spir. of

the cel., this medium is necessary to con-
junction, 541 1, 5422, 5427-8; the me-
dium lives from the internal, 5413, 5427;
the medium rep. by Benjamin described
Gen. xliii., 5574, 5586, 5612, 5688-9,

5707, 5728, 5736; the medium represented
by Benjamin is interior truth from which
is a more perfect perception, 5920; the
Divine Human, the mediator, 6804(4);
the Divine truth proceeding immediately
from the Lord, sig. by Moses is infinitely

above even angelic understanding, it is

accommodated by mediations to angelic
and human comprehension, sig. bv
Aaron, 6906, 6008, 7004-7010; mediation
is of Divine truth with Divine good, 8705.
Medulla. See Marrow, 4325, 9670.
Meet, To, (convenire). Meeting, when

it relates to the Lord, sig. His presence
and influx, 10147-8. 10107. The tent

of meeting, or assemblv, sig. the external
of the Word, of the church, and of worship
in which are things internal, 10547. See
Tent.

Meet, To, (obviam). See To Run To.
Melancholy induced by spirits, 6202

(2), 8164(2).
Melchizedek rep. the Lord, 1659;

the cel. things of the interior man apper-
taining to the Lord, 1725. Melchizedek
was king and priest and rep. the Lord as

to the regal and priestly function, 6148
(4). Melchizedek means king of justice,

the Lord was so called from His being
made justice and thereby salvation,

9809(2"!.

Mf.lt sig. to vanish, 8487.
Membranes, 5188, 5557, 7748, 8090.
Memorial. That when it is predicated

of the Lord, it sig. quality in worship, and
is predicated of truth, 6888; the quality

of state, 7881; for a sign and for a me-
morial, sig. perpetually in the will and
understanding, S066-7, 8620.
Memory. The memory of knowl-

edges of faith is so distinct from the mem-
ory of natural things that they have
scarcely anything in common, 1198. It

is the interior memory from which spirits

speak, 1630; the memory of man remain-
ing after death, and the remembrance of

those tilings which appear in the life of
the body, 2469-94; man has two memo-
ries, 2469-94; he does not know this, 2470
-1; what relates to the exterior memory,
and to the interior memory, 2471, 2480;
from the exterior memory man speaks
the languages of expressions, from the
interior the universal language, 2472,
2476; how much the interior excels the
exterior, 2473; all things which man has
seen, heard, thought, spoken, and done,
are inscribed on the interior memory, it

is the book of his life, 2474; see Book;
man has with him all things of the ex-
terior and interior memory, 2475; he is

not allowed in the other life to use those
things which are of the exterior memory,
for various reasons, 2476-77, 2479; how
it is when a spirit from his exterior memory
flows in with man, from experience, 2478;
spirits know all things which are in man's
memory and thought, 2488; to the exterior
memory appertain languages and sciences,

which in the other life are of no use to
man, but by which he has cultivated his

rational in the world, 2480; men after

death lose nothing from the exterior
memory, from experience, 2481-2, 2485
-6; the exterior and interior memories
are organic, descrihed, 2487; the things
of the interior memory manifest them-
selves by a sphere, 2489; on the interior
memory are impressed those things which
a spirit hears and sees in the other life,

but with a difference; thus they can be
instructed, 2400; spirits who have refer-
ence to the interior memory, 2491; mem-
ories are presented visible in the other life

like callous substances, 2402; angels have
no concern about things past and to come,
still they have from the Lord the most per-
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feet memory, what is past and to come is

in everything present to them, 2403; men,
who are in the good of love and charity,

have angelic intelligence and wisdom, but
they do not come into it until they
put off successively things corporeal and
worldly, 2494; without an idea there does
not remain anything in the memory, 2831;
knowledges, which are of the exterior

memory, are most perplexed and shady,
2831(10); the outer or corporeal memory
is as a servant, 3020(2); truth when con-
joined with good is elevated into the
inner memory, 3108. Truths are vessels

recipient of good, and in themselves are
nothing but perceptions of the variations

of form according to changes of state,

3318(2); things in the exterior memory
are outer knowledges, in the interior

memory are truths, the former being in

the light of the world, the latter in the
light of heaven, 5212; forgetting is the
removal of the thing from the direct view;
the things in the memory are arranged by
the influx of good, 5278; love introduces
things into the memory, 5893(2); spirits

and angels retain in the memory the things
which they see and hear, and hence grow
in wisdom to eternity, 0931; the spirits of

Mercury have reference to the memory,
6696; see Mercury; all the things which
have entered through the senses with man
remain in his memory, 739S; hence the
evils, which infernals have done in the

life of the body, are presented to their

view, 7721; spirits and angels know all

things in man's memory when they are

present, 6192-3, 6198-9, 6214. Two
memories, everything therein of thought,
intention, will, speech, and action, all re-

main after death, 7122; the things of faith

remain in the memory, they are perpetually

in the understanding and will, 8067;
the things of the memory serve the in-

tellectual part as a mirror for seeing spir.

things, 9394; the intellectual calls forth
nothing else but what favors its loves and
preconceived principles, 9394(2); the
things which are made things of the life

vanish from the external memory, 9394
(4); the scientifics of the memory are com-
pared to muscles, 9394(5); tilings habitual
are separated from the external memory
and stored up in the internal, 9723; those

things which are inscribed on the interior

memory are impressed on the life, 0723
(2), 9841; observations concerning knowl-
edges of the memory, references, 9923.
See knowledge. The tilings impressed
on the memory with the good are in a
heavenly form, 0931; how the remem-
brance of truths is effected when one
comes into ffood, or the affection of doing
good, 0154(3); there are two memories,
which are as it were two books in which
all his thoughts and acts are written, on
the interior memory ire inscribed things

of the will or love, 9386(2).

Memphis sig. those who would b« wise
concerning Divine things from themselves
and from outer knowledge, 273.
Mene, he hath numbered, Dan. v. 26,

is predicated of truth, 3104(4).
Meninges of brain, 501, 5724.
Menstruous Things, sig. unclean,

4161,
Mercenary or hired servant, sig.

those who do good for the sake of gain,
and for the sake of recompense in heaven,
8002.
Merchant, Merchandise. Mer-

chants sig. those who have the knowledges
of good and truth, merchandise, those
knowledges themselves. 2967, 4453, 4756;
to trade, sig. to procure and to com-
municate knowledges, 4453; to wander
through the earth by trading, to fructify

truths from good, 5527; the merchandise
of Babylon. Rev. xviii., sig. thing? in-

vented for the sake of self worship, also

doctrinals and knowledges perverted to

favor themselves. 4748(5). Merchandise
sig. knowledges, 1164(5), 4748(5), 8215
(2), 10227(12).
Mercury (Mircurius). The spirits of

Mercury, 2491, 6696, 6808-17, 6921-32,
7069-70, 7170-7; in Greatest Man they
refer to the memory of tilings abstracted
from terrestrial and merely material
things, 6S0S; when they excited from my
memory cities and places, they were not
willing to know anything of the temples,
palaces, houses, but were inquisitive about
the things seen and done there, 6S00;
they have no concern about terrestrial

and corporeal tilings, 6810; their great

desire to acquire knowledges, from ex-

perience, 681 1; they are better acquainted
than other spirits with what is contained
in the universe, 681 1; when attendant on
societies they are inquisitive about such
things as they know, 6813; they are con-
ceited, 6813; they are not wilh'ng to use
vocal discourse, 6814; although they

abound in knowledges, they have still

no great strength of judgment, 6814;
they were told that from knowledges they
ought to do use, but they replied that

knowledges are uses, 6815; they cannot
abide together with the spirits of our
earth, because the latter love worldly

and material things, but not things

abstracted, 6816; in clearness of con-

ception, of thinking, and of speaking,

they excel others, because they are not in

things material, 6921; how quickly they

ran over the things which were in my
memory, 6922. They use such a quick-
ness when they speak in a volume, 6023;
how rapidly they judge of the discourse

of others, if there be an affectation of

elegance and erudition, 6024; they wander
through the universe to acquire knowl-
edges, 6025-6; they relate to the memory
in the Greatest Man, 6025; thev shun
spirits who are in things material, 0915-6;
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they go by companies, 6026; they said
they knew of more than hundreds of thou-
sands of earths in the universe, 6027;
they differ exceedingly from the spirits

of our earth, 6928; I discoursed with
them concerning the inhabitants of our
earth, how material they are, 6929; they
know that knowledges in this earth are
printed; they sent to me printed papers to

prove that they knew so, 6930; spirits re-

tain in the memory all tilings wluch they
see and hear, 6931; they relate to the
memory of things abstracted from tilings

material, 7070; when any one speaks with
them concerning things terrestrial and
material, they instantly change the sub-
ject to something else, and often to what
is opposite, 7070; an example how they
blackened meadows, forests, rivers, when
represented to them, 7071; they did not
deal so with birds, because they sig.

knowledges, 7072, nor with lamps and
candles, because they sig. truths which are
from good, 7072; they were not willing to

hear anything concerning sheep and
lambs, because they knew nothing of

innocence which is a lamb, 7073; they
so conceal things, not for the sake of

deceiving, but for other reasons, 7074-5;
they speak with the men of their own
earth, 7075; they are haughty because
they know so much; the spirits from
our earth told them what they knew
and many things they did not know, 7077;
afterwards an angel enumerated to them
many things which they did not know and
which they did not understand, saying
that they cannot even know general things
to eternity, 7077; they do not tell to others
what they know, but communicate all

things to those of their own society, 7076;
the humiliation of a volume of them, what
it appeared, 7077(2); the spirits of Mer-
cury do not appear at a certain quarter
and distance, because they wander
through the universe, 7078; their planet
with the sun appears to spirits at the back,
7078; they applied themselves to the
spirits of Venus on the other side of that
planet, they were in concord with them,
hence there was felt a change in the brain,

170; the spirits of Mercury said that they
elieve in God; very many of the spirits

of our earth believe in no God, 7172;
the Lord in the sun appeared to the spirits

of Mercury, and at the same time also

to others, and then they humbled them-
selves profoundly, 7173; a great light was
then seen by some, 7174; a female of their

earth was seen, her quality and clothing,

7175; the spirits of Mercury are desirous
to appear as crystalline globes, 7175;
oxen and cows seen there, their form,

7176; the sun of the world appears large

to the inhabitants; they have a middle
temperature not too warm, because heat
comes from the altitude and density of

the atmosphere, and from the right or
oblique incidence of the sun's rays, 7177;
the spirits of Mercury often come to the
spirits of Saturn and by various methods
learn what they know, 9106.
Mercy. The spirit of God is mercy,

19; mercy is applied to the celestial,

grace to the spiritual, 598(2); the mercy
of the Lord which is of love, its quality,

'73S; to be merciful is predicated, be-
cause man is infernal, 1049; to remember,
when it relates to the Lord, is to be merci-
ful, 840, 1049; the cel. implore the mercy
of the Lord, the spiritual grace, 598, 981,
2423. See Grace. Love is turned into
mercy, when any one who wants aid is

viewed from love, 3063; mercy is love
in the internal sense, 3063, 3073, 3120;
mercy and truth sig. love and charity,

also charity and faith, 3120-2; the love
of the Lord is mercy extended towards
the human race sunk in so great miseries,

3875; mercy is the Divine love, also char-
ity, mercy with the evil is not true mercy,
5132; mercy is love grieving, 5480; to do
mercy and truth sig. what is good and
true, being a form of speaking customary
with the ancients, 61S0; to have com-
passion sig. admonition from the Divine,

6737; to lead the people in mercy sig.

Divine influx with those who abstain from
evils, and thereby receive good, 8307;
mercy sig. the influx of good and truth,

8879; t° be gracious when concerning
the Lord, sig. to gift with spir. good; to
show mercy, to gift with cel. good, 10577;
mercy and truth sig. love and faith, 10577;
immediate mercy is not given, because
contrary to order, but mediate, thus only
to those who live according to the Lord's
precepts, and receive him, 10659(4); true
mercy is shown in punishing evils, 2258
(3); mercy sig. cel. good, grace spir. good,
10617; mercy is not immediate, it is to
those who recede from evils, 10659(4);
if immediate all would be saved, 10650(4).
Meretricious hire sig. falsity of doc-

trine which they set forth for truth, 8904
(7).

Mercy-seat sig. the hearing and recep-
tion of all things of worship from the good
of love, 9506, 9682; cleansing from evils,

thus remission of sins, 9506(3), 10339,
its particulars explained, 9511-9525,
10196.
Mesibah sig. the quality of complaint

in a state of temptation as to truth, 8588;
in respect to the Jews, it sig. the quality
of their complaint toward Jehovah, 8588
(2), 1678(3).
Merit. See Justice, Reward, Char-

ity, Theft. They who place merit in

works are cutters of wood, 1110, 2784,

4943; ihey who place merit in truths
appear to cut stones, 3720(2); and cutters
of grass, 11 11; those who place merit in
works, ridicule the interior things of the
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Word, 1877, 1774; how they are repre-
sented, 1774; they who have done well

for the sake of themselves and the world,
merit nothing in the other life, 1835(3).
See Justice. True charity is void of all

merit, 2371(4); the quality of those who
place merit in their good actions in the
other life, 2027; man is not saved by
temptations if he has placed any merit in
them, for in such case he has lost the
thoughts which he received from the Lord
in temptations, to which other thoughts
might be bended, 2273(2); when man
places merit in good works they are im-
pure, 3147(7), 3956; reward sig. a me-
dium of conjunction, they who are in the
affection of good do not think of reward,

3816; they who enter heaven put off two
things, the proprium, and self merit, 4007
(4); belief that good is from self, and
salvation is merited by self ; it exists in the
beginning of reformation, but is not con-
firmed; he who confirms it in himself is

incapable of being amended, 4174; those

in truth without good make merit of all

outward good works they have done, 463S
(7); the happiness of heaven consists in

doing good to others without recompense,
6388; they who do good for the sake of

recompense are the lowest in the Lord's
kingdom, 6380-90; it is unknown to those
who are in the love of seif and of the

world, that there is so great happiness in

doing good to others without recompense,

6392(2); they who do good for the sake
of reward are desirous to be served, and
are never contented, 6303(2); good ought
to be done without a view to recompense,

6392(2); to do good for the sake of self

and the world ought to be in the last place,

the foot, not the head, 9210(3); the one
only good which reigns in heaven is the

good of the Lord's merit and justice, 9486;
which is His subjugation of the hells and
reducing them and the heavens into order,

0715, 9486. See Justice. Doctrinals
concerning merit, 0974-9984; they who
believe they merit heaven, do good from
themselves and not from the Lord, 9974;
good deeds from self, are not good, 9975;
they despise the neighbor, and are angry
at God Himself, if they do not receive a
reward, 9976; such cannot receive heaven
in themselves, 0977; they who place merit

in works cannot fight against the hells;

the Lord fights for those who do not place

merit in good works, 0978; the I-ord

alone is merit and justice, 0979; man of

himself is nothing but evil, to do good
from self is doing it from evil, 9980; the

Word teaches that good ought not to be
done for the sake of reward, also that all

good is from the Lord, 0981; infants and
the simple are allowed to believe that they
shall be recompensed for their good ac-

tions, but it is not allowable for the adult,

9982; illustrated by the goods which are

done to friends, brother, country, and
children, without a view to recompense,
9983; heaven and eternal happiness are
implanted in that affection of love, 99S4;
they who attribute truths and goods to
themselves, and thus believe that they
have merit, are exposed to the three
punishments denounced against David,
namely, first, that they cannot receive
anything of good, which is the first punish-
ment, described by famine; secondly,
flight before their enemies, and, thirdly,

pestilence, 10219(4); man is so far wise
as he ascribes all truths and goods to the
Lord, 10227.
Mesentery. See Chyle. The corre-

spondence of the mesentery in the Great-
est Man, 5181.
Mesha sig. truth, 1249.
Meshech sig. worship in externals,

1151(2); doctrinal teachings which are
rituals, 1151(5).
Mesopotamia the Ancient Church

there, 1238(2), 4680(3).
Messenger. To send messengers

sig. to communicate, 4239.
Messiah. Messiah is the same as

Christ. See Christ. Messiah, Christ,

and King, sig. Divine truth, 3009, 9954
(11); on names of the Lord see 3004-11;
discourse with the Jews concerning the
Word, the land of Canaan, the Messiah,
3481: how grossly blind the Jews are con-
cerning the Messiah who was to come,
8780(3), 10707-
Metal. Metals, their spir. signification,

425, 643; the state of the church is com-
pared to metals, 1837; they sig. good and
truth or opposites, 8298. See Gold,
Silver, Brass, Iron.
Metaphysics. See Philosophy.

Metaphysics and logic compared by spirits

of another earth to dust, 3348, 4658.
Methuselah, the eighth church, 463,

515-6, S23-4. 533- , . ,
Methushael sig. a heresy derived

from Cain, 404, see 527.
Micah. A Gentile who heard of Micah

and his graven image, 2508.
Michael sig. an angelic function, 1705,

8192(3).
Mid-day. See South.
Middle, Midst, Medium. See Cen-

tre, Medium. Middle sig. what is inmost,

1074; what is primary and inmost, 2973
(3); falsities possess the circumference
with the good, and truths with the evil,

3436, 0164; Benjamin rep. a medium
between what is internal and what is

external, 54 11; a medium proceeds from
what is internal, and conjoins to itself

what is external, 5413; there must be a
medium to the intent that what is external

may perceive what is in the internal,

5427-8; that the internal and external

may be conjoined, there must be a me-
dium, 5586; neither the good nor the trutn
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of the church exist without a medium,
5612; the Lord does not appear until

conjunction is effected by a medium,
5696; see Benjamin; a medium, must
derive something from the internal and
the external, 5822; what is inmost, in

things successive, is the middle or centre

in things simultaneous, 5897; the truths

which are directly under the view of the

internal sight are in the middle. 6068,

6084(2); hence middle or inmost sig.

what is best, 6084(2), 6103; to do in the

midst of them sig. that it may directly

touch them, 6011; to go forth through the

middle of Egypt, or cf the land, and
through all sig. everywhere, 7777: there

are intermediates in the heavens for the

sake of influx and communication, 8787,
8802(2); truths are in the midst with the

good and falsities with the evil, 0164;
middle, the inmost, 9066(3).

Midian, Midianites, sig. those who
are in the truths of faith, and in good of

life, in truth of simple good, opposite
sense, those who are in falsity, because
not in good of life, 3242; the Midianites
sig. those who are in the truth of simple
good, 4748(3). 4750, 47S7. 478S, 6773,
6775. 7019. 8643, 9595(4); the Midian-
ites and lshmaelites who sold Joseph
into Egypt, why first one then the other

is named, 4756, 4968; Midian, truth
without the good of life, 5955(2); those
who are in the externals of the church,
and believe the Word in simplicity, 6775.
Midianites were descended from Abra-
ham, 1362, 3239; they were idolaters,

1360; they sig. those in falsity, 3762(6),

4650(2), 8815(2). SeejETHRO.
Midnight sig. the last time of the old

church and the first of the new, 4638(4);
a state of mere falsity from evil, total

devastation, privation of all good and
truth, 7047.

Midst, see Middle, sig. inmost, 1074,

2973(3); where there is influx from what
is higher or interior, 9913; the inmost
sig. good, references, 10153, 10157.
Midwife sig. the natural, 4588, 4921;

where scientific truths are, 6673, 6678,
6686.
MlGDOL, 813O.
Might (vires), sig. power belonging to

good, strength, power belonging to truth,

6343-
Mighty (potens). Mighty one sig.

faith in both senses, 1177-0; the opposite
sense, who are in falsity from evil, 8315,
those in truth from good, 8315.
Mighty (Jorlis). They were called

mighty or strong ones, who were under
the influence of self-love, and they appear
to themselves mightv, 583.
Milcah, the Wife of Nahor, here

sig. marriage of evil and falsity in idola-

trous worship, the wife falsity, 1360-70;
see Nahor; rep. truth with the Gentiles,

2861(2), 2863, 2866.

Milchom god of Ammon, 2468(16).
Mile sig. that which leads to truth,

9048(6).
Milk sig. the celestial spiritual, or the

good of truth, 2184(4), 4563, 6380, 6740,
6857; to give milk or to suckle sig. to
implant truth from good, 2643, 6745;
milk, sig. spir. good, butter, cel. good,

5620(3); sec Butter; milk, spir. good,
which is the good of faith, honey cel.

good which is the good of love, 10530.
A land flowing with milk and honey sig.

pleasantness and enjoyment of truth and
good, 6857, 8056; wine and milk, wine
the spiritual of faith, milk the spiritual

of love, 2184(5); not seethe a kid in its

mother's milk sig. good of innocence of

the later state must not be conjoined with
truth of innocence of the former state,

9301; also that they should not destroy
the innocence of infancy, 3519(7)-

Mill. A certain one sat at a mill,

supposing all things to be fantasies, 15 10

(3); they who grind at a mill, in the Word
sig. those who within the church are in
truth from the affection of good, and in

the opposite sense, those who within the
church are in truth from the affection of

evil, 4335; mill sig. doctrinal teachings,

millstone, the truths thereof, 4335(4);
experience concerning those who were
grinding at a mill, that they were such as
collected many truths without an end of

use, 4335(5); a maid servant behind the
mill stones sig. that which is of faith in

the last place, 7780; to sit at the mill-

stones sig. to learn such things as are to

be serviceable to faith, and afterwards
to charity, 7780; mill sig. those things
which are of faith, 9050(7); also the
things which serve for procuring faith

and afterward charity, 9213(3); to grind
at a mill sig. to select things from the
letter of the Word, and also to explain
them in favor of self-love, 9995; to grind
at a mill, and also to bruise, the arrange-
ment of truths in a series, and the prep-
aration of goods, that they may serve for

uses, 10303(5).
Mind (animus), the lower mind, 2072,

2310, 3527, 3849(4\ 4215(2), 4292(4),
4299, 4301(3). 4326(2), 8998.
Mind (men ). See Understanding,

Will, Idea, Thought. The will and
understanding constitute one mind, with
whom separated, 35, III, 310, 4574(2);
a representation of the human mind,
3347-8; the mind of man is the intellect

and will, consequently his veriest life,

thus the man himself, 5302; also the
truth of faith and the good of charity
constitute the more inward mind, 6158;
there is the natural mind and the rational

mind, 7130. There are two faculties,

understanding and will, which constitute

one mind; with whom they are united,

with whom not, 7170; it is nut allowed
to divide and to pull asunder from each
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othe those two faculties, 7180; the mind
ought to be one and undivided, and to

this state they are reduced in the other
life, 8250, 8701, Q0Q3, 0300(2); distinction

between the rational and the natural
mind, 3020, 3120 3509(2), 3849(4), 4292
(4), 4973; Egypt rep. the natural mind,
5302; the natural mind should be sub-
ordinate to the rational, r3ii, s6i4(-\
5835-

Minister, To Minister. Ministers
of God rep. spir. men, 1097; the ministry
of angels, 50, 1925(3), 4122; the ministry
of truth, 3587, 4977, 5088, 10557; to

minister is predicated of truth and the
knowledge which also is called min ster

in respect to good, 4976; the ministers,

the stewards of Pharaoh, sig. things sen-
sual of both kinds, 5081, 5100; to min-
ister sig. to instruct, ;o88; the ministry
ot judgment was performed by judges
afterward by kings, the ministry of wor-
ship by priests, 9806(2); when it relates

to a priest, sig. worship and preaching the
gospel, 9925, 10242, 10245.

Miracles. See also Signs. They
actually took place, 2383(8); all the mir-
acles were done to represent spiritual

things, 2916(4), 3316(4); signs and prod-
igies are things confirming and persuading
from external appearances and fallacies,

3000(3); manifest miracles are not done
at the present day, but miracles not mani-
fest, 4031(3); why with the Jews, 4208(4);
the magical miracles done by the Egyp-
tians were done by the perversion of

correspondences, 5323(2), see 4036; there
are no miracles at this day, the reason,

5508(3); wonders or miracles are the
means or mediums of Divine power,
6yio; the Lord's miracles all signify the
state of the church saved by His coming,
not so magical miracles, 608.8(2), 0905
(6); signs or miracles are admonitions,

7273; signs and miracles were wrought
amongst such as were in external worship
without internal; if they are wrought
among those who are in internal worship,
they are hurtful, 7200; they conduce noth-
ing to faith, 7200(3); all Divine miracles
involve those things which are of the
Lord's kingdom and church; magical
miracles have respect to evils, and are
altogether different, but in the external
form they appear alike, 7337, 8408(5);
magical miracles are abuses of Divine
order, 7337(2); the miracles in Egvpt
sig. the states of those in the other life,

who are in falsities, and infest, 7465;
miracles arc means of Divine power, 8304;
Divine miracles were healings of diseases,

they involved and signified states of the
church, 8364(6), 0086(2); Elisha healing
the bad waters, 9325(0); the death in the
pot, 10105(3); faith from miracles is

merely natural, 8078(3); all the miracles
were wrought by Divine truth, 8200;

I

all the miracles were done by corre-

spondences which have all power, 8615(3);
faith from miracles or compelled faith

does not remain, 10751.
Miriam sig. the good of faith, 8337.
Miserv. How it is to be understood

that the miserable and they who have
suffered persecutions, shall enter into

heaven, when the rich are there, and they
who have been raised to dignity, 2129(4),
7318; the miserahle sig. principally those
who arc in temptations, 5042. See
Temptations.
Misgab sig. falsities, 2468(7).
Mist (vapor) sig. the tranquillity of

peace, 00-93.
Mitre. The mitre sig. intelligence and

wisdom, 9827, 0930(7), 0934, 0943,
10008; the turban, intelligence, 9949,
10016.
Mizfah sig. the Divine presence, 4198.
Mtzram or Egypt. See Egypt.
Moab. Moabite sig. those who pro-

fane spir. things, 576(2); they were idol-

aters, 13A0; those who adulterate goods;
the sons of Ammon those who falsify

truths, 2466-8; those who being in natu-
ral good, suffer themselves to be easily

seduced, 2468(2); those in e.xternal wor-
ship which appears holy but not in in-

ternal, the nature of that worship de-
scribed, 2468; Edom and Moab, Edom,
the good of ti e natural to which are ad-
joined the doctrinals of truth, Moah,
natural good to which doctrinals are not
conjoined, both appear alike in the ex-

ternal form, 3322(5); mighty men of

Moab, sig. those who are in the life of

falsity from the love of self. 8315; Moab
sig. those who adulterate good, 10^52(3),
see 2466, 2468, 3242(3), 4770(4). 6000(8).
Mock. Mocking sig. not in agreement

with and not favoring, 2654; now the
first rational mocks at spir. truth, 2654.
Moderators or Officers sig. those

who proximately receive infestations and
communicate them, 7111; the officers

were from the sons of Israel, the task-

masters from the Egyptians, 7111; the
officers were those who gave command-
ment to the people, 7111(2).

Mouth. To sacrifice sons and daugh-
ters to Molerh sig. to extinguish truths and
goods, Molech and Milchom were gods
of the Ammonites, 2468(16).
Moifs and bats sig. those in falsities

and evils, 8032(4), 10582(5).
Molten Image sig. what is from the

will-proprium, and a graven image, what
is from the intellectnal-proprium. 8869;
falsities and evils of doctrine are sig. by
graven and molten images, 1046-7. See
Graven Image.
Monk. Monks who travelled to other

earths incited by an ardent real for con-
verting the Gentiles. 10785; their end is

to secure gain and dominion, 10785; judg-

ment on them, 108 12-3.
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Month sig. the end of a first state, and
the beginning of a following one, thus a

new stale, 3814; the month Abib, which
is tile first month of the year, dg. the be-

ginning of a new stale, 7827-8, 8053, 9201;
tne head of the month, or the first of it,

a pr.ncipie state, 7827-8; a month of

days sig. forever, 10283(12).
Moon. See also Sun. Sun sig. love,

and moon faith, 30-38, 9684(2), 9755(9).
10130(4), 10601(4). The Lord appears
to tne cei. angels as a Sun, and to the spir.

angels as a Moon, 1520-30,9684(2); tne

spiritual is rep. by the moon, 1529-30;
Moon seen encompassed with little moons,
1 S3 1. The sun sig. love to the Lord,
the moon, faith, 2495(2). Wnat is meant
by tile sea, the sun, t'ic moon, the stars,

the nations, where the Lord speaks of the

consummation of the age, 2120, 2405(2);
tie sun sig. love to the Lord, the moon
cnarity towards the neighbor because the

Lord is the Sun and Moon in the heavens,

4000(2); moon sig. natural truth, 1696-7
(4). The inhabitants of the moon refer

to the shield like cattilage, 5564; de-

scribed, 9232-38; they make a noise like

t aunder, 0232; they are little of stature,

9233; they so thunder from tne abdomen,
9233-4; because they have a different

atmosphere, 9235. They refer to the
ensiform or zip ioid cartilage, 9236; in

t:ie moon there are inhabitants, 9237.
Moral. Moral life solely for the sake

of self does not save, 1835(3), 3690(3),
8257, 10112; moral life is a means leading

to spir. life, mi, 2915, 36oo(4\ 4538(4),
4941, 51*6(3), 8981(3), 8987(3), 9812(2),

9993(3)-
Moreh sig. the first perception of cel.

things, 1442-3. The Lord's third state,

1401, 1439.
Mokiah. The land of Moriah sig. a

place and state of temptation. 2775. Sev-
eral tilings concerning the mountain of

Moriah, 2777; the mountain of Moriah,
where Isaac was offered up, sig. a p.ace
of temptation; the temple and Jerusalem
were there, 2775, 2777.

Morning. See Day. Evening and
morning sig. a state of shade and of light,

22; day-dawn and morning, the Lord, His
kingdom which is the church, and, in a
universal sense, the cel. of love, 2333(3),
2405(8); the morning, the sun, the moon,
the stars, where tne final judgment is

treated of, explained, 2120; the morning
sig. a state of peace and innocence, also

the Lord and His kingdom, 27S0, 3171;
peace in the heavens has a resemblance to

clay-dawn in the earths, 2780; to rise in

t!ie morning early, sig. a state of enlighten-
ment, 3458, 3723; morning sig. what is

revealed and clear, 5007; the morning
giving light sig. a state of enlightenment,
5740; in heaven it is their morning when
the Lord blesses them with manifest

happiness, they are then in the perception

of good, 5962U); morning sig. tne Lord's
coming and the time and stale of judg-
ment, 2405(5); morning in hell is the

heat of lusts, 6110(6); the changes of the
day in heaven and in hell, their significa-

tion, 6110(6); day-dawn sig. the conjunc-
tion of good on the cessation of tempta-
tion, 4283; morning, sig. being principled

in truth and good in freedom, 7218;
morning sig. elevation, enlightenment,
revelation, 7306; to rise in the morning
early, when applied to the evil, sig. eleva-

bon to attention, 7435, 7538; the morning
w as, sig. heaven in order, 76S1; not to leave

to the morning, in relation to the paschal
lamb, sig. the durabon of that state before
the stale of elevation to heaven, and of

enlightenment there, 7860; morning sig.

a state of thick darkness and destruction
to the evil, and a state of enlightenment
and salvation to the good, 8211; the last

time of the church, and the first of a new
church, or the final judgment, 8211(4);
morning sig. the Lord's coming, 8427;
in tiie time of morning the spiritual is in

clearness, and the natural in obscurity,

vice versa, in the time of evening, 8431,
8687; when it is morning, they are then
in love, when it is mid-day, they are then
in light or in truth, 8426(2); morning sig.

a state of the good of love, the reason,

8S12; by the fat of the feast not passing
the night to the morning, is sig. that the
good of worship is not from the proprium,
but always new from the Lord, 9299;
morning and early sig. the Lord and the
things from Him, as peace, innocence,
love, and joy, 9387; from evening to

morning before Jehovah, sig. continually

in every state, 9787; what is left to the
morning sig. spir. and cel. goods, not con-
joined to a new state, 10 114; morning sig.

a new state or another state with man,
when the old church ceases, a state of

love in heaven, and a state of the new
church on earth, 10114(2); what is left to

the morning ought not to be eaten, sig.

it ought not to be commixed with the
proprium, 101x5; also profanation, 10117;
morning, a state of love and of light in

the internal man, 10134(3); cock-crowing
sig. the last state of the church, also twi-

light, 10134(13); morning also involves

mid-day, and evening also night, 1013s
(4); to rise in the morning sig. to be
elevated, in the opposite sense, to be de-
pressed, because morning, in the opposite
sense, sig. when they are in infernal loves,

and in such case in hatreds, 10413;
changes of state in the other life are as the
times of the day in the world, 10605;
morning sig. a state of love in clearness,

10200; morrow sig. perpetual and eternal,

also duration to the end, 10497.
Moses. See Aaron. He received

Gen. i-xi. from descendants of the most
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ancient people, 66; how Jebovah ap-
peared to him, 4290(5). Moses and Ehas
sig. all the books of the Old Testament,
Pref. to chap, xviii. The laws prescribed
in the books of Moses were not new, 4429
(3); Moses, rep. the Word which is called

the law, 4859(2); the Law and the historic

Word, 5922(8); the Divine Law, 6714;
when an infant was deposited in a little

ark, because he rep. toe Lord as to the
Law Divine, 6723(3); and specifically as
to the historic Word, 6752; also truth

Divine, with the man who is regenerating,

6752; the events of his life of Providence,

6723(3); Moses named from drawing out
of tue water involves the Lord's delivering

the Human from every falsity, 6753;
Moses, the Divine law as to good, Aaron
as to truth, 6940; Moses, the law or truth
Divine, truth immediately proceeding
from the Divine, 6982; Moses, truth
which is of the law from the Divine, 6771;
the law from the Divine, 6S27; Moses
rep. the Lord, first as to the law or truth
from the Divine, nfterwards as to Divine
truth, 7014; Moses here rep. the pos-
terity of Jacob, and the representative
of the church with that posterity, 7041;
Moses, the Divine truth proceeding
immediately from the Lord, 7010, 8595;
Moses, the Divine law or the W'ord in the
internal sense, Aaron the doctrine thence
derived, or the Word in the literal sense,

wiicn they are named together, 7089.
Moses, the internal law or internal truth,

Aaron, the external law or external truth,

7 581-2; Moses, Aaron, an 1 Hur, rep. Di-
vine truths in successive order, 8603;
Moses, truth from the Divine, which is

beneath heaven, 8760, 8787; truth medi-
aung, 8787; truth from the Divine be-
neath heaven, conjoined to truth Divine
in heaven, which is truth mediating, it is

what prepares and applies, thus media-
ting between the Lord and the people,

8805; Moses, the Word in general, refer-

ences, 9372; a holy external, which is

mediating between the Ix>rd and the
representative, in which the Israelitish

people were, 9414, 04io. p437,. 044i;
Jehovah spake to Moses saying, sig. per-

ception from enlightenment by the Word
from the Lord, 10234; Moses, what is

internal, Aaron what is external, 10468.
Moses represents the head of the
Israelitish nation, 10556; Moses rep. the
law Divine, the Word, truth Divine, ref-

erences, 7912, 9806; Moses, truth in an
accommodated form, 8920; when Moses
and Elias are mentioned together, Moses
rep. the historic Word and Elias the
prophetic Word, 9372(11); Moses and
Aaron, the brotherhood of Divine truth
and good in heaven, 9806; Moses rep.

the Word, Divine truth, 10400, 10460;
the internal of the Word. 10468, 10475,
10470, 10483; Moses was provided by

the Lord to preside over $tat nation,
10563; he could receive speech from the
Divine better than others of that nation,
10563; he represents an external not so
separate from the internal as that nation,

10571, 10607; this external consists of
pure correspondences, 10O27; Moses, the
external of the Word in which is the in-

ternal, 10689-10707; he rep. the external
of the church, of worship, and of the VVord,
not so separated from tne internal as the
Israelitish nation, 10563, 10571; Moses,
the external of the Word, of the church,
and of worship, which receives the in-
ternal, and the people of Israel the ex-
ternal, which does not receive, observed,
10607, 10614(3). What is meant by the
skin of Moses' face shining, 10691. See
4859(2). Moses rep. the historical Word,
Pref. Gen. xviii., 2606, 4859(2), 5307(2);
Moses had lost the name of Jehovah,
I343(j), Moses treated of in series, 6713-
6806, 6825-6920, 6939-7068, 7087-7169,
7183-7245. See Explanation, Exod.
li.-xL

Most Ancient Church. See Church.
A summary of its development, 286.

Most High God, the, sig. the Lord's
internal man which is Jehovah, 1729-36,
• 743-
Mote in brother's eye, something

erroneous in the understanding of truth,

0051(3)-
Moth. See Insect, sig. falsities in the

outermost parts of man, 9331(7).
Mother sig. the church, 280, 2691,

2717. Man receives his internal, his soul,

spirit, or life from the father, his external
from the mother, 1815, 2005, 2159, 2288,

3128, 3299, 3304(2); mother, from the
affection of truth, sig. the spir. church,

2691, 2717; the church as to truth, 3167;
the church as to truth, and father as to

good; in the opposite sense, falsity and
evil, 3703, 5581. The Divine good of the
Lord is the Father named in the Word,
3703. To smite the mother on the sons
sig. to destroy all tilings of the church,

4257; father, the Lord as to Divine good,
and hence good itself, but mother, the
Lord as to Divine truth, thus truth itself,

also the church, 8897, 8900; father, moth-
er, brethren, and children, and other
names of relationship, sig. goods and
truths, in the opposite sense, falsities and
evils, 3703(2), 10400; affection for evil

and falsity, 10400(5); the maternal or
inheritance the Lord received from the
mother sig. by Ur of the Chaldees, 1816;

the Lord successively put off all He had
received from the mother until at length

He was no longer her son, 2649(2), 6872
(4), 10057(6), 10830; He received the
infirm human from the mother, but ex-

pelled it during glorification, 2288, 2574
(2), 2649; see Fat urn, Huuan.
Motion. Sec Earthquake. Motion
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sig. change of state, 3356. See also Space,
and Time, and Place. What motions
and progressions are in the other life.

See also To Shake. Whatever is of

motion as walking, going, etc., sig. a
state of life, references, 9527.
Mountain (mn,is) sig. the Lord, and

things cel., love and charity, also their

opposites, 793, 705, 1249, 1250, 1430,

1451; hence the custom of sacrificing on
mountains, 706; mountains of Ararat
sig. new light from charity, 854-5; it

sig. the love of self and of the world, 160 1;

the ancients celebrated worship on moun-
tains and in groves, because they repre-

sented cel. and spir. tilings, but it was pro-

hibited when worship became idolatrous,

2722; they sig. the Divine Love, 2777;
the good of love, 4210; the good of cel.

love, and hill the good of spir. love, the

everlasting hills, the good of mutual love,

which is that of the cel. church, 6435(3);
mountain of God sig. tne good of love Di-
vine, 6820; the mountain of inheritance

sig. heaven where the good of love is, 8327;
the mount of God, the good of truth, 8658;
to encamp at the mount of God, the or-

derly arrangement of truth and good and
their conjunction, in the second state of re-

generation, 8658; mount Sinai, good in

which is truth, 8658; mountain, Divine
cel. good, 875S, 8761; tne nether part

of the mount sig. far from the good of

cel. love, 8818; the top of a mountain,
the inmost of heaven, 0422, 9434; moun-
tains, hills, rocks, and valleys in the other
life, mountains sig. those in the good of

cel. love, hills those in spir. love, rocks
those in the good of faith, valleys, those

not yet in heaven, 10438; mountains,
heaven, also cel. good, in heaven t.iere are

mountains, rocks, hills, earth, vallevs,

10608(2); mountain, cel. love, from
appearances in the other life, com»<rning
the tops of mountains there, 10608(2).
Mountain, here Mount Sinai, sig. Divine
good united to the Divine truth in heaven,
§016; mount of Olives sig. the good of

love and charity, thus the church; also
the Divine love, 9780(12); Divine cel.

good, 10261(11).
Mourn. See Weep. Mourning sig.

grief on account of night as to good,
weeping as to truths, 2910; no acknowl-
edgment of truth and good, 3858(14);
vastation of good and truth, 10184(2);
mourning is grief in a spiritual sense, 6539
-6542. Mourning rep. mourning on ac-

count of feprivafion of truth and good,

9060(6); d^ys of mourning sig. inversion
of state, 3607, 5773-
Mouse. The sordidly avaricious are

infested by mice, 938, 940; the avaricious

Jews have a stench as of mice, 1514.
Mouth sig. natural affection, in the

heart sig. in what is interior which pro-
ceeds from good; in the mouth in what is

exterior and proceeds from truth, 3313;
it sig. utterance and the expression which
proceeds from the mouth, and preaching,

60S5, 6087-6088, 7004-9, 904^(8); the

tilings of the mouth also correspond to the

intellectual part, because from the mouth
both expression and speech proceed,

8068, 9384; from the mouth and from the

heart sig. from the understanding and
the will, also from truth and good, 3313,
8068; to Die mouth of Jehovah sig. truth

Divine, 8560; to be in the mouth sig.

that which is external and proceeds from
truth, but to be in the heart, what is in-

ternal and proceeds from good, 3313;
to the mouth of an infant sig. everything
according to the quality of innocence,

6107; mouth sig. thought, 8910(3); those
wiio correspond with the mouth, 4803,

993°-
Move, to be moved sig. a tremor such

as there is when Divine truths are re-

ceived, S917.
Moving Thing sig. pleasures, 994.
Mucus of the Nostrils, 4627(3),

5386.
. .

Mule. See Ass. Natural truth is sig.

by an ass, rational truth by a mule, 2781
(2); a judge rode on a she-ass, his sons
on he-asses, a king on a she-mule, and
his sons on mules, 2781(6); wild ass and
mule sig. rational truth, 1949, 4648(3).

Multiplied, to be. To be made
fruitful is predicated of goods, to be multi-

plied, of truths, 43, 55, 913, 983-4, refer-

ences, 2006, 2065, 2846-7, 3440. With
the Lord multiplication sig. fructification

of good, 1940; sig. fruitfulness of affection

for truth to infinity with the Lord, 1997;
multiplication of truth is from good, 5345,
5355, 5912(2). See Great.
Multitude sig. multiplication. See

Great. To grow into a multitude sig.

extension from what is inmost, 6285; the

multitude of the sea sig. the immense
plenty of natural truth, 3048; multitude
is predicated of truths or falsities, 6355.
A mixed multitude sig. goods not gen-
uine, 7075; also the Gentiles, 7975(2).
Murder sig. evil which destroys truth,

5135(11); murderer sig. those who de-
stroy goods and truths, 8002(10).
Murmur, To, sig. complaint and the

feeling of pain from the bitterness of

temptation, 8351; murmuring of Israel-

ites, temptation, 8125, 8259, 8351, 8403,
8428-9, 8554, 8569.
Murrain or pestilence sig. vastation

or wasting away of truth, 7505, 7511.
Muscle. The knowledges of the mem-

ory compared with muscles, 9394(5);
they correspond to the boards of the
tabernacle. 9634.
Muses sig. affections for truth, 4066(2).
Music. String-instruments correspond

with the spiritual things of faith, wind-
instruments to the cel. things, 418-420;
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various musical instruments were for-

merly used in the churches, wind-instru-
ments belonged to the class of the celes-

tial, stringed instruments to the class of

the spiritual, 4138(2); wind-instruments
sig. affccUons for good; stringed instru-

ments, affections for truth, 8337(2). SS02;
musical instruments correspond to the
enjoyments and pleasures of spir. and
cel. affections. 8337(2).
Must. See New Wine.
Mustard-seed, Grain of, sig. man's

good before he becomes spiritual, 55;
mentioned, 1044(2).
Mutual Love. Heaven is mutual

love, S37, 553, 684, 1013(4), iosg; mutual
love and charity make one or unite many
varieties, 1285(3), 1316(2); it consists

in humility, 1504(4); with infants, 1776;
in the heavens it consists in loving the
neighbor more than themselves, 2057(2);
mutual love regards the good in a man,
friendship regards the man, 3875; differ-

ence from marriage love, 2733-8; feasts

for the sake of mutual love and charity,

3832; distinction between mutual love
and friendship, 3875(5); rep. by Levi,

3875(5); by Issachar, 3956-7, 6388; its

quality in the first and second heavens,
4286(2-3); mutual love is the external
of the cel. kingdom and internal of spiri

tual kingdom, 6435; it is sig. by scarlet

double-dyed, 946S; its nature, 0470; sig.

by oil for the light, 9473; three degrees
of life, the inmost or third is opened by
the good of mutual love and love to the
Lord, 9534(2); the universal bond of

societies is love to the Lord, particular
bonds mutual love and charity, 9613(3),
9828(2); the inner court of the temple
rep. mutual love in the outmost heaven,

9741(4); the cel. love of truth is the good
of mutual love sig. by blur, 9912; which is

the external of the inmost heaven, 9933
(2) ; it is the middle of the cel. kingdom,
0993(2)-

Mvkiad, or ten thousand sig. things
innumerable, and what is infinite, 257s
(3) . 3186(2)..
Myrrh, sig. the perception of sensual

truth, 10252, 10256(2). 10258(4), 10264
(a).

MYSTICAL, What is mystical in the
Word is nothing else than the spir. and
cel. senses which treat of the Lord, of His
kingdom, and of the church, 4023(2);
in Egypt those skilled in mystical knowl-
edges were called magicians; those in
non-mystical called wise men, 5223, 7296;
the mystic arcana which diviners have
vainly labored to discover in the Word
are in correspondences, 9280(3).

Naamah. Naamah rep. the doctrine
of natural good and truth, 421.
N aaman healed by washing in Jordan

«ig. baptism, 4*55(5).

Nadab and Abihu. The sons of Aaron
rep. doctrinals from the Word, therefore
they were slain when they instituted wor-
ship from other doctrine than that from
the Word, 9375, 9403, 10244; the Divine
spiritual from the Divine celestial, 981 1.

Naiiok rep. worship verging to what
is idolatrous, 1351-63, 1369. He was an
idolater, 1356; the sons of Nahor from
Milcah his wife, rep. those out of the
church who are in brotherhood from good,
2863-4; Nahor rep. the good of the Gen-
tiles, 2863, 4206-7; they who were born
to Nahor of the concubine Reumah rep.

those who are in idolatrous worship and
in good, 2868; Nahor, what is related,

3052; the church among the Gentiles of

a common stock, 3778. 4206-7(2).
Nail. An awl sig. the same as a stake,

pin, or nail, namely an affixing or joining

to, assignment to, 8900(5); conjoining

and strengthening, Q777, 9854(2).
Nakedness is of innocence, but with-

out innocence it is disgraceful, 163-5,
213-/. 229; stripped of garments, sig.

deprived of the truths of faith, 1073, 1075,
1070; naked sig. one who acknowledges
that there is nothing of truth and of good
in himself, 4956(2), 4058; the nakedness
of the land sig. its being without truths,

5433. To the chaste and innocent, naked-
ness, is not a shame and scandal, but to

the lascivious and immodest, 8375. See
also Innocence. Nakedness sig. the

interiors of the love which are filthy and
infernal; the signification of nakedness
is according to the parts which are naked,
0960; baldness sig. deprivation of the

intelligence of truth and of the wisdom of

good, 0060(2); nakedness of the body,
deprivation of truths of faith, 0960(7);
of the loins and genitals, deprivation of

the good of love, 9960(10); of Noah,
0960(16); nakedness with those in cel.

good. sig. the good of cel. love, 0960(10);
the nakedness of Adam, 9060(10); of

Aaron and his sons, sig. loves contrary

to heavenly loves, 9960-1; of the in-

habitants of Jupiter, 8375; cel. things are

rep. as naked, those in cel. kingdom so

appear, 9477; nakedness sig. that which
is destitute of truths, thus full of falsities,

8946; nakedness, what is unclean from
evils and falsities, 10037(6); deprived of

the good of love and truths of faitn, 10470;
inhabitants of the fifth earth naked,

10753-7-
Name. Name and calling by name sig.

to know the quality of a thing, 144, M5.
330, 340, 470, 483. 1754, 2009; to call on
the name of Jehovah sig. all worship,

440, 2724; when any one ls named in the

Word, the man of the church is signified,

and what is of the church, 768; to make
a name sig. to get the reputation of power,

also glorv, 1308, 1410; expressions and
names do not penetrate into heaven.
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spirits with their speech cannot even utter

any name, 187(1; how elegant the internal

sense of the Word is, although there he

nothing but mere names, 1224, 1264;

the Lord's Divine Human is the name of

Jehovah, 2628; the name of God sig.

everything in one aggregate, by which
God is worshipped, thus quality, 2724;
at length they worshipped tne name only,

and worshipped so many gods, 2724(3);
name sig. quality, 1896, 2000; formerly

names significative of state were given
to infants, 1946,2643; names in the Word
sig. things, exemplified, 1888; what is

signified by the two names of the Lord,
Jesus and Christ, 3004-301 1; see Christ.
His name sig. everything in one complex
by which the Lord is worshipped. 3006;
name sig. essence, when it relates to the

Divine, 3237; to call, without mentioning
a name, sig. to be of such a quality. 3421;
in ancient times names were significative

of state, from what happened there, 3422,
4298; the names of places, as of persons,

have not a like signification in one sense

as in another, 43 10; in the Word bv names
are sig. things, this was the custom of

writing amongst the ancients, 4442(2);
several names of a person rep. one person,

and several names express one thing,

509s; the idea of person is turned into

the idea of thing in the internal sense,

5225; why the different names Jacob and
Israel are used, 5583; it is instantly per-

ceived in heaven what the names of places

and persons in the Word signify, whence
this is, 6516(3^; the name of the Lord or

of Jehovah sig. the all of faith and charity

by which He is worshipped, 6674(4); the

name of Jehovah sig. the Lord's Divine
Human, 6887-8; Jehovah is His name,
sig. that it is the Lord alone from whom
are all things, 8274; to bring the name
of God into what is vain sig. to profane
and blaspheme, and to apply Divine
statutes to idolatrous worship, as the Jews
did when they adored the golden calf,

8882; the name of the Lord sig. the Di-
vine Human, also all the good of love and
all the truth of faith which is from the

Lord, 0310; names do not enter into

heaven but the thing which they signify;

they are perceived in a scries, because in

the inmost heaven by names in the Word,
in a good sense, is meant the Lord Him-
self, 10216, references, 10282; names sig.

things, 10329; quality, references. 10^62.
NamtJ do not enter heaven, 10638(3).
Names of God in ancient times were given
to express His qualities, 2724, 2921, 3667,
4i62(-), 5628; see God, Jehovah.
Genealogy of names constructed in an-
cient times to represent things of the
church, 339, 340, 404, 468, 470, 483, 485,
1114, 1140-43, 1179, 1238, 4644; why
the names of Abram, Sarai. and Jacob
were changed, 2009-10, 4286, 4568-70,

5583; six names frequently used in the

Word when it treats of the church, 459a
(4); all the places in Canaan from the
most ancient times were representative,

6516; things relating to the Lord, heaven,
and the church are perceived by cel.

angels from the names used in the Word,
10216.
Naphtali named from wrestling, it

sig. in the supreme sense, own power,
in the internal sense temptation, in which
man prevails, in the external sense resist-

ance by the natural man, 3927-8; al=o a
stale after temptations, 3928(3), 4608,6024
(6); the state after temptation, 6411-5.
Naphtuiilm. Rituals merely of the

memory relating to external worship,
1193-5.
Nations or Gentiles. See People,

Families, Tribes, Houses, Strancers.
By the names in Gen. x. are meant so
many nations, which constituted the An-
cient Church spread widely around the
land of Canaan, 1140; but in the internal

sense they sig. various kinds of worship,
1 143, see 1 130— 1 264; each nation sig.

a different doctrinal or ritual, 1285(2);
the names mentioned Gen. xi. were na-
tions, 1329, 1339, 1343, 1345, 1347, 1340,
1351. 1353; Abram, Nahor, and Haran
were persons from whom nations were
derived, 1355; each nation sig. some
certain thing in general in both a good
and opposite sense, 1662; the nations
in the land of Canaan sig. evils and fal-

sities, 6306, 8054, 8204, 8505, 9316, 9340
(4); this was the reason why they were
destroyed, 9193(3), 9320; the Jewish
nation was a very evil nation, references,

9320(4), see Jew.
In the most ancient times a distinction

was made betsveen houses, families, and
nations, 470, 471, 483, 1159(2), 1246-7,
1252, 8117-18; because they thereby rep.
consociations in heaven, 471, 4S3; na-
tions in the general sense sig. goods and
truths, 1152, 1258; things of the new will

and understanding, goods of love, truths

of faith, in opposite sense evils and fal-

sities, 1159(3); goods, 1259-60, 1416,
1849; cel. good, thus the kingdom of the
Lord, in the supreme sen.=e the Lord,
1416; evils and falsities in opposite sense,

1259-60, 1849, 1868; the nations expelled
from the land of Canaan sig. evils and
falsities, 1868(3); the Gentiles, because
in ignorance, may be in a state of inno-
cence, 593; with them there is not so great
a cloud as with Christians, 1059; the good
appertaining to Gentiles is from the Lord,
they are more easily reformed in the other
life than Christians, 932, 1032(3), 1059,
2284(5^, 2589, 2500, 3778(2), 4100, Aloji
the Lord with them is equally present in
charity, 1050; before the Jewish Church
had kings they were a nation, after they
took kings thev became a people, 1259(7);
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the lot of the Gentiles is better, bec.iusc

they cannot profane truths, i327(3)-8;
wherefore the church is to be established

amongst them, 1366; they may he in

truths, but not in the truths of faith, be-
cause they are in charity, they easily

receive the truths of faith, 2049; they can-
not profane holy things, as they who arc

within the church, 205 1; nations sig. what
is good, those in charity, 2127-8; all are
saved, whatsoever may be their religion,

if they have the remains of good, 2284(4);
what is signified by the nations being
spoiled and their goods possessed, 2588
(16); the state of the nations and people
out of the church, and their lot in the

other life, 2589-2604; the general opinion
is that Gentiles are not saved, 2589;
those of them are saved who have lived

a life of good, 2590; the difference in the

other life between the Gentiles and Chris-
tians, 2590; amongst the Gentiles there

are the wise and simple, in ancient times
they were wise, 2591; discourse with a
certain wise Gentile concerning wisdom,
intelligence, order, the Word, and the

Lord, 2592; the wise ones of the Ancient
Church, their manner of thinking, of

speaking, and of writing was representa-

tive and significative, 2593; Gentiles at

this day are not so wise, 2594; Gentiles
are initiated into a choir within a few
hours, 2595; Chinese Gentiles from the

representations of a choir were known
as to the quantity of the affection of char-

ity which they possessed, and of their

dread of Christians on account of their

lives, 2596; a Gentile who heard of Micah,
the quality of the affection of his grief,

he rejected the idea of a graven image,

2508; a Gentile who said that from good
he knew all truth, 2509; Gentiles are re-

formed according to their religious prin-

ciples and their state ot life, 2O00; those

who build cities, where they store up a se-

cret, and give the cities to others, 2601;

those who magnify themselves when they
adore, and presently prostrate themselves
as worms, and suppose that the great

God above is carried around and views
all things, 2602; those who are willing

to be treated hardly, afterwards they are

conveyed to paradises, and arc reformed,

2603; tho«e who say that they are black

in body, but white in soul, 2603; Gentiles

conveyed to substitutes for those whom
they worshipped under an image or idol,

2604; those in the Ancient Church who
became idolaters, 2603; Gentiles are not

truly spiritual until instructed in truths

of faith; they who have lived in the good
of charity, arc instructed in the other life,

and become spiritual, 2861; Gentiles are

in many truths more than the Christians,

and can easilv be instructed in the truths

of faith, 2863(2), 3263(2); a new church
is always established amongst the Gen-

tiles, the reasons, 2986(2); truths with
the Gentiles are external appearances,
which in themselves are fallacies, still

they are saved who have lived in good,
3778(2); Gentiles in the good of works,
are in collateral good, but they within the
church are in direct, 4189; Gentiles have
external truths, as the Decalogue, also
internal in a certain way, 4100; Gentiles,
who are in mutual charity, are more
easily saved than the Christians, who are
not in charity, from experience, 4100(2);
their good is aside but with Christians
in a direct line, 4197; the good of the
Gentiles is opened in the other life with
those who have lived in charitv, otherwise
than with the Christians, who are not in
that charity, 4197, their conjunction
with the Divine natural and sensual of
the Lord, 4211(2); the Jews were not
to contract marriages with the Gentiles
lest they should become idolaters, and
should conjoin -evils and falsities with
goods and truths, 4444; companies of

nations sig. truths from good or forms of
good, 4574; a new church is established
amongst the Gentiles, because the old one
is in a state incapable of receiving truth,

4747(2); nation sig. good, 6005; the sons
of Israel rep. what is heavenly, the nations
there rep. things infernal, therefore they
were given to the curse, and it was for-

bidden to enter into a covenant with them,
6306; in the earth Jupiter the inhabi-
tants are distinguished into nations,
families, and houses, 81 17; the most
ancient people on this our earth, dwelt
in like manner, and were then accepted of
the Lord, 8 118; a holy nation sig. the

spir. kingdom, 8771; many who were
learned in the truths of faith are in hell,

and some not in truths, and who were also

in falsities are in heaven, 9192; those out
of the church were called foes, haters,

enemies, from spir. disagreement, 0255-
6. Charity ought to be exercised towards
those who arc out of the church, 9256;
the interiors with the Gentiles are not
closed as with those who are within the
church, 9256(2); a new church is estab-

lished amongst the Gentiles, because
they acknowledge the Lord, 9256(5);
people sig. those who are of the spir.

church, nations those who are of the cel.

church, 10288; nation sig. those in good,
people those in truth, 10432. The Bationj
in tlie land of Canaan sig. evils and fal-

sities, references, 10038, 10640.
Nativity. Sec Genehatiov. Nativ-

ities are of faith or things of the church,
1 145, 1255; they sig. derivations of the
church, 1330, 3263(2), 4668; but when
concerning the Lord, they sig. that from
the Divine was born the Divine rational

and from this the Divine natural, 327Q;
conceptions and births are spiritual, what
they are, 3860, 3868; nativity sig. truth,
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because it is horn from Rood, 4070; na-

tivities are of truth from Rood, or cf faith

from love, 4668; to be born sig. to be re-

born, or to be regenerated, 5160; nativity

sig. re-birth by faith and charity, 5348;
those born of God arc those in love and
faith, 2531(4); abortion and barrenness

sig. what relate to the perversions of good
and truth, thus when goods and truths

do not succeed in their order, 0325.
Nature. Natural. The natural is

from the spiritual and the celestial and
thereby from the Lord, such is the influx,

775, 880(2), 1006(3), 1702(2), 1707. The
things in nature are representative, be-

cause from such influx, 1632; universal

nature is representative of the Lord's
kingdom, exemplified, 2758; every one
has an internal, a rational, and a natural,

2181; in the natural there is both good
and truth, 2184(7); the combat of man's
rational and natural, the man's ouality,

if the former or the latter conquers, 2 183

(3); spir. things are presented in natural,

hence are correspondences and repre-

sentations. 2087-3002. See Representa-
tions. The natural man is a servant, all

things therein are things of service, 3010;
to the natural man belong all external

knowledges, and all knowledges of every
kind, also the imaginative faculty such
especially as it is in childhood, and the

natural affections which man has in

common with the brutes, 3020(2); the
distinction between the natural man and
the rational, 3020(3); the natural man is

the elder servant of the house, and the

administrator, 3020; the first affection of

truth in the natural man is not that of

genuine truth, this comes successively,

3040; the natural man, how all things are
arranged in order therein, 3086, see, 3012-
3212; washings sig. purifications of the

external, thus of the natural man, 3147;
the spiritual and natural man or the in-

ternal and external, the spir. man is wise
from the light of heaven, the natural from
the light of the world, 3167; by the fall

they were separated, and the natural man
lifted himself up above the spiritual, where-
fore regeneration is necessary, 3167(2);
the Divine natural in the Lord existed

from Divine rational good, through the

Divine truth therein, 3283; the natural is

regenerated by the rational, so far as the
natural does not fight with the spiritual

and rational, 3286(2); effected by good
of the rational as father, and by truth of

the rational as mother, 3286, 3288; the
natural consists of good and truth, its

good is called enjoyment but its truth

knowledge, 3293; the natural as to good
is interior and exterior, 3203(2); also as
to truth, 3294; the truths of the natural
man are truths of sense, of knowledge, and
doctrimls, these succeed each other. 3309-
10; doctrinals are founded on truths of

knowledge, these on sensual, otherwise
an idea of doctrinals cannot be had. 3310
(4); the good of the rational flows in into

the good of the natural immediately, this is

sig. by Isaac loving Esau, and Rebekah
Jacob, 3314, 3573(3). 3616, 3969(2); the
rational receives truths sooner than the
natural, because the natural is to be re-

generated by influx from the rational,

3321; why the natural is regenerated
later and with more difficulty than the
rational, 3321(2); natural good connate,
and natural good procured from the I,ord,

340S; four kinds of natural good, 3469(3);
natural good from parents is extirpated,

3470-1; universal nature is a theatre
representative of the Lord's kingdom,
this latter is representative of the Lord
Himself, 3483; how perverse it is that the
world at this day attributes so much to
nature and nothing to the Divine, 3483;
the rational must be regenerated before
the natural, 3493; the rational appears
to itself to see nothing, unless the natural
corresponds, 3493(2), 3620, 3623, 3629;
the rational is distinct from the natural,

the rational can live separate from the
natural, but not the natural without the
life of the rational. 3498; to man, whilst

he lives in the body, it appears as if the
rational lives in the natural, and the
rational does not appear distinct from the
natural, 3498(2); the natural is regen-
erated by doctrinals of good and truth,

3502(2); in the natural there arc general
things, but in the rational particular

things; the natural is formed from the
particulars of the rational, 3513; dis-

tinction between natural good and good
of the natural, the former is from parents,

the latter from the Lord, 3518; the nat-
ural is a body, the end regarded in the
rational is as a soul, and the things which
are in the natural are respectively as the
body of that soul, 3570(3); how the Lord's
natural was made Divine rep. by Esau
and Jacob, 3599; the interceding means
by w hich he did this rep. by the sojourning
of Jacob with Laban, his return to Canaan
sig. the Lord had made His natural Divine
3712; the Lord made His Human Divine
in the same order in which He regener-
ates man, 4538(3); the natural life when
regarded as an end obliterates both
knowledges and faith, 3881; the goods
and truths in the natural are inmostly
conjoined with the gjood of the rational,

3576. On this subiect, see Truth and
Regeneration. It is the rational whence
the seeds of good and truth are derived,
and the natural where the ground is,367i;

the rational man thinks in the natural,

3679(4); man is so created that bv or
through him the Divine things of the Lord
descend into nature, and from nature as
it were ascend, 3702; in the natural
memory, as in their ground, are implanted
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the knowledges of truth and good by life,

3762(2); in universal nature tliere is a
marriage of truth and good, what it is,

3703; the natural is interior and exterior,

3703(2); the natural man is opposed to

the spiritual by its ends, 3013(4), 3028;
temptation is the combat between the

natural man and the spiritual, 3027-8;
the natural on one part by things sensual
communicates with the world, on the
other part by things rational with heaven,
and they are intermediates, 4009; in

man there are three things in general,

the corporeal, the natural, and the ra-

tional, and they communicate, 4038(2);
who they are that entertain onlv a natural

idea concerning what is spiritual, and
who a sensual idea, and do not acknowl-
edge what is spiritual, rep. by the dura
mater and skin, 4046; all things in the
natural are arranged according to ends,
concerning which, 4104(4); the natural
is the ultimate of order, 42.-0; all things

of nature have their beginnings from
things in the heavens, 4318; the natural
is external, middle, and internal, con-
cerning which, 4570; unless the natural
be regenerated, the rational cannot pro-

duce anything of truth and good, 4588;
the rational receives truths and goods
before the natural, 4612(2); the natural
must be regenerated before it can be con-
joined to the rational, because at first it

is in inverted order, 4612(4); the rational

lives in the natural, 4618(2); a stench like

that proceeding from the teeth, and a
smell as of burnt bone is made sensible

from those who are altogether natural,

4630; the natural is beneath the rational,

if they agree, the natural is nothing else

than the general of the rational, 4667(2);
the natural dwell under the feet and the

soles of the feet in the lower earth, 4940-
4951; those who attribute all things to

nature, and nothing to the Divine, 4941;
the greatest part of Christians are sent

into the lower earth, because they are
natural, 4944; they who attribute all

things to nature and still talk of a Supreme
Being, cannot have an idea of a living

Deity, 4050; universal nature is a theatre

representative of the Lord's kingdom,
because things spiritual and celestial there

terminate, 4939; cel. things are the head,
spir. things the body, and natural things

the feet, in this order they succeed and
flow in, 4038-0; natural good and truth

is from a twofold origin, from what i«

hereditary and from doctrine; the former
is natural good and truth, but the latter

is natural spiritual good and truth, 4088
(2), 4002; the merely natural nauseate
those things which are of heaven, and the

verv mention of spir. things, from ex-

perience, 5006(2); truth natural not spir.

has affinity with truth natural sp; r. hut
not conjunction, 5008, 5035, 5038; the

natural regard spir. good and truth merely
as a servant, 5013, 502s; the spiritual is

prior, and the natural posterior, 5013;
those who are natural and not at the same
time spiritual, in the other life when seen
in the light of heaven, appear with the
head downward and the feet upward,
5116(4); the natural is both internal and
external, the internal communicates with
the rational, and the exterior with the
world, 5 1 18, 5126; man has both a ra-
tional and a natural, the former is internal,
the latter external, 5150(2); the natural,
especially the exterior natural, is a plane,
and as it were a face, in which the interiors

see themselves, otherwise man cannot
think, 5165(2); unless that natural is

subordinate and thereby in correspond-
ence, man cannot think interiorly, thus
cannot believe anything, nor have faith,

5168(2); there is an inward active force
in the natural from the spiritual world,
without which world nothing would exist
which exists, 5173,(2); the natural has
no view of anything nor does anything
from itself, although it so appears, but
from the interior, 5286; by the natural
simply so called is meant the natural
mind, 5301; the natural with the re-

generate is constituted from the spiritual
as an effect from a cause, 5326; the
obedience of the natural has place when
man regards the neighbor and the things
of heaven more than those of the world,
536S; to the natural man nothing appears
which is in the spiritual, unless there be
correspondence and a medium; on the
other hand to the spir. man all things
appear which are in the natural, 5427-
8, 5477; the natural is exterior and in-

terior, 5497; they who are purely natural
have something hairy instead of a fare,

5571-2; many Hollanders are purely
natural, 5573; the natural is interior and
exterior; man is ignorant of this, but the
angelic societies know it well, 5640(2);
the natural is the plane in which influx
terminates, therefore its life must be sub-
dued, and a new principle given during
regeneration, which is the spir. natural,

5651(2); in the interior there are thou-
sands of thousands of things which appear
as one in t^e exterior, 5707(2); the natural
is in the light of the world, the spiritual in
the light of heaven; the former is the ex-
ternal of the church, the latter the internal,

5965(2); to the intent that man's natural
may live, there must be immediate influx
from the Lord, and mediate through the
spiritual world, 6063(2); they who do
good from natural good, and not from
religious doctrine, cannot be saved, 6208;
because they have no conscience into
which the angels may flow, 6208; an in-

ternal lives in the natural man, but the
internal clothes itself with things by which
it can produce effect in a lower sphere,
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6275, 6384, 6290(3); the natural must
needs be regenerated before there can be
influx through the internal, otherwise the

internal is closed, 6200(2); the subjuga-
tion of the natural, 6567; see Regenera-
tion. Those things which are in the
natural are respectively oiiscure, 6686;
a life according to natural good is not
saving, but a life according to tne precepts
of faith and charity, 7197. He reasons
from falsities who attributes all tilings to

nature, who believes that man is a beast;

his reasonings arc sig. by frogs, 7352;
when the church is vastated the whole
natural is in falsity and evil in its ex-

tremes, and there are no truths there,

7645; the quality of those who do good
from natural disposition alone, they can-

not be in heaven, 8002(2); faith merely
natural is sensual faith, grounded in

miracles and authority, it is not of the

Lord; but truths of innocence are therein,

8073(3); whatsoever exists in nature has
its cause and origin in those tilings which
are in the spiritual world, 8211(2); the

regeneration of the natural man, 8742-
8747; the quality of the natural man not
regenerated, and regenerated, 8744-5.
See Regeneration. The life of the

natural, although in good, does not give

salvation, but the life of faith, which is

spir. life, 8772(2); neither from natural
light nor from natural theology can any-
thing be known concerning God and
heaven but from revelation, 8044; man
is not regenerated until the natural is,

0043, 9016, 0061; the natural man sep-

arate from the internal cannot endure a
spir. sphere, 9109; interior things close

in exterior, and are at rest; interior things

have connection with exterior, wherefore

if ultimates be removed the interiors also

are dissipated, 0216(2). In nature all

things represent and correspond, refer-

ences, 0280. Sec Representations and
Correspondences. There must be a
correspondence of the natural man with
the spiritual or internal, that he may be
regenerated; man is not regenerated until

the natural is regenerated, references,

0325(10); the internal of man is called

spiritual because it is in the light of heav-
en, but the external is called natural be-
cause it is in the light of the world, 9383;
the purifications of the internal man are

effected in the natural, 9572; the internal

and e-Xteraal man, or the spir. and natural,

9701-9709; what is celestial, spiritual, and
natural, or the good of love, of charity, and
of faith, follow each other in order, 4938-9,
9992, 10005(2), 10017, 10068. Repre-
sentatives in nature have reference to the

human ioim, 10185. The natural man
unregenerated is hell, 10156. Universal
nature is a theatre representative of the

Lord's kingdom, references, 8812(5);
the natural was created to serve the In-

ternal or spiritual, 9776; the natural
serves when it obeys and does not draw
from the intellectual reasons favoring self-

love and worldly love, 9776; everything
natural comes forth from what is spiritual,

10200; if the natural is perverted the
spiritual can act only in a perverse manner
and is therefore closed, 10208(4); of the
natural or external man, 10235-7; the
sensual, the lowest of the natural is called

flesh, it is rejected at death; there is an
external sensual in the memory which
remains after death but is quiescent, 10236
(2); the purification of the natural, 10237,
10243; the feet sig. the natural or ex-
terior things of man, 10241, 10243(3),
to wash the feet sig. regeneration of the
natural, 10243(2); distinction between sen-
sual and natural life, 10254; spir. and
natural thought correspond, 10601(3);
principally when man reads the Word,
10604(3).
Nature. Those who worship nature

and deduce from her the origin of things
are in principles so deadly that the fan-
tasies of wild beasts are far more sane, 775.
Death is nothing but the putting off the
things of a most gross nature. 1854(2);
all things of nature are from things spiri-

tual, 1881, 2026(2); their causes are from
spir. and cel. tilings, 2903; they are from
the First, 4523-4, 10185(4); if influx from
heaven were taken away all things of

earth would fall to nothing, 10185(4);
space and time are proper to nature, 2625;
those who consult natural knowledges
concerning spir. things believe nothing,
they ascribe all things to nature, 2832,

3747(2); they are in fatuous light, 4214
(4); their place in the other life. 4941,
4950; there are many who ascribe all

things to nature, 3175, 5081(4), 7290(4),
7352. 8628(2); those in self intelligence

do, 8041(3); angelic wisdom ascribes

nothing to nature, 3483; angels know the
secrets of nature, 3626; universal nature
is representative of the Lord's kingdom,
35i8'3), 3703(2), 3942, 4039, 5116(2),

5173(2), 9272(2); man is a medium
uniting the Divine with nature, 3702,
3721; of those who acknowledge nature
in place of God, 4733(2); as the sensual,

5094(4); many at the present day, but
more in a certain nation than in others,

5572-3; it closes the interiors, 5990; the
formation of lower degrees from higher,

5114(4), 7270(3), 8603(2); unless there
is an idea of God as Man it falls into the
idea of nature, 6876(3), 8705(4). 9303(3),
10736(2); atheists and naturalists reject

spir. things, their blindness, 8783; all

things in nature relate to the human form,

0555, 10005(4); nature is the ultimate of
Divine order, 10634(2), 10728(2).

Nazarite. The Nazarite rep. the cel.

man, 2187(2), 2342(5); must not eat

grapes or anything therefrom because
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these sig. the spiritual, 2187(2). They
rep. the I-ord as to the Divine Human,
also the man of the cel. church, 3301(3),

3300(3), 3812(4), 5247(4), 6437, g»73(6),
10132(10); why they had hair, 3301(3);
Samson had strength because he rep. the
Lord Who subdued the hells by truth

which fights, good does not fight, 3301(4).
See also Hair. Nazarite rep. the ceiestial

man who is regenerated by the good of

love, not by the truth of faith, 5113(16);
the Lord as to the Divine natural; 6437;
the crown of the head of a Nazantc sig.

Divine truth in etteriors, 6437. Naza-
rites sig. the Lord as to the Divine nat-
ural, also Divine truth proceeding from
Him in ultimates, that is, the Word in the
sense of the letter, 9407(g); power re-

sides in ultimates rep. by hair of Naza-
rites, this the reason why Samson had
power by the hair. 0836(2).
Nebaioth and Kedar sig. those

things which are of the spir. church, es-

pecially amongst the Gentiles, 3268(2),
3688. The sister of Nebaioth, the affec-

tion of cel. truth, or what is the same of

spiritual good, 3688; the flock of Kedar,
Divine cel. things, the rams of Nebaioth,
Divine spir. things, 2830(9); Nebaioth
those in t.ic good of innocence and charity,

IOO»2(o).
Nebo sig. falsities, 2468(7).
Neduchadnezzar. The worst of

Kings could represent, as Pharaoh and
Nebuchadnezzar, 1361(2); their dreams,

1975; he rep. that which vastates, 3727
(<), 7519(10); profanation which de-
stroys, 10227(12). See Image.
Neck sig. influx, the communication of

highest and lowest things, and hence con-
junction, 3542(2); bands of the neck,
interception of good and of truth, thus
Tastation, also slavery, 3542(4), 3603;
the things of the neck sig. communication
most general, 3695, 3725; why the neck
sig. the conjoining principle, 3542(2),
and communication, and conjunction,

3542(2); to open the bands of tlie neck,
to admit and to receive good and truth,

3542(5); falling on the neck sig. a closer

conjunction, 4352; the neck, conjunction
of things interior with things exterior,

specifically ot things cel. with things spir.,

5320, 5328; to fall upon the neck, sig. in-

most conjunction, 5926, 6033; it sig. influx,

communication, and conjunction, 5926,
5928; to weep upon the neck sig. mercy;
the first and continual of conjunction is

mercy, 6034; to break the neck, to sep-

arate and to reject, 8079; the neck corre-

sponds to the influx of the cel. kingdom
into the spir. kingdom, 9913-14; how the
sinews and bones which protect the neck
correspond with the protection of cel.

good inflowing into spir. good, 9916;
stiffnecked sig. not to receive influx from
the Ix>rd, why, 10429.

Necklace sig. the conjunction of inte-

rior things with exterior, 5320.
Needle-Work. See Embroider.
Needy. See Poor. It sig. he who is in

scanty truth from ignorance, 9260, 9275.
Negative. The negative leads to all

folly and madness, but the affirmative
leads to all intelligence and wisdom,
256SU). See Affirmative. Two prin-
ciples, the affirmative leading to wisdom,
the negative leading to folly and insanity

those in the negative believe nothing if

not convinced from the outward senses,

2588, 4760.
Neighbor. See Charity. He who

thinks, desires, and does evil against the
neighbor, is amongst the internals; he who
thinks, desires, and does good is amongst
the celestial, 1680(2); from the doctrinal
of charity, not from the doctrinal of faith,

it may be known what is meant by neigh-
bor, the Ancient Church knew what is

meant by neighbor, poor, fatherless, and
widows, 2417(8); see Brother. In what
manner the good and the evil are the
neighbor, 2425(3). The general good is

the neighbor, and in the supreme sense
the Lord, 2425(4). The Lord is the

neighbor in the supreme sense, and good
from Him, 3419(3); concerning the neigh-
bor, 3820, 6703-12, 6818-24, 6933-8;
neighbor sig. good, 5028(2); degrees of,

6023(2); it is supposed that every one is

alike ,1 neighbor, when yet there are va-
rious discriminations, 6704; the ancients
reduced the neighbor into classes, and
taught how charity was to he exercised
towards one and another, 6705; with
Christians the I.ord is the source of the
relationship of neighbor, thus it is the
good which is from Him, 6706, 6711; the
discriminations of neighbor are according
to the quality of good, thus according to

the presence of the Lord, 6707-8; love

determines, since every one is a neighbor,
according to the quality of his love, be-
cause according to the quality of good,
6709-10; everv man is a neighbor but in

a different manner, 6818; a society

greater and lesser is more a neighbor,

with similar difference, 6819-20; a man's
country is still more a neighbor, why,
6810, 6821; the church is still more a
neighbor, 6819, 6822; it is loved if it be
led to good, 6822; the kingdom of the

Lord is still more a neighbor, 6819, 6823;
the Lord above all, 6819, 6S24; how it is

to be understood that everv one is a neigh-

bor to himself, and should first provide
for himself, 6933 -8; every one is a neigh-

bor to himself, not in the first place but
the last, 6933; should provide for himself

the necessaries of life, to be in a state of

exercising charity, 6934; if he provides

in the first place for himself, the end is

evil, 6035; illustrated by body in relation

to the mind, tliat it may serve the I-ord,
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6936; illustrated by house, and foundation,

habitation the end, 6037; similar honors
to be courted, not for self, but for neigh-

bor, 6038; the neighbor is every man,
societv, a man's country, the church, the

kingdom of the Lord, but the Lord above
all, thus the good which is from Him, and
consequently what is just and right, ref-

erences, 8123; a good person is the neigh-

bor towards whom charity is to be exer-

cised, an evil person is not so, 81 20-1;

to love what is good and true for the sake
of what is good and true, is to love the

neighbor and to love God, 103 10. The
good of a fellow citizen, societv, one's
country, the church, the kingdom of the
Lord is neighbor which ought to be loved,

•0336(4); to do what is good and true,

for the sake of what is good and true, is

to love God above all things, and the

neighbor as ourselves, 10336(4); love
toward the neighbor which is charity has
in it love to the Lord, 10336(4). See
Charity.
Nephilim sig. those who immersed

the teachings of faith in their lusts, 557,

S62-3, 571, 640, 927; they were in the

land of Canaan, 567; they were those,

who, from a persuasion of their own height

and preeminence, made light of truths

and things holy, also who were tainted

with dire persuasions, 581-3, their per-

suasions of falsity, 1673(2); their pos-
terity called Anakim and Rephaim, 581

(2) ; the Rephaim, Zu^im and Emim, sig.

persuasions, falsity, 1673(3), see Flood.
The falsity prevailing with those who
infested was dreadful before the coming
of the Lord, by reason of the Nephilim,
7686; they were cast into hell by the
Lord, when He was in the world, 7686;
references on the Nephilim, their direful

persuasions, 7686.
Neptune god of the sea, horses as-

cribed to him from correspondence, 2762
(4).

Nerve. Nerves or sinews sig. truths,

4303. The nerve or sinew of what is

put out on the hollow of the thigh sig.

falsity, 4303; ends are represented by
the beginnings of fibres, thoughts by the
fibres from those beginnings, and actions
thence by nerves, 5180(3); fibres sig.

inmost forms from good, nerves truths,

references, 5435; genii belong to fibres,

to involuntary, 8593; nerve fibre with its

spirit compared with truth in which is

good, 0154(2).
Nest. Natural truths are as nests,

776(41.
Net. See Snare. Hunting nets, 3309

(3) ; grate of network about the altar

sig. the sensual, 0726; compared with the
outmost things of the body which admit
useful and exclude non-useful things,

0726-31, 4489(2); to spread a net over
him sig. to allure by enjoyments of earthly

loves and reasonings therefrom, 9348(4).

Nettle sig. the ardor and burning of

man's life from love of self, 10300(6).
New. Regeneration is called the new

creation, 16; a new will or voluntary and
a new understanding implanted, 927(2),
977(2), 1001, references, 4328; it is con-
science, 4299(2), 10124; love io God and
neighbor, 4904(2); by temptations, 3318
(4); the new intellectual rep. by Ephraim,
5354; the new will is in the intellectual

part, 550s. references, 10296; how insin-

uated in freedom, 5773, 5812, 7342, 8403
(2), 8457, 8521(2), 8772; he must be
conceived, born, and educated anew,
8552, 9274(2).
New Church. See Church, Nations.
New Earth sig. a new church, the

Lord's kingdom, 3481(3), 4171(2), 4255.
New Heaven. See Heaven, and new

earth sig. a new church internal and ex-
ternal, references, 3355(4), 4535(2), 5577.
New Jerusalem sig. the Lord s king-

dom in the heavens and on earth, 648;
a new church, 2830(5), 3858(2), 4434(2),
6419(3), 9429(7); its gates sig. entrances
to heaven, 2851(15); called holy city,

doctrinal things of charity and faith,

3216; the new church with the Gentiles

0407(7)-
New Testament in Evangelists, the

Lord spoke from the very Divine bv
representatives and signifies lives, 2900;
the Oid Testament sig. by wilderness
because this is regarded as abrogated,
the New Testament rep. by inner cham-
bers because it teaches interior things,

3000(8); it is a covenant, 0396(8).
New Wine (mustum). See Wine.

It sig. natural truth, 3580, 3597; natural
charity and truths therefrom, 1071(3),

3041(4); truths from good in the natural,

interior truth, 9060(14); in opposite
sense, wine falsity, new wine evil there-

from, 2466(10); corn and new wine, good
and truth thereof, 3597(4); new wine in
cluster, truth from good in the natural,

5117(3); wine press, new wine, libation

of wine, the good of faith, 6377(4); first

fruits of vintage were of wine, must, and
oil. 9223(2); wine, truth of faith, 0223(2).
Nigh or Near. See To Approach.

To be nigh sig. perpetual conjunction,
5911; to approach to God, to think of
the Divine by the faith of charity, 6843;
near sig. what first comes up, 8094; to

approach and be nigh, conjunction and
presence, 0378.
Night sig. a state of shade or obscurity,

171?, 3438, 3693, 5092; day, a state of
faith, night of no faith, 221; day, love;

night, faith, 709; the changes of a re-

generate person as to things of the will

are as summer and winter, and as to
things of the understanding, are as day
and night, 935-6; night, the time of
visitation, 2345; the last time when what
is merely false and evil prevail, 2353; to

pass the night in a street, to judge from
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truth, 2335; to pass the night, sig. rest

and peace, 3170; night, the literal sense
of the Word, 3438; spiritual ohscurity,

three origins, from falsity of evil, igno-
rante of truth, being in externals, 5092;
vision of the night, obscure revelation,

6000; night, what is obscure as to truth,

and likewise falsity, also the last time of

the church, 6000(2); in heaven there is

evening and twilight, but not night, wliich

is in hell, night in hell is torment, 6110(6);
midnight, total devastation, 7776; night,

damnation, 7851; a state of evil, 7870;
a state of the falsity from evil, 7947; a
state of obscurity, 8190; the first of the
night, a time of visitation upon the wicked,

3345-
Nile River. See River. Nile, the

river of Egypt, the Euphrates, Jordan.
Nile and the sea were the farthest bound-
aries of the land of Canaan. The Nile
sig. the sensuals subject to the intellectual

part, and thus the outward knowledges
derived from them, for these are the

farthest limits of spiritual things, 5106,

6075, 0295(7).
Nimrod rep. those who made internal

worship, external, 1173-1183; such ex-

ternal worship, 1 175-6, 1170-
Nine sig. conjunction, 2075. Ninety-

nine when it precedes a hundred, the time
before the Lord fully conjoined the in-

ternal man with the rational, 1988.
Ninety sig. conjunction. 2075. Ninety-

nine, 1088. See under Nine.
Nineveh sig. falsity of doctrine from

the fallacies of the senses in the obscurity

of an unenlightened understanding, 1184,
1 188.

No. A city in Egypt sig. the falsity

which comes from evil, 8398(2).
Noah. Noah rep. those who had some

remains of good and truth, 468. Noah
rep. the Ancient Church, 528-536. 507,
605-618, 773; those meant by Noah had
a kind of rational truth and natural good,
628; church Noah believed in simplicity

doctrinal truths derived from Most An-
cient Church, 736; Noah, parent or seed
of Ancient Church, 788, 1x40—1145;
named from rest, 851; how represented,

1126; they were like the Jews fluctuating,

788-9; the nakedness of Noah is ex-

plained, 0060(16). See Nakedness.
Noah rep. the Ancient Church in general,

4334(s); Noah, Shem, Ham, Japheth and
Canaan not persons, they rep. churches,

1283.
Nod, Land of Nod sig. outside of

truth and good, 397-8.
Noon. Noon or mid-day sig. .1 state

of light of truth, 5672, 5962(2), 8426(2);
with angels when it is morning goods are

supplied, when it is noon truths, when
evening they lack and are in a state of

hunger until morning, 61 to; noon in hell

is the histfulness of falsities, 6110(6).

See South. Day.

No One, or None sig. what is purely
negative, 5225, 5253, 5310.
North, south, cast, and west, 1605;

east and west sig. states of good, the north
and south states of truth, 3708; the north,
an obscure stale as to truth in a good
sense, also ignorance of truth, 3708(0),
0684; a dark state, of falsity, 3708(18);
sides of the north, perverted doctrinals,

1 1 54; evil out of the north, from the sen-
sual and its knowledge, 4502(8); king
and people of the north, falsities from evil,

&3S5(5), 8313(3); the north, the sensual
and corporeal, 8408(3); the obscurity
of faith or truth, ignorance, 9042(2), 9642,
0648, 9668(2), 9685, 9750, 10061(3), 10105
6), 10179, 10189, north, falsities, 10261
11).

Nose. Breathing through the nostrils,

sig. perception, 04, 9697; the nose sig.

the life of good, from respiration and
from smell, 3103; thence the ornament
which was given to the bride was carried
upon the nose, 3103; an ornament on
t : e nose, the perception of good, 4551(2),
9930(g); the correspondence of the smell
and of the nostrils in the Greatest Man,
4624-34; to the province of the nostrils

appertain those who are in general per-
ception, 4624-5. To those who have
reference to the interiors of the nostrils,

there appear holes, 4627; those who refer

to the mucous of the nostrils, they insinu-

ate themselves insidiously with those who
constitute the interiors of the nostrils,

they are cast down, 4627(3); the wind of
the nostrils of Jehovah sig. life from the
Divine, and heaven, 82S6; the nostril of
Jehovah sig. wrath thus the punishment,
vastation, and damnation of those in
evils and falsities, 8286(4); smell sig.

what is perceived of interior truth from
the good of love, 10100.

Nostrils (narcs). See Nose.
Novitiate sig. the good of the external

which can be conjoined to the interior,

1708.
Number. See Years, Days, Meas-

ure. Years and numbers do not signify

years and numbers, but things spiritual

and celestial, 482, 487, 647-8, 755, 813.
Things of the church were sig. by numbers
amongst the most ancient people, 575.
Numbers or measures of ark sig. remains,

because five predominates, 640. The
signification of composite numbers is

derived from the simple numbers of which
they are composed, 813, 4617; numbers
sig. things, 1963, 1088, 2075. 10217,

4264. Men that can be numbered, what
is easy, 4518; all numbers in the Word
sig. things and states, 4670; from experi-

ence, 5265(2); numbers multiplied nave
a like signification with the simple num-
bers, 5201; exemplified, 5335, 5708(2),

7073; number sig. quality, 10217(0);
what the number 666 signifies. 10217(8);

numbers in the Word sig. things, refer-
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ences, Q487-8. Half of a number sig.

as much as is sufficient, and somewhat,
10255. The number of the years of Jacob's
life involves the whole state of that which
is represented by Jacob, 6175; numbers
in the Word sig. things, they express

heavenly arcana, 10127(2), references,

10127(3), 10253(2); to number sig. to

order, dispose, arrange, and give quality,

10217-9; numbers are significant, com-
pound sig. same as the simple numbers,
references, 10253; see, 4177, 4<>i7i 5291,

S7oS, SQ55, 6175, 7973. 8715, 10217,

10262(5), 10492; the law relating to

Bitmbering the people explained, 102 16-

32; parts of numbers, their signification,

10253, 10255.
Numerous. Great is predicated of

good, and numerous of truth, 2227.

Nurse sig. the instilling of good, 6740.
See Suckling, sig. innocence, 3183.

Nur. Terebinth nuts and almonds sig.

goods of life corresponding to tne truths

of good in the exterior natural, 5622.

Nymph. See Butterfly and Worm.
Rep. marriage love, 2578.

Oak sig. exterior perceptions or those

of knowledge which belong to the external

man, 1442-3, 2144, 2831(8), 4552; to

hide under an oak sig. for ever, 4552; an
oak sig. what is entangled, fallacious, and
false, the lowest of the natural, the truths

and goods therein, also their opposite
evils and falsities, 4552; the lowest nat-
ural, 4565; strength of oak, the evil of

sell-love, 6306(4).
Oak-crove. See Oak, sig. perception,

1616. The oak-grove of Moreh, the
Lord's first perception, 1442-3; the oak-
groves of Mamre, interior perception,

1616; oak-groves sig. perceptions from
acquired knowledge and first rational

things, 2144.
Oath. See To Swear, sig. confirma-

tion, 337S-
Obey, Obedience. To hearken to a

Toice sig. the union of the Divine essence
of the Lord with His Human by tempta-
tions, 3381; servants amongst the He-
brews sig. those who act from the obedi-
ence of faith, or from truths, and not from
corresponding good, but freemen and
masters sig. those who act from the affec-

tion of charity, 8087; difference between
them, 8987-S; there is no knowledge of

the difference at this day, 8087(3); to

bore through the ear to a door sig. to con-
sign to perpetual obedience, 8900; He-
brew servants and freemen, 8090(2).
Angelic spirits or those in first heaven live

from obedience, 304, 6396, 8330(2),
9468, 981^(2), 100S7, 10130(3); of those
who act from obedience, 989, 2425(2),
»439(2), 3684, 3S6o(n)-70, 7.857, 8234;
Iron Age in obedience of truth, 4326(3);
one ought to compel himself to obedience,

1937; obedience sig. by ear, 2271, by to

hear, 2701(3), 2032, to hearken, 3611,
by Simeon, 4O06, by to do and hear, 0308;
the Lord reduced the rational and knowl-
edge to obedience. 2541; the external or
natural should obey the internal, 5312,

5368; obedience is consent, 6513; deal
sig. no obedience. 7640; obedience is to

do truth from command, 8690; obedience
of faith is in the external church, 8762,
S974<3), 8977(3), 9230(2); it is the life

of faith, 0193(3); one should not obey the
doctrine of falsity, 9284, 9318.
Obscuru. The obscurity of the spiri-

tual, 1042-9, 2715-16; natural obscurity
and spir. obscurity, the difference, spir.

obscurity is from falsity of evil, from igno-
rance of truth, and of exteriors in respect
to interiors, 5092; see Thick Darkness,
Darkness, Shade. Obscurity is where
truths are exterminated, this obscurity
may be enlightened, but not the obscurity
arising from falsities, 5219; obscurity is

predicated ol ignorance of truth, and also

of the prevalence of the falsity, 5219;
the obscurity from the ignorance of truth
is greater in the external man than in the
internal, 5092; even the regenerate man
is in obscurity, 236;; man of spir. church
relatively obscure, 27iof2), 2722(6),
6500, references, 7003, 8819; cave sig.

obscurity, 2935, 6548; sig. by sunset,

3693(2), by north, 3708(9), by night,

4125, 4261, 5092, 8190, by to cover with
a veil, 4833, by dream, 5219, by evening,

8426(2); obscurity is in the exterior natu-
ral, 6453-4, 6686; obscurity with the
angels, 8750(2); in temptations man is

in obscurity, 10685.
Observe, To, or keep my charge sig.

things of the Word in general, 3382.
Obsession. At this day are not given

external obsessions, but internal, prin-
cipally from syrens, 1983. Adulterers
above all others are desirous to obsess
man, 2752; man would be obsessed, if

spirits (lowed in from their own exterior
memory, 2477f2)-S; syrens attempt to

obsess the interiors of man, 4793; interior

obsessions are given at this day, 4793(2);
adulterous and cruel spirits are desirous
to flow in into the corporeals of man, and
thus to obsess him, but they are kept shut
up in the hells, 5990; an evil man is in-

teriorly obsessed as to the thoughts; he is

only held by external restraints, 5990(2),
4227(2), 5117(10); how the prophets
were possessed as to the body shown me
by experience, 6212(4); in temptations
man obsessed by falsities and evils, 6829,
Ochim, 1326(3).
Odor. An odor of rest and incense sig.

what is grateful, 925; the Lord's good
pleasure in the things of love and charity,

2177(4); spheres of love and of faith are
turned into tTateful odors, 925(2), 1519;
odor hence became representative, 92s;
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spheres of spirits are turned into odors,

025(2), 15141 1518-10; the odor of a dead
body is aromatic when man is resuscitated,

by reason of the presence of the cel. an-
gels, 175. 151S; the odor of those who
studied eloquence, of those who indulge in

pleasures, of adulterers, of hatred and re-

venge, of avarice, of them that persecute
the innocent, 1514; vinous odor sig. com-
pliments in which is truth, 1517; fetor of

the teeth, 1631; of domestic lice. 1514;
odor sig. the perceptivity of what is grate-

ful. 3577; the Greatest Man and corre-

spondence of odor and of the nostrils there-

with, 4624-34; the spheres of perceptions
are turned into odors, 4626; grateful odors
are perceived by those who are in good,
ungrateful by those who are in evil, 4628;
the sphere of scandals against the Lord
was perceived as an odor of putrid water,

and of water corrupted with things refuse

and foetid, 4620; a stench of teeth and a
smell of burnt bone arising from those who
are natural spirits unseen, 4630; a cadav-
erous odor from the hell of robbers and
murderers, 4631; an excrementitious odor
from the hell of adulterers, 4631; mixed
with cadaverous, from the hell containing
cruel adulterers, 4631; fortid smells grate-

ful to those in hell, 4628; to the province
of the nostrils appertain those who are in

general perception, 4624; odor corre-

sponds to perception, therefore aromatics,
incense, and odors in ointments were made
representative, 4748(21, 5621; odor sig.

what is grateful to the Lord, stench what
is ungrateful, 7161(2); the sphere of

alTections of good and truth manifest in

other life as odors, 9466; sweet odors
what is grateful, 9475; the outmost of the

perception of the voluntary and intellec-

tual is smelling, 0006; odor of the incense
sig. what is grateful. 10177(3), 10 mo,
10202. 10208, 10300; an odor of rest sig.

the perception of peace, 10054; odor corre-

sponds to perception according to the

quality of love, references, 10254, 10202.

Offering or Present sig. worship,

349-354; the presents which were given
to kin :« and priests sig. initiation, 4262;
the things offered on the altar sig. worship,

4262(2); to offer a present to kings and
priests was to obtain favor, and sig. such
tilings as ought to be offered to God from
freedom from love, 5619, 5671, 5675.
A gift sig. gain of every kind, 9265. The
presents offered to Jehovah were testi-

fications of things offered from the heart,

9393; an offering to Jehovah sig. the good
of love and of faith, 9293(61; gifts and
presents sig. the things which are of faith

and love given by the Lord, although they

appear to be from man, 0938(2); an
offering sig. interior things of worship,

a willing offering sig. from love and free-

dom, 0459-61; the things offered for the

tabernacle, 9463-0477; an offering by fire

sig. all things from the Divine love, 10055;
offerings sig. what in general concerns
the reception of the lord in heaven and
the church, 10131; the offerings, their
sig. 10137-43; explained, 10137(10);
burnt offering, worship from the good
of love, sacrifices, worship from the truth
of faith, 10414.

Officer. The taskmasters were Egyp-
tians, the officers were Israelites, 7111(2/);
the officers sig. those who most closely

receive, rm. 7136, 7141-
Offices. The Lord provides func-

tions and offices that thereby angels may
have life and happiness, 8719,

Offspring: of seducers worse than
others, children so born do not long re-

main in this life, 828; offspring is con-
ceived from soul of the father, 1921(3);
spir. offspring, 3208; offspring conceived
from parents in the good of love incline

to similar good, 3469(3), 6717(2).
Oholaii is Samaria sig. the perverted

spir. church, 6534(5).
Oholibah is Jerusalem, sig. the per-

verted cel. church. 6534(5).
On.. See Olive, Anoint. Olive sig.

the good of charity, oil the cel. of love,

886, 9780, 10261; in general the good of

love, 3728, 4582, 4638(3); since oil sig.

good, therefore all the holy things of the
church, as the altar, the tent, and all

tilings therein were anointed with oil, and
likewise Aaron and his sons who minis-
tered, and their garments, 10250-88;
pouring oil on the head of a pillar, sig.

truth should not be without good, 3728;
setting up a statue of stone, and pouring
oil upon it, rep. the progress of the glorifica-

tion of the Lord and of the regeneration

of man from truth to cel. good, 4582;
lamps sig. truths, and oil good, where
the ten virgins are treated of, 4638(3);
oil sig. the good of love, 9473. 10010-11,

10349; why spices and ointments were
made, 9474; oil of olive sig. both cel.

good and spir., 9780; the spices from
which the oil of anointing was made,
appertain to the cel. class, 10254(3); oil

of olive sig. Divine cel. good, 10261; Di-
vine love in the Divine Human, 10266-7.

Ointment. See Aromatic. Sig. a
rep. of the Divine good of the Divine Hu-
man, 10264-7.
Old, Old Ace. Old age sig. cel. and

spir. things of eternal life, 1854(2), 2198;
buried in a good old age. sig. the enjoy-

ment of all good things, 1854; from a boy
to an old man sig. falsities and evils recent

and confirmed, 3348; old age, the putting

off what is human, 3 108, 2204; old men
sig. confirmed truths, old women, con-

firmed goods, 2348, 3016; an old man,
wisdom in which is innocence, 3183; old

age, the putting off what is old, and the

putting on what is new, a new state of

representation, 33541 34931 a new state,
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4620; man's spirit is perfected by age and
still more so in the otlicr life where he
returns to the bloom of youth, 4676; old

age sig. an end of representation, and be-

ginning a new one, 6257; elders sig. the

chief things of wisdom, thus those things

which agree with good, old men, wisdom,
6524; elders, those things which agree
with truth, 652s; the intelligent, 6S90;

Moses calling the elders sig. the enlighten-

ing of the understanding of those who
are of the spir. church, 7012; the elders

of Israel, primary truths, 8578, 8s8s;
seventy elders, the cliief truths of the

church, 0376; elders those who are in

good from truths, 9404; those who are

in the external sense alone. 0421.
Old Testament. Why Christian

world cares little for it, 2; Jehovah therein

means the Lord, 2005; rep. by Moses
and Elias, Pref. Gen. xviii ; why interior

truths rarely appear in it, 3373(2); rep.

by desert, why, 3000(8); by thickness of

a cloud, 8781; it is most holy, 8972(2);
it is a covenant, 9306(7).

Olive, and Olive Tree. Olive sig.

the good of charity, oil the cel. of love,

886 See Oil. Vine sig. the good of the

spir. church, olive-tree the good of the

cel. church, 0277; olive wood and oil of

olive sig. the good of love, 9510, 10261(5);
the good of truth, 7847(4); olive, cel. love,

oil the perception and affection of that
love, 10261.

Omf.r. A tenth part of an ep'iah sig.

enough, 8468, 8473; and power for con-
junction, 8400, 8525, S540. See Homer.
Omnipotence. Omnipotence is pred-

icated of quantity, of magnitude, of the
Divine will, of the Divine love, and hence
of infinite good; but omniscience is pred-
icated of quantity, of multitude, of Di-
vine intelligence, and of Divine truth,

3034. See Power.
Omniscience. See Omnipotence.

The Lord when the Human and the
Divine were united had all knowledge,
not only of Divine celestial and spiritual

things, but of all rational and natural
things, for from the Divine everything is

seen as presenL 2569.
Onan. The son of Judah, rep. evil

and the falsity of evil, 4823-24, 4836-7.
Once a year sig. perpetually, 10200.
One. Every one thing is from the

harmony of many things, and the whole
heaven is one, 457, 684. A people one
and lip one sig. when all have for an end
the common good of society, the church,
and the Lord's kingdom, 1316, further
shown, 1709(4,5); the Trine is one,
namely, the Divine itself, the Divine
Human, and the Divine proceeding. 2iio,
2156. Why many are mentioned in letter

where one is meant in the internal sense,

3035; the opposites to cel. and spir. good,
namely the evils of self-love and love of

the world, 4750. One and a half becaus*
half of three sig. what is full, 9488-9.
Onycha sig. the affection of interior

natural truth, 10293.
Onyx-stone. Sec Stone. Onyx-

stones sig. the truths of faith from love,

9476, 9841, 9872(3)~3. Onyx sig. the
external of the spiritual kingdom, the
middle stone involves the whole, 9873(7).
It sig. the interior memory because on
them were engraven the names of the
sons ot Israel, 9841.
Open, To, sig. introspection, 5656,

also to investigate, 6735.
Ophir sig. rituals, 1245-7.
Order. See Influx. The order of

words in the Word of the Lord, 47, 52-3,

146, 312, 670, 710, 802, 8864-5, 10203.
Repetitions in the Word, 683, to describe
will and understanding, 707. All the
laws of order flow from heavenly prin-

ciples, 162. Order reauires that cel.

things should rule spiritual, these natural,

and these corporeal, 911; this order is in

the regenerate, 911(2), 1475-6. The
order of conjoining the external man with
the internal, 1489. Series and order in

the Word, 2953; the order and series of

ideas in the internal sense is entirely

different from those in letter, 2343(2).
The order of influx about instruction

from knowledges in the memory, things
intellectual and cel. meet them, 1495.
Divine truth is order, and Divine good is

the essential of order, 1728; the Lord is

order itself, thus above order in the heav-
ens, 1919(4); all order is from the Lord,
all things are ruled from good and truth,

thev are from will, good pleasure, leave,

and permission, 2447(2); the essential

of order is Divine good, it elevates all into
heaven; the secondary of order is truth,
which condemns all to hell, 2258(2).
What wisdom is, intelligence, order, from
a wise Gentile, 2592. If man's life were
according to order things still more hidden
would be perceived in his interior organs,
3702(2). Highest things are together in
the ultimate of order, 3730(2). The order
in which truths Bust be that they may
enter good, 4302, 4345; man who is re-
generating has many falsities miied with
truths, which are arranged into order
when he is regenerated, and acts from
eood. Truths then are in the inmost, and
falsities are rejected to the last circum-
ferences; a different arrangement has
place with the evil, 4551-2; in the other
life evil is contrarv to order, and good is

in order, and so far as anv are in evil or
contrarv to order, so far in the other life

thev appear as monsters, but so far as
thev are in good, or in order, so far they
appear as men. 4830(2). Knowledges
in genuine order are arranged into the
form of heaven, but those which are in
inverted order into the form of hell, 5709,
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The wonderful order in the mind of the
man truly rational, 25 56; genuine order
in the affirmative principle, inverted order
in the negative, 2568(2); how the Lord
arranecs in order the knowledges in man's
mind when he is regenerated, 3057(5);
order of influx of the rational into the

natural, 3160(2); the orderly arrange-
ment of things in the natural by influx

from the rational, 32S3; the arrangement
of doctrinals in the natural mind is by
good which flows in, 3316(2); order of

arrangement of things in the mind when
man is regenerating and when he is re-

generated, 3726, 4104(3-5). The various
orders in which the names of the sons of

Jacob are mentioned aie significative,

3862(3-5); order of introducing good and
truth from the intellectual into the volun-
tary, 4097; affections for sciences and
knowledges being the most external and
general come first, affection for exter-

nal truth follows, affection for interior

truth comes last, 4345; the order of the

sensual in the regenerate and unregen-
erate, 5125; how the Lord reduces dis-

orderly things into order, 5306; knowl-
edges and truths are arranged in a wonder-
ful order in the memory, in one order with
the good, another with the evil, 5881.

The order in heaven after the Lord glori-

fied His Human was more perfect than
before, 7931- Where order is, there the

Lord is present, and where the Lord is

present, there is order, 5703-4", the order
is, that truths and goods, directly under
the view of the internal sight, be in the

midst, 6068(2). The universal proceeding
from the Lord, arranges all tilings into

order in general and in every part, 6338.
Successive and simultaneous order, the

latter from the former, 6451(2); the order
of heaven is a life of uses, and doctrine,

so fax as it is derived from the life of uses,

7S84. The order of heaven after the Lord
bejan to govern heaven and earth from
His Divine Human, 7031- The laws of

or. ler are Divine truths, in external tilings,

statutes, 7905. He who is led of the Lord
bv good, is led according to order, and is

in the Lord, 8512. There is an opening
fro-n the Lord to him who is in Divine
order, and a closing to him who is not in

Divine order, 8513. _
Successive order

illustrated from ends, interior things and
exterior things are distinct, likewise con-

joined, 8603(2). Everything is possible

which is according to Divine order, im-
possible if against it, 8700(2). The Di-
vine truth proceeding from the Lord
makes order, and is order. 8700, 8088(3);
successive order, according to degrees,

10009. See Degrees. There are two
kinds of things with men which ought
to be in order, ecclesiastical and civil,

io^o; their government, 10780-10806.

Order cannot be maintained in the world

without governors 10790; without them
the human race wcufd perish, 10791;
there ought to be order amongst governors,
10792; the universal heaven, as to all the
angelic societies, is arranged by the Lord
according to his own Divine order, for the
Divine of the Lord makes heaven, 3038,
jail, 9128, 9338, 10125, 10151(2), 10157.
See Angel, Heaven, Lord. Hence the
form of heaven is a form of order, 4040-
4043, 6607, 0877. In man are collated
all things of Divine order; from creation
he is Divine order in form, 3624, 3628,
4219, 4223, 4523 -4. 6013, 6057(2), 6605,
6626, 9706, 10156(4), 10472. See Man,
Correspondence. Every angel who is

a recipient of Divine order from the Lord,
is in a human form, perfect and beautiful
according to reception, 322, 1S80-1, 3633,
4622, 4735(21 4797, 4085, 5199, 5530(2).
6054(2), 0879, 10177(4), 10194. See
Anoel. The whole angelic heaven also,

in its whole complex, is in form as a man,
on this account heaven is the Greatest
Man, because the universal heaven as to

all the angelic societies there, is arranged
by the Lord, according to Divine order,

2996-8. 3624-49, 3636-43, 3741-45. 4625;
hence it is evident that it is the Divine
Human of the Lord which gives birth to

all those things, 2996, 2900, 3624-49,
3741-45. See Lord. Man is not born
into good and truth, thus neither into

Divine order, but contrary to it, and in

what is contrary to order, and that hence
it is that he is bom into mere ignorance,

and that on this account it is necessary
that he be bom again, that is regenerated,
which is effected by Divine truths from
the Lord, that he may be initiated into

order, and thus be made a man, 210, 215,

1047, 2307-8, 2578, 3701(2), 3812(2),
84S0, 8550, 10283-4, 10731. See Man,
Hereditary, Regeneration. The
Lord, when He forms man anew, that is,

regenerates him, arranges all things ap-

pertaining to him according to order,

which is into a heavenly form, 5700(2),

6690, 0931, 10303. When the Lord is

Eresent all things are arranged in order

y His very presence. He is order itself,

5703-5. See Heaven and Man. The
commandments are laws of Divine order

according to which one should live, 8512-

13; the interiors are open into heaven,

even to the Lord, with that rran who is in

Divine order, but are closed with him
who is not in order, 8513; so far as man
lives according to order, so far he has in-

telligence and wisdom, 2592; the l ord

rules the first principles of order, and at

the same time the last; He rules the last

from the first, and the first from the last,

thus all things are kept in connection,

3730, 0828. Concerning successive and
simultaneous order, and the ultimate of

order in which successive things are to-
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gether in their order 634(2}, 3691(2),
4145(21. 5"4, 5897. 6239, 6326, 6451.

646s, 8603, 8641, 9216(3), 9828, 9836(2),
10044, 10099, 10329(4), 10335. Evils and
falsities are contrary to order; still they
arc ruled by tlie l.ord, not according to

order, but from order, 4839, 7877(5),
10779; evils and falsities are ruled from
permission; this is for the sake of order,

7877(4), 8700, 10779. Sec Providence,
Freedom, and Foresight. Everything
is impossible which is contrary to order,

a man who lives in evil can not be saved
from mercy alone, in the other life the
evil cannot be consociated with the good,
nor can man be compelled to live well,

and several other things, 8700. See
Liberty. Ecclesiastical and civil order,

107S9-10K06. What thf> Lord speaks
first in the commandments and in the
Lord's prayer is the inmost and univer-

sally reigns in what follows, 8864-5.
Divine truth is order, when man receives

this truth in good he is a heaven in form,

80^8(3); evils are removed from man
only gradually according to order, ref-

erences, 9336, to receive order into one's

self is to be saved, 10650(4); order cannot
be inscribed by immediate mercy, 10659
(4); the order of goods, inmost good is

from the Lord or good of love, next good
of mutual love, then good of charity to

Deighbor, lastly good of faith, 9683; the

order of the spices is according to their

signification from exterior to interior,

10203.
Ordinances (staluta). Ordinances

same as luminaries sig. changes relative

to tilings spiritual and celestial, 37.

Ordinances, or keeping His charge,

(obscrvanda), sig. all things of the Word
in general, 3382.

Organ. Organic. Man is an organ of

life not life itself, 149, 2658, 3318(2);
but the Lord made His Human Phine
and became life itself, 2658(2); organic
vessels of the external man are opened to

receive the life of the internal man by
means of the senses, 1563. The corre-

spondence of the organs of the body, see

Greatest Man.
Ornament sig. holy truth, also what

is Divine in externals, it here refers to

garments, 10536, 10540.
Ornament for the Nose, for the

Neck, and for the Ears (vwmle).
Ornaments for the nose and bracelets for

the hands were given to a bride; the
ornaments on the nose sig. good, the

bracelets on the hands, truth, because
those things constitute the church, 3103,
310;: ear-rings, representative badges of

obedience, two kinds, for the nose, which
rep. good, called ornaments of the nose,

and those which were applied to the

ears, and were representative of obedi-

ence, 4SSi; ear-rings are badges of obe-

dience and of apperception, 10402; vari-

ous ornaments explained, 10540(3). See
Ears and Bracelet.
Orphan, sojourners and widows, 3703

(19); those in truth and not yet in good,
but who desire it, 9199, 9207.
Outermost, the things which proceed

in order from inmost lo outermost are in

degrees, 2973. See Degree.
Oven sig. exterior goods, enjoyments,

in the opposite sense the enjoyments of

lusts, 7356-
Overlay the ark with gold, overlaying

implies founding, because the good pro-

ceeding from the Lord as a Sun not only
encompasses all in heaven, but also arts

as a foundation, 9490; to overlay or plate

graven images sig. to make falsities to

appear as truths, and evils as goods, 10406

Overrate sig. to favor, 9253.
Overtake or reach sig. influx and com-

munication, 8155.
Overthrow sig. to reject as nothing,

8283.
Owl. Night seems day to it, same with

man who dwells in literal sense alone,

3438(2); owl, falsity, <:o44(7)-

Owner sig. the internal man, the in-

tellectual, 0069, 0071, 9075.
Ox, oxen, the sons of an ox, and heifers

in the Word and sacrifices sig. the cel.

natural, 21S0; a flock sig. rational goods,

a herd natural goods, 2566; ox natural

crterior good, 2781(4), 4244; in the oppo-
site sense, affection of evil in the natural,

9083; the laws relating to oxen 9065-9102;
ox, the good of the natural, 0134, see,

2180, 2566, 2781, 2830(2), 5198-5201,

6357; the ox of a foe sig. those outside

the church in good not genuine, 9255;
not plow with an ox and ass together,

10184^6); oxen sig. goods in their power,

10236(5); the opening of an ox and of

cattle sig. in what is external and what is

internal, 10662.

Paddan-Aram sig. the knowledges of

truth, 3664, 3685, 43°5, 4567. 4610, 6025;
and of good, 3680, references, 6242; the

knowledges of both, 4107; a state of

know ledge, 6242.
Pain. Pain after circumcision sig. lust,

4496. Pain or grief sig. anxiety of the

heart or of the will, 5887.

Pairs sig. truths of the understanding
and goods of the will, 671; things rela-

tively profane, 720; truths and goods,

and evils and falsities, 747.
Palaces. See Habitations, Houses.

Cities and palaces which are seen in the

other life, 1626-7, 4411, 10513; decora-
tions, steps, and gates, 1627-8. The rich

void of charity at first dwell in palaces,

afterwards in viler houses, at length they
ask alms. 1631; courts sig. external things,

palaces internal, 3271; how produced.
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4411, 10194; Riven to those who ascribe

all things to the Lord, 4450(4); palace
sig. the Word, and truth of doctrine from
good, 4926(6); representative palaces,

10194, 10513.
Pallas. Who were so called by the

ancients, 4658(5).
Palm (vola), sole of foot, 875; palm sig.

power, 2177(4),6954, 7518; palms of hand;,,

what is from one's own power thus the
proprium, 10082; to put on the palms
of Aaron and his sons, acknowledgment
that those things are from the Lord,
10082; the Lord covering Moses with,

sig. closing the internal, 10583-4.
Palm Tree (palva), sig. spir. good,

or the good of truth, also wisdom, 8367,
8369, 7093(3); branches of palm trees

sig. internal truths of good, 9206(6).
Pancreas. Those correspond to the

pancreas who act in a sharp manner,
5184; those who correspond to the pan-
creatic, the hepatic, and the cystic ducts
are of different kinds, and are present
during chastisements and punishments,
5185.
Pangs sig. despair that they could no

longer enlarge their dominion, 8313.
Pans to take away ashes sig. the tilings

that remove after uses, 9723.
Panther, affections from loves of self

and world, 9335.
Papal power, bow in a certain council

the papal power was confirmed by sepa-
rating the Lord's Divine and Kis Human,
ascribing divinity to His Divine but not
to His Human, 4738(3).

PArs. See Breasts (libera).

Parables. In the Lord's parables all

things are Divine, and hence celestial,

and spiritual, 4637; various parables are
explained in which the number five occurs,

5291; the Lord spoke by correspondences
that worldly men might not understand,
lest they profane, 9048(5), 302.
Paraclete or Comforter. See Spntrr,

Holy, 6788, 8724, 0818(26).
Paradise. Man at end of sixth day a

heavenly paradise, 63. Paradisal things
in the other life, 1619-32, 10194(2), 10276
(4); of the Most Ancient Church, 1122;
infants walk in paradisal places, con-
cerning which, 2206, 3477; when the

angels hold discourse concerning those

things which are of intelligence and wis-
dom, at such times are rep. paradises,

vineyards, forests, meadows with flowers,

3220; the sight of the eye corresponds to

those societies which are in things par-
adisal, 4528; magnificence of things

paradisal is described from experience,

4528-9; the Word as a paradise, 1772;
paradisal regions in first heaven, 4528(2),

0577; paradise sic. the wisdom of man
created anew, 8891(3), 10545; a heavenly
paradise is intelligence and wisdom, 9396
(3); it sig. the wisdom of the cel. church,

9942(4); their internal sig. hy paradise,
the wisdom and intelligence in it, 9960
(20).

Parallelism. Between the Lord and
man there is given a parallelism as to
things cel. 1828, 1831, not as to things
spir., 1832, 3514; there is a parallelism
between interior and exterior good, not
between interior good and exterior truth,

unless the influx of good be such as when
it is in genuine order, 3564.
Paran sig. the cel. tilings of love, 1675

(2)-/); the Divine Human of the Lord in
respect to what is spir., 2714; Teman the
Divine Human in respect to what is cel.,

2714; Mount Paran the Divine spiritual

or truth of the Lord's Human, 2832(6).
Parched-Places sig. goods vastated,

and a salt earth truths vastated, 2455(3).
Parnassus on a hill below Helicon

described from correspondences, 4966(2).
Particulars. See General.
Passion of the Cross was the last

temptation by which the Lord fully

united the Human to the Divine and thus
glorified Himself, 2776(2); no one is

purified by His passion, 10026(2); by the
passion of the cross the Lord fully con-
quered the hells and glorified His Human,
10655(3).
Pass Over, To (tronstre) sig. to be

saved, 8321-3; to pass before, to lead and
to teach, 8577; what is further signified,

8321-3.
Passover. The paschal lamb sig. the

Lord, also the essential of regeneration
which is innocence, 3994(6); it was in-

stituted on account of deliverance from
Egypt, thus on account of the deliverance
of the spiritual from damnation, by the
Lord, 7093(6); the passover sig. the
presence of the Lord and the deliverance

of those who are of the spir. church by the

lord's coming, 7867; Use statutes of the
passover are laws of order for those who
are delivered from damnation and in-

festation, 7995; the Paschal Supper rep.

consociations in heaven, 7836, 7997: to
eat the passover sig. to be one with them,
thus to consociate, 8001; the feast of

things unleavened or the passover, 9286-
92; see Feast; the feast of the passover
was instituted in remembrance of the
glorification of the Human of the 1 ord,

and of deliverance from evils and from
the falsities of evil, and was thanksgiving
for the same, 10655. "^he paschal supper
sig. the consociations of angels in the
heavens as to goods and truths, 7097;
passover sig. the Lord's glorification, also

the conjunction of the Divine with the
human race, 2142(3); the passover rep.

the condemnation of the unfaithful, and
the liberation of the faithful when He was
glorified, chap. xii. Kxod., 7822-8020:
Jehovah passed over sig. damnation shall

See thence, 7939; passover nig. liberation
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from damnation, also from falsities and
evil.", 0002(2).

Pass the Nioht. To pass the night

in the street sig. to judge from truth, 2335;
to pass the night sig. to have peace, 3170;
to live in an obscure state, 3693; tran-

quillity, 4213.
Pasture sig. that which supports the

spiritual life of man, especially the truth

of knowledge, for the soul desires this

as the body desires food, 6078, 6277;
truth and the good of truth, which sus-

tain the spiritual life of man, 6413(4);
green pastures sig. spiritual nourishment,

Pathrusim sig. teachings of rituals

which are mere matters of memory, 1 193,

1 196.

Pattern of the dwelling sig. a repre-

sentative of heaven, 0481-2; pattern sig.

a representative, 9576-7-
Peace. A state of peace, its quality,

02, 03". it is as day-;dawn or spring, 1726;

in peace sig. nothing shall be harmed,
1853: see also Tranquillity. Peace
in the heavens is like day-dawn in the

earths, 2780; all restlessness is from evil

and falsity, but peace from what is good
and true, 3170, 3606(2); a state of tran-

quillity is a state of external peace, 3696
(2); all they who are regenerating are at

first in that state of tranquillity, and also

at last, 3096(2); see Regeneration.
Peace, in the supreme sense, is the Lord,
in the internal sense His kingdom, thus

the Divine of the Lord affecting what is

good from the inmost, 3780; the peaceful

sig. things in agreement as to doctrine,

4479. Peace is the Lord, also His kingdom,
and life therein or salvation, it also sig.

safety or health in the world, 4681; peace
is the universally reigning thing in heaven,
and affects all with blessedness insensibly

like spring or day dawn, 5662(2); peace
is not given unless lusts are taken away,
for these destroy peace, and place rest in

restlessness, 5662(2); peace has in it con-
fidence in the Lord that He governs all

things, and provides all things, and that

He leads to a good end, 8455; the truth

of faith has its rise from the truth of peace,

8456; peace is inmost affecting the in-

teriors, and is truth Divine in heaven
from the Lord, 8455; the conjunction of

good and truth is effected in a state of

S:ace, 8517; when peace relates to the
ivine in heaven, it sig. a Divine cel.

state, 8665; man, when he is in good, is

in peace, but not so when he is yet in

truth, 8722; sabbath sig. peace in the
heavens and in the earths, because the
union of the Human and Divine itself in

the Lord, also the conjunction of man
with Him, 8800, 8893, 9274, 9278, 9431,
10054, 10730.
Peace Offering sig. worship from

freedom, 10097.

Pearl. The beautiful pearl sig. charity

or the good of faith, 2967.
Pecui.ium or Own Possession sig.

those who are of the church where the

Word is, they are the Lord's property,

8768.
Peel. White peelings sig. the removal

of exteriors that interiors may be manifest
4015.

Pec. See Nail.
Pegasus sig. the understanding, 2762

(4), 4066(2); the origin of intelligence

and wisdom rep. by fable of Pegasus,

7729(8).
Peleg sig. internal worship of the

church, Eber and Joktan its external,

1240-1250. Chap. xi. a different series.

Peleg has another signification, external
worship, 1345-1348.

Pelican, bittern, owl, and raven sig.

different kinds of falsity, 5044(7); pelican
and bittern, falsities of evil, 9552(2).
Peniel rep. a state of temptation, 4298-

0; in the internal historical sense, a state

that they put on representations, 4310-11.
Penny. A measure of wheat and three

measures of barley for a penny sig. scar-

city of love, and charity, 3941(6).
Penufi rep. a state of truth in good,

4301. When he passed Penuel, in the
historical sense, sig. when they came into

the land of Canaan. 4313.
People sig. truths or falsities, 1250-60,

1672, 2058, 2069; the people of the land,
those who are of the spir. church, 2928;
gathered to people, when it relates to the
representation of any one, sig. such rep-
resentation no longer relates to him, 3255
(2), 3276; people sig. the good of truth,

but which in its first existence is truth,

3295; people, truths of the church, and
also the truths of pood, but in this latter

case it is expressed by another expression,
yet one in affinity, 3581; gathered to
people, sig. to his own in the other life,

also to the truths and goods in which they
are, 4610; to a company of people sig.

increase without limit, 6232; to be gath-
ered to his people, to be in goods and
truths in the natural, 6451, 6455, 6464;
to receive to Himself for a people, to be
added to those in heaven who serve the
lord there, and concerning those there
who are of the spiritual church, 7207;
servants and people sig. all and each,

7306; people, those who are of the spiri-

tual church, nation those who are of the
cel. church, references, 10288. See
Nation.

Perception. See Communication
and Conjunction and Conscience,
Sphere and OnoR. What perception is,

104, 227, 371, 495, 503, 521, 536, 1616,
5228; there is perception when love is the
principal, 371, U42; innumerable kinds
in heaven. 483; thev who have perception
know thousands of particulars, not so they
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who have conscience, 865: the quality of

the perception of the Most Ancient Church
and whence it was, 125, 507, 607, 784,

805, 086(3), 1121; the man of the Most
Ancient Church had communication with
heaven, hence perception, 784; what the

sons of the Most Ancient Church said

concerning perception, 1121; in the other

life there is a perception of all the ideas

of thought, 1008; there are two kinds of

perception in the other life, a perception
of what is good and true, also a perception

of the quality of others, 1383; in the other

life there is a communicationof all thoughts
and affections, 1390-2; they arc con-

sociated according to perceptions, 1394;
by reason of perceptions, the evil cannot
approach to heaven, 1397; the evil cannot
endure the presence of an angel, 1271,

1398; the perceptions of the cel. and of

the spir. angels, 202-3, 1384; the quality

of their love and faith, perceived, 1394;
by perception the quality of others is

known, 1504; illustrated by something
similar in regard to face, gesture, speech,

1388; whence such perception comes,
1388; because the stale is more perfect

in the other life, 1389; it was perceived
whatsoever was from deceit, 1395; an
example of perception from afar off, 1396;
they have little perception who are given

to reasoning, 1385; they have no per-

ception who suppose that their know ledge

is self-derived, 1386; the learned do not
know what perception is, 1387; the Lord's
perception, all perception is from con-

junction, 1616, 1791; the trees of Para-
dise sig. perceptions, 103.
Why so much is said in the internal

sense concerning the unition of the Divine

essence of the Lord with the Human, and
concerning His perception and thought.

2249(4); the perception of the Lord was
above all human perception, 1019(3);
what thought is from perception, con-

science, and no conscience, 2 sis; per-

ception is something else than thought,

thought is from perception, 1910; differ-

ence between perception and conscience.

2144. The Lord's perception. 2144(4).

2171; there are interior and exterior per-

ceptions, 2145, 21 71; there is perception

of what is good and true in things cel.

and spir., perception of what is just and
equitable in civil life, perception of what
is honest in moral life, 2811(2); the sense

of touch is the common or general of all

the senses, arising from a perceptive,

which is an internal sensitive. 3528; all

the sensitive and perceptive is from pood,

but not from truth, 3528; the quality of

a spirit is known as he approaches, 4626;
perception is internal revelation, 5007;
perception is fumed into odors. See Odor.
Revelation from perception, and revela-

tion from discourse with angels, the differ-

ence, 5121(2); the quality of perception in

such cases. See Revelation. With

those who have perception, the interior

rational is terminated, 5145(4). The per-
ception of the spiritual is an influx of the
discourse of the angels attendant on man,
5228; at this day it is unknown what per-
ception is, 5228; it exists only with those
who arc in love and charity, with them
there is thought from perception, 5228;
the truths of the church are apprehended
in a manner altogether different by those
who are in good, and by those who are not
in good, 5478; perception clearer, in

proportion as it is more interior, 5920;
perception is the faculty of concluding
whether a thing is so or not; this faculty

at this day is exercised about things in the
world, but not about spir. things, the
reason, 5937(2); perception consists in

seeing that truth is truth and good is good,
also that evil is evil, and falsity is falsity,

7680; the spiritual have perception of
civil and mor:'.l truth and good, but not of
spiritual good md truth, 707^; the light

of perception is Divine, not the light of

confLmation, which latter is merely sen-
sual, 8781; sight from the intfrior, 9128
(2V, perception, how formed with the
celestial, 10124(2); those who are of the
cel. kingdom from interior perception
know truths, 10786-8.
The Lord's perception, His first per-

ception sig. by oak-grove of Moreh, 1443—
8; the oak-groves of Mamre or Hebron
perception more internal, 1615-18; He
had perception of all things taking place
in Him, 1701: and of all things in the

world of spirits and the heavens, 1786,

1791; it was from the internal or Jehovah,
1815, 1919(3), 2171, 2218, 224S, »55?;
He had two kinds of perception, one in

states of humiliation the other in states of

glorification. 2098", His state of perception
before perfect union with Divine, 2136-7;
His perception respecting the rational,

2138-0; respecting the human race, 2141,

treated in Gen. xviii., 2142-2288. The
Lord's perception though from the Divine
was at first obscure, 2514; His perception

from Divine truth and from Divine good,

3619; it was from the Divine but accord-

ing to the state of reception by the Human,
4571-

. ,
Perez. The son of Thamar, sig. faith,

4812; it means breaking, sig. separation

from good, 4926-7; sons of Judah, cel.

love and its doctrinals. 6024(3).
Perfection. Men axe more perfect

in the other life. 1610(2); they cannot be
altogether perfected to eternity, 67s,
804, 3200. 4205(3). ^379^). ^803, 0503,

9825; perfect sig. the good of charity,

1094; the Lord alone is perfect, 1414.

4803.
Perforated sig. open from highest to

lowest, without termination anywhere
in the middle, spoken of the degrees of

the will, S145.

Perfumer. The work of a perfumer
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sig. the influx and operation of the Divine
in the Lord from conception, 10205, 10299.

Pericardium, 51881.5), 8980.
Peritoneum. The correspondence of

the peritoneum, those in the Greatest
Man who constitute the peritoneum, their

quality when they are infested by those

who constitute the kidneys, 5377-8; their

quality when infested by those who con-

stitute the colon there, 5379; mentioned,
8980, 9216.

Perizzite. Canaanite sig. hereditary
evil, Perizzite, falsity from it, 1573-4,

1867, 9316, 10638; so long as anything of

the church remained with them, that is,

so long as the Ancient Church was in

Canaan, the Canaanite sig. the church as

to good, and the Perizzite the church as

to truth, 4517; the Perizzite, falsity from
evil, 6859.

Permission, 592(2), 1755; evil is not
from Him who permits, 592, 8227(2);
the Lord governs all things from will and
good pleasure, from leniency or indulgence,

and permission, 1384, 1755, 2447, 9940;
sacrifices permitted not commanded, 2180
(7); the evils which are attributed to the
Lord came to pass from permission, 2447;
the Lord in temptation does not concur
by permitting according to the idea which
man has of permission, 2768; many
things not commanded but permitted
which seem otherwise in the letter, 6914
(5); some things are from the Lord's
will, others from good pleasure, favor,

and permission, those from permission
arc the most remote, 9940; evils permitted
only so far as they can be turned to good,

6489, 6574(2), 6663; the permission of

evil by the Lord is not as of one who wills

it, but who cannot bring aid, whilst the
end presses which is the salvation of the
humrin race, 7877(5); to leave man to do
evil from his freedom is to permit, 10778.

Tep.son. The idea of three persons in

God destroys idea of one God, 5256, 6993
(2), 10736, 10S21-2; the idea of person is

turned into the idea of thing in the internal

sense, why, 5225, 5287, 5434; angels
think abstractedly from persons, 8343,
the reason, 8985, 9007; the name of a
person does not enter heaven, 10282.
Persuasion of the antediluvians that

they were as gods and what they thought
was Divine, 557, 560-3, 581; persuasions
immensely increase when truths are
mingled with lusts, 794; lusts and evils

in persuasions, 803(2); persuasions of fal-

sity extinguish everything spiritual and
celestial, 806; see also Principle and
Fantasy; the quality of a persuasion or
of persuasive faith, 2682(2), 2689(d),

2694(2); persuasion of falsity continually
excites things which conhrm falsity. 1510-
11; there are many kinds of persuasions
of falsity, 1673, 1675(7); persuasion has
a semblance of faith, but is not faith, 3863

(3); persuasive faith, 2681(2), 2689(4),

2695(4), 3427(4), 3865, 8148(2), 9363-9;
persuasion of truth may be given with
those who are in the life of evil, 3895;
things confirmed by doctrine and life

remain to eternity, 4747; they who are
in the persuasion of falsity are interi-

orly bound, 5096; the persuasion of
falsity its quality, 5128; the nature
and quality of persuasive truth, 7298(2);
they who ascend from beneath through
the region of the loins and breast, believe

themselves to be in the Lord, and that
whatsoever they do, howsoever wicked,
they do from Him, 7621-2; see Mars;
the dire persuasions of the antediluvians
who were called Nephilim, Enakim, and
Rephaim, 581, 1268, 1270(2)-!, 1673,
7686. See Nephilim.

Pestilence. Sword, famine, and pes-
tilence were punishments of profanation,

1327(6); the vastation of good and truth,

also damnation, 7102, 7505; hence it

sig. consummation, 7505, 7507, 7511;
to die by the pestilence, to be consumed,
7507-11; it sig. vastation of good and
truth, 8364(5); David chose the pesti-

lence, sig. vastation and consumption of

goods and truths received from infancy,

10219(5).
Peter. Peter, James, and John, rep.

faith, charity, and the good of charity,

same as Reuben, Simeon, Levi, preface
to chap. xvii. Gen. (3). The keys given to

Peter sig. the faith of charity which is

from the Lord alone. See preface to chap,
xxii. Gen. and 4738(4). Peter rep. faith,

James charity, and John the works of
charity, 3750(2), 3859(16), 8581(3), ref-

erences, 0410(3); Peter denying the Lord
sig. that in the last time faith rejects the
Lord, 6000(5), 6073(3), 10134(13). See
likewise Rock; Peter when a boy sig.

faith in its beginning, when old, faith in

its end, 9212(8); Peter, faith from the
Lord, 10080; the words of the Lord to

Peter and John are explained, where He
asks Peter whether he loved Him, and
commands him to feed His sheep and
lambs, and to follow Him, 10087(2); his

denial of the Lord rep. denial when there
is no longer any faith and charity, refer-

ences, 10134; the power of the keys sig.

the Lord as to truth of faith from good,
10182(2).
Phantasy. See Fantasy.
Pharaoh. See Eoypt. He rep. human

wisdom or intelligence, that is knowledge
in general, 42. Pharaoh sig. same as
Egypt, 14S2. Princes of Pharaoh sig.

primary things of knowledge, 1482;
Pharaoh's house, the mind, those things
which are of the natural love, or the affec-

tion for knowing and learning, 1484;
learning in general, and the knowledges
ivhich belong to it, 14S7; plagues of

Pharaoh, external knowledges destroyed,
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1487; Pharaoh, the interior natural,

SI33, 5'47. 5100; the natural in general,

5102, 5195, 5208; the new natural, 5244,
5251, 5326; knowledge of the church in

general both true and false, 6015; in

Joseph's time sig. knowledge in agreement
with the truths of the church, the Pnaraoh
who knew not Joseph, knowledge op-
posed, 6651, 6652-6693; falsity infesting

the truth of the church, see series Moses
before Pharaoh, Exodus, iv-xv., 7031-
8370.

Pharisees better than those at this day
who worship the Lord in a holy manner
externally, but conceal a profane state

internally, 2354(2).
Phicol, Abimelech and Phicol have

different signification in Gen. xxi. from
Gen. XXvi., 3447. Ahuzzath and Phicol
rep. the primaries of doctrine, 3448.

Philistea, Philistine rep. falsity and
reasonings, 7053; memory of the knowl-
edges of faith and charity, 1 107-8; Philis-

tines, those in the memory of knowledges
only, not in the life, who reject the doc-
trinals of charity and acknowledge the

doctrinals of faith, called uncircumcised,
because in the loves of self and of gain,

34i2<2)-i3; in a good sense, those in the
doctrine of faith, and as to life in the good
of truth, 3463; those in the truth of faith

not from good, 8003; the habitation of

such in the other Etc, 8096(2), 8000(2);
they infest the well-disposed, 8096(2);
Philistines rep. those who are in faith

alone, separate from good, their errors,

and quality, 8313; from the Red Sea to

the sea of the Philistines, sig. from exter-

nal truths to the interior truths of faith,

03.10; Thilistines, the interior truths of

faith, 9340(4). Philistines rep. the mem-
ory o| knowledges, or knowledge of hu-
man ideas, 2725-6; Abraham in Philistea

Gen. xx., 2408-2588; Isaac in Philistea

Gen. xxvi., 3357-3467.
Philosophy. Those who reason from

things scientific, philosophic, and sensual
concerning spirit deny its existence, 196,

1072; by philosophy intellectual good
perishes, 2124;

_
philosophy, namely,

tilings metaphysical and logical, draw
down the understanding into the dust,

they are feculent froth, 3348; concerning
things scholastic, or logical, and meta-
physical, and concerning Aristotle, 4658
(2); philosophy infatuates those who
stick in terms, but is otherwise with those
who proceed from thought to terms,

4658(2); see Aristotle. The ancients
did not have a knowledge of philosophy,
but their wisdom came through a knowl-
edge of correspondences, 4966; the philo-

sophical subjects which ut this dav are
cultivated bring the mind into darkness,

4966(4); those who confuse good and
truth through philosophical subtleties

have less common sense th;m others, they
constitute the scarf-skin, 5550.

Pm.EGM. The phlegmy particles of

the brain correspond to tenacious holding
of opinions, and conscientious scruples
in unimportant matters, 5386, 5718.

Physician, Medicine, sig. preserva-
tion from evils, 6502; the Lord Himself
a physician because Ke preserves from
evils which are spir. diseases, 8365.

Pia Mater, 4047.
Pieces, 1862, 10048.
Pierce sig. to extinguish, 4503(3); the

perversion, destruction, and profanation
of tlie truth of the church by falsity and
evil, 4503(11).

Piety. A life of piety without a life

of charity, is of no avail, but with it is in
all respects beneficial, 8252; what it is,

8253-7, 10143(6); hypocritical sanctity

and piety penetrates no further than the
first threshold of heaven, 10177(5).
Pillar (colvmna). An angelic column

around me, when I was let down into the
lower earth, 699. Pillar (stolua) of salt

sig. truth vaslated, that is without good,

2454(5); good of truth vastated, 2455;
pillar, a holy boundary, 3726-7; a stone
set up for a pillar sig. worship from truth,

4190; they were either for a sign, a witness,

or for worship, sig. the holy of worship,

4580; pillar of a cloud and of fire, by day
and by night, rep. the state of heaven,
8108; pillar is predicated of the natural,

which is like a basis to li e spiritual, 8106
(4); a pillar of a cloud in the day-time,
a state of illustration, tempered by the
obscurity of truth, 8106, of fire by night,

a state of obscurity, tempered by illustra-

tion from good. 8icS; pillar of fire and
cloud sig. the presence ol the Divine good
and truth, 8213; pillars, the goods of

love and of faith, because they support
heaven and the church, 0674(2), 9747;
pillar of cloud, dense obscurity in respect
to the Israelites. 10551; pillars sig. Divine
truths, also falsities, 10643.
Pillows sig. communication of inmost

or Divine things with outermost, 3695,
37*5- ...

Pin. Tent pins or nails sig. things con-
joining or strengthening, 9777.

Pipe (a musical instrument) sig. spir.

good, 417-420; the pipes of the candle-
stick sig. truths from good, 9551. 9555-6.

Pison sig. the intelligence of faith from
love, 110.

Pit, see Prison, Snare, Bocnd, sig. fal-

sities, 168S, 4728, 4736, 4744. 4757, 0085;
pits, doctrines not true, broken pits, fab-

ricated doctrines, 2702(3); the hole of the
pit whence ye are digged, the Lord as to

Divine truth, 3703(3); places of vastation

in the other life are called pits, and are
every where in the Word meant bv pits,

since by pits are sig. falsities, and by the

bound in a pit, those who are in falsities,

and arc willing to be liberated from them,

4738, 4744. 50381 5 '38, 5'46, 6854(4),
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950; to fall into a pit sig. falsity, 9086.
ee I.o\vf.r Earth.
Pitch sig. dreadful fantasies, 643(4);

pitching with pitch, preservation from
lusts, 645; bitumen sig. the evils of lusts

and falsities from them, 1299; burning
pitch, dense and dire falsities, 2446(2);
bitumen, good mixed with evils, pitch,

good mixed with falsities, 6724.
Pitcher sig. outward knowledge,

knowledge without truth is an empty
vessel, 3068, 3070, 3083, 3001, 3095.

Place. See Situation. They who
deny that spiiit is in place, 446. Changes
of place, distances, situations, are changes
of state in the other life, 1273-7, 1376-81;
what it is to be led by the spirit into an-
other place, 1884; there are no spat es and
times in the other life, 2625; they sig.

states, the former states as to being, the
latter states as to existing, 262s, 2837;
the reason is, because there is no idea of

space and time in the other life, nor in the

internal man, 3356, 3938(2,3); motion
sig. change of state, 3355; places and
distances, states, 3387(3); the Word is

expressed according to an idea of space
and place. 3387(3); man cannot think
without an idea of space and time, 3404
(2); situation in the other life sig. state,

from experience, 4321, 4882; there are

no spaces in the other life, there are living

appearances of space arising from changes
of state in the interiors, 5605(3); time and
space sig. state, 7381(3). Spaces and
progressions in the other life are appear-
ances derived from changes of state of

the interiors, 044°; man may be led as to

tile spirit to earths in the universe, 9440;
remoteness of place sig. difference of truth;

changes of state are according to differ-

ences of the interiors, as I experienced
when led by the Lord to an eaith in the

universe, 9967; the presence of different

objects and the ideas of space are accord-
ing to the affection of loves in the other
life, 10146(3); all turn themselves accord-
ing to their loves, 10189(3). See Love.
Place, state, references, 10580; progres-
sions in the other life are changes of the
state of the interiors, 10734; distance sig.

diversity of state of life, references. 0104.
Placue. It is according to order that

one plague should follow another, and
that the evil should successively be cast
down into hell, 7541(2); each plague sig.

a special kind of falsity and evil, 7574;
the last plague, death of first born sig.

damnation, 7766, 7778-82, 7870, 7926;
how the Lord's presence protecting the
good produces vastation with the evil,

7926(2); plague sig. punishment of evil.

102 19. The plagues of Egypt explained
in series, 7264-7798, 7048-7065.

Plain sig. the all of doctrine, 2418,
24'o; the plain of the earth sig. the truth
of the church, 4236.

Planet. Sec Earth.

Plane-Tree sig. natural things as to
truth, 4013(3); natural truth, 4013-4.

Planks. See Boards.
Plant. To plant sig. to regenerate,

illustrated by comparison with a tree,

8326; to teach truths or falsities, 9272(3).
See Tree.

Plate. A plate of pure gold sig. en-
lightenment from the Lord's Divine good,
0930.
Play or Jest, sig. to deride, 2403; play

and dance sig. rejoicing of the interiors,

10416.
Pleasure. See Delight, Enjoy-

ment. Pleasure sig. by creeping things,

810, 994, by maid servants and she-asses,

i486, by Lot, 1547, by thickets, 1041(2),
by beds of ivory, 6188(3); the hell of
those in mere sensual pleasures, 943-6;
pleasures are in no case denied to man,
provided that they are not regarded as an
end, and the interiors are good, 945, 994-
5; pleasures of wealth, honor, office,

marriage love, friendship, social inter-

course, of senses, 904; the interior affec-

tions manifest themselves in pleasures;

many pleasures enumerated, two classes,

those of the will and those of the under-
standing, 994-5; they who regard mere
pleasures as an end, in the other life, are
first conveyed into places where such
things are, afterwards into the excre-
mentitious hell, 943; women of low con-
dition who have given themselves up to

pleasures, mutually beat each other, 944;
into what fantasies mere corporeal pleas-

ures are changed, 954; filthy pleasures
described from proprium, 994(7); pleas-

ures have their enjoyment from use, 907;
the love of pleasures a third kind of idol-

atry, 1357; pleasures which agree and
which do not agree with cel. things, 1547;
organic vessels opened by pleasures, 1563;
in the delights appertaining to the re-

generate, there arc also woildly delights,

but tempered by goods from the Lord,
2204; they are most external affections,

3849(4); they are useful, 3951(3), 4459
(6); called natural goods, 4038(2); should
serve not rule, 5150, 5214, 5305; in re-

generation must be removed, 8413(2);
origin of diseases, 5712, 5714; are of the
sensual, and are wont to draw man away
from good, 1547; sig. affection, desire,

2203; pleasure and enjoyment introduce
truths into the memory, 3513, 4301U);
the enjoyment of pleasures sig. by the

baked cake of barley bread which over-

turned the tent of the Midianites, 7602;
the enjoyment of pleasures before re-

generation is first, afterward last. 8413(3).
PiEnr.E. The law of the pledge ex-

plained, 3540(2); a pledge for what has
been lent, sig. the reception of truth, and
a reply to that whirh is communicated,
0212, 9213(41; a pledge here, sensual
truth. 9212; to stand without in taking a
pledge sig. one should not bind or In-
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cite another to confirm one's own truths,

02 I3t6). Pledge sis. a reciprocal, what is

certain, 487^(3)-
Plenty, seven years of, 5192, 5275,

5278, 5342(3).
Pleura, correspondence of its tubercles

518S; covers viscera of thorax, 5378(2),
9216; relatively a servant, 8980.
Plow, To, sig. preparation from good

to receive truth, thus good, 5895; the
implantation of truth in good, 10660;
plow with an ox and an ass together sig.

not to mix states of good and truth, 10669
(5).

Poison. Poison of serpent sig. reason-
ing from things of sense, vjs; the hell of

those who commit murder by poison,

814, 817; poison sig. deceit or hypocrisy
in the spir. sense; poisonous serpents, the
deceitful or hypocrites, 9013. See 59,

251, 947, 1512, 2269(3), 2438(3), 5128
(S), 6398(3), 8625(2).
Pollute, or detile, sig. conjunction not

legitimate, 4435, 4439J it sig. there will

be no worship, 8943.
Polygamy, its origin, 162; no marriage

love where it exists. 4837(2), 1017.2.

Pomegranates sig. the knowledges of

good, 9525, 0559, 9564-7, 0918; the
flowers of pomegranates, the knowledges
of truth, 9553; pomegranates sig. outward
knowledges of good, 9917-8; doctrinals

from the Word in the memory. 0018.
Pool. A stagnant lake described,

819; a muddy pool, 956; pool sig. knowl-
edges serving truths which are of doc-
trine, in the opposite sense serving fal-

sities of doctrine, 7324; a pool of fire and
sulphur sig. hell, 7324.

Poor. See Miserable. The poor sig.

the spiritually poor, those in external

truth do good to the evil and g'wl alike,

3820(7); to be poor and needy in the
other life, is to be rich and abounding,
there is nothing of wisdom and power
from self, but from the Lord, 4459(4);
to do good to the poor is the external of

the church, to do good to those who are

in spiritual poverty, is the internal of the

church; in doing good, regard ought to be
had both to what is internal and what is

external, 0209(2); the poor are those who
arc in little good from ignorance of truth,

and the needy are those who are in little

truth from ignorance of truth, and still de-
sire to be instructed, 9209(3); the poor sig.

those who are in few truths, and in fal-

sities from ignorance, also in falsities and
in good, likewise in falsities and in evils,

0253; the poor sig. those who are not in

the knowledges of truth, and still des;re

them, 10227; how it is to be understood
that heaven belongs to the miserable and
the rxv->r. when yet there are in heaven
both the rich and the dignified, 10227.

Pope. A spirit described who had been
pope. 375o. Their respiration in the

consistory, 3750(3). The papal power,
how established, 4738.

Poplar-Tkee. White poplar sig. the
good of truth of the natural man, 4013(3).

Portion. The breast of the sacrifice

was Moses' portion, the shoulder Aaron's,
sig. communication of Divine truth in the
spir. kingdom, Divine good in the cel.

kingdom, 10090(2).
Possession. Possessor of heaven and

earth sig. of all things in the interior and
exterior man, 1733(7); to possess by in-

heritance sig. to receive eternal life or
heaven from the Lord, 2658(5); possession
sig. a station of spir. life, 6103; to possess
sig. to become the Lord's, 8323; to possess
hereditarily is predicated of those who
are in cel. good, and to inherit of those
who are in spir. good, 0338(4). To possess
by inheritance sig. to have celestial good,
to inherit to have spir. good, 2658(6).

Post. Posts sig. truths of the natural
and the threshold its goods, 7847; post,

conjunction, S989.
Pot. Flesh-pot sig. one's will and lust,

thus the proprium, 8408; the pot which
was for holy use, sig. doctrine, because
containing, 8408, 10105(3); since boiling

flesh sig. to prepare for use of life, 10105;
what is boiled with water sig. what is

from the doctrine of truth, roasted sig.

from the good of love, 7857. See Water.
Pot sig. truth, 8530; doctrine, ioto5(.t).

Potiphar, prince of the guards sig.

the more interior of outward knowledges,
47S0, 4700, 4965-6; these interior truths

in the nituraj mind are applications to

uses, the interior goods are uses, 4973.
Pottagi. Jacob boiled pottage sig.

heaped up doctrinals, 3316; pottage or
pulse sig. doctrinals not yet conjoined to

good, thus an unarranged heap, 3316
(3-4). 3332; the good of the external
rituals of the Jewish Church, 8408(5).

Potter sig. reformation and regenera-
tion, 2276(2). is predicated of God, clay

of man, 0669(5).
Powerful, Power, Ability, they

called themselves mighty from faith, 1179;
dominion from evil and falsity contrasted
with dominion from good and truth,

1 749(jl; power of angels, spirits, and men
is from the lord, 1752; evil spirits given
into the power of angels, 1755; there are

in heaven both the rich and poweiful,

1877; power is predicated of truth, 3001,
4060(7); the power or faculty of receiving

truth is altogether according to good,

5623; truth has all power or ability from
good, 6344, 6423; Divine power is Divine
truth, 6948(2). 8200. Divine truth is

omnipotence, it is power itself, and the

veriest essential, 8200; there is power in

truths, 8304; the power appertaining to

any one is the man himself, 9133; truths

from good, thus truths which are from the

Lord, have all power; on this account
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falsities have no power, 0327(2); omnipo-
tence is from truth, which is from the

Lord, 0.110(5); angels are called powers
from the reception of Divine truth from
the Lord, 9630; good has powei by truth,

9643; the Divine power of the Lord con-
sists in saWng man by removing the hells;

that power belongs to the Lord alone,

10019(3); all power is of good bv cel.

truth, iooio. All power is of truth from
good, its quality, 1018?. Evils and fal-

sities have no power, 10481. The Lord
procured all things to Himself by His
own powers, 2025(2), and so redeemed
man, 2025(5), see Glorification. When
there is affection for truth, or when good is

in truth, then thought therefrom has all

ability or power, 2526. El and Elohim or

God sig. the Lord as to truth and power,
4402; those in the Greatest Man who
correspond to the hands, arms, and
shoulders are in the power of truth from
good, 4932; the power of dissipating

falsities is from good by truth, 6343-4;
Divine truth from the Lord has all power,

7337(2); truths in the ultimate of order
have power, 7337(2); the power of truth
over hell, 8200; the Divine power of

saving the human race, 10019(3), 10027,
10076, 10120, 10481.
When it treats of the Divine power of

good or omnipotence, Jehovah Zcbaoth
also Lord is named, 2921; God sig. om-
nipotence, 3934, 4609; omnipotence rep.

by to sit at right hand of God, A£y2, by
rod and hand, 4!*-76(3), 6425, 7545, by
lion, 6367(2). See Hand, Shoulder,
Arm, Kod, Ultimate.

Praise of Jehovah sig. internal wor-
ship, 1171(3); goods and truths, 3048(5);
praise is from love of truth, 38^0(5);
from mouth of infants is from innocence,

5236(4); with timbrel is from affection

of good of faith, with harp from affec-

tion of truth, 8337(4).
Pray, Praver (orare, oralio). See

Worship. To pray sig. to be revealed,

2535; the praver of the Lord was nothing
else than internal speech with the Divine
and at the same time revelation, 2535,
2580; also communication, 3285; from
the Lord's prayer were known the qual-
ities of persons, 4047; innumerable
things are in the Lord's prayer, and in

each thing of it, 6619; all things in the

Lord's prayer follow in a series, 8864(4);
to entreat sig. humiliation, 7391; it is

intercession, 7396, 7462; in temptations
there is no need of prayers; they are not
heard; they who are in temptations ought
to light against falsities and evils, and this

as from themselves, 8179(2); the all of

worship, which is truly worship, is from
the lord, and not from man, 10299;
prayers sig. by smoke of incense, 10198.
The Lord regards only the interiors as
to love and faith in adoration and prayers,

10143(4).

Preach si?, to make known, 3488(8,);

the dream of Joseph sig. to preach about
the Lord's Divine Human, 4682-89, 4700;
to feed sig. to preach, 5201(4); evil

priests who preach with zeal, 4799(4),
6914(3), 8383; preaching the gospel is

the announcing of the Lord, His Coining,

and the things from Him relating to

salvation and eternal life, 9925(2). A
preacher who visited the fifth earth de-
scribed by Swedenborg, 10735, 10752-7;
preachers who imitate Divine worship
permitted on account of use, 10309(2).
Precept. Precepts are the internal of

the Word, Statutes its external, 33^2,
8362. To hearken to the precepts sig.

obedience, and a life according to the
goods of faith, 8362. There is a distinc-

tion between precepts which are of t'ie

life, judgments which are of the civil state,

and statutes which are of worship, 8972.
The law and the commandment sig. truth
in general and in particular, 9417. The
chief precept is that no other God than
the Lord should be acknowledged, 10638
(2). See Commandment.

Precio'js. Things precious sig. spir.

things; truths from good are called pre-

cious things in the Word, 3166. Precious
stones sig. interior truth, 8609; truths

Divine translucent in the ultimate of

order, 9407(5-8); truth of faith from
good, 0643(4); Divine truths from Di-
vine good, 9863(2); they represent accord-
ing to their colors, 9865.

Predestination, or Fate. There is no
predestination or fate, but man has free-

dom; providence does not follow neces-
sarily in the order, such as man proposes
to himself, but as an architect, who, being
about to build a house, heaps together
ma;erials not in order, 6487; all r.re

destined tor heaven, none for hell, heard
out of heaven from the angels, 6488. See
Providence.
Preeminence in heaven not as on

earth, 3417(2, 3); the desire of the Israel-

ites for preeminence, 105^9, 6970; in the
palace of Pharaoh Moses received the
desire of preeminence, 10563; they
thought of nothing else than eminence
and opulence above others, 10629.
Prepare, To. When said of goods

appropriated, sig. arrangement, 8422;
when concerning heaven, sig. to give it

out of mercy to those in the good of love
and of faith, 9305.

Presence. The Lord is present only
in charity, 981, 1023, 1032(3), 103S; as
hell is removed, 1044(3), 1050. Spirits

arc present when they are thought of,

1274.
Present, the Lord is present in temp-

tations, 1947, 2334; His presence with all

illustrated by sun, 2706; in good, 2015,
4198, 4299, 4673, 6495, 6707, 6S06, 6840;
the I-ord is present with every one, with
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the evil it is called absence because they
pervert His influx, 2706, shown, 10146-
8, ioi53(4)-4. His presence with the evil

effects damnation, why, 7926(2), 7989,
8137, 8197(2), 8214, 8227, 8264, 8321,

8343, S816; His presence is by influx,

0682(2); He is everywhere present, how,
10146.
Present. See Gin.
Prey. See Spoil sig. deliverance from

hell, 636S.
Pride (superbia). See Self-Love.
Priest (sacerdos). All priests of Judah

and Israel rep. the Lord's priestly func-
tion, 1400(4); priest rep. Divine good,
king, Divine truth, 1728, 2015(10); all

kings and priests rep. the Lord, the former
as to royalty the latter as to the priestly

office; but so far as they attribute to them-
selves what is holy, so far they are spir.

thieves, and so far as they act wickedly so
far they put off what is representative,

3670(2); Aaron rep. the Lord as to His
Divine priesthood which is the Divine
good, 3858(11); priest rep. good, 5332;
priests rep. the Lord as to Divine good;
t!:ey sig. goods, but kings as to Divine
truths; they sig. truths, 6148(3), 8770;
evil priests, who in the world nave moved
the common people to tears by their

preaching, especially those of the order
of the Jesuits, infest very much the well-

disposed spirits, and speak altogether

differently from what they think, from
experience, 8383; Jcthro, priest of Midi.tn

rep. Divine good, 8643; the priests of the

sons of Israel rep. spiritual good, S832;
priest. Divine good, 0806; priesthood,

the Divine good of the Divine love of the

Lord, 9800; the priesthood rep. the Txird

as to the all of salvation, 9800; to minister,

when it relates to the priesthood, sig. wor-
ship and preaching the gospel, 9025; the

priesthood succeeded in the family of

Aaron to the sons, because they rep. the
Lord as to the Divine good, 0960(5); the

office of the priesthood of Aaron rep. the
Lord as to His Divine celestial, His gar-

ments the Divine spiritual, explained in

detail, 0804-9960; the priest's office sig.

the Jx>rd's work of salvation, 0080, 10348.
The priesthood of Aaron, of his sons, and
of the I.cvites, is a representative of the

work of the Lord's salvation in successive

order, as in three heavens 10017. Gov-
ernors over things of the church are called

priests. Doctrine concerning the priest-

hood, 10789-10799. There ought to be
governors over things ecclesiastical,

10793; they ought to teach truth and to

lead to good of life, 10794; they ought
not to claim to themselves power over the

souls of men, 10795; priests ought to

have dignity on account of holy things,

but not to attribute it to themselves, but
to the I-ord, 10796; because honor is not

of person but of things, 10707; tuey ought

not to compel any one, but must separate
those who make disturbance, 10708.
Primary. What are essentials, and

what instrumentals, 5048-0; primary
truths enumerated, 8773; primary pre-
cepts, the Lord is to be worshipped, they
must acknowledge all good and truth are
from Him, 10632(2). Primary truths,

10699, represented, Exod. xxxiv., 12-27,
10690. The primary things of the church,
10728. The Sabbath was the primary
representative of all, 10728.

Primogeniture. The first-born sig.

the Lord, the first-born of the church,
faith, 352; whence came the dispute con-
cerning primogeniture, and the dominion
thence derived, 367; there has been a
controversy concerning primogeniture,
whether it belongs to faith or charity,

'435(2); primogeniture sig. priority and
superiority, 3325; it is treated of in Jacob's
purchase of Esau's birthright, 3324-36;
priority belongs to good but the appear-
ance is otherwise, shown fully with many
references, 3324, 3330, 3332, 3336; the
Lord is the first-bom, and from Him
those in love to Him, also in charity to-

wards the neighbor, thus good is the first-

born, although with the spir. man, in the
beginning it appears that the truth of

faith is the first-born, 3325(4); why the
first-born of Egypt were slain, 3325(12),
see Egypt. Good is the elder son or first-

born, illustrated by the state of infants

who are in innocence, of love to their

parents, and of mutual charity towards
their infant companions, 3404; the primo-

feniture is tre \tcd of in Gen. xxvii., the
irlhright of Esau, see 3491-3623; why

trutli is first in time, 3539; Jacob now
represents good of that truth, because he
took on the person of Esau, 3650(2); he
was not a true representative, 3660; good
is essentially the first-born, it is the soul
of truth, truth appears to be first bora,

3863(2); good has the primogeniture
actually, and truth apparently, 4923, 4925,
4926, 4928, 4930, 5351(2); sec Truth
and Regeneration. The first-born was
called the beginning of strength, sig.

power, belonging to truth, 6344; because
the faith of the church was sig. by the

first-born, 6344; the spiritual were adopted
by the coming of the I.ord into the world,
and called first-bom sons from the faith

of charity, 7035; the first-born of Egypt
sig. faith witnout charity, 7030°, it is

damned, 7766; rep. by death of the first-

bom in Egypt, 7778; the first-bom of

Pharaoh sig. the truths of faith falsified,

which are in the first plare, 7779; the
first-bom of beast, the goods of faith

adulterated, 7781; first-bom in the land of

Exypt, the truth of faith falsified, 7050;
the first-born, the faith of the spir. church,
because truth in that church is the essen-

tial, and good itself is truth, 8042; the
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first-bom, the truths of faith immediately
from charity, 8042(2); since all genera-
tions relate to regeneration or the new
birth, the first-born sig. faith, 8042(2);
to redeem the first-born of man sig. not
to ascribe to the Lord the truths of faith,

but its goods, 8080; the first-born sig.

charity or the good of faith, 8080. Good
is first, references, 4242, 9224(2); this

state when good is actually in the first

place is described Gen. xxxiii., where Jacob
is submissive to Esau, 4337; good of char-
ity is actually first born, references, 6272,
8080(2), 9135.

Prince sig. primary precepts, 1482,

2089, 3272, 4476; prince, primary truth,

5044(3); truth Divine from the Lord,

2829(4); to strive as a prince and pre-

vail sig. to overcome in temptation com-
bats, 4287; abstractedly from persons it

sig. primary truth, 1482, 20S0, 5044(3);
the chief of those in externals, 10696.
Princes of the congregation sig. primary
truths, 8491; princes of thousands, hun-
dreds, fifties, and tens sig. primary truths

in first, second, intermediate, and third

degrees, 8712-8715.
Principal. When men fix their

thoughts upon a single article of faith

which they make the principal all tilings

seem to favor and confirm it, 362, 794.
The all of life is from the Lord; it is as
principal and instrumental, which act in

unity as a cause; it is felt in the instru-

mental as its own, 6325, 10738(4).
Principle. See Fantasy and Per-

suasion. False principles are easily con-
firmed from the Word, 589. A sphere of
principles and persuasions of falsity ex-
cites such things as confirm, 1510-11;
they who are in principles of falsity cannot
even see truths, 1017; there are three
kinds of principles of falsity, 1673; per-

suasions of the falsity from the love of

self and the love of the world; the differ-

ence, 1675(7); falsities are not so in-

jurious unless they be from evils, and
unless they be confirmed, 589, 845; fan-
tasies or falsities sig. by fowls, 778; the
persuasion of falsity is hurtful, because
it influences intellectual life, 794, 806;
they are vastated who are in false prin-

ciples, 1 io6; they are reduced to igno-
rance, and are then imbued with the
truths of faith, nog; the sphere of fan-
tasies and persuasions of falsity appear
like clouds, 15 12; the persuasions of the
antediluvians were fearful and deadlv,

1270^1; they who have confirmed false

principles do not suffer themselves to be
persuaded even by truth, 2385(3); if

anything flows in from the love of self and
of the world, what a fire they are seized
with. 2385(2); how ideas enter successively
into the persuasion or principles of falsity,

and how they are bended to goods and
truths in the regenerate, 2385(4); the false

may be confirmed by many things so as
to remain like truth, 2385(3), 2490; how
truth may be confirmed, 2388(4), 2400;
even truths of whatsoever kind they be,

are contaminated by falsity, 2383.
Prior. There is nothing however

simple which does not come from what
is prior to itself, 1910; prior things tend
to ultimates, 5373(3); posterior come
forth from and depend on prior things,

6465; the spiritual is prior to the natural,

10099(4); it is in posterior, 10614(2);
good is prior, truth posterior, 3324-5,
see Primogeniture.

Prison. See Custody, Pit, Bound.
One who is sick sig. who is in evil, and
one who is bound or in prison, who is in
falsity, 4956(2), 4958; to be given into

the house of the prison and there kept
bound, to be let into temptations as to

falsity speaking against good, 5037;
prison sig. to come into vastation as to
falsity consequently into temptations,

5037(6); also those who are in falsities

from ignorance of truth, 5037(2); the place
where the bound of the king are bound
sig. a state of vastation of falsity, 5038;
to the house of a prison, amongst falsities,

5085; they who are in falsity especially

falsities from evil, and in persuasion, are
said to be bound, they arc bound interiorly

5006", to be bound sig. to be separateof,

5452, 5456; to be given into ward sig.

rejection, 5083, 5101.
Privy or Draught sig. hell, 5174,

8910(3); they appear around the evil,

954, 5394; draught is hell, 8910(3);
Matt xv. 11-19, explained, 8910(2-3).
Proceed. See Go Forth. Holy

Spirit.
Prodigy. See Miracle, Sign.
Produce or ingatherings sig. fruits,

615.5; produce sig. the goods of truth
from instruction, 9272-3.

Profane. See Worship. They are
kept in ignorance lest the truths of faith

should be profaned, and thus they should
perish, 301-3; when man immerses
truths in lusts he profanes, 571; they are
capable of profaning who acknowledge,
not they who do not acknowledge, still

less who do not know, 593, 1008, 1010(2),

1050; worship becomes external lest the
internal should be profaned, 1327-8; holy
things ought not to be commixed with
profane, 1001(2); danger arises from the
profanation of holy things and of the Word
571. 582; profanation rep. by eating
blood, 1003; he can profane who knows
and acknowledges truths, not he who is

ignorant of them, 1327(3); providence
operates to prevent good and evil being
commixed, 2326; within the church thev
can profane holy things, not thev without
2051(2); good and truth cannot be pro-
faned except by those who have first

acknowledged them, the reason, 3398(2);
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therefore they are withheld as much as
possible from the acknowledgment and
faith of what is good and true, if they can-
not continue therein, 3398(2), 3402(2);
hence internal truths were not discovered
to the Jews, concerning which truths,

3398(3), 4<:Sq; profanation of holy things

can take place only with those who know,
acknowledge, and imbibe them, 3756-7;
those who bring down spir. things to

earthly things, and defile them, who are
amongst profaners, 4050(3); profanation
consists in acknowledging and believing
truths and goods, and in willing and living

contrary to them, 4601(2); there are two
things which deprive man of the capacily
of ever becoming rational, narr.e'y deceit
and profanation, references, 5128(5);
those who turn clean into unclean things

and holy things into profane, 5390; unless
faith be conjoined to good, it either be-
comes no faith, or is conjoined to evil,

whence comes profanation, 6348; by the
prohibited degrees are sig. various kinds
of profanations, 6348(2); profanations
come from the conjunction of good and
evil, 6348(3); the lot of profaners is the
worst of all others in the other life, from
experience, 6348(3); how interior things
are preserved lest they should be injured

by profaning, 6595; he who in childhood
believes truths from masters, lightly

profanes them, but he who confirms him-
self in those truths within himself, and
does not live according to them, or denies
them afterwards, profanes, 6959, 6063,
6971(2); the Jews would have profaned
truths if they had known them, hence they
had the leprosy, 6063(2); if a man re-

lapses after rer*ntance, he profanes;

then his latter state becomes worse than
the former, 8304; to profane is to believe

what is true and to live evilly, and to be-
lieve nothing and to liveholily, references,

8882; to pollute sig. there will be no wor-
ship, 8943; within the church man is with
difficulty withheld from the conjunction of

falsity and evil with truths, why, 9188;
truths from good are not commixed with
falsities from evil, 0208; such commixtion
is profanation, references, 9208(2), 9818
(27); they who have first acknowledged
Divine truths and afterwards deny them,
profane, but they who have denied from
infancy, as Jews and others, do not pro-
fane, the utmost caution is exercised by
the Lord to prevent profanation, refer-

ences. 10287. Profanation is effected by
denial after acknowledgment, 10287.
There are various kinds of profanations,

10287(3); when worship is applied to

the loves of self, it then becomes infernal,

10307, 10309; in like manner to imitate

affections, as if they were celestial, from
the proprium, 10300; to profane the
sahbath sig. to be led by one's self and
one's own loves. 10362; the profanation

of good is the affection of evils conjoined
to truths, and the profanation of truth is

the conjunction of truths with falsities,

10652; the Gentiles cannot profaDe holy
things, 1327(3), 1328, 2051(2), 2986(3).
The hell of profaners is deeper than other
hells and is seldom opened, 10287(3); the
Israelitish nation was in externals alone
lest they profane holy things, 10^00(2);
profanation of good and of truth sig. by
whoredom, 10652.

Profanation of good sig. by babel, of
truth by Chaldea, 1182-3, 1304-8, 1321-
26; it is rep. in Matt. xii. 43-45; by the
unclean spirit taking seven others etc.,

8394; by the prohibited degrees in mar-
riages, 6348(2); by eating flesh with the
blood, 1001(2); bv leprosy, hence the
laws in the Word concerning it, 6059-63,
by sacrifices offered with leaven, 9298; by
whoredoms with the daughters of the
Canaanites, 10652.
Progressions in the other life are

changes of state of life which appear in

externals as changes of place, 5605(2).
See Place. How man progresses from
infancy through boyhood to manhood,
5126(2), 10225.
Prolong Days, To. See Length.
Prophet in the literal sense sig. those

to whom revelation is made thus revelation

itself, in the spir. sense, the truths of doc-
trine, thus one who teaches, 2534; proph-
ets were clothed with hairy coats. 3301

(2), 3540(4); prophets named in the \\ ord
sig. the prophetic Word, but with a differ-

ence, 3652; sons of prophets sig. those

who teach, 3316(4); prophetic revelations

in the Jewish Church were not from per-

ception, but from discourse with the angels

by or through whom the Lord spake,

what is the difference, 5121(3); influx

with the prophets, of what quality from
experience, 6212; prophet sig. a teicher

and doctrine, 7269; divination, when it

relates to the prophets, has respect to

life, vision to doctrine, 9248(2). Prophet
sig. those who teach truth, and in the

abstract sense truths of doctrine, 3693(2)1

4682; prophesying, teaching, and preach-

ing, 4682(4); false prophets, falsities,

3010; truth Divine manifested to them
by speech, visions, or dreams, 4682; they

heard a voice, saw a vision, or dreamed
a dream. 5121(3), 6212, 7055(3); they

wrote as the spirit from the Divine dic-

tated, the words were spoken in their ears,

7055(3). Prophetess sig. one who glorifies

the Lord from the pood of faith, 8337.
Propitiate and Propitiatory sig. the

hearing and reception of all things which
are of worship from the good of love 9-06;

thus cleansing from evils, and remission

of sins at the same time, and expiation,

9506, 10124, 10127-8. See M thgy-Seat.
Proprium. See EvTL, Man, Heredi-

tary. Its quality with men and angels,
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41, 131-6, I4I1 148-64, 633, 987. The
propriura of man is nothing but evil

and falsity, 210, 214, 215, 1049; man
from the proprium can do nothing good,
and think nothing true, 874-6; man,
spirit, and angel, as to the proprium is

vile excrement, 987; from the proprium,
which is the love of self ami of the world,

comes hell, 694; falsity flows in from the

proprium, 1047; so far as the voluntary
proprium can be separated, so far the

lord can be present, 1023, 1044(3); the
proprium in those about to be regener-

ated is inanimate, 39, 41; in the regen-

erate it does not appear, 731; evil is not
separated, but man and angel are with-

held from evil, 1581; the proprium vivi-

fied by charity and innocence is beautiful

and delightful, 164; the heavenly mar-
riage is in the proprium, 155; the pro-

prium of will made quiescent by tempta-
tions, 1023; man ought to do what is

good and trie from the proprium, or as

it were from himself, 1712(2); rib and
bone sig. the proprium, 147-9, IS7J if

man compels himself to resist evil and to

do good, he receives from the Lord a
heavenly proprium, 1937(3), 1047; what
is from the proprium is from freedom.
See Frefooh. To the intent that man
may receive a heavenly proprium and
heavenly freedom, he ought to do good as

from himself, and to think truth as from
himself, 2882-3, 2S01; the proprium
twofold, one from hell, the other from
the Lord, also intellectual and voluntary,

3812-3; they who enter heaven have no
proprium and merit of self, 4007(4); the

Lord's proprium in His natural was
acquired by His own power, 41 68; the

voluntary, thus the proprium, has been
altogether destroyed with the spiritual,

4328; the proprium of man consists in

thinking about himself on every occasion,

the heavenly proprium in thinking about
the neighbor, the public, the church, the

kingdom of the Lord, and the Lord,
5660(3); he who is in this latter proprium
trusts to the Lord, and is blessed, 5660
(3); the freedom derived from the pro-

prium is nothing but evil, 5786(3); good
from the Lord has inmostly in itself heav-
en and the Lord, good from the proprium
has within in itself hell, 8480; good and
truth with the regenerate man become
as his own proper possessions, not actually

his own, 8497; they of the church, where
the Word is, are called the Lord's own
possession and property, 8768; the pro-
prium is the ruling or universally reigning
love with a man, 8853-8; the things from
man's own intelligence, have no life in

them, those have life which are from the
Word, 8941, 8944; the proprium of man
is evil; there is a voluntary proprium and
an intellectual proprium, his voluntary
proprium is evil, his intellectual proprium

is falsity thence derived, 10233(2), 10284,
T028O; of those who believe that all

things are from themselves, and nothing
from the Divine; they call dignities and
wealth blessings, but in many cases they

are as curses. They obtain such things

because man is led by the intellec-

tual in freedom; their hell in the other
life, 10409; in proportion as the pro-
prium of man recedes, in the same propor-
tion tlie Divine is received, 10646(3); he
who is led of himself and his own loves,

thus by the proprium, cannot be saved,

10731; all good is from the Lord, all evil

from man, 10S08; it is believed by the evil

that all things are of their own proper
prudence, but not by the good, 10779.
Doctrines hatched from the proprium,
and desire to be worshipped as Divine,
are meant by graven and molten images,
8869; the proprium or selfhood is nothing
but evil, references, 9219. The proprium
of the Lord is Divine good, of man is evil,

references, 10035(2).
Prosper sig. to be provided, the Divine

Providence, 4972, 4075, 5049.
Protect. See Gharo If the Lord

did not protect man every moment, he
would instantly perish; evil spirits bear
deadly hatred against him, 59(2), 068,

5036(2), 3227, 8273, 8624; protected by
angels, 5032, 5036(2), 5092; protected by
good of charity, 2379, by innocence. 3510
(4), by truths of doctrine from the Word,
6423, 9141(4), by good from Lord, 9492
(2), by truths in which is good, 10187.

Protest, To, sig. to be averse, 5584.
Trove. To prove you sig. to teach that

there is a life of heaven and what is its

quality, 8924.
Provender. Straw sig. truths of

external knowledges, provender goods,

3 1 14; to give provender to asses, to reflect

on knowledges, 5405; and to instruct

concerning good, 5670; provender, the
good of the truths of knowledges, 5670.

Providence (providenlia). The Lord
provides (or all and wishes to make all

His heirs, 1865(3); the providence of the
I.ord is universal by virtue of being in
things most particular, 1919(4), 2694(3);
the Lord has foresight and providence,
foresight in respect to man that he may
be in freedom, providence in respect to
the Lord that He may rule that freedom,
3854(2); the Lord's providence is espe-
cially directed to the conjunction of good
and truth, 3951, 4136(2); the providence
of the Lord is not universal unless it be
in things most particular, 4329(4); to
provide sig. to be at hand, and to defend
from evils, 45J0; it is in things most
particular, 5122(3); the Divine conclusion
and execution of a thing is providence,

5124; He provides good and foresees evil,

51S5, 5105; where providence is, there is

foresight, tlie one is not without the other,
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5105; (rod doing sig. providence, and has
in it what is eternal and infinite, con-
cerning which, 5264; when men have
good and truth as an end as much gain
falls to their share as is needed, 5449;
contingencies are from and of providence,

5508(2); providence acts invisibly, the
reason, that man may be in freedom to

ascribe the event to providence or to

chance, 5508(2); Divine providence in

the most particular things of aU, 5S94,

foo4; there is immediate influx from the
.ord into things most particular, and me-

diate through the spir. world, 6058; the

providence of the Lord is universal, be-

cause in things most particular, 6480-9;
fallacies oppose this idea, 6484; see Uni-
versal, Influx, Predestination. The
Divine providence turns all things to good
with those who receive Him, 6303; He
daily provides necessaries, 8478; the Di-
vine providence is universal and leads to a

state of eternal happiness with those who
trust in Him, 8478(4); the Lord governs
by the evil as well as by the good, leading
them by their loves, 6481, 6405; what is

universal is according to things particular

thus the providence of the I-ord is infinite,

even in particular things, 6483; man's
own prudence is as a mote in the atmos-
phere, providence as the universal atmos-
phere, 6485; one who believed that noth-
ing was of providence, but that all was of

his own prudence, when heaven flowed
into his delight it became hell to him,
6484; the providence of the Lord is in

most minute things, confirmed by the

aneels, 6.186; there is no such thing as
predestination or fate; man has freedom;
providence is as the skill of an architect

who heaps together materials for building

in a confused order, 6487; all are pre-

destined for heaven, none for hell, from
the angels, 6488; foresight is joined to

providence, evil is foreseen, good provided,

64S9; the providence of the Lord is in-

finite and has respect to what is eternal,

as is evident from the formation of man
in the womb, and especially afterwards
in regard to spir. life, 6491; the I.ord is

lather, when man comes into the exercise

of Ids own judgment; then he has no
longer a natural father as before, 6492;
fortune is providence in the ultimate of

order, 6493-4. See Fortune; the Lord
tums evil into good, for the internals in-

tend evil, and the Lord good. 6574(2);
the Lord flows in in the ultimate of order
mediately through heaven, angels, and
spirits, also immediately, hence providence

in things most minute, 7004, 7007; mediate
influx through heaven from the I-ord,

6082, 6085, 6996; who are in the stream
01 the Divine providence, and who are

not, with those in it all things conduce to

eternal happiness, 8478, 8»8o(3>; the

Lord governs immediately and mediately

through heaven, His providence is in most
minute things, not as a king in the world,
8717; the Lord does not look to temporal
things but eternal with man, £717, ref-

erences on providence, 0010; everything
which exists is from the Firstand Supreme,
thus from the Lord, 9128(3); yet evils

and falsities are not from the Lord, 9128
(3); all the leading of providence looks
to eternal ends, 8560; the Lord foresees
evil and provides good, 9304; the provi-

dence of the Lord is universal and in the
most minute particulars, 9407(15); He
foresees and provides all things, 10048(2);
those who believe that eveo'thing is from
themselves, but nothing from the Divine;
they call dignities and opulence Divine
blessings; yet to many they are curses;
the reason why their machinations and
cunning devices succeed is because man
is led through his intellectual in freedom;
their final lot, 10409; the doctiinals of
providence, 10773-10781; providence is

the government of the Lord in the heav-
ens and in the earths, fiom whom is all

good and truth, 10773; '* extends to
things most particular, 10774; they who
think of the Divine providence from
worldly things, believe it to be universal

and not particular, when they see the evil

exalted to honors and wealth above the
good, and that artifices succeed, 10775;
nevertheless eminence and opulence, are
not real Divine blessings; eternal things
which are of heaven are real blessings,

10776; the reason why artifices succeed,

is, because it is a rule of order that all

things be done according to reason, and
with freedom, 10777; to leave man to do
evil thence is called permission, 10778;
a particular provideme prevails as well

with the evil as with the good, 10770;
this cannot be comprehended from the
light of nature, 10780; there is providence
and foresight, 10781.
Provision sig. support, 5490.
Prudence. Something concerning

man's own prudence, 2694(3); * certain

person who had believed that nothing was
of providence, but that all things were of

man's own prudence, and that his delight

thence derived, when heaven flowed in.

became hell to him, 6484; the evil call

cunning by the name of prudence, and
make all wisdom to consist therein, 6655.
See Providence.
Psalms of David. The fourth style

of the Word, 06(2), 1648; their internal

sense, 1 771, 8009(5).
Psaltery sig. spir. things, 420(2),

3704(4). 38*0(5). 3069(14).
Pulse sig. a heap of doctrinals, 3316.
PcNisn. Punisitvent. The Lord

punishes no one, 24s; evil spirits delight

to punish, 30 1; punishment is of mercy,
becsuse it delivers man from hell, 587(2);
the internals desire nothing more than to
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punish and torment, 605; it was a custom
amongst the Gentiles, on account of the

crime of one, to punish also his com-
panions, and the whole house, because it

is so done with the evil in the other life,

but for men to do so is contrary to order

and the Divine law, 5764; in evil there is

punishment, from experience, 696, 967,

1857(2), 6550; law of retaliation is from
the law of heaven, do unto others as ye
would that men should do to you, how,
8214; all punishment is from the one in

evil not from the Lord; the Lord turns

all punishment to good and to some use,

606; various punishments in the other
life, 95s; of tearing, rending, the veil,

and many others, 956; those tenacious
of revenge and hold themselves greater

than others suffer the punishment of

tearing, 956; the deceitful and hypocrites
suffer the punishment of rending, 957-9;
spirits who delight in punishing others,

957-60; those who use the Holy Scrip-

ture for forms of jest or mockery are
punished by rending, 961; they seem to

be under a veil or are rolled in it, who see

the truth, but from self-love are unv illing

to acknowledge it, 963-4; infernal tor-

ments are not gnawings of conscience;

those in hell have no conscience, 965; no
one is punished on account of hereditary

evil, but only on account of actual evil,

066; angels are present and moderate but
cannot take away punishment, 967; evil

punishes itself in the other life, ion;
punishment and condemnation do not
come from Jehovah, they are from the
laws of order as to truth, 2447; punish-
ments are to restrain the infemals from
doing evil, 7188, 8223(2), 8226-7, 82.32;

evil brings its own punishment, 6559, 6997
(5); they are from the Lord's mercy to

the good, 6997(f)); the evil never desist

infesting except through punishment,
7032(2), 71S8; punishment of evil in

Jupiter, 7808, 7810; how evil returns on
the doer of it, 8225(3), 8227, 8232, 0033;
no one punished for hereditary evil, ref-

erences, 0060(2); punishments necessary
to preserve order in the world, 10790-1.

Purification, Pure. See Regener-
ation. Spir. purifications are purifica-

tions from evils and faLsities, effected

by the truths of faith, 2799(6), 5954(10),
7044, 7oi"?, 0088(2), 10220, 10238; to be
purified or cleansed sig. to be sanctified,

4545; purification from evils and falsi-

ties is not liberation from them, but their

removal, 10057(6); they arc effected in

the natural man, because man's perception
is there, 10238; the difference between
purification and regeneration, 10239; a
thing is called pure which is without evil,

10296(3), 10301; what is pure is interior

and exterior. 10206(3). The process of
purification of the high priest when he en-
tered the holy of holies represents the

glorification of the Lord, also regeneration,

9670(6); all purification is effected by
truths, references, 9950(3). Purification

effected by temptations, 1717(2), 1793; it

is rep. by circumcision, 1986; unleavened,
2342, 7853; washing, 3147, hyssop, 4007
(2), 7918, sacrifices, 9950, 9990; the natu-
ral must be purified in the world, 10243.
Purple sig. the cel. love of good, 9466-

7, 9596. Purple and fine linen sig. knowl-
edges of good and truth from the Word,
9231(3); purple, the good of cel. love,

0873(3).
Pursue, To, sig. continued ardor for

conjunction, 4122; when concerning the
Egyptians, it sig. an intention of subjuga-
tion, 8136, 8152, 8154; to pursue sig.

to adjoin, to overtake, adjunction, 5744-5.
Put or Lybia, sig. internal knowledges

from the literal sense, 1163-4(6), 1166,

1231.
Putrid sig. filthy, infernal, and is

predicated of evil, 8482.

Quail (coturnix) or Selav. It was
a bird of the sea and sig. natural enjoy-
ment, 8452. The manna and quail sig.

consolation after temptation, 8395; quail
sig. the enjoyment of natural love, 8426
(2), 8.1 ji, S452; also the enjoyment of lust,

8452(2).
Quarter of the World. North,

south, east, west, sig. all persons in the
universe, 1605; all states ot good and
truth, 3708, 145.8, 9642(10), 9648, 10235
(7); the quarters sig. states of good and of

truth, 3708(2), see East, West, South,
and North; truths and goods in order,

9648, 9668; at the right from the sun is

the south in heaven, at the left the north,
in front the east at the back the west,

3639, 4882(3), 10189,(2); in hell they
are opposite, 10189(3); in the other life the
quarter is determined from every one's

loves, because he turns himself to them,
10420.
Queen of Heaven sig. all falsities,

4581(8); those who are in the hell of

genii, 9993(6).
Question, why God questions man,

2603.
Quick, Quickly. Quickly and has-

tily sig. that there are several things wliich

produce effect, and hence what is certain

and full, 5284; to hasten sig. from what
is inmost, 5690; impatience, 5766; what
is certain, 6783; from an excited affection,

7695; haste sig. affection, 7866.
Quiver. See Bo*.

Kaamah, son of Cush rep. knowledges
of cel. and spir. things, 1132, 1168-72,
10199(6), 10254(5).
Rachel Leah and Rachel the two

wives of Jacob, Leah rep. the external,

Rachel the internal church, 400; Rachel
affection of internal truth, 3758, 3782,
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37"3, 379S~o\ 3800. 3803-4, 3S I0, 4096;
called younger because internal truth is

learned afterward, 3819; why Rachel
was beautiful, 3820; Rachel, interior or

internal truth, 3823-3857; barren sig.

interior truths not received, 3857, 3005-9;
handmaids of Rachel mediums by which
internal truths are received, 3913(2-3),

3915; Rachel bearing sig. acknowledg-
ment of the spiritual through affection of

interior truth, 3966-73; Rachel and Leah
affections of truth, 4148; Rachel died

and buried sig. end of the former affec-

tion, 4593; sons of Rachel, interior goods
and truths, 4607, 6024(5); Rachel dying
and buried in way to Ephrath sig. what
was hereditary expelled forever by temp-
tations, 4593(2); and resuscitation of

a new state which is Bethlehem, 4593.
Raiment. See Garment. Raiment

sig. things from the inmost, 32(2); adorn-
ments, 3164; goodly raiment, genuine
truths, 3537; garments, Divine truth

from Divine good, 4677(3); what is of

the interior natural, 5248; raiment of the

prison which Joseph put off sig. what is

fallacious and false, which in a state of

temptations are excited by evil genii and
spirits, 5248; raiment white as snow sig.

holy truths, 5954(3)-
Rain sig. tranquillity of peace, 90-3;

temptation and vastation, 729", over-

flowing rain, desolation of what is false,

739(2); heavy rain, temptation, 759; to

rain brimstone and fire sig. to be damned,
2444-51; rain sig. blessing and salvation,

in opposite sense, cursing and damnation,

2445; rain of hail, sig. falsities from evil

destroying, 7553, 7561, 7569, 7574 85,

7597, 761 1; to rain sig. blessing, to inflow,

because good inflows from the Divine,

8416, 10570(5); no rain, defect of truth,

10170(5).
Rainbow. See Color. Why sign of

the covenant, 868(2); sig. the state of the

regenerate spir. man, 1042, 1043, 1053;

the rainbow heaven, the great rainbow,

an I its little images, 1623; the quality of

rainbows in the least forms, as seen in the

greater, 1624-s, references, 4528(4);
rainbow about head of angel sig. internal

sense of Word, 2162(7); brightness and
rainbow, wisdom and intelligence, 3021

(6); representation of thoughts by rain-

bows, 4627(2); rainbow about the throne,

truths pellucid from good, 5313(6); rain-

bow, wisdom and intelligence, 8427(6).
Ram sig. things of chant)1

, 294; lower
cel. things, 1361(2); cel. things, 17S2,

spir. cel. things, 1823-4, 2810(8); the

rams offered in burnt-offerings and sacri-

6ces sig. the Divine spiritual in the J-ord,

and hence the spiritual of the human race,

2830(2). Rains sig. the truths of good.

4170, 4263; bumt-offerincs and sacri-

fices of rams, rep. purification from evils

and falsities in the spir. man, 9670(6),

9991; ram, the internal man, as to good
of innocence and charity, 10042(9), 10076;
hence burnt-offerings were from the ram,
10042; a young ox or calf, external good
of innocence, a ram the internal, lambs
the inmost, 10132; the ram caught in a
thicket sacrificed instead of Isaac sig. the
spiritual, 2830-3; the horns, power of
truths of faith, 2832; skins of red rams,
spir. things of faith from good, 9471; the
offering oi the first ram in sacrifice fully

explained, 10041-55; the second ram,
10056-10120; three degrees of innocence
sig. by bullock, ram, lamb, ram, internal
good of innocence, 10132; ram of in-

fillings, 10019(2), 10056-10120.
Ramah in Benjamin sig. what is of

spir. truth from cel., 4502(10).
Rameses was the best tract of land in

Goshen which sig. the inmost of the spir.

in the natural mind, 6104; the store cities

Vithom and Rameses, doctrines from
falsified truths, 6661-2; they journeyed
from Rameses to Succoth, the first state
of departure, its quality, 7972.
Ransom sig. grievous things of repent-

ance, references, 9077.
Rapacious animals as wclves, lions,

sometimes used in good sense, why, 6441.
Rapine. See Spoil.
Rational, Rationality. See Reason.

Concerning those w ho in the other life are
deprived of rationality, 04S. Reasoning
from sensual tilings concerning Divine
and spir. things leads into errors and per-
versions, sig. by drunkenness, 1072. See
Senses. Such as the rational is, such is

the conjunction of the internal and ex-
ternal, 1589(2), 1590; the rational not
born with man, only the capacity of

becoming rational, 1893; the Lord took
the greatest pains that His rational should
be pure, 1914(2); the first rational com-
pared with second, 191 1, 1914, 1035-7,
2093; why these things are explained,

2094(2); the interior man is the rational

man, l.e is the middle between the internal

and the external, 1702(2), 1707, 1732;
the first rational rep. by Ishmael, 1890—
1965; the rational of the Lord was con-
ceived and bom as with another man, but
the Lord made it Divine, 1803; how con-
ceived and bom and made Divine, 2093;
how it was, and existed, 2625(4); how
that of man is conceived and bom. 1944,
2557(2); how bom as to good and as to

truth, 2524; formed by influx of the inter-

nal man into the knowledges of the outer
bv means of affection, 1900; bom from the
influx cf the internal man, as a father,

into the affections of the knowledges of

the external man bs mother. 1895(2),
100?, 1010; the rational is procured by
knowledges internal and external, but
such as the use is. such is the rational,

1064; the intellectual is continually ap-
proaching to meet knowledges, that the,
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rational may be bom, 1001(2); man by
regeneration receives a new rational,

illustrate 1 by examples, 2657; man would
be born rational, unless order with him
were destroyed, 1002(2); the intellectual

is as it were childless, unless there be a
rational, 1001; with every one there is an
intern?! man, a rational man which is the
middle, and an external or natural man,
18S0, 1940(2), 2181, 2183(2); the intel-

lectual, the rational, and the truth of

knowledge are distinct, 1904(5); what the
rational man is; men are not rational be-

cause they can reason, 1944(2); they have
no rational who have no conscience, 1914
(4), 1044(2); the rational firsi conceived
makes light of the intellectual, because it

does not apprehend it, from examples,
iqii, 1936, 2654; rational truth cannot
apprehend what is Divine, from examples,
2106, 2203, 2209(2); the rational is in ap-
pearances of truth, 2516; there is an affec-

tion of rational truth and of truths of

knowledge, 2503; the good of the rational

is a brother, truth a sister, 250S; in the ra-

tional, truth is chief, yet the affection of

good is there as a soul in the affection of

truth, 2072; in the rational, truth pre-

dominates, 2189(2); rational truth with-
out good is morose, 1949-51, 1964;
its quality when from good, 1050(2); in

the inmost of the rational the human
commences, 2106, 2194; the rational is

of the interior memory, how the case is

as to the exterior memory, 2476; a higher
can look upon things inferior to itself,

265.1(7); rational tilings are like a cover-

ing and clothing to tilings spiritual, 2576;
the combat of the natural man and the

rational, the quality if the former con-
quers, or if the latter, 2183(3); >t is al-

lowed those in the affirmative concerning
Divine truths, to enter into things ra-

tional and scientific as to the dnctrinols
of faith, but not to those who are in the
negative, 2568, 2588; the doctrine of faith

is celestial and spiritual, not from the ra-

tional, 2510, examples, 2516, 2519; how
the rational man is distinct from the

natural, 3020; to the rational appertain
imperceptible things of knowledge which
are of the interior memory, things of

thought perceptive of what is just and
equitable, also of truth and good, and spir.

affections proper to man, or which are
properly human, 3020(3); the rational as
to good is formed by influx by an inter-

nal way, as to truth by an external way,
3030(2); the I.ord in like manner made
his rational Divine, 3030(3); the forma-
tion of the rational by truth, 3030(6); by
an influx of love and thence of affection

into knowledges, truths appear and are
elevated into the rational, 3074; by influx

truths are elevated out of the natural man,
and are implanted in the good of the ra-

tional, and how, 3084-6; truth appropri.

ated to good in the rational is conceived
of Divine cel. good as a father, but not ol

spir. truth as a mother, 2557; by means o)

rationality spir. truth was conjoined to

the cel., 2558; the confusion when man
reasons against Divine things, 2588(11);
the Divine rational is from the union
of the Lord's spir. Divine with His cel.

Divine, 2621; how the first rational is

subdued and the second rational lormed,
2657; the Lord exterminated His first

rational, 2657(7), 2792; truth appropri-
ated to good in the rational opens it,

and makes man rational; when fal-

sity is appropriated to evil, it closes

the rational, and makes man natural,

3108; the Lord made His rational Di-
vine, as to good and truth, by His own
power; and this by the ordinary way,

3141, 3161; according to the quality and
measure of one's rational is the man,
3175(2); how truth is initiated and
joined to good, see Truth. The spiritual

is in the rational, they little differ, 3264
(2) ; the natural is regenerated by the

rational, 3286(2), 3288; see Natural;
the rational receives truths before the

natural, because the natural is to be re-

generated by influx from the rational,

3321; reasons why the natural is regen-

erated at a later period, and with more
difficulty, than the rational, 3321(2);
things rational are appearances of truth,

3368; see Appearances. Truths Divine
flow in from the Lord into the rational,

and through this into the natural, and
are there presented as an image of many
things in a mirror, but in heaven by rep-

resentations in the spir. world, 3368(3);
with the spiritual, Divine truth is sep-
arated from the rational, insomuch that

they are willing that the things of faith

should be simply believed, without any
view from the rational, the reasons, 3394
(3) ; the rational is regenerated before the
natural, why, 3469, 3493; the rational

appears to itself to be dim-sighted unless
the natural corresponds, 3493(2), 3620,

3623; the rational is distinct from the
natural, so that the rational can live sep-

arate from the life of tl.° natural, but not
the natural without life irom the rational,

3498; whilst man lives in the body, it

appears to him as if the rational lives in
the natural, 3408(2); the rational does
not appear distinct from the natural,

3498(2); in the natural are general things,

in the rational their particulars; the nat-

ural is formed from the particulars of the
rational, 3513; rational good appears in

the face from a certain fire of life, and
rational truth from the light of this fire,

3527; the rational is in the internal man,
3570(2); ends of good are in His rational,

by these the Lord disposes all things in

the natural, 3570(3); from the good of

the rational inmostly exist the goods and
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truths in the natural, 3576(2), see Truth,
Regeneration. The rational has in it

the seeds of good and truth, and the natu-
ral is the ground, 3671; the rational man
thinks in the natural, 3679(2); see

Thought. The natural by the things of

sense, communicates with the world, and
by things rational with heaven, an ascent
and descent take place, 4000; there are
three tilings in man, the rorporenl, the

natural, and the ration.il, they communi-
cate, 4038(2); the rational is cultivated

and is also destroyed by knowledges, 4156
(2); the rational receives goods and truths

before the natural, 4612(2); the rational

lives in the natural, the natural should
correspond, 4618(2); the natural is be-

neath the rational, and when they are
concordant, the natural is nothing else

than the general of the rational, 4667(2);
the rational should govern the natural,

5004(2); in what manner, from infancy
to adult age, a way is successively opened
to the rational, and in what riarmer it is

closed, 5126; the rational is internal, the
natural, external, 5150(2); in the interior

there are thousands and thousands of

things which appear as one in the exterior,

5707(2); the rational is of the internal

man, properly of the cel. man who has
perception, not of the spir. man, because
this latter is interiorly natural, 6240, 6376,
6134-5; the rational consists in inwardly
seeing and perceiving that good is good,
and thenre that truth is truth, 6240(2'!;

to understand and will good and truth are
of the rational, its perceptions are seeds,

to know and do them are of the natural,

3671(2); the Lord inflows both into the

rational and the natural, 6472; those who
think interiorly think from the rational,

6612; a sensual corporeal is not rational

nor spiritual, 6971; things of natural
mind called knowledges, ol rational mind,
intellectual conclusions, 7130; nothing
enters the internal man except through
intellectual ideas which are reasons, 7200
(2), 7298(2); to be rational is through
heaven, 7295; the rational constitutes

the internal man, the natural the external,

8764; those under twenty years are not
let into combats, because they cannot
shake off falsity and evil by means of the

rational, 10225(9).
Ravage sig. to disturb order, to cause

a want of order, 64C5-6.
Raven sig. falsities, 865-6, 5044(7);

opposite to dove, 870(2), mentioned, 9439.
Ravin in a good sense t.ie snitching

away and deliverance of the good, 6441-4.
Ravish sig. to pervert, 8902(5), 9348(4).
Raw sig. without love, 7856.
React. See Act. Action and reaction

necessary, 3628(2), 4380, 6262, 8691,
10729(2).

Read. Angels perceive the internal

cense when man reads the letter, 1405,

1767, 1866; shown by examples, reading
Deut I., 1769(2), Psalms, 1771, when
read by children, 1776, 1871, 3690(2),
effect on angels, 2176, 2249(4), 2275,
2<<;i(2), 3839, 4279(2), 5398(3), 6617,
effect on man, 2311, 2588(6), 3304(3),
3480(2), 3735(2), 4027(2), 6516(3), 10400
(3) , 10452(3); angels adjoined to him
when reading Word, 9152, 9382(2), exam-
ples, 5320, 8545, 8972(2), 9410(6), 9613
(2), 9670(5), 9809(5), reading of Word in
the original, 8314(2); to read sig. to

hearken, 9397; not open heaven when in
evil ends, 10551(3); angels perceive
spiritually what man perceives naturally,

10551(5), 10604(3); enlightenment from
reading Word, 10638.

Real. Things in the other life are real

not fantasies, 1116, 1510(3), 1630, 3485,
4882. 0467(2); purer substances which
are real, 3726(3); real in heaven not in
hell, 4623.

Reap. Sow and not reap sig. instruct

in truths of faith but without progress,

9272(5); the angels reapers sig. truths
from the Lord, 9295(4); reap sig. re-

ception of truth in good, 10669; the
ploughman overtaking the reaper, (lie

conjunction of spir. truth with its good,

5117(7); reaping thorns sig. evils and
falsities of self-love and love of world,

3941(3)-
Reason (ratio). See Rationality.

The third river of Eden sig. reason, 78,

118; order of intellectual things, wisdom,
intelligence, reason, knowledge, 121;
animals don't possess reason, 106(2),

47(10(3), 5198(2), 5993', reason and
reasoning, 238, 1 186; infants not endowed
with it. 1893, 5993; becomes strong in

reason only in adult age, 2636(2), 5497;
of order that man should act from reason,

10777.
Reasoning (raliocinatio). It favors

false principles, 129; reasonings from
things of sense concerning mysteries of
faith called poison of the serpent, 105,
rep. by Egypt, 195(3); it leads to doubt
and denial, 215, 241, 301; the source of
errors, 975, 977; rep. by drunkenness,
1071-2, 5120(8); reason (ratio) means
things true, reasoning (raliocinatio) things
false, 1 186; an origin of falsity, 1212; rep.

by horses, 1488(2); by blind watchmen,
2383; their quality who hatch doctrine
from reasoning rep. by men of Sodom,
2385; in negative principles, 2558(3);
reasoning from senses rep. by serpent,

2761; they are blind who reason from
knowledges, 2831(7); those who reason
whether it be so, or against truths of
faith, or from sensuous things cannot
come to a state of wisdom, 3833, 4075(2),
4156(3), 433°( J ). 4417. 5556. 5700(2),

6949, 7293(4); such false reasonings rep.

by Asshur, 5044(5! the red horse, 6534
(4) , dragons ana whales, 7293(4-5).
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locusts, 7643(8,0), waves of sea, 0755(7);
such reasoning the cause of the fall, 3042
(3) ; the sensual man is more skilful than
others in reasoning, 10236(7).
Rebekah, wife of Isaac rep. truth to

be initiated into good, 3012-3, 3077, in

series, 3012-3212; Divine truth of the

rational, 3282, 3314, 3385, 3387, 3302,

3)71. 3507, 4614, 4641(2); the affection

of truth which is from the good of the

Gentiles of the hrst class, 2865; truth

Divine conjoined to good Divine of the

.Lord's rational, 3012-13, 3040. 3077; she

first put on the representation of the affec-

tion of truth, see the same numbers. The
reason why Rebecca is called a woman
and not a wife, 32 11.

Rebel. \\ hat it is to be a rebel in the
Lord's kingdom, 451; to rebel sig. to

inlest, 1608; to rebel when there is both
revolt and transgression, 9156(3).
Receptacles. General things have

their rcceptac les in the mind, generals
also are receptacles of particulars, 5531.
See Vessels.

Reciprocal. All conjunction requires

reciprocality whereby there is consent on
both sides, 6047, reciprocal of man
toward the Lord and the neighbor, 2165

(4) , 2177(7). There is a reciprocal uniting

of Divine truth and Divine good in the

Divine Human, 10067(5); of nan with
ti e Lord, 10067(8); of the will and under-
standing. 10067(0); of good and truth

in the lower heavens, 1006S.
Recompense. See Merit. Reward.
Rectum. See React, 5174-5, 5393-4-
Rep sig. the good of love, and this

from fire and from blood, which arc red.

3300, 3527(2), 9865; in the opposite sense,

the evil ot self-love, 3300(5); there are two
fundamental colors, red md white. 9467;
so far as color partakes of red, so far it

sig. good, 9167(2). Esau named Edom
meaning red sig. good, 3320, 3322, red
good of love, white truth of faith, 6370,
9467; red, love or good, 6531, 9471, 9865,
9868(2). Whiteness and fairness are

predicated of truth, ruddiness of good.

3812(4); red sig. good of love, white truth

of faith, 4007(4), 8458(2), 0407(9); red
cow, unclean truth of the natural, 5198
(3) ; red horse, reasonings from lusts of
evil, 6534; good rep. by blue, yellow, red,

8458.
Redeem, Redemption, To Redeem.

The spir. are redeemed by truth, what
truth, and of what quality, 2037, 2954,
2959; they are specifically called the re-

deemed who emerge from vastation, 2050
(4) ; the price of redemption is the merit
of the Lord, it is with man of a quantity
proportioned to what he receives, 2064,
2066; redemption is predicated of slavery,

of death, and of evil; the Divine Human
of the Lord is called the Redeemer, 6270-
81; it is Jehovah who is so called, thus

the Lord, 6281; to redeem sig. to brin?
forth out of hell, 7205, 7445; when it

relates to the first born of an ass and of

a man, sig. to give something else in its

place, 8078-80; what is meant by expia-
tion and redemption, 9076-7; the Lord
redeeming by blood, its signification,

10152(2); it sig. to liberate from hell,

8308; amendment by repentance, 9076,
references, 9077, 9937(3), 10042(5). The
Lord is called Redeemer because He de-
livered the world of spirits from infernal

genii and spirits, and so freed the human
race from destruction, 2026(5). He did
this because He is love itself, 14 19. Re-
deemed sig. a new church, 2902, 2906(2).
Redemption is separation of man from
sin by good from the Lord, 3400. To buy
sig. to redeem, 6458. Redeemed sig.

liberated by the Lord, 8099(3), 8308.
Redemption is from the Divine Human,
10152(5).
Red Sea. See Suph, sig. hell and

damnation, 8,12(5), 7704, 8090; Red Sea
profanation of good through faith sepa-
rate, 4601(2); their destruction and vas-

tauon, 6589; cast into hell, 6907(2); it

sig. hell, 7273(2), 7704, 8039, 8131, 8155;
it sig. damnation, the hell of those in
faith separate from charity and in a life

of evil, 8099(2), 8183-4; falsity, 8201,

8277, 8345; Red Sea sig. sensual and
external truths which are the outmosts
with man, 9340; they pass through that
hell who are liberated from infestations,

8099; they are in that hell who have been
in a persuasive faith and in an evil life,

8148(2).
Reed. A bruised reed He doth not

break sig. He doth not break fallacies, 25.

Staff of reed, power of outward knowledge,
1085, 4876(6). Without truths and goods
man is like a reed shaken with every wind,
7179. The Word when explained at

pleasure compared with a reed shaken
by the wind, 9372(3). Wild beast of the
reed, those who think insanely from
lowest things, 9301(16).
Reed-Grass sig. outward knowledge

of the natural man, 5201.
Reformation. See Regeneration.

Evil spirits permitted to excite man's
lusts that he may be reformed, 50. With
the spiritual reformation begins from the
external man, with the celestial from the
internal, 89. The man of the church
Noah first reformed as to the understand-
ing, 641, 645, 652; also man of spir.

church, 2030; it is effected by truths,

2189(2), 2877, 2946, 2954, 2965, 3539(6),
3587, 4802, 5270(2), 5280(2), 5339, 8987.
When reformed man acts from charity
or good, 654. He is reformed only in
freedom, 1937(5), 1947, 4031(3). He is

reformed by temptations and desolations,

2334(2), 2694, 6724(2). In man of An-
cient Church the old will was closed, he
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was reformed as to the understanding, I

640—2. The spirits who excite lusts were
kept away from him, 653. Reformation
illustrated by growth of plants, 2679.
Who can be reformed and who cannot,

2689, 2708(5), 5508(4). The states of

reformation, 2343(2), 2671, 2678-9, 2682

(2) , 2946, 2960(2). 3057(3). 55°5- 1"
reformation the natural is cleansed and
arranged in order and correspondence
with internal, 3057(3), 3147(8). Reforma-
tion rep. by potter, 2276(2); by formation
in womb, 3570(4); by the Lord making
clay of spittle, etc., 6669(6). While being
reformed he supposes good is from him-
self, 2945-6, 4174. In this world man is

kept in a state that he can be reformed,
not after death, 6977, 7295(2). Difference
between reformation and regeneration.

5280(2), 8987. Those who can be re-

formed but not regenerated are rep. by
Hebrew servants, tney are of the external

church, 8974; their reformation described,

8074-8901-
Refuge. Cities of refuge rep. the state

of one blameless and exempt from punish-

ment who has injured any one by falsities

believing them to be truths, 001 1. A
refuge against flood and rain sig. safe

from harm, 9433(2).
Refuse sig. aversion, 4990; obstinacy,

7038(3); not to admit, 0185.
liECENERATiov. See Charity, Con-

science, Understanding, Will. Crea-
tion si?, regeneration, 4-64; during re-

generation the lord draws forth the

Slings of the will and understanding in

order, and turns them toward goods and
truths, 653, 675; how this is effected, 875;
the quality of the regenerate and the

unregener&te, 984; before, he has no con-

science, afterward he has conscience,

277; man cannot be regenerated unless

e be first instruc ted in gooH and truths.

677. 679, 711; with the regenerate, evils

and falsities are not abolis'ed Lut sub-

dued. 868; man's regeneration by knowl-
edges and intellectual truths, I5SS! man
should do good as of himself but still

acknowledge that it is from the lord.

1712; how the case is with the proprium
of man when he is regenerating, 731;
regeneration < ompared with birth, 8.«S

(3) ; Fee Proprtcim. The ground for

regeneration must be prepared in the

intellectual. 871;. 805, 807. 027(3^. 1023,

1044(3); s» - Uvtifrstantmng. .Vo one
is regenerated except hy charitv. 080;

seed must be rooted in the good of charitv,

&*o\ they are regenerated in the other

life who have exercised charitv from
obedience. 0R0; there is an alternation

of charity anH no charity, with a pervm
about to be regenerated, and with one
who is regenerate. 033; there are changes,

as of cold and heat, with a person about

to be regenerated, 933; as of summer end

winter, as to things of the will, 935; as
of day and night, as to things of the under-
standing. 93^(2), 936; the regeneration
of the spir. man is compared to a rainbow
1042 3; the ground for regeneration is

prepared by temptations, 848; the effect,

the external man obeys the internal,

911, 913; man cannot be regenerated to

eternity, so as to be perfect, 675, 894;
although man be regenerated, still evils

and falsities remain, but they are tem-
pered, 868; evil spirits dare not assault

a regenerate person, because from the
sphere they instantly perceive a reply
and resistance, 1695(2); fructification

and multiplication with a regenerate
man, 084; all regeneration is effected by
the truths of faith, 2046; man is not
regenerated by truth, but by the good of

truth, 2697; when man is regenerating,
the Lord insinuates good into truths as
recipient vessels, 2063(3); how truth is im-
planted in the good of cl arity durinc
regeneration, 2189(2); with the spiritual,

good and truth are implanted in the affec-

tion for outward knowledges, 2675; there
is reciprocal ccnjunction of the Lord w ith

man and of nan with the Lord, 2004(2);
man is regenerated by the affection of

truth, when he is regenerated he acts
from the affectien of good, 1904; the
process of regeneration, 2343; man by
regeneration receives a new rational from
the I ord; low he is regenerated; illus-

trated by exan pies, 2657; man ought to

compel 1 irrself to think what is true and
to do what is good, 1936-7; how the
ideas are l«nc"ed to goods and truths by
the Lord, 1947; regeneration of the men
of the church rep. by Lot, described in a
series, 2343(2); how the good are re-

generated and this also in the other life,

2400; the rcprnerrte come into angelic

intelligence and v. isdom, 2494; how man
is p'epared for regeneration by the Lord,

2636(2); the things which are insinuated

into the spiritual before regeneration, are

continual means or mediums to the subse-
orcnt spiritual life, 2£79; they are capable
of being regenerated w ho are in an affirma-

tive of truth, and arc confirmed in it even
to affection; but they who are incapable

doubt, and afterwards deny, the life of

evil is the racse, 2689(3); the spiritual,

in l^e beginning befcre they are regener-

ated, receive but little cf truth, 2674; in

the beginning thev aie left in the proprium,

thinking at this time that good and truth

are from themselves, 2678; the first state

of the spiriruil is. before they are regen-

erated, they are carried away into variotis

errors. 2670; the spiritual, before they

are regenerated, are reduced to ignorance,
which is called the desolation of truth,

2682(2^; reasons why they who are re-

generating, are reduced to the desolation

uf truth even to despair, from examples
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2604(2); they who arc in the affection of

truth, come into anxiety, when they are
deprived of truths, but not so the evil,

2689; what a full state is, when man is

regenerating, 2036(2); a state of enlighten-

ment and joy after the desolation of truth,

2009(2); first instruction when they are
enlightened, 2701; second state when
they are easily instructed, 270.4; in what
a light of truth the celestial are above the
spiritual, 2710, 2705, 2710. See Celes-
tial and Spiritual. When man is

regenerating, correspondence is effected

between things rational and things nat-

ural, 2973(4); no one can be regenerated
except in freedom, see Freedom. Every
one is regenerated according to his faculty

and understanding, 2967(2); if the will

and understanding do not agree and
make one, man has not been regenerated,

2975. The process of regeneration by
truth until the person acts from good,

2979; see Goon. The regeneration oi

man is an image of the Lord's glorifica-

tion, 3043(3), 3138(2); during man's
reformation, general things are first

arranged into order, and in this case doc-
trinals are removed, concerning which
state, 3057(3); the lirst affection of truth,

with those who are about to be regener-
ated, is impure, but it is successively puri-

fied, 3089; the regeneration of man is an
image 01 the glorification of the Lord,
comparison, 3043(3), 3138(2), 3212(3),

3296(2), 3490, 4402, 5688(3); regenera-
tion is in freedom, 3145-6; reformation,
which is the initiation and conjunction
of truth and good, is as a virgin when she
is betrothed, and is next joined to a hus-
band, 3155; regeneration by the conjunc-
tion of good with truth and of truth with
good, see Truth; there are innumerable
arcana by which man is led during re-

generation, of which scarce anything is

known to him, 3179(2': by the fall, the

natural man has separated himself from
the spiritual, and then the natural man
began to lift himself up above the spiritual,

hence the necessity of regeneration, 3167
(2); with man about to be regenerated,
the case is similar as with an infant, who
first learns to speak, to think, and to

understand what is of science, but next,

when it is connected with the life, the

spiritual things which are thus imbued
now spontaneously, 3203(2); a regener-

ate man is altogether another and new,
not as to the body but as to the spirit,

3211; the natural is regenerated by the

rational, and so far as the natural is not
at variance 'with the rational, so far it is

regenerated, 3286(3); the natural is

regenerated by rational good as a father,

and by rational truth as a mother, 3286,
32.88; they who are regenerating do good
at first from doctrinal*, but when they
are regenerated, they do it from good,

exemplified, 3310(3); during regeneration

doctnnals at first are in the memory as

a chaos, 3316(2); the vessels recipient of

truth are softened by temptations, that

they may receive good, 3318(3); the

rational receives truths before ttie natural,

because the natural is to be regenerated
by influx from the rational, 3321(2);
causes why the natural is regenerated at

a later period and with mere difficulty

than the rational, 3321(2); truths have
the priority in the sp;r. man, 3325, 3336;
see TRUTH, the spir. man, during re-

generation, proceeds from doctrinals to

the good of doctrinals, from this to the

good of truth, and from this to the good
of life, and when he is regenerated, vice

versa, 3332(^)1 good of life is of the will,

good of truth is of the understanding,
and good of doctrinals is of knowledge,

333^(3); affection always adjoins itself

to the things which are brought into the

memory; they are reproduced together,

affection of good is adjoined to truths by
the Lord with man in his natural, by the
affection of good truths are reproduced,
thus falsities and evils are removed, 3336
(2); the natural is regenerated later and
with more difficulty than the rational,

the reasons, 3469(2); natural good is not

spir. good, the former being from parents,

tlie latter from the Lord by regeneration,

3470(2); how natural good is extirpated,

and spir. good by truths is formed by
regeneration, 3470(2); truths not genuine
are insinuated, 3470(2); in this case there

is grief from combat, 3471; truths are

as the fibres which form good, but which
are led and applied into form by interior

good, 3470(3); the rational is regenerated
before the natural, why, 3493; the rational

appears to itself to see nothing unless the
natural corresponds. 3493(2); the natural
is regenerated bv the knowledges of good
and truth, and by things delightful and
pleasant accommodated to it, 3502, 3512;
the successive states of regeneration, 3505;
the regeneration of the natural is effected

by the knowledges of good and truth,

3508; the natural is first regenerated by
influx from the rational into the truth of

the natural, not so much into its good,

3509(2); things gain a place in the natural
according to the enjoyments ant' pleasant-

nesses which have introduced them, 3512;
at first, during man's regeneration, the
will does not act in unity with the under-
standing, 3509(2); natural good, or mere
delight, serves first for a medium of intro-

ducing truths in order, and this especially

during man's regeneration, 3518(2);
truth is apparently in the first place
whilst man is regenerating, and good in

the second, thus in an inverted order;
but good is in the first place and truth

in the seiond when he is regenerated,

3539(3). 354*4. 3556, 3570, 3603(3). 37<M,
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see Primogeniture; regeneration is

presented as in an image in the formation
of man in the womb, 3570(4); the good
and truth of the natural is formed from
the good and truth of the rational by
influx, 3573, 3616; there arc innumerable
mean? of conjinction, which are treated

of in the internal sense of the Word,
3573(2); frcm the good of the rational

lnmostlv exist goods and truths in ttic

natural, 3576(2); good produces truth

in the natural, almost as life constructs

fibresin the body, 3579; goods and truths

with a regenerate person form as it were
one kingdom or state, and this from the
form of heaven, whence there is influx

with man, 3584; when truth is deprived
of self-derived life, it is then conjoined
to good, and by good receives essential

life, 3607(2); what is meant by truth
having self-derived life, 3610; the quality

when truth is in a prior place, and when
good is in the prior place, 3610; then first

there is life when the life of the love of self

and of the world is extinguished, 3610(2);
there is a continual endeavor in good to

restore the state, that truth may be sub-
ordinate, 3610(3); he who is regenerating,

is led by the Lord as an infant, boy, youth,
adult, when as an infant boy, he has
knowledges of external and corporeal
truth, 3665(2), 5342(2); sec Trctii.
They who are regenerating, are at first

in a state of tranquillity, afterwards they

come into temptations, and after temp-
tations return into a state of tranquillity,

which state is their end, 3606; the process

of regeneration from infancy to adult age,

3701; man, from his hereditary, is nothing
out evil and falsity, he must be regenerated,
3701(2); the order of regeneration is not
known at this day, it is rep. in Gen. xxix.

and following chapters, Jacob in llaran,

3761; knowledges of truth and good are

implanted in the natural as in their

grniind by the life, but those which are

not implanted -y the life are therein like

tilings historical, 3762(2); which historical

things must precede knowledges before

man can be regenerated, 3786(21; in like

manner before the church can be estab-

lished anew, 3786(2); regeneration pro-

ceeds from what is external to what is

internal, and advances from the truth of

faith to truth in the will, thus to charity,

3S68, 3870, 3872; to know and under-

stand truth, to will truth, and to be afterted

by truth, or charity, mutually succeed

each other during man's regeneration;

afterwards one is contained in the other,

3876-7; regeneration advances from what
is external to what is internal, and after-

wards from what is internal to what is

external, thus there is ascent and descent

as by a ladder, 3882; they who are regen-

crating, first know internal truths, but
du not acknowledge them by faith, nor

|

yet by act 3006; the life of the natural
man is contrary to the life of the spiritual,

before regeneration, 3013(4); the interior

man is as it were dead, if the exterior is

not conjoined to him ?nd corresponds,

3969; the progress or order of regenera-
tion, 3069(2); external truths and goods
are what serve to introduce genuine truths
and goods during man's regeneration,
wliich former truths and goods are after-

wards left, 3665(2), 3690, 3863, 3866,

3974, 4195; during regeneration, there
is an influx from the Lord into the good
of the internal man, and by the truth
there into the natural man, 4015; how
the natural is regenerated, 4027; this is

effected by enjoyments, that he may be
brought into the state of a new man, 4065,
which is effected by societies of spirits

and angels, concerning whom, 4066-7;
during man's regeneration, good flows

in from the Lord through the angels into

the knowledges of truth which man has,

and he is kept in them until he is affected

by them, 4006(5)—7; all things are dis-

posed and arranged with man according
to his ends, 4104; societies of spirits at-

tendant on one about to be regenerated,
and their separation, 4iio(2)-ii(2), see
Societies. Since knowledges at this day
are wanting concerning regeneration, and
concerning what is good and true, there-

fore what is said on those subjects cannot
easily be comprehended, 4136(3); during
regeneration, good takes the first place,

then he undergoes temptations, 4248;
then another order is introduced amongst
the truths and goods in the natural, 4250,
5251; man is regenerated by this, that
good is conjoined with truths in the natu-
ral, in the next place the natural is con-
joined with the rational, the process

is described, 4353(2); the regeneration
of man is effected by means such as

appertain to man, 4364(2); he who is

regenerating passes through ages, an-
swering to those of his natural birth,

43771 spiritual life comes forth from
every age, as from an ovum, 4378-9;
general things are insinuated into those
who are regenerating, in which things

are particulars which successively come
forth, 4383; the order of regeneration is

that one must be instructed in the truths

of faith, next is to will truth and do it,

finally he comes into the enjoyment of

willing and doing it, 4538(5); spiritual

good is charity, and consists in willing and
doing good to another from no selfish

motive, hut from the enjoyment of affec-

tion; attained only by regeneration from
the I-ord, 4538(4); the regenerating man
has many falsities mixed with truths,

which are arranged into order when he is

regenerated and acts from good; truths

a-e inmost, falsities rejected to the circum-

ferences, in opposite order with the evil.
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4551-2; every evil remains, even when
a person is regenerated, 4564(2); unless

the natural be regenerated, the rational

can produce nothing of good and truth,

45S8; the natural must be regenerated
before it is conjoined to the rational, the

reason, 4611; regeneration rep. by pro-

cesses of natural generation, 4018-20;
those regenerating come as it were into

the womb; from kingdom of the lungs
into kingdom of the heart, 4931(3); re-

generation of the cel. man as to will,

of spir. man as to understanding, 51 13
(2-4); regeneration rep. in trees, 5115-7;
process, the last becomes first, the end
the beginning, from wluch charity com-
mences, which faith has for an end, 5122
(2); neither man nor angel ever regen-
erated so as to become perfect, 5122(3);
how the interior, natural, aud rational is

successively opened with man, how
dosed, 5126(3); order of truths and
goods in the natural during regeneration;
truths and goods in the centre and in light,

5128(2), 5134; the dominion of the in-

ferior man, and the service of the ex-
terior, 5128(2); there are states of in-

version, but in one way with those who
are regenerated, and in another way with
those who are not regenerated, 5159; the

regenerate as to external things, appear
like the unregenerate. but as to internal

things they are altogether different, illus-

trated by the love of the body for the sake
of the mind, and of the mind for the sake
of good and truth, 5159; during reforma-
tion truths are multiplied, during regenera-
tion he is deprived of truths apparently,
and is enlightened from the interior, then
truths are stored up in their order, 5270;
man is regenerated by temptations; with
out regeneration not saved, 5280(3);
reformation precedes, instructed con-
cerning goods and truths, afterwards
truths are as it were exterminated, and
are then remitted into the light which is

in the natural mind from the interior,

5280(3); regeneration by remains, the
process, 5342(2,3); regeneration by which
come the new intellectual and new volun-
tary, progress to eternity, 5354(3); truth
conjoined to good and good to truth, the
process, 5365(2); when the natural of

man is regenerating, the truths and goods
of remains are brought together into
knowledges there, 5373(2); truths at
first are multiplied, next conjoined to
good, in desolation at the time, 5376(2);
man at this day knows little of regenera-
tion, because he believes in the remission
of sins in a moment and justification,

when yet the arcana of regeneration are
innumerable, and persist through the
whole life of man, yea, to eternity, 5398;
when man lapses into evils, and is in

anxiety, it is a sign that he may be re-

formed; if there is no anxiety, it is a sign

that he cannot, 5470(2); during regenera-
tion, the natural man rebels, he supposes
that he is altogether perishing, 5647, 5650,
5(^0(2); afterwards he thinks otherwise,

5650; that man may regenerate, the
natural must be deprived of its ability,

and must be subjected to the spiritual,

5651(2); when he is regenerated, he
receives a new natural, a natural spiritual,

5651(3); because the natural is the plane
in which influx terminates, 5651(2);
when a change is effecting, or when good
is to be in the first place in the course of
regeneration, there is temptation, 5773;
when the conjunction of truth with man
is effected in man, the incongruous and
opposing knowledges are rejected from
the middle to the sides, 5871; see Knowl-
edge. With a view to man's regeneration
there must be truths of faith; they must
enter with genuine affection, in which case
when truth is reproduced, affection is

reproduced, and vice versa, thus man is

withheld from evils by the angels, 5803
(2); good multiplies truths around every
truth, and makes it as a little star, and by
derivations successively, 5912; that man
may be regenerated, truths must be con-
joined with knowledges, 6004, 6023, 6052;
the Lord wills to have the whole man,
and the man be not in part his own, 6138
(2); during regeneration man looks at
good from truth, but when regenerated,
at truth from good, 6247; the sensual at

this day is not regenerated with man. but
man during regeneration, is elevated from
it, 7442(45-43; regeneration as rep. in nat-
ural birth, 8043; in the growth of a tree,

8326; not regenerated without tempta-
tion; must undergo many, 8.103(2); dur-
ing regeneration, former pleasures are
removed from man, and new ones from a
spiritual origin are insinuated in their

place, 8413(2); he who is led of the Lord
by good, lives according to order, thus in
the Lord, 85T2; with him who lives ac-
cording to order, there is what is open
from the Lord; but closed with unre-
generate, 8513; first led by truth to

good, before this he cannot know what
good or charity is; afterwards led of the
Lord by good, 8516(2); good adopts
truths and joins them to itself, 8516(2);
the conjunction of good and truth is

effected in a state of peace, 8517; regen-
eration, doctrine of, 8548-53; he who is

not regenerated cannot be saved, 8548;
what the spiritual life received by regen-
eration, the natural life from parents,

8549; hereditary evils are from parents
and grandfathers in a long series back,
8550; he continually superadds evils

from himself. 8551; these are contrary
to spiritual life; man must be altogether
created anew, 8552; the very order of life

is to be inverted, 8553; not come into
heaven, until in a state to be led of the
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Lord by good, 8516(3), 8539(2), 8722,

8773, 9832: the former state is to be led

to truths, and the latter to be led by good,

7023, 7092, 8505-6, 8510.8512, 8516,8643,
8648, 865S, 8685(2), 8690, 8701, 9224,
9230(2), 9274/2); he who is regenerated
knows what is of the world and what of

charity, 8635, 8638-40, 8685(2), 8690(2);
because man of himself apprehends noth-
ing but what relates to the world and self,

8636; examples of things which a man
does not know from himself but from
revelation, 8637; the life of the regen-
erate consists in receiving, in the first

state, immediate influx from the Lord, in

the second, both immediate and mediate
influx, references, 8685; see Influx;
the quality of truths that they may be
made goods described, 8725; man not
regenerated until the natural man is re-

generated, 8742-47; with the unregener-
ate the natural man rules, the internal

serves, contrariwise with the regenerate,

8743; the quality of the natural man w hen
not regenerated, 8744; when regenerated,

8745; how effected by the internal, 8746;
the regenerate man is an angel, and has
the life of heaven, 8747", natural life does
not give salvation, but spiritual life does,

which is the life of faith, 8772; regenera-
tion effected first by knowing the truths

of faith, afterwards by acknowledging
them, at length by believing them; then
they are conjoined with good, and after-

wards good is acted from, 8772(2); the

quality of truths of the first state, and the

second, 8772(3); during regeneration,

general truths are first insinuated, which
are primary, and afterwards the rest,

8773; regeneration has for an end, that

charity may rule, 8856; also love to the

Lord, 8857; man is such as his univer-

sally reigning principle, 8858; they who
act from obedience, and not from affec-

tion, cannot be regenerated, but reformed,

8987; not to eternity, 8991; during re-

generation all things of self and of the

world are to be inverted, that they may
be for means and not for an end, 8005;
opening the womb sig. faith from charity,

tilings of the new birth, 8088; process of

regeneration from infancy even to spiri-

tual life, by knowledges from revelation,

9103(3-5); truths and goods are spoken
of when concerning the state before re-

generation, but goods and truths when
concerning the st-.te after rcgeneraf'on,

9135; with man they form connection
and constitute life; falsities are to f>e

extirpated, and truths implanted hv the

Lorck compared with the prolific principle

In seed, o»58(2l; the two states of regen-
eration, references, 9274; he ought not to

return from the second state to the former,
references, 0274(4), 10184; initiament of

the new will from infancy, the reception

of good and truth thence, the succeeding

state, 9296-7. All things are formed with
man according to use of life, 9297(4); the
natural or external man ought to be in
correspondence with the spiritual or iu-

ternal, that man may be regenerat'd;
he is not regenerated until the natural is

regenerated, references, 9325(10); re-
generation continues from infancy even
to the last of life, afterwards it is per-
fected to eternity, references, 9334(3);
the regeneration of man in the world is

a plane to purify his life to eternity, 9334
(3); evils and falsities are removed slowly
during regeneration, otherwise falsities

creep in and fill the mind, 9334(2>-6;
there are innumerable things from the
Lord during man's regeneration, that
hell may be removed and heaven implant-
ed, 0336(3); the goods called fruits of
faith, are the first and the last during man's
regeneration, because they are ends, 9337;
the Lord dwells with mar. in his own, thus
in what is Divine, 9338(6); all purifica-

tion from evils and falsities is effected by
tne truths of faith, likewise all jegenera-
tion, references, 9959(3); the process of

regeneration from external to internal

innocence, described, 1002 1; regenera-
tion effected by Divine truths from the
Word, successively more interior, 10028
(2); truths implanted in the life do not
appear, 10029; the arrangement and
providence of the Lord in regenerating
man is eternal, because to eternity, 10048
(2); the two states of regeneration, ref-

erences, 9274; the process of regeneration
and of the glorification of the Human of

the Lord described and illustrated by the
circle of life with man. 10057; the first

and second states of the regeneration
described. 10057(4), 10060; the recip-

rocal conjunction of truth and good or of

faith and love with the regenerate, 10067
(s); the Lord alone effects this, not man,
by love, which becomes of the will, 10067
(7); two states of the regeneration de-
scribed and illustrated; and the two
states of the Lord's glorification, 10076; in

each kingdom, cel. and spir. good is im-
planted by truth, in the former kingdom in

the voluntary part, in the latter iu the in-

tellectual, in each there is a different

mode of regeneration, 10124; thenatutal
man is in hell, and the spiritual in heaven,

man is in hell unless he becomes spiritual,

10156; the difference between purification

and regeneration, 10230(2); the Lord's
words in John are explained, chap. iii. con-

cerning regeneration by water and spirit,

that spirit is the Divine truth from which
man has life, 10240; when man is in

truths, he is in combat, when in good,
in rest, in the supreme sense, the I ord,

when in combats, was Divine truth, when
He was made Divine good, He had rest,

which is the sabbath, 10360; see Sabbath;
man enters heaven when he is in good,
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10367; he is led by truths to good, truth

is made good when it is of the will or love;

how effected, 10367(3); they who are

only in trutiis, and not at the same time

in good, cannot be regenerated, 10367

(5) ; man has two states, illustrated by
action and re-action; what is active finds

for itself a re-active that they may act in

unity, and be as it were one; that good is

active and truth re-active, 10729; re-

generation of the cel. and spir., 107S7.

Regeneration rep. by the six days of

creation and the seventh day of rest,

6-63; by the six days of labor and the

sabbath, 8884-94, 9278-81, 10729-32;
by the story of the ark. and flood, 606,

599-1059; the regeneration of the celes-

tial, the spiritual, and the natural man by
the history of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,

1404, 3793(3). 1401-6597; by the bring-

ing of Israel out of Egypt, the journey in

the wilderness, and entrv into Canaan,
8539(2), 6634-10S32; by birth, 848(3);
by baptism and washings, 2702(16-17);
by circumcision, 1025(5); by the rainbow,

1042; by burial and the sepulchre, 2916;
by the sacrifices and burnt-offerings,

10042(5), 10053; by the passover, 3994
(6) ; by tlie seven years of plenty and
famine, 5275; see under foregoing sub-
jects for full references.

Region. A region of heaven occupied
by the evil before the Lord's coming,
6858, 8054.
Rehohoth sig. falsities, 1184, 1 187-8;

it rep. falsities from the lust of innovation
or preeminence, 1188; it means breadths,
that is truths, 3433.

Reign. See Kingdom, Rule. It sig.

to be subject as to things of the under-
standing, to have dominion or rule, to

be subject as to things of the will, 4691;
that which man has for an end reigns

universally with him, 5130-1, 5949, 6150,

7648, 8885; when the Lord universally

reigns in man, SS64-5, 9639, references,

9832.
Rejection. How the case is with

rejections, 1393, 1875.
Rejoice. See Joy. Rejoicing is predi-

cated of good; the Lord's infinite joy
when good is received by heaven and the
church, 8672.

Relate. See Tell.
Relation. All perception is according

to relation to opposites, 7812.
Relationship (consanguiniias). See

Affinity.
Religion. See Church, False, and

Teuth.
Religious Systems (rcligiosum). The

sons of Jacob sig. a religion in external
worship without internal, 4440; there are
two religious systems, which are from
self-intelligence, Babel and another, 8041
(3). People in e\ery religion saved, how,
J2S4U); the acknowledgment and wor-

ship of the Lord's Divine Human is the
life of religion, 4733; doing good from
nature and from religion, 5032(2); three
origius of evil, the third from false prin-

ciples of religion, 8318(3); religion is to

be formed by truths from the Lord, thus
from the Word, and not from self intelli-

gence, 8941(7); religion from the pro-
prium is sig. by a graven image, 8941(7);
religion hatched from self-intciligenre is

meant by idols, strange gods, molten
images, and graven images, 8941(8);
marriages of those of different religions,

in heaven are accounted heinous, 8998.
Relish. See Taste and Toncue.
Remains {reliquia). Remains are

those things in man which arc from the
Lord, 8, 19, 259(2), 468, 530, 560, 561,
660, 661, 1050, 1738; remains cause man
to be alive, they are innocence, charity,

and mercy, planted in childhood, 1050;
man without remains perishes, 468(2),
576; man perishes when tiie way is closed
up for remains, 060; it is closed by falsi-

ties, 794; remains of the antediluvians,

560-3; ten and tenths sig. remains, 576(3),
1738; tenths and remains appertaining to
the Lord, 173S; remains with the lord
were all the Divine states by which He
united the Human Essence to the Divine,
1006; three kinds, 7280(2); remains are
goods and truths stored up by the Lord in

the interior man, 22S4; what remains are,

man receives remains of good from the
Lord from infancy, remains of truth after-

wards, without remains man could not be
man, 1050, 1906, 7560; when spoken of
the Lord they sig. His proprium, 3740,
4168; remains infected by deceit and
profanation, 512^(5); as by poisou, 9014
(2); they are stored up in the inmost of

the natural, how they serve for use, also
how destroyed, 5135; see Theft. The
procuring of remains, and regeneration
by them, the process, 5342; man commu-
nicates by remains with the second heaven,

5344; remains are goods and truths in the
interiors of man stored up by the Lord,

5897; they sig. what is inmost and mid-
dle in respect to ll^e church abstractedly
from the nation, 5897; the procuring of

remains by conjunction with angels, 5807
(11); all spiritual life is from remains,

5898; escaping sig. deliverance from
damnation by remains, 5800; remains are
remitted into the natural during man's
regeneration, 6156; remains are reserved
that there may be something human, for
by them man communicates with heaven,
7560; the goods and truths which are of
the Lord are stored up, but not those
which are of man, 7564; by remains man
is regenerated and initiated into receiving
the influx of good and truth from the Lord,
7831-
Remfmder. With the Lord it sig. to

be merciful, 840, 1049; remembrance,
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when concerning the Lord, si?, deliverance
and preservation out of merry, 840, 1040,
98.10; foresight, and to hear sig. provi-

dence, 3y66. To remember with him-
self when it relates to Joseph sig. the

reception of faith, 5130. To remember
sig. conjunction, 5160, 5229; because the
remembrance of any one, in the other life

conjoins, 5220; it sig. to recall to mind,
8040; it sig. what is perpetual in thought,

888s. Remembrance, when concerning
the Lord, sig. deliverance and preserva-

tion out of mercy, 9840; remembrance
when spoken of the Divine sig. salva-

tion, non-remembrance, damnation, 8620,

10231, 10650.
Remission, Remit. See Foroive. To

forgive sins sig. to regard not from evil

but from good, 7607; see Sin. How sins

arc remitted, 9013-4, 9333(2), 0443-54,
9818(27), 9937(4); to remit, when con-
cerning sins, sig. not to oppose, 10504.
See Evil. No man can remit sins, since

sin is not remitted except by the forma-
tion of a new life. 0410(4).
Remnant. When a church is vastated

a remnant always remains, and is con-
tinued, 407; remnant sig. remains, 5897.
Sec Remains.
Remove sig. to separate, 30Q3; to reject,

4544; not to remove the staves from the
rings of the ark sig. existence and sub-
sistence forever without change, 9502;
bearing sins sig. removal of evils and fal-

sities, how, 9937. see Remit.
Renal Capsules. Chaste virgins who

are prone to anxieties arc in the province
of the renal capsides in the Greatest Man,
539 1.

Rend the garment sig. zeal for doc-
trine or truth, also humiliation, 2576(16);
it was a representative of grief on account
of truth being lost, 4763, 5773.
Rep*y sig. amendment, 90S7, 9007,

9102, 9130, 9137, 9161; also correspond-
ing punishment, 9102.

Repent, Repentance. Third day of

creation sig. repentance, g, 29(2); Jeho-
vah docs not rc|<cnt, 587; to repent with
Jehovah is mercy, 5S7-8, 10441. To
repent has reference to wisdom, 590.

The doctrine of repentance, 83S7-8394;
to be done in a free state, and not in a
fnrced state, 8392; daily repentance,

8301; if man relapses after repentance,
his latter state liecomcs worse than the

former, for he is guilty of profanation,

8394; confession, without knowledge and
acknowledgment of evils appertaining to

oneself, is not the confession of repentance,

8300; formation of repentance, 5470(2);
to repent when said of Jehovah sig. mercy,
for Jehovah never repents, repentance is

with those who do not know things to

come, it is so said in the Word on account
of the most simple and little cnildren,

10441.

Repetitions in the Word, to represent
understanding and will, 707, 782; they
are never without meaning, by one ex-
pression the celestial is meant by the other
the spiritual, 4137(4), 7945, see Ori.er.
Rephaim. See Nephilim, 581(2),

sig. persuasions of falsity, 1574(2), and
the hells from such, 1673.

Rephldihi sig. the quality of temptation
as to truth, &561, 8594.

Representation, Representative.
See Correspondence. The series about
Cain is representative not historical, 403;
from idolatrous the church became rep-
resentative, the nature of representatives
and worship therefrom described, 1361;
all things in the sense of the letter of the
Word are representative and significative,

1401, 1408-9; in the heavens there are
continual representatives of the Lord and
of IT is kingdom, 1619; the heavens are
full of representatives, 1521; representa-
tives in nature are from the Lord's influx,

1632, 1881. They arose from the knowl-
edges of the Ancient Church, and these
fiom the perceptions of the Most Ancient
Church, 920, 1409(2); what is meant by
a representative, and what by a repre-
sentative church, 1361; how the repre-

sentatives of the Jewish church appear
in heaven, 1003; the law of representa-

tions, there is no reflection upon the per-
son who represents, but upon what is

represented, 665, 1097(3), 1361; the rep-
resentatives in nature, also in the world of
spirits, 1807-8; into what representatives
lusts are turned in the other life, 054;
discourse by mere representatives, 176.';

all things of ti c literal sense rep. PiviA
arcana, 18S6-1889; whence the repre-
sentatives which are in the Word and in

rituals, 2179; the laws enacted concerning
servants have reference in the internal to
things corresponding, to representatives

and significatives, ^567(8), in universal
nature there are representatives of the
Lord's kingdom, exemplified, 275S; the
most ancient people had their repre-

sentatives from dreams, 1977(2); visions

before good spirits are beautiful repre-

sentations, 197 1 ; the ideas of the angels
are turned into various representatives

in the world of spirits, and with man
during sleep, 1971, 1980-1; representa-
tives by which infants are introduced into

intelligence, 2290; some representative

rites in the Jewish Church had their origin

in the representations in the world of

spirits, 2039(6); others from the Ancient
Church which knew the representatives

in nature, 2722(5); many things in the
Word owe their origin to representatives

in the other life, and to correspondences,

2763; representatives and significatives

were from the Most Ancient Church, in

what manner. 3896; Enoch rep. those

who collected representatives and their
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significative?, 280ft; the Word by Moses
and tlie prophets was written by repre-

sentatives and significatives, it could not

be written in another style, so as to have
an internal sense, by which communica-
tion might be effected of heaven with
earth, 2890; in the New Testament the

Lord spake by representatives and sig-

nificatives, because from the Divine,

2900; in the Ancient Church there were
representatives and significatives from the

Most Ancient Church, 2897; on repre-

sentations and correspondences, 2987-

3°°3> 3213-3227; between things spiri-

tual and natural there are correspond-

ences, hut those which exist in things nat-

ural are representations, 2987, 2989-91,
3002; illustrated by the expressions of the

face and the actions of the body, 2988;

the things which are in the natural world
exist from those which are in the spir.

world, 2989, 2999. Experience, that in

thinking of the viscera, the angels followed

the connection through things spir., 2992;
all things of the vegetable kingdom are

from a spir. source, and derive their origin

from the good and truth which are from
the Lord, 2993; man can know little of

this in the life of the body, the reason,

2994; the man of the Most Ancient Church
as to ideas, could communicate with

angels, because in natural things they saw
heavenly, 2995; heavenly societies corre-

spond to all things in the body, 2096,

2998; this may be known from the influx

of the internal man into the external,

2997; all tilings in the universe represent

the Lord's kingdom, 2999, 3000; illus-

trated by worms, which become butter-

flies, 3000; there is only one life, the re-

cipients correspond with if, it is received

adequately by those who are in love and
charitv, but not adequately by those who
are in things contrary, 3001; representa-

tives and correspondences were known
to the ancients and held in the highest

esteem, 3021; all the ports of the body
correspond to the Greatest Man, 3021;
by representatives something of the church
was presented amongst the Jews and
Israelites before the Lord's coming, they

were strictly kept in rituals that the rep-

resentations might exist, 3147(10); an-
gelic ideas and discourses are exhibited in

representatives before spirits, 3513; there

are representations given in a long series,

3214; cities are represented when the

angels hold discourse concerning doc-
trinals, 3216; horses, when concerning
things intellectual, t2i7; animais of va-

rious kinds when concerning various affec-

tions, good and evil, 3218; birds when
concerning knowledges and influx, 3219;
in a vision birds were represented obscure
and deformed, also noble and beautiful,

some, who were in falsity concerning in-

flux, fell down from an angelic society,

3219; when the angels hold discourse
concerning those things which arc of

intelligence and wisdom, there arc rep-
resented paradises, vineyards, forests,

meadows, green fields, 3220; clouds rep.

things affirmative and things negative,

3221; good loves are rep. by flames, and
truths by lights, 3222; between the light

of heaven and the light of the world there
is a correspondence, and the things which
exist in the light of the world are repre-
sentations, 3223, 3225, 3337; man without
instruction, after death comes into rep-

resentative perception, and into the art of
exhibiting representatives when he dis-

courses, 322ft; representatives in the Word
are not interrupted by the death of those
who represent, but are continued, 3236;
representatives in the discourses of spirits

and of angels, 3342-45, see Speech.
A representation of the human mind,
3348(2); of a crown about the head of
the Lord, 3330; Divine truths from the
Lord (lowing in into the rational arc pre-

sented in the natural as an image of many
things in a mirror, 3368(3); the ancients
had representatives and significatives

such as are in the Word, and their wise
men understood them, correspondences
and representatives in the Word, 3472-
3483, 3410(2); representatives according
to degrees are more perfect in the heavens,
inwardly in them are seen those things
which are in a superior heaven, 3475;
universal nature is a theatre representa-
tive of the Lord's kingdom, and this

latter a theatre representative of the Lord,

3483; representations in the other life

are appearances, but alive, thus real, be-
cause from the light of heaven which is

wisdom and life, those things which are
from the light of the world in comparison
are not real, unless so far as they are lon-
joined with those things which are of the
fight of heaven, 34S5; the quality of the
pcrsou whe represents, as a king and
priest, does not affect the representation,

3670; see King, Priest. The Most
Ancient Church was in Canaan, and part
of the Ancient Churcli, hence came the
representatives of places, wherefore
Abraham was ordered to go thither, and
Canaan was given to his posterity, tliat

by and with them a representative church
might be established, 3686(2); a person
as Lot, Ishmael, Laban. when separated
from the principal representative put on
a different representation, 4189(7,3);
bv the Jews, notwithstanding thev were
idolaters, a genuine church could be rep-
resented, 4208(3), 4281(3); how much the
science of representations and correspond-
ences excels other sciences, 4280(3); with
the posterity of Jacob there was the rep-
resentative of a church, not a church,
4281(2); even wicked kings and wicked
priests can represent the Lord, 4281(3);
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a representative church existed amongst
the ancients, and the representative of a

church existed amongst the posterity of

Jacob; the former has place with those

with whom there is an internal in an
external, the latter with those with whom
there is an external without an internal,

4288(2); internal things are what are

represented and external what represent,

4292(3); hence Jacob was called Israel,

4202(5); the holy external amongst the

Jews, when they were in worship, was
miraculously elevated into heaven, by the

Lord out of them not within them, 4307

(2) , 4311(2); the representatives of the

church had good in them, but as to the

posterity of Jacob who were in them, they

had no good, 4444(2); when the Jews
were idolaters, they rep. things infernal,

4444(4); the statutes, judgments, and
laws enjoined to the posterity of Jacob
were known in the ancient churches,

4449(2); when they became idolatrous,

the devil was worshipped, 4449(3); the

representative of a church was instituted

with the posterity of Jacob, 4429(2), 4433
(3) ; such things were commanded as fully

represented heaven in ultimates, 10728;

the representative forms were from nature,

10728. The man of the Most Ancient

Church had not externals of worship like

the Ancient Church; he could not receive

them unless his internals had been closed,

4493(3); the knowledge of representatives

has altogether perished, illustrated by
rituals at the coronation of kings, 4581

(3) ; the representatives of the church

ceased by the coining of the Lord, 4855

(4) ; a representative church differs from
a representative of a church, the latter

does not know the internal meaning, 4S47;

all tilings of nature represent, 5116(2);

the nature and origin of representatives

in the world of spirits, 5198(2); outward
knowledges are as it were mirrors in

which the image of interior things ap-

pears, 5201; representations are con-

tinued into subsequent ones after the

death of a former one, 0302; angelic in-

flux is effected by representatives ap-

pearing, 6319; the aniicnt Sophi were
acquainted with representatives, exempli-

fied, 7729(8); the festivals and sabbaths

were to be celebrated, that the Jews might

be in a full representative state, 7891; on
such occasions no work was done which

had respect to things terrestrial and
worldly, 7893; the representation varies

according to the place and association in

which the person representing is, 7014".

the Jens could represent holy things above

all other people, because they worship

what is external as Divine, 8588(5);

representatives passed from them to

simple angelic snirits who have reference

to the skin, and from these to interior

angels, 8588(6); representatives had

respect to holy things and not to persons,
references, 9259; all things which are in
the world in its three kingdoms are rep-
resentative of the spir. and cel. things of
the Lord's kingdom, references, 9280;
all things are correspondences, references,

9280; representatives had respect to the
Lord not to the person that represented,

9372(10); representatives appear in heav-
en, their origin and nature, 9457, 9481,
9576-7; they appear and are seen by the
eyes of spirits, 9577(2); there is conjunc-
tion of the Lord with man by repre-
sentatives, hence the representative church
9481(2); all representatives in nature
have reference to the human form, 9496
(2); the correspondence of man and of
all things of man with the heavens, 10005
(4) , references, 10030(6,7); with the
Israelitish and Jewish nation there were
representatives of the interior things of
the church and of heaven, 101.10; the
Word of the Lord is as it were heaven in
ultimates, illustrated from representatives
in the other life, 10126; the successive
states of man according to ages, 10225;
the knowledge of correspondences and
representations existed amongst the
Orientals, but it was afterwards obliter-

ated, especially in Europe, 10252(6);
what representations are, illustrated by
those things which appear amongst spirits,

10276(4); the representatives of the Is-

raelitish Church were truths in the ulti-

mate of order, 10728; representatives in
the other life, 10194; those in the higher
heavens of great perfection which exceed
belief, 10276(4); those in the lowest
heaven are in less perfection, like those in

the Israelitish Church, 10276(5); they
were seen by Moses with the eyes of his

spirit, 10276(5); the representative

church with those in the good of love and
faith, 10326; representatives of Divine
truths in outward things, 10337; what
representatives are, references, 10337;
representatives are the outmosts of a
chuuh, 10394; the Israelitish nation were
unwilling to know internal things; they
were only the representative of a church,
references, 10396(5); representatives

did not respect the person but the thing

represented, references, 10401; they were
turned into idolatry and magic, 10643(2).

'I he distinction between representative,

significative, and (orrespondence, 1409,

1410, 1540, 2561(8), 3225; everything
of nature is representative, 1632, of the
world of spii its and heaven, 167, 1807, of

Jewish Cnurch, 31(3), 85(2), 1361, of

Word, 10559(4), its historicals also, 1361

(5) , 1401. 1400(3), uio, 1540; the things

of Jewish worship were representative,

as the tabernacle and ark, 3478, the burnt-
offerings and sacrifkes, 2177, 2180. the
numbers, 2252; representative worship
abolished at the Lord's coming, 1003,
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4004(2), 1850(3); representatives called

dark sayings of old, 66; visions and
dreams representative, 1122, 1077(2),
1980-1, 1971, 2179(2); representatives

effected conjunction with heaven, 2S97,

2899; representatives in worid of spirits,

animals, uirds, paradises, etc., 32 13-3221;
the things in man represent, see Greatest
Man.
Reprove sig. an internal dictate, per-

ception, or conscience, 573.
Kesek sig. falsities of life, 1190-2.
Reside sig. to live, it is predicated of

trutu, to dwell, of good, 4600. See To
Inhabit.

Residue. To make a residue of the

manna till morning sig. to be solicitous

about acquiring good of themselves, 8478.
Resin. Spices, balsam, and stacte sig.

interior natural trut.is, 4748; resin sig.

the truth of good of the exterior natural,

5620. See Gum.
Respiration. Breathing sig. the life

of faith and love, 96-7; the respiration

of those who were of the Most Ancient
Church was internal, such as is that of

angels, 607(2), 805, n 18-20; it was
according to a state of love and faith in

the Lord, 97, 11 19; in process of time it

became external, the internal ceasing,

and thus there was discourse by expres-
sions of speech, 60S, 805, n 20; the ante-
diluvians became extinct when internal res-

piration ceased, 805(2); distinct choirs

were perceived which appertained to the

voluntary and the involuntary respiration

of the lungs, 3351; respiration of popes in

the consistory, of what quality, 3750(3);
the Greatest Man and the correspond-
ence of the heart and lungs, 3883-96; see

Heart and Lungs; the alternate pulses
of t le heart insinuate themselves into the
alternate respirationsof the lungs, 388,4(3);
heaven has respiration, 3884(3); respira-

tion observed in heaven, also the pulse
of the heart, 3885; respirations and pulses
are manifold; thev are as many in number
as the societies there, and are according
to the state of their faith and love, 3886-7,
3892 -3; in heaven there are two kingdoms
the cel. and spir; the cel. appertains to

the province of the heart, the spir. to the
province of the lungs, 3SS7; there is an
indut of the cel. kingdom into the spir;

as of the heart into the lungs, 3887(2);
the heart and lungs rule in the universal
body, and mutually flow in, 3887-90;
the heart corresponds to the will, respira-

tion to the understanding, 3888; corre-
spon fence of the heart with love, of the
lungs with faith, 3S89; correspondence
of tie respiration of heaven, 3891, 3893.
They who are allotted to voluntary respira-

tion are distinct from those allotted to the
involuntary, 3893; the most ancient
people had internal respiration; they
respired according to the slate of love and

of faith, 3892; the evil cannot respire in

heaven, but are as it were sulfocated.

3894; the well disposed are inaugurated
into the respiration of heaven, 3894(H);
the persuasion ot evil and falsity in the

other life, as it were suffocates other
spirits, from experience, 3895; see Per-
suasion. The respiration of the inhabi-

tants of Mars is internal, 7362; Pharaoh
saw there was breatuing time sig. that

weariness ceased, 741 1; tne Lord's breath-

ing on His disciples, and saying, Receive

ye the Holy Spirit; the life of faith,

9818(15); respiration, soul, or breath
sig. the life 01 faith, 9281(3); a state of

the life of faith, hence it means soul and
spirit, 9281; internal respiration is from
heaven, it is tacit and imperceptible dur-
ing the life of the body, but continues
after the death of the body, 9281(2).
The Lord's resurrection on the third

day in the morning sig. His rising again
in the minds of the regenerate every
day, and even every moment, 2405(8).
The Word as to the internal sense will be
revived in the consummation of the age,

which is the third clay, 2813(3).
Rest. See Peace, Sabbath. The

Lord does not rest until love acts, 63; the
Sabbath named from rest, 85-7; the ark
rested sig. regeneration, 851; two words,
one expressing rest of the cel. man, the
other of spir. man, 851; the spir. man lias

rest from a new intellectual light, 855;
to rest sig. to take root, 875; an odor of

rest sig. what is grateful from the good of

love, 5943(3); also perception of peace,

10054; rest sig. the Lord, heaven, good
from the Lord, good of charity, works of

good without recompense, 6391; rest, a
state of peace, 8494-5, 8517, 8893, 9279t
10374, 10668; the interiors rest on the

sensual, 9216; the interiors of the body
rest on the skin, the viscera of the abdo-
men on the peritoneum, of the thorax on
the pleura, 0216; heaven rests on the
human race, 9216(3); man and the Lord
have rest when good and truth are con-
joined, 10367, 10374, 1066S-9.
Resurrection. Experience concern-

ing the resuscitation of man from the dead,
168-1S9, 314-319; it is owing to a strong

attraction, which is the efficacy of the
Lord's mercy, 179; few in heart believe

in the things of the other life, now re-

vealed to establish belief, pref. Gen. xvi;

the Lord alone rose again with the body,
2083(2); how the case is with man when
resuscitated and when he returns into his

life, 2 1 19; many things which man may-
know from himself concerning the state

of life after death, if he be willing, 3957;
some believe the soul to be mere thought,
others that it becomes like a ghost, others

that they shall rise again at the final judg-
ment with the body, 4527(2); I discoursed

with tliem when their body was interring,
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what they then said, 4527(3); in the other

life all tilings of the life of every one are
manifested, 4033; immediately after

aeatii all rise again and are in a body;
Lie natural body does not rise again at

the hnal judgment, 5078U); the Lord's
resurrection on the third day sig. his
rising again in the minds of the regenerate
every moment, 24051,8V, the Word as to

the internal sense will be revived in the

consummation of the age which is the

third day, 2813(3); the state of the body
in the other life is much more perfect

than that of the material body, 5078
(4), 5079(2); man after death appears as

he was in internals, not such as he was
in externals, 6495; man rises again im-
rr.e'liately after death, from experience,

6929; he then remains such as he is from
his past life, as the tree falls so it lies, 8991;
of tue saints who were dead lieing seen
in the holy city, Malt, xxvii. 53, they were
seen in a vision, 5229(10); doctrine con-
cerning the resurrection, 10591- 10507;
man can believe in God, and love God,
and hence be conjoined to God and live

forever, 10591; he has an internal called

soul, and an external which gives it

elVect, which is called body, 10592; the
external body in the world is accommo-
dated to uses there, but the external in

the other life is accommodated to uses
there, and does not die; this with the in-

ternal is called spirit, 10593; the spirit

appears in a human form, 10594; he
leaves his external in the world, and never
resumes it. 10594; this continuation of

life is the resurrection, 10595; this does
not take place at the final judgment, why
so believed, 10505; the life of man after

death is the life of his love and faith; who
have the life of hell, and who the life of

heaven, 10596; man lives after death,

confirmed by the Word, 10397; man
immediately after death lives as a man,
although it is not so believed on our earth,

by reason that men think sensually that

their bodies alone live; nevertheless in

a state of removal from doctrine con-
cerning the final judgment, they believe

that they shall live immediately after

death, 10758; man after death is led in;o

heaven, in some cases slowly, in some
quickly, two examples, 317-0; Ihe Lord
not only rose again as to the soul, but
also, otherwise than any man, as to the
body, which He glorified in the world,
why on third day, 001, 1729(2), 2083(2),
507S(2,6), 10252(7), 10738(5); after His
resurrection spirits were taken out of

the lower earth and elevated into heaven,

6945(3), 7828, 7931; resurrection rep.

by sepulchre anl burial, 2916, 3016;
Jewish idea of resurrection, 6516, Pref.

Gen. xvi.: common opinion of, erroneous
why permitted, 4459(2), 4783(4), S°7$
(2 -61 0400(2).

Retaliation. Whence the law of

retaliation, ion; evil has with it punish
racnt, and good recompense in the other
life, thus there is a law of retaliation, 8214,
8223(2), 8226(2); die law of order in the
laws of retaliation, good is conjoined with
its recompense, and evil with its punish-
ment, 9049; the Lord's words are ex-
plained concerning an eye for an eye, a
tooth for a tooth, and the giving a cloak
to him who will have a coat, 9049(5).
Return when spoken of the Lord sig.

union of the humrm essence to the Divine
essence, 3736; it sig. to reflect, 4894,
presence, 6518; to flow back or relapse,

8223.
Reu rep. worship still more external

than that rep. by Peleg his father, 1347.
Reuben-

rep. faith, 897; they who
separate faith from charity cast them-
selves into falsities and evils, this was rep.

by Cain and Abel, by Ham and Canaan,
by Reuben, and by the Kgyptians in that

their first born were slain, 3325(11); he
rep. the truth of faith which is the first

thing of regeneration, 3800; the spiritual

significance is involved in the expression
"hath seen," which was spoken when he
was named, 3861-6; he rep. faith sep-

arate from charity, 3870; in the opposite

sense, sig.faith separate and also profaned,
4601; the good oi faith, 4605; confession
of the faith of the church in general, 4731,
4734, 4761; the two sons of Reuben rep.

the doctrine of truth and the doctrine of

good, 5542; Reuben sig. faith which is

in the first place only in appearance, ref-

erences, 6342; why primogeniture was
taken away from him, 2435, 3870(2),

4601, 6238(2), 8093(2); why Reuben
wanted to rescue Joseph, to rep. that the

church ceases to be a church when it does
not acknowledge the Lord's Human to

be Divine, 4731; Ephraim received in

place of Reuben, 5354(12); the two sons
of Reuben rep. the doctrine of truth and
the doctrine of good, 5542, the doctrinal*

of faith, 0024(2); the tribe of Reuben,
the truth of faith in doctrine, 9642(8).
See Trite.
Revel, father-in-law of Moses, rep.

the good of the church where they are

who are in the truth of simple good, 6778,
67S2. See Jeturo.
Revelation to the Most Ancient

Church, 125, 597(2); there is revelation

from perception, which the angels and
men of the Most Ancient Church had,
and revelation from discourse with angels

through whom the Lord spake, which
the prophets had in the Jewish Church,

5121(2,3); revelation with the good is

enlightenment from the Word, which
those who are in evil have not, 8694(2)
8780(2); the variety of revelations in four

successive churches, 10355; revelations

were made either by dreams, night visions.
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day visions, speech within man, speech
without him from angels seen, or speech
without from angels not seen, 6000; man
has no knowledge of what exists in the
other life except from revelation, 7502(4);
truths exist in the Word in its internal

sense, 7502(4); without revelation man
cannot know anything about eternal life,

God, love to Him, or faith in Him, 103 18-

9, see, 865, 3768(2), 6371(2), 8944, 9352;
the Word was spoken by the prophets
and others under the dictation of angels

from the Lord, 3039; answers and revela-

tions were made in ultimates, 10548(3);
revelation to the most ancient people was
immediate, to the ancient people by rep-

resentatives, the Word was revealed to

the Israelites, 10632(4); how revealed

to Mist Ancient Church, by perception,

visions, aul dreams, 125, 805, 10632(3),
not written, 2896; revealed to Ancient
Churca in doctrinals, 608, see Word;
revelation necessary, 1775, 3175, 8636-7,
9212(8); disbelief in revelation produced
the Fall, r94, 198; revelation by enlighten-

ment of the internal sight, 8780; the

coming of the Lord is a revelation of

Divine truth, 0807(4); revelation in

Jewish Church by the breastplate, 9905;
revelation at this day is by the Word,
1043(2), 4031; revelation of the intern?!

sense, 1408, 2760(2), 3398(4), 4060(7);
revelation sig. by vision, 1786, by prayer,

2535; there is something like revelation

in prayer, 2535; vision of vanity sig. false

revelation, 9248; written revelation,

1038 1. The Lord was instructed and pro-
gressed by continual revelations from His
Divine, 1616, 2500(2), 2625(4), 3382.

KEVKNOE. The hells of those who have
passed their time in exercising revenue
and hatred, 813-5; their punishment,

956; it is from self-love and love of the

worli, 2910(2); enjoyment of revenge
adjoins man to similar societies in hell,

40^7(3); from hereditary evil, 4317(5);
those tenacious of revenge correspond to

unclean excretions, 5390, 7161(4); they
are in self-love, 7370, 8318(2); law of

retaliation not from revenge, 8223(3);
to avenge sig. the punishment of death,

9036; the Lord called avenger and zealous,

but it sig. love and meicy, 8875. See
Hell, Hatred.
Reward, Hire, or Recompense. See

Merit. The reward of victory is the

salvation of the whole human race, 1789.
Reward is a medium of conjunction, he
who is in the affertion of good does not
think about reward, 3S16. The reward
from which Issachar derived his name, in

the supreme sense sig. the D'vine good
of truth and truth of good, in the internal

sense heavenly marriage love, and in the

externvl sense mutual love, 3056-7; the
reward spoken of in the Word is the affec-

tion of charity, 3956; reward sig. what is

from the Lord Himself, His own power,

,3996, 3999; what is delightful and blessed
in well doing, hut the happiness vanishes
as soon as they think of recompense, 6388-
94; those who do good without recom-
pense think only of service, 6393(3), 6478,
7318, 8033, 8037, 8516(2), 9174(4); other-

wise they are not good, 9975; the angels

communicate their goods to others, so
that they are willing to give everything,

then there is an influx of more with in-

crease, but it is instantly dissipated if

they think of recompense, 6478, 9174(3);
they who do good for the sake of reward
in heaven, in the other life love themselves
and not the neighbor, 8002(7), see Merit.
Reward or gain ought to be in the last

place, and not in the 6rst; then it is well,

9180, 9982, 9184(2); the knowledges of

truth and good called meretricious hire

when taught for the sake of gain, honor,
and reputation, 10570(6); reward from
the Lord is affection for truth for the sake
of truth, 10683(6).

Rib sig. the proprium which is dear,

147-9, iSi_6; the sides called ribs sig.

truths, 10 189. See Sides.
Riches. See Wealth. They sig.

spiritual and celestial things, 643(2); pleas-

ures, power, and riches are no hindrance
to admission into heaven, if not regarded
as ends, 945, 1877; to enrich sig. to mul-
tiply knowledge, this comes from desire

for truth, 1485; the rich who had no
charity dwell at first in palaces, next in

meaner habitations, at length they ask
alms, and give forth an exhalation like

that of stinking teeth, 1631; wealth and
riches in the internal sense, are goods and
truths, and in the opposite sense evils

and falsities, 1694, 5433(3); riches, pleas-

ures, and the delights of life, are not op-
posite to spir. life, 3425(2); so far as

riches have in them spir. good, so far they
are goods, demonstrated, 3951(2); spir.

good may be in the delight of riches, like

the pleasures of eating, that there may be
a sound mind in a sound body, 3951(3);
spir. riches are truths, 4372, 4756; the

empty rich sig those who possess the

knowledges of good and truth and do not
do them, and to such, truths are not trutlis

because without good, 4744(3); riches

sig. the knowledges of good and truth,

5135(5); they ought not to be procured
for the sake of themselves, but are to be
regarded for an end, that the possessor

may thence be in a state of doing good,

6033-8, see 4981. 5008(1), 5886(6), 8717
(2), 8095(3); if eminence and opulence
are regarded as means, they are then
goods, 7820; riches, wealth, treasures,

sig. truths and goods and the knowledges
thereof, 10227(4), see 0042(7"). 096o("');

inordinate thoughts about acquiring riches

etc. draw the mind down into the sensual,

6210; the rich man sig. those in the
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knowledges of good and truth, 7784(3);
the Jewish Church, 0467(5); the Lord
provides for the good riches and honors
so far as they are not hurtful, but not if

they would be hurtful, 8717(2).
Rider, see Horse, Horseman, to ride

upon the Word of truth sig. to teach the
doctrine of truth, 1288(3); rider sig. in-

telligence, one who is intelligent, 2015
(3), 2761, 3190, 5895(3), 0534, 7024,
8156; also in opposite sense those in

a perverse intellectual and in falsities,

2567(10), 3923(2), 7729(4). 8156, 8343;
to ride on the clouds sig. to understand
the internal sense of the Word, 2761(3);
on a cherub, providence, 2761(4); on a
chariot, to be instructed in doctrine, 2761
(5); on an ass, the natural subordinate, on
a colt, the rational subordinate, 2781(8);
on camels, the intellectual elevated on
natural knowledge, 3190.
Right or Upright sig. truths, 5434,

5437; rightly sig. truth, 7740.
Right Hand. The good are at the

Lord's right hand, the evil at the left,

1276; the quarters in the spir. world are
determined from the Lord, 1582; so about
man and angel, 1274, 1276; what is

meant by the right hand and the left,

1582, 7518; to sit at the right hand sig.

a state of power, 3387(4), 4592, 4933;
to be at the right hand sig. to be in the
first place; at the left sig. to be in the
second place, 6267, 6269, 6271; thy right

hand sig. omnipotence, 8281-2; on this

side one, and on that side one, sig. to the
right hand and to the left, and thus on all

sides, 8613; the right hand sig. the good
of cel. love, and the left the good of spir.

love, 9511, 9556; the things of the right

side with man have reference to good,
from which truth is derived, and the things
of the left have reference to truth which is

from good, 9604, 9736; by the conjunc-
tion of both is sig. the marriage of good
and truth, 9495; the right hand sig. power,
the right hand of Jehovah the Divine
power of the Lord, 10019(6); the right

hand sig. good from which truth is de-
rived; in the opposite sense evil from
which falsity is derived, 10061(3, 4); the
right side of the brain pertains to the
will, the left to the understanding, 641,

644. 1270, 4052, 5725; left eye the in-

tellectual, the right eye its affection, 2701

(2), 4326(2), 4410. 6923, 9684(2); right

side of the body sig. goods, the left truths,

as right and left of face, eye, ear, foot, etc.,

9556; Benjamin means son of right hand
sig. spir. truth from cel. good, thence
power, omnipotence. 4502; sheep on
right hand sig. those in truths from good,
goats on left hand, those in falsities from
evil, 4809(6); angels on Lord's right

hand, the evil on the left, 1276, 10810;
sec Quarters.

Rim. See Border.

Ring of gold sig. good, here Divine
good, bracelets truth, 3103; ring on the
hand sig. a confirming of power, 5317-8;
ring sig. the conjunction or marriage of
good and truth, 9493, 9495, 9496, 9498,
9536-7, 9657, 9728, 9882-3, 9896, 10188.
Ring-Straked sig. truths with which

evils are mingled, 4005, 4020.
Riphath sig. a nation, also external

worship, 1 154-5.
Rise. To rise up sig. acknowledgment,

2326; rising of sun sig. the Lord's presence,
also the final judgment, 2441; rise early
in the morning sig. clear perception, and
the light of confirmation from good, 2540,
2673; a state of peace and innocence, 2780;
enlightenment, 4214.

Rites, Rituals separated from in-

ternal things rep. by sons of Ham, 1132—
1216; those in which were internal things
rep. by sons of Japheth, 1149-59; as
mere matters of memory rep. by nations
descended from Mizraim or Egypt, 1193-
6; and of external worship, 1104; Egypt
rep. rituals of knowledge in which there

is nothing spiritual or celestial because
they are from themselves, because they
were from this origin they totally re-

jected, loathed, and hated the rites of the
Ancient Church, 1195; rituals rep. by
sons of Joktan, 1245-50; rituals belong
to stewardship of house, 1795; external

rites were used in Jewish Church for the
sake of the representation, 3147(10);
of Jews representative, 3479; for the
most part they were from the ancient
churches, 6846; the rituals of Ancent
and Jewish Churches sig. and rep. heav-
enly things, 2037, 2162(12), 2177(2),

2243(5, 6), 3021, 3270, 3596(2), 4292(5),

4433. 4496, 4844(17); the Egyptians
knew their signification, 7926; with

Jewish Church were idolatrous, separate
from internal, 4208(3), 42SS; they were
not new, 6846; the church is not from
rituals, these are its forms, 4831; they are

its externals, 6587(3); rep. by pottage,

8408(5).
River. The rivers of the garden of

Eden sig. wisdom, intelligence, reason,

knowledge, 78, 107-121; and their op-
posites, 130; river of delights, the spiri-

tual which has relation to faith from love,

353(a); rivers of Egypt sig. different

knowledges which are false, 1195; waters
and rivers are described where gardens
and plantations are, because gardens
sig. those things which are of wisdom,
and intelligence, 2702, 2702(14); rivers

sig. intellieenre, 3051, 6502(5); the river

of Egypt sig. the extension of things spiri-

tual, the river Euphrates, the extension
of things celestial, 1866; great rivers were
the last and first boundaries of the land
of Canaan, 411ft; the boundaries of the
land of Canaan rep. the ultimates in the

Lord's kingdom, 4240; a river is a bound-
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«ry, 5106-7; the Nile, the river of Egypt,
sig. things sensual subject to the intellec-

tual part, 5106; the river of Egypt sig.

falsity, 6693, 7307-8, 7333; the river of
desolations sig. falsity everywhere reign-

ing, 0331(4); rivers sig. the tilings of in-

telligence from truths, 9050(10); rivers

of Egypt sig. truths of knowledge, 7729
(5); rivers of living water sig. Divine
truths from the Lord alone, 8568(4);
river, the Word, 3424.

Roast with fire sig. the good which is

of love, 7852.
Robber. Robbers and pirates are

delighted with urinous filth, 820. Jew
robbers in the wilderness, 940-1; a hell

of robbers, 4631, 5060(3), 5246(4); friend-

ship of, 5764; priests so called, 10794.
Kobe (pallium) sig. Divine truth in the

internal form in the spir. kingdom, 9825,
0911-12. Robe in general sig. the spir.

kingdom, 9825(2); the robe of Aaron sig.

the middle of the sp>. kingdom, 9825,
10005. Robe with the ephod, the spir.

kingdom; tunic because separated from
them by a girdle, sig. the spir. from the

cel.; the like is sig. by the veil in the tent,

and by the neck with man, 10005.
Rock (para). See Stone sig. the Lord

as to Divine truth, 3703(3); as to faith,

thus faith from the Lord, Preface to chap,
xxii. Gen., 85S1, 10580; in the other life

they are upon rocks who are in the good
of faith, 10438; the deft of a rock sig.

the obscurity and falsity of faith, 10582.
See Peter.

Rod. See Staff. It sig. power of the
Lord's Divine Human, 6947; rod of God
sig. Divine power, rod, natural power,
8599.
Rome, origin of their worship from

Ancit^t Church, 2724(3), 8944(2), 10177
(10).

Roof sig. what is inmost, the like as
head, 10 184; tie law regarding a border
or battlement explained, 10184(6).
Room or Place sig. state, 31 15.

Root sig. charity, 382(2), 1846(4),
1861(5); when falsities abound, truths of

faith, howsoever implanted, cannot take
root, 875(2); rooted in good of charity,

880, 3146, 3671, 4205(2), 6273, 9141(5);
the root of good and truth is in man's
internal, branch in external, 9141(5);
hereditary evil is in the will itself called
the root, 4317(5); the root of Jesse is the
Lord from Whom is the good of inno-
cence, 10132(2).
Rope or Cord sig. connection and con-

firmation of truths, 9777(2); conjunction,

9854, 9880.
Rose-beds rep. things of life, 9841(3).
Rough. Rough ways made smooth

sig. falsities of ignorance turned into

truths, 3527(3); to speak rough things
sig. non-conjunction from non-corre-
spondence, 55 11.

Round is predicated of good, 8458.
Round About, Circuit. Round about

and borders sig. the things most dis-

tant from the midst, or from good and
truth, 2973. Wliat is meant by going
about the city Jericho, and its walls there-

by falling, 2973(6).
Royalty. By the Lord's royalty is

signified Divine truth from Divine good,
3858(11)-
Ruby, Topaz, Carbuncle sig. the

cel. love of good, or the internal good of

the inmost heaven, these stones were
red, 9865.
Rule or Dominion (dominari). See

Reicn. To rule sig. to arrange, 5904.
Rule or Government (imperort,

imperium). See The Love of Self, or
Self-Love. The ruling love, 8853-8;
there are two kinds of rule, one from love
towards the neighbor, the other from the

love of self, 108 14; all things good and
happy flow from government derived
from love towards the neighbor, 10160,
10814; ^11 things evil and unhappy flow
forth from government grounded in the
love of self, 10038(2); in heaven no one
wishes to be master, but to minister to

and serve others, what it is to govern
from love towards the neighbor, 5732(2);
when the loves of self and of the world
began to reign, ,men were compelled to

subject themselves to governments that
they might be safe, 7364, 10160, 10814.
See Nations, and Families. Those who
excite enmites and hatreds that they may
have rule, 571S; the most ancient people
dwelt under themselves distinguished into

nations, families, and houses, and that

they were unacquainted with govern-
ments because not in the love of self and
of the world; concerning the state of the
happiness of their life, 10160(2).
Rule or Government, (regere, rtgi-

men). Man is governed by the Lord by
means of angels and spirits, 50; evil

predicated of Jehovah that there may be
implanted the most general idea that the
Lord governs and disposes every event,

592; angels rule man's ends, 1317; the
form of government in heaven, 1752(2)
5732(2); how the Lord rules the universe,

2026(2), 2592(3), 2892, 3704(15). 46S8
(4), 8717(2); government from truth
alone condemns to hell, 2015(10); govern-
ment there, 7773; how the Lord governs
the hells, 8237; every man has a situation

in the Greatest Man and is ruled thereby,

3644, see Greatest Man, Influx. Three
planes, two of conscience, one like con-
science by which the Lord governs men,
4167, 4217(3); how the Lord rules dis-

orderly things from the midst, 5396; He
rules all immediately and mediately,

6058, 8728, 9846(2); why the forms of

government changed in the Israelitish

Church, 8770(4); government from Di-
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vine good rep. by a crown, from Divine
truth by a sceptre, 9030(3); the Lord's
government called providence, 10773; as
evils increased various forms of govern-
ment established for protection, 10814(2).
Rules sig. things primary.
Ruling Love is in each and all things,

is in ends, 7081; it is the form of the spirit

and rules universally, 7648; it is in the
midst, 6600; it determines the quality

of his life, 8794(5). See End.
RuiiAH rep. the quality of those Gen-

tiles who are in idolatrous worship and
in good, 2868.

Rumbling of wheels sig. things of sense
and fallacies, 6015(4).

Run, To (currere). To run sig. some-
what of desire of affection, 3127, 3131.
To run to meet sig. influx, 4350.
Run To, To (occurrere). To run to

meet sig. agreement, 3806; that to run to

him sig. influx, 4235; to run to, to run
to meet, to go to meet, to go forth to meet,
to stand to meet, sig. things agreeing
together according to the series of tilings

in the inmost sense, as opposition, con-
junction, influx, command, application,

manifestation, thought, 3806, 4235, 6903,
7042, 7054, 7099, 7158-9, 7308, 8662.
Rush sig. what is lowly derived from

truth, 6723; grass for reeds and rushes
sig. true knowledges instead of things in

which there is no truth, 6723(2).

Sabbath. The cel. man is the sabbath,
the spiritual man the sixth day in respect

to the sabbath, 84-88; the sabbath sig.

the Lord Himself, and the cel. man, 666;
the spir. man is the sixth day, what is the

evening of the sabbath, 84-88; feasts and
sabbaths were to be celebrated, and then
they were in a full representative state,

7891, 7893; wherefore they were to do
no work, that is, they were not to look to

things terrestrial and worldly, otherwise
the representation would have been dis-

turbed, 7893; the rest of the sabbath day
rep. a state of peace, in which conjunction
is effected, 8494; the sabbath, in the su-

preme sense, rep. the union of the Divine
and the Divine Human in the Lord, in

tiie respective sense the conjunction of the
Divine Human of the Lord with the hu-
man race; in the inmost sense the con-
junction of good and truth, thus the

heavenly marriage or heaven, 849;; labor

on the sabbath day rep. what is from the

proprium, 8495(5), 8505; it is the sabbath
when good is conjoined to truth, and this

is effected when man is led by good from
the Lord, 8510; rest on the sabbath rep.

the rest of the Lord, because He then
leads by good; labor and six days of labor

rep. the Tabor which precedes, 8510: re-

member the sabbath sig. the union of the

Divine and the Divine Human, also His
union with the heavens, and the marriage

of good and truth, 8885-95, 10,356, 10730;
the six days which precede the sabbath
sig. combats, and the necessary things of
life which precede and prepare for heav-
enly marriage, 8888; rest on the sabbath
day has place when man is in good, thus
in heaven, 6890, 8893; the sabbath and
seventh day sig. another state when man
is in good, and is led of the Lord; in
this case he is in heaven and in the tran-
quillity of peace, 9274, 9278-9; the six
days which precede sig. states of truth
when there are combats, and the seventh,
a state of good when there is peace ana
rest, 9278-9; a sign between Jehovah and
the sons of Israel, when it relates to the
sabbath, sig. the principal thing by which
they who are of the church are known in
the heavens, 10357; the six days of labor
before the sabbath, sig. states of combat
before man is of the church, or enters
heaven, 10360; in the supreme sense,
when the Lord was in t'.ie world, and
fought with the hells, before He united
the human to the Divine, and that
then there was rest, when there was
union, 10360(2); He was then Divine
truth as likewise man is when in combats,
he has rest when in good, 10360(5);
doing work on the sabbath day sig. to be
led of self, and by man's own loves, and
not by the Lord, 10360(5), 10362, 10365;
sabbath, in the supreme sense, sig. the
Human of the Lord made Divine, and
why, sabbath or rest sig. when the Lord
united the Divine Itself to the Human,
in which case He had rest, and the heav-
ens and also men on the earths had peace
and salvation, 10367(7), 10374; man has
thence salvation, 10370; a sign, when it

relates to the sabbath, sig. what distin-

guishes those who are of the church from
those who are not of the church, 10372;
six days of labor, the states when man is

in truths and in combats, references,

10667; when from truth he is led to good,
10729; sabbath sig. when man is in good
and then in heaven. 10668; sabbath sig.

peace in the heavens and in the earths,

which is effected by that union and con-
junction, 10730(2); the Lord abolished
the sabbath as to representative worship,
and made it a day of instruction in the
doctrine of faith and love, 10360(8); not
kindle a fire on the sabbath, sig. not pro-
cure life from the proprium, 8495(5),
10732; to profane the sabbath, to be lea

by self and one's own loves, 10362, 10731;
it was the principal representative of all,

10728, 10730.
Sabeans. Merchandise of, sig. internal

knowledges of spir. things, 1164(5).
Sabtah and Sabteca, sons of Cush,

sig. internal knowledges of faith, 1168—70.
Sack, or Sackcloth (.sacrum). Sack

or Wallet (mantica). Putting sackcloth

oa the loins rep. mourning on account
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of good destroyed, 4770; sack sig. a re-

ceptacle in the natural, here knowledge,

5480, S4Q4, 5407. SS3«; bag sig. the ex-

terior natural, the mouth of the hag sig.

the threshold of the exterior natural, 5497,

5649.
Sacrament. See Baptism, Holy

Supper.
Sacrifice sig. the Lord, 1; burnt-

offerings and sacrifices were representative

of internal worship, 022; burnt-offerings

were representative of worship in general,

923; the animals in the sacrifices rep.

things cel. and spir., 922(3), 1823; sacri-

fices were not commanded, but charity

and faith, 922(2), 1241; the Hebrew
nation was distinguished from others by
sacrifices, therefore they were hated by
the Egyptians, 1343; the quality of those
who were of the Ancient Church when
sacrifices were instituted, rep. by a cloud
with wandering stars, 11 28. Something
special sig. by each kind of animal used.

1823; sacrifices sig. various kinds of cel.

and spir. things, 2180; all the sacrifices

were called bread, 2165; what is sig. by
the sacrifices which were eaten, 2187;
the Most Ancient and Ancient Churches
knew nothing of sacrifices; the Hebrews
instituted them, and hence they were
derived to the posterity of Jacob, the chief

of their worship consisted in sacrifices

even before they were commanded, thus
thev were permitted, 2180(4); sancti-

fic.itions were effected by burnt-offerings,

and sacrifices, 2776; the offering of a
burnt-offering sig. sanctification, 2776,
2805; to cut the wood of a burnt-offering

sig. the merit of justice, 2784, 2812; burnt-
offerings and sacrifices sig. various kinds
of cel. and spir. things, also those who
were to be sanctified, 2S05, 2807, 2830,

3519; it was known to the ancients that

the Lord would come into the world and
was to suffer death, manifest from this,

that they sacrificed their sons, 2818;
sacrifices were permitted to the posterity
of Jacob, lest they should offer up their

sons in sacrifice, 2818; a ram of sacrifice

sig. the Divine spiritual, and thus the
spiritual of the human race, 2830(2);
burnt-offerings and sacrifices sig. the
Divine things in the Lord, hence also cel.

things with man, which are from the Lord,
2805, 2807, 2830; sacrifices sig. all wor-
ship in general, 690s; sacrifice in Egypt not
meet sig. worship should be separate from
infesting falsities and evils, 7451-61; to
sacrifice to Jehovah, when concerning the
first-born, sig. to ascribe to the Lord, in
like manner as to sanctify, and to make
to pass, 8074, 8088; burnt-offerings sig.

worship from good of love, sacrifices

from the truth of faith, 8680; eating to-

gether of the things sanctified, appropria-
tion of good and consociation by love,

S682; burnt-offerings and sacrifices, wor-

ship in general, and specifically according
to the state of the spir. life of every one,

8936; sacrifices, removal from sins, 9938;
sacrifices and burnt-offerings of oxen, bul-

locks, or he-goats rep. purification from
evils and falsities which are in the natural

man, of rams, kids, and she-goats, purifi-

cation of the internal or spiritual, 9900
(2); the purifications of the internal and
external man rep. by sacrifices and by
bumt-offerings of various animals, 9999;
purification of the spiritual or interior

man rep. by sacrifices and burnt-offerings

of rams, 9991; sacrifices sig. purification

from evils and falsities, the implantation
of truth and good, and their conjunction,

10022(2); placing the hand on the head
of the beast which was sacrificed, a repre-

sentative of the reception of good and
truth in the natural, 10023; see Hand.
Representative worship with the Israel-

itish nation chiefly consisted in sacrifices

and bumt-offerings; these in general sig.

the regeneration of man by the truths of

faith and the goods of love from the Lord;
in the supreme sense the glorification of

the Human of the Lord; the all of wor-
ship was represented by sacrifices and
burnt-offerings according to its various
tilings, thus with all variety, 10042(3); sac-

rifice sig. worship from the good of love,

4210; and burnt-offerings, the all of wor-
ship, 7726-7; sacrifices, worship from
faith, burnt-offering, worship from love,

7857(2), 9391; origin of human sacrifices,

in Ancient Church the first born were
sanctified to God; when that church was
wholly adulterated they understood that

sons should be sacrificed; to prevent this

in the Jewish Church the law was given
that the first born should be redeemed,
8oSo(/!); to sacrifice to gods sig. the wor-
ship of falsities from evil, 9192; on this

account various kinds of animals were
commanded, enumerated, 10042(8); sac-

rifices sig. purification from evils and
falsities and the implantation of truth;

burnt offerings the conjunction of truth

and good in the Lord, and with the re-

generating man, 10053; in burnt-offerings

inferior or exterior things were arranged
in order under superior things, and how,

10051; the burnt-offerings of inaugura-

tions sig. the glorification of the Lord,

10053; sacrifices and burnt-offerings in-

volve the arcana of heaven, 10057; sacri-

fices and burnt-offerings rep. the regenera-
tion of man, and. in the supreme sense,

the glorification of the Human of the Lord,

10057(2); sacrifices were not accepted in

heaven, but bread, therefore both were
used. 10079(2); flesh specifically sig. spir.

good, bread cel. good, 10079(3); peace or
voluntary sacrifices sig. those things

which are from freedom. 10097; who
were not allowed to eat of the holy things,

the reason, 10109(4); what was left of
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the sacrifices till morning sig. what was
not conjoined to good, 10114; not eating
what was left of the sacrifices till the
morning, sig. that it ought not to be con-
joined to the proprium,

_ 10115; also
profanation, 10117; sacrifices sig. puri-

fication from evils, 10129(5); why per-
mitted to the Jews, 10603(3); not sacri-

fice blood upon what is leavened sig. not
to mix the worship of the Lord from

' truths with falsities, 10678; not to leave
of the sacrifice until morning sig. the good
of worship is not from the proprium,
10679.
Sacrilege. A sacrilege is to violate

faith and charity, 432-3.
Sad. Those who are in the province

of the stomach infuse anxieties, they flow
into what is sad, uncomfortable, unde-
lightful, 6202; also those in kidneys,

5384-
Salem sig. a state of peace and per-

fection, 1726, 4393; afterward called

Shechem, also Sychar, 4430(3, 4).

Salt. The sea of salt sig. the filthy

things of falsity, 1665-6; salt in the good
sense sig. the affection of truth, and in
the opposite sense, the vastation of truth

and its affections, 2313, 2455, 2702(15),

4430(4), 0207(7); truth desiring good,
and their conjunction, 9207(2), 10300;
an explication of the Lord's words in

Matt. v. 13, 14; and in Mark ix., 49, 50:

ye are the salt of the earth have salt in

yourselves, sig. truth which desires good,

9207.
Salvation. See Save.
Samaria sig. the perverted spir. church,

2220(2), 9156(2); the church in the affec-

tion for truth, 2466(4); the spir. church,

2702(5); why the Lord discoursed with
the woman of Samaria at Jacob's foun-

tain, 2702(5); external worship, 10050
(a).

Samaritan, the good Samaritan sig.

he who is in the affection for truth; the

parable explained, 0057(2); their cities,

falsities, 4160(2).
Samson had strength on account of

his hair, because the Nazarites rep. the

Lord as 10 the Divine Human, also the

cel. man, and the hair, the natural as to

truth, 3301(3); whence his strength,

10182(6). See Nazarite and Hair.
Sanctify sig. to unite the Human to the

Divine, 2776, 9229(2); sig. to purify,

4545; sanctify to the Lord sig. ascribe

to Him, confessing and acknowledging it

is from Him, 8042; to veil the interiors,

that the externals may appear holy, 8788,
8806, 8838.
Sanctuary sig. the Lord, 57; love,

1038(3); the Lord's kingdom, 2049(5);
the Divine Human and cel. love, 3210,

6502(3); Divine truth in which is Divine
good, 8300(3); heaven and the truth of

faith 8330; heaven, the church, and the

Word, 9406(2), 9479; the church as to
trulh, 10123(2).
Sand of the sea shore sig. knowledges,

2850; true knowledge, also false kno.. 1-

edge, the reason, 6762.
Sapphire sig. the externals of the

church and the literal sense of the Word,
2162(5); sapphire work, what is trans-
lucid from internal truth, and all things
from the Lord, 9407; interior truths,

9643(5); chrysoprase, sapphire, and
diamond, sig. the cel. love of truth, 9868;
sapphire, the external of the cel. kingdom,
9873(5).
Sarah, Sarai. Sarai as a wife rep.

truth to be adjoined to the celestial; as a
sister rep. intellectual truth, 1402, 1489,

1495. 1893-4, 2507-8; Sarai rep. truth
adjoined to good, 1432, 1468; as sister

and as wife to Abram, truth adjoined,
and truth conjoined to good, 1468-1500;
sister, intellectual truth, wife truth ad-
joined to cel. things, 1468, 1475; the in-

tellectual adjoined to good, 1001; Sarah,
the truth of good or the Divine in-

tellectual, 2063-5; Sarai was called

Sarah, that she might rep. the Divine in-

tellectual, by the adjunction of the h in

the name of Jehovah, 2063; Sarah rep.

Divine truth, 2171-2173; rational truth,

2189, 2194-5; Sarah rep. the truth, and
Abraham the good of the Lord in that

state, 2172-3, 2198; Sarah the wife, sig.

spir. truth conjoined to the celestial,

2507; Sarah as a wife, spir. truth Divine,
as a sister, rational truth, 2574; Sarah
rep. Divine truth, also truth Divine in the
church, 2904(2), 2908; ti e lives of Sarah,
states as to truth Divine, 2904, 2906;
Sarah. Divine truth, 3141, 3210.
Sarepta of Sidon, those outside the

church who long for truth, 4844(13),
9198(6).
Satan sig. the hell of evil spirits, devil

the hell of genii, 9993(6); Satan, 10137(7).
Satiate. To eat bread to the full sig.

as much as they will, in this case con-
cerning evil, 8410; and when concerning
good, as much as tl ey can receive, 8432.
Saturn. The spirits and inhabitants

of the planet Saturn. 8047-57; they ap-
pear in front at a distance, 8947; they

appear small, why, 8948; they worship
the Lord; He occasionally appears to

them, 8949; they appear to be willing

to kill themselves with knives, when any
attempt to seduce them, 8950; the belt

appears to them as a snowy light in the

heavens, 8052; they have reference to the

middle between the spir. and natural

sense, 8053; they live in families, 8954;
they make little account of the body, and
cast it awav after death. 8955; then- diet

consists of fruits and vegetables; their

clothing is light, because they are encom-
piwl with a thick skin or coat, 8956;
the spirits of Saturn are surprised that
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the spirits of our earth should inquire

what god they worship, 9105; they ac-

knowledge the Lord as the only God,
9105; the spirits of Mercury come to

them, and extract all that they know,
9106; the collision between the internal

or spir. man, and the external or natural

separate from the internal, illustrated

by the spirits of Saturn and the spirits

of our earth, 9107-10. The spirits of

Saturn in the Greatest Man have reference

to that sense intermediate between the

spir. and natural but acceding to the spir.;

the spirits of our earth to the natural and
corporeal sense, 9107; there are inhabi-

tants in its satellites, 9237.
Saul, 1361(2), 4763(3); the lamenta-

tion of David over Saul explained, 10540

(7)
Save, Salvation. No hope of salva-

tion for profaners, 301-2; the prize of the

Lord's victories was the salvation of the

whole human race, 1790, 18 12-3, 1820;

the Lord fought for the salvation of the

whole human race from pure love, 181 2;

it is from the Lord alone, 2343(3), 8172,

8639, 9715(3), 10205; salvation not by
faith or belief alone, thought saves no one,

but life procured by the knowledges of

faith, 2228(2); the good are saved before

the judgment on the evil, 2438; the salva-

tion of the celestial rep. by the seed Isaac;

of the spiritual by Ishmael, 2666; men
are not saved by an interior emotion
aroused by thinking the Lord suffers for

them, but by a life of charity, 2776(4);
human race saved by union of Human
with the Divine, 2854; salvation of the

spiritual church by the Lord's Coming
and His Divine Human, references, 8301;
how the Lord saves, His work of salvation

sig. by the priesthood of Aaron and his

sons. See Aaron, 10152; a primary pre-

cept that salvation and eternal life are

from the Lord, 10638(2); the Gentiles who
live in charity are saved. See Nations.
Savory Meat sig. what is pleasing,

what is enjoyable from good and pleasing
from truth, 3502.

Say, To. Jehovah's saying sig. to

come to pass and to be done, 708; to say
distinguished from to speak, 904(3); God
said, sig. it was so, 1037; what is meant by
Jehovah said to Abram, 1602; Jehovah
said, sig. perception, 1791, 1819, 1822;
to say, to perceive, 1898, 1919, 2080, 2515
2552, 2806; a new perception is sig. by
God saying, 2061, 2238, 2260; when
mention is made of saying and of speaking,
the former sig. to perceive, the latter to

think, 2619; to speak sig. to think, 2271,

2287; to say repeated four times in this

verse, the reason given, 2802; to speak
sig. influx, 2951, 6291; to will, 3037; to

say sig. to communicate, 3060, 4131, 6228;
to perceive and to think, is seen here more
manifestly, 5395; to speak saying, tg

persuade, 4478; to say, saying, sig. exhor-
tation, 5012; to say sig. to foresee, when
it is predicated of the Lord, 5361; it sig.

to perceive, 5687; to say, in respect to the
recipient, sig. perception, but in respect
to the speaker, influx, 5743, 8660; to
speak the Word sig. influx, and thence
reception, 5797; to say sig. to ^ive the
faculty of perception, 5877; influx when
from what is internal, 6152, 6291; it sig.

reply from perception from the interior,

6251; to say when predicated as ad-
dressed to the internal, sig. elevation,
6262; to speak to the heart sig. confidence,

65781 Jehovah said to them, sig. instruc-
tion, 6879, 6881, 6883, 6891; God said
sig. foresight, 6946; providence, 6951;
to speak sig. preaching, 6999, 7063;
Jehovah said sig. enlightenment and con-
firmation, 7019; to say sig. exhortation,

7°33, 7090, 7091, 8178; command, 7036;
thought, 7094; reply, 7103, 7394; it sig.

of the will, and various things, 7107;
Jehovah said, sig. instruction, 7186, 7226,
7241, 7304, 73S0, 7517, 8127, 10280;
God speaking sig. what is new, but the
continuation of what goes before, 7191;
exhortation, 7214-5; to speak sig. warning,
7220, 7237, 7243; Jehovah speaking sig.

command, 7240, 7310; influx, 7270, 8128,
8221, 8262; to say sig. thought, 7244,
7937; influx and communication, 7291,
7381; information, 7769, 7793, 7825;
Jehovah spake sig. according to promise
in the Word, 7933; to speak sig. will,

7959; to speak and to say, information,
8041; God said, foresight, 8095; to say
when from truth in respect to good, sig.

what is reciprocal which is for answer,
8691; Jehovah spake to Moses sig. en-
lightenment by the Word from the Lord,
10215; Jehovah spake to Moses saying
sig. perception through enlightenment by
the Word from the Lord, 10234; also
something revealed anew, 10234; also
enlightenment and perception, 10290;
Jehovah said to Moses sig. enlightenment
and perception by the Word from the
Lord, 10290; Moses spake to the sons
of Israel, the information of those who
are of the church by the Word, 10355;
to say, exhortation, 10398, 10473; what
is concluded, 10602.
Scab sig. the sensual, 7419; falsity from

evil, 7524(3)
Scale. Empty knowledges likened

to scales, 1500; also names and words in
the Word, 1876; rep. tilings of the natural
as to truth, 3527(2); the eloquence and
learning at the present day likened to
chaff, 4957; scales correspond with those
who reason whether a thing is so, but
who perceive nothing, 5556; scales of fish

sig. things external, thus sensual to which
false knowledges adhere, 6693(4); truths
in the memory of the evil, 7790.
Scandal, See Osfence.
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Scarlet {coccineuni). Double-dyed
was scarlet sig. spiritual good, 4922;
scarlet double-dyed, sig. the good of mu-
tual love, which is the external of the cel.

kingdom, and the internal of the spir.

kingdom, 9468; by scarlet is signified

tlie good itself, by double-dyed its truth,

9468; scarlet double-dyed signifies ex-

ternal cel. good and its truth, also the
Word as to its external sense and doc-
trinal therefrom, 9468(3); scarlet was
employed for remembrance of things
because of its correspondence, 9468(7,8);
scarlet double-dyed, spir. good or the
good of truth, 9596; the good of spiritual

love, 9873(3).
Scatter abroad sig. dispersion, 1328;

extermination, 6361.
Sceptre sig. the power of truth from

good, 4876(10), 6371; it sig. the Lord's
Human essence, 332(3).
Schism or heresy, 373, 1834(2), 4738(3).
Science. See Knowledge.
Scripture, Sacred. See Word.
Scorpions sig. cunning reasoning from

falsities, 6952(2), 10071; serpents and
scorpions, evils and falsities of evils, 10019
(4) . See Serpent.
Scum sig. evil, profanation of good,

8408(2).
Sea. See Water, River. Waters sig.

knowledges; the sea their gathering to-

gether, 27-8; they look at a tumultuous
sea who desire to magnify themselves
by any means, right or wTong, 953; sea,

the gathering together of knowledges,

991(2); what is signified by the sea, the

sun, the moon, the stars, nations, where
the Lord speaks of the final judgment,
a 1 20; the multitude of the sea sig. the

immense supply of natural truth, 3048

(5) ; the sand of the sea shore, knowledges,

2850; to wander from sea to sea sig. to

inquire where are knowledges, 3708(7);
to cut through the sea, to dissipate fal-

sities, 8184; see also Suph. The brazen
sea of Solomon, explained, 10235(5). See
Laver. Sea sig. a collection of knowl-
edges from which reasoning is formed
concerning truths, 9755; also the natural

and sensual which contain them, 9755'.

sea, to found world on the seas and estab-

lish it on the floods—the church estab-

lished on knowledge and intelligence,

6297(3); Red Sea sig. sensual and ex-

ternal truths; sea of the Philistines, in-

terior truths of faith, 9340.
Seal or Sicnet, sig. a token of consent,

4874. See Signet.
Seba. Son of Cush rep. a variety of

internal knowledge of faith, 1168, 1171.

See, Sight, Vision. To see sig. to

acknowledge and to have faith, 897; to

perceive and to be illuminated, 1584;
in respect to the Lord, sig. to be illumi-

nated, 626, 1054, 1584; to see internal

things from external is from natural ob-

jects see spir. and cel. things, 1806-7;
to see sig. to apperceive and to under-
stand, 2150, 2325; also to have the faith
of charity, 2325; to look before sig. to
think, 2245; Lot's wife looking back sig.

truth turned itself away from good, 2454;
to see sig. to understand, but in a sense
more interior to have faith, and in the
supreme sense to foresee and provide,
2807; what is meant by foreseeing and
providing, 2837, 2839, 3686, 3869(3);
to see sig. to think, for to flunk is to see
inwardly, 3679; to perceive, 3764; to
acknowledge, 3796; foresight and provi-
dence, 3854; in the supreme sense Jeho-
vah hath seen sig. foresight, sight, in the
internal sense faith, in tie interior sense,
understanding, and in the external sense
sight, 3863; to see the kingdom of God,
sig. to believe, 3863(13); to have faith
from the Lord, and in the Lord, 3863(15);
to see sig. faith in the understanding, to
hear, faith in the will, 3869; see also Eye.
To look at, or watch sig. presence; when
spoken of the Lord, foresight and provi-
dence, 4198; the correspondence with
tlie sight of the eye and with light, from
experience, 4403-21; see Light. The
correspondence of the sight of the eye
with the understanding and with truths,

4523-33; God appeared unto Jacob sig.

interior natural perception, 4567; those
things which are in the other life were
seen by the eyes of my spirit, and not of
the body, 4622(3), 9577; to see from afar
sig. perception remotely, 4723; the sen-
sual of sight with man has life from the
intellectual, because this latter sees from
the light of heaven, 5114(2); to see sig.

influx; the origin of sight, 1954; spirits

saw things in tlie natural world through
Swedenborg's eyes, 1954(2); to see, when
it involves activity for doing, sig. to look
forward, 5286; to see, apperception of
those things which are of faith, 5400; to

be conjoined, because interior sight or
thought in the other life conjoins, 5975;
to understand, perceive, and to have faith,

6032; see Eye. How dull the sight is,

may appear from objects seen through
a microscope, 6614; God seeing them
sig. to gift with faith, 6805; to turn aside

and see, to reflect, 6836-9; to see, when
concerning the Lord, mercy, 6851; God
seeing to me, presence, 6893. Jehovah
seeing and judging, Divine disposal, 7160;
to look at, thought and reflection, 7341;
not able to see, obscuration, 7645; to look

back when it is said of truth, privation of

apperception, 7650; to see, to understand
and perceive, when of the Lord, fore-

sight, providence, and omniscience, 8688;
to see from the people sig. to choose, 8709;
concerning sight from the interior, they

sec from the interior who are in faith and
charity, because they see from the Lord,
but not they who are in evil and falsity,
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0028; to see God sig. the presence of the

Lord in the Word, 940s, Q411; communi-
cation, translation, and reception is effect-

ed by the touch, and by the touch of sight,

10130; to see sig. apperception, references,

10396; approval, 10410; when concerning

Jehovah, providence and foresight, 10428;
acknowledgment, 10705; to see God sig.

the presence of the Lord in the Word,
9405, 941 1; see sig. understand, perceive,

reflect, references, 8514; what Jehovah
sees He sees from eternity, this is fore-

sight and providence, 10428; seeing sig.

perception, understanding, faith, acknowl-
edgment, references, 10705.

Seed sig. the Word, 29(2); seed of ser-

pent sig. unbelief, 254. The Lord is

called the seed of the woman, 256; faith

is the seed of the woman, 255; celestial

and sp' ritual seed, 310; seeds of charity

cannot be implanted where falsities but
where truths reign, 653; seed sig. the faith

of charity itself and love, 1025, 1447, 1610

(2); what is meant by seed being multi-

plied immensely, when the Lord is meant,
when the faith of charity, and when the

human race, 1610(2); seed, the good of

charity, 932; cel. and spir. seed is rooted

by the good of charity, 880; seed is the

Word of God, 3038; seed time and harvest

sig. a church will always exist, 932; seed,

heir of Abram, love and faith from it,

1790-1810. Seed, faith, and the faith of

charity, 2027; not to give seed to one's

brother, or not to perform the duty of a

husband's brother sig. not to will the good
and truth of the church, and its continua-

tion, 4834-4840, 4836; seed from Isaac

sig. the fcith of love, the seed of Ishmael,
the faith of charity, 20S5; seed grows
immensely in the other life with those

who are in charity, 1941; the things

which flow in are variously received, 1940

(2); the seed which fell in the way, on
what is stony, among thorns, and in good
ground, explained, 1940(3); seed sig. the

spiritual, of charity, 2848, 3187; seed in

the parable of the sower, 3310(2); seed

sig. good and truth from the Lord, thus

the sons of the kingdom, 3373; the seed
of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, in nowise
meant their posterity, because of all na-
tions they were the worst, but all who are

the Lord's seed, that is. who are in the

good and truth of faith in Him and from
Him, 3373(2); all nations being blessed
in thy seed, sig. all who are in good, both
within the church and out of it, 3380;
with good and truth the case is similar as

with seeds and ground, seeds are in the

rational, and ground in the natural, 3671;
seed sig. truth, the seed of Jacob sig. Di-
vine truth natural, 3707; the interior

forms of seed more perfect than the ex-

ternal forms, 3855; to bear the measure
of seed sie. instruction in truths. 4686(21;

the seed of peace sig. good stored up from

the Lord in the interior man, 5113(8).
The seminal vessels, to what they corre-

spond. See Vessels and Vesicles, 5056.
Seed being given sig. influx, 6139; seed
of the field sig. nourishment of the mind,
6158; the seed corresponds to internals,

and the pulp of the fruit to externals,

9258(2); to sow sig. to instruct and to

be instructed, 9272; the seed of Abraham
sig. those who are regenerating by the
Lord, and, in the abstract sense, the goods
of love and the truths of faith, 10249; in

the opposite sense, evils and falsities, and
those who are in them, 10240(7); the
seed of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, the
goods and truths of heaven and of the
church, 10445.

Seek. To seek or require sig. not to be
torn away, 5610.
Seer sig. those who see truth, prophet

those who teach it, 2534(4).
Seethe a kid in its mother's milk sig.

to destroy the innocence of infancy, 3519
(7). See Boil.

Seir. Mount Seir sig. the Human
Essence of the Lord, 1675; otherwise
when it was inhabitated by the Horites,

1675(6); also the celestial things of love,

1675(2); Esau was so called from being
hairy, Edom from being red, Seir from
being hairy, why, 3527; the land of Seir
sig. cel. natural good, 4240; also the Di-
vine good of the Lord's natural, 4240(2);
to arise from Sen- and to go forth from
Seir, sig. to illuminate the nations which
are in darkness, 4240(3), 10134(11); Seir,

the conjunction of tilings spiritual with
things celestial in the natural, in the su-
preme sense the Lord's Divine natural,
as to good conjoined to truth there, 4384.
Seir sig. the Divine Human as to celestial

love, 2714(2, 3).

Selav, see Quail.
Self-Love. See Love op Self and

of the World.
Sell. See Buy. To sell sig. to es-

trange, 4098; to remove, and in return
to be acknowledged by those who buy,
4752, 4758; to appropriate, 5371, 5374;
to alienate, also to communicate the
knowledges of truth and good, 5886;
resignation and subjection, 6143.
Seminal Vessels. The spirits corre-

sponding described, 5056(2); some from
the earth Jupiter correspond with the
seminal vessels, they are called chimney-
sweepers. 8846-8848.
Send sig. to go forth, 2397(2); to be

sent, to proceed and to teach, 4710- sent
sig. an angel, the Lord as to the Divine
Human was called an angel, 6831: sent
sig. to be led bv the Divine and the Divine
proceeding, 1056 1; to send away, sig. to
release, 7439; send away, when spoken
of the Lord, to leave them to their own.
2678.

Sense, Sensation, Sensitive. See
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Sight, Hearing, Sirctt, Touch, Taste,
Tongue. Faith does not come through
the senses, 126-130. Spirits have exqui-
site senses, 322, 1630, 1880-1; example,
1883. The senses with the most ancient
people were instrumental, with the ante-
diluvians principal, 241; things of sense

rep. by serpents, 195-202, 206, 241-260;
spirits and angels have not the sense of

taste, but have something analogous to it,

15 16, 1880; they have more exquisite

senses than men, 1880-1; exquisite sense
of those who are withdrawn from the
body and are in the spirit, 1883; touch
is the general of all the senses arising from
what is perceptive, 3528; everything sen-
sitive and perceptive is from good, and
not from truth, 3528; the natural com-
municates on one part with the senses,

and on the other with things rational, on
the first part with the world, and on the

second with heaven, 4009; the external
senses are the means of communication
between the corporeal and natural; the
internal senses are the means of com-
munication between the natural and the
rational, 4038(3); there is correspondence
with the internal senses, 4224; what the
general sense is, voluntary and involun-

tary, 4325; how the general involuntary
sense from earliest times has varied and
diffused itself out of the face, from exper-
ience, 4326; they who at this day have
reference to the general involuntary sense,

are the worst of all others.from experience,

4327, 4330(3); the quality of the general
involuntary sense with the cel. and with
the spir., from experience, 4328, 4329(3);
sensuous knowledges sig. by maid-servants,

4360; the sense of touch corresponds to

affection for good, taste to affection for

knowing, smell to affection for perceiving,

hearing to affection for learning, and
sight to affection for understanding and
being wise, 4404, sight, 4405-4412; it is

the spirit which is sensible in the body,
4623(2); there is no life without senses,

and such as the sensation is, such is the

life, 4622(3); the things which were seen

in the other life, were seen with the eyes

of my spirit, not of the body, 4622(5);
the life of sense in the other life is real in

heaven, and not real in hell, 4623; senses,

especially hearing and sight, open organic

vessels of the external man to receive life

from the internal, 1563; by learning and
knowledges, also bv pleasures and enjoy-

ments, 1563(2); senses perceive from in-

flux, 1953-5; it is the spirit which speaks
and hears, 4652(2); nothing can be called

forth in man unless there is something
to affect his senses, for this reason the

Lord came into the world that men
might perceive the Divine in His Human,
4733(3); the sensuals subject to the in-

tellectual part are rep. by the butler of

Pharaoh, the sensuals subordinate to the

voluntary part are rep. by the baker, 5073-
5170; the corporeal is constituted of
external sensual things and recipient
forms, the five senses are the life of the
body, 5077; sensual things are two-fold,
those which are subject to the intellectual,

and those subject to the voluntary, con-
cerning which, 5077-8; they ought to be
altogether subject to the interiors of man,
5077(2); sight and hearing subject to the
intellectual, smell subject to both, also
the taste, but touch subject to the volun-
tary, 5077(3); the sensual things of the
body are ministers, because they minister
those things which serve as a plane for

the interior man, 5081; sensual things
induce fallacies, 5084; unless the thought
be withdrawn from sensual things, man
is little wise, and is thus a sensual man,
5089(2); man is intelligent if he thinks
above sensual things, so89(2)-94(4);
what is meant by sensual things being
rejected, the quality of the sensual man,
5094(4); sensual things ought to be in the
last place subject to interior things, and
whence it is known whether sensual
things be in the last place or in the first

place, 5125(2), the difference, 5125(3),
illustrated also, 5128; sensuals are the

knowledges and enjoyments insinuated
through the senses into the memory and
lusts, 5157(2); sensual things open the
way successively to interior sensual things,

and next to things intellectual, these

latter arise from the former by a mode
of extraction, 5580; sensual things are

the lowest, 5767; sensual things, knowl-
edges, and truths, are distinct from each
other, 5774; they who are regenerating

are elevated from sensual things, con-
cerning which elevation, 6183; the sensual

has life from the light of heaven not from
the light of the world, 5114(3); sensation

and apperception appear to come from
the external, in reality the internal flows

into the external and causes it to feel,

5779; thought in sensual things presents

tilings base, they who think from the sen-

sual remove themselves from heaven, con-

cerning the sensual, 6201(2); when man
is in sensual light filthy things present

themselves, 6310; the covetous, the

adulterous, and the voluptuous, are in

that light, 6310; the hells are in that

light, 63 11; they who are not so evil, but

in that fight, were seen in a place of public

resort laboring with burdens, 6311; _
the

sphere of interiorly evil spirits conjoins

itself with the sensual at the back, 6313;
when man is elevated thence he comes
into a milder light, elevation from things

sensual was known to the ancients, 6313;
as it is with light, so also it is with spiritual

heat, they are of like degrees, 6314; man
who is elevated, because in the good of

faith, is alternately in the latter and in the

former light, he is elevated by the Lord,
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6315; the learned for the most part are
sensual, the reason, 6316-7; there are
those who are more than sensual, namely
corporeal, 6318; when the influx of good
and truth from the Lord is not received

in the natural, the interiors are closed,

and at length even to the sensual in which
the thought thence is, 6564; they who
think from sensuals have little perception
of what is honest, just, and good, 6598,
6612, 6622, 6624; it appears by objects

seen through a microscope, how dull the
senses are, 6614; the same appears also

from an action which is produced by so
many moving fibres, ana from the ex-

pressions of speech, 6622; sensual things

cannot receive the Divine, because they
axe in what is worldly and corporeal,

they are the last things regenerated, 6844

(2)~s; the sensual separated and left

to itself is in fallacies, and thence in fal-

sities and contrary to the goods and truths

of faith, 6048-9; enjoyment is common
to the senses according to their uses, 7038
(2); the sensual at this day is not regener-

ated, but man is elevated from it towards
interior things, 7442(4); the whole nat-

ural is in what is false when its outer-

most is so, and truths are not in it, 7645;
sense sig. the last of perception, 7691;
the sensual man believes nothing except
what is obvious to the senses, his quality

described, 7693; the sensual is the ulti-

mate in which the interiors close, 9212

(2), 9216. The things of sense are the

most external, and communicate with the

world, references, 9276; what and of

what quality the extreme sensual things

of the natural man are, which are called

sensual, references, 9331(7)- The sensual
sifts those things which enter, references

on the sensual, 9726; what it is to be
elevated above the sensual, 9730; the

external sensual reaches from the head
even to the loins, and there the interior

sensual is continued, 9731; to be elevated

from sensuals, references, 9022(3); the
ultimate of the intellectual is sensual
knowledge, and the ultimate of the volun-

tary is sensual enjoyment, 9996; external

sensations correspond to internal, 10199
(2); the sensual common with the brutes,

and not common, the difference, 10236;
none can enter from sensual things into

the things which are of heaven, because
contrary to order, 10236(4); when man is

elevated from the sensual, he comes into

a milder light, and, at length, into a cel.

light, 6313, 6315, 9407(15); references on
the sensual corporeal, 8872, references on
the sensual, 0062 ; the sensual man thinks
external things flow into internal, that

objects produce thoughts and form the

intellectual, the body and its senses how-
ever act by influx from heaven, 9278(4);
sensual knowledge is the outmost of the

intellectual, this is received through sight

and hearing; sensual enjoyment, the out-

most of the voluntary, is received through
taste and touch; the outmost of the per-

ception of both is smelling, 9996; all the
senses a species of touch, 10130(6); the
external sensual is the outmost of man's
life, refererences, 10107; the things per-
ceived by the senses sig. spir. things re-

lating to the good of love and the truths

of faith, 10190, references, 10199(3);
sensual men cannot think interiorly,

10604(3).
Separation sig. disunion, self-love and

love of the world disunite, 1594; it sig.

removal of lusts which impede, 1603; of

good from evil by the Lord, 2256; separa-
tion of the good from the evil, several

things, 2438, 2449, 4136; the separation

of good and evil with man and angel is

detention from evil and quiescence, 1581;
separation is not a plenary removal, for

no one is altogether deprived of what he
has once had, 2449(3); separation of t!-e

former rational, 2657, 2792; evils are not
fully separated from man, they are re-

moved, references, 9937(5).
Sephar rep. good, 1249.
Sepulchre. See Bury.
Series. See Fascicles, Order. Series

in the Word, 435, 1659, 1756; in the in-

ternal sense all things in a beautiful order,

1756, 1S69-70; the series an aid to the
perception of the internal sense, 2161;
it is angelic to think of the things of the
internal sense in a series, 2551; why the

death of Deborah is inserted Gen. xxxv.

8, when it appears to interrupt the series,

4563(3,4); every prior produces series of

consequences to eternity, they are gov-

erned by the Lord, 5122(3); there are

series of truths in minds, they succeed
each other in order according to angelic

societies in the regenerate, 5339. 5343-4.

10303(3); the arrangement of truths or
falsities in the mind is in series according
to the form of heavenly or infernal socie-

ties, 5339, 5343, 5344; according to the

loves, 5530, 5531; truths are arranged into

series with man, 5530; the quality of

series, in the midst are those things which
are of the love, 5530; there is nothing
unconnected and independant, 5377; ac-

cording to the series the signification

changes, sometimes the content sometimes
the containant is meant, 5882; arrange-
ment of all tilings into series adapted to

receive life, 7408; bundles and sheaves
in the Word sig. series, into which truths

are arranged, references, 10303(4).
Serpent. The sensual things of man

were rep. and sig. by serpents, 191-7,

5128(3); they were called serpents who
reasoned from things sensual, 195, 206;
the brazen serpent, the sensual and cir-

cumspection, 197, 3863(5), 4211(3), 6398;
God did not talk to a serpent, 229; ser-

pents, all evils, according to the kinds of
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serpents, 251; the seed of the serpent, all

unbelief, 254; the head of the serpent, the
dominion of evil, 257; what is meant by
the serpent walking on the belly, 247, 248;
eating dust, 249; the brazen serpent sig.

the Lord's sensual and natural good, 425,
2722, 3863(5); root of serpent, external

knowledges, basilisk, evil from the falsity

thence, fiery flying serpent, their works
because they come from lusts, 1197(3);
serpent of tree of knowledge, 2123, 4211,

4802(4), 4911(3), 3128(3), 8624(4), 9942
(3); the serpent's head is the love of self,

2219(4); serpent sig. one who reasons
concerning Divine arcana from the senses

and from external knowledges, 2761, 3923
(2); the deceitful when viewed by the

angels appear as serpents, 4S33; serpent
sig. reasonings from the sensual concern-
ing truth 63p8; an arrow-snake on the

path, reasoning from truth concerning
good, 6399; a serpent, the sensual and
corporeal, also reasoning thence, 6949;
a water-snake, fallacies and the falsities

thence derived, 7293, 7295, 7298; con-
cerning the brazen serpent and the stand-
ard on which it was set, 8624(4); serpent,

reasoning from their own understanding,

8891(3); poison sig. deceit or hypocrisy,

poisonous serpents the deceitful or hypo-
crites, 9013; a serpent rep. the sensual,

103 13. Concerning serpents in hell. See
Hell.
Serug rep. worship in externals, 1349.
Servant. There is freedom when the

affections for good and truth rule, slavery

when lusts and falsities rule, 892, 905;
servant sig. to obey, 1713; strangers are

servants, 1097, 1103; Canaan a servant

of servants, what is most vile in the church,

external worship separate from internal,

1094; in the Word servant is predicated

of the Lord, when He was in a state of

humiliation, 2159; servants, things re-

spectively inferior and of less value, 2541,

2567; things rational and of knowledge,
handmaids their affections, 2567; whence
the laws concerning servants in the Jewish
Church, 2567(7); maid-servants the affec-

tions for doctnnals, 2583; servant, the

natural man, and things therein, 3019-20;

the servant of Abraham, the Divine good
because he acts for Abraham, 3088, also

the Divine natural, 3192. 3204, 3206,

3209; service, truth, 3409; Abraham,
Israel, Jacob, David, called servants; ser-

vant, the Divine Human of the Lord, be-

cause it serves and by it there is access to

the Divine, and salvation, 3441; to serve

sig. study, 3824; labor in the external

man is study in the internal man, study

is called a labor of the mind, 3846; the

law enacted concerning men-servants,

they who were bought should go forth

gratis, but not so the woman and her sons,

Exod. xxi. 2, 4, 3974, 4113; servant and
sen-ice, when predicated of the Lord, sig,

own power, 3975, 3977; servants, inferior
tilings, 5161, 5164; in the heavens they
who are greatest are more servants than
others, 5161, 5164(2); servants, the things
which are beneath, also the exterior nat-
ural, 5305; servant, to be without free-

dom of their own, 5760, 5763, 5786;
lowest things, 5936; to make to serve,
intention of subjugation, 6666, 6670-1.
To serve the Lord is to perform uses, true
worship consists in the performance of
uses, 7038; service, assault from falsities

and infestation, 7120, 7129; service, an
injection of falsities, 7129; servant, one
who ministers and performs duty, 7143;
man-servant sig. truth, maid-servant affec-

tion for that truth, 4244; a servant to
tribute, those who wish to merit by works,
6394, to serve and service, worship, 7934,
8057, 8873; the servant bought for money
sig. the natural man, 7998; hired ser-

vants, those who do good for the sake
of gain, 8002; the house of bondmen,
spiritual captivity, 80^9; they were called

servants who minister, and indeed the
Lord as to the Divine Human, 8241;
Hebrew servants, those who are in truths
of doctrine, and not in good according
to them, 8974; servants, those who are
of the external church respectively, be-
cause only in truths of doctrine, but
freemen those who are of the internal

church, because in the affection of
charity, 8974; servants are those who
act from obedience; masters who act
from affection, 8987, 8990; see Obedi-
ence. Service sig. the external or natural
of man, 9776; servant sig. external truth

of the literal sense, how this serves spiri-

tual truth, 9034; man-servant, the external

man, 9058. 9061-3. Maid-servant, affec-

tion for natural truth, 9059, 9062-3.
Servitude. See Servant. Servitude

is to be led of self, 10409.
Seth, a new faith or church, 43S_ 7.

462, 481-5, 502.
Setting or Socket sig. existence and

subsistence, 9847, 0851, 9855, 0874, 9886.
Setting. See West. The setting of

the sun sig. consummation, the last time,

1837, 1859; obscurity and a state of fal-

sity, 3693; a state of shade and ignorance,

0213.
Seven. See Week. The cel. man is

the seventh day, 84-87; the spir. man is

rest and the seventh month, 851; seven,

seventy, and seventy-seven, sig. what is

holy or sacred, 395, 433; seven sig. things
i.oiy, holy truths, 716, 724, 753, &8i, 901,

1429, 2905; to seven days, the beginning
of temptation, and the end of vastation,

beginning and end; also the coming of

the Lord, 728; see Sabbath. Seven sig.

things holy, 526s, 5268; also what is pro-

fane, 5268; seventy days, an entire period,

a full state, 6508; the seventh year, in

which servants shall go forth free, a state
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of confirmed truth, 8076; seven, an entire

period to what is full, 9228; seventh day
and year sig. the second state when man
is in good and the tranquillity of peace,

0274. See Sabbath. Seven sig. what is

full and entire, or an entire period, when
holy things are treated of; in like manner
three when any other thing whatever is

treated of, 10127; references, 10127(3);
the seventh day a state of good conjoined
with truth, 8509, 88S9; the light of the
sun shall be seven fold, a full state of in-

telligence and wisdom from love and faith

in the Lord, 9228.
Seventeen, the beginning of tempta-

tion, 755(3); beginning and what is new,

853. 4670(3), 6174.
Seventy, an entire period, thus a full

state, 6508.
Shaddai. God Shaddai was the name

of Abram's God, this name properly sig-

nifies the Tempter and the Benefactor
after temptations, 1992(4)^4162(2); also

truth, 1992(6); for full significance and
use of tins name see the whole number,
1992, 3667; God Shaddai, temptation and
consolation, 4572, 5628(2), 7193; what
is Divine, 6229; God Shaddai, truth

chiding in temptations, afterward con-
soling, 8764(4).
Shade, Shadow. Shadow of roof sig.

an obscure general state, 2367; shadow
of death sig. the dusky light of the hells,

4531; what the shade of heavenly light is,

1972; see Thick Darkness. In the other
life all light is from the Lord, and all

shade from the proprium, and that hence
come variegations, 341; see Obscure.
Shades in the other hfe come from spirits

and angels, illustrated from the sun of

the world, 6110(4).
Shalem sig. tranquillity of peace, in the

original language, Shalem means tran-

quillity and perfection, 4393.
Shame, 163-5.
Sharon sig. the internal of the cel.

church, the valley of Achor, the external,

10609. See 5922(12).
Shave, the hair and beard sig. rejec-

tion of such things as are of the exterior

natural, 5247, 5269, 10076(7); to shave,

to reject the natural, to poll, to accom-
modate it that it may be in agreement,
thus to make it subordinate, 5247(2).
Shaveh. The valley of Shaveh sig.

the good of the external man, 1723.
Sheaf sig. doctrine wherein is truth,

4686-7; binding sheaves, teaching from
doctrine, 4686; Joseph's sheaf stood up-
right, the doctrinal concerning the Lord's
Divine Human, 4687; sheaves and fas-

cicles in the Word sig. series into which
truths are arranged with man. references,

10303(3, 4). See Fascicle, Bundle.
Shear sig. to perform use, 4110(3);

a flock, 4853, 4857; polling the hair and
the beard sig. accommodating the natu-

ral, 5247(2), 5569; see Hair; to shear a
flock, to consult for the church, 4853,
thus to will use, 4853, 4857.
Sheba sig. internal knowledges of

faith, 117, 1168, 1171; Sheba and Dedan,
knowledges of cel. things, those in such
knowledges, 3240; Sheba, those who are
in the knowledges of good, Dedan tuose

in knowledges of truth from good, 3240
(6); Sheba and Dedan are not tiic sons
of Raamah, or the great grandsons of

Ham, but the grandsons of Abraham
from Keturah, 3240(3). Sheba and
Raamah sig. the knowledges of things
cel. and spir., 10199(6); Sheba rep. those
who are in the knowledges of cel. things,

10254(6).
Sheciiem rep. the Lord's second state

when cel. things became apparent to Him,
1 440-1. A city of Shechem, the interior

truths of faith, 4393; Hamor the father
of Shechem, the origin of interior truth
from a Divine stock, 4399; Shechem, in-

terior truth, thus the first dawn of light,

4430; Shechem was called of old Shalem,
afterwards Shechem, from Shechem the
son of Hamor, afterwards Sichar, 4430
(3); it sig. truth from an ancient Divine
stock, 4454; Hamor rep. life, Shechem
doctrine, 4472-3 Hamor and Shechem
were slain because they accepted external
things, 4493; Shechem rep. the first rudi-
ments or generals of doctrine, 4707, 4709,
4716; Shechem, son of Hamor sig. inte-

rior truth from the ancients, 4425, 4430,
4431, 4436, 4442, 4448, 4454, 4459.
Shed blood to extinguish charity,

1010; to do violence to what is holy, 4735.
Sheep. See Flock. The sheep

which are not of this sheepfold, and
which are to be brought, sig. the spiri-

tual, 2088(3); sheep sig. goods, 4169;
those in good of charity, 4169(3); sepa-
rate sheep from goats, sig. goods from
evils, 4809(5); the lost sheep that was
found, good with the man who repents,

9836(7).
Shekel. Four hundred shekels sig.

the price of redemption, shekel, the price
or estimation of good and truth, 2959,
3104; what is meant by the shekel of
holiness, and by a shekel being twenty
gerahs, 2959(7); thirty shekels, what is

little or of no estimation, 2966(3); a
shekel sig. truth from good, 10221.
Shelah, son of Arpachshad, rep. that

which comes of outward knowledge,
1237, 1330, 1341, 1342, 1344; Shelah,
son of Judah, idolatry, 4825-26, 4845.
Sheleph, a nation, rep. rituals, 1245-7.
Shem. Shem, Ham, and Japheth,

three kinds of doctrine, 617; Shem rep.
internal worship, 1062, 1140-41, 1144,
1 146; such men never existed, 1006,
1098, 1 102; the gentle quality of the in-
flux of those who were of the church
Shem, 1127; sons of Shem in a series,
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the derivations of the Ancient Church
and of its internal or true worship, 12 17-

64, 1320-75; sons of Shem, wisdom, intel-

ligence, external knowledge, and internal

knowledges of truth and good, 1224, 1226;
Shem, Ham, and Japiieth rep. three
classes of the church Noah, 3240(3);
Shem and Japheth, those in charity in
the spir. church, 9960(16).
Shemeber. The kings who fought

against Chedorlaomer sig. the most uni-
versal kinds of evils and falsities, 1663.
Shepherd sig. one who teaches and

leads to the good of charity, a flock one
who is taught and led, 343, 41s, 3795;
shepherds of Abram and Lot sig. those
who teach, thus things of worship, 157 1—

2; the shepherds of Gerar who strove with

Isaac's shepherds, sig. contention or dis-

puting about the internal sense, 3425-9;
also the literal sense which they did not
deny, 3432; to feed, to be instructed,

5201; shepherds of a flock, the truths

which lead to good, 6044, 6052, 6426; to

feed, to support spir. life and to vivify,

6277; shepherds, teachers in evils who
oppose the good of charity, 6779; Rachel
a shepherdess sig. affection for interior

truth which teaches what is in the Word,
3795-
Sheth sig. a new faith, 434-439; two

of the same name, 435, 485.
Shield sig. protection, 1664(3); pro-

tection against evils and falsities, and con-
fidence in protection, 1787-8.

Shiloh, the Lord, and the tranquillity

of peace, because by Him all things were
pacified and reduced to order in heaven,
and in hell, 6373.

Shinab. See Shemeber, 1663.
Shinar sig. external worship whose

internal is profane, 1182-83, 1292,

8340(4)- . , ,
Ship seen m a dream, in which were

things delicious to eat, 1977; ships sig.

knowledges and doctrinals derived from
the Word; in the opposite sense, doc-

trinals or knowledges of falsity and evil,

6383(1. 5)1 10416(4); ships of Tarshish,
doctrines and truths from the Word.
6383, 9295(7); the things belonging to a
ship, things relating to knowledges of

good and truth, 6385(2).
Shittim-Wood was a most excellent

cedar, 9472; it sig. good of merit of Lord
alone, 0472; cedar of Shittah, spir. good.

9472; justice of the good of merit, 0486,

9328, 9715; mercy, 9528; love Divine

good of merit, justice, 10178.

Shoe. See Heel. It sig. the last

corporeal, thus what is least and most
worthless, 1748; thread of a shoe, falsity,

thong of a shoe, evil, 1748; wooden shoes,

lowest natural things. 5378(2); shoe the

external of the natural or sensuous things,

68,14. 7864.

Shoot sig. fighting; bow, doctrine;

arrows or weapons, things of doctrine,
6421; archers, those opposed to the spir.
church, 6422.
Shoots sig. derivations, si 14.
Shoulder. Hand sig. power, arm

greater power, shoulder all power, all

their might, 1085, 2676; shoulder, power
of truth from good, 4931-7; the internals
from fantasy present a shoulder whereby
is effected a repelling of forces, 4937;
shoulder, all power, 4937; all strength and
power, 0836, 9887; rignt shoulder, inmost
good, 10075; shoulder, the Divine celes-
tial in heaven and the church, 10092-3.
Shout. See Cry.
Shrub. Sec Tree. Shrub and herb

sig. things of knowledge and reason, 00,
91; perception but little, 2682.
Shur in the wilderness sig. truth which

has not yet gained life, 1928, 1951, 8346;
affection for exterior truth from knowl-
edge, 2503; truth from exterior knowl-
edge, 1951, 2497, 32 77-
Shut. Jehovah shut after him, sig.

close of internal communication with
heaven, 784.

Sick. See Disease. Sick sig. those
who acknowledge that in them there is

nothing but evil, 4956(2), 4958; it sig.

what is progressive toward regeneration,
6221; evils and falsities, 6502; sickness,
wound, bruise, sore, sig. sins, 97^0(8);
infirmity of the spir. man, 0031(3). 9324;
why the sick were anointed with oil,

9780(8); to heal the sick, to purify from
evils and falsities, 10360(9).

Sickle. A sharp sickle sig. the dis-

persal of evil and falsity, 9930(12).
Sidodi, Valley of, sig. unclean things

of cupidities, 1665-6.
Sides sig. outmosts, the outmosts and

boundaries of heaven have relation to

goods conjoined with truths, 9499; ribs

sig. truths, sides goods, 10189; sides

good, 10 1 90.

Sidon. See Zidon.
Sight. See See, Vision. When the

interior sight is opened, the things appear
which are in the other life, 1619, 9577;
external sight is from internal, 904(4);
the organical parts of spirits may not be
where they appear, illustrated frcm the
hearing and the sight, 1378; a sight or
vision sig. revelation, 6836; sight sig. un-
derstanding of truth, 10199.

Sign. See Miracle. The sign of •
covenant sig. remembrance, 1038(8);

to set a mark on any cne, sig. to dis-

tinguish from another, 396; all the ex-

ternal rites of the Jewish Church v. ere

signs of a covenant, 2037; sign, confirma-
tion of truth, and hence knowledge that

it is so, 6870; also enlightenment and con-
firmation of truths thereby, 7012; signs

and miracles arc admonitions, 7273; for

a sign sig. testification, 7876; a sign and
memorial sig. it ought to be perpetually
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remembered, sign, perpetually in the
will, memorial, perpetually in the under-
standing, 8066-7; a sign, or standard set

up on mountains, sig. assembling together
for war, also the Lord's protection, 8624
(2); a sign, when it relates to the Sabbath,
sig. the principal tiling by which they are
known in heaven, 10357; also that by
which they who are of the church are dis-

tinguished from those who are not of the
church, 10372; namely by the acknowl-
edgment of the union of the Divine in

the Human of the Lord, 10372.
Signet, cord, and staff of Judah given

as a pledge, signet sig. consent itself,

the cord, external truth, the staff, power
of that truth, 4874.

Significatives. The significatives of

the Most Ancient Church were made
representatives, 020, 1409. See Rep-
resentatives.

Silk sig. spiritual truths, 5310(2);
truths from good such as they are in

heaven, 5054(5); angels clothed in silk

rep. their innocence, 165, mentioned,
2576(10), 5620(4), 7601(7).

Silver. See Gold, Metal. Silver sig.

truth, gold good, 425, 643, 1551; born of

the house sig. the celestial, bought with
silver, the spiritual, 2048; to give silver,

to redeem by truth, 2937, 2054; to bring
back their silver sig. without their power,

5488, 5496, 5490; every one's silver in liis

sack, what was given gratis, 5530, 5623
-4; the ancients called the ages golden,
silver, copper, iron, from correspondence,

5658, 5660-1, s664(i); silver of Egypt,
knowledge that is true and suitable,

61 12; the gold, silver, and garments bor-
rowed from the Egyptians, 6914(5),
6917; bought for money or silver sig.

some spir. truth in the natural, 7999; gods
of gold and of silver sig. things that ap-
pear good and true in the external form,

8932; because he is his silver, what is

acquired from the proprium, spoken of

servants, 9039; silver, truth from good,
references, 9146(2), 9149, 9154, 9186,
10229, 10332; also falsities, 9146(2),
0852, 10503.
Simeon rep. faith in the will; obe-

dience, the will to do what is true, from
which and by which is charity, 3869-
3872. See To Hear. Simeon and Levi
represented with Reuben faith without
charity, 3870(2); Simeon, faith in the will,

Levi spiritual love or charity; in the oppo-
site sense, what is evil and false which is

of the church ruined in general, 4497,
4502, 4503, 4606, 5482, 5626, 5665;
Simeon, falsity in the will, what is con-
trary to faith in the will, 6352, 9093(3).
Simple Good. See Nations. It has

innocence in it, 2526; and in natural
truth, 3242(3), 3263(3), 3268(7), 3322(5),
3436(2); in first heaven, 4240; they ac-
knowledge the Lord's Human to be Di-
vine, 4754, 4760(4).

Similitude same as likeness, sig. the
cel. man, 51.

Simplicity. That it is not at all hurt-

ful simply to believe the Word, 589,
3436(2), references, 9033; the simple in

faith, who have lived in marriage love,

have had conscience, come into heaven,
J7S9-
Simulation. See Deceit and Com-

plaisance. The quality of simulators
n another life, 821-2; their speech is

fluent, but inwardly grating, 1760; their

odcr, 15 14; their punishment by the
rack, 957-8; simulation and deceit were
accounted enormous wickedness by the
most ancient people, 358, 3573; spirits

from another orb, who spake by changes
of the face, especially about the lips and
eyes, whose faces were prominent and
free, by reason that they are not addicted
to simulation, 4799; the face is contracted,
by simulation, namely, by thinking ana
willing one thing, and speaking and doing
another, 4799(2).
Simultaneous. See Centre and Ex-

ternal, Successive. Successive and
simultaneous order, 6451(2-3), 9824(2),
9836(3), 9866. See Order.

Sin. See Evil. It sig. all unfaith-
fulness, 2235(6); it is evil, 2240, 4165,
4997; to s:n is to act contrary to order,

thus it is the inversion of order, 5076;
sin is disjunction, 5229, 5474; they who
believe the remission of sins to be instan-

taneous, and that justification is effec ted
by faith alone, know verv little at this

day concerning regeneration, 5398; sin
not entirely removed even to eternity, the
Lord withholds from sin and keeps man
in good, 5399(2); see Regeneration.
That it is aversion, 5841, 9346; transgres-
sion is evil against truth, but sin is evil

against good, they are named together
on account of marriage 6563; to sin, sepa-
ration from truth and good, 7589; not to
obey, 7696; to forgive sins is not to regard
one from evil but from good, 7697; re-

moval of, by repentance, 83S7-94; man
is continually falling of himself, but is

continually raised up by the Lord, 8391;
the remission of sins, removed, not extir-

pated, 8393; to sin is to do and think what
is evil and false intentionally and from the
will, 8925; hypocrisy or guile respecting
Holy Divine tilings is sin against the Holy
Spirit, 9013(8); why it cannot be remitted,
0013-14; the remission of sins consists in
being withheld from evil, and held in good
by the Lord, 9014(3); sins are not washed
away, but removed, 9088(3); trespasses
or transgressions are things contrary to
truths of faith, iniquities to the goods of

faith, sins to the goods of love and char-
ity, 9156; evils and falsities remain, but
that they are removed, because man is

held in good by the Lord, 9333; sins are
removed slowly, why, 9334-6; see RE-
GENERATION. The confession of sins,
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9444-9454; sins are rooted in the life,

9444; no one can withdraw another from
sins, thus remit them, but the Lord alone,

9445; sins are remitted by this, that man
is withheld from them, but only he who
is regenerated by the Lord, 9446-48, 9454;
the signs that sins are remitted, 9449; the

signs that they are not remitted, 9450;
the remission of sins out of mercy is ef-

fected by regeneration, 9452-4; to bear
iniquity, sig. to sustain combats with the
hells, 9937, 9965; sins are removed, so far

as heaven enters and as he is regenerated,

9938; to bear iniquity, when it does not re-

late to the priesthood, rep. damnation, and
that they were in sins, they thereby anni-
hilated representative worship, 9065; to

carry iniquity also sig. damnation. 9965
(5); sin, when by it is meant sacrifice for

sin, sig. purification, 10039; sins and the
falsities thence derived remain with man,
but he is removed from them, references,

10057(6). All evil from man is called sin,

10123; the sanctuaries were polluted by
the sins of the people, as the altar, the

tent, the temple, 10208(2); how purifica-

tion or removal from sins is effected,

10208, 102 10. Sin through ignorance has
innocence in it, its purification, 10132(10);
sin sig. complete alienation and turning
away, 10498.

Sin. A city of Egypt, from which the
wilderness received its name, sig. a state

of temptation as to good which is from
truth, also evil which is from falsity, 8398-
9; wilderness of sin sig. a state of tempta-
tion as to good, 8558.

Sinai. Why the Lord promulgated the

law from Mt. Sinai, 795(5), 6832; He
appeared in vision, 1786; what is sig-

nined by the fire and smoke which ap-
peared to the people on Mount Sinai.

1861(15); Sinai sig. the law, thus the good
and truth therefrom, 8399; the mountain
and wilderness of Sinai, good in which
truth is to be implanted, 8753, 8793; also

Divine truth, 8753(2); heaven, hence Di-
vine good united to Divine truth there,

8805; the reason why the Lord spake by
a living voice from Mount Sinai, was, be-
cause it was the beginning of the revela-

tion of the Word, 8931(2); Sinai sig.

the law or the Word, Divine truth from
the law, and heaven, 9420, 10396, 10606,

10699; treated in series, 8748-8843,
9415-37; Mt- Sinai sig. heaven, 8822,

8827, 8931, 10689; the cel. kingdom, 8835.
Singing. See Song. Singing and string

instruments sig. the spiritual things of

faith, 418-20, 3880(4), 4137; singing
was heard from those who belonged
to the lunges, 3893; to sing a song signi-

fies to glorify, hence a song sig. glorifica-

tion, 8261-67, 8337; it sig. reasoning from
fantasies, 655(3); antiphonal singing rep.

reciprocation as of the church from
heaven and heaven from the Lord, 8340.

|

Sinew. See Nerve.

Sincle. Such as man is in general,
such he is in single things, 1040(2), 1316.

Sinite rep. idolatry, 1204-5.
Sin Offering sig. purification from

evils and falsities, 10122.

Sinus of brain, longitudinal sinus,

404S.

Sion. See Zion.
Sirens. Jugglers or sirens, their arts,

deceits, punishments, and hells, 831; they
who laid snares in sleep suffered the pun-
ishment of the rack, 959; by what arts
they attempted to elude punishment, 959;
the grievous stench of the sirens, 1515;
sirens are described as to their quality,

1983; they obsess the interiors of some
men, 1983; that to a siren, who was
very positive in denying her crimes, they
were manifested, almost a hundred, 2483;
sirens spake from one in sleep, and in-

fested good spirits, 1983; sirens attempt
to penetrate into the taste, that they may
obsess the interiors of man, 4793.

Sister sig. intellectual truth, 1495;
Sarah as sister, rational intellectual truth,

as wife, spiritual, 250S; rational good is a
brother, rational truth a sister, 2508,
2523, 2524, 2556, 3160; the affection of

good and the affection of truth in the
natural man are as brother and sister,

but the affection of truth called forth

from the natural man into the rational,

and there conjoined, is as a married
woman, 3160; affection of truth sig. by
sister, 3133, 3182, 3186; rational truth,

33S6, 6727; the wife of Abraham was
called by him his sister, and Rebekah,
Isaac's woman, was also called by him his

sisler, is an arcanum, concerning which,

3386, 3308; sister, truth, 4504, 6727.
Sit, To, and Sittings. To tarry and

to sit sig. to remain, and permanence in a
state, 9422.

Sitnah. The well sig. denial, 3429.
Situation. See Place and Distance.

Concerning changes of place, distance,

and situation in the other life, 1273-1277,
1376-1382; five wonderful tilings in the
oilier life respecting distance, situation,

place, and time, 1274; I was led through
mansions, 1273; at the right hand of the
Lord are the good, at the left the evil.

1276; in like manner around man ana
angel, howsoever he looks, 1274, 1276;
thus all are most preseut to the Lord,

1276; none are at so great a distance that

they cannot be seen, 1274; societies are
distinct from each other according to situ-

ations, 1274; men, as to their souls, in

like manner have situation in the Lord's
kingdom, 1277; if men were in the spirit,

they might discourse at any distance,

1277; changes of place are changes 01

state, 1273; it is an appearance that they
keep a constant situation, 1376-8; their

appearing in a place where they are not,

is a fallacy, 1376, 13S0; the organic forms
of their bodies may not be there, 1378;
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they have not yet Rained a constant situa-

tion, and are compared to fluids arising

from the stomach, 1381; the societies of

heaven keep a constant situation, howso-
ever man, spirit, or angel turns himself,

concerning which, 3638-9; the hells also

have a constant situation beneath the

soles of the feet, and that some of them
appearing in another place is a fantasy,

3040; they who are in the hells have an
opposite situation, with the head down-
wards and the feet upwards, 3641; situa-

tions in the other life are states, illustrated

from experience, 4321; situation of planets

in the idea of spirits, 717 1.

Six sig. combat and labor, 720, 737,
000; it sig. the holy of faith, sig. of six

varies according to relation to other num-
bers as twelve, three, 737(3); six days of

Gen. I. sig. periods of man's regeneration,

803; six sig. the same as twelve when a
like subject is treated of, 3960(4); six

hundred thousand, all truths and goods
in the complex, the like as twelve, 7973J
six, all evils and falses in the complex,

8148; six hundred chariots of Egypt and
of Pharaoh, all falses and doctrinals of

falsity in the complex, 8148-9; the sixth

day, the end of every state, 8421; the six

days wliich precede the sabbath, the com-
bats which precede and prepare the heav-
enly marriage, 8888; to serve six years,

when concerning Hebrew servants, a
state of labor and of some combat, 8975;
the six days which precede the seventh,

states of truth, when there is combat;
the seventh day, a state of good, 9431;
666 in the Apocalypse xiii., all falsities and
evils in the complex, also profanation of

what is holy, and likewise the end, 102 17

(8). Six days sig. states of combat and
labor, 8306; a state of truth, 9431; the

former church to its end, 9741; the time
and state of the Lord's combats, 10360

(2\ 10729; the state of combat and labor

while the church is being established,

10371, 10667; six sig. all things in the

complex, 9555, 9843.
Six Hundred. See Six. It sig. the first

state of temptations, 737, 755; the end of

temptations, 893.
Sixteen sig. what is full, and in every

way like eight, 9660.
Sixty. This number contains in it

several things, according to the significa-

tion of the simple numbers of which it is

composed, 3306; sixty and upwards,
when relating to the age of man, signifies

a state of wisdom and of innocence in

wisdom, the various ages of man treated
of, 10225.

Skin. Coats of skin sig. good spiritual

and natural, 294-7; skin sig. things ex-

ternal, 3540; to be encompassed with
skin, Job. xix. 25, 26, sig. the natural,

such as a man has with him after death,

3540; the correspondence of the skin with

the Greatest Man, 5552-0: the societies

to which the cuticles correspond are in the
entrance to heaven, 5553; they have had
faith in others, and have only confirmed
it from the sense of the letter of the Word,
555 »l they have only known the general
things of faith, and hence have been se-

duced by the wicked, 5555; there is a
great difference amongst those who con-
stitute the skin, 5555; they who have
reference to the scarf skin, reason about
all things whether it be so, and themselves
know nothing, 5556; they who constitute

the less sensitive skin, are they who are
mere babblers, and have scarce known
what they have said, 5557; those who
constitute the glands of the skin try

whether a thing be so from the fluency of
what they say, if there be a resistance
from within, 5558; the conformation of the
skin shown, that it is beautiful with the
regenerate, and ugly with the evil, 5559;
they who are only in the truths of faith

and not in good according to them, are
in the ultimates of heaven, and constitute

and have reference to the skin, 8977(2),
8980; they were represented by the He-
brew servant in the representative church,

8977(2), 8980; skin sig. the exterior or
middle natural, 9215; truth in outmosts,
falsities in outmosts, 10036; skin sig. the
external of truth and good, 1069 1. Skins
of red rams, and badgers' skins sig. ex-
ternal truths and goods, 9471, 9631, 9632;
the skin of Moses' face shone sig. the giv-

ing forth of light from the internal in the
external, 1060 1; also the light of the in-

ternal of the Word in the external, 10-01-

7-

Skirts of Aaron's robe sig. the outer-

most parts of the spiritual kingdom where
the natural is, 9917; Divine truths in

ultimates such as are the truths in the
sense of me letter, 9917(2), 9920.

Skirts. See Garment.
Skull is the most general covering of

the brain, 501, 4040; those rep. by skull,

5563, by tumors in, 5717; interior mem-
brane of, 7748.
Slavery. See Servant.
Slay (mactare). Abraham took the

knife to slay his son sig. until whatever
was from the merely human was dead,
2818; it sig. the good of the natural, be-
cause it involves that which is slain, as
an ox, young bullock, etc., 5642; to slay

a beast for sacrifice, preparation for en-

joyment, 7843; for sanctlfication, 10024.
Slay or Kill (occidere). To kill sig.

to extinguish, 369; to be slain, when it is

predicated of good and truth, not to be
received, 3387, 3395; to kill, when spoken
of good and truth, not to receive, that is to

denv, 3488(2); to slay, to deprive of life

which is not compatible with truth, vivi-

fication, thus the contrary, 3607(2); to

slay every male, to extirpate the truths of
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doctrine, 4500; the slain, those who have
extinguished in themselves the truths of

faith by principles of falsity, 5037(4);
to slay, to take away spir. life, or faith and
charity, 6767; to slay the first-born, the

extinction of faith without charity, 7039;
to slay, not to receive, thus also not to

choose, 7043; to take away spir. life from
any one, also to extinguish faith and char-

ity, likewise to hate one's neighbor, 8902;

to slay a brother and a companion to close

the internal, to prevent good and truth

entering, because thus spiritual life is

taken away, 10490, 10492; to slay Joseph
sig. the extinction of the essential doctrine

concerning the Divine Human of the Lord,

4727; to slay when burnt-offerings and
sacrifices sig. all that is meant by them,
10024.
Sleep, Dream (somnus, somnium).

To sleep sig. to be in his proprium, 130;

the Lord especially protects man during

sleep, 959'. deceitful sirens plotting mis-

chief in sleep suffered the punisnment of

the rack, 939; the Most Ancient Church
had most delightful dreams, hence their

paradisiacal things, 1122; some are vas-

tated by a state of sleep, 1108; sleep sig.

a dark state, 1S38-9; dreams, which were
prophetical, recorded in the Word, 1975-
83; dreams are of the same kind with

visions, 197s; three kinds of dreams, 1976;

dreams induced by angelic spirits, who
are in the entrance to things paradisiacal,

1977(2): I have discoursed with spirits

and angels who introduced dreams, 1977,

1979; the ideas of angels are turned into va-

rious representatives, hence come dreams,
10S0-1, sirens in sleep spake as from
myself, and infested good spirits, 1983;

a dream of the night sig. obscure percep-

tion, 2514, 2528, 5219; a dream sig. an
event, 5092; the interpretation of a dream,
sig. unfolding what is in it, 5093, 5105.

5107, 5 141; a certain spirit, who in sleep

still discoursed wisely, 4048.

Sleep, To (domirt). To sleep sig. to

bave rest upon the external sensual, 9216.
Sleight of Hand (prastigias). See

Magic.
Slumber and Sleep, To (dormilare et

obdormirc). To slumber is to grow sloth-

ful in things appertaining to the church,

to sleep is to cherish doubt, 4638(4).
Small. Small and great sig. particulars

and generals, 2384; is predicated of truth,

8458-9; small round, predicated of the

good of truth, 8458.
Smell. See Nose, Respiration.

Odor. Sig. what is grateful, 925; and to

¥:rceive what is grateful 3575, 3577.
he sense of smell in animals, 15 16; it

corresponds with perception, 4624; see
Sense.

Smite sig. to destroy, 6761; to be
smitten, to be hurt by falsities, 7136, 7u6;
to smite, damnation, 7871; to smite the

rock, to be urgent in entreaty, 8582; to
smite, to injure by falsities, 9007; when
concerning the Lord and His kingdom,
to blaspheme, 9015; to weaken, 9025;
to extinguish, 4733; devastation, 105 10.

Smoke. A furnace of smoke sig. the
most dense falsity, 1S61; also sig. by the
fire and smoke which appeared to the
people from Mount Sinai, 1861(15); the
Israelites were in dense obscurity as to

the trutlis of faith, and in the false, and
therefore the Lord appeared to them on
Mount .Sinai in a cloud, as it were in

smoke, 8814, 8819; smoke, the sense of

the letter of the Word in respect to the
internal sense, and those senses are as
smoke and name, and as a cloud and light,

8916, 9917(2); falsity of evil in the in-

tellectual is like smoke, and anger is like

the flame of enkindled smoke, 9144(3);
also what is elevated to the Lord, 10177
(3), 10108.
Smooth is predicated of truth and of

falsity, 35*7(3)-
Snare. To be for a snare, to be taken

by his own evil, 7653; allurement and
deception from the delights of the love
of self and of the world; also the destruc-
tion of spir. life, perdition thereby, 9348;
snares, fetters, pits, nets, ropes, gins, also

frauds and deceits sig. reasonings from
the fallacies of the senses and from the
literal sense of the Word wrongly ex-
plained and applied, 9348(2).
Snow from whiteness is predicated of

truth, 8459, 9470(3); hoar-frost, truth
made good or the good of truth, 8459.

Society. See Heaven. The heavens
consist of innumerable societies, 684;
wonderful consociations there, 685; ac-
cording to loves, 686; all souls, how many
soever they be, are in some society, 687;
the society in which men bave been, is

shown to them after death, 687. 697; no
one society is absolutely like another, 690;
a society is the harmony of many, 457,
687; societies are according to the varie-

ties of mutual love and faith, 685; an
equilibrium preserved between good and
evil societies. 689; societies and the whole
heaven in the human form, 1013(4);
societies are most exquisitely conjoined
by reason of perceptions, 1394; souls are
conveyed to various societies, that they
may be received, 1273; in like manner,
they who come out of vastation are con-
veyed to angelic societies, 1273; I also

have been conveyed, 1273; the internals

likewise are in societies, and are bound
by similar lusts and fantasies. 605, 1322;
see also Harmony, and Habitations.
The ideas of spirits and angels flow into

the ideas of man's thought, 2470; with
what charity and what jov they are re-

ceived amongst ansrelic societies, who are
let into heaven, and that at length they
com* into conformable societies, 2131;
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In what manner societies ill consociated
are dissociated by a company of spirits,

rep. by east wind, 2128; the same effect

is produced by collisions of thought and
speech, which are at variance with each
other, 2120; with adulterers it is effected

by the allurements and the deceits to

which they are accustomed, and by which
they can insinuate themselves into socie-

ties, but they are rejected and treated

with severity, and at length cast them-
selves into hell, 2753; there are heavenly
societies to which all tilings of the human
body correspond, those societies constitute

as it were, one man, 2996, 2998. See
Greatest Man, Representations.
There are innumerable varieties of good
and truth in heaven, but still they all

make one, like the organs and memljers
of the body, 3241(2); it was customary
of old to say of those who died, that they

were gathered to their fathers or their

people, by it was signifled that they were
come to those who were in the same good
and truth in the other life, 3255; heaven
corresponds to the Lord, man as to all

and single things to heaven, and to the

societies there; hence heaven is the

Greatest Man, 3624-49, see Man. The
regeneration of man is effected by societies

of spirits and angels, and by their changes,
concerning which, 4067(2-4); man, as to

his interiors, is in the midst of societies of

spirits, whom he invites to himself, and
of angels who are from the Lord, 4067(3),

4073(2), 4077(2); there are societies

which serve specifically for mediums and
communication, 4047(2); they who are

in evil invite to themselves societies, but
to those who are in good, societies are

adjoined by the Lord, 4073(2); from
societies the angels see, as from causes,

the things appertaining to man, 4073(2);
the Lord also had societies of spirits and
angels with Him, but he took nothing
from them, but by them from the Divine,

4075; they are very indignant when they
are compelled to recede, 4077(2); there

are societies which suffer themselves to be
led by others, thus by angels and evil

spirits, 4088; good flows in through
angelic societies from the Lord, 4096
(6); two societies act within man while

he is being regenerated one in heavenly,
one in worldly things, 4099; in what
manner societies of spirits of a threefold
kind are separated from those who are

attendant on the regenerate, it is done in

freedom, 4110(2), 4111; the changes of

their state, 4111(2); they are conjoined
as to affections, and are kept where the
ruling affection is, 4111(2); the separation
of societies, 4129(2), 4136, 4151(3); there

are societies more and less universal,

which constitute heaven, in each there are
those which correspond to the Greatest
Man, 4625; thoughts and affections

extend themselves far into societies on

both sides 6598-6613. The universal

heaven is one society, which is divided into

many general and particular societies,

like the members and organs in man, 7836
(2); concerning goods in a society, whence
the form, and concerning the common
good thence derived, 8469; the com-
munication of all goods, that they may be
common and most common, 8470; there

is a communication with each society

according to reception, 8472; every one
has an extension into the spheres of angelic

societies, according to the quality and
quantity of good, and, into the spheres
of infernal societies, according to the
quality and quantity of evil, 8794, 8797;
not allowed societies of an inferior heaven
to ascend, pain and blindness overtake
them if they ascend, 8797(2); societies

of friendship in the other life, 4804, 4805;
angelic societies and consociations there,

8003-8006.
Sockets of Gold sig. existence and

subsistence from good, 9847.
Sodom. Sodom, Gomorrah, Admab,

Zeboiim, sig. falsities and evils arising

from lusts, 1212; Sodom, lusts of evil,

'5^7, 1598, 1600, 1663, 1682, 1689, 1740,
1749; the evil of self love, Gomorrah
falsity thence derived, 2217, 2219, 2220,

2246, 2322.
Sojourner, To Sotourn. Sojourners

are those who are instructed, 1463; to

sojourn, to be instructed, also to live,

1463, 6077; see Journey, Dwell. So-
journing, instruction, and thence life. 202 5;
seed shail be a sojourner, sig. charity and
faith shall be rare, 1843; stranger and
sojourner sig. unknown and still to be
with them, 2915; to sojourn, to be in-

structed and to live, thus doctrine and
life, 2371; to instruct, 2726; those who are
being instructed in goods and truths, 3 703
(ig); to inherit the land of thy sojournings,
the life of instructions, 3672; sojourning
sig. to be instructed, and receive the
statutes and laws of the Jews, 4444(5);
they were like those born in the land,

4444(7); a sojourner and one born in the
land sig. one not born and one born within
the church, thus who still accedes to it,

7908; the years of sojournings, a suc-
cessive state of life, 6095; sojourners and
hired servants sig. those who make a
boast of good and truth for the sake of

gain, 7997, 8002; sojourner, one who is

instructed in the truth and good of the
church, receives them, and lives according
to them, 8007, 8013, 9196; the same law
is for a sojourner and a native, 8013(3);
stranger, orphan, and widow, in one sense
sig. within the church the reciprocal con-
junction of good and truth, 9200; be-
cause ye have been strangers in the land
of Egypt, sig. that they were protected
from falsities and evils when infested
by infernals, 9197.
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Sole of the Foot. See Foot. It

corresponds with the natural, those who
nave lived merely for the world, pleasure,

and splendor, 4947-50.
Solicitude. See Care.
Son. Sons sig. goods and truths of

faith, 264; truths and doctrinals, 489,

491, 533, 668, 1 147, 3266; also false

doctrinals, 1147; daughters, goods, 489-
491. Sons of God sig. doctrinal truths,

570; what is meant by the Son of God
and the Son of Man, as applied to the

Lord, 49, 264(2), 1729(2), 1733(2), 2159
(2); the Lord as to the Divine Human
is called the Son of God, 2628; son, truth,

also the rational, 2623; Son, Divine truth.

Father, Divine good, 2S03, 2813; Son of

Man, truth Divine which could be tempt-
ed, 2813; also the Word in the internal

sense, 2813(2'); seed, the sons of the
kingdom, that is, those who are in goods
and truths from the Lord, 3373; see Seed.
The Divine good of the Lord is called

Father, Divine truth Son, 3704; sons of

the age sig. false prophets, or those who
teach falsities, 3900(2,5); to smite a
mother upon the sons s.g. to destroy a'l

things of tue church, 4257; the son of the
stranger, the natural man as to truth,

5081(2); the two sons of Reuben, the

doctrine of truth and the doctrine of good,

5542; sons of sons, things derived, 6583-
4; the son of a year, the truths of faith

conjoined with good of charity which
make a full state, 7839; sons, the goods
of truth, 8649; sons, truths; the Son of

Man, the Divine truth, 9S07; father,

mother, brethren, children, and other
names of relationship sig. goods and
truths, and, in the opposite sense, fal-

sities and evils, 10490(5); son sig. knowl-
edges, and truths, those who know truths

but still live in evil, 2400; especially

those who teach truth but from tie mem-
ory for the sake of gain, 2400(2); son,

tlune only one, sig. the Divine rational

by which He was to save the human race,

2772-3; sons of the east, those in the

knowledges of good and truth, 3762,
those in Syria so called, 3762(5); in the

opposite sense, the knowledges of evil

and falsity, 3762(6); three sons, Reuben,
Simeon, Levi, sig. to know and under-
stand the truth, to will and do it, to be
affected by it, 3876; Son of Man sig. the
Lord as to Divine truth, and Divine
truth from Him, 4809, 10019(7); sons
of Israel sig. those in externals without
an internal, 10698.
Son-in-Law sig. truths associated

with affections of good, 2380.
Song. The songs of the Word are from

the rhythmical speech of spirits. 16^8;
the Song of Songs of Solomon is full

of significatives collected from the An-
cient Church, but is not part of the

Word, 3942(2). Sontts are predicated of

truth, 4137; the song of the land sig.

choice things, here it means the produc-
tions hailed with songs and praises, 5618;
the song of Jehovah is the glorification

of the Lord; the songs of the church con-
tained that glorification, 8261; songs were
testifications of gladness on account of

the coming of the Lord to save the faith-

ful, 8261(2); there is singing in heaven,
why, 8261(3); to sing to Jehovah sig. the
Lord alone has glory, 8263; the song Jan,
everything of faith and thence of glory is

from the Divine truth, 8267; the Song of

Songs of Solomon is written in imitation
of the ancient books, but is not the Word,
9942(5).

.

Sorceries sig. falsities which destroy
trutlis, 5135(11); sorceries and enchant-
ments sig. the art of presenting falsities

that they may appear as truths, and of

presenting truths that they may appear
as falsities, 7297(3).
Sorceress sig. those in whom some-

thing of the church is conjoined to the fal-

sities of the evil of self-love, 9188.
Sorrows sig. immersion in falsities, in

the other life this looks like sinking in
waters, 6853.

Soul. See Spirit, Angel. The first

state of souls in the other life, 168-181,
182-189, 314-319, 320-323; at length
they come to their own life which they
had in the body, 316; some slowly, some
quickly are brought into heaven; two
examples immediately after death, 317—
ig; the soul knows no otherwise than that
it lives in the body, 320; it has more ex-
cellent faculties than in the body, 321,
322; what they have thought in the life

of the body concerning the soul, 443-
448; soul sig. all life, 1000, 1040, 1742;
the life which is from the Lord, 1040;
what is essentially alive, 1436; evil life,

1005; quality of one's life appears in the
other life before angels and spirits, 1008
(2); the process which takes place with
man when he is raised up and enters into

the other life, 2 119; man by death loses

nothing but the earthly body, 2475; soul
and body distinct and yet conjoined into

one, 2018. The soul of man is in the
midst or in his inmost, 2973(4); what the
soul is, from the heart and soul sig. from
the will and understanding, 2930, 2930
(5); good and truth are conceived to-

gether, good gives life by truth, each
called soul, 3299; the soul of man com-
mences in the ovum of the mother, 3570
(4); the new soul in the regeneration is

the end of good, 3570(4); the end re-

garded in the rational is the soul of a
scries, but the things which are in the
natural are respectively as body, 3570(4);
some believe the soul to be merely thought,
others that they shall be as ghosts, others
that they shall rise again at the final judg-
ment with their bodies, 4527(2); dis-
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course was held with those who were in

the act of interment, 4622(4); most per-

sons do not believe in a life after death, the

reason why, 4622; in the other life all

the things of the life of every one are laid

open, 4633; the spirit of man is in the

whole body, and in every part thereof,

4659; the thought of Aristotle concern-

ing the spirit of man, that it was to live

after death, but he could not think dis-

tinctly about it, 4658(6); when evil spirits

come to the first societies of heaven, they

are almost suffocated, 4674(3); the soul

is formed by those things which are con-

firmed by doctrine and life, 4747(2);
the influx and intercourse of soul and
body, 6053-58; see Influx, Spirit, Man,
Providence; nothing can be known of

this when the nature of the soul is not

known, 6053; in the learned world the

soul is an unknown tiling, not so with the

simple, 6053; the soul is the man himself,

who lives after death, 6054; it is better

to speak of the spirit or interior man
instead of soul, 6054; the intercourse of

the soul with the body cannot be known,
unless it be known what the internal

and external man is, and that the former
is in the light of heaven, the latter in the

light of the world, and several tilings be-

sides, 6055; the influx of soul and body,
6180-6215, 6307-6327, 6466-6495, 6598-
6626; in the Word, soul is attributed to

animals; but it is properly attributed to

man, and to him in various senses; that

it is the whole man, because life in gen-
eral, as well intellectual life as voluntary
life, 7021; the soul is the spirit which
lives after death, 7021(2); the soul being
filled sig. what is delightful, 8293; soul

is the life of faith, and heart the life of

love, 0050(4); soul sig. the desire and life,

9269; to respire sig. the life of faith, also

soul sig. spirit in the original tongue, is so

called from wind, 9281(2); the ancients

knew what soul and spirit are, from a just

idea of tilings successive, 10099(3); soul

or spirit is the esse of the life of man, and
body is the existere of life thence de-
rived, 10823; the soul is from the father,

the body from the mother, 6716(2), 10052
(2)-3; see also 1815, 2005, 10125(2).
Sound called a voice, as of musical

instruments, thunder, sig. Divine truths,

9926(8).
South or Mid-day sig. what is good

and true, a state of light as to the in-

teriors, 1458; celestial light, 1548; what
is signified by north, south, east, and
west, 1605; the land of the south. Divine
light, 3195; east and west, states of good,
south and north states of truth, 3708;
south sig. those who are in knowledges,
3708(11); noon sig. a state of light, 5672;
in heaven there are morning, mid-day,
evening, and twilight, but spiritual, their

signification, 5962(2); south and south-

ward sig. truth in light, north, truth in

shade, 9642, 9742; the south or noon is

where the Divine truth is in its light,

9684; the candlestick was toward the
south because it represents the light of

truth from the Lord as a moon, 96*4(2),
references, 9684(4).
Sow, To. See Seed. Sowing sig. Di-

vine truth, 3404; also teaching and learn-
ing the truths and goods of faith, 9272(3).

Space. See Place. Spates sig. states

as to being, times sig. states as to existing,

2625.
Speak, Speech. Spirits speak amongst

themselves acutely, 322. See To Say.
Jehovah spake sig. perception, 371; the
speech of the Most Ancient Church was
not by expressions of sound, but by the
face and lips, 607(2); speech afterwards
succeeded by external respiration, 607(3),
608; speech of Lord with man by inspiring

good and truth through angels, 904; the
speech of those who were of the Most
Ancient Church was tacit, they moved
the lips, 1 1 18; the speech of expressions
of sound at length succeeded with external
respiration, 1120; the speech of spirits

and of angels, 1634-50; it is heard dis-

tinctly, and flows in through the interior

organs, 1635; the speech of spirits with
me was from various places and distances,

1640; it is with difficulty believed that any
one speaks with spirits, 1634, 1636; spirits,

even infants, speak in man's mother
tongue, and in the languages which man
is acquainted with, 1637; the speech of
spirits is of the ideas of thought, it is dis-

creet; it is the universal of all languages,
wherefore they can converse among them-
selves with all after death, 1637(2), 1757,
1876; the speech of spirits falls into suit-

able expressions, distinctly, as the thought
of man falls into expressions, 1638; spirits

speak from the interior memory, 1639;
the superior excellence of the speech of
spirits, 1641; the speech of spirits with
each other is more copious than that of
man, because by ideas of thought, 1639;
the difference of the speech of spirits, of

angelic spirits, and of angels, they are
more universal according to degrees,

1642; speech of angelic spirits, 1643; of

angels is ineffable; instead of ideas they
have ends and uses, 1645; speech of the
cel. angels is distinct from the speech of
the spir. angels, it is more ineffable and
inexpressible, 1647; the speech of angels
in the world of spirits appears also like

flaming light, 1646; the speech of spirits

is as it were in rhythm, because in so-

ciety, 1648-0; the speech of cel. spirits

does not easily fall into articulate sounds,
1759; middle spirits between cel. and spir.

especially the spiritual, speak, 1759; the
quality of a spirit may be known from his
speech, 1640; there are diversities of t'-e

speech of spirits, as of men, 1758; the
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speech of evil genii is outwardly fluent,

inwardly grating, 1760; the speech of
spirits interiorly evil is foolish and filthy,

1644; influx of speech as it were linear,

1761; spirits speaking by changes in-

duced in the face, 1762; extraordinary
kinds of speech, undulating, quadruplicate
like the threshing of corn, rough, thunder-
ing as of several together, 1763; speech by
representatives, 1764; magical speech of

sirens, they can speak in several places

at the same time, 831(2); since the
speech of spirits is the universal of all

languages, they are not able to utter any
human expression, nor any human name,
1876; see Idea; the speech of the cel.

angels is most copious, because from the
affections of the Word they form to them-
selves ideas as lights, 2157; men from the
exterior memory are in languages of ex-

pressions, spirits from the interior mem-
ory are in the universal language, 2472,
2476; see Memory. Since the speech of

spirits is universal, they do not perceive

the Word according to the letter, 2333(2);
to speak sig. think, 2271, 2287, 2619; see

To Say. Speech from the exterior mem-
ory is effected by expressions from the
interior by ideas, 2470, 2478-0; men
immediately after death come into the per-
ception of representatives, and can ex-
press more in a moment than in several

hours in the body, the reason, 3226; the
speech of spirits, and of angels of the first

heaven, is effected by quick representa-

tions together with ideas, 3342, 3345; the
same thing is in man, but he is ignorant
of it, 3342; the speech of the angels of the

second heaven is effected also by repre-

sentatives, but it is inexpressible and in-

credible, 3343, 3345; spir. tilings are ex-

pressed by variations of light, cel. tilings

by variations of heat, thus of the affec-

tions, 3343; man has that speech in-

wardly in himself, 3343; the speech of the
angels of the third heaven is also by rep-
resentatives, but it is ineffable, 3344-5;
this also is inwardly in man, 3344; all

kinds of speech live by the Lord's life,

but with a difference according to de-
grees, and so far as they are speech, 3344;
all those modes of speech are one because
one forms another, and one is in another,

3345; the thoughts and speech of angels
are as the exteriors of bodies to the in-

teriors of forms, 3347; in speech there are
several things winch are from the per-

ception of the spirit, as that the sight of

internal things and light is of the under-
standing, 3603; a society of those who are
dissimilar, or who dissimilarly act and
speak, but similarly will and think, it cor-

responds to the isthmus of the brain,

their quality, 4051, 5180; angelic speech
appertains to man, although he is igno-
rant of it, 4104. It has been granted me
by the Divia. mercy of the Lord to speak

with spirits and angels for several years,

3346; not speaking to any one from good
to evil, sig. speaking good and thinking
evil, 4126; there is an internal sense of
the Word, a historical sense which is

inferior and corresponds, 4373; very
many things, which are in the light of
heaven, do not fall into human ideas and
expressions, 4609; the speech of spirits is

heard as sonorously as that of men, 4652
(2); spirits speak with man, within him,
4652(2); spirits from another orb, who
spake by changes of the face about the hps,
and also about the eyes, 4799; in universal
speech, such as is that of the angels, per-
son is not regarded, but thing, 52*5, 5287;
angelic speech is abstracted from persons,
why, 6040; the quality of a spirit can be
discovered from the sound of the speech
alone, and from one expression, 6616;
examples, 6623; slow of speech sig. the
voice and speech of the Divine not heard,
only mediately through spirits, 6085;
I will teach thee what thou shalt speak
sig. the Divine proceeding from the Di-
vine Human, 6093; thought is passive and
also active, and that this latter is speak-
ing, similar to the speech of spirits, be-
cause without expressions of human
language, 6987; thought from percep-
tion is internal speech, 8128; angelic
speech is not intelligible to spirits, as the
speech of spirits is not intelligible to men,
6987; it is abstracted from persons, 700^;
it is ineffable, not falling into human ex-
pressions, 7089; the greatest part of the
truths of faith and of the goods of charity,

cannot be expressed by natural expres-
sions, 7 131; angelic speech is continuous,
because innumerable things are con-
nected together, not so in human dis-

course, 7 191; angelic discourse rep. the
form of heaven, being harmonious, and
terminating in unity, 7 191; the speech
of the inhabitants of Mars, is by an in-

ternal way through the eustachian tube,

735o; their speech is more perfect than
ours; tlie face and eyes manifest the affec-

tion and thought, 7360; the speech of

those who were of the Most Ancient
Church was similar, 7361; man cannot
understand angelic speech, 7381(4); the
speech of the inhabitants of Jupiter by
the face. 8247-8. See Jupiter. Speech
by the face, its quality shown, 8248; the
most ancient people had speech by the
face; its excellence above speech by ex-
pressions of sound, several things, 8249;
speech by expressions of sound succeeded;
faces then were changed, the interiors

contracted, and the exteriors prepared
for simulation, 8250; in the other hie all

are reduced to speak as they think, 8250;
angelic thought and speech is abstracted
from the ideas of person; they are in the
idea of things, 8343; the speech of the
spiritual and the speech of the celestial.
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their quality, 8733; the quality of the
speech of spirits, 8734; truth Divine is

altogether in another form in the heavens
than in the earths; in the heavens it is in
diverse forms, 8020(2); references on the
differences of thougnt and speech in the
heavens and on earth, 8920(3); in human
speech there are very man)' expressions de-
rived from correspondences out of the
spir. world, 8990(4); speech through the

eustachian tube, also by the lips, face, and
eyes, amongst the inhabitants of a cer-

tain earth in the universe, is described,

10587; speech by the face and lips closing

in what is sonorous, modified by ideas,

amongst the inhabitants of a certain earth
in the universe, 10708; see Universe.
Cogitative speech, for what use, how
effected, 10709. See also Universe.

Jehovah spake sig. enlightenment by
the Lord through the Word, 10215, 10354
-5; to speak sig. communication, instruc-

tion, informing, 10697-10707. See Say.
To speak sig. to think, to will, to inflow,

1951, to perceive, 3037, 3792, to persuade,

4478, of Jehovah sig. Divine truth, 8782,
information, 9.157, influx, 9522, instruc-
tion, 10280, references, 1041S, foresight

and providence, 10444, to reveal, 10699;
the end is the first of speech, thought the
second, speech of words the third, 9407.
Speckled and spotted sheep which

were of the flock of Jacob, sig. all the

good and truth with which the evil meant
by speckled, and the falsity meant by
spotted, is mingled, 3993, 3995, 4005;
speckled sig. good sprinkled and mixed
with evils; and variegated, truth sprinkled
and mixed with evils, 4005.

Spelt sig. truth of the interior natural,

7601(2), 7605, 10669(4); mentioned,

3332(3), 304i(5)-
Spew Out, 31 16.

Sphere. See Perception, Commtjni-
cation. Odor, Idea. Spirits are per-

ceived as to their quality from their

spheres, 1048, 1053, 1316, 1504; in what
manner these spheres are procured, ex-
ample, 1505; the sphere of self-love, an
example, 1506; of authority of those who
were born in dignity, they are diverse,

1507-8; they are tempered with goodness
with Uie good, 1508; of flatterers trouble-

some, inducing torpor, 1509; of principles

and persuasions of what is false, they ex-

cite confirmations. 1510-11. See Prin-
ciple. The sphere of the lukewarm,
1513; of hatred is poisonous, 1512;
spheres do not always exist sensibly, 1520;
sensible spieres manifested by odors,

1514-19. See Odor. Evil spirits dare
not assault the regenerate, because in-

stantly from their sphere there is a reply
and resistancr 1695U); spheres of fan-
tasies are as mists, 15 12; the spheres of

spirits are from the activity of things in

their interior memory, 2489; quality of

spheres of the evil, 2401(3); spir. spheres
encompass every one, a disagreeable
sphere those who are in mere external

things, and a grateful one those who are
in things internal, also in good, 4464(2);
the sphere is the life according to end,
or affections of love, 4464(3); references,

4626; spir. spheres encompass man, illus-

trated by those who ascribe all things to

fortune, 5179; a spiritual sphere is an
exhalation flowing forth from the life of

loves; consociations and dissociations in

the other life are according to spheres,

6206; a sphere of faith and of life en-

compasses every spirit, more so a society,

7454(2); spheres of extension to societies,

6598-6613; the sphere of the extension of

truth is according to the quality and quan-
tity of good, and according to the sphere
of extension in heaven, every one has in-

telligence, and wisdom, and happiness,

8063; societies are conjoined according
to spheres, references. 8630; the nature
of the perception of the spirits of Jupiter

8631; everyone has extension into spheres
of angelic societies according to the qual-

ity and quantity of good, and also vice

versa, into the spheres of infernal so-

cieties according to the quality and quan-
tity of evil, 8794, 8797(2); it is not allow-

able for those in an inferior heaven to

ascend, for this occasions pain and blind-

ness, 8797(2); a sphere of Divine good
from the Lord encompasses heaven and
the societies there, and thus protects,

9400-2, 949S-9; a Divine sphere en-
compasses heaven, and also hell, but with
this difference, that in hell it is a sphere
of Divine truth separate from Divine
good in externals, but not in internals,

0534(2), 10188(4); what conception is to

be formed of the quality of the sphere of

Divine truth, 9498; taere are spheres from
angels and angeiic societies; by them is

effected conjunction, 9606; spheres, ref-

erences, 9606; the sphere of good and
truth, which is from the Lord, conjoins,

but that which is from the proprium of

angels disjoins, thus the Lord alone con-
joins, 9606; in heaven there is conjunction
according to spheres of life. 9607; spheres
in general, references, 10188(4); the Di-
vine sphere of good from the Lord and its

extension through heaven into the hells,

and concerning its various reception ac-

cording to the quality of the subject,

10188(2); the internals cannot enter

heaven on account of the contrariety of

spheres, 10187; spirits are consociated
and dissociated according to spheres
of affections and thoughts thence de-

rived; if otherwise, there is collision

and anxiety, 103 12; the will or love con-
stitutes the whole man in the other life,

and the sphere of life flows forth thence
as an exhalation, 10130(2); wonderful
things relating to this sphere, 10130(3);
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the sphere of good and of truth from the

Lord as a Sun described, ioioo.
Spices. See Aromatics. Incense of

spices sig. things grateful, on account of

their order, 10199, 10125; the spices of

which the incense was composed belong
to the spir. class, those of which the oil

of anointing was composed belong to the

cel. class, 19254(3); fragrant spices sig.

perceptions and affections for truth and
good, 10291, 10205; incense of spices sig.

worship from truths, 10350.
Spider and its web, 5084.
Spies sig. those who learn the truths of

the church only to secure gain, 5432.
Spirit. See also Angel, Soul, Genii.

The spirit of God is mercy, 19. With
every man there are attendant spirits and
angels, by whom he is ruled of the Lord,

50, 697; I have discoursed with spirits

and angels, man was so created as to be
capable of discoursing with them, s, 67-
69, 18S0; therefore heaven and earth are
conjoined, 1880(4); they who come into

another life know no otherwise than that

they live in the body, 320, 447; those who
reason about spiritual things from things
sensual, scientific, and philosophical, 196;
few believe in the existence of spirits, still

less that any one can discourse with them,

448, 1594(2); few believe in a life after

death, 946, 1594(2); the opinions of some
concerning spirits, 443-8, as spectres,

443; some as mere thought, 444-5;
some have denied that a spirit is in place,

446; spirits have sight, hearing, smelling,

touch, more exquisite than when in the

body, also lusts, affections, thoughts, and
all faculties more excellent; they dis-

course one with another, 321-2; spirits

and angels have every sense except taste,

1880-1. See Sense. Spirits are indig-

nant when they are told that they do not
enjoy the senses, 1630, 1881; the state

of spirits is more perfect than that of men,
1389; spirits see nothing in the solar

world except through man, 1880(2); they
saw through my eyes, 1880(3); the life

of evil spirits is the life of the lusts of self-

love and love of the world, 1742(2); evil

spirits arc deprived of all power with the
regenerate, and from their sphere per-

ceive instantly a reply and resistance. 086,

1695(2), 1740(3); amendment of evil

spirits that they may serve some low use,

986(3); the evil spirits who are with man
are pardoned for doing evil when they are
serving any use; they are not permitted
to speak falsity, 986(3); they are not
allowed to speak what is false except
from evil, which is their life, 1695; the

speech of spirits and angels 1634-50,
1757-64. See Speech and Tongue.
Infernal spirits cannot excite anything
of evil and falsity with infants and
the simple in heart, 1667(3); the Lord
had no power from evil spirits, but all

from Himself, because from good, 1749
(2); temptations exist from evil spirits,

741, 751, 761; evil spirits and genii as-
sault man's loves, thus fight against his
very life, 1820(2); all spirits and angels
have been men, 1880; the organic forms
of spirits may not be where they appear,
1378; what it is to be withdrawn from the
body, or not to know whether one is in the
body or out of the body, in that state the
spirit of man has an exquisite sense, 1883;
what it is to be conveyed by the spirit into
another place, 1884; spirits and angels
are organized substances, 1533; spirits

and angels perceive the interior things
of the thoughts of man, 1931; all changes
of state, both as to things of the will and
things of the understanding, are ruled of
the Ixird by spirits and angels, 2796;
spirits and angels are attendant on every
man; by them there is communication,
2886-7; spirits and angels appear as men,
3633; spirits are real substances and
forms, and are endowed with a purified

body, 3726(4); the Divine spiritual is

called the spirit of truth spoken of in

John, 3969(17); there are spirits and
angels by whom communication is effect-

ed, 4047-8; man is in the midst of spirits

and angels of a quality agreeable to his

own, 4067(2), 4073(2), 4077(2); they who
are in evil invite societies to themselves,
but to those who are in good, societies are
adjoined by the Lord, 4073(2); from
societies, as from causes, the attendant
angels discern the quality of the man,
4073(2); the Lord had societies of spirits

and angels attendant upon Him, but He
took nothing from them, but by them
from the Divine, 4075; spirits are ex-

ceedingly indignant when they are com-
pelled to recede, 4077(2); there are medi-
ate societies which serve for mediums and
communications, 4088; in what manner
societies of a twofold sort are separated
from those who are regenerating, it is

done in freedom, 4iio(2)-ii(2V, the
changes of their state, 4iio(2)-n(2);
they are conjoined as to affections, and at

length where their ruling affection is,

4111(2); in the other life there is a com-
munication of affections, so that spirits

know no otherwise than that the affections

are theirs; the same is the case with
spirits when they come to man, 4186(2);
on crafty spirits who are in the end of

ruling and who pervert the good, 4227(2);
they correspond to the corruptions of the
animal spirit which they flow into, they
are like poisons which induce cold and
torpor on the nerves, and produce fatal

diseases, 4227(3); from the situation and
application of spirits to myself, I was en-
abled to know of what quality they were,

4403; it is the spirit which is sensible in

the oody, 4622(3); a spirit enjoys much
more exquisite senses than man in the
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body, the reason, 4622(3); the things
which were seen in the other life were seen
with the eyes of my spirit, not of the body,

4622(5); the spirit is in every p:irt of the

body, it is its purer substance, 4650;
Divine truth from the Lord is the Com-
forter and Spirit of Truth, 4673; to pour
out the spirit sig. to instruct concerning
truths; to prophecy sig. to teach and
preach those truths, so likewise to dream
creams, 4682(2); unclean spirits sig.

uncleanness of life appertaining to man,
they dwell in the uncleanness of his life,

4744(3); evil spirits and genii, their qual-

ity, where they appear, 5033; with the

ancients, by spirit was meant the interior

man who was to live alter the death of the

body, but at this day is meant only the

thinking faculty as mere thought or some-
thing ethereal, 5222; the spirit of God is

truth in which is good; it proceeds from
the Lord, 5307; the spiritual in the uni-

versal sense is the affection of good and
truth for the sake of good and truth, not
for the sake of self, 5639(2); concerning
angels and spirits attendant on man, 5S46-
66, 5976-93, see Man. Concerning the

world of spirits, 5852. See World. Con-
cerning emissary spirits, who are called

subjects, 5856. See Subjects. There
are two spirits from hell attendant on man,
the reason, because there are spirits and
there are genii; the difference between
spirits and genii, what it is, 5977, 10219
(2); man does not believe that two spirits

from hell are attendant upon him, yet

it is according to the doctrine of the

church that spirits from hell and angels
from heaven are attendant on man, 5979
(2); the defiled and filthy things of in-

fernal spirits are turned into mild things

with the angels, 5981, see Subjects;
there are spirits who appear grossly cor-

poreal; they are such as have persuaded
themselves contrary to the Divine, and
have thus closed the interiors, 5991, 6318;
that man may live, it is altogether neces-

sary that angels from heaven and spirits

from hell be adjoined to liim, 5993; the

soul is the man himself who lives after

death; it is better to call it the spirit, or

interior man, than the soul, 6054(2); a
spirit in the other life appears as a man
in all things belonging to a man, 6054(3);
'the spirits attendant upon man perceive

as the man thinks, and not as he is affected

by the bodily senses, 6310(2); the Holv
Spirit is the Divine proceeding, or the
holy which proceeds from the Lord. 6788;
holy is predicated of the truth which pro-
ceeds from the Lord; the Holy Spirit is

holy truth, 6788; the Divine truth pro-
ceeding from the Lord cannot he heard
nor perceived until it has passed heaven,
and then what is holy is perceived, 6082;
the Holy Spirit is the Divine truth which
proceeds from the Lord; it is not any

spirit from eternity, 6993; the Divine
truth, which is mediately uttered; the
Lord also flows into it immediately, 7004
(2); concerning the Holy Spirit. See
Holy. Spirits discoursed with men in

ancient times, 7802; the sin against the
Holy Spirit, why it cannot be remitted,
it is hypocrisy or deceit, 9013(6), 9014;
the Comforter or Spirit of Truth, is the
Divine truth from the Lord, 9199(4);
the Divine proceeding from the Lord is

the Holy Spirit, references, 9229; respira-
tion, soul, spirit, or breath sig. the life of

faith, 9281(3); to speak with spirits is

hurtful, unless man be in genuine faith,

and be led of the Lord, 9438; a man in

open communication with spirits may,
when permitted, speak with the inhabi-

tants of other earths, if they are in com-
munication with spirits, 943S; how this is

effected, 9440; to be led to earths in the
universe is to be led as to the spirit, and
is effected by variations of the state of the
interiors by the Lord, 9579-80; the cor-

poreal sensual cannot comprehend this,

but it may be comprehended by the sen-
sual of the spirit removed from the body,
9581; spirit, when it relates to man, sig.

the understanding of truth and the life

thence derived; the Spirit of God and the
Holy Spirit is the Divine truth pro-

ceeding from the Lord, 9818(2, 3); spirits

appear about their own earth, because
they are of a similar genius with the in-

habitants, and may be present with them,

9968; man, angel, spirit, is as his love,

10153(3), 10177(4); spirit sig. life from
the Lord, and flesh life from man, 10283
(13); man and spirit is nothing but his

own truth and his own good, 10298(2);
to fill with the spirit of God sig. influx

and enlightenment from Divine truth,

10330; thought cel., spir., and natural,

what and of what quality, 10604(2); see
Idea. In a certain earth in the universe
spirits appear in a human form, and how
this is effected, as it was done of old in our
earth, 10751-2, 10768; the spirit of man
in the other life appears in all respects as
a man; why this is not known on our
earth, 10758; man after death is in a hu-
man form and body but not material,

5078; spirit of wisdom sig. Divine truth,

with the celestial, 9818; the ancients had
the idea of the spirit in the human form
which lived after death, this idea was
afterward lost by reason of the want of a
just idea of successives. 10009(3, 4. 5); the
spirit of Jehovah is the Divine truth in

heaven. 10106(2); there are many spirits

who seduce bv pretending to be sincere,

upright, and pious, but their interiors are
revealed, and they sink down into hell,

10284(5).
Spiritual. See Understanding. Ce-

lestial, Worship, Internal, Exter-
nal, Natural, Heaven, and Church,
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where the subject treated of is concern-
ing the spir. kingdom, and concerning
the angels there; the dominion of the
spir. man proceeds from what is external
to what is internal, 25. Spir. things relate

to faith, cel. to love to the Lord and the
neighbor, spir. relate to the understand-
ing, cel. to the will, 61; the quality of the
spir. man, the cel. and the dead man, 81;
the spir. man, whilst he is becoming cel.

is the sixth day, the evening of the sab-
bath, 86. What the celestial is and the
spiritual, 202-3, "55i 1577(2); the celes-

tial, the spiritual, and the natural succeed
each other, 775, 880(2), 1096(3.) 1702(2),
1707(3), 1732; there is a correspondence
between the Lord and man as to things
celestial, 1831; but not as to things spiri-

tual, 1S32; the spiritual is intellectual

truth, which meets knowledges and effects

the birth of the rational, 190 1; the celes-

tial and the spiritual, 2048(2), 2184(4);
cel. good and spir. good, 2227; cel. truth
and spir. truth, the former flows in from
the Lord with the cel. man, the latter

with the spir., 2069(3); the celestial is of
love or good the spiritual is of faith or
truth, 2507; what the spiritual of faith is,

2504(2); celestial and spiritual, their

quality, references, 2088(2), 2669(2),
2708; the spiritual are respectively in

obscurity, 1043, 2708; the obscurity with
the spiritual is illuminated from the
Divine Human of the Lord, 2716; the
celestial from the good and truth in which
they are, can view indefinite things, as
in the day, but the spiritual cannot come
to the first boundary of their light, be-
cause they dispute whether a tiling be so,

examples, 2718; the regeneration of the
spiritual. See Regeneration. The
Lord came into the world that He might
save the spiritual, 2661(2), 2716; the
spiritual are held entangled in the natural
and in outward knowledge as to the truths

of faith, the reason, 2831; the spiritual

are saved by virtue of the Divine Human
of the Lord, and are adopted, 2833-4; the
spiritual are compared to stars, because
in obscurity in respect to the celestial,

2849; the spiritual are within the church;
they who are without do not become truly

spiritual until they are instructed in the
truths of faith, 2861; the spiritual are in

obscurity as to good and truth, 2935(2),
2937; how introduced by truth into good,
2954; the cel. and spir. church, their dif-

ferences described, 2660; the spir. church
rep. by Ishmael, 2668-2718; these are
saved by the Divine Human, 2848; also
those out of the church, 2853(2), 2861;
and those out of the church who are in
idolatrous worship, 2868-0; spiritual

things exhibited in natural in correspond-
ences and representations. 2087-3002. See
Representations. The spir. man is

wise from the light of heaven, the natural

from the lfght of the world, 3167; the
celestial is of good which flows in fiom
the Lord, but the spiritual is the truth

thence derived, 3166(2); by the fall was
effected a separation between the spiri-

tual and the natural, and then the
natural began to lift up itself above the
spiritual; wherefore regeneration is neces-
sary, 3167(2); who are celestial, and who
spiritual, references, 3235(3); what spir.

good is, and what spir. truth adjoined to

it. 3236(2); both the cel. church and the

spir. have good and truth, with a differ-

ence, 3240; the spiritual disagree about
what is most essential, namely, about the
Divine Human of the Lord; how much
more about other things, 3241(3); the
celestial say, that a thing is so, but the
spiritual reason whether it be so, 3246(2):
the celestial are from the marriage of
good and truth, the spiritual from a cov-

enant not so marriage like, 3246(2); the
sons of the concubine sig. the spiritual,

3246; the spiritual and the rational are
almost the same, 3264(2); with a spir.

man in the beginning truth has the do-
minion, 3330; sec Truth. The spir. in

the genuine sense is the light of truth

from the Lord flowing in into the rational

and natural; the celestial is all the flame
of good from the Lord, 3374; they are in

obscurity neither do they see the first

threshold of wisdom, who reason whether
a thing be, and whether it be so, 3833(2);
the subjects of the spiritual sense oeing
little known can with difficulty be illus-

trated, because natural truths w hich corre-

spond must first be received, 3596; there

are two kingdoms, the cel. and the spir.;

the cel. appertains to the province of the
heart, the spir. to that of the lungs, 3887
(2); the natural man is opposite to the

spiritual, 3913(3), 3928; temptation is a
combat between the natural and the spir.

man when they disagree, 3928; the spiri-

tual were saved by the coming of the Lord
into the world, 3969(10); they were con-
joined with the celestial, because the Lord
through the cel. kingdom flows in into the

spir. mediately and immediately, 3969
(17); of those who have only a natural

idea respecting things spiritual, and do not
acknowledge them, and those who have
a sensual idea, 4046; there is a cel. king-
dom and a spir. kingdom, 4138; what is

meant by the celestial-spiritual, that they
are celestial from mutual love, and spiri-

tual from intelligence thence, 4286(3);
the celestial-spiritual are they who par-
take of the rational, who are Joseph; and
who partake of the natural, who are

Israel, 4286(3); the spir. man is the in-

terior natural man, the cel. man is the

interior rational, 4402(2); light from the

Lord with him falls into the truths of

faith, and there is only a general enlight-

enment thence, 4402(2); the spiritual
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viewed in itself, is the Divine light itself

which is from the Lord, also it is the in-

telligence of truth and wisdom therefrom,
4402(3): the Most Ancient Church, the
Ancient, and the Christian, as to internal

things agree, because they are one, 4480
(2); the Lord flowed in with the man of

the Most Ancient Church by an internal

or prior way, but with the man of the
Ancient and Christian Churches by an ex-

ternal or posterior way, 4480(3), 4403
(2) ; the man of the Most Ancient
Church was of another and diverse

genius and disposition than the man
of the Ancient Church, 4493(2); the

celestial is that which is of good, and
tlie sp ritual that which is of truth, those

terms ought to be used, 4585(4); the

spiritual of the celestial is intermediate
between the external or natural man, and
the internal or rational, 4585(5), 4592,

4594; the Lord alone was born a spiri-

tual-celestial man, why, 4592(3), 4594(2).
Joseph rep. the celestial of the spiritual,

Benjamin, also Bethlehem, the spiritual

of tue celestial, 4592; see under those

names. The Divine spiritual is the Divine
truth which is from the Lord, 4669, 4675;
when it shines in the rations! it is called

the spiritual of the rational, when it shines

thence in the natural it is called the spiri-

tual of the natural, 4675; the difference be-

tween the celestial ani the spiritual, 47SS
(3) . Cel. things are the head, spir. things

the body, and natural things the feet, they
succeed and flow in, 4938-9; spiritual

and celestial is predicated both of the

natural and of the rational, 4980(21; the
spiritual in the natural, 498S, 4992; they
who are merely natural nauseite those

things which are of heaven, and are sad
at the mere mention of spiritual truth, and
truth not spiritual, 5006(2); what is

spiritual is prior, interior, and superior,

and nearer to the Divine, the natural is

posterior, 5013; what is spiritual and
what is natural agree in ultimate truth,

nevertheless there is not conjunction but
affinity, and they are separated, 5008,

5028; those who are in natural good not
spiritual, their lot in the other life, in

respect to those who are in spiritual good.

5032; the regeneration of the man of the

cel. church as to things of the will, and
of the man of the spir. church as to things

of the understanding, 5 113; what is celes-

tial and what is spiritual is both in the

rational and in the natural, 5150; spir.

things are in outward knowledges when
they have faith and charity, 5037; the
spiritual is an affection of good and
truth for the sake of good and truth,

also of what is just and right for the

sake of those things, 5630(2); why the

Christian world is ignorant of this,

5630(3); the cel. and spir. kingdoms are

conjoined by charity towards the neigh-

bor, 5922(2); see Charity. The cel.

kingdom is the inmost or third heaven,
the spir. kingdom is the middle or second
heaven, 5922(2); spir. truths, their qual-

ity. 5951; the spiritual are relatively in

obscure perception, 6256; see Truth.
The spiritual is in the light of heaven,
the natural in the light of the world; the

former is the internal of the church, but
the latter the external, 5965(2); the spiri-

tual increase more than the celestial, be-

cause the voluntary is destroyed, 6296(2);
the spiritual are in obscurity respectively,

62S9; tiie sp,ritual are kept in order by
the celestial, by virtue of influx from the

Lord through them mediately, and like-

wise immediately, 6366; before the com-
ing of the Lord tile spiritual kingdom
was not distinct from the celestial kingdom
but was its external, 6372. The obscurity

of those in the spir. church, they are saved
by the Lord's Advent, 6427; distinction

between the cel. kingdom and the spir.

kingdom; the external of the cel. kingdom
is mutual love, and the internal of the
spir. kingdom is charity towards the

neighbor, they are conjoined by a me-
dium, 6435; the spir. kingdom of the Lcrd
consists of those who are in truths not
pure, the doctrines of the church are to

them truths, hence their good must needs
be impure, but is continually purified by
the Lord, 6427(2); the spir. church is

continually assaulted by the hells, the
Lord continually protects it, 6419(2);
there must be influx from the internal

into the good of the spir. church, other-

wise its good is not good, 6499(2); the
spiritual cannot be elevated to the first

degree of the good of the cel. church, the
reasons, 6500; the man of the spir. church
is infested in the other life by outer knowl-
edges and falsities, and is thereby purified

so as to be capable of being elevated into

heaven, 6639; the man of the spir. church
is first led by truths into good, and next
by good into truths, 6647, 6648, and so to

eternity, 6648; the spiritual in its first

origin is the Divine truth proceeding from
the Lord's Divine Human, 6685; the
spiritual, before the coming of the Lord,
were detained in the lower earth in

places which are called pits; by His com-
ing they were saved and elevated into
heaven, 6854(2); they are the bound in

a pit, 6854(4); the spiritual have natural
ideas concerning everything celestial and
spiritual, and likewise concerning what
is Divine, 7001; the spiritual, before the
Lord's coming, were detained in the
lower earth, 7090, 7686, 8099; the spiri-

tual are saved only by the coming of the
Lord, 7828, 7032(4), 8261; spiritual life

is acquired only by truths, by knowing,
acknowledging, and believing them, when
they are conjoined with good man is re-

generated, 8772(2); what is spiritual is
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held in disdain, R783; spir. things are not
to be apprehended scientifically, 8783;
how the case is with the celestial and the

spiritual, 8827, 9277; references on the
difference between the celestial and spiri-

tual, 9277; the spiritual is truth from
good, 9550; Divine truth from the Lord
is spiritual, 9569; the celestial-spiritual

and the spiritual-celestial are Joseph and
Benjamin, 9671(2); the celestial and the

spiritual differ, 9818; the spiritual is the
same thing with the good of the spir.

kingdom, 9915; the spiritual which is

from the celestial, 9942; the spiritual

natural, what, 9992; what things are

called celestial and what spiritual, 10604;
with the spiritual all the voluntary has
been destroyed but the intellectual pre-

served, 10296. See Joseph, Benjamin,
Ephraim, Israel.

Spittle. The Lord made clay of the

spittle, etc., sig. reformation is made
through good of faith which is day, 6669
(6), 9051(3)-
Spleen. Those in the province of the

spleen, 5184; the inhabitants of an earth

who refer to the spleen, 9608.
Spod., Prey. To spoil sig. to destroy,

4503; to go up from the prey sig. deliver-

ance from hell, 6368; rapine, to seize upon,
plunder, spoil, are predicated of the Lord
in the Word, by which is sig. that from
the Lord by the celestial there is deliver-

ance from hell, 6441-3; to spoil, to take

away, 6g2o; also, to receive and take into

possession, 9340(10). See Thief. To
spoil the Egyptians sig. to take away
knowledges of truth from those in falsities,

1551(4), 6913-20, 7770-3, 7960-70; to

divide the spoil, sig. servitude, the spoil,

those who are subjugated, 8202.
Spontaneous. Whatever is from affec-

tion is spontaneous or free, 4031.
Spot, Spotted. Falsities likened to

spots, 865; truths and goods from evil

likened to the leopard and his spots, 3540;
speckled sig. evil, spotted sig. falsity,

3903. 3995, 4005.
Spread Abroad sig. to multiply, 4035-
Spring of water sig. truths of faith, and

enlightenment and pleasantness there-

from. 8368; knowledges of truth from
the Word, 8568(7). See Fountain.

Spring. Faith from love is like light

in spring, 34(2), 5482; the first period

of the church like spring, 1837; after

temptations a state of peace li'ce spring,

3696(2), 5725; all the seasons explained,

pan-
Sprinkle. To sprinkle the blood on

the people sig. flowing in and adaptation

of truth to man, 9399; on the altar, con-

junction with Divine good. 10047; at the

base of the altar, uniting Divine truth

with Divine good in the external man only,

10047(4), 10064, 10067.

Spukiols. Good and truth are spuri-

ous if not from the Lord, 112, 10266;
they are sig. by bramble, 9277(4); a
spurious conscience is that with Gentiles
formed from tneir religious observances,

1033; spurious tubercles of the pleura,
5188.
Square sig. what is just, 9717; four

square what is just and perfect, 9861,
10180.
Stack. A stack of com sig. truth and

good of faith received, 9145-6.
Stacte. See Myrrh. It sig. truth

from good, 4748, 5621; affection for sen-
sual truth, 10292.

Staff, Rod, sig. power, why, 4013,
4876, 4936, 7026; when concerning the
Lord it sig. His own power, 4013, 4015
(2); the staff of Moses, power, the Divine
omnipotence, 4876(3); a rod of iron, the
power of spir. truth in natural, 4879(9)!
magicians seem to themselves to hav*
staffs, 4036; hand sig. the power pro-
ceeding from the Divine rational of the
Lord, thus interior power; staff from His
Divine natural, thus exterior power, 6947;
staff, natural power, hands spir. power,
701 1; staff, power, from representatives

in the other life, concerning which, and
the magicians there, that they have staffs,

7026; staff sig. mediates when journeying
is spoken of, 7865; also strength, 9028;
rod natuml power, one's own power,

9034; handstaff, the power of truth from
good, references, 9141(4); staff, the
power of truth, references, 9942(12);
staff of reed, power from outward knowl-
edge, 1085", of bread, power and life from
good, of water, from truth, 1460(3), 2576
(11), 9028, 9323(2); rods of the tribes

of Levi blossomed, sig. love is the essen-
tial, 3858(11); the rod of Moses, sig.

Divine power, 4911(2); power of the
Lord's Divine Human, power of the Di-
vine natural, 6947-8, 701 1, 7026, 7292,

7309, 7316, 7572, 7678; Aaron's rod,

7295, 7299, 7322, 7382, 7417; of magi-
cians, 7297-9; the staves for the ark and
altar sig. power of truth from good, 9496,
9732-6.

Stand. To stand before anyone sig.

presence, 5336, 5638, 7530; it sig. ap-
pearance, 7436", thought, 2247; obedience,
8686; to stand afar off, remoteness from
internal things, 8918; at his tent door,

sig. not to enter, 10549; Jehovah stood
above it sig. the Lord in the highest. 3702;
to stand about Moses sig. obedience, 8690.
Standard. See Sign. Ensign or

standard sig. an assembling for war, also

protection by the Lord, 8624.
Stars. Stars sig. knowledges of faith,

32; wandering stars rep. falsities, 1128;

good spirits sometimes appear as stars,

1527; what is meant by the dust of the

earth, the dust of the sea, the stars of the
heavens, 1610; they sig. what is good and
true, also the opposites evil and falsity,
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and societies of angels and of evil spirits,

180S; stars sig. the knowledges of good
and truth, 2405(2); what is meant by the

sea, sun, moon, stars, nations, and king-
doms, where the Lord speaks of the con-
summation of the age, 2120, 4060(4), 6015
(8), 8006(3), 9642(6); knowledges of faith,

thus the spiritual, 2849; twelve stars, all

things of faith; because stars sig. knowl-
edges of good and truth, which are of

faith, 3272(2), 4697; the wise men from
the east, who came to Jesus when they
saw the star, were of the sons of the east;

who were of Syria, knew of His coming
by a star from prophecies known to them,

3762(5), 9293(3); stars correspond to the
societies of heaven, 5377(2); one of the

stars appears to the inhabitants of a cer-

tain earth in the universe as a sun and
flaming, 9697; the starry heaven sig. the

angelic heaven, 8153; shine as stars, to

be in intelligence and wisdom, 9263(5).
State. The states of regeneration,

in general are six, 6-13; all states of man
return in the other life, 561, 823; changes
of place in the other life are changes of

state, 1273-5, i37o; all states of evil and
of good remain after death, and return,

but in a different manner, 2116(2), 2256
(2) ; evils are separated from goods with
those who are elevated into heaven, and
goods from evils writh those who betake
themselves to hell, 2256(2); all changes
of state, both as to things of the will and
things of the understanding, are effected

by spirits and angels from the Lord, 2796;
the successive states from infancy to old

age, 3183, 10225; state and change of

state of the affections and thoughts, which
are instead of times and spaces, 4850;
thoughts are variations of state, 4850,
6326; a full state, is when good is such
that there is nothing lacking for the re-

ception of the influx of innocence, 7S39;
it is filled with good in the case of the good,
and with evil in the case of the evil, 7984
(3) ; the varieties of a state of good and
truth in the other life are as the variations

of heat and light in the world, 10200;
six days rep. six states of regeneration,

6-63, 2313, 8506, 8539(2), 9272, 9431-
10729; two states in general, a state of

good and one of truth, 4814, see Primo-
geniture. The Lord's states from birth,

and His progression in glorification, 1401,

1414, 1615, 2098. See Glorify. Succes-
sive states of the church, 2312-16; see

Church. Changes of state rep. by
genealogy of Adam, Noah, Abraham,
Isaac, Jacob, by miracles of Egypt, by
journeyings.

Statues. See Pillar, Altar, and
Stove. Statue of Nebuchadnezzar rep.

the successive states of the church, 1326

(2), 2162(3), 3021(8), 10030(3). Pillars

sig. a holv boundary, thus the ultimate

of order, consequently truth in the natural

man, 3727; they were erected for a sign,

for a witness, and for worship, 3727(2^;
in the opposite sense, they sig. worship
from falsity, 3727(7); pouring oil on the
head of a pillar sig. good is the source
of truth, 3728; to anoint a pillar sig. to
make truth good, 4090. A pillar, holy
truth, 4580; the origin of pillars was from
the most ancient times, and how they
were afterwards made for worship, on
which subjects, 4580; setting up a statue,

offering a libation upon it, pouring oil

upon it, rep. the progress of the glori-

fication of the Lord, and of the regenera-
tion of man, from truth to good, 4582;
an altar rep. the Lord as to Divine good,
pillar as to Divine truth, 9388-9; statues
sig. falsities of worship, 9321; pillars were
in use amongst the ancients rep. worship
from truths, and afterwards idolatrous
worship from falsities, 10643; reason,
because they were stones, and stones sig.

truths, 10643. Two statues seen at the
boundary of the universe in spir. world,
their signification, 8325(3).
Statute. Statutes are the externals of

the Word, commandments its internals,

3382(4), 8363; the appointed part sig.

what is disposed into order, 6149-50; to

set for a statute sig. what is concluded
from consent, 6164; to finish the task
sig. to do what is enjoined, 7138; a
statute forever sig. the order of heaven,
7884; the statute of the passover sig. the
laws of order for those who are liberated

from damnation and infestations, 7995;
to set a statute and judgment sig. the
truth of order revealed, 8357; a distinc-

tion is made between precepts which are
of life, judgments which are of the civil

state, and statutes which are of worship,
8972(2); statutes sig. external goods and
truths of the church, laws, the internal
goods and truths, 8706; a statute forever
sig. the law of Divine order, 10005.
Staves or Bars, see Staff sig. the

power which is of truth from good, 9496,
9498, 9500-9502. Staves refer to the
arms in man, a parallelism drawn between
the ark and the human body, 9496(2).

Steal. See Thief. The command,
thou shalt not steal, is a precept of charity,

1798(3), 2600(2), not connate law, 3175;
it sig. we should not ascribe to ourselves
what belongs to the Lord, 3670(2), 4002,
4295(2), 5135, 5747(2); Gen. xliv. de-
scribes spir. theft which is claiming for
one's self the good and truth which are
from the Lord, 5758. See explanation,

5728-5845, 5886(8), 8906, 9020; to steal

sig. to take away what is dear and holy,
spir. goods and truths, 4111, 5135, 9099,
9125-6, 9150; priests called thieves and
robbers who teach but do not lead to good
of life, 10794.
Stench (putere). See Odor. Stench

sig. aversion and abomination, which are
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of falsity and evil, 4516, 7161(2), 7319; the

hells have a great stench, 7161; they love

to live therein, because they correspond to

tiie evil which they have loved in the

world, 7161(4). See Excrement, 4631,

4628, 5711-27, 7161. See Hell. Vari-

ous stenches originating in various evils,

from correspondence with them, 1514,

1631, 1628-33.
Step. See Degkee. Step sig. eleva-

tion to interior things, 8945.
Steward. A steward or adminis-

trator of a house sig. the external church,

1795. Stewardship sig. tie externals of

the church and of worship such as rituals,

1 795-6.
Stiffnecked sig. not receiving influx

from heaven, 10429; where the Divine is

not received in the internal, 10526, 10628.

Stings of scorpion sig. cunning reason-

ings from falsities by which they persuade,

6952(2).
Stink, To (jcttcre) sig. to abhor, 4516.
Stomach. The stomach in the body,

and its operations correspond with the

castigation and purification of spirits

when they enter the other life, 5174-6;
they who are anxious about the future

appear in the region of the stomach, 5177;
they induce anxieties, whidi appear as

if they proceeded from the stomach, 5178-
9; the influx which is effected when the

spirits of any infernal society discourse

amongst themselves; when this flows in,

in a general way, melancholy and anxiety

are produced, when in the region of the

stomach, 6202; the covetous who in-

fused anxiety were in the upper part of the

stomach, 6202.
Stone. Precious stones sig. the truth

of faith, 114. See Diamond. Stones sig.

sensual truths, 425; truths and inferior

intellectual things, 643, 1208; bricks sig.

falsities which are fashioned for them-
selves, 1296; hewn stones and stones on
which iron has been used sig. what was
artificial and fictitious in worship, 129S

(a); stones sig. lower truths, truths of the

natural man, 3694, 4192; stone, truth,

3720; see Temple. A stone on the mouth
of a well sig. the Word thus closed, 3769.

3773. 3/89i 37o8; stone, truth, 6426(2);

Divine truth which appertains to the

Lord's spir. kingdom; the stone of Israel,

the Divine Human of the Lord, 8610, 6^26

(2); stone, truth in the ultimate of order,

8609; an altar of stone, a representative

of worship in general from truths, 8ojo.

See Altar. Hewn stones si?, those things

which are from man's own intelligence,

8941; the tool by which stones are cut,

sig. what is from man's own intelligence

8942; to stone sig. the punishment of

the destroyed truth and good of faith,

references. 0083; onyx stones, truths of

ftuth. which are from love. 9476; stones

of fillings, the goods of faith, or spiritual

goods, 9476; beryl, onyx, and jasper sig.

the spir. love of truth, or external good of
the spir. kingdom, 9872; the sapphire in

a general sense sig. the external of the
cel. kingdom onyx the external of the
=pir. kingdom, 9873(4). Concerning
precious stones. See Urim and Thummim.
Engraver in stone sig. die good of love,

or the voluntary appertaining to the re-

generate, 9846; the tables on which the
law was written were of stone, because
stone sig. truth in ultimates, and the sense
of the letter of the Word, in which is the
internal sense, references, 10376; stone
sig. the Lord as to Divine truth; to be
broken sig. dispersed, destroyed, rejected,

9163(3); the stone ont of the rock which
destroyed the image of Nebuchadnezzar
sig. the church perishes when falsity and
evil are confirmed from the literal sense
of the Word, 9406(7); a sapphire stone
sig. the quality of the literal sense of the
Word when the internal sense is apper-
ceived within it, 9407; the twelve precious
stones in the breastplate of judgment sig.

all the goods and truths of heaven in their

order, 9873; explained in order, 9863-75;
to cut stone for filling sig. to rep. all

things of faith serviceable to the good of
love, 10333.
Stoning was on account of falsity,

5156; it sig. punishment on account of the
violation of truth, 5156, 7456; stoning
was on account of falsity, hanging on
wood on account of evil, 5156; it sig.

extinguishing falsities, in the opposite
sense, truths, 7456; to stone, in the op-
posite sense, sig. to offer violence to Divine
truth, 8575; to be stoned sig. the punish-
ment of falsity and violated truth, 8799;
to stone sig. the punishment of the de-
stroyed truth ana good of faith, refer-

ences, 9083.
Stop up Wells sig. not to be willing

to know truths; to deny, and thus ob-
literate them, 3412, 3420. See Well.

Store. Food for a store sig. for every
use of the natural, 5299.

Store-Cities, sig. doctrines from fal-

sified truths, 6661-2.

Stories. Three stories of the ark sig.

outward knowledge, reason, and under-
standing, 6S7, 658.

Storm. Stormy wind sig. the desola-

tion of falsities, 730(2); a great tempest
sig. falsity ruling, 9023(2); whirlwind sig.

disturbance in the church, 9146(2); the

whirlwind and storm sig. the Word in

the sense of the letter, 9406(2).
Strangers were servants, 1007; they

rep. those with whom charity and faith

are rare. 1843; those who are without
the church, as the Gentiles, 2040. 2115;
strangers and sojourners sig. the first

state of the church when the Lord was
unknown, nnd still with them, 201C
strangers sig. one willing to be instructed.
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4056(2), 4058; gods of the stranger sig.

falsities, 4544; those out of the church
who do not acknowledge anything of

the truth and good of the church, 7006;

a strange land, where the church is not,

or where there is no genuine truth 8650;
one who is willing to be instructed in the

truth* and goods of faith, 0196, 0270;
the son of a stranger, sig. those who are

outside the church, 0281; stranger, one
who does not acknowledge the Lord, one
out of the church, 10112; those who do
not acknowledge the Lord, and who are

in evils and in Me falsities of evil, 10287;
strange fire, infernal love, 10287(13).
Straw sig. external knowledges of the

natural, proveuder, their goods, 31 14;

straw for tne camels, outward knowledges,

4156; chaff or straw, lowest or most gen-
eral knowledges, 7112, 7128, 7131. 7U4-
Street sig. trutn, the truth of doctrine,

in like manner as way, 1071(4), 1460(3),

2335-6, 2851(7), 9412(3), 10184, 10227

(12); in opposite sense, falsities of doc-
trine, 2348(2), 9193(2).
Strength. See Power. Strength is

attributed to truth because it cannot be
resisted, 426(3); the Lord had no strength

from the angels. 1755; strength and arm
sig. power, 2025(2); predicated of truth,

3586(2); and of falsity, 3727(8); strength

is in knowledges of truth, strength, sig.

power of truth, 2832(2), 6015(2); to re-

new the strength sig. to grow as to willing

good, 3001(2); strength of the mountains
sig. truths from good, 4402(7); ascribed

to Zion, 4545(2); strength of oaks sig.

the evil of self-love, 6306(4); might sig.

po.ver of good, strengtn power of truth,

6343-4; strength of hand. Divine power,
omnipotence, 8050; hands made steady

sig. tire strength of power, 8614; men of

strength sig. ability from truths which
are from good, 8710; strength, the things

which proceed from the life of love, 0050
(4); man's thought from his voluntary
makes all the strength of the body, if it

were inspired by the Lord from His Di-

vine truth, man would have the strength

of Samson, 10182(6).
Stretch Out, To. See Expanse.

To stretch out the hand sig. the dominion
of power, in the supreme sense, omnipo-
tence, 7673-

Strife between herdmen of Lot and
of Abram sig. discord and disagreement
between the internal and external, 1571-

2, 1577; it sig. intranquility, 5063; strive

together, grievous contention among
truths. 0041.

Stripe sig. the extinction or injury of

affection in the intellectual, that is affec-

tion for truth, 9057.
Strong. See Strength, Power.
Strong Drink predicated of the under-

standing, 1072(3), 5165.
Struggle. Sons struggling in womb

sig. combat for primogeniture treated in

Gen. xxv. 3289. See Wkestle.
Stubble sig. truth of knowledge, 7131.
Stubborn. They correspond to bile,

their nature, 5185, 5721-2.
Stumble sig. to be tempted into evil,

and from truths to lapse into falsities,

9163(2); to stumble backwards sig. to
avert themselves from good and truth,

9348(3).
Stumbling-Block, the Lord's Hu-

man, 3488(4), 3704(7); His coming in a
human form, not in royal majesty, but a
form despised, 9348(10).

Style. Style of the Word, 768, 2809
(2) , 8971, qoS6(3); there are in general
four different styles in which the Word is

written, 66, 1139-40; the most ancient
style, 742, 1756(3); the ancient style,

1410, 2588(6), 3942(2), 9942(5); the
prophetic style, 801; the historicals,

6333(3)-
. . ...

Subjects. Spirits send subjects from
themselves that they may communicate
one with another. 4403; societies send
forth emissary spirits, or subjects, that
they may have communciation, 5856;
communications in the other life are ef-

fected by subjects, 5083; evil spirits send
forth subjects round about, as spiders
emit their webs, 508.1; they who flow in

into a subject, suppose the subject to be
nothing; the subject supposes all to be
from himself, 5985; no one thinks from
himself but from others, and at length all

from the influx of life from the Lord;
thus that they are perpetual subjects,

5986; the greater the number is of those
who have intuition into a subject, the
stronger the power is, 5987; subjects who
were as in sleep, by whom good spirits

spake, when otherwise they were evil,

5988; subjects deluded the deceitful above
the head, 5989; spirits take subjects,

5080; the hells send forth subjects, they
appear in certain places, 7111(2), 7337
(3) ; there are subjects on the part of

those who infest, and on the part of those
who are infested, 7137; concerning the
injection of these by the evil, 7137; sub-
jects of angels, 9166.
Subjugate. The Lord fought alone

with all the hells and subjugated them, and
reduced into order all things in hell and
in heaven, 9715, 10828; benefits there-

from, 10152(3); effected by temptations,

2795(2); subjugation of the first rational,

1891; subjugation of evil and falsity in

man, 1044, 6567(2); endeavor of the evil

to subjugate the good, 6666, 6800,
8700(5).
Submission of lower to higher things,

why necessary, 3091, 4347, 5729, 6138,
6567-
Subordination of good spirits to

angelic spirits, these to angels, 1752(2),

3189; it is not a subordination of com-
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mand, 1802; the natural should be sub-
ordinate to the rational, and the spiritual,

2781(8, 9), 3913(2), 5126(4), 5168(2),

5247, 531 1, 5786; full of fallacies when
not subordinate, 7293; truth should be
subordinate to good, 4245, 4249; a chain
of subordination from the First, 3091;
the sensual subordinate to the intellectual

rep. by Pharaoh's butler, 5077, 5094,
5114; the sensual subordinate to the
voluntary rep. by the baker, 5077, see

explanation in series, 5072-5170; sub-
ordination in governments necessary, its

nature in heaven and in hell, their differ-

ence, 7773, 10792, 10800; the subordina-
tion of lower to higher truth, 8727, 0001;
lower things subordinate to higher, 8728,

8778, 9730; ends subordinate under uni-

versal end, 9828.
Subsistence. See Existence. Noth-

ing subsists from itself but from a prior

thus from the First, 775, 2998, 34S3,

3648, 4044, 4322, 4523(3). 4931. S377.
6056, 6465. 9481(3), 9502.

Substance. See Acquisition. It sig.

the will, lusts, 80S; acquired knowledges,
here sensual truths, 1435; cel. and spir.

good, 1851; good, 4105; the purer sub-
stances of the spirit, 3726(3), 4653(2),

9327, 660S; spirits and angels substantial,

3726(4), 3741; purer substances in the

body, 4659, 5145; no simple substances,

5084(4); the purest substances in the

interiors, 6467, 8455(2); Divine truth the

only substantial, the derivatives are suc-

cessive forms thereof, 7004(2), 7270(2).
Success sig. providence, 3062.
Successive order and formations,

6451(2), 6465, 6824, 7270, 9992, 9994.
10099; how it forms simultaneous order,

0836(3); truths in successive order rep.

by Moses, Aaron, and Hur, 7270(2),
8603; described Exod. xviii., 8641, 8727
-8; successive changes of state in regenera-

tion, 8397, 8456, 9256(3), 9335(2); the

work of salvation in successive order rep.

by priesthood of Aaron and his sons and
Levites, 10017.
Succoth sig. the holy of truth from

good, 4389-92; the journeying of the sons
of Israel from Rameses to Succoth sig.

the first state of departure, and the qual-

ity, 7972, 8103.
Suck, Suckling, sig. innocence, 430,

3183, 3755, 5608(7), 6745(6); see Infant.
She who gives suck and nurse sig. the

good of innocence, 4563, 6740; nurse sig.

hereditary evil, 4563(2); see Nurse.
Sucklings sig. those recently bom, who
have not yet gained Divine life, 4378;
sucklings, little children, and boys, sig.

three degress of innocence, 430. 5236;
nurse sig. the insinuation of good, 6740;
to give suck sig. to insinuate good, 6745;
sucklings and infants, those in the good
ef innocence, 10132(7).

Suffocate. The antediluvians suffo-

cated, as it were, 560, 662, 112a; their
persuasions deadly and suffocating, 562,
1035, 1270-1; falsities and evils of self-

love and love of world suffocate truth
and good, 2057(3), 2284(2), 8939(2), 9144.
Sulphur or brimstone sig. abominable

lusts, 643(4), 1297, 1299; vastation of
good, 1666(4); the hell of the evils of self-

love, 2444, 2446; fire and brimstone, fal-

sities and evils of every kind, 2446(3),
7324(4), 9141(3). 9348(9)-
Sum sig. all tilings, 102 14, 10216.
Summer. With the regenerate the

changes of things of the will are hke winter
and summer, and the changes of things
intellectual like day and night, 935-6,
9"3-

Sun. See Fire, Flame, Heat, Licht,
Moon. Sun sig. love of self, moon, prin-
ciples of falsity, host of the heavens, fal-

sities themselves, 666(5); the Lord in the
other life is a Sun to the celestial, and a
Moon to the spiritual, 1053, 1521, 1529-
3i. 3235(2); the sun sig. the celestial or
love, the moon the spiritual or faith, 30-
38, 1529-30; sun sig. cel. things of love,

moon, spiritual things, stars, knowledges
of good and truth, i8oS(7); the setting of

the sun, sig. the last time of the church
when there is no longer any charity, 1S37,

1859; the sun sig. the celestial of love,

the moon its spiritual, 2441(2), 2495(2);
the sun, in the opposite sense, sig. self-

love, hence it is evident what sun wor-
ship is, it appears to those who are in relf-

lovc as thick darkness, 2441(4); what is

meant by sea, sun, moon, stars, nation,
where the Lord speaks of the consumma-
tion of the age, which is the end of the

church, 2120, 2495(2); the Lord is the
Sun of heaven, from which is light in

which is intelligence, and heat in which is

love, and correspondences, 3636, 36/3;
the setting of the sun sig. obscurity as to

those things which are of the understand-
ing, 3693; the sun sig. love to the Lord,
and the moon charity towards the neigh-
bor, because the Lord appears in heaven
as a Sun and as a Moon, 4060(2); the sun
arising sig. the conjunction of goods,

4300; the sun arising to him, in the in-

ternal historical sense, sig. when they
came into representations, 4312; the Lord
as a Sun appears in a middle altitude, a
little above the plane of the right eye,

4321; the sun sig. the celestial of love,

and also natural good, the moon the
spiritual of love, and also natural truth,

4288(3), 4696, 4697(4); the sun of ti e

world does not rise and set, but the earth
revolves around, 5084(2), 5097(2); the
Sun of heaven, or the Lord, never sets,

but appears to set in respect to those who
do not receive, comparatively as in the
case of the sun of the world, which never
sets, 5097; the the sun of the world corre-

sponds, and also the moon and the stars.
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*J77(2); the sun of the world appears to

bpirits behind them, when they think

about it. because in obscurity, 7078; the

Lord, as a Sun, is in front before the right

eye, the reason, 7073, 7 171; the Lord is a
Sun, from which comes love and faith,

as heat and light from the sun of the

world, 70^3; the Lord was seen in the Sun
of heaven by the spirits of Mercury, and
likewise by the spirits of Jupiter, and the

spirits of our earth who had seen Him
on this earth, 7173; the sun of the world
appears large in the planet Mercury, the

heat there is tempered, how, 7177; the

Divine immediately proceeding from the
Lord, and the second successive, are
above heaven, they appear as belts around
the Sun which is the Lord, 7270; the sun
growing warm sig. the heat of lusts, 8487;
the going down of the sun sig. the end of

that state, 8615; a comparison with the

sun to show the quality of the Divine
love of the Lord, 6834, 6849, references,

8644; the quality of the light thence de-
rived, same numbers; the correspondence
of the sun of the world with the Sun of

heaven and cases of variation, 8812; the

sun arising sig. to be seen, 0128; to the

setting of the sun sig. when the state

ceased, 8615; the setting of the sun sig.

a state of shade arising from the enjoy-
ments of external loves, 9213; there ap-
pears to the back somewhat darkish for

the sun of the world, 0755(2); they who
are in seif-love are said to adore the sun
of the world, 10584; the Lord appears as

a Sun, all light and heat in the heavens
are thence derived, references, 10S05,

10309; sun of the world not seen by
spirits, 7078, 7171, io8og; an explica-

tion is given of what the Lord predicted
concerning the end of the church, when
there would no be longer any good of

love and truth of faith, rep. by the sun
obscured, and the moon shall not give

brightness, and the stars shall fall from
heaven; stars sig. the knowledges of good
and truth, 2441(5), 2405(2); the Greeks
ascribed horses and a chariot to the god
of the sun from correspondences, 2762
(4); sun of world is fire, 3704; the Lord is

the Sun of heaven whence is their light

ani heat or love and wisdom, references,

ioio5, 10130(4); He appears in the Sun as

a Man, 10S00. It is the Lord's Divine
Human which appears as a Sun. 6135(3),
references, 9571, 0504; our Lord is the
Sun of heaven, references, 8543. 8644(3),
8750(3). 8812, S897, 0031; the Lord's
face shone as the sun, sig. His interiors

were the good of the Divine love. 0212(4).
see 3195(g). 4677(3); when the angels
are in a state of love it is morning, and
the Lord appears to them as the rising Sun,
10135; all thing", that proceed from that
Sun are alive, 10135(2); suns of other
earths, 10162, 10589, 10771; how the sua

of the world is presented in the idea of

spirits, 7171, 10584(3), 10809.
Sup sig. the same as drinking, but in a

diminutive way, 30S9; let me sup sig. to

desire the conjunction of truth or doc-
trinals with Himself, 3320.
Supernatural. Regeneration effected

in a supernatural manner, 4063(5).
Suph Sea. See Red Sea.
Supper. The bread in the Holy Supper

sig. the Lord and the cel. things of love,

2165(5), 2177(8); eating in the Holy
Supper sig. communication, conjunction,
and appropriation, 2187(4), 2343(9);
body sig. the Divine Human and the holy
proceeding of the Lord, thus love itself,

2343(9), 2359; it sig. external worship,
in which are the greatest part of man-
kind, 2165(5), 2177(8); the bread in the
Holy Supper sig. the Lord, His love, and
the reciprocal love of man, all good and
truth, and in general love and charity,

4211, 4217; it is a medium uniting man
with the Lord, 4211, 4217, 4735; bread-
offering sig. cel. good, drink-offering spir.

good, the same as bread and wine in the
Holy Supper, 4581(4); body sig. the good
of love, 6135(2); what is holy flows in
from the internal with those who receive

the Holy Supper holily, whilst they are
ignorant of it, 6789(3); flesh sig. the Di-
vine good of the Divine Human of tiie

Lord, also the reciprocal of man, blood
the Divine truth of the Divine good which
is from the Divine Human of the Lord,
7850(2); without the internal sense, it can-
not in any wise be known why the Holy
Supper was instituted, and what is there
signified by flesh, body, and bread, 86S2
(2), 9003(3); blood in the Holy Supper,
Divine truth from the Lord, flesh, Divine
good from Him, 9127(2); the Holy Supper
sig. the Divine good of the Lord's Divine
love toward the whole human race, and
the reciprocal love to the Lord on man's
part, 9394(5), 10149(4); from the provi-
dence of the Lord it has come to pass that
in the Catholic religion in the Holy Supper
the common people receive only the
bread, and the priest drinks tire wine,
because they worship things external,

10040(2); the doctrine concerning the
Holy Supper, 10510-10522; it ought to be
known what is signified by body, blood,
bread, and wine, and the eating of them,
in the internal sense, 10520; what the
things signify, the angels have no other
perception of them, and that hence is

conjunction. 1052 1; conjunction is ef-

fected by the Holy Supper only with those
who are in the good of love and of faith

to the Lord, from the Lord, 10^22; the
Holy Supper is a seal of that conjunction,
10^22.
Supplicate. See Pray.
Supreme Sense. All things therein

regard the Lord, 2904; in it is the Lord
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Himself, 3430; it treats of how the Lord
made the Human Divine, 3471, 6827,

9407(11), 10076; the supreme, the in-

ternal, and external senses, 3863; it is for

the third heaven, it can be communicated
to man, 4270(2); in supreme sense the

Word contains Divine things, 5688(2).
Surety. To be surety for any one sig.

to be adjoined to him, 5609, 5839.
Surface sig. what is ultimate, 7687.
Sustain sig. the influx of good and

truth, 5915, 6106, 6576.
Swallow. Aaron's rod swallowed

their rods, sig. to take away power from
them, 7299; the earth swallowed them,
sig. damnation and hell, 8306.
Swear. An oath, when from Jehovah

or the Lord, sig. irrevocable confirmation

from the Divine, 2842; truth Divine thus
fads into man, who is of such a nature,

that otherwise he does not believe, 2842;
swearing by the excellency of Jacob sig. by
the Divine Human of the Lord, 2842;

it was permitted to swear by Jehovah,
that the confirmation of the internal man
might be represented, 2842(8); the in-

ternal man, who has conscience, does not

swear, still less he who has perception,

2842(9); why it was forbidden by the

Lord to swear, 2842(10); to swear is

predicated of truths which are of the

understanding, when predicated of Jeho-
vah it sig. to understand, 3037; an oath
sig. confirmation and conjunction, it is

predicated of truths, 3375; swear falsely

sig. falsity, 5135(5); to swear, sig. to

have at heart, 6514; to swear to give the

land to the posterity of Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob, sig. a state of the church in

which the ancients were, 6589; the oath

of Jehovah sig. searching by truths from
the Word, 9166; to swear sig. confirma-

tion of truth, where the Lord's words are

explained, forbidding to swear by heaven,

by earth, by Jerusalem, and by the head,

9166(3-8), 9942(11); swearing when by
Jehovah sig. irrevocable confirmation,

8055, 1044(3), 10527-
Sweat. To eat bread in the sweat of

the face sig. aversion from heavenly
things, 276; sweat sig. man's proprium,

0959(4)-
Swedekborg. It has been granted him

for some years to be constantly and un-
interruptedly in company with spirits and
angels, to hear and see the things of the

other life, 1-5, 59, 64, 67, 68, 70, 322,

1634, 1966, 3346, 3880, 4067(31. 5511(31,

5862, 5978, 6054(3), for nine years, 6700,
many years, 8939(3); the internal sense

revealed to him, 67, 1767-76, 3308(4),
4*02(3), 6597, 9094; effect of reading the

Word. 6476. 6617. 6619; given him to per-

ceive that all the ideas of thought and life

itself inflow, 150; to learn by experience
how man is raised from the dead. 168-

80; to perceive the combat, between an-

gels and evil spirits, 227; to perceive the
states induced by them, 2796, 2888; to
learn the nature of heaven and its joys,

449-59, 547-53. 1273. 1275. its light, 1521
-33, see Heaven; to learn the nature of
hell from experience, 699, 814, 824, 968,
2757; and the nature of spirits, 1504-20,

7479; he saw by the sight of the spirit,

994(4); he spoke with those he had
known personally and by fame, also with
those of Most Ancient and Ancient
Churches, to learn about them and the
Word in first chapters of Genesis, 1114-
29, 1265-72, 1368(5), 1636-40, 2605,
4527, 4792. 5006(4); to speak with de-
scendants of Jacob, 4293(2); he was pro-
tected by the Lord, 1879, 5863; spirits

could see through his eyes, 1880(2, 3),

2309, 2485, 4527(3), 4622(5), 10712,
10813; shown by experience the states of
the prophets when withdrawn from the
body, also when carried by the spirit

into another place, 1882-4; what he saw
are not visions like those of the prophets,
but were seen with the body awake. 1885,
Preface Cen. xvi., 3884-5; see Vision,
Dream. He learned the correspondence
of the members of the body with the
Greatest Man, 2096-8, see Greatest
Man, 4403; spirits who hated him in

their life time desired to destroy him,
5061; he has touched spirits, 5078(4);
his state, 5 171; he traveled in the other
world, how, 5605(2, 3), 9440; shown the

origin of pain and diseases, 5713-20,
6202; spirits permitted to inflow into him
that he might learn their nafire and opera-
tion, 5977, 6191; tJect of worldly thoughts
shown, 6210; shown how the prophet*
were acted upon by spirits, as Saul who
lay naked, 6212; shown how all thoughts
are ruled by the Lord and inflow, 6474,
6600-3. 10209(3); his father appeared
in a dream, 6492; experience whether
fortune is anything, 6494; has seen wri-

tings in spir. world, 6si6(3)-26; ex-
perience with inhabitants of other earths,

6695, see Earth; saw the earth itself,

9699, 9790-2, 10768-70; he saw the

Lord, 7173, 10809; the things which an-
gels see and think are ineffable, 0094(2);
his spiritual senses opened, and in both
worlds at the same time that he might
instruct ^nen, 0439.
Sweep. To sweep the house sig. all

things prepared and filled with good, or to

purge from evils, and to prepare that

goods may flow in. 3142; in the opposite

sense to fill with evils, 3142(3)'. to sweep
the way sig. to prepare that truths may be
received, 3142(2).

Sweet. See Honey. Sweet and re-

fined wines sig. truths of the good of love

to the Lord, 23*1(2); the predominance
of good is rep. bv the sweetness of ripe

grapes, 5117; sweet sig. enjoyment of

truth, 5620; enjoyment and pleasure,
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5620; the sweet enjoyment of angels from
perception that they think and will from
tlic Lord not from themselves, 6460;
bitter waters made sweet sig. truths be-
came enjoyable, sweet sig. enjoyment,
8336; those who have loved infants most
tenderly are in the sweetest life, 5054;
goodness of disposition manifests itself

in the other life by gentleness and sweet-
ness, 81 1 1. Sweet-smelling things were
used in worship because they correspond
to grateful and pleasing perception, 4748,

0474(3)-
Swine sig. avarice, the avaricious, 939,

475i(2)-
Swoon. Spirits who induce it, 1512,

5716, 6105. by prevention of influx from
angels, 63_-i; death by, in third earth with
those in evil, 10382; swoon produced by
light and sphere of heaven, with tliose

not prepared and with the evil, 4416(2),

4529(3). 4750-
Sword. The flame of a sword turning

itself sig. self-love, 306, 309; sword sig.

punishment of falsities, 574(3); a dagger
and sword are spoken of instead of a
knife, 2799(22); t.ie dagger by which
circumcision was effected, 2799(6), 2039
(8), 3046, 7040. See Circumcision. A
sword sig. truth combating, or the vasta-

tion of trut 1, in tue opposite sense falsity

combating, and the punishment of fal-

sity, 2790(2), 3601; a sword sig. evil com-
bating by falsity, 4499; those pierced
with the sword sig. truths and goods ex-
tinguished, 4503(3); swords {gladii) sig.

truths of faith by winch combat is waged
against falsities and evils; swords (ma-
chxra) are doctrines by which combat is

waged against truth and good, 6353;
sword sig. the vastation of truth, and the
damnation of evil and falsity, 7102, 8593
(4); a sword unsheathed sig. continual
combat against falsities and evils, and
contrariwise in the opposite sense, 8294;
a sword on the thigh sig. truth which
fights from good, 10488.
Sycamore. The sycamore tree .

c,'e.

external truth, and fig-tree external good,
7553(5)-
Sychar. See Shechem.
Syllable. The Word and writings in

the spir. world involve spir. things in the
syllables, 6516(3), 9198(8); Jews affirm
it of Word, 10705.

Syria. Aram or Syria sig. the knowl-
edges of good, 1232, 1234; in Syria was the
new church from Eber, 1238(2), 4680(3);
Aram-Naharaim, or Syria, sig. the
knowledges of truth, 305 1 ; the sons of the
east were in Syria, 3249; the sons of the
east, like Syria, sig. those who are in the
knowledges of good and truth, 3249;
Paddan-Aram sig. the knowledges of

truth, 3664; also the knowledges of good,
3680; Aram or Syria is called the land of
the sons of the east, sig. the ascent to

I

truths of love, references, 3762; in Syria
was the Ancient Church, remains con-
tinued there a long time, 41 12; it was
separated from Canaan by the Euphrates,
it sig. the knowledges of good and truth,

4112(2), 4720, 6952(6), 0868(3); and
their opposttes, 9340(6); they wrote by
correspondences, 9942(4).

Tabernacle. See Tent, Temple.
When they began to profane their tents

by profane worship, the tabernacle was
built and afterward the temple, it rep.

cel. and holy tilings of love, 414(3); in the
highest sense, the Lord as to His Human
Essence, 414(4). The tabernacle rep.
the three senses of the Word, the su-
preme, the internal, and the external,

it also rep the three heavens, 3439, 3478,
9457(4); the sig. of its parts, 3439, 3478.
The encampment of Israel around the
tabernacle sig. heaven itseif and its order,

4236; the tabernacle itself rep. the Lord
Himself, 4236. Tenis and tabernacles
sig. the holy of love and worship, 4288
(3), 10545(2); tents sig. the holy of truth,

tabernacles the holy of good, 4391;
tabernacle rep. the Divine Human of the
Lord, and Divine truth from Him, thus
the Word which is tiie Divine truth of the
church, 5922(7); the feast of tabernacles
sig. holy worship from good and truth,

6537(4), 9286, 9294, 9296; see Feast.
The tabernacle and all its parts ex-
plained in a series, 9455-10352, 10544—
10832. The tabernacle rep. heaven and
the church, 9479(3); the whole taber-
nacle rep. the whole angelic heaven, its

outmost by the court, its middle by the
dwelling where the priest ministered,
and the inmost by the dwelling within
the veil, where the ark was in which was
the testimony, 9485(3), 9594; its parts
explained, 10129; why the tabernacle
was used for worship. 10545(2).
Table. The table in the tabernacle

sig. a receptacle of cel. things, which are
good of love, good of faith, and blessed-
ness and happiness therefrom, 9527,
9683. The bread of Presence on the
table sig. the Lord there as to cel. good,

9543-5- The table was on the north
side to rep. good in obscurity in the
spir. kingdom, 9684-5; table sig. spir.

good from the cel., 10270, 10341; all

things of the description follow in order,
10206.

Tables of the Law. Moses brake
the first tables and afterward hewed out
others to rep. that the people were not
willing to acknowledge doctrine from the
internal sense, but only from the ex-
ternal, 9414(2); the tables of stone on
which the law was written sig. the book
of the law or the Word in every complex,
941O; why two, how written upon, illus-

trated and shown by dividing things into
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halves when covenants were entered into,

0410(2); the engraving and writing on
the tabies sig. tnose things which were
impressed on the life, 9416(3); the tables

on which tne law was written sig. the
Word, by which there is conjunction
witn the Lord, 10375; of stone because
stone sig. truth in ultimates, thus the
sense of the letter in whic:i is the internal

sense, 10376; tables sig. the external sense
of tne Word, what was written on them
its internal sense, 1043 1-3, 10461; the
tables were broken, and others hewed
out by Moses because the tables of Moses
sig. the external of the Word such as it

was for the sake of the people, 10603-4.
The tables of the law being broken by
Moses sig. interior things with them were
entirely closed, lest they profane holy
things, 10393; they sig. the Word in the
whole complex, testimony, the Divine
truth, 10451; the law sig. the ten com-
mandments, the Word written by Moses,
the historic Word, and in the broadest
sense the whole Word, 10451-3, 10461;
the second tables explained, 10603-4,
10613; they sig. the Word. 10687.
Tail sig. the lowest of the sensual, thus

falsity which altogether looks downwards,
6952; it sig. trutn in outuiosts or lasts,

1007 1 ; falsity, 1007 1; tail the exteriors,

0656(2).
Take. To take sig. to adjoin, 6744.
Taken. To be, sig. to be carried away

by the evils of the loves of self and tne

world, 9348(3).
TALENT, parable explained, 4424,

4661, 5291(4); talent of gold, one good,

0574-
Tamar sig. the church rep. of spir.

and cel. tilings, 4828, 4831, 4843.
Tangle. A tangled tree sig. tilings

dictated not by the Word but bv one's

own knowledge, 2831(8). Tangled
boughs sig. outward knowledges from
sensuals, 5113(6).
Takes sig. evils and falsities, 3941(9);

falsity, 7571.
Tarry or Abide. See Dwell. To

tarry sig. nearly the same as to dwell, but
to tarry is predicated of the life of truth
with good, and to dwell of the life of good
with truth, 3613; to tarry all night in the

mountain sig. peace and tranquillity,

4213; to tarry and to sit sig. permanence
of state, 9422.

Tarshish. Tarshish, son of Javan,
sig. rituals or doctrinal teachings, 1156.

Tarshish, a sparkling precious stone sig.

the good of charity and faith, 6135(6).
Taskmasters sig. falsities which com-

pel them to serve, 6659; those who wish
to compel to service, exactors those who
exact tribute, 6852; those who most
closely infest, MIX, 7124, 7137; the task-

masters were Egvpthins, the officers were
laraelites, 7111(2), 714X.

Taste. See Appetite and Tongue.
Spirits have not the sense of taste, but
somewhat analogous to it, 1516, 18.-0,

1973; it corresponds to affection for know-
ing, 4404. ir.e relish of food sig. what
is enjoyable of good and what is pleasing
of truth, 3502. Savory meals aiso sig.

the pleasant things which are of truths,

3536, the enjoyable things which are of
good, 3589. The correspondence of the
taste and the tongue, 4791-4805; the
taste corresponds to the perception and
affection of knowing, understanding, and
of growing wise, 4793, see Tongue. It
is not allowable for spirits to flow in into

the taste, the reason, 4793(3); sirens at-

tempt to enter into the taste that they
may obsess the interiors of man, 4793(4);
spirits have all sensations except taste, of
which they have only sometning analo-
gous, 4 794. Taste sig. enjoyment of good,
8522.
Teach. See Doctrine.
Tear. See Weep.
Tear or Rend asunder, punishment

by tearing, 829, 957, 959; how indicted,

957-8; as to thoughts, 962.
Tear in pieces sig. to perish by evils

and falsities, 5828.
Teeth. Teeth whiter than milk sig.

the celestial-spiritual appertaining to the
natural, 2184(5). Tnose who corre-

spond to the teeth have little spiritual life,

5565-3. The hard things of man as
teeth, bones, etc., correspond with the
truths and goods of the lowest natural,

63S0. See Tooth.
Tell or Relate sig. to perceive, 3209,

8668. See Say, Speak.
Tema, son of lshmael, sig. those in

simple good, 3268.
Teman. Teman has respect to cel.

love and Paran or mount Paran to spir.

love, 2714.
Temple. Tents sig. the holy of love,

tents sig. the same as the tabernacle ana
the temple. 414(3); the altar and temple
were primary representatives of the

Lord, 2777; the house of God is the
church, heaven, the kingdom of the Lord,
the Lord as to good; temp.e sig. the same
things as to truth, 3720; the house of

God with the most ancient people was of

wood, because wood sig. good; but the
temple was of stones, because stones sig.

truth, 3720; the temple sig. the Lord, the
parts and furnishings of the temple sig.

things relating to the Lord and His wor-
ship. 9229(7). The temple was a rep-
resentative of the Lord as to His Divine
truth, 9714(2).
Temptation. Combats, their nature,

59, 63, 227; temptations are combats of
evil spirits with angels, 741, 751, 761;
two kinds, of will and of understanding,

751(2); rep. by Noah in the ark, 705—
002; temptations are celestial, spiritual.
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and natural, 847. In temptations, evil

genii and spirits assault those things
which are of the love and life of man,
847, 1820. The effect of temptations,

1693, 1717(3), 1740. Temptation is on
this account, that corporeal things may be
subdued, 857(2); evils and falsities are

subdued by temptations, 1868(2); truth is

the first of combat, 1685; man must fight

from the goods and truths which he has
imbued by knowledges, although they
are not goods and truths, 1661(3); evil

spirits excite evils and falsities, hence
come temptations, 741, 751, 761, 762,

765; man in temptations supposes the
Lord to be absent, when yet He is then
more present, 840; he cannot in any wise
endure temptation combats of himself,

because he is opposing all the hells, 1692
(2); by temptations, evil spirits are de-
prived of the power of doing evil with man,
1695(2), 1717; the Lord alone fights on
man's side, 1661(4), 1692(2); temptation
has place with those who have con-
science, and is more acute with those
who have perception, 1668(2); at this day
there are not spiritual temptations, but
anxieties, which are different things and
from another source, 762; men who are

spiritually dead cannot endure tempta-
tion combats, 270; all temptations are
accompanied with despair concerning the

end, even those of the Lord, 1787, 1820;
after temptation there is fluctuation, 848,

857; temptation as to things intellectual

is light, 735; the Lord first fought from
goods and truths, which were appear-
ances of good and truth, their quality

described, 1661; the Lord fought against
the evils of the love of self and of the
world, from love towards the universal
human race, 1690, 1691(5), 1812. 1813,
1820(5); the Lord fought from His own
strength, 1692(2); the Lord's temptations
were a thousand-fold more grievous than
any man can endure. He overcame evil

or the devil and all hell by His own
power, 1573(4); without hereditary evil

from the mother He could not have ad-
mitted temptations into Himself, nor
could He have conquered the hells 15-m
(7); temptations are the means of dissi-

pating evils and falsities, of introduo'ng
goods and truths, and of reducing the
things of the external man into obe-
dience 1717(3); the Lord alone fought
from Divine love, and all others, whilst
they fight from themselves, fight from
the love of self and of t^e world, 1812-13.
The hells fought against the Lord's love,
which was the salvation of the universal
human race, 1820(5). The Lord, by
temptations and victories from His own
power, was made justice, 1813; He sus-
tained the most grievous of all tempta-
tions. 1663. 1668C2), 1787(2); the union of

the Human Essence with the Divine in the

Lord was effected by temptations and
victories, 1737, 1813; see Lord. The
signification of lead us not into tempta-
tion, 1875; the good by temptations, learn

that they are nothing but evil, and that

all things arc of mercy, 2334. Tempta-
tion is a combat concerning power, 1923;
by temptations goods are more closely

conjoined to truths, 2272; none are saved
on account of temptations, if they yield,

or if they place merit in them, it is proof
that man has lost the thoughts which he
received by temptations, 2273; in all

temptation there is freedom, stronger
than out of temptations, 1937(4); in

temptations there are indignations, and
several other affections, 1917; the tempta-
tion of infants, of what quality, 2294;
in temptations there is a fluctuation be-
tween the affirmative and the negative,

2338; in temptations they are reduced
to despair, 2694(2); the Lord's most
grievous and inmost temptations de-
scribed, Gen. xxii., 2764-2844; by them
He united His Human Essence to His
Divine Essence, 2764; God does not
tempt, but delivers, and then induces
good, 2768; in temptations He does not
concur by permitting them, according to

the idea which man has concerning per-

mission, 2768; the passion and most
grievous temptations of the Lord, 2776,
2786, 2795. See Lord. The Lord, as to

the Divine, could not be tempted, 2813-
14. Not as to good, but as to truth, 2813;
neither could He be tempted as to Divine
truth, but as to truth Divine, 2814; He
admitted temptations into Himself, 2816.

A summary concerning temptations, with
references, 2819; the vessels recipient

of truth are softened by temptations, that

they may receive good, 3318(3); the ra-

tional or internal man, durmg regenera-
tion receives truth sooner than the natu-
ral or external man; hence the combat of

temptations, 3321(4); by temptations the
vessels in the natural are softened to re-

ceive the Lord's influx of life. 3318(2);
truth cannot be interiorly received, when
incredulity reigns, because this limits

and prevents, 3309. See Truth and
Faith. They who are regenerating are
first in a state of tranquillity, before they
are in temptations, afterwards tliev re-

turn into a state of tranquillity, which
also is the end in temptation-combats,
3696(2). T^e l ord conquered from His
own power, He alone fights for man, 3027
(2); temptation is a combat between the
evil spirits attendant on man and the an-
gels, 3027(3); on account of the disagree-
ment between the internal of man and
the external, it is a combat for dominion,
3128; it is between the eniovments of
each, 3928. Temptation cannot exist

unless there be affirmation and acknowl-
edgment oi good and truth, 3928(3);
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man undergoes temptations when good
begins to act the principal part, which is

in adult age, 4248; temptation is from
this that angels hold man in goods and
truths, and evil spirits hold him in evils

and falsities, 4249; when good takes the

first place the natural man is in falsities,

4236; no one can be tempted except as

to what he loves, thus as to truth, when
he loves truth, 4274; he who is not in the

good of faith, cannot undergo spir. tempta-
tion, because he would yield; such are

only let into natural anxieties, 4274(2).
The Lord by temptations admitted into

Himself, subdued all the hells, and re-

duced all things into order, and made the

Human in Himself Divine, 4287(2); the

Lord admitted into Himself temptations

from the angels, 4295(2, 3); none can be
tempted but they who are in the affection

of truth and good, 4299(2); temptations

are from this that evils and falsities are

excited, 4290(3); they appear as if they

were from the Divine, 4299(3); evil

spirits excite evils and falsities, and
temptations, 4307; temptations exist

when good is conjoining itself to truths,

because fallacies and falsities adhere to

truths, 4341; temptation is for the sake

of the conjunction of good and truth,

4572; it is the combat of spirits attendant

on man, 4572(2); after temptations there

is joy, on account of the conjunction of

good and truth, 4572(2); there are two
kinds of temptations, as to truths, and as

to goods, 5035; temptations exist by evil

spirits attendant on man, who excite his

falsities and ev.ls, thus by influx thence,

S036; they who are regenerating undergo
temptations, 5036(3); truth impressed on
man's interior has rule in a state of

temptations, often when the man is ig-

norant of it, 5044; a state of temptations

is filthy and unclean, because falsities

and evils are excited, but afterwards

comes serenity, 5246; a comparison with

the state of man amidst temptations,

5246; man is regenerated by tempta-
tions, because temptations remove the

loves of self and of the world, also because
from opposites they give relatives, and
confirm goods and truths, and evils and
falsities are subdued, not daring to rise

up again, 5356; an inversion takes place

with man who is regenerating, in this

case there is temptation, the reason, 5773;
temptations appear to be evil, but they

are means by which the natural receives

the spiritual, 6097; the good procured by
temptations, desolations, and despera-
tions, 6144; the Lord turns the evil, which
internals induce in temptations, into

good, 6574; man is insinuated into in-

terior societies chiefly by temptations,

66 11; temptation is when man is let into

his own evil, then evil spirits fight against

the angels, 6657(2); truths exist accord-

ing to infestations in temptations, 6664;
evil spirits use cunning and malice in
temptations, 6666(2); he who is regenera-
ting, for the most part does not con 1 ,.t

from genuine truth, but from the tr Lhs

of his own church; nevertheless this

truth ought to be such that it may be con-
joined with good, 6765; when man is in
temptation, he is in a state of obscurity
and grief, afterwards, when he emerges
thence, he is in a state of brightness and
gladness, 6829; spiritual combat or tempt-
ation is necessary, this is not known in the
world, but is well known in the other life,

7090(4); infestations or temptations of

the well-disposed have place in the other
life, that evils and falsities and filthy

tilings may be removed, before this they
cannot be elevated into heaven, 7122.
The Lord cannot be tempted as to the
Divine Human, wherefore He assumed
an infirm human that He might be tempt-
ed, 7193(2). The difference between
temptations and infestations; temptations
are effected with pangs of conscience, in-

festations not so, 7474(3); when any are

to undergo temptations, truths and goods
are arranged by the Lord in a state to

undergo them, in this case they are nigh
unto hell, 8131; the hells fight against
man, and the Lord for man, 8159(3);
they draw forth all his evils and accuse
him of them, 8159; the Lord alone fights,

and man not at all, 8172, 8175-76; the
spiritual, who were kept till the coming
of the Lord, could not come into tenpta-
tions until the coming cf the Lord, be-

cause they conquered by His power,

8099; there are spir. temptations, and
natural temptations, the latter sometimes
attend the former, and sometimes not;

in this case they are only pains of mind,
8164; there is anxiety of rr.elancl oly,

which is accompanied with temptation,

and which is not accompanied, 8164(2);
there is despair in terr ptatiens, in such
case bitter things are spoken, but they
are not attended to, because temptation
is then at the ultimate Unit of power,

8165(2); they who yield in temptations,

come into grievous damnation, 8165(2),
8160; in temptations two forces act, a
Divine force from within draws man
back, 816S; in temptations prayers are

not so much heard, why; man ought to

engage in combat against falsities and
evils, as from himself, the reason, 8179.
A second temptation that truth was with-

out enjoyment sig. by the bitter waters,

8259. He who once conquers the hells,

conquers them perpetually, 8273(3); the

Lord alone fought from Himself against

the hells. 8273(3); He alone fights for

man. 8273(4); temptation is a combat of

the internal man, and the external, 8351
(2); faith and charity cannot be implanted
except by temptations, 83.51(2); tempta-
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tions on account of the defect of truth is

described, 8352. After temptation there
is illustration and affection from what
is pleasant and delightful, 8367, 8370.
A tiurd temptation sig. by a lack of bread,
8305- A fourth temptation sig. a lack
of truth, 8554. Man without temptation
cannot be regenerated, he must undergo
many, 8403(2); to tempt is to expiore,

8419; to tempt Jehovah sig. what is con-
trary to the Divine, 8567. Temptation
assaults that which a man loves and longs
for, 8562(2); temptations are continual
despairings, and they are ended in des-
peration, 8567; truths and goods are im-
planted and confirmed by temptations,
references, 8924. Concerning tempta-
tions, 8958-8969; they are spir. combats
in those who are regenerating, 8958-9.
They are from evil spirits attendant on
man, who assault, 8960; they relate to the

dominion of evil over good, and of the
natural man over the spiritual, 8961;
combats are effected by the truths of

faith, S062; why not tempted until adult
age, 8963; neither is he tempted, unless
he has the truths of faith, 8964; the state

after temptation is worse than the former
state, if man yields, 8964; at this day few
are admitted into temptations, 8965;
by temptations truths are confirmed,
lusts are subdued, and man humbled,
hence he has intelligence and wisdom,
8966-7. Temptations are undergone
before man is in good, but not when he is

in good, 8968; man ought to fight as from
himself, but to believe that it is from the
Lord; if he does not afterwards believe

that it is from the Lord, the temptation is

of no avail, 8969; the Lord by temptation
combats overcame the hells, and arranged
all things into order, references, 9528,
0715(7); the Lord, when in the world,
fought with the hells, and arranged all

things into order, 9937. They who place
merit in works cannot fight against the
hells, but for those who do not, the
Lord fights, 9978; the angels instantly

come into the spiritual idea, the material
idea is put off at the first threshold of

heaven, 10568; by temptations the in-

ternal is opened, 10685; the goods and
truths appertaining to man do not come
to apperception in temptations, but after-

wards are implanted and reduced into

order, 10685; man knows not that this is

effected, nor how, 10685. By tempta-
tions the internal is opened to man, and
afterwards truths are therein implanted,
because the Lord fights from the in-

terior, 10685; not to eat bread and not
to drink water forty days and nights sig.

a state of temptation, 10686.
Ten and tenths sig. remains, 576, 468

(4), 901(4), J738, 1006, 2284, 3740, 7284;
a hundred sig. the same as ten, 1988(2);
ten sig. all, 4638; the tenth of the month

sig. n state of the initiation of the interiors,

so likewise the tenth day, 7831; a tenth
part sig. as much as is sufficient, 8j68,
H540, 9595; thus also as much as is con-
ducive to uses, 9757, 10136. Ten s:g.

a full state, 3107, 3176, 4638, 8468; it sig.

all, 9416, 9595, 10262(2).
Tender. A calf tender and good,

called tender from the celestial spiritual

or truth of good, 2180. Tender sons sig.

things recent, which have acquired some
life, but not yet genuine, 4377.
Tent. See Tabernacle. Tent sig.

the holy of love, and worship therefrom,

414, 1 102, 1452; the worship of that
which was separating itself from the in-

ternal, 1566; tent, what is holy, 2145,
2152; what is meant by pitching a tent,

1616; the veils of the tent sig. appearances
of good and truth accommodalcd to the

angels of the three heavens, 2576; the
holy of holies in the tabernacle and in the
temple, rep. the Divine Human of the
Lord; the things contained therein rep.

its quality, 3210(2); tents sig. the holy
of worship, hence the Jews had a tent,

and hence the feast of tabernacles, 3312;
the supreme, internal and external senses

of the Word are as the inmost, the in-

ternal, and external of the tabernacle,

3439; the tent was covered with skins,

because these rep. external or natural
things which cover spir. and cel., 3540(3);
the tabernacle with all things therein, sig.

the three heavens, and the testimony
in the ark sig. the Lord Himself, 3478;
the bread there on the tables, rep. cel.

and spir. love with their joys and felicities,

3478(2). To fix a tent sig. a state of love,

4128-9; the tents which are called booths
sig. the holy of truth, or the good of truth,

4391; to stretch a tent sig. progression of

what is holy towards things interior, 4599;
a tent sig. a society as to good, 8470; the
holy of union, 8666; the new will apper-
taining to man is the dwelling place of

the Lord there, and the new intellectual

therefrom is the tabernacle, 9296(3), 9297
(2); the feast of tabernacles sig. the wor-
ship of the Lord from a grateful mind by
reason of the implantation of good, 9296
(2). See Feast. Tents and the ark rep.

heaven where the Lord is, 9457(4), 9481,
9485. See Ark. The tent above the
habitation sig. the external of heaven,
9615; the tent of meeting sig. where the
presence of the Lord is, 9784; to enter
into the tent of meeting, when concerning
Aaron, sig. to rep. all things both of heav-
en and of the church as to Divine truth,

9963. To come to the altar sig. to rep.

the Lord as to Divine good, each as to

worship, 9964; at the door of the tent of

meeting rep. the marriage of Divine truth

and Divine good, 10001, 10025; the tent

of meeting rep. heaven, its parts ex-

plained, 10005(3), 10022. The altar and
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the tent were polluted by the sin of the

people, 10208(2); to give for the work of

tlie tent sig. conjunction with heaven,

10230; to enler into tlie tent of meeting
sig. to represent all things of worship from
sp.r. good, to come to the altar sig. to

represent all things of worship from cel.

good, 10242, 10245. The tent of meeting
rep. heaven, 10338. The most ancient

people dwelt in tents, on that account they

sig. the holy of worship, 10545; ten*. sig.

tlie Lord, heaven, the church, all that is

holy in heaven and the church, the holy

of worship, the holy of the Word, 10545;
tlie goods of the cnurch and of worship,

in the opposite sense the evils of worship
and of tie church, 10545(8); the tent of

meeting which was set without the camp,
sig. the external of worship, of the churcli,

and of the Word, in which are all internal

tilings, 10547, 10548. To pitch a lent

sig. providing, disposing, and arranging

the tilings of the church, 10546.

TENTHS sig. remains, 576, 173S, 2280.

Twenty, twice ten sig. the good of re-

mains, namely good of a threefold degree,

the good of infancy, tiie good of ignorance,

the good of intelligence, 2280(2).

TERAH was an idolater, 1353-135°-
He rep. idolatrous worship, 1353-75;
in the house of Terah was idolatrous wor-

ship, 1992(2); he rep. the beginning of

churches, 37 ;S; he acknowledged Shaddai
as his god, 5628(2).
Terapiiim were idols by which they

inquired of their gods, and had answers,

they sig. truths, 4111(5), 4149. 4151(2),

4162(2); they sig. truths which are from
the Divine, or interior natural truths,

4i55.4i57.4i62(3)-
. , «...

Teredin rn NUTS sig. goods of life cor-

responding to truths of good of the exte-

rior natural, 5622.
Terms. The terms natural, rational,

spiritual, and celestial are the best adapted
for expressing their subjects, 4585(4);
unless one knows what is meant by Uie

celestial, the celestial of the spiritual, the

spiritual of the celestial, the intellectual,

the internal and the external spiritual,

he cannot know the Divine arcana in the

Word, 4592(4). In metaphysics and logic

men have advanced little beyond terms,

3348; the terms compared with dust,

3348(2). and feculent froth, 3348(3); of

those scholastics who go from terms to

thought, 4658(2); Aristotle went from
thought to terms, 4658(2).
Terror, of spirits, 390, 955, 963, 1740

(3)1 4935. 53/8, 7280; a bare arm which
strikes with great terror, when seen,

4934-5; from truths of good, 5313(6),

9327; spirits who strike terror, 5378;
terror of great darkness sig. the state of

the churcli before consummation, 1839;
terror of God sig. protection, 4555; effect

of terror on the body, 8316; terror and

dread sig. without hope of establishing

dominion, 8318; terror at the Divine
presence, 8816; terror is predicated of
those who are in evils, and dread of those
who are in falsities, 9327, 9331.
Test. A characteristic test or mark

by which every one may discover his true

state and quality, and according to which
he ought to examine himself, is whether
he intends and thinks evil or good con-
cerning his neighbor, 1680(2).
Testament, both sig. by two witnesses,

9548(3)-
Testicles, correspondence of, 2468

(15). 5060; they wl o are contrary to

marriage love and ensnare by love, friend-

ship, and kind offices cause pain in the
testicles, soto.
Testimony, see Witness, sig. the

Lord, 3478, 9455, 96S2; Divine truth, thus
the Lord in heaven, 9485, 9503, 9680(2);
as to the Word, 10196; their testimony,
truth Divine, 9410(5), also 8535, 10451;
a distinction is made in the W ord between
laws, statutes, judgments, precepts, testi-

monies, words, commands, truths, and
covenants, 9503(2); the testimony of Jesus
Christ, Divine truth from Him and con-
cerning Him, 9518(22).
Thanks, Thanksgiving. See Feast,

Worship. The Lord requires it not for

His own but for man's sake, 5957; feast

of thanksgiving because of regeneration,

9286-7; thanksgiving on account of the

reception of good, 9293-4, 9391(4).
Theatre. Universal nature a theatre

rep. the Lord's kingdom and the Lord,
3000. 3483, 3.518(3), 5173(2).
Theology. See Doctrine and Faith.

Moral and natural theology, 8944, 8987
(3). 9300(8).
Thicket sig. natural knowledge which

has its abode in the exterior memory, 2831

(6), 9011(6); the outer memory in per-

verted order, 2831(10).
Thief, Theft. Theft in the internal

sense is not so harsh; a thief to come sig.

unexpectedly, 4002; to steal the heart sig.

to take away what is dear and holy, 41 12-

3, 4133; theft sig. the evil of merit, 4174;
to alienate good and truth by evil; to

claim to self the goods and truths which
are not its own, and especially to apply
them to evils and falsities, 5135; to steal

sig. to claim to one's self, or to attribute to

justice and merit, what is of the Lord,
2600(2); before regeneration man claims
to himself truth and good, thus is in

spir. theft, not so after regeneration, 5747
(2); man is in .spir. theft, when he claims
to himself good and truth, and in such
case he cannot enter into heaven, 5758;
still they are not damned if they do it from
ignorance and simplicity; they who do it

from confirmed principles are vastatcd,

5759; to steal sig. to take away from any
one his spir. goods, also to attribute to
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one's self the things which are the Lord's,

8006; to apply truths to evils, 9018, 9020;
theft sig. the taking away of good or truth,

9125; a thief and theft, the taking away
of truth and good, 6125-6; a thief digging
through sig. what is done in secret, 9125
(2); to be caught, when it relates to theft,

sig. remembrance, 91s 1; theft sig. good
and truth taken away by falsity from evil,

913r_3
- ....

Thigh. The thighs, like the loins, sig.

marriage love, 3021, 6179; also all spir.

and cel. loves, because these are derived
from marriage love, 3021(3); in the oppo-
site sense, they sig. the loves of self and of

the world, 3021(8); the thigh falling away
Numb. v. 21, 27, sig. evil relating to mar-
riage love, 3021(2); to come forth from
the womb and from the loins is predicated

of good, to be separated from the bowels
is predicated of truth, 3294; the hollow
of Me thigh sig. where there is conjunc-
tion of marriage love, also of cel. and spir.

love with natural good, 4277, 4280; the

thig 1 sig. marriage love, and hence cel.

anl spir. love, 4280; kings coming^ forth
{con the loins sig. truths from the Divine
marriage, 4375; the correspondence of the

joins and genitals with Ue Greatest Man,
50^0-5062; the loins correspond to mar-
riage love, or to those who are in that love,

5050-2; those societies are cel. and in the

inmost heaven, 5052; distinct from others,

5053; their quality not given to know, the

reason, 5055; internals in contrary prin-

ciples, or adulteries, 5059; the loins sig.

interior things, 7863; the loins and geni-

tals sig. the interiors of marriage love,

0960, opposite sense, 9960. Concerning
breeches. See Breeches. The naked-
ness of the loins and genitals, sig. what is

opposite to marriage love, 9060. See
Nakedness and Genitals. Concerning
extension from the loins to the thigh 1; when
it relates to breeches, it sig. extension of

marriage love from interiors to exteriors .

9961. The loins sig. the interior things
of love, the thighs the exterior things,

9061; a sword on the thigh sig. truth
which is combating from good, 10488.
Thin ears sig. knowledges of no use,

5214; thin in flesh sig. not of charity. 5201.
Think, Thought. See Idea. Spirits

think more clearly and distinctly than in

the body, 322; of those who believed the
soul or spirit to be abstract thought. 444-
5. Thinking by art, 521; in every idea of
thought there is somewhat derived from
the will, and at the same time from the
understanding, 590; the speech of spirits

is from the ideas of thought. See Speech,
and Idea. The internal man is not
thought, 078; the punishment of rending
as to the thoughts. 062; no ideas of thought
can exist without knowledge of facts,

1435; thev who were taken up amongst
angelic spirits saw the interiors of my

thoughts, 1769(5); the Lord alone thought
from Himself, 1004(4); the origin of per-

ception and thought from influx de-
scribed, 1953; 'he thought of man is

from the rational, the conclusion of the

thought, or the answer, comes either

from perception 01 from conscience, an
answer is given him by the Lord according
to his state of life, his affection, and the

truth of doctrine implanted, 2552; there

are thoughts from perception, from con-

science, and from no conscience, 2515,

2552; perception is something else than
thought, the latter is from the former,

1919; angels of the third heaven think

from the interior of the rational, 1914(3);
they who have conscience think from the

outer or natural rational, 1914(4), 1919
(2); they who have not conscience think

from the sensual and corporeal natural,

1914(4); they who have conscience have
interior thought from the Lord, but it is

otherwise with those who have not con-
science, 1935; the thought of man is

wonderful, it is unknown to him that it is

of such a quality, 2557(2); societies are

sometimes dissociated as to thoughts and
discourses, 2129; angels and spirits per-

ceive the interior things of man's thoughts,

1931; thoughts ore from the memories, all

tilings of the thoughts remain, angels and
spirits perceive the single things of the

thoughts. See Memory. All changes
of state, both as to things voluntary, and
things intellectual, are ruled by spirits

and angels from the Lord, 2796; the all

of thought and of will flows in. See
Infiux, Life, and Freedom. Medita-
ting in the field sig. a state of the rational

in good, 3196; the internal or rational

man thinks, and indeed in the external or

natural, but with a difference when man
is a man and when a spirit, 3679(4);
thoughts, knowledges, and truths are not
abstract things, but are variations of

form of the purer substances of man,
3726(3); some believe the soul to be
mere tiiought abstracted from a subject,

4527; exterior and interior tiiought, their

difference. 5127(2); what a man loves

reigns universally in his thought, although
he is ignorant cf it, 5 1 30; thought is from
the interior rational, or from the sensual,

according to the state, 5141; the exterior

natural is a plane, in which, as in a mirror,

the interiors see themselves, and that

hence is thought, 5165(2); unless the
natural be in order, as with the regenerate,

man cannot think interiorly, thus neither

can he have faith, 5168(2); the thought of

man, who is in good, is spir. according to

the internal sense of the Word, 5614(2);
how difficult it is for a man to believe that
spirits know his thoughts, w'-en yet they
know them most minutelv, from experi-

ence, 5846; thought is interior and ex-
terior, 6007; evil flowing in into the
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thought does not hurt, but it does when
it passes into the will, 6204; spirits know
the thoughts, tin's cannot be believed
without difficulty, from experience, 6214;
when yet they know the most minute
things of man's thought and will in the

other life, 6214; they who think only

from the senses have but little perception

of what is honest, just, and good, 6598,
6612, 6614, 6622, 6624; thought appears
continuous when yet it is distinguished

into ideas, 6500, 6624; thought and affec-

tion diffuse themselves into societies

round about, from experience, 6600-3,

6605, 6609; the case herein is as with

spheres of rays from objects of the earth,

6601(2); thought enters into the general
sphere of societies, and thus does not move
the societies specifically, 6600(3), 6603;
thought appears like a stream, 6606;

thought, when it pours itself forth, makes
a circuit according to the form of the

cineritious substance in the brain; the

superior forms which are in heaven are
incomprehensible, 6607; spheres of the

thoughts from societies represented by
clouds, 6609, 6614; with man the ideas

of thought vary, are multiplied, divided,

and extended to various societies, 6610;

in the ideas of thought there are things

innumerable, 6613-6625. See Idea.
The ideas of the thought of tnose who
live and think ill, 6625; man is insinuated

into societies principally by temptations,

6611; thought is active and passive,

active when a man speaks, it is the speech

of the spirit of man. not comprehensible,
because without expressions of language,

and passive when man does not speak,

6987(2); truth with a man thinks, the

man in whom the thought is minks by
means of the truth, 8834; what is uni-

versally reigning in the thought; the

things which are clear are in the midst,

those which are obscure are round about;

the things which are opposite verge down-
wards, 8885; tlie work of a designer sig.

the intellectual, 0598, 0688(2); man can
hardly distinguish between truth and
good because hardly between thinking

and willing, 099s; evil thought which
does not enter the will does not defile

man, 8910(2); abstract thought diffuses

itself widely through heaven, not so

thought directed to persons, 8985.
Third and Threefold. See Three.
Thirst, To Thirst sig. to desire truth

from affection, 4918, 4017, 4056(2);
thirst sig. lack of truth, 6745(6): to thirst

sig. to seek and long for truths. 8568;
to die by thirst sig. to be deprived of spiri-

tual life from a defect of truth. 8568(0).
Thirteen sig. temptation, 1668; holy

remains. 2109.
Thirty sig. somewhat of combat, rela-

tively little, 2276; scarcely any. 2066(3);
what is full of remains, 5335; thirty years,

a state full of remains, 7984; thirty, what
is full, 9082.

Thistle. See Thorn.
Thorn. Thorn and thistle sig. curse

and vastation, 272, 273. Briars (sen-

Iicetum) and thorns (veprelum) sig. falsity

and lust, 2831(9); thorns (spina) sig.

evils, 3310(2). The thistle and the thorn
sig. evil and falsity, 9144(7); thorns,
the falsities of lusts, 9144(8); the crown
of thorns on the Lord rep. the state of the
church at that time as to the Word, that
it was stifled by the falsities of lusts,

9144(10).
Thought. See Think.
Thousand sig. much, also infinite,

2575, 3186, 8715; in the prophecies a
thousand means many or innumerable,
and no fixed number, 2575(4). Princes
of thousands sig. primary truths in the

first degree, because above princes of

hundreds, 8712.
Three, the same as seven sig. holiness

from the Lord's resurrection on the third

day, 720, 000-1; three or third sig. tlie

full time, also tlie last state of the church,
and of those things which are of the church,

1825; three men who appeared to Abra-
ham rep. the Divine itself, the Divine
Human, and the Holy proceeding, this

Trine is a One, 2149; three days and the

third day sig. what is complete, or end
and beginning, tlie reason was that the

Lord rose on the third day, 2788; it sig.

some and what is not yet complete, 2788
(12); to set a way of three days between,
sig. altogether to separate, 4010; the third

day and three sig. what is complete and
continuous even to the end, and one
period great or small, 4495(3); three

months sig. a new state 4901; from three

days sig. a new state, 5123; on the third

day sig. the last of a state, when a prior

state ceases and a new state commences,
5159; a way of three days sig. a state

altogether removed from falsities, 6004.
Three days sig. a full slate, what a full

state is, 7715; leaders of three, generals

under winch are particulars, 8150; three

days sig. wholly, 8347; sons, thirds and
fourths sig. falsities in a long series and
their conjunction, 8877; three and a half,

what is full and even to the end, 0198(4);
one and a half, when it is a division of

three, sig. what is full, 0488-0; three

what is full from beginning to end, refer-

ences, 9286, 9207, 10087(3); three sig.

perfection, because that anything may
be perfect, there must be successive order

of three, as end, cause, and effect. 0825;
from three exists a one, 9866; feven sig.

an entire period, when holy things are

treated of. in like manner three, when any
subject whatsoeveris treated of, references,

10127; three thousand sig. what is full

and complete like three, 10402; sons,

thirds and fourths sig. falsities and the
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evils thence derived, 10624. The Trine
in the Lord is the Divine Itself called

Father, the Divine Human called Son, and
the Divine proceeding which is the Holy
Spirit, 10822.
Three and a Half sig. to the full even

to the end, 9198. See Three.
Three Hundred. Three hundred

and eighteen sig. holy things of combat,

1700; three hundred sig. what is full,

„ . , , ,
Threshing-Fi.oor sig. the good of

love, 6377(4); the good of truth and
where the good of truth is, also where the

truth of good is, 6537.
Threshold of heaven, 34, 1307, 6405

(3), 6884, 943s, 10177(5); of wisdom,

3833(3). .
,Throne sig. heaven, 1042(3); to sit on

the throne of His glory sig. judgment,

4809(3); throne of David, heaven, 5044
(8); what is of royalty, to sit upon it sig.

the Lord, thus throne sig. the Divine
truth which proceeds from the Lord,
hence heaven also is called a throne, and
in such case the natural respectively,

generally that which is inferior is like

a throne to what is superior, 5313; thrones,

truths of intelligence, 6524(3); in the

opposite sense, it sig. the kingdom of

falsity, 5313(4), 7779. 8215(5); the

apostles sitting on twelve thrones sig.

the primary truths of faith according
to which judgment is effected, 2129(3),

3857(6), 6397(2), 9030(2); throne, the

Lord's spir. kingdom, 8625; throne, Di-
vine truth, 9166(4), 9407(io)-8, 9429(2),

0857(2), 9917(2). Thrones cast down
sig. falsities, 8215(5); also a total laying

waste of the church, 9470(3).
Thrust Through or Pierced sig.

truth and good extinguished, 4503(2),
8408; an explication of the law relating to

one that is thrust through lying in a
field, Deut. xxi., 1-10, 9262(3); thrust

through sig. those in falsities. 8902(4).
Thumb sig. power of good by truth,

7430(3); power of truth, also of intel-

lectual truth, 10062; same of foot, but
in an inferior degree, 10062-3.
Thummdi. See Urim.
Thunder. Voices which are of

thunders sig. truths Divine that en-

lighten and perfect those in heaven, and
terrify and devastate those in hell, 7573.
See Voice. Thunders sig. truths Di-
vine, the brightness of lightning apper-
tains to truths from the Divine, 8914.
Discourse of spirits from the moon sound-
ing as of many, like thunder, 1763(3),
9232-5, see 4326.
Thymus. Spirits who are in the per-

ception of good belong to the province of

the thymus glanl, 5172.
Tidal sig. good, 1685, see 1661-2.
Tiller or Cultivator. A tiller of the

ground sig. one who is without charity,

34s. 381.

Timbrel sig. spir. good or good of

faith, 4138, 8337(3); to praise with the
timbrel sig. to glorify God from spir.

good, 8337.
Time. Times sig. states, 482, 486-8;

there is no idea of time in the other life,

1274; times and spaces in the other life

are not, 2625; spaces and times sig.

states, the latter, states as to existing, the
former, states as to being, 2625; times and
places sig. states, 2788, 2837, 3254; space
and time sig. states because there is no
idea of space and time in the other life,

nor in the internal man, 3356; man can
think of nothing without space and time,

but it is otherwise with the angels, 3.;o4

(2I; what time is, those who are in the

affection of love take no note of unless
impatience and consequent solicitude

adjoin themselves, 3827; spaces corre-

spond to state as to being, time to exist-

ing, 3938; it came to pass at this time,

sig. the state of things which follow, 4814,
4916. Ideas derived from time are not in

the other life, illustrated from experience,

48S2; because the sun there does not
make times, hence times sig. states, 4901
(2) ; in the other life there are vicissitudes,

like those of the day, morning, mid-day,
evening, twilight, and in hell night, con-
cerning which, 6110(3-7); states in the
other life are as the times of evening, of

night, of morning, and mid-day, 7218,

8750(2); times and spaces sig. states,

illustrated by a comparison of the sun of

the world with the Sun of heaven, 7381
(3) ; to a stated time sig. in that state,

8070; times sig. states, references, 10133
(^-4(3); why this is in the other life,

10605, see 488(3), 7381(3), 10200. Man
cannot comprehend what the Divine was
before time, unless he thinks of state as
do the angels, 3404(2).
Timnah sig. the state of taking counsel

for the church, 4855, 4857, 4861.
Tin. Silver, iron, tin, lead sig. truths

in their order to the last which are sen-
sual, 2967(3).
Tiras sig. external worship, 1151.
To-day. To this day and to-day in the

Word sig. what is perpetual and eternal,

2838, 3998; as this day sig. apparently,

3325, 3329; this day sig. what is per-
petual and eternal, 4304; from now sig.

what is eternal, 6984; yesterday, also
to-day, sig. what is future and prior, 7140;
to-day, always, yesterday, when spoken
of the Lord, sig. what is eternal, 9939.
The state of the world at this day, few

regenerated, 13, 2682(3); darkness from
reasoning from senses, 232; state of world
of spirits, 2 121; few know what genuine
marriage love is, 2727; great numbers
from Christendom like antediluvians,

2754; knowledge of correspondences
obliterated, 2763(2); many possessed as
to interiors by pernicious spirits, 4793;
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Do charity, 5168(3), 5639(3); state of
church at this day, 0108(2); heaven,
closed, 9396(2); this day sig. what is

etern.d references, 10637.
Tcgakmah sig. doctrinals or rituals re-

lating to spir. tilings, 11 54.
To-morrow sig. to eternity, 3998; care

and solicitude for the morrow, who are
in it, and who not, 8478, 8480; the day
following or die morrow, when it relates

to tue Jewish nation, sig. duration even
to the end of the church, 10497.
Tongue. See Taste and Appetite.

The Hebrew tongue is adapted to the
internal sense, 618. Tongue sig. opinion,

1150, 1215-16; the opinions of spirits con-
cerning truths flow in into the tongue,
1 1 59; the language of spirits and of an-
gel 5. See Speech. Men from exterior

memory are in the languages of expres-
sions, but spirits from interior memory
arc in universal language, 2472, 2476.
See Memory. The correspondence of

the taste, tongue, and face with the Great-
est Man, 4791-4805; the tongue in gen-
eral corresponds to the affection of truth,

and afterwards to the affection of good
from truth, 4791; the tongue serves both
for nourishment and for speech, because
it corresponds to the affection of know-
ing, and to the affection of thinking, and
of producing what is thought, 4795; who
they are that occasion violence to the
tongue, their quality, 4801; there are

many things from the spir. world in

languages and expressions, 5075.
The tongue is formed to sensate the

solvent and fluid parts in liquids, 6013.

6057; it sig. speech, 6985, 6987(2); a dog
shall not move his tongue sig. no con-

demnation and lamentation, 7784; tongue
or language of spirits, not of words, 1637.

2472, 2480, 4387, 5075. 5648, 6100, 6516
(3), 6987; how spirits speak with men,
10752.
Tool. To form an idol with a graver's

tool sig. from self-intelligence, 10406.

See also 8942.
Tooth. Teeth whiter than milk sig.

the celestial spiritual, 2184(5). Gnashing
of teeth sig. collision of falsities with
truths of faith with those who conclude
from fallacies of the senses and the fal-

sities thence, 4424(3); see also, 820, 4175,
5568; the correspondence of teeth, 5565-
8. Teeth correspond with those who have
scarce anytliing remaining of spir. life,

55A1; a robber who had no face but jaws
and teeth, 5560; a certain scoffer also

without face, and with teeth instead of a
face, 5567; they who gnash with the teeth,

who favor nature in opposition to the Di-

vine, 5568; tooth sig. the exterior intel-

lectual, hence natural truth, in the oppo-
site sense falsity, 0040(7). 0052; when
it relates to a servant, it sig. the sensual,

0062. teeth sig. the corporeal proprium,
references. 10283(12).

Topaz, Ruby, and Carbuncle. They
sig. the love of cel. good, or the inlcraal
good of the inmost heaven, 9865. lhey
were of a red color, 9865(3).
Tops of Mountains sig. the dawning

of light, 859, 860.
Torch of fire sig. the burning of de-

sires, 1861.
Torment of hell not from the Lord,

695-0, 5708(7); not pain of conscience,

065, 5071, 8700(5), 8875; night in hell is

a state of torment, 61 10, also morning,
why, 10413; evil and falsity make hell,

these two torment in hell, torment from
faisity sig. by worm, torment from evil

sig. by fire, 8481; it sig. to vastate, 7643
(9). See Hell.
Torn sig. death occasioned by another,

and thus evil not by his fault, 4171-2;
torn to pieces sig. to perish by evils and
falsities, 5828.
Torpor induced by courtiers, 1509; in

nerves from those in end of ruling, 4227
(3); from societies of friendship, 4804;
in brain from those in love of dominion,
5718; in members and limbs from filthy

spirits, 5722-3.
Touch. See Sense. Not touch sig.

not ascribe good and truth to themselves,
108; spirits have a most exquisite touch,
all sensations refer to touch, 322, 1630,
1880-3, 5078(4); the sease of touch is the
general of all the senses, 3528; it corre-

sponds to affection for good, 4404; it is

subject to the will, 5077(3), 9096; to

touch sig. to infuse themselves into
heavenly societies, 8796-7; communica-
tion and reception of Divine power,
10023(7); communication, transference,
and rec eption, 10130, 10109; sight effected

by touch, 10130(6).
Tower sig. worship of self, 130J, 1306,

130S; interior things of truth, and of fal-

sities, 4590. Gammadim in the towers
sig. the knowledges of interior truth,

450°; watch-towers, fantasies, 1368.
Trade. See Merchant. To trade

sig. to procure and communicate knowl-
edges, 1171(4). 3933(5). 4453. 475°.
10042(10); to trade in the land, to turn
to use and profit, 5527; a nation mentioned
which loves Wading rather than riches,

5573-
, , , ....

Tradition of Jews by which they de-
stroyed lowest things, 250(2); of ancients,

2722(6); of Gentiles, 3727(6); waters of
lower pool sig. traditions by wluch they
made infractions in truths of the Word,
4926(5).
Training. Abram s men in training

sig. g^oods in external man conjoined with
interior, 1708.
Tranquillity. See Peace, 00-03;

a state of tranquillity is an external state

of peace, 3696; they who are regenerating
are at first in that state, r.nd likewise at

last. See Regeneration. Man comes
into the tranquillity of peace, when he
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comes into interior truth and life, 4303-4;
the perception of the Lord's presence
gives tranquillity of peace, 5063.

Transfiguration, seen by opening
the inner sight, 1530; Divine good there

rep. by sun, Divine truth by garments
like light, 32, 2576(19), 4677(3); His Di-

vine Human then seen, 3212(4), 4692(5),

5 110(3), 5585(2). 5022(5); Moses rep.

historic Word, Elias the prophetic,

6752(9).
Transgression. See Sin. Trans-

gression sig. evil against truth, which is

lesser, sin evil against good, which is

greater, 6563; things contrary to truths

of faith, 9156, 9309.
Travail sig. acknowledgment in faith

and act, 4917; labor in temptations, 8670;
she that travaileth with child, those in

life of faith in act, 9042(21.
Treacherous. To deal treacherously,

to act contrary to laws of Divine order,

8999.
Tread. Tread down sig. depression,

25S. Tread the sea with horses sig. to

instruct the natural man, 9755(4); to

treid upon serpents and scorpions, to

destroy evils and falsities of evil, 10019(4).
Treasure. See Riches.
Treasuries from their contents sig.

knowledges of good and truth, opposite

sense knowledges of evil and falsity,

6661(2).
Tree. The trees of the garden of

Eden sig. perceptions, 103, 128, 130, 19Q,

200, 1069; the tree of lives, sig. love and
faith thence, to be wise from the Lord,
102-5, 200, 2187(3), 9509(3); trees sig.

perception, 2163; knowledges, 2722(7);

tree sig. man, 885; the tree of knowl-
edge appeared with a viper, a representa-

tion of the men of the church at this day,

2125; a shrub or twig sig. a little of the

perception of truth, 2682; to be cast

under one of the shrubs, sig. to be deso-

lated as to truth, 2682; the ancients cele-

brated holy worslup on mountains and
in groves, but this was forbidden when
that worship became idolatrous, 2722;
worship in groves was according to the

species of the tree, 2772; a tree sig. per-

ceptions when the cel. church is treated

of, and knowledges when the spir. church
is treated of, 2972, 4013; there is an in-

flux of heaven from the Lord even into the

subjects of the vegetable kingdom, as into

trees and plants, 3648; the analogy of a
tree with regeneration, 3518(3); sig. of

various trees, 4013(3), 5622; of its parts,

7966, 8326, 10185(2); the Ancient Church
celebrated worship in gardens and
groves beneath trees, according to their

significations, 4552(3); the regenera-
tion of man is represented principally

in trees, suS; the flowers of a tree rep.

the state near regeneration, 5116(5);
the fruit of a tree sig. all cognition of good,

7600; tree sig. cognition of truth, 7692;
to piant sig. to regenerate, by comparison
with a tree, 8326; falsities in wliich is

evil are like trees which bear evil fruit,

9258(4); the tree seen by Nebuchad-
nezzar in his dream, 9553(3); the trees

of Eden sig. inward knowledges of faith,

2049(5); why trees sig. perceptions, 2163;
tree of life sig. the celestial itself, also the
Lord, 2187(3); also the will of good, and
the tree of knowledge, the understand-
ing of truth, 8891(3); the bough of the
thick entwisted tree sig. external truths

of good or knowledges, 9296(6); the tree

of lives sig. the good of love from the
Lord, thus the Lord, 9509(3); trees sig.

perceptions and knowledges of good and
truth, 10644.
Tremble sig. an alteration about an

inversion of state, 3593; it sig. terror,

5502, 8312; trembling sig. they dare not
do anything, S3 16; it sig. a holy tremor,
when the Divine becomes present the
good arc in a holy tremor preceding re-

ception; the evil are in terror and flee,

8816; quahe sig. commoticn, 8822; when
Divine truths are received there is tremor,

8917.
Tribe. The final judgment of the

tribes was their dispersion among the
nations, 2118; law of marriage w ithin the
tribe was from heavenly marriage. 3703
(17). The twelve tribes sig. all things of

good and truth, or of faith and charity,

3858, 3926, 4060(6); tribe in the original

tongue sig. also a sceptre and a staff

wliich signifies power, hence the name
tribe involves in it this, that goods and
truths have in them all power from the
Lord, 3858(15); the twelve tribes are
named in various orders, and have a sig-

nification according to the order, 3862,
3028(3), 3030(2); by the first four births
of the sons of Leah, Reuben. Simeon,
Levi, and Judah, is represented in order
the progress of the regeneration of the
cel. man, and by the seven following
to Joseph the progress of the regenera-
tion of the spir. man, 3921(3); the tribes
where they are named in the Word, sig.

the quality then treated of, 3939(2);
when the nativity of the sons of Jacob
is treated of, by the sons is described in
order the regeneration of man, and all

tilings of faitli and love in one complex,
3939(2); they sig. all things of faith and
love. 3913, 4060(6), 4592(13), 5044(4),
6328, 6446, 7833; when named in another
order they have another signification, and
rep. all things which are in the Divine
Natural of the lord, the order of their
naming is according to the state of the
subject, 4603; the sons of Jacob, or the
twelve tribes, rep. all goods and truths in
general, and in particular, 6335; why
Manasseh and Ephraim were made tribes,

6283; by them was represented the church,
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6337; the tribes sig. various things accord-

ing to the order in which they are named,
thus they sig. innumerable variations,

6337; it is said of the tribes and apostles

that they should exercise judgment, but
this relates to the truths which are sig.

by them, 6397; the sons of Israel rep. the

church, 6637; the tribes, various things of

the Lord's kingdom according to the

order in which they are named, same as

twelve precious stones, 6640; Reuben,
Simeon, and Levi alone are mentioned
Exod. vi., because the subject is the spir.

church which is formed from faith in

knowledge, faith in act, and the affec-

tion of charity, 7231; heaven with the

societies therein is rep. by the tribes,

families, houses of the sons of Israel,

7836(3), 7891, 7996-7; the tribe of Judah
was the first, after Reuben, Simeon, and
Levi were cursed, 10335(2); the govern-

ment in tribes, families, and houses like

that of a father, 10814.

Tribute. Becoming tributary sig.

serving, 6394. Peter taking up a fish out

of the sea, and finding a piece of money
in its mouth, which he should give as

tribute sig. the lowest natural which
serves should do this, 6394; tribute,

servitude, 6659, 6852.
Trine, Trinity. The Divine itself,

the Divine Human, and the Divine pro-

ceeding make one, 2149, 2156, 2218.

3061, 3960, 9866, 10822; the Trine is one
in the Lord, 2663, 4766(3), 2329(4),

2447(6), 3704(6), 5n°(3). 7086, 9866,

10617; the celestial see this not the spiri-

tual, 3241(3); the whole trinity is per-

fect in the Lord, thus there is one God,
not three persons, 6993(2), 9303, 10736-8.
Trojan horse sig. a contrivance of the

understanding, 2762(4).
Troop. See Gad. Troop, from which

Gad is called, in the supreme sense, sig.

omnipotence and omniscience, in the in-

ternal sense, the good of faith, in the ex-

ternal sense, works, 3934-5, 6.<o5.

Trouble sig. consternation, those who
are troubled in mind and heart are in

consternation, 9328; a great troubling

sig. consternation even to insanity, 9328.

Trough sig. the good of truth, 3095,

4017; troughs sig. the doctrine of charity,

°777- _
True. See Truth.
Trumpet (buccina). Trumpeters sig.

goods of faith, 424; it is a spiritual ex-

pression, 3069(14); to sound the trumpet
sig. announcing. 4502(10); the sound of a

trumpet sig. cel. good, 8802. The voice

of a trumpet sig. a state of the angelic

heaven, 8815, 8823, 8915. By a trumpet
{tuba) is signified evangelization, 4060(8).

Trust. See Confidence.
Truth, True. See also Good. Di-

vine truth is the very order of the Lord's

kingdom, and Divine good the essential

of order, 1728; truth is a vessel for things
celestial, 1496; degrees of truth(i), knowl-
edge or truth learned (2), rational truth
or truth learned confirmed by reason (3),
intellectual truth which is conjoined with
internal perception that a thing is so,

1496; the Lord adapts the things apper-
taining to man, that they may serve
as vessels for cel. things, and may ap-
pear as truths, 1832(3); no parallelism
and correspondence between the Lord and
man as to truths, or tilings spir., but as to

goods or things cel., 1832; delight and
happiness of truth, also of good, 1470;
external and internal knowledges are not
truths, but vessels of truth, 1469; the
truths of faith are compared to garments,
1073; man from himself can do nothing
good and think nothing true, 874-6;
man's regeneration by intellectual truths,

i55S(3)i truth is the beginning of tempta-
tion combat, 1685; truths are vessels

recipient of good, 1900(2), 2063(3), 2261

(3), 2269(3); the marriage of good and
truth, 2173, 2507; the marriage of good
and truth, from which comes marriage
love. See Marriage. How truths gain
life, 1028; truth tends to good, and pro-
ceeds from good, 2063(2); during regen-
eration, the Lord insinuates good into

truths, thus truths are vessels recipient of
good, 2063(3); a distinction made be-
tween cel. truth and truth cel., cel. truth

derives its origin from the celestial;

truth cel. is from the truth implanted
in the cel. by knowledges, 1545; the more
of truth there is introduced the more is

the life of charity perfected, wherefore
charity exists with a man according to

the quantity and quality of truth, 21S9
(2); how truth is implanted in the good
of charity, during regeneration, 2189(3);
regenerated by truths of faith, 2189(2);
not regenerated by truth, but by the

good of truth, 2697; good and truth are
implanted with the spiritual; he who is

regenerated acts from the affection of

good, 1004; man by regeneration re-

ceives from the Lord a new rational,

2657", how the ideas are bended to goods
and truths from the Lord, 2272-3, 2334,
2364, 2380, 2568(6); see also Regener-
ation, Rational, Faith. There is no
truth but from good, examples, 2434;
good cannot flow in into truth, so long as
man is in evil. 2388(2); truth is according
to good, in like ratio and degree, 2^29
(2); the same truths with one are truths,

with another less true, and with others

even falsities, 2439(2); man cannot be
saved by the truths of faith, but by the

goods which are in truths, 2261(2); there

is an affection of good and an affection

of truth, the distinction, 1904, 1997. 2439;
two affections, of good and of truth; the

ancients instituted a marriage between
them, 1904; the quality of those in the
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affection of good, and of those in the affec-

tion of truth, 3422, 2420; an affection of

rational truth and of truth of knowledge,
2503; Divine good flows in into truths of

every kind, but more closely into genuine
truths, 2531; Divine good flows into ap-
pearances and fallacies, 2554; truths ap-
pertaining to man arc appearances im-
bued with fallacies, also with falsities,

but the Lord conjoins himself with man,
and forms conscience in him, 2053; con-
junction is reciprocal, namely, of the

Lord with man and of man with the Lord,
2004; things rational are appearances of

truth, 2519; the quality of an idea of

truth without good, and the quality of its

light in the other life, 2423, 2425; rational

truth without good is morose, 1949-51,
1964; but when from good, what its qual-
ity is, 1950; truths from good are arranged
according to affinities in heaven, 1900,

1928; there is truth intellectual, rational,

and truth of knowledge, 1904(3); what
cel. truth is, and what spir. truth, the

former flows in with the cel. man, the

latter with the spir. man, 2069(3); who
are capable of coming into the knowl-
edges and faith of truth, and who are not
capable, 2689; the Lord made Himself
Good itself and Truth itself, 2011; all

good and truth is from the Lord, 2016;
Divine good elevates all to heaven, but
truth condemns all to 1 ell, 2258(2), 2335;
man ought to compel himself to think
what is true, and to do what is good,

1937(3); rational truth cannot perceive
Divine truth, 2196(2), 2203, 2209; the

first-formed rational, because it does not
comprehend, makes light of intellectual

truth, 191 1, 1936, 2654; what it is to be
judged from good, and what from truth,

2335(2); things rational and knowledge
are like a body and clothing to things
spiritual, 2576; appearances of truti.

See Appearances. How important it is

that truths be known and believed, 25S8
(8). Truth without good appears pointed,

2799(21); the Lord, as to Divine Truth,
could not be tempted, but as to Truth
Divine, the Son of Man is Truth Di-
vine, 2813-14; Truth Divine is what was
scourged by the Jews and crucified, 2813
(2); all truths have affinity with each
other, 2863; cel. freedom is of the affec-

tion of good and truth, and infernal free-

dom is of the affection of evil and falsity,

2873. See Freedom. Man ought to do
good and to think truth as from himself,

that he may receive a cel. proprium and
cel. freedom, 2882-3, 2891; all good and
truth is from the Lord, and so far as
man believes that it is from Him, so far

he is in His kingdom, 2904(3); the first

state of those who are regenerating is,

that they suppose good and truth to be
from themselves, they are left in that
opinion, the reasons; but when regenerated

they believe that good and truth are from
the Lord, and at length they perceive it,

2946, 2960, 2974; good flows in into the
rational by an internal way, but truth by
an external way, 3030(2); falsity cannot
be conjoined with good, nor what is true

with evil, from experience, 3033; the first

affection of truth in the natural is not
from genuine truth; the affection of gen-
uine truth comes successively, 3040; truth

is the form of good, 3049; outward knowl-
edge is the vessel of truth, and truth the

vessel of good, 306S; by influx, truths

from the natural man are continually

called forth, elevated, and implanted in

good, which is in the rational, 3085(2),
3o36; the first affection of truth, which is

to be initiated into good is impure, it is

successively purified, 3089; there is a
reciprocality of truth when it is to be con-
joined to good, 3090; power is predicated
of truth, thus hands, arms, shoulders,

3091; good is what enlightens, but by
truth, 3094; enlightenment by truth,

penetrates further and effects more
thoroughly, 3094(2); good flows in by an
internal way, and truth by an external

way, in the natural, but they are con-
joined in the rational, 3098; truth acknowl-
edges its own good, and good its own
truth, that they may be conjoined, 3101-2;
enlightenment in the natural man is

from good, but by means of truth,

sig. by giving the camels drink, 3102;
when truth is conjoined with good in
the rational, it is appropriated to man
and fades out of the external mem-
ory, 310S; a most exquisite exploration
and precaution is exercised to prevent
truth being conjoined with evil, and fal-

sity with good, 3110(2), 3116; there must
be innocence and charity, that truth may
be received, 3111; truth is faith, 3121;
truth in the internal sense is charity, for

truth or faith is from charity, 3121-2;
mercy and charity is from the Lord, it

is an influx of love, truth is also an influx

of charity in respect to the cel., and it is an
influx of charity and faith in respect to

the spir., 3122(2). Truth is formed first

in the natural man, by an influx of good
through the rational, 3128(2); if there be
correspondence, truths are formed, if

there be not correspondence, falsities are
formed instead of truths, 3128(3), 3138;
the first truths are appearances of truth,

afterwards appearances are put off, and
they become truths in essence, examples,

3131(3); truth is initiated and conjoined
to good in the rational according to de-
grees of instruction, 3141(2); as light

without heat produces nothing, so the
truth of faith produces nothing without
the good of love, 3146; that truth may be
conjoined with good, there must be con-
sent on the part of the understanding and
the will; when there is consent on the
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part of the will, then there is conjunction,
3157-8; truth cannot be conjoined with
good except in a free state, 3158; the
affection of good and the affection of

truth in the natural man are as brother
and sister; but the affection of truth
called forth from the natural man into

the rational is as a married man, 3160;
rational good flows in immediately into

natural good, not so into natural truth,

3160(2); the rational as to truth is pro-
cured by knowledges, truths are appro-
priated when they are conjoined with
good, they are of the will, and for the

sake of life, 3161(2); good makes to itself

truth, to which it may be conjoined, be-

cause it acknowledges nothing else for

truth but what is in agreement, 3161; all

things in the universe refer to good and
truth, 3166(2); natural good and natural

truth, 3167; man is not bom into natural
truth, still less into spir. truth, but he has
everything to learn, otherwise he would
be viler than a brute, 317s; truth can with
difficulty be elevated out of the natural

into the rational, on account of the lusts

of evil and the persuasions of falsity, and
the fallacies thence derived, thus on ac-

count of reasonings and doubts whether
it be so, 3175(3); truth is elevated into

the rational, when man begins to be averse

to reasonings against truths and to laugh
at doubts, 3175(3); good acknowledges
its own truth, and truth its own good,

3179; truth perceives in itself an image
of good, and from good the very effigy of

itself from which it is, 3180; how it is with

truth, when elevated out of the natural

into the rational, 3182, 3190; when truth

is elevating out of tlie natural into the

rational, it passes from those things which
are of the light of the world into those

which are of the light of heaven, thus from
obscurity into clearness, whereby man
comes into wisdom, 3100; Divine truth

natural and Divine good natural, as two
wings, elevate the truth, which is to be
initiated into good in the rational, 3192;
truth must be initiated and conjoined with
good, not once, but through the whole
fife, and in the other life, 3200; what is

meant by truth being separated from
knowledges and elevated thence, and con-

joined to good, 3203; truth, in a man
about to be regenerated, is like as with an
infant, he first learns what is of knowl-
edge, then it becomes of the life, 3203(2);
pure truths are not given with man, nor
even with an angel, but in the Lord alone,

3207(3); the appearances of truth ap-

pertaining to an angel and to a man who
is in good, are received by the Lord as

truths, 3207(3); the appearances of truth,

3207(5); between the good of the Lord's
rational and truth from the natural, there

is not a marriage but a covenant re-

sembling the marriage covenant, 3311;

both the cel. church and the spir. have
good and truth, but with a difference,

3240; the good of truth in its first exist-

ence is truth, 3295; the case with good
and truth is as with offspring, they are
conceived, carried in the womb, born, and
grow up, 3298, 3308; good and truth are
conceived together, but good gives life

by truth, each is called soul, 3299; good
is connate with man, not truth, on account
of hereditary evil, but still truth adheres
to good with some power, 3304(2);
knowledges are the truths of the natural
man, 3293; the truths of the natural man
are truths of sense, truths of knowledge,
and interior or doctrinal truths, 3309,
3310(4); spiritual truths or doctrinals are
still more interior commandments, 3310
(4); doctrinals are founded on truths of

knowledge, and these on sensual truths,

without the latter and the former no idea
can be had concerning doctrinals, 3310
(4); the good of the rational flows in into

the good of the natural immediately, but
into the truth of the natural mediately,
this is sig. by Isaac loving Esau, and
Rebekah Jacob, 3314, 3513, 4563(4);
good reduces truths into order, 3316(2);
truths are vessels recipient of good, or
they are perceptions of the variations of

form according to changes of state, 3318;
from various reasonings it appears as if

faith is prior to charity, or truth to good,
but that is a fallacy, 3324; references on
faith and charity, or truth and good,

3324(3); with the spir. man truth has do-
minion over good as to time apparently,

but the good of truth obtains dominion,
3325(a). 3330, 3336; see Primogeni-
ture. This is the case, inasmuch as in

the affection of truth there are many
things from the love of self and of the
world, it is not known th.it good is prior

and in that affection, 3325(3), 3330, 3336
(3); the spir. man proceeds from doc-
trinals to the good of doctrinals, from this

to the good of truth, and from this to the

good of life, when he is regenerated the

order is inverted, 3332(2); how good is

adjoined to truths in the natural during
regeneration, 3336(3); affection always
adjoins itself to the things which have
entered into the memory, they are re-

produced together; the affection of good
is adjoined to truths from the Lord with
man, and by the affection of good truths

are reproduced, and thus falsities and
evils are remo\ed, 3336(3); the ap-
pearances of truth. See Appearanxes.
Truths are received by every one accord-
ing to apprehension, 3385; if truths are not
received, good cannot flow in, so as to be-

come rational or human good, and thus
spir. life, because truths are the vessels

recipient of good, 3387; manv things are
received from being called Divine, but
there is need of confirmation, 3388; truths
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are not knowledges, but in knowledges,

3391; when unbelief universally reigns

it limits and hinders the truths of faith

from penetrating interiorly, 3300(2); good
and trutii arc removed from man towards
the interiors in proportion as he is in evil

and falsity, 3402(2); merely to know goods
and truths is not to have them, but to have
them is to be affected with them not from
the love of self and of the world, 3402(3);
who they are, and of wiiat quality, who
are in the good of truth, 3459, 3463;
spir. good is formed by truths, truths are
as fibres which form good, but which are

led and applied into form by interior

good, 3470, 3570, see Good. Good is the

first-born, and truth is afterwards be-
gotten, illustrated by the state of infants,

3494. See Primogeniture and Infant.
Truths are introduced into the natural

by enjoyments and pleasures, 3502(2),

3512; there are innumerable kinds of

good and of truth, 3519(2); the most uni-
versal kinds were rep. by the animals
offered as burnt-offerings and sacrifices,

3519(3); truth is apparently in the first

place during man's regeneration, thus in

inverted order, but good is in the first

place when he is regenerated, 3324-5,

333°, 3336, 3494, 3539(3), 3548, 3556,

3S66, 3570, 3576, 3603, 3701(2), 3843,

4243(2), 4247. 4337, 4925-6, 4928, 4930,

4977, 53Si(2), 6256(2), 6269, 6272-3,
8516(2), ioiio. Truth and good of the

natural are formed from truth and good
of the rational immediately, and me-
diately by influx, 3314 3573, 3616; there

are innumerable means by which con-
junctions are effected, treated of in the
internal sense of the Word, 3573(2);
from rational good exist inmost goods
and truths in the natural, 3576; good
from the rational produces truth in the
natural, almost as life produces fibres in

the body, 3579; good and truths apper-
taining to man form, as it were, one king-
dom or state, and this from the form of

heaven and influx thence, 3584; few know
what is good and what is true, none know
it but the regenerate, 3603(2); good is

turned into evil, and truth into falsity,

when it descends from heaven with the
evil, and contrariwise, 3607; when truth
is deprived of the life derived from self,

it is then conjoined with good, and there-
by receives essential life, 3607(3); whr>t
is meant by truth having life from self,

3610; what is the quality of the state
when truth is in the prior p'ace, and what
the quality when good is in that place,
3610(3); there is a continual endeavor in
good to restore the state, that truth mav
be subordinate, 3610(3): mention is made
of lives in the plural, because there are
two faculties of life, the will which is of
Kood, and the understanding which is of
truth; they make one life when the under-

standing is of the will, or truth is of good,

3623; during regeneration, man is led by
the Lord first as an infant, next as a boy,

afterwards as a youth, and at length as an
adult, and when he is led as an infant boy,

that he has knowledges of external or cor-

poreal truth, which are such as the knowl-
edges of historical things and of rituals in

the world, 3665(2), 3690(2), 3982(2), 30X6
(5); such knowledges of truth admit
successively things spiritual and celestial

because inmostly in them is the Divine,

3665(2); the good of truth and the truth

of good; one is the inverse in respect to

the other, 3669; with good and truth the

case is as with seeds and ground; that

seeds are from the rational, ground in the
natural, 3671; the good of truth is in-

verted in the beginning in respect to the

truth of good, but during man's regenera-
tion they are conjoined, illustrated by
example, 3688(3); the Lord is Divine
good, and from it is Divine truth, as the

sun from which is light, 3704, 3712(2),

4577'. good is the first of order, and truth

Uie last of order, 3726; good is varied in

all and single things by truths; from
truth it receives its quality, 3804; they
who are only in external truths, are weak,
wavering, and changeable; but they who
are at the same time in internal truths,

are firm, 3820; truths are conjoined with
goods, when they are learnt for the sake
of life, 3824; truths are not conjoined to

man, only so far as he is in good, that is

so far as they become of the life", they are
not conjoined to him by knowing and
acknowledging them, 3834; the truths of

faith are nothing without affections, 3849;
interior truths are not at first received,

but exterior, and by the latter the former,

3857; regeneration is effected from truth

to good, this is ascent, next from good
to truth, and this is descent, as by
Jacob's ladder, 3882; they are not of the

church who are in the affection of truth

and not in good, and who are in the af-

fection of good not productive of truth,

3963; good and truth not genuine serve

to introduce genuine goods and truths,

3974; there are mediate goods and truths

which are serviceable in introducing
genuine truths and goods, and are after-

wards relinquished, 3665, 3690, 3974,
3982, 3986. 4145; the goods appertaining
to man are mixed with evils, and truths

with falsities, but with such evils and fal-

sities, as are nit contrary, illustrated bv
examples. 3993' roods and truths are in

the middle, and evils and falsities at the

circumference, 3003(13^; during regen-
eration, there is an influx of the Lord
into the goods of the internal man, and
through truths t' ere into the natural,

.or 5; power is attributed to the truth

thence derived, 4015^2); truth is from
good, 4070; how good is conjoined to
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truth illustrated by the influx of good
into the knowledges of truth with man,
4096-7; so far as cel. things have the do-
minion, so far truths are multiplied, and
so far as worldly things, so far truths

are diminished, 4050(2); what is meant
by not speaking to any one from good
to evil, 4126; at this day there are no
knowledges concerning representation,

nor concerning good and truth, where-
fore neither can those things be easily

comprehended, 4136(3); good becomes
various by truths, thus in no case is it

altogether alike, 4149(2); goods and
truths of a threefold degree are in the
internal man, and as many in the ex-

ternal, 4154; see Degree. All good and
truth is from the Lord, none from self,

4151(3); there are three degrees of truth

in the internal man, and three degrees
in the external, 4154; the evil can receive

Divine truth in the external man, illus-

trated by the light of the sun flowing in

into objects, 4180(2); Divine truth is

lucent, not Divine good, 4180(2); Divine
truth proceeds from the Lord, and in the

Lord is only Divine good, 4180(6); Di-
vine truth, before the coming of the Lord,
was by influx of the Divine into heaven;

after the coming of the Lord it is from
His Divine Human, 4180(5); one truth

is not sufficient to confirm good, but there

must be several, 4107(7); truths are re-

produced, when the affection of good is

excited with which truths entered, and
vice versa, 4205(2); good is respectively

a lord, and truth a servant, they are also

brethren, 4267; truths must be insinu-

ated into good, that it may be good; they

are insinuated by affection, 4301; truths

in goods are arranged into order, when
according to their order in the heavens,

4302(3); the good of truth is truth from
Die will and in art, 433j{»), 4353. 439°;
when truths are conjoined to good,
progress is made from things more gen-

eral to things particular, 4345; the con-

junction of good with truth, 4353; see

Regeneration. All truths respect love

and charity as their beginning and end,

and are implanted therein, 4353(3); good
acknowledges its own truth, and vice

versa, 4358; before truth is accepted and
conjoined to good, things of confirmation
precede and cause belief, 436.1; truths can-
not be accepted, and conjoined with good,

except with those who are in the good of

charity and of love, 4368(2); the affec-

tion of truth appears to be from truth,

but it is from good, 4373; good acts,

truth re-acts from good, 4380; what the

truths of good are, 4385; all things have
reference to good and truth, 4300(2); the

correspondence of the sight of the eye
with the intellect and with truths, 4403-
21. See Light. The correspondence
of the sight of the eye is with truths, be-

cause these are of the understanding,
and because there is nothing which has
not reference to truth and good, 4400;
the left eye corresponds to truths of faith,

and the right to goods of faith, 4410;
truth cannot be conjoined to evil, but to
good, shown by lights, 4416; the corre-
spondence of the sight of the eye and of
light with the truths of faith, 4523-34;
specifically, 4526; man who is regen-
erating has many falsities mixed with
truths which are arranged into order when
he is regenerated and acts from good;
in this case truths are in the inmost, and
falsities are rejected to the circum-
ferences; the opposite with the evil, 4551-
2; truths are the forms of good, 4574;
truth is not truth unless from good; fal-

sity, when it is received by good, is ac-

cepted as truth, 4736; good acts by truth,

4757; interior truths are conclusions from
exterior, 4748(3); some who perceive the
truths of faith, and live evilly; in the other
life abuse the truths of faith to gain do-
minion; their quality described, 4802;
truth does not become the truth of in-

telligence, until it is led by good, and
passes from the will into act, 4884(2); to

set up truth as the essential of the church
is attended with many errors, concerning
which, 4025; truth is to good, as water to

bread or drink to meat, 4076; truths not
applied to use are separated, how truths

become uses and goods, 40S4; good and
truth natural, spiritual, and non-spiritual,

4988(2), 4902; see Nature. Spir. n-uth

and natural agree in ultimates, there

is not conjunction but affinity, 5008,

5020; abstract spir. truths have nothing
by which they may defend themselves
against natural truths, 5008-0, 5028;
truth without good cannot be given, be-

cause truth is the variation of form, and
good is the dciight thence derived, 5147
(2); truths exterminate falsities, and on
the other hand falsities exterminate
truths, 5207; truths and falsities cannot
subsist together, 5217; truths are lucid

in the other life, 5210; all things in the

universe refer to good and truth, and
hence to the will and understanding with

man, 5232(2); the knowledges of good
are truths, but they do not become truths

until they are acknowledged in the un-
derstanding and will, 5276; truth is con-

joined with good when man is in charity,

5340, 5342; truths are multiplied only

from good, 5345, 5355'- truth is con-

joined with good, and good with truth,

by affection, 5365(2); they who are in

the affection of truth do not remain in

doctrinals. but search the Word whether
they be true, 5432; truths have in them
a hidden power of attracting minds,

5464; the truth of faith is founded on
knowledges, 5510(2); truth, when it

p"asses into the will, becomes the good of
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truth, 5526; truth Is called good when it

passes into the will and act, and becomes
of the life, 5595; good arranges truths

in the form of heaven, but evil arranges
falsities in the form of hell, 5704; truths
arj applied by good under good, 5709;
the good of truth is of the spir. church, and
the truth of good is of tne cel. church,

£733; to claim to one's self good and truth

is tneft. See Theft. Concerning truth
that it is from good, 5804, 5806, 5816(2);
between good and truth there is close

conjunction, 5807, 5835; when the truth
of faith is reproduced from the memory,
its affection is also reproduced, and i-ice

versa, 5893. See Regeneration. Good
multiplies truths around itself, also around
every truth, and makes as it were a little

star, and by derivations successively,

5912; the reciprocal or reaction of truth
into good is also from good, and how,
5928; spiritual truths are derived from
charity, 5921; truths are first knowl-
edges, next truths of the church, and
lastly spir. truths, 5951; how non-spiritual
trut.is appear, and how spiritual, from
experience, 5951; purifications are effected
by truths, 5954(10); truth, to become
genuine truth, has its essence and life

from charity and from innocence, 6013;
truths are to be insinuated into knowl-
edges, treated of Gen. xlvii., 6059, 6004,
6023, 6071, 6077; unless truths are in-

sinuated into knowledges the conjunction
of the internal man with the external

cannot be effected, 6052(2); truths and
goods with the regenerate are arranged
into cel. form, in tne midst are the best,

and so successively, 6028; truths lead to

good, 6044; tne Word ought to be searched
to know whether doctrinals are true,

6047(3); see Faith; truths seek their

life in knowledges, and good in truths,

6077; to do mercy and truth sig. good and
truth, and is a form of speaking adopted
by the ancients, 6180; falsity from evil

appears hard in the other life, but truth

from good, soft, 6359; they who are in

truth, and not yet in good, are in fallacies,

from lowest nature, 6400; truth has
power from good. See Power, Hand.
It is allowed to the evil to assault truth,

but not good, 6677; the difference between
truth of doctrine and truth from good,
6717; he who is in truths is safe even in

the nelis, 6769; he who is regenerating,
for the :nost part does not combat from
genuine truth, but from the truth of his

own church, in such case it may be con-
joined with good by means of innocence,

6765; truth prevails immensely over what
is false, 6784; truth of knowledge of the
church is the Word in the sense of the

letter, also every representative and sig-

nificative of the Jewish Church, 6832; the
Divine truth proceeding from the Lord is

the veriest reality in the universe, 6880, |

7004(2); truths constitute the quality of

good, because truths become goods when
they become of the life, 6916; the con-
firmation of truth is effected by enlighten-

ment, and enlightenment is diverse accord-

ing to the state of every one's life, 7012;

the trutn immediately proceeding from
the Lord, and its conjunction with truth

mediately proceeding from him, this con-

junction is effected with those who are in

good, 7055-6, 7058; they who are in

truth are rigid, and they who are in good
are soft, 7068; the varieties of good,

which are perpetual, are from the truths

conjoined to it, 7236(2); truths are not

to be believed in a moment; the quality

of those which are believed in a moment
is described, 7298(2); examples con-
cerning falsifications of truth, 7318; truth

falsified has a grievous stench, 7319; the

reason why many in the other life are per-

mitted to falsify truths, 7332; falsities

and truths cannot be applied, neither be
conjoined, except by intermediates which
are fallacies and appearances, such as are

in the sense of the letter of the Word,
7344; all tilings wliicli are according to

order have reference to good and truth,

and all things which are contrary to order,

to evil and falsity, 7256; good and truth

are of the Lord when done for the sake
of good and truth itself, they are not of

the Lord when done for the sake of self,

7564; there are truths and goods which
look upwards in man, and which look

downwards, 7601(2), 7604, 7607. see

Good. The conjunction of good and
truth, or of charity and faith, 7623-7.
See Charity. Goods and truths are

taken away from the evil, and given to

the good, 7770; all tilings are effected of

the Divine by the truth proceeding from
Him, 7796; truth becomes good when
man wills it, and does it, 7835; pure truth

is not given with man, 7902; what the

truth of the good of innocence is, 7877(2);
purification is effected by truths, 7918;
the enjoyments of the affections, adhere
to truths, that they may be alive, and
that according to affections they are ex-

cited by the angels, 7967; the good of

the spir. church in itself is truth, 8042;
every truth has a sphere of extension ac-

cording to the quantity and quality of

good, 8063; truths appertaining to those

who are in evil are falsified, because they
are brought down to evils, and falsities

appertaining to those who are in good are

vivified, because they are brought down
to goods, 8149; Divine truth has omnipo-
tence; it is power itself and the veriest

essential from which all things are, 8200;
the affection of truth is from good, the one
is conjoined with the other, 8349, 8356;
truths appear undelightful when com-
munication with good is intercepted, 8352;
good and truth conjoined make the image
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of a man, 8370; there are si* degrees of

Divine truth, 8443; the truth of faith has
rise from the truth of peace, 8456; what
it is to look from good to truth, or from
truth to good. See Backward. How
truth is circumstanced with respect to

good, and what the quality of truth is

without good, from several comparisons,

8530; Divine truth becomes combating
truth by influx into those who are in an
ardent zeal, rep. by Joshua, 8595; men
of truth sig. pure truths, 8711; what the

quality of truths must be that they may
become goods, 8725; the Divine good and
truth above the heavens are accommo-
dated to the angels by putting on some-
thing finite, 8760(2). Truth Divine is

the veriest essential, and is the only sub-
stantial, by which all things are, 8861;
all truths have their origin from truths

Divine, which are the internal beginnings
of all things, in what order truths follow

each other, 8861(2); the truths, which
are not from the Lord, are from the

proprium; they are truths in the external

form, but not in the internal form, 8S68;
the affection of truth. See Affection.
All truths ought to be under a common
affection; they perish if under diverse

affections, 9094(3); truths and goods
appertaining to man are as generations,

or as families, 9070; truths mutually
acknowledge each other; this is from
angelic societies, in which they mutually
love and know each other, 9079(2); puri-

fication is effected by the truths of faith,

9088(2); truths live from good, illus-

trated by a fibre in which is spirit, and by
a vessel in whicli is blood, 9154(2); also

by this, that good has its form, thus its

quality from truths, 9154(2); good desires

truth, and truth desires good, 9206-7.
Divine truth is not speech but is the Di-
vine filling the heavens, as light and heat

from the sun fill the world, 9407(13);
Divine truth is the one only substantial

tiling from which all things are, 9410(5);
good and truth are in the perpetual en-

deavor to conjoin themselves, 9495;
truths without good are not truths because
they have not life, 9603; every truth has
its good, and every good its truth, 9637;
truths of faith from love, and confirming

truths called secondary, 0841(4); man
can hardly distinguish between truth and
good, because he can hardly distinguish

between thinking and willing, 0995;
truth teaches what is good and how man
should live, this enables him to be re-

generated, 10026; all things have refer-

ence to good and truth, or to evil and
falsity thus to will and understanding,

and that they must be one, 10122(2);
order in which man enters into truths,

10028, 10252(2), 10264(2), 10292(3);
the arrangement of truths in series, 10303.

In each kingdom, celestial and spiritual,

good and truth are implanted, but in a
different method, in the former in the
voluntary part, in the latter in the intellec-

tual part, concerning which, 10124; those
in truth constitute the spir. kingdom,
10189; Divine good in the heavens is

called Divine truth, whence, 10196(2);
interior truths are those which are im-
planted in the life, and not those which
are only in the memory, 10199(8); puri-
fication from evils is by truths, 10229,
10237, 10240; man is nothing but his own
good and truth, 10298. See Man. Truths
with man are arranged into series accord-
ing to the arrangement of angelic societies

in the heavens, 10303; see Series. Spir.

good is truth, 10336; to do good and
truth for the sake of good and truth is to
love the Lord above all things, and the
neighbor as oneself, 10336(4). Man is

led by truths to good; truth becomes
good when it becomes of the will or love
by the life, 10367(3). They who are in
truth, and not at the same time in good,
cannot be regenerated, 10367(5); all

regeneration by truth, 10387; evils and
falsities have no power at all, 10481(2).
Good and truth must be conjoined that
they may be something, 10S55; mercy
and truth sig. love and faith, 10577(3);
all truth is of good, 10619; whoredom sig.

the falsification of truth, 10648, see Fal-
sity. All good is from the Lord by truths,

thus by the Word, 10660-1; they who
are in the internal of the Word, of the
church, and of worslu'p, love to do truth,

and to think truth, so likewise they who
.ore in the external in which is the internal,

the difference; they who are in the ex-
ternal, without the internal, do truth for

the sake of themselves and gain, 10683
(2); truth does not become of the life until

it enters the will, 10683(4); those who
receive truths immediately into life come
into interior perception, but those who
receive them in the memory, then in the
understanding, and finally into the will,

are in faith, and act from conscience,

107S7; the conjunction of truth and of

good, illustrated by action and re-action,

10720(2). See Regeneration.
Tubal, son of Japheth sig. external

worship, doctrinal teaching, and rituals

corresponding with internals, 1149-51,

1154, 1158(5).
Tubal Cain sig. the natural things of

a new church, 333; teaching natural
good and truth, 421, 436; why called an
instructor, 423.
Tun, Infernal, where the most deceit-

ful are, who trample as it were the uni-

verse beneath their feet, 047; another
tun, where they are deprived of rationality,

not being malignant, 048.
Tunic sig. truth of the natural which

invests, 3301, 4677; tunic of fine linen

worn by the priests sig. the Divine spin-
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tual, 4677(4), of hair, truths of doctrine

of natural man, 4677(5); the Lord's
tunic woven without seam sig. the Lord's
Divine truth which is indivisibly one, and
derived from good, 4677(6); appearances
of truth sig. by Joseph's tunic, 4741-2,
4770-1, 4774; the tunic of Aaron sig. the

inmost Divine truth of the spiritual king-

dom, 9826, 10004. Joseph's tunic of

many colors rep. the state of spir. truth

and good proceeding from the cel., 0042
(6); tunic of Aaron's sons, the things

which are of faith, 9947; Aaron's tunic

sig. the inmost things of the spir. kingdom
from the truths of cel. love, 9942. Aaron's
garments rep. the spir. kingdom adjoined
to the celestial, 9814; the tunic, the inmost
Divine truth of the spir. kingdom, 9826,
10004-5; tunics of Aaron's sons, a repre-

sentative of the Divine spiritual proceed-

ing, 10013; distinction between the tunic

and the robe, 10005. See Coat, Garment.
Turban (tiara). See Mitre (cidaris).

Head tires or turbans sig. intelligence,

9949.
Turn. All turn themselves according

to their loves, 10189(4), 10420. See
Love. They who are in evils turn them-
selves backward from the Lord, 10420.

To turn aside sig. to go away into what
is perverse, and like going down is predi-

cated of departure from good to evil and
from truth to falsity, 4816. The Lord
never turns away from anyone, it is man
that turns away from Him, 223, 330, 927,

5650, 5746, 0010, 9308, 9840, 10130(4).

10396(2), 10579(9), 10702; He turns evil

into good, 245, 4493(6), 6663(2), 9447;
the inflowing life is turned into evil by
the evil, 2888, 5145(3), 5268, 5390, 5651
(2), 5746, 6832(9); rep. by serpent turned
into a rod, 6951; evil sig. turning away,
6564.
Turtle Dove sig. spir. things, 1782;

exterior spir. things, 1826-7; why a
woman in child-bed was to offer a young
pigeon or a turtle dove, 3994(7).
Twelve, a very holy number, 648(2),

sig. faith in one complex, 577; the holy
things of faith, 648(2); all things of faith

and charity, 1667(3), 39*3'i all things of

faith, 2129(3), 2130(4), 3268; what is

meant by the twelve apostles, twelve
thrones, and the twelve tribes which they
are to judge, 2129(3); they sig. all things
of faith, 2129(3), 2i3o(')'. twelve si^.

all things, 3272, 3858. See also Apostles.
Six hundred thousand, also, 144000, and
12000, and 144, likewise, 72, sig. the same
with twelve, namely, all truths and goods
in the complex, 7973: references, 9389,
9863(4), 10235(6); when treating of spir.

good and its conjunction in the spir.

kingdom the corresponding numbers are
twelve, six, and three, since these sig.

all. 10262(5).
Twenty or two tens, sig. the good

of remains and the good of ignorance,

2280, 2957(7), 4168, 4759; what is full,

2905, 9747-8, 9764; when twenty is

predicated of the Lord, it sig. His prop-
num, 4176; twenty sig. what is holy,

and also what is not holy, 4759; the
twenty-first day sig. a holy state, 7842;
twenty-first sig. what is holy, 7900, 7903;
twenty sig. what is full, also in every way
and completely, 9641; twenty sig. all,

remains of good, what is holy, references,

10222; twenty, when applied to years 01

age, sig. a state of intelligence, 10225;
from the fifth year to the twentieth, when
concerning age, sig. a state of instruction

and knowledge, 10225; twenty-eight sig.

the holy of conjunction, 9600; twenty-
first, what is holy, 7842, 7903; twenty
four sig. similar as twelve, 5291, 5313(6),
10652(3); twenty seven, what is holy, 901.
Twilight, the same as cockcrowing,

sig. the last state of the church, 10134(13);
a state of love in obscurity or in some de-
gree of cold, 10135.
Twins in the womb sig. each conceived

together, namely, good and truth, 3299,
4918.
Two sig. things holy, also things rela-

tively profane when two is in relation to

three, 720; two and six sig. combat and
labor, 900; two sig. a second period of

the church, 1335; four as derived from
two and pairs, sig. union, 1686; things

are called two when one has reference to

the will, the other to the understanding,
or to those things which are of the will and
the understanding, 3519; two years sig.

a state of conjunction, two sig. conjunc-
tion, 5194; two and twofold sig. con-
junction, 8423; two sig. to the full, 9103;
two sig. all and each, 9166; two and a
half sig. much and what is full, and all,

9487-9; two sig. conjunction and union,

1686, 5194, 8423; two sig. also what is

full and all, 9103, 9166.
Type, see Representative. Printing

by types, 6930, 9353. 10384.
Tyrant. A king who has absolute

power is not a king but a tyrant, 10805.
Tyre sig. those who possess spir. and

cel. riches, 425, or internal knowledges,

1154, 1156, 1232; Zidon sig. exterior

knowledges of spir. things in which there
is no internal, and Tyre interior knowl-
edges, 1201; Tyre and Zidon sig. those
who are of the church which is in the
knowledges of truth and good, and hence,
in the abstract sense, the knowledges
themselves of truth and good. 1201, 1232;
Tyre sig. knowledges, 10570(6). Tvre
was a countrv of the Ancient Church,
1238(2). 2385(5), 3210(5), 5310(3): Tyre
and Zidon were the extreme borders of
Philistia. and were hv the sea. 1201. 93/>o;

Tyre those in intelligence and wisdom
from the knowledges of good and truth,

0863(3).
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Ulcer, see Boa. Those who act by
artifices and l.es correspond with ulcers

and sores, 5188; boils sig. defilements

from evils, 7324; blains, blasphemies
thence, 7524. See Wound.
Ultimate. See External. Euphrates

sig. knowledge which is the ultimate or

boundary, 118; learning or knowledge is

the ultimate vessel, the ultimate of order,

1476, 5373 ('3). 5874, 5945(2); see Knowl-
edge. The ultimate natural sig. by shoe,

1748; the exterior memory is the ultimate

of order, 2492, see Memory. The ulti-

mate of order sig. by hair, 3301; wool;

3510(8); house of God, 3720; gate, 3721;
Bethel, 4539; stones, 4580(2). 8609-10;

Egypt. 5044(4); Nile, 5196; Dan, 6396;
the ultimates of nature mentioned, 3702;
the natural is the ultimate, 3720; the

sensual is the ultimate of man's life, 4009,

5114, 6952, 7270(3), 9063, 9212, 9216,

9726, 9730, 0996, 10028, 10236(2), 10259,

10313; the first or ultimate heaven, 4240;
interior things are terminated and bound-
ed in ultimates 4539; the Lord progressed
from truth in the ultimate of order to good
which is interior, 4585(2); all interior

things endeavor to clothe themselves with
ultimates as a body, 6077, 6451; fortune

is providence in the ultimate of order,

6493; ultimate sig. by bones, 6592; tail,

6952; hoof, 7729; garments, 9212; reed,

0372(3); feet. 9406; cloud, 9406(3)
9430; interior things are together in

ulnmates, 9824, 0836, 9895; healing went
forth from the Divine in ultimates, 9917
(3); the ultimate of man is the skin, bones,

and flesh, 10044(9,10); the representa-

tives in Jewish Church were truths in the

ultimate of order, 10728.
Unanimous, Unanimity. See Union.

The societies of heaven are in the most
perfect order and conspire to unanimity,

68j, 1648, 4625; self-love destroys una-
nimity. 2027; unanimity not from truths

but from goods, 4837(3); hill sig. una-
nimity, in the spir. sense charity, 7729(8).
Unbelief sig. by seed of serpent, 254.

Uncircumcised sig. those in no love,

1151(5); those in faith without charity,

who make the knowledge of faith mere
matters of memory, which are dead
things unless man lives according to

them. 1 107-8; those in filthy loves and
the life of them. 2040(5); one not in the

truth of faith but in falsity, 20*6; those in

the love of self, and in falsity who pro-

fane holy things, 2057. Uncircumcised
lips sig. impure as to doctrine: uncircum-
cised in heart, impure as to life who reject

Rood and truth; uncircumcised ear sig.

disobedience, 7225. Those in the love

of self and the world are sig. by the un-
circumcised, 8012, 8313. Foreskin sig.

filthy loves, 4462. 7045; and the defile-

ment of good by these loves. 0650(2),

0960(15), 10287(8). Circumcision sig.

removal of things which impede and
defile cel. love, 2039, 4462, 7045.
Unclean. Pits of bitumen sig. unclean

things of cupidities, 1666; the lo\ . of

self and the world are unclean, 2045;
leaven sig. what is unclean, 2177(5); the
laws in regard to unclean things explained,

3693(7), 4161. 4581(10), 10109(3}. 10130
(10); the unclean spirit sig. uncleanness
of life, they dwell in such things in man,
uncleanness sig. falsities from evil, 4744
(3) ; in ter ptation they excite evils and
falsities in man, 5246(2); they correspond
to unclean excretions, 5300; the law con-
cerning the things which defile explained,

8910(2); dogs sig. what is unclean, those
who render the good of faith inclean by
falsifications, 9231; when interiors are
unclean the outermosts are also, even
though it does not appear, 0917(4).
Understanding, Intelligence. See

Wisdom, Knowledge, Doctrine, Phil-
osophy. The human mind consists of
understanding and will, which ought to
act as one, and not to be separated, 35;
male sig. understanding, 54; what is the
quality of those in heaven who are de-
sirous to be intelligent from themselves,

546; there is no understanding of truth
where there is no will of good, 628; the
understanding of truth and the will of
good is not man's own. but appears as
his, 633; understanding and will are irost
distinct, 641; the understanding of truth
and the will of good, 634; three degrees
of things intellectual, namely under-
standing, reason, and knowledge, and of

influx according to them, 657-8; in all and
each of tie things of man there is some-
what derived from the understanding,
and from tl e will, E03; in the spir. man
the understanding is separated from the
will by a certain medium which is con-
science, in this charity is implanted, 863,
875; in the spir. church truth and good are
inseminated in the intellectual part, 895,

027(3); but in the Most Ancient Church
in its voluntary part, 927(2); the regener-
ate man is gifted by the Lord with a new
understanding and a new will, 1023, 1043
(4) , 1044(2); tit regenerate man thinks

what is true by a new understanding from
the lord, 928; in the regenerate spir.

man the understanding is separated from
the will, and in the understanding is con-
science, 863, 875(3), 895, 896, 1023, 1043
(.1), 1044(2); the process of man's re-

generation by things intellectual, 1555]
intelligence and wisdom are presented

to view by light, they correspond to each
other, 1524; what intelligence is. and
what wisdom, 1555; holiness dwells in

ignorance, 1557(2). See Will.
The intellectual, the rational, and the

faculty of knowing are distinct from each
other. 1004(3); intellectual truth is dis-

tinct from rational truth, 1904(5); man
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believes that he has understanding from
himself, but he is much deceived, 2701;
the intellectual is continually going to

meet knowledges, that the rational may
exist, 1901(2); the rational first conceived
makes light of intellectual truth, because
it does not apprehend it, 191 1, 1936;
what is interior can perceive what is in

the exterior, not vice vena, 1914(2); in

love and charity there is wisdom and
intelligence, 2280(6); the intellectual

pirt is separated from the voluntary part
with the spiritual, 2256(3); in the ante-
diluvians voluntary good was destroyed,
now intellectual good begins to perish,

2124; see also Spiritu\l. Good of in-

fancv, the good of ignorance, the good of

intelligence, their difference, 2280(2);
tlungs intellectual or spiritual meet knowl-
edges and adapt them to themselves, and
that hence man has a rational, 1495(2);
man can appre lend with his understand-
ing things wnich do not affect his will,

3539(4); the intellectual is from the
voluntary, 3619; mention is made of two
lives in the plural, because there are two
faculties of life, namely, understanding
and will, the latter being the faculty of

good, but the former of truth, which
make one when the understanding is of

the will, or when truth is of good, 3623;
the understanding is obscure or clear

according to the ideas which form it, 3825;
they do not come to the first threshold of

intelligence and wisdom who are in doubt
about all things, and inquire whether it

be so or not so, 3833(3); with the spiritual

a new voluntary is formed in the intellec-

tual by the Lord, 4328, 4493(2). The
correspondence of the sight of the eye
with the understanding, 4403-21. See
Sigh i- and Eye, and with light, in the
same numbers. See Light. The corre-

spondence is evident from expressions in

familiar discourse, 4406; sight with man
depends on the understanding, otherwise
than with animals, 4407; the quality of

the appearance of intelligence from the

Sropnum and of intelligence from the
livine, shown by lights, 4419; the sub-

ject continued concerning the correspond-
ence of the sight of the eye and of light

with the understanding and truths, 4523-
33, specifically, 4526; where the spiritual

church is treated of in the Word through-
out, there also its intellectual is treated of,

because the man of the spir. church is

regenerated as to the intellectual part,

51 13; the intellectual sees from the light

of heaven, and gives life to the sensual
of sight appertaining to man, 5 114; man
(vir) intelligent and wise sig. truth and
good, 5287; exterior sensual things first

open the way to interior sensual things,

and then to intellectual things, because
intellectual things rise forth from things
sensuai by a mode of extraction, 5580; I

the understanding and will must make
one, that man may be saved, 5835; those
things which are of the understanding
always follow, and those things which are
of the will precede, 5969; the intellectual

of man consists chielly of those things
which are of experience and science, and
is also formed from a view of causes from
effects and of consequences, 6125; every
one is capable of being perfected as to the

intellectual, to the end that he may be
regenerated, 6125; the intellectual is the
recipient of things spiritual, 6125(2); the
intellectual of the church, which is Eph-
raim, consists in apprehending by per-
ception from enlightenment what is true

and good from the Word, 6222(2); per-
ception is enlightenment of the under-
standing from the light of heaven, 6608;
the intellectual is the recipient of faith,

7503; the form of thought and of under-
standing is clear in the midst, and obscure
round about, opposite tlungs look down-
wards, 8S85; the understanding is a form
of the will, 8885(3); those things which
are from man's own intelligence, have no
life in them, but those things which are
from the Word have life, 8941(2), 8944;
evils of the will alone, or of the under-
standing alone, those of both together,

9009; man has understanding both in-

terior and exterior, 9052; from will and
understanding together it comes to pass
that things are appropriated to man, 9009,
9069, 9071, 9132; a man is guilty if by the

intellectual he does not check the evil of

the will, 9075; how from infancy intelli-

gence is born and grows, 9103(3); con-
cerning sight from the interior, 9128(2).
See To See. In what manner the will

communicates its fire with the under-
standing, and in such case concerning
the state of the latter, 9144; esse is of the
will, and exislere is of the understanding
thence derived, 9282. See Will. The
communication of truth and good, thus
of the understanding and will, is like that
of the heart and lungs, 9300(2); the under-
standing is what receives the truths of
faith, and the will the good of charity

(

9300(2); the new will of good is implanted
in the intellectual part with the spir. man,
references, 9509(2); the cel. kingdom
corresponds to the voluntary, and the
spir. kingdom to the intellectual of man,
9835(2); the intellectual is the recipient

subject of truth Divine, 9930; all things
of the understanding proceed from its

will, 9942(2); not perception but under-
standing of truth in middle heaven, 10062;
the understanding of man is of such
a quality as are the truths which form it,

and vice versa; and the will is of such a
quality as are the goods of love, 10064;
understanding, cause, and faith are the
same, 10076(4); in the spir. kingdom
truth is received in intellectual part,
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10093, 10124; all things have reference
to understanding and will, because to

what is good and true, and to what is evil

and false, and that those two must be one,
10122(2). What is meant by wisdom,
intelligence, knowledge, and work, they
follow in order together one into the other
with the good, 10331; the understanding
must be from the will to be the under-
standing of the man himself, 10332(2);
to him who is enlightened by the Lord it

is given to understand the truths which
are to be believed; these admit the Lord
into their life, 10650(3); what is intellec-

tual cannot be predicated of falsities

from evil, but of truths from good, 10675
(3); knowledges must precede and en-
lighten the understanding, 10367(4),
10400(4), 10536(2); the intellect or under-
standing is the internal eye, 10569(2);
the understanding of truth, intelligence,

and wisdom are received so far as the
internal man is opened toward heaven,
9796-9803; which is when man perceives
and loves truth, 10675(3). Interior truths

are those which are made of man's life

and affection, but not truths only in the
memory, 10199(8), 10645; the under-
standing is so far the man as it partakes
of the will, ioio9(2)-io, 10645(2); the

Lord is present in truths from good, that

is such as man wills and does, 10645(3);
man has two faculties, understaading and
will, how the understanding is enlightened.

10786. The understanding and things of

understanding rep. by birds, 40, by the
male, 54, 476, 568, by window, 655, three
degrees of, by Israel, Assyria, and Egypt,
1186(7), by Ephraim, 1949(4), by waters,

2161, the understanding of the Word by
the white horse, 2761, by Reuben, 4270,
by the butler of Pharaoh and the vine,

5073, 5113-4, 5125. S'44. by horse, 6534,
by the curtains of the tabernacle, 9595-8.

Unicorn, horns of, sig. great power of

truth, 2832(4); power of truth from good,
4402(11).

Union, Unity. See Unanimous.
Unity of the church by charity, 1285-6,

1834(2); churches one by love to Lord
and neighbor, thus by life, 2982, 3241(3),
3267(2), 3451(2), 6269(2); no unity where
faith alone rules, 4689(3); what destroys
unity, 2027(2); unity from various things,

5962(3); all union effected by influx,

perception, application, immission, con-
junction, and lastly union by love, 8666.
There is union of the Divine Essence of

the Lord with His Human Essence, but
conjunction between man and the Lord,

1432, 1587, 1985, 1088(3), 1997(2), 2004,
201 1, 2021, 3033, 3074, 2222, 2236, 3243
(7), 3349(2), 3250, 3456-7, 2649, 3803,

2826, 3844, 3736-7; its order, 3533(2),
3649; effected by temptations, 2764,

3776(2,3). 2827, 3854, 2931(^6), 3381-3.

See Human, Glorify. Union of good

and truth, references, 8666, 8761 9836,
10053. See Marriage. Love is spir.

conjunction or union, 5002.
Universal. Such as man is in general,

such he is in particular things, 917, 1040
(2), 1316. See also Common. The provi-
dence of the Lord is universal in things
most particular, 1919(4). What it is to
reign universally, 5130, 5949; what reigns
universally is in all things and each, 6159
(2), 7648, see End. The universal con-
tains particulars, and is in all the par-
ticulars, 6338; it is according to the par-
ticulars of which it is composed, 6482-3.
The acknowledgment of the Lord in His
Divine Human should be that which
universally reigns, 8864(3), 8865, 8867,
8875 (end). That which universally reigns
with man is perpetually in the thought
and is in the centre, 8885; this is what has
been insinuated into the will, 8885(3).
The Divine Human of the Lord should
reign universally in everything of thought,
affection, and worship, 9932. The Divine
Providence is in universals and particu-
lars, 1910(4), 5264, 6482, 7007, 8717(2),
10775. The two universals on which all

things of the church depend are that the
Lord united His Human to the Divine
Itself, and that man must be conjoined
with the Lord to have peace and salvation,

10730(3).
Universe, see Earth. Those who

believe themselves to be gods of the uni-
verse, 947, 1675(7). The Lord governs
all things in the universe, 1728, 4658(4);
He fought for all in the universe, 1812(2);
all things in universe are rep. of the Lord's
kingdom, 3483. Earths in the universe,
see Earth.
Unleavened. See Leaven. It sig.

what is sincere, from a sincere heart,
without uncleanness, 3177(5); purifica-

tion from impurities; leaven, evil and
falsity which render impure, 3343; un-
leavened bread, purified from all falsity,

7853. 7902, 7978, 9287, 9992(2).
Uphaz, gold of, sig. good of wisdom,

3021(7); gold from Uphaz good which
appears so in external form because from
the Word, 9466(5); gold from Uphaz, cel.

good, 988 x.

Uplifting. The offerings of uplifting

sig. it is the Lord's, 10092-7.
Upright. See Intecrity. That jus-

tice and just have respect to the good of
charity; upright to the truth of charity,

612, 712; said of those in truths, 2525,
2520, 33x1.
Upwards. The elevation of the in-

teriors of man upwards, 6952-4. 0730.
See Elevation. To look above and be-
low self, 7814-21, 8604, 8608, 9256(4),
10156(3), 10420. Upward sig. inward,

9730. See Charity.
Ur of the Chaldeans sig. external wor-

ship in which are falsities, 1368; the first
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state of the Lord's external man, 1816.

See Chaldea.
Ureters. Kidneys, ureters, and blad-

der form a series, they correspond with
societies which explore and condemn,
5378-01.

_ .
' _ .

Urge sig. to induce affection, 43641

4373-
Uri father of Bezalel sig. the doctrine

of cel. good, 10329.
Uriah the Hittite, 2913(2).
Urim sig. glo.ving fire, and thummim

the shining forth thence, 9905(3). Thum-
mim in Hebrew sig. integrity, but in the

angelic language shining forth, 0905(3)-
Answers from the Lord, given by the Urim
and Thummim, were resplendencies of

light according to the state of the thing in

question, 3862(3); heavenly light shone
through them

_
miraculously, 3862(6);

through the Urim and Thummim there

was a gleaming and quivering of light,

and this variously according to the state

of the subject of inquiry, 6335(2); to

which was adjoined either a living voice

or an internal perception, 6640(2); the

twelve stones of the breastplate were called

Urim and Thummim, 9873(2); explained

in order, 9863-9875.
Urine. Robbers and pirates love rank

and fetid urine, 820, 5387. It corresponds
to what is infernal, 5381. See 5389.

Use. Herb yielding seed sig. every

truth looking to use, 57; angelic life and
happiness is in use, 454; life is given by
the Lord from use, through use, and ac-

cording to use, 503; the kingdom of the

Lord is a kingdom of ends and uses, 606;

evil spirits serve vile uses, 696, 986(3),

10309; all things have from use their

happiness and enjoyment, charity con-

sists in work or use, 007; in the other life

all are bound to perform uses, even the

infemiL, 606, 1017(2), 1 103; the end of

knowledge is use, 1472(2), 1487, 6815,

7770(3); all life is the life of use, 1964;
the rational is according to use, when it is

procured bv knowle Iges, those who ac-

quire internal knowledges to he perfected

in the faith of love are in the use of all

uses, 1061; the external an instrumental
that ends mav become uses, 1598(2), 1645,
1807(3), 2991; the end or use determines
the quality of affection and of good, 3010,
3066. 3089, 3166(2), see End. The order
is inverted and man begins to be regen-
erated when he begins to think about use,

3603(3); the Lord's kingdom is one of
ends and uses, 3645-6, 9828; perform
uses for the sake of uses and not for self

is heavenly, 3706(3), 3887, 3013(3), 4110.
445t>(7), 4658; but for sake of self infernal
5395'. use exists before the organic forms,
4223; good is nothing but use, 4026; in-
terior truths in the natural are applica-
tions to uses, interior goods therein are
uses, 4973; riches are means to uses, 4081;

uses from truths are goods, 4084, 5527;
uses and ends make a thing spiritual or

not, 5025(2); use of marriage love excels

that of other loves, 5053; work sig. use,

5148, 6073; food sig. things of use, 5203;
knowledges which are of no use sig. by
seven thin ears, 5214; happiness is accord-
ing to application to uses, 5395, 5511(2).

5688(3), 632s, 6388, 8719; the internal

man is formed to serve the Lord for all

uses, 5947; when man has uses for an end
he has the Lord for an end, the Lord
arranges the uses, 5949(21; spir. life con-
sists in uses, 6 119; to serve the Lord sig.

uses, worship consists in uses, "1038;

charity consists in performing uses, 8253,
0224(2); no reception without use, 8430,
8631; those in affection of truth for sake
of use enlightened, 8521(3); man's good
is according to the use of life, 9206(3),

9297(4); spirits and angels are forms of

their use, 9297(4); removing ashes sig.

removing things from memory after uses,

shown from knowledges serviceable in

education, 0723; truths enough for uses

sig. by the hangings fifty cubits in length,

9756-7; the I ord's kingdom a kingdom of

uses, 9828; in the fourth earth, degrees
of uses, 10709.
Useless. The useless has no life and

is cast away, 503; in the other life are cast

out, 1500, 1037(2); to renounce the

world makes them useless, 3951(2).
Usury. A usurer sig. one who does

good for the sake of gain, and a non-
usurer is one who does good from charity,

9210-11; the Jewish law of usury is now
abrogated, 0211(2).
Uz rep. internal knowledge, 1233-4.

Son of Nahor, religion and worship, 2864.

Uzal sig. rituals, 1245, 1247.

UzzAH rep. that which ministers thus

truth, the breach upon Uzzah when he
touched the ark ana died sig. separation

from good, 4926(6).

Vagabond. See Wanderer.
Vain, Vanity. To take the name of

God in vain sig. profanations and blas-

phemings of the truth and good of faith,

also to profane Divine truths by blas-

phemies, and to apply Divine statutes to

idolatrous worship, as the Jews did when
they adored a calf, 8882, 2000(2); vanity
sig. falsity of doctrine, or of religion, a lie

the falsity of life, 9248, 10287(16).
Valley sig. what is lower, exterior,

1292, 1723, 3417; impure and profane
in worship, 1292; the valley of vision sig.

fantasies and reasonings whereby wor-
ship is falsified, and at length profaned,

382(2), 1202(3), 4715(3); the valley of

Hinnom sig. hell, also the profanation of

good and truth, 1292(3); valley, things

of learning and sensual things; also ex-

ternal things of worship, which are the

lowest, 4715(4); valley of the shadow of
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death sig. Inferior things, which respect*
ively are in a shade, 4715(5); the valley

of Gerar, lower rational things or exterior

appearances of truth, 3417, 6390; valley

sig. inferior things, as things natural,

sensual, and scientific, 4715; valley sig.

the external man, 1723; valley sig. lowest
tilings, 6390; a barren valley neither
plowed nor sown sig. the natural mind
not cultivated by truths and goods of

faith by reason of ignorance, 9262(4);
valley of Achor, the external of cel. good,
10606(6); there are mountains, hills,

rocks, and valleys in the other life, and
in the valleys are they who are not yet

raised up to heaven, 10438.
Variegated. See Spotted.
Variegation. All variegations of

light and shade in the other life are from
the Lord or the proprium, 3341; the uni-
versal of the variegations of cel. light

and heat rep. by sons of Jacob, 3862;
colors in the other life are from the va-
riegations of light and shade in white and
black, 3993(6); thought is effected by the
variegation of the light of heaven, 4742;
so also intelligence and wisdom, good
and truth, 4922, 9467(2); cloud varie-

gated by fire presents the aspects which
constitute glory in the external sense,

5922(9).
Variety. In heaven are all the differ-

ences of love and of faith, 684; one society

is not altogether like another in the other
life, 690; varieties in doctrine and wor-
ship contribute to the perfection of the
whole, 1285(3); changes of the state of

the church are compared to the times of

the year and of the day, also to metals,

1837; there are innumerable varieties of

good and truth in heaven, by harmony
they still make one, like the organs, mem-
bers, and viscera of the body, 3241(2);
the church of the Lord is everywhere
various as to truths, and still is one by
charity, 3267(2); it is the same in the
heavens, in which there is such variety
that not one society nor even one in a
society, in the things of faith, altogether
agrees with the ideas of others, 3267(2);
innumerable varieties in heaven as to
good and truth, 3744; they have reference
to the members and viscera of the body,
in what variety these are, 3745-6; good
with every one is various, but by cel. love
it is formed into one by the Lord, 3086;
in one good there are various things, t'005

(3); good is made various by truths, but
in no case altogether alike, 4140(2); there
are perryhial varieties in heaven, arranged
into a form so as to act in unitv, 5508,
10334; in heaven there are everywhere
perpetual varieties, the good of one is

not altogether like the good of another,
7236(2); the variety of good is from truths
conjoined to it. 7236(3); goods in the
heavens are all various, distinguished

into genera, species, and particulars,

7833, 7836(2); every one thing exists

from many, 8003; there is an infinite

variety of affections which are of love,

9002(2); the varieties of a state of good
in the other life are as the varieties of heat
and light in the world, and hence comes
perfection, 10200.
Vastation is the state before regen-

eration, 18-19; sig. by thorn and thistle,

239, 272-3; rep. by Lamech, 405-11;
they are kept in ignorance, and the truths
of faith are not opened, until they are
vastated, lest holy tilings should be pro-
faned, 301-3; churches tend to their own
vastation, 407; a new church commences
when the old one is vastated, 408, 411;
there are two kinds of vastation, one the
vastation of those who are within the
church, the other of those who are with-
out, or of the Gentiles, 410; vastations in

the other life, 698, 1 106-13; 1 was let

down to those who are in vastations, their

torment by which evils and falsities are
removed. 609; they are vastated who have
been in falsities, and have had a certain

species of conscience, 1106; some are
willing to be vastated, 1107", some are
vastated by a middle state between wake-
fulness and sleep, 1108; they who have
confirmed themselves in principles of

falsity are reduced to complete ignorance,

1 109; they who have placed merit in

good works, are cutters of wood, 11 10;

they who have led a good civil and moral
life, and have supposed thereby to merit
heaven, acknowledging only the Creator
of the universe, are mowers of grass, 1 1 1 1;

some without vastation are immediately
conveyed into heaven, 11 12; young girls

who have been made harlots, have a severe
instructor, 1113; led to various societies

after vastation, 1273; Tyre and its vasta-

tion, 1306(2); the church cannot arise

anew in a nation until it is so vastated

that nothing of evil and falsity remains
in its internal worship, 1366; vastation of

truth sig. by sallness, of good by brim-
stone, 1666(3); the church when vastated,

1825(2); vastations in temptations, 1017.

1992(5); to howl and cry sig. vastation,

2240; visitation is exploration, also vas-

tation, and liberation, 2242; vastation,

desolation, visitation, and consummation
described, 2243(8); the first state when
there begins to be no faith because no char-

itv, 2354; a pillar of salt sig. all good and
truth vastated, truth vastateawhen no good
is init. 24 55. 3033(3): nettle, good vastated,

pit of salt, truth vastated, 2*55(3); 'ruth

is vastated when there is no longer any
good in it. 2455, 3033(3): desolation of

truth with the spiritual who are regener-

ating. 2682; desolation of truth even to

despair, when about to be regenerated,

examples, 2604: illustration and joy of

those who come out of desolation into
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heaven, how they are there received, 2690
(2); instruction of those who come out
of vastation or desolation, 2701, 2704.
See Regeneration. It is Babel which
vastates, 3342(4); the four successive

states of the vastation of the church, 4058;
those who are vastated by fears, 4942;
desolation and vastation are frequently

described in tae Word, and marked by
various names, desolation is when truths

fail, vastation when goods fail, 5360; des-

olation during man's regeneration, 5376
(2); in desolation is presented an image
of spir. death, 61 19; wnat good is pro-

duced by despairs, desolations, and temp-
tations, 6138, 6144; the spirits of our
earth are vastated before they can be
elevated into heaven, 6928; in the lower
earth tne vastation of what is false lias

place at this day, 7090(3); the infesta-

tions of the well-disposed, or temptations,

are effected in the otuer life, tuat evils

and falsities, together with filthy things,

may be removed, and that they cannot
otherwise be elevated into the heavens,

7122; they are to be kept altogether in a
place of vastation, that the gross and im-
pure things of the loves of self and of the

world may be put off, 7186(3); from the

evil is successively taken away the knowl-
edge of truth, 7465; the evil are vastated
as to truths, and the good as to falsities,

7474(4); infestations in the other life,

the difference between infestations and
temptations, 7474(3); they who are of

the external spir. church, in the other life,

are in a place of vastation, and are in-

fested, 7313; they who infest the upright
in tne otaer life, are those in the church
who have confessed faitli alone, and have
lived a life of rvil, 7317, 7502(3), 7545.
See also Faith. Vacation of the church
described Matt. xxiv. explained, 3486-
9, 3650-5. In the Word four kinds of

vastation and punishment are mentioned,
namely, by the sword, famine, the evil

beast, and pestilence, sword sig. vastation

of truth ani the punishment of falsity;

famine, vastation of good and punishment
of evil; evil beast, punishment of evil

from falsity; pertilence, punishment of

evil not from falsity but from evil, 7102
(2); process of vastation sig. by plagues of

Egypt, 7264, (1) fallacies prevailed whence
came falsities, (2) truths became falsities

and reverse, (3) from falsities they rea-

soned against truths and goods, 7265,

(4) they were in evils which destroyed
every good even natural good, (5) they
were in falsities from those evils by which
every truth would be destroyed, 7378,
(6). (7), (8) rep. by the pestilence, the

boil, and the rain of hail, 7495, (9), (iol,

described by the locust and the thick

darkness, 7628; damnation of faith

separate by death of first bom, 7763; and
by immersion of Egyptians in Red Sea,

8125. The evil are successively and by
degrees cast down into hell, and the good
elevated into heaven, because the vasta-
tion of truth and good must precede with
the evil and the vastation of falsity and
evil with the good, 7541(2), 7542; when
truths and goods are taken away from the
evil, they fall down like weights, as birds
wnen tneir wings are cut off, 7545; it is

worse with those who have been of the
church, and have lived a life of evil, than
with those who are out of the churcn,

7554; the evil are vastated as to goods
and truths in the exterior natural, which
look downwards, and not as to truths and
goods of the interior natural, which ven>e
inwards, 7601(2), 7604, 7607. The evil

devastate themselves by turning the good
which flows in from the Lord into evil,

and this is done successively more and
more, as the Lord arranges heaven, that
it may flow in nearer, 7681, 7710; falsity

with those who infested before the coming
of the Lord, was direful, by reason of

Nephilim and Anakim, 7686; they who
have infested, afterwards turn away from
and shun those whom they have infested,

because the good and truth which now
flow in torment them, 7768; from those
who are vastated are taken away the
truths and goods which they have known,
and they are transferred to the good, 7770
(2) ; the evil are vastated by degrees,
before they are damned and sent into hell,

the reason, that the evil may be confirmed
that are in evil, and that the good may be
illustrated concerning the state of those
who are in evil, 7795(2); the devastation
of the evil, 7879; the evil vastate them-
selves, 7026(2); vastation is twofold, of

evil and falsity, and of truth and good;
vastation is privation, 7084(2); the evil

are deprived of good and truth, the good
of evil and falsity, 7984(2); the evil by the
presence of the Lord are filled with evils,

and the good with goods, 7989; infesta-

tions have place when the Lord flows in
from the interior with good and truth,

and the hells from the exterior with evil

and falsity, whence comes spir. combat
and captivity, 7990; they who come into
the other life are vastated as to earthly
and worldly things before they are ele-

vated into heaven, 9763. Vastation of
those rep. by Philistines, 8096(2); before
devastation the evil are above the hells,

when devastated they are in hell, 8279;
vastation of truth with those in evil, 8313
(3) ; pestilence sig. vastation of good and
truth, 8365(5); vastation of genii, 8622
(3), of church, 8940(2), 9198(4,5), 9295
(5). 9306(12), 10600(4); sig. by abortion
and barrenness, 9325(4), of evil, 9434(3),
of knowledges of good and truth, 9755(6),
of truth, 10458, 10570(5); with Israelites,

105 10.

Vegetable. There is nothing in vege-
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table kingdom which does not in some
way rep. the Lord's kingdom, 1632, 3220,

5113; therein an effort to produce seeds

and fruits, 3610(3); influx into from
spir. world, 5116(2); influx from natural

sun into vegetable kingdom, 5704(2),
6128, 6405.

Veil. Punishment by casting a veil

over one, 963; another kind of veil, rolling

in a cloth, 964; the antediluvians rolled

in a cloth, 1270(3); things rational and
things of knowledge, are like a body
or clothing to things spiritual and are

sig. by the veils of the tabernacle, 2576
(2); the veils of the tent were three, the

first before the holy of holies, the second
before the door of the tent, the third for

the gate of the court, 2576(3); the first

veil sig. the inmost appearances of rational

good and truth with cel. angels, 2576(4);
the second veil sig. appearances of good
and truth, middle ones of the rational

with spir. angels, 2576(6); the third veil

sig. external appearances of good and
truth of natural angels, 2576(7); veil sig.

appearances of truth, truth obscured,

4859. The veilings of cloud by which the

angels are protected from too powerful
an influx from the Divine, 6849(3); the

veil, with which brides covered the face

when they first saw the bridegroom,
sig. appearances of truth, 3207, 4859;
to cover one's self with a veil sig. to obscure
truth, 4859; the Jews cover themselves
with veils in their synagogues, and like-

wise Moses veiled his face on account of

the shining of his skin, that hereby he rep.

truth covered with respect to the children

of Israel, 4859(2); to remove a veil sig.

to dissipate obscurity, 4883; covering

sig. the natural, 6377; the intellectual,

6378; the external, 9630, 9632; the veil

between the holy and the holy of holies,

the medium uniting the inmost and mid-
dle heaven, 0670; the veil between the

holy and the holy of holies like the cardiac

plexus uniting heart and lungs and the

medulla oblongata uniting cerebrum and
cerebellum, corresponds with the inter-

mediate angels between the celestial and
spiritual heavens, 9670(2); angelic socie-

ties correspond to a veil, which are rep.

by Joseph and Benjamin, references,

9671(2); the rending of the veil in the

temple, when the Lord suffered, sig. the

glorification of His Human, in like manner
as in Levit. xvi. when Aaron entered
within the veil, which is explained, 9670
(4,5); the covering of the door of the tent

sig. the uniting medium of the middle and
ultimate heaven, 9686; the neck like the

veil corresponds to tiie uniting medium
between cel. and spir. heaven, 10005(4);
to put a veil on the face sig. to close the

internal so that oniy tiie external without
the internal may appear, 10701-2, 10706;
to take it off sig. to make the external

appear, 10703.

Ventricle. The quality of those who
have reference to the ventricles of the
brain, 4049, 5386.
Venus. The spirits of Mercury applied

themselves to the spirits of Venus on the
other side, they agreed together, then
there was felt a remarkable change in the
brain, 7170. Those of Venus correspond
to the memory of material things, 7170.
The inhabitants and spirits of the planet
Venus, 7246-54. There are two kinds of
inhabitants and spirits, evil and good,
the evil appear on this side of the planet,
the good on the other, 7246; the planet
appears to the left, a little backwards,
7247; the evil are delighted with rapine,

7248; there are giants there, who are
stupid, 7249; such of them as are saved,
are tempted even to despair, 7250; their

hells are near the earth, 7250; they who
are saved receive faith in the Lord, that
He is the only God, Saviour, and Medi-
ator, 7251; the good are on the other side

of that earth, they acknowledge the Lord,
they had seen Him walking amongst
them, 7252; in the Greatest Man they
have reference to the memory of material
things, corresponding to the memory of

things immaterial, which latter the spirits

of Mercury have reference to, 7253.
Vermillion. To paint with sig. to

falsify spir. truths. 3391(3).
Verse. The first verses Gen. iii. what

they rep., 205; the last verse Gen. xvii.

is a summary of all gone before, 21 14.
Vessel. Knowledges are vessels con-

taining interior tilings, 1408(2), 1435.
1458(5), 1460, 1462(2), 1469, 1472, 1476,

1495U). 1980, 3391, 3665(3). 3676, 3762
(4), 9724, see Xnowledce. Water pot
or vessel sig. outward knowledge, 3068;
outward knowledge is the vessel of truth,

and truth the vessel of good, 3068; vessels

in the house sig. truths which are of good,

2454; empty vessels, knowledges in
which there is no truth, 3079(4); vessels

of silver are specifically knowledges, being
recipient of truth; vessels of gold are
specifically truth, being recipients of good,
3164; truths are vessels which are softened
by temptations, and by good are arranged
into order, 3318. Vessel sig. truths, 4166.
See Temptations, Truths, and Regen-
eration. Borrowing of the Egyptians
vessels of silver and gold sig. knowledges
of truth and good, 6917; vessels sig.

knowledges in the memory, 9149, 9154.
Basins sig. things of the memory, 9394;
the vessels of the table, on which was the
bread of faces, sig. the knowledges cf cel.

good and truth, 9544; the vessels of the
candlestick, together with the tongs and
snuff-dishes, sig. things purifying and
discharging, 9572; the vessels of the altar

and of the candlestick sig. knowledges
serviceable to good, 0723-4. Vessels of

silver and of gold borrowed from the
Egyptians, sig. knowledges of truth and
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good taken away from the evil and given

to the good, 7770, 6917, 6914; truths are

recipient vessels for good, 8530. Nebu-
chadnezzar drinking wine out of the

vessels of gold and silver from the temple
at Jerusalem sig. to profane the goods and
trutns of the church by evils and falsities,

8932(7)- An earthen vessel sig. falsity,

a vessel of brass, doctrinal in which is

good, 10105(8). Vessels of the tent sig.

ministering goods and truths which are
inward and outward knowledges, 10340.
Vessels sig. things serviceable, 10340-4;
truths serving good, 10344.

Vessels Seminal. Who have reference

to these, and of what quality they are who
come to that province, 5056, 8846-8.

Vesture. See Garment, Raiment.
Vesture sig. the intellectual, 6378.

Vicar. The evil of those who believe

some one is the Lord's vicar on earth,

4738(3), 4818(5); vicarious power, what
is done mediately, 7619.

Vicissitudes. There are vicissitudes

with him who is about to be regenerated,

and with him who is regenerated, 933-5;
they are as cold and heat, 933; and with
him who is regenerated, as summer and
winter, 935; and as to the state of things

intellectual, as day and night, 935-6,
6110(3).

Victory. The Lord's victories, 1690

(5), 170S, 1749, 1812, 2405(4), 3614(4),
see Combat.

Victual sig. interior truth, 5960.
Vile. Man regarded as to all that is

his own is but vilest excrement, 987, 1594
(4); evil spirits serve vile uses, 986(3)^
those in outward worship separate from
inward are most vile but serve vile uses,

075, 1089-94, 1097-1103; outmost or
corporeal enjoyments relatively vile, 906,

3038(4); spiritual tilings regarded by the

natural man as worthless or vile, 1911,

5146(6), 5648(3); dead dogs sig. things

most vile, 9231(5).
Village sig. the externals of the church,

3270.
Vindication. He smote them sig.

vindication, 1711, 1714-
Vine. See Vineyard, Wine, and

Grape. Vineyard and vine sig. spir.

good, 217, the spir. church, 885-6(2),

1025(g), 1069, 1070-1. It sig. the intellec-

tual of the spir. church, a choice vine the

intellectual of the cel. church, 5113(10);
vine sig. the external spir. church, 6375;
choice vine, the internal, 6375-6; vine,

the good of the spir. church, and olive

the good of the cel. church, 9277, 10261(7).
A noble vine sig. the good of faith of the

spiritual church, 9130(4). The Lord is

called the vine because faith is from Him,
1069(5), 2834, 9139(5); also as to knowl-
edges, 1462(7); and the intellectual re-

generated, 5113(11,15); vine of Sodom,
falsity from evil) 2240(8); vines spir.

things, 2722(7), 4013(3); goods of faith,

3941(8); vine the intellectual, 5113-4;
vine the spir. church, good of truth, ref-

erences, 6432(6), 7553(5). 9052(4), 9277
(3.4), 9320(3), 9325(5). 10137(4), 10261
(7,8), references, 10402(7); wild vine
falsities, 8408(5), 10105(3).

Vineyard. See Vine, Wine, and
Grape. Vineyard and vine sig. the spir.

church, vine sig. charity, 1069, 9139;
vineyard, the spir. church, noble vine
spir. good, 4599(2), 5117(2); vineyard,
the church as to truth, and hence also the
truth of that church, 9139; vineyard sig.

the spir. church, spir. good or the good of
charity toward the neighbor, 9277. What
the spiritual of heaven and of the church
is. See Heaven, Church, and Spiri-
tual. When the angels hold discourse
concerning such things as relate to intelli-

gence, and wisdom, thus concerning such
things as relate to truth from good, there
are represented paradises, gardens, vine-
yards, and forests, 3220.
Violence is predicated of things of the

will, thus of filthy lusts, 621, 623; violence
sig. the destruction of charity, 1005, 6353,
7326; the evil endeavor to do violence to
good and truth, 2967(4), 4502(2), 8187,
8284, 8575, 8625, 9127, 9132, 9250,
10287(10).
Viper. The tree of knowledge at this

day with the viper, 2125, see 251, 259(2),

4533(2), 5608(7), 9013(6).
Virgin sig. the affection of good, thus

the cel. church, 54, 2362(4), 6742; the
kingdom of the Lord and the church
properly cel.; also the spir. church, they
are called virgins from marriage love, thus
from innocence, 3081; parable concerning
the ten virgins spoken of in Matt. xxv.
i—14, is explained, 4635-4638; virgins
sig. those who are of the church, 4638,
9182; illegitimate conjunction, the laws
relating to it explained, 9182-6. Fair
virgins sig. affection for truth and good,
7668(4), 8568; ten virgins sig. affections,

3079(5)'. the five foolish, those in per-
suasive faith, 9369.

Viscera. The correspondence of the
interior viscera with the Greatest Man,
2992, 3347, 3630, 4325, 5171-89, 5377-96,
9276(6).

Viscous. Who they are, and of what
quality, who have reference to the viscous
excrement of the brain. 5717. See Brain.
Who have reference to the thick humor of
the brain, 5718. See Disease.

Visible, God visible, 4075(3), 10159.
Vision. See To See and Sicht. The

visions of the prophets were an opening
of the inner sight, 1619, 1966, 1070. 2162

(4), 9248, 10042; they sig. inmost revela-

tion, 1784, 1786; visions are according to
the state of man, 1786; two extraordinary
visions, 1882; the first, what it is to be
withdrawn from the body, and not to
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know whether in the body or out of the

body, 1883; the second, what it is to be
translated by the spirit into another place,

1S84; I had not visions, but things were
seen by me when the body was awake,
1885; of visions and dreams, even the

prophetical, which are mentioned, 1966-

83; how visions exist by fantasies which
are illusions, and such are visionaries,

1067; visions of enthusiastic spirits, of

what quality and whence, 1967; genuine
visions or sights, have place when the

interior sight is opened, and the things

which are in another life are seen, 1970;
visions before good spirits are beautiful

representations, 197 1; visions are more
and more interior according to the heav-
ens, 1972; two visions in which were seen

garlands and the sports of infants, 1974;
dreams are of the same kind with visions,

197s; see also Dreams. A vision of the

night sig. obscure revelation, 6000; revela-

tions were made by dreams, night visions,

day visions, speech within man, speech
without him, 6000; divination when con-

cerning the prophets, respects life, vision

respects doctrine, 9248(2). How spirits

see on the earth, and how spirits are seen

by men, 10751-2, 10758, 10768, 10813;

the valley of vision sig. fantasies from
sensual things, 4715(3); vision sig. truths,

also falsities, 3301(2); revelation, 6836;
vision of vanity, false revelation, 9248;
in sixth earth how Divine visions are dis-

tinguished from visions not Divine, 10833.
Visit, Visitation is an exploration as

to quality, it precedes judgment, 2242,

2317-2442; Jehovah visiting Sarah sig.

the presence of the cel. Divine in the spir.

Divine, 2616; visitation sig. the last time;

it is predicated of the church in general

and in particular, of a new church which
is born, and of the old which expires,

and of a man of the church who is saved,

and of him who is damned, 6588; to visit

sig. the coming of the Lord when there is

no church, 6895; it sig. liberation from
falsities and thereby initiation into those

things which are of the Lord's church and
kingdom, 6895(2); Jehovah visited the

sons of Israel, deliverance by means of the

coming of the Lord, salvation, 7066, 7284,
10622; but with evil it sig. condemnation,

7273, 10509, 10622-3, 10S10. Visiting

the iniquity of the fathers upon the sons

does not mean that children are punished
for the evils of the fathers, but that he-

reditary evil increases successively, 8876-
8; the day of visitation sig. the last time

of the church in general, and the state

after death of every man in particular,

10509-105 10; visitation sig. the casting-

out and damnation of the evil, 10623;
visitation takes place when evil is con-
summated. 10622; it is the exploration of

man as to his character, 10623.
Vivify. See Life. The proprium

vivified, 156, 731; the Word is vivified
by the Lord in the reader according to
the capacity, charity, and innocence of
everyone, 1771(3), 1776. The Lord's
Divine cel. good vivifies all things by
Divine truth according to reception, 10262.

Voice. A voice crying, here stands for
accusing, 375. The voice of Jehovah is

the Word, the doctrine of faith, conscience,
rebuke thence derived, 219, 220. The
voice of bloods sig. violence offered to
charity, 374, 375; voice sig. the announ-
cing of truth with those in heaven and on
earth, 220, 0926; the voice of the Son of
Man sig. the Divine truth, likewise the
Word, 9926(3); voice sig. what is an-
nounced from the Word. 6971, 8360;
voice of Jehovah not heard, 6985; but by
a spirit with a living voice, 6996(2); to
hear His voice sig. to obey, 7095; voice
of Jehovah, the Word, 8360; of Shaddai,
truth chiding in temptation, 8764; voice
of wheels, truths of doctrine, 8764(4);
voice sig. Divine truth, the Word, annun-
ciation of it. 6971(3), 6972, 0026; voices
or sounds of thunder sig. truths Divine,

7S73, 8813, 8914; voice of a trumpet sig.

truth Divine in the internal form through
heaven, and the preaching thereof, 8015;
voice of Jehovah is truth from the Divine,

0987(4); also Divine truth from Divine
good, 6832(6), 10182(3); voice, what is

announced from the Word, 10240(2);
voice, interior voice or thought, 10455;
voice of a shout, the quality of' the in-

teriors of the Israelitish nation, 10456-7.
Void and Empty. Void sig. where

there is nothing of good, and empty w here
there is nothing of truth, 17; empty sig.

where there is nothing of truth, 4744;
to go empty sig. to live in spir. want, 6915.
Voluntary and Involuntary in man,

3603(5). See Will, 9683(2).
Vomit. Those who excite vomiting,

814, 1512-14, 5006, 5702.
Vow. To vow a vow sig. a state of

providence, to will that the Lord may
provide, 3732; also what is holy, 4091.
Vowels. In the Hebrew tongue, in all

things appertaining to the spir. class, the
three first vowels are prevalent, in cel.

the two last, 793.

Wafer. See Cake sig. spir. good.

7078, 8522; the celestial in the external
man. 9094, 10079.
Wagons sig. doctrinals, see Chariot,

S94S, 5952.
\\ ailing sig. a state as to evils, and

gnashing of teeth a state as to falsities,

or the collision of falsities with truths,

4424(3); to wail sig. to be in grief, 4060
(6), 4786, 6539; of Israelites, 4293(3);
it sii. what is lamentable, 10457.
Walk sig. to live. 518-0, 614, 1704,

1993, 6276, 0028, 10087(3); *° walk with
God sig. the doctrine of faith, 614; to
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walk, worship, 5000(5); to meditate, 3205;
to walk in the day sig. to live in truth, to

walk in the night to live in falsity, 6000(2);
to walk and to go sig. to live, why, 8417,
8420; walk, go, journey, sojourn mean
to live, the reason is that in the spiritual

world there are not spaces but states of

life, 8420; to walk sig. life, 10360(9).
Wall {murus) sig. the truths of faith

which defend, 6419, 7973(4), 8206, 8235;
in the opposite sense, which destroy,

6410(51; of Jericho, falsities, 8815(2).
Wall (paries). A wall daubed unfitly,

sig. fiction appearing as true, 739(2);
walls or sides of altar sig. interiors, 10185.
Wallet, See Sack.
Wander, Flee. To wander and flee

sig. not to know what is true and good,

382; to wander to drink water sig. to seek
truth, 382. Wanderer sig. not to know
what is true and good. 382, 388. Wander
sig. to go hither and thither in various
affections and doctrines, 2679; wandering
in the field sig. falling away from the
general truth of the church, 4717.
War. Wars rep. the temptations of

the Lord, and several things beside, 1659
(2); also spir. combats 1659(2); each of

the arms of war sig. something of defence
against evils and falsities, also their op-
posites, 1788; the historical books of the
Ancient Church were called the Wars of

Jehovah, and treated of the Lord's com-
bats, in the internal sense, 2686, 8273
(4); wars, all the arms of war, in the
Word, sig. those things which relate to

spir. combat, 2686(2); wars sig. disputes
and strife concerning truths, 3353(2),
3354- The Lord is called a Man of war
and a Hero, because when He was in the
world He alone fought against all the hells,

and overcame them, and afterwards He
continually fights for man, 8261(2), 8273.
The hells are willing to destroy heaven,
not by hostile invasion as on earth, but by
the destruction of truth and of good;
those are combats and wars in the other
life, 8295(2); war is the combat of falsity

and truth, 10455(3). War sig. combat
of truths against falsities, 8593-8626;
why not go to war until twenty years old,

10225(9). No strength in war, no resist-

ance against evil and falsity, 10540(6).
Warfare. The service of the priests

called a warfare because they rep. the
Lord, and He alone combats for man,
1664(7), 5335(2); it sig. tilings of spir.

warfare, 3448, 7236.
Warmth, Heat. See Fire, Fume.

Cutters of grass seek warmth from others,

but in vain, wherefore they acquire it to

themselves by cutting, 11 11; they who
have been delighted with the Word, have
warmth according to their delight, 1773;
the evil can also produce warmth, but
which is excrementitious, 1773(3); heat
is from love, love is spir. heat, but such

as the love is such is the heat, 2146; heat
is in the abode where are those who have
indulged in pleasure, but have not extin-

guished the desire of procreating children,

2757; as light is from two origins, so heat
is from two fountains, or from two suns,

3338; heat in the other life is love and
affection, 3338; loves and affections are

from the influx of the Lord's life, 3338;
in the hells there is heat, but as of a filthy

bath, 3340. See Cold. The angels are

in light and heat, and the more they are
in them the more they are in intelligence

and wisdom, because nearer to the Lord,

3339'> the Lord is the Sun of heaven,
hence is light wherein is intelligence, and
heat wherein is love, they correspond,

3636, 3643; heaven is in light and in heat,

hell in the thick darkness and cold, 3643;
to grow warm is to come even to ardor of

affection, 4018, 4019; there are two origins

of heat, or fire, the sun of the world and
the Sun of heaven, this fire is meant in the

Word, and is love in both senses, 5215(2);
spir. light and spir. heat constitute the
life of man, 6032; as the case is in the
degrees of light appertaining to man, so

it is in the degrees of spir. heat, 6314;
vital heat is love, 6314; heat is tempered
in the planet Mercury; that it comes from
altitude and density of the aerial atmos-
phere, and from the right or oblique in-

cidence of the sun's rays, not from the
sun's nearness, 7177. The sun growing
hot sig. increasing strong desire or lust,

8487.
Was. See To Do and Done. It was

or it came to pass involves a new state,

4979, 4987; it is in the original tongue in

the place of punctuation, 4987.
Wash. To wash the feet sig. to put

on something natural because spoken of

Jehovah, 2162, 2332. Washings in the
church formerly sig. purifications from
all kinds of filth, spiritually understood,
which relate to the loves of self and of the

world, 3147; washings sig. purifications

of the natural man, 3147; to wash the
feet sig. to purify those tilings which are

of the natural, 3147(8); to wash the feet

was also a work of charity, likewise of

humiliation, and meant not to reflect on
the evils of another, 3147(8); to wash the
feet was customary for travellers and so-

journers, the reason, 3148; washings of

garments sig. purifications, 5954(10);
washing the feet sig. regenerating the
exteriors of the natural, 7442(3); washing
the garments sig. purification of truths,

8789; washing sig. purification from evils

and falsities, 10237-46; to wash sig.

worship, 6730; washings formerly, and
baptism, sig. regeneration by the truths
of faith, because water sig. the truths of
faith, 9088(2); washing sig. purification,

by the truths of faith, references, 10002;
which is called baptizing, 10239-10243.
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Washpot sig. good in which there is

no pleasure, 2468(11).
Waste sig. evils, 153.
Watch. See Awake. To watch sig.

the study of life according to the precepts
of faith, 4638(10). A night of watching
sig. the presence of the Lord and protec-

tion, 7080, 7091.
Watchman. Blind watchmen sig.

those who from reasoning are in falsity,

2383. Those who observe the states of

the church and its changes, 10134(11);
those who search the Scriptures about
the Lord's coming, 9926(5).
Watch Tower sig. fantasies, 1306(3).
Water sig. inward and outward knowl-

edges; seas collections of the same, 27,

28; water sig. things spir. thus things
intellectual, 680(3), 739i also falsities,

739, 790, 7307; a flood and inundation
of waters, sig. temptations, and also deso-

lations, 705, 739, 756, 839-895; persua-
sions of falsity, 797, 798; water sig. scien-

tific, rational, and intellectual tilings,

2161(2); water sig. truth, 2702; waters
and rivers are described where gardens
and plantations are, 2702(14); to draw
waters sig. to be instructed in the truths

of faith and to be enlightened, 3058;
drawers of water, such as the Gibeonites
were, those who desire to know truths for

no other end than to know them, 3058;
to dwell upon many waters, being in

knowledges concerning truth, 3384(3);
the Word is called a fountain and well of

living waters, 3424; to water sig. to in-

struct from the Word, 3768, 3772, 3787;
truth in respect to good is altogether as

water in respect to bread, or as drink in

respect to food, 4976; to give waters sig.

the general influx of truth, 5G68; unstable

as water is predicated of faith alone, or

separate from charity, 6346; water turned
into blood sig. falsification of all truth,

6977-8; falsities from evils, with those

who are in faith separate from charity

and in a life of evil, appear as waters of

the sea, with which they arc immersed
into hell, 8i37(2)-8; water sig. truth,

8355-6; truth of faith, 8562, 8568; bread
and water are spoken of when all the

goods of love and truths of faith are meant,

9323; waters sig. the truths of faith, 10238.

Water, To, sig. to give intelligence and
to instruct. 107, 9050(8); to water moun-
tains, to bless those in love to the Lord
and the neighbor, 5694(4).
Water-Trough sig. good of truth,

3005, 4017.
Wave of sea sig. reasonings from

worldly things concerning Divine things,

975S(i5)- _ .

Wave. To wave an offering sig. vivi-

fying, thus life, 10082-3; also vivification

by acknowledgment of the Lord that he
has all power in the heavens and on earth,

10089.

Wax, Aromatic. Wax sig. interior

good, 3263(3); aromatic wax sig. truth
of good, 5621. See Aromatics.
Way sig. the understanding of truth,

and truth itself, 627, 2333(4). When
man is resuscitated there are represented
paths of a gentle ascent upwards, 189.
Way sig. doctrine, truths, all things that
lead to good, 2234, 2333, 2531. The hard
way sig. falsity, stony way truth which
has not its root in good, 3310(2); to be
in the way is to be in a state of the con-
junction of truth and good, 3123; to
sweep or prepare a way sig. to prepare
truth to be received, 3142. See Sweep.
There was represented a broad way and
a narrow way, their quality, 3477; to be
with any one in the way which he walks,
when predicated of the Divine, sig. Divine
providence, 4549; the way in which they
must walk sig. the light of intelligence and
life thereby, 8707; way, path, by-path,
street, highway, sig. truths, and in the
opposite sense falsities, 10422(3); to make
known the way, when concerning the Lord
sig. instruction, 10565.
Weak. Weak of eyes sig. as to under-

standing, 3820.
Wealth. See Riches. Pleasures,

power, and riches are no hindrances to
admission into heaven, provided they are
not regarded as ends of life, 945, 1877;
spir. wealth and riches sig. goods and
truths, but with respect to the evil nothing
but evils and falsities, 1694; the wealth
of the nations sig. the immense supply
of natural good, 3048(5); wealth sig. the
knowledges of good and truth, 4508.
Weaned, To be. To be weaned sig.

to be separated; and in relation to the
Lord, the separation of the merely human
rational, 2645, 2647, 2649.
Weapon. See Bow, War. It sig.

special things relating to spir. combats,
1664(6), 1788, 2686(2), 3448; weapons of
hunting sig. doctrinals of truth, 3309(2),
3499; weapons of war sig. truths of doc-
trine from the Word, by which there is

protection from falsities of evil, 9141(4),
9954(3).
Weariness. The very delight of the

life of the internals is to do evil, and when
not permitted to do evil they are in weari-
ness, 7392(2).
Weary or Faint sig. a state of temp-

tation-combat, 3318, 3321.
Weaver sig. the voluntary which

receives the celestial or good; designer,
the intellectual or truth from that good;
embroiderer, the scientific or acquired
knowledge, 9915(2), 9942; weaving in

Mars, 7485. The Lord's tunic woven
without seam sig. the internal truth of
the Word could not be dispersed, 0943(13).
Webs sig. fictitious truths, 2576(12).
Week. See Seven. What a week is,

728; it sig. an entire period great and
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Small, 1044, 384s. 4177. 734<5. 9228(3),
974i(8).
Weep sig. grief on account of depriva-

tion of truth, 2680, 2010; weeping is the
height of sorrow, and the height of love,

it signifies the ardor of love, 3801; to weep
for the dead is a last farewell, 4565; it

was a representative of interior mourning,
4786; it sig. mercy, and is predicated of

Jehovah or the Lord, 5480; mercy, and
joy, 5873; weeping is the effect of mercy,

5927; and of affection, 5930.
Weight. To weigh silver or buy sig.

redemption, 2964; weight sig. the state

of a thing as to good, measure as to truth,

3104.
Well, Pit. See Fountain and Water.

Pits sig. falsities because they are unclean,

16S8. A well and a fountain sig. the Word
and doctrine derived from the Word,
2702; wells sig. doctrinals, 2702; foun-
tain, pure truth, well truth less pure,

3056, 3765; well of living waters, the
Word and doctrine from the Word, in

like manner as fountain, 2702, 3424, 3765,

3773. 6774; to draw from a well sig. to be
instructed in truths from the Word, 6776.
The wells that Isaac digged explained in

series, 3411-3466. The wells Abraham
digged sig. interior truths, 3412, 3419.
Isaac's servants digged in the valley sig.

the literal sense in which is the internal

sense, 3424-7; another well, the internal

sense. 3428-9; another well, the literal

sense, 3432; Bcer-Sheba sig. the doctrine
of faith which is Divine, 3436; another
well, doctrine from the literal sense, 344s;
they digged a well and found waters,
interior truths from the Word, 3464-6;
well sig. the Word, because the natural is

here treated of, it sig. the literal sense,

where the rational is treated of it sig. the
internal sense, 3765, 3768-9, 3771-3. 3798 -

Well sig. the literal sense, fountain the
spiritual sense, 6774.
Well, to do. sig. charity, 361.
West sig. what is obscure, 1453, 10170;

north, the south, the east, and west, sig.

all in the universe, 1605; the setting of the
sun, sig. the last time, consummation,
1837; east and west, states of good, north
and south states of truth, 3708; opposite
sense a state of evil, 3708(18); the sun
setting sig. when the state ceased, 8615;
the west sig. where good is in obsraritv
9653; the west when named the sea sig.

knowledge of the external man, 9755;
west in heaven is what is opposite to the
Lord, something dusky appears in the
place of the sun of the world, 0755(2).
Whale sig. general knowledges, 42,

6015(7), 7203- 975^ 0; also false knowl-
edges, 7203(2). Whale or sea monster
sig. the generals of knowledge, 6015(7),
6603(4), 97^5(4)-
Wheat sig. those things which are of

love and charity, 3941. Wheat sig. the

good of the interior natural, and spelt

its truth, 7601, 7605; the good of love,

9995; wheat and barley in the ear sig.

good receiving and also received, io66g.
See Bread of Faces. Wheat sig. the
good of love in the internal man, 10669;
barley of the external man, spelt its

truth, 10669(4).
Wheel. See Chariot. Wagon.

Wheel sig. doctrine, 2686(3); rumbling of
wheels sig. things of sense and fallacies

therefrom, 6015(4), 6978(2); of chariot,

falsities of doctrine, 7729(4); divine in-

telligence or foresight, 8215(4); intellec-

tual powers whereby is progression, 8215
(5); truths of doctrine, a chariot, doctrine
of truth, 8764(4); wheels of the cherubim
involve the same as the arms and feet with
man. namely, the power of acting and
moving forward, which is the power of
truth from good, 9872; wheels of chariot,

faculty of learning and growing wise,

10236(5). It sig. the power of the under-
standing, 8215(3).
Whelp of lion sig. the first of truth,

3923(3). innocence, 6367, evil in its power,

9348(4).
Whisperers. Concerning those who

speak into the ear, or whisperers, 4657.
White sig. truth, 1042(2), 2567(4),

3301(6), 4015, 5310, 5433(3). 6380, 8458,
8521, 9166(7), 9407(9); properly the
Lord's righteousness and merit and these
in man, 3993(s)-4, 4007. The Lord's
garments white sig. the Holy Itself of the
Divine Human, 2576(10); His hairs white
as wool, Rev. I. 14, the Divine natural
as to truth, 3301(6); white garments,
truths of faith, 5054; angels in white
garments are in genuine truths, 9212(3),
9814(3); so far as colors partake of red
they sig. good, but of white, truth, 9467,
0833; blue from white sig. spir. good,
9S70; the intellectual with angels is in
their internal, hence they have white
shining garments, shining from Divine
good, whiteness from Divine truth, 10536.
Whore, Whoredom. See Adultery

and Harlot, sig. to profane good, 3703
(15); whoredom sig. falsity, 4004- Spiri-

tual whoredoms what they are, shown
by examples, 4868; whoredom sig. falsi-

fication of truth, 7456(7). To commit
whoredom sig. to be conjoined to falsities

of evil, 10648.
Wicked. To do wickedly sig. to violate

the good of charity and the Lord's Divine
Human and Holy proceeding, 2359; it

sip. ill will, 9249.
Widow. Why priests in Jewish Church

commanded not to marry widows, 2361
(a); widow, good, 2417(8); law of marry-
ing deceased brother's widow, 483 ^(3):
widows sig. those who are in a state of
good and not so much in truth, and those
who are in a state of truth and not so
much in good, and yet desire to be therein.
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3703(10); to remain a widow in the house
of her father sig. alienation, 4844; widows,
those who are in truth without good, and
still desire by good to be led to truth;

orphans, those who are in good and not
in truth, and by truth are led into good,

4844(5); opposite sense those who are
not in truth, because not in good, and
who are in falsity, 4844(14); they who are
led by good into the truth of intelligence,

4844(6); those who are in good without
truth, and still desire truth, Q198, 9206;
in the cel. sense those who are in truth

and desire good, 9198. The strangers,

orphans, and widows, sig. those who are
within the church with whom good and
truth are to be conjoined according to

order, 9200; explication of what the Lord
said concerning the widow in Serapta in

Sidon, 9198(2); widow sig. those in good
without truth and yet desire truth, 9198,
9348(4).

Wife. Woman and wife sig. the church,

151. iS5-i°5. 252, 253, 289, 749, 770;
the perverse church, 409; what is meant
by man (tiV) and wife, and what by man
(homo) and wife, 915; wife, good ad-
joined to truths, 668; Sarai as wife sig.

truth adjoined to good, 1468-9, 1904,

2507. What is signified by man and wife,

and by husband and wife, 2517; Hagar
the handmaid was given to Abraham for

a woman, not for a wife, because it is not
marriage unless it be of one man and one
wife, 1907; wife sig. spir. truth, and man
(fir) cel. truth, the reason, 2533; wife

sig. good, enjoyment, 8977-86; wife out

of land of Egypt, sig. affection for knowl-
edges, 2718; horrible punishment of those

who held as a principle community of

wives, 2756; wife sig. cel. church, con-
cubine spir. church, 3246(4); why only

one wife, 4434(0); in cel. church wife in

truth, in spir. church in good, 4823(2).

4843; why plurality of wives permitted
to Jews, 4837(2), 5084(7). 809.5(5); wi?e

sig. the church, 4852, reference. 8904; in

cel. kingdom wives in knowledges, 8994
(2); church called wife from reception of

Divine truth. 9108, 9961(3), the man
(Adam) and his wife sig. the cel. church,
wife, truth, 9942(3); no true marriage
love if there is a plurality of wives, 10172;
with Jews, 10603(5).
Wild-Animal (/era). The Hebrew

word means an animal which is a living

soul, 774; beasts and wild animals sig.

affections and lusts, 45, 46, 58, 246; those

who lived like wild animals before they

became spiritual, 286; wild animal is

used in a twofold sense, for what is alive

and what is dead, the reason. 841; wild
animal, the goods of the internal man,
creeping tiling those of the external man.
016; exterior thines of knowledge and
pleasures, 1029; tliev sig. the viler things

appertaining to man, 908, 1030(2); also

what is alive and good, '774, 841, 008;
an evil beast, a life of lusts, 4729; an evil

beast sig. the punishment of evil from fal-

sity, 7102(2); the wild animal of the field

sig. those who are in the delights of ex-
ternal truth, 9276; a wild animal sig. evils

and falsities, of the love of self and of
tlie world, thus those who arc in them,

9335; a wild beast also sig. the well dis-

posed Gentiles, because they are in falsity,

9335(5)- The Lord with the wild beasts
sig. hell, 1573(5). Man without the celes-

tial is a wild beast, 1894; wild animal
sig. the sensual, for the sensual is like a
wild animal, references on the sensual,

9276; wild beast of the reed sig. they who
think insanely from lowest things, 9391
(16).

Wild Ass sig. rational truth; a descrip-
tion of its quality without good, 1949-51,
1964(2), 2702(10), 2781.
Wild Grape sig. the evils of hatred

and revenge, 5117(2).
Wild Honey sig. enjoyment of literal

sense, 5620(12); why called wild honey,

9372(9)-
Wilderness, Desert. Jewish robbers

in the wilderness, 940, 941; wilderness
sig. what has as yet but little of life, 1927;
what is little inhabited and cultivated,

also what is altogether uninhabited and
uncultivated, 2708(2); also, in a double
sense, namely, in relation to those who
are afterwards reformed, and in relation

to those who cannot be reformed, 2708
(5); temptations, 2708(6); the vastation

of good and the desolation of truth, 2708

(9); various senses, 3coo(6); predicated

of the church where there is no good, and
thence no truth, 4736; the wilderness of

the sea sig. the vanity of the knowledges
which are not for use, 3048; it sig. vas-

tated truth, 3900(6); the Word of the

Old Testament in the vastated church,

3000(8); a state of terrptation, 6828;
where there is no conjunction of the truth

proceeding immediately from the Lord
with the truth which proceeds irediately,

7055; an obscure state of faith, 7313; the

wilderness when forty years, or ironlhs,

or days, are adjoined to it, sig. a state of

undergoing temptations to con6rm the

truths and goods of faith, 8008; the dew
and the manna upon the faces of the

wilderness sig. a new voluntary, 8457;
wilderness, the delight of the sensual,

9341; the wilderness of Shur, sig. a state

of temptation. 8346-7; wilderness has
several significations, as good in which
truths are not yet implanted, the new
voluntary, 8753; wilderness s'g. hell,

0037(8); that which is devoid of goods,

99^0(13); the Gentiles, 10261(5).
Will, Voluntary. See Freedom.

Understanding, Good, Love. The
greater light is in the will, the lesser in

the understanding, 30(3); two faculties
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will and understanding, the will should
rule. 35. 39». 594. 641, 652, 1555(2),
3781. 3509(2), 4574(2), 7179-80, 10044,
10122, 10196; will and things of will sig.

by living things, 44, by female, 54, 476; a
marriage of will and understanding, 55,
see Marriage. Celestial things belong
to the will, 61; the midst of the garden
sig. in will of internal man, 105; the will

and understanding constitute one mind,
116, 398; the evils of the Most Ancient
Church came from the will, 209; a corrupt
man has no will but mere lust, the male
sex so formed that reason governs, with
the female sex will or desire governs, 568;
man distinguished from beasts by posses-

sing will of good and truth, 594; will be-

came perverted with posterity of Most
Ancient Church, 585, 504, 628, 633, 635.
In the Ancient Church the will was sepa-
rated from the understanding, 6.10-4,

652, 657, 863, 875(4), 927(2)"8, 933(3),
1034, 1043(4), 2256(3), 2715; under-
standing and will are most distinct, 641;
the will and understanding are formed
by the Lord, how, 1555(2); in every idea
of thought there is something from the
will, 500, 803; what the understanding of

truth and the will of good are, 634(2);
from will man has the power of under-
standing, 585; no man has the under-
standing of truth, and the will of good,
but it appears as if they were his, 633; in

the intellectual part is formed a new will

from the Lord, which is conscience, 1023,
1043(2); when a regenerate man does
good, it is from the Lord by the new will,

928; man is regenerated as to the intellec-

tual part, not as to the will part, 863,
875(3); the will-proprium of man must
be separated, that the Lord may be pres-
ent, 1023, 1044(2); every falsity flows
in from the proprium, 1047; truths and
goods were implanted in the will-part with
the man of the Most Ancient Church,
not with the man of the Ancient Church,
895, 927; with the antediluvians voluntary
good was destroyed, and at this day in-

tellectual good is perishing, 2124. The
new will which is conscience is formed
in the intellectual part by implantation
of the good of charity, 2256(3), 2715,
3394(3). 3870, 4328, 5113, 5117(10), 5157,
5202(3); it is rep. by Manasseh, 5351-3;
references on new voluntary, 7233(2),
8194(2), 8457, 10122(2), 10124, 10143(3),
10296; see Conscience. Will sig. by
heart, 2930; good is in the will, when
truth of faith is received by good man is

regenerate, 3157, 3295; the voluntary
and involuntary sense, 4325, see Sense.
The will is first, the understanding second,
their nature, 5351(2); the formation of the
new will in the natural, 5202(3), 10124;
in the intellectual part by truth, 5595,
10122(2), references, 8806(2); the volun-
tary rep. by a weaver, 9915, by flesh,

10035; the will of man is his life itself,

10057(3); man is such as his will is and
remains such after death, 801 1; the new
voluntary is the Lord's dwelling place,

9296(3); if man's life is only for self and
the world the beginning of the new will

is closed, 9296(3); the will and under-
standing should make one, 10122(4),

10645(3). The initiament of the new will

from infancy, the reception of good and
of truth, and its succeeding state, 9296-
7; things become of the life, which are
received in the will, 9386, 9393; the book
of hie is the interior memory, because on
it are inscribed the things of the will, 9386
(2) ;

they who are in the cel. kingdom
correspond to the voluntary part of man,
they who are in the spir. kingdom to his

intellectual part, 9835(2); man can dis-

tinguish between truth and good, and
between thinking and willing, 9995(2);
the whole man is a resemblance of his

will and of his understanding thence,
illustrated by end, cause, and effect,

10076(2); good is not appropriated to

man until it becomes of the will, 10109,
10110; all things have reference to the
understanding and will, because to truth

and good, or to falsity and evil, those two
must be one, 10122(2). At birth man has
no understanding and will, 10298(2); truth
is in the will when man does it, 10683(4).
Willows of brook sig. truths more

external, of sensuals of the body, 0296(6).
Wind. Spirit, spirits, and life in Word

likened to wind, 97, 842, 9281(3). East
wind sig. dispersion of falsities and evils,

842. Wild-asses draw in wind sig. to

seize empty things instead of truths, 1949
(3) ; the east wind, how societies ill-con-

sociated are dissipated, 2128; scattering

to the wind sig. falsities destroying it,

3301(7); the four winds, all states of good
and truth, 4060(9); sig. those things
which are of lusts, and of fantasies thence
derived, 5215. See East. The wind of

the nostrils of Jehovah sig. life from the
Divine and heaven, 8286, 8296; the four
winds and four corners sig. all things of

truth and of good, 9642(10). See also
Quarters. East wind sig. destruction,

the reason; to feed on wind is multiplying
lies, east wind is multiplying vastation,

7679; a strong sea or west wind is the
cessation of the influx rep. by east wind,
7702; to sow the wind sig. vain things,

to reap whirlwind sig. disturbance there-

from in the church, 9146(2). The Word
is compared to a reed shaken by the wind
when it is explained at pleasure, 9372(3).
Window sig. the intellectual, 652, 655;

windows of ark sig. three degrees of the
intellectual, understanding, reason, knowl-
edge, 658; window, the understanding,
the truth of faith, 863; in heavenly man-
sions, 1629; window, the intellectual

faculty or internal sight, 3391; the in-
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tellectual and reasonings, 5135(g); fal-

sities are the thieves entering in at the
windows, 8906(2); a face seen at a win-
dow, 4050, 7806; mentioned, 4653(2),
10769. The windows of the temple, the
highest sig. intellectual truths, the middle,
rational truths, the lowest, outward
knowledges from the senses, 655(2).
Wine (yinum). See Vineyard. Vine,

Grape. Wine sig. faith, the spiritual of

the church, the spiritual from lue celes-

tial, grape the cel., wine the spin, 1071;
grapes also cluster sig. charity, new wine
goods of charity and truths therefrom,

1071(3); no wine in presses sig. none in

faitn, not drink wine with a song, crying
for wine sig. truths of faith held of no value,

1071(4); wine, faith in the Lord, rep. by
libation of wine, 1071(6); to be drunken
sig. to fall into errors, drunkards sig.

those who believe nothing except by
means of sensual things, 1072; wine sig.

faith, drunkenness errors, 1072(4); in-

sanities about truths of faith, 1072(5);
mighty to drink wine sig. those who be-
lieve nothing but what they apprehend
by means of sense and outward knowl-
edge, 1073(5); wine of fornication,

adulterated truths of faith of which
drunkenness is predicated, 1072(4);
drunken without wine sig. those who care

nothing for the Word and truths of faith,

and are not willing to know anytiiing

about faith, 1073(5); naked from drunk-
enness sig. without truths of faith, still

more trutus perverted, 1073; the odor
of wine from those who pay compliments
from friendship and love if there is truth

in the compliments, 15 17; bread and
wine, cel. and spir. things, wine spir.

things, 1727, 2165(4), 2184(5), 2187(2);
sweet and refined wines sig. truths of good,

2341(2); wine, falsities, 2465(2), 5120(8),

6377(10), 9060(16); wine, falsity, new
wine evil tnerefrom, 2466(10); wine sig.

truth, 2851(7), 4581(10); not drinking
wine with a song sig. not instructed from
affection for truth and delighted thereby,

strong drink bitter to them that drink it

sig. aversion, 3069; instead of wine when
read in the Word angels perceive spir.

love or love toward the neighbor, 3316

(3), 4217(2); wine, truth from good, 3570,
8481, 9223, 9272(5), 9296(5); truth of

faith, 5943(6); truth of good, 10031(2);
charity or love toward the neighbor, 3596
(2), 6377; eyes redder than wine, tne

Divine wisdom, 4007(2); drink offering

which was of wine sig. spir. good or the

good of faith, the bread offering and
drink offering fig. same as bread and
wine of the Holy Supper, 4581(4); in

opposite sense it sig. tilings opjxisite to

charity and faith, 4581(7); thus worship
of falsity, 4581(9-11); drinking wine sig.

appropriating truths of charity, 5117(7);
wine, spur, good from Divine love, blood

of grapes, cel. good therefrom, 5117(8,9);
cup, same as wine sig. spir. truth, truth
of faith from good of charity, in opposite
sense falsity producing evil and falsity

from evil, 5120; as wine intoxicates and
makes insane so does falsity, spir. intoxi-
cation is insanity from reasonings, 5120
(8); wine corresponds to spir. love, 5360,
6377(6); the good of love and faith, 6377
(8,9); wine, internal truth, 9320(3); blood
and wine in the Holy Supper, Divine truth
from Divine good, 9393(5); the priests
of Catiiolic religion drink the wine sig.

truth without good, a correspondence of
their keeping the Word from the common
people, 10040(2); wine, in drink offerings
sig. truth of cel. good, 10079(2); spir.

truth, 10137; the good of faith, 10137(3);
wine from berries in fifth earth, 10770.
Wine, New (muslum). See Wine.

New wine sig. goods of charity and truths

therefrom, 1071(3); new wine sig. evil

from falsity, 2466(10); it sig. truth,

natural truth, 35S0, 3597, 3041(4), 5"7
(3), 9272(5); interior truth, 9960(14);
good of faith, 6377(4); 'he first fruits of
the vintage were of wine, must, and oil,

9223(2); to tread grape juice (must) and
not drink the wine sig. instructed in truths

from good, but not appropriating them to

one's self, 9272(5); mentioned, 9331(5);
it sig. all the truth of the church, references

10137(4), 10402(7).
Wine-Press, or Wine-Fat. Gar-

ments like him that treadeth in the wine-
fat sig. the truth of good, 33Co(3);_ wine-
press, new wine, and libation of wine sig.

good of faith, also falsity from evil, 6377
(4, 10); seen when angels converse about
truth of good, 9130(2); wine from wine-
press sig. truth from good, 9296(5).
Wing. Winged tiling sig. sensual

truth, 776; wing sig. reasonings whence
falsities arise, 1613(3); that w-hich is of

truth, 1992(6); the beauty of butterflies'

wings produced by the marriage principle,

2758. Divine truth natural and Divine
good natural are as two wings which
elevate, 3192; wings likened to repre-

sentative appearances, 3226; eagle's

wings sig. rational things from one's own,
3901(4); the wings of Pegasus sig. spir.

things, 4966(2); the spiritual, 7729(8);
a kind of wave which acts as spir. wings
to elevate the subject of thought out of

the memory, 6200; the land shadowing
with wings sig. the church which darkens
itself with reasonings from knowledges,

6723; truths are as wings which, when
taken away, those in faith alone fall as

weights into hell, 7039(2); wings sig. spir.

truths, truths of faith. Divine truths, 8764;
likewise powers, 8764(2); in opposite

sense falsities, 8764(9); winged animals
and insects sig. thoughts either truths or

falsities, 0331; wings, truths of faith

from good, also the power of good through
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truths, 0514(2). 9515; the voice of wings,

the truth of faith from Rood, 9741(5);
the wings of the court of the tabernacle,

truth in light, and truth in obscurity,

9760; wings sig. exterior truths, references

10199(5).
Winter. See Cold. A life of faith

without love is like light of sun without
heat as in winter, 34(2); summer and
winter rep. the alternations of the regener-

ate, now no charity now some charity,

935. Winter, the state of the church when
there is no longer any good and truth or

faith and charity, 2005, 3412(3).
Wisdom. Man sig. wisdom and intelli-

gence, 49(2); rivers of Eden sig. wisdom,
intelligence, reason, knowledge, 78, 107-

I2i. Intelligence is procured by the

knowledges of truth and good, wisdom
by life therefrom, 1555; wisdom, intelli-

gence, and external knowledge are sons
of charity, 1226; the Lord has infinite

wisdom, because in Divine love, 2572;
the internal way which the Lord went,

was a progression into goods and truths

from the Divine by knowledges, 2500;
in genuine love there is wisdom and
intelligence, 2500(3); the angels have
so great wisdom and intelligence, because
in love, 2572(3); intelligence and wisdom
grow to an immense degree with those

who are in charity in the other life, 1941
(2); what wisdom is, intelligence, order,

opinion of a wise Gentile, 2592; wisdom
of the ancients, by natural things they

sig. spiritual, which wisdom at this day is

lost, 3179(3); the angels apprehend in-

numerable things, of winch man does not
apprehend even the most general things,

exemplified, 3314(2); they who have re-

ceived the Divine things of the Lord,
namely, love and charity, are gifted with
wisdom, they who do not receive are in-

sane, 4220; they become of no intelli-

gence, and grossly corporeal, who have
Been in the love of self and of the world
4221; progression towards things interior

manifestly appears in the other life, as

from mist into light, 4598(2); magi sig.

interior knowledges, wise, exterior knowl-
edges, 5223; the wise men of that time
solved difficult problems, and taught the
causes of natural things, 5223(2); a man
(vir) intelligent and wise sig. truth and
good, 5287, 5310; they who are in good,
in the other life are in the faculty of grow-
ing wise, 5527; he who has lived in the
good of charity comes into all the wisdom
of the society to which he comes in the
other life, because wisdom is in that good.

5859; the Egyptians and Chaldeans called

knowledge wisdom, 7296; t^e wise in

heart sig. those who are in the good of

love from the Lord, 9817(2); all wisdom
is from the Lord, 9043;. man is so far

wise as he ascribes all things of truth and
good to the Lord, 10227; wisdom, intelli-

gence, knowledge, and work, follow in

order, and are one, they sig. things of the
will and understanding in the internal

and external man, 10331. He is wise who
from love docs truths, 10331(2). The
wise men from the East offered their

gifts to the Lord from their correspond-
ence, 9293(3); they knew of the Lord's
coming, from their prophecies, 9293(3).
The wisdom of the ancients, 6628-6633;
they were interior men, wisdom comes
only from heaven, 6620; in time it de-
creased, 6630-1; at this day it is lost,

6632-3; wisdom consists in willing, loving,

and living Divine truth from Divine good
of the Lord, 9943, 10331; all wisdom
comes from the Lord, log, 112, tax, 124,

8869(7); the chief thing in wisdom is to

perceive without reasoning, that a thing
is so or not so, 5556; all wisdom and
intelligence are from Divine truth or
light, references, 9905; angelic wisdom
consists for the most part in perceiving
the processes of regeneration from the
internal sense of the Word, 5202(4); love

to Lord and neighbor have all intelligence

and wisdom in them, love of self and of
world not, 7705(2,3); palm tree rep.
wisdom, 8369(3); the man who lives in
good comes into angelic wisdom after

death, 9094, 9278(5); intelligence and
wisdom rep. by a paradise, 9396(3),
by precious stones, 9476; to be intelligent

and wise is to understand and will the
things of heaven, 9803; the wise in heart
sig. those in good of love, 9817; the
spirit of wisdom, the Divine truth, 9818;
mitre sig. intelligence and wisdom, 9827;
wisdom predicated of good, beauty of

truth, 9863(3); crown sig. wisdom, 9930
(11); the changes of state during life as
to intelligence and wisdom, 10225; every
one has the faculty of being wise, the
reason why one is wiser than another is

because they do not in like manner ascribe

to the Lord all things of intelligence and
wisdom, 10227(2); wise in heart sig. to
will and love good and truth for the sake
of good and truth, 10336; wisdom not
predicable of falsities and evils, 10675(3);
wise priests attribute the honor of their

office to the Loid, 10796; a king who
ascribes honor to himself not wise, if to

the Lord he is wise, 10801-2.

Witch. See Sorceress. Sorceress
sig. those with whom anything of the
church is conjoined to the falsities of the

evil of self-love, 0188; sorceries or witch-
crafts are such falsities, 9188(5); witch-
crafts sig. falsities from the perversions
of trnth, 0188(5). See Magic, Jugglers.

Witness. Testimony, sig. the con-
firmation of good by truth, and of truth
from good, 4107; testimony sig. good
productive of truth, and truth produced
from good, 4197(8); the reason why there
was not to be one witness, but two or three,
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is founded in the Divine law, that one
truth is not sufficient to confirm good,

4197(7); testimony sig. the Lord as to

Divine truth, or the Word, 8535; not to

answer to a neighbor the witness of a lie

sig. not to call good evil, and truth falsity,

nor vice versa, 8008; testimony sig. the
Lord as to Divine truth, 9503; the two
witnesses sig. the Word of both Testa-
ments so far as it witnesses concerning the
Lord, 9548(3).
Wives. Husbands sig. evils, wives,

falsities, 1369. See Woman. Wife.
Wo is a form of expression sig. danger

of eternal damnation, 3755.
Wolf sig. those who are against inno-

cence, 45, 430. 2130(2). 3904(3'*; avidity
of committing rapine, and, in a good sense,

the avidity of snatching away and libera-

ting the good, 6441.
Woman. The rib built into a woman

sig. the proprium vivified, 151-5, 191,

194, 207, 208, 22g; woman, the church,
faith, 252-3, 255-6, 261-2, 2708(7), 3272
(2), 6747, 8468; old women return to

spring of life in heaven, 553; the female
sex is affection, also lust, 568, see Female.
Woman sig. truth, 1496; affection for

truth, 1907. 3030, 3040, 3042, 3236; old
women, goods confirmed, 2348; woman,
the rational, 2516; why Rebecca is called
woman not wife, 32 n; also Hagar, 1907;
affection of falsity, 3242(4); woman
Divine truth, 3398, 3402; woman, an
affirmative medium, 3917; man (vir) sig.

falsity, his woman, evil, 4823, 8540(4),
10402; or truths and goods, 6014, 8338;
woman affection of charity, of good, 6916;
in spir. church woman sig. good, in cel.

church, truth, 8337; women, affections,

8593(4); woman, what is impure, applied
to Israelites, 8909; enjoyment, 8977;
woman, good, 9042, 9046, 9065, 9206;
woman of Zidon the church in knowledges
of truth and good, 0995(6). The Lord is

called the seed of the woman, 256. Old
women, who are good affections, return
to the spring of youth, and become beau-
ties in heaven, 533. Hagar given to Abra-
ham for a woman, not wife, because not
a true marriage, 1907. Women sig. the
things which are of charity, 6014. Women
sig. goods, 8337. The woman of a servant
sig. enjoyment, 8979, 8980. Maidservants
sig. the affection of truth, 8094(3). The
manner of women sig. uncleanness, 4161.
Woman sig. affection for truth, 3010,-42.
Womb. See To Conceivf., Nativity,

Generation. Bringing-Forth. In the
womb sig. conception, 3293(2); to open
the womb sig. therefrom came doctrines

of churches, 3856-7; to open the womb,
sig. to give the abilitv of receiving and
acknowledging the goods of truth and the

truths of good, 3967; womb sig. the inmost
of marriage love in which is inno ence,

hence it corresponds to marriage love,

4918, 6433; womb sig. the church, 4918
(2); to come forth from the womb, to be
re-born or regenerated, that is, to be made
a church, 4904(2), 4918, 8043, 9042; to
bring forth sig. production, namely, of
good and truth which are of the church,
4919; the heavenly societies corresponding
to the womb are celestial, 5052-5; the
Lord is called the maker and former from
the womb, because He regenerates;
opening the womb sig. what is from
charity, references, 8043; a woman with
child sig. the formation of good from
truth, 9042; carrying in the womb sig.

the initiation of truth into good, 9042;
what is meant by Jehovah shutting up the
womb, 2584(3), 2586. A miscarrying
womb in the Word sig. the perversion of

good and truth, 9325(4). The use of the
words womb, belly, bowels, loins; womb
refers to love or good, bowels to truth,

3294; opening the womb sig. spir. birth,

10660.
Wonders, or miracles sig. the means of

Divine power, 7030. Wonders and signs

sig. vastation and confirmations, 7795-6;
wonders and miracles sig. the means of
Divine power which are truths from the
Divine, 8304; power in the spiritual

sense consists in shunning and reject-

ing from one's self the infernal crew,
which is effected by truths, 8304, see

Miracle.
Wood. The several kinds of wood sig.

the lowest things of the will, also the good
of affections and the evil of lusts, 643(4).
Cutters of wood sig. those who place

justice and merit in good works, 11 10,

4943. 8740. To cut wood sig. the merit
of justice, the several kinds 01 wood, the

goods which are of works and which are

of justice, 2784; to arrange wood sig. to

adjoin merit of justice to the Divine
Human, 2812; wood sig. good, 3720.
See House. Wood sig. good, 8354; cut-

ters of wood from the earth Jupiter, and
whose faces shine, 8740; to cut wood in

a forest sig. disputation concerning good
from religion, 0011(3); shittim wood,
see Shittim.
Wool sig. cel. truth, linen spir. truth,

9470(5); clean wool sig. good, 3301(6),

5895(2); wool, exterior good, 9060(14).

10402; cows bearing wool, 10835; wool
of she goats sig. the good of merit from
the Lord, 9472; the ultimate or outermost
of innocence, which is in ignorance,

3519(8); the truth of the good of inno-

cence, or cel. truth in the external man,
9470. See She-Goat.
Word, The (verbum). There are four

styles in which the Word is written, 66.

1139-40. In the Word there is an internal

sense, 1-5, 64, 65, 66, 167, 605, 920. 937i

1143, 1404, 1405, 1408, 1409, 1502(3),

1540, 1650, 175°. 1767-1777. 1869-1870,

1783, 1807. The internal sense is the life
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and soul of the Word, 1405, 1984; the
Word also of tlie Old Testament, in the

internal sense, contains arcana which
respect the Lord, whence its life is, 1-4;
words in the Word are used with exact-
ness, 519(3), 621; the Word contains
innumerable arcana, 937, 1502(2); the
historical of the Word do the same, 7555;
innumerable things are represented to the
angels whilst the Word is reading, 167,

1767, 1768; the Word throughout in every
part contains things cel. and spir., 639,
680; the Word applies to all men in the

universal sense, 838; the doctrinal teach-

ings from the revelations and perceptions
of the Most Ancient Church were the
Word to the Ancient Church, 1068; word
sig. doctrine, 1288; it has a soul and body,
spirit and letter, 1408; how many tilings

are in one expression of the Word, shown
by open ideas. 1869, 1870; each word
even to a jot, in the Word is divinely in-

spired, 1870; the Word, in the sense of

the letter, with respect to the internal

sense, is as a rude apparent projection
around an optical cylinder, in respect to

the beautiful image in the cylinder, 1871;
the Word is presented before the Lord as
the image of a man, by which heaven is

represented, 187 1; they who love the
interior things of the Word are rep. by a
virgin handsomely clad, and they who
reject, by a deformed old woman, 1774;
how elegant the internal sense is, although
nothing is mentioned but mere names,
1224, 1767, 1768; the Word is vivified

with man according to his life of charity
and faith, 1776; the Word read by infant

boys and girls is better perceived, 1776;
the Word is vivified and perceived accord-
ing to the life of every one, 1771(2); those
in the other life who have seen and per-
ceived the interior things of the Word,
65, 1769(2), 1770, 1772; they who have
loved the Word, have warmth according
to the delight thence derived, 1773. The
internal sense is to the letter as light to

darkness, 1783(2); wonderful things in

a single word, 1869; what the internal

sense of the Word is, shown from good
works, or fruits of faith, they are charity,

love to the Lord, the Lord Himself, 1873;
what the internal sense of the Word is

in the Lord's prayer, lead us not into
temptation, 1875; the book of Jonah
is historical, 1188(2); also Is. xxxvii.,

37, 38, 1188(3); true historical began
Gen. xii., 1401, 1403-4, 1408, 1783; the
angels do not comprehend even one ex-
pression, still less names in the Word,
tut the internal sense, 64, 65, 1434;
names do not penetrate into heaven, spirits

by their speech cannot pronounce one ex-
pression, 1876; all things in the Word are
representative and significative, 1408,

1409, 16 19; in like manner too the his-

toricals of the Word, 1540, 1659, 1709,

1783; the representatives of the Jewish
Church ar.1 of t ie Word arose from the
significatives of the Most Ancient Church,
920(4), 1756(3); the most ancient style

consisted in describing things historically

under types, 66, 605, 1756(2); there are
four different styles in the Word, 66. 1139;
the Most Ancient style was composed
history, to Eber, names not persons but
rep. churches; from Noah to Eber, rep.

churches, they were also nauons having
such worship, 1140. To look at heaven
is from external tilings to see internal, also

from the literal sense to see those things
which are of the internal sense, 1807.
In the prophetic Word the cel. and the
spir- are expressed distinctly, hence there

are as it were repetitions, 683, 707, 793,
801(2); the repetition sig. also that some-
thing else is treated of, 734; the Word is

spoken according to appearances, 589,
926, 1874, 1876; fallacies and appearances
in the Word are adapted by the Lord that
they may be as truths, 1832(2); it is not
hurtful although man be in fallacies from
the literal sense of the Word, 735; it is

not hurtful if any one simply believes

the Word, but it is hurtful if any one con-
firms false principles from the Word,
589; those who reject the interior things
of the Word, who place merit in works,

1774, 1S77; conspiracy by those who
reject the interior things of the Word,
that they are deprived of rationality and
dispersed, 1879; those who have despised
the Word and have derided, blasphemed,
and profaned it, 1878. What danger
arises from the profanation of the Word,
571, 582; it was necessary that some
revelation should be made, conjoining
heaven and earth, and because man was
bom for heavenly things, 1775; I have
discoursed with those who are distin-

guished in the Word, n 14; words being
one sig. one doctrine in particular, 1288;
Preface Gen. xvi. (4), contains many ref-

erences to internal sense; a word sig. all

doctrine concerning charity and faith,

1288(2); words in the Hebrew language
also sig. things, 1785; the Word is some-
thing else in the internal sense, because
it is sent down from the Lord through
heaven, and because it has a tendency to

unite heaven and earth, 2310(2), 2495;
the internal sense is for spirits and angels,

because their ideas are also spir., examples,

2333(4); several things, which are in the
internal sense of the Word, fall only into
angelic apprehension, because then they
fall into those things which are of the light

of heaven, not into those which are of the
light of the world, 2618, 2719, 2629; the
sense of the letter does not reach to the
angels, but the internal sense is for them,
1929, 2015; the Word in the heavens is

different from what it is with men, they

have the internal sense of the Word, 1887;
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the internal sense of the Word is for the
angels, they esteem those things of the
Word to be precious, which appear to

man to be trifling, 254o(2)~4i, 2545, 2551
(2), 2574(2); the cel. angels, from affec-

tions in the Word, form to themselves
lights of ideas; the spir. angels do the
same from the significations of tilings,

2157, 2275; there is an internal sense, its

quality, 1984, 2135, 2395(2), 2495; how
copious the internal sense of the Word is,

1965; the internal sense of the Word is

sometimes more universal, hence more
remote, 2004; how pure the Word is in
the internal sense, although it does not
so appear in the external sense, 2362,

2395(2); the historical Word has also an
internal sense, likewise the prophetical,

2310, 2333(4); the sense of the letter

simply furnishes objective forms, as is

done by human words, as basis of internal

sense, 2069; the ideas of angels are puri-

fied and perfected by reading of Word by
man, 2249(4); the Word is distinct from
all other writing, 2311; the literal sense,

especially the historical, is only an object
serving for angelic ideas, 2143; the pro-

phetical parts of the Word, in very many
passages, would be of no use unless there
were in them an internal sense, 2607-8;
the arcana of the internal sense are less

evident in the historical parts than in the

prophetical, 2176; deep arcana lie con-
cealed in the Word, nor do they appear in

the letter, 2161(2); every expression is

Divinely inspired and contains things

relating to eternal life, 1886; the Word
in the letter is a cloud, in the internal

sense glory, Preface to Gen. xviii. Names
in the Word sig. things, 1888; the ancient
wise ones were delighted with the Word,
as containing representatives, 2592-3;
how at this day they explain the inspira-

tion of the Word as to every iota, and how
they explain its historical parts, 1886.
In the Word there are things inexplicable,

1055- The historicals of the Word are
representative, and all of the words sig-

nificative, 2607; the precepts of life in the

Word are of use in each sense, both the

internal and the external, 2609; the pre-

cepts of the Decalogue are perceived by
the angels otherwise than by men, where-
fore they were promulgated with a miracle,

2609: the representatives which arc in the

Word and in rituals, derive their origin

from those seen in the spir. world, 2179
(2); in the Word there are often two ex-

pressions, the one involving what is gen-
eral, the other something determinate in

that general, 2212; in every single ex-
pression of the Word there is a marriage
of good and truth, 2712(3); all expres-

sions in the Word are so predicated of

their respective goods and truths, that

merely from a knowledge of the predica-

tion of such expressions, it may be known

what subject in general is treated of, 2712
(4) ; sometimes there is a kind of inter-

change in place of truth is found evil, and
falsity in place of good, 2240(7); in the
sense of the letter there are sometimes
two or three expressed when one is meant
in tlie internal sense, where the Lord is

treated of, 2663; the Word is according
to appearances, and why, 2242(3), 2520
(5) ; the Word is clothed with appearances
from the human, whence also is doctrine,

2719-20; the doctrines of the Word are
not understood, unless they be rationally

expounded, 2553. See Doctrine. The
Word of the Old Testament was written
mosUy in accommodation to the people
who then lived, 2520(5); still the Lord
disclosed the interiors of the Word in many
places, but only for the wise, 2520(6);
in the internal sense of the Word the
Lord's whole life is described, as it was
to be in the world, even as to perceptions
and thoughts, why, 2523; the Word of

the Old Testament is called the law and
the prophets, also Moses and the pro-

phets, the prophetic parts also called

Elias, 2606. The Lord taught to the
apprehension of the people, but thought
from a celestial spir. ground, hence the
internal sense, 2533; why the interior

things of the Word were not discovered
to the Jews, 2520(5); the internal sense
describes all the life of the Lord, that all

things might be present to the angels,

2523; why so much is said in the internal

sense concerning the unition of the Divine
Essence of the Lord with His Human
Essence, concerning perception and
thought, 2249; the Lord is the Word, or
doctrine, 2533(3). 3364, 3393; the Law
and the Prophets, or Moses and the
Prophets, sig. the historical and prophet-
ical books, 2606; the Ancient Church had
also historical and prophetical books,
which were to them the Word, cited from
Moses, 2686; they who are unacquainted
with the internal sense of the Word, give
wrong explications of the Lord's words
to Peter concerning the keys of the king-

dom of the heavens, Preface to Gen. xxii.

The white horse in the Apocalypse sig.

the internal sense of the Word, and He
that sitteth on him, the Lord who is the

Word, 2760. Many things in the Word
originate in representatives in the other

life, and in correspondences, 2763; what
is meant by the Word being with God, as

in John i. 1, 2803(3); the Lord's rising

on the third day, sig. the internal sense of

the Word, which had perished, will be
raised up in the consummation of the age,

2813(3); the Lord is doctrine itself, be-

cause He is the Word, and that the Word
treats of Him and of His kingdom, 2859J
the Word, spoken of in John i. 1-14,

which was with God, and God was the

Word, sig. the Lord as to the Divine Hu-
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man, thus as to truth, consequently all

revelation, and tlie Word itself, 2804; the

Word has been in every period of time,

289s; the Word, in the Most Ancient
Church, was from revelation, and in-

scribed on hearts, 2896; representatives

and significatives with the men of the

Most Ancient Church, 2896. Enoch sig.

those who collected representatives and
the significatives from tiiem, 2896; the

Word in the Ancient Church was from
thence, 2897; the necessity of accommoda-
ting truth to man's comprehension, 2553-
4; the internal sense perfects the ideas

of angels, 2574(3); rational things con-
firming the doctrine that the Word has an
internal sense, 2588(6). The Ancient
Church had a written Word, which is

now lost, it consisted of histories which
were called the Wars of Jehovah, and
of prophecies which were called Parables,

cited by Moses, 2897; that Word was
Divine, similar to the Word written by
the prophets, 2897. Divine propheticals

were also with others, which treated in

the Divine sense concerning the Lord,
the prophecy of Balaam, 2898; the Word
by Moses and the prophets was written

by representatives and significatives, it

could not be written in any other style, so

as to have an internal sense, by which
there might be communication of heaven
with earth, 2890; the Lord spake by rep-

resentatives and significatives, because
from the Divine Itself, 2900; there are

many things in the sense of the letter,

which are one in the internal sense, as

Jehovah and the Lord, 3035; in the in-

ternal sense are contained things winch
exceed comprehension, 3085-6; the

internal sense appears in the light of

heaven, not so in the light of the world,

3086(2). The Word is a fountain whose
waters are living, 3424(2); of those who
dispute about the Word denying its in-

ternal sense, 3425; examples showing
the nature of the internal sense, 3425(2);
and the causes why the internal sense is

denied, 3427-9; of the literal sense, it is

threefold, historical, prophetical, and
doctrinal, 3432; of the Word in the Most
Ancient Church, not written, 3432(2);
the Ancient Word, written, 3432(2); the

Israelitish Word, 3432(2); the successive

states of the Churches as to the Word
described in Gen. xxvi., 3432(3); the
literal sense is in shade in respect to the
interna! sense, 3438; the Divine is also in

the literal sense of the Word, 3439; the
Divine Itself is in the supreme sense; the
Divine is in the internal sense, also in the
literal sense, 3430; on the agreement of

the internal sense of the Word with doc-
trine from the literal sense, 3451-2, 3454.
If the Lord had not written the Word as

it is, it would not have been received by
men nor understood by angels, 3652(5);

the Word is closed when understood only
as to sense of the letter, more closed when
doctrinals favor lusts, 3769; the Word is

a medium uniting man with the Lord,
without it heaven would remove from
man, 4217(3); the different senses of the
Word from the Lord to man, of the in-

ternal historical sense, 4279(2.3); two
classes of those who read the Word, one
seeking instruction in truth, the other to
confirm their own dogma, 4368(2); the
internal sense differs exceedingly from
the sense of the letter, hence it is that
names sig. things in the Word; other
writers in like manner learnt from the
ancients by names to sig. things, 4442(2);
in heaven they perceived the Word spiri-

tually, 4480; if the man of the Most
Ancient Church had read the Word, he
would have seen the internal and cel.

sense in clearness, otherwise than tlie man
of the Ancient Church, 4493(4); in the
internal sense of the Word things follow
in a manner predicable of their subject,

4502; the things which the Lord spake
in parables are such as to fill the universal
heaven, 4637; they who are in any heresy
interpret the Word from the sense of the
letter in their own favor illustrated by
the case of those who are in faith separate,

4783; the Lord spake by representatives
and significatives, and He thus spake at
the same time before the world and before
heaven, 4807; why most of the expres-
sions in the Word have an opposite sense,

4816; the internal sense of the Word in
the literal sense is as the soul in the body,
48s7(3); the Jews altogether reject the
internal sense of the Word, 4868; what
is mystical in the Word is nothing else

but what is spiritual and celestial, thus
what treats of the Lord, of His kingdom,
and of the church, 4923(2); in the mere
historicals of the Word there is not the
Divine, but within in them, 4989(2); love
towards the Lord, and reverence from an
interior principle, is testified by charity
towards the neighbor, 5066, 5067; the
reason why words sig. things in the origi-

nal tongue, is, because Word sig. truth,

and whatever exists, exists by truth, and
becomes a thing, 5075; by the Word man
has communication with heaven that
Divine truth from heaven may affect

him by influx, 5247(6); the idea of person
is turned into the idea of thing in tire

internal sense, 5287; in the internal sense
of the Word no respect is had to time, nor
space, nor person, 5253; Word, in the
original tongue, sig. thing and what is

real, S272; it is Divine truth from which
comes everything real; what is meant by
all things being made by the Word, 5272
(2); the truths of the church are pro-
cured by doctrinals and by the Word,
when by doctrinals, a man believes what
others have concluded, when, by the
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Word, he can believe that they are truths

from the Divine, 5402(2); they who are
in the affection of trutu do not remain in

doctrinals, but examine the Word whether
they be true, 5432(5"); the man who is in

good thinks spiritually, thus according to

the internal sense, although he is ignorant
of it, 5614(2). The natural sense with
men is transmuted instantly into the spiri-

tual sense with the angels, and this sud-
denly, because it is correspondence, 5648
(2); they who are in no affection of truth

for the sake of truth, nauseate the in-

teriors of the Word, 5702; they who de-
spise the Word, have reference to the
vitiated parts of the blood, 5719; cloud
sig. the literal or external sense of the
Word, and glory the spir. or internal sense,

5922(6). Moses sig. the law, and the
historical Word, 5922(5); the Word ought
to be searched that it may be known
whether doctrinals are true, 6047(3), see

Faith. Jacob spake on account of the

internal sense from the prophetic spirit,

6306(7); there is an internal sense of the

Word, evident from the prophecies of

Israel concerning his sons, in that nothing
befell them which was said, 6333, 6361,

6415, 6438, 6444; there is a cel. marriage
in each of the things of the Word. See
Marriage. The internal sense in the
external is glory in a cloud, 6343(4); the

church was in the land of Canaan from
the most ancient times, and was there

continued, because all things therein were
representative, and thus the Word was
written, in which all and single things

were representatives and significative?,

6516(2); the internal sense does not ap-
pear in the historicals, the reason, 6597;
the internal sense has been dictated to

me from heaven, 6597. Innumerable
things are in the Lord's prayer, contained
in each of the expressions, from experience,

6619; innumerable things are in every-
thing of the Word, from experience, 6617,
6620; in the inmost sense are things ab-
stracted, as that people sig. truths, and
so forth; the reason is, because abstract

tlungs do not limit ideas, 6653; the inter-

nal of the Word flows in with those who
account the Word to be holy, whilst they

are ignorant of it, 6789(2); the literal

sense of the Word is according to appear-
ances, 6839; the angels understand the

historicals of the Word spiritually, 6884;
the spir. things of the Word cannot other-

wise be presented to view than by natural

things, 6943; in the internal sense of the

Word are described all the states of the

Lord's glorification, 7014; the internal

sense or the Word in heaven, its differ-

ence from the Word on earth shown
bv four precepts of the Decalogue ex-

plained, 7089; the things which are of

the internal sense of the Word, appear to

man as scattered, and of little moment.

but they are essential and in most beauti-
ful coherence, ttius they are seen by '.he

angels in the light of heaven, 7153; the
Word is accommodated to angels and to
men, 7381, 8920; the Lord says, that the
scripture is fulfilled in H.m, this involves
those things which are in the internal sense,

illustrated by passages cited, 7933(2);
not a single jot can be taken away from
the Word without an interruption of the
series of the subject in the internal sense,

7933(3)', the statutes and laws concerning
the passover are not known without the
internal sense, but why all such things
were ordained, is comprehended from
that sense, 8020; there are expressions in
the Word which are predicated of truth,

and which are predicated of good, also

of both together, 8314(2); two expressions
of one thing in the Word are adopted on
account of the heavenly marriage, 8339
(2); in some passages there is no sense
unless it be the internal, 8398(2); there
are six degrees of Divine truth in the Word,
what they are, 8443; the Word is written
by mere correspondences, and on this

account has Divine power, 8615(3); with-
out the internal sense it is not known why
the Holy Supper was instituted, and what
is meant there by flesh, body, bread, wine,
8682(2). A word sig. a thing which be-
falls, 8693; there is illustration and per-
ception to those who are in good, and
thence in the affection of truth, when they
read the Word, 8694(2); what is meant by
illustration and consequent perception,

8694(3). A word too weighty sig. what
is not possible, 8700; the Word is written
as to the sense of the letter, in a form
most natural, if otherwise, it would not be
apprehended, 8783; the learned are
greatly mistaken, who believe that they
would receive the Word if it were other-
wise written, and if heavenly things were
exposed naked, 8783; truth Divine is

called the Word, the Word is the Lord,
8861; all things in the Word are accom-
modated to those who are in the heavens,
and to those who are in the earths, and
that this is true of the precepts of 'lie

Decalogue, 8862; the historicals of crea-

tion in the first chapters of Genesis are
historicals so made, illustrated by various
particulars therein, 8891(2); in the pre-
cepts of the Decalogue there is an internal

sense, 8899; smoke sig. the literal sense
of the Word, 8916; truth Divine is alto-

gether in another form in the heavens
from what it has in the earths, and also

is in various forms in the heavens, 8020
(2); unless Divine truth were expressed
naturally such as it is in the letter it would
not be received, 8920(4); the Word is

thick darkness to those who are of the

spir. church, especially to the Jews, 8028;
the Lord spake by & living voice from
Mount Sinai, the reason was, because it
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was the beginning of the revelation of

tne Word, 8931(3); those things whicn
are from man's o«vn proper intelligence,

have no life in tnem, but those things

which are from the Word have life, 8041

(2), 8944; tne Word is as a Divine Man,
tne literal sense of the Word is as body,
and the internal as soul; the former lives

by the latter, 8943; by the light of nature,

thus by natural tneology, notiing is known
concerning Goi, and concerning heaven,

but all tnings from revelation, 8944; in

the sense of the letter are many things

which seem not Divine, when yet from
the internal sense tney are Divine, as

civil laws and otner things, 8971; the

Word in the internal sense is in a beautiful

series, although in the literal sense the

things treated of seem disconnected, 9022;
the Word, in the literal sense, is altogether

dissimilar, and as it were contradictory,

to tne internal sense, 9025; the difference

between those who teach and learn from
the literal sense of the Word, and those

who do so from the doctrine of the church
from the Word; the latter comprehend
internal things, but the former only ex-

ternal things, 9025(3); the things which
are of faith from the literal sense of the

Word ought not to be extinguished, unless
after full instruction, 9039; the Lord
spake from the Divine, thus such things

as contain in them an internal sense, 9048
(7), 9063; the things which the Lord spake
have in them an internal sense, because
He spake from the Divine, 9086(2); all

things of the Word have in them an in-

ternal sense, this is inspiration, 9094(4);
the Word is inspired as to every tittle,

9198(8); the laws called judgments pre-

scribed to the Jews in the Old Testament
are not binding on Christians, still they
are holy from the internal sense, 92 11;

those laws which are abrogated at this

day, those which may be observed if we
are so disposed, and those still in force,

enumerated, 9349; by the Word there is

a connection of heaven with the world;
without the Word the human race would
perish, 9212(8), 9216(3); they who in

heart deny the Word, blaspheme it, 9222;
laws were enacted respecting things which
rarely came to pass; still they were most
worthy on account of the internal sense,

9259. By means of the Word alone there
is a connection of heaven with man, 9280
(2), 9817; the mystic arcana which di-

viners have vainly labored to discover in

the Word lie concealed in the spiritual

sense, 9280(3); no one at this day knows
where the Divine in the Word is, when
yet it is in its spir. sense, 9280(3); the
Word in the letter is not annihilated but
confirmed by the internal sense; as to

every tittle and jot it is holy and Divine,

$349; the laws, judgments, and statutes;

some are altogether to be done; some are

of use, if a person be so disposed; some
are abrogated, winch, see citations,

9349; nevertheless they are equally holy,

or are equally the Divine Word, 9349(4).
fue Lord was willing to be born in this

our earth, and not in anotaer, which was
done for the sake of tne Word, 9350-62;
tlie principal reason was on account of the
Word, 9352; tne Word in our earth could
be written, 9353; the Word could then
be published tnrough the whole earth,

9354; being once written it could be pre-
served to the most remote posterity, 9355;
tuus it could be manifested to all in the
other life, that God was made Man, 9356;
the Word is the means of union of heaven
and the world, and in its supreme sense
treats of the Lord, 9357; in other earths
Divine truth is revealed orally through
spirits and angels, 9358; the Lord was
willing to be born on this earth, that He
might be made the Word even in the ex-
ternal sense, 9360; the Word is Divine
in the internal and external senses, 9370;
there is no conjunction of the Lord with
what is external without what is internal,

9380. Illustration from the Word. See
Illustration and Doctrine. Judg-
ments and words sig. truths of the spir.

state, and truths of the natural state, 9383.
The Word is called a covenant, so the
tables and the ark where the law was, and
the Word of the new covenant, 9396;
how much the external and internal sense
of the Word differ, 9396(3); in the sense
of the letter of the Word there is a spir.

sense, in this a cel. one, and thus the Di-
vine Itself, 9407; the doctrine of charity

and faith is the internal of the Word, the
sense of the letter is its external, 9409(3);
what the internal holy of the Word is, and
the external holy which Moses and Joshua
represented, 9419(2); the Word in the
letter is the support and foundation in

which interior things close, and on which
they stand, 9430(2), 9433(3); the Word
is the doctrine of good, inasmuch as it is

the doctrine of love to the Lord and of love
towards the neighbor, 9780; the things
contained in the first chapters of Genesis
are composed history illustrated by the
books of that time, 9942(4); the Word of

the Ancient Church quoted by Moses,
9942(5). Word sig. discourse thought of

the mind, thus everything which really ex-
ists and which is anything, 9987. Word
sig. Divine truth; the Lord as to Divine
truth, 9987(3); all truth from the Divine is

called the Word, 9987(4). Let all beware
lest they do injury to the Word, for to do
injury to the Word is to injure the Divine
Itself, 9430(2). The Word was repre-

sented by Elijah and John the Baptist,

9828(6). All things of the Word are rep-
resentative, 10033(9). The Word is as it

were heaven in ultimates, illustrated

from representatives in the other life.
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10126; in what manner the internal sense

is understood in Heaven from tne external

sense, tnat it is done instantaneously,

witnout a knowledge of what is in the
natural sense, 10215; the external sense
of tne Word is holy from the internal, not
without it, 10276(6); tne Word serves the

heavens for a basis and foundation, 101 26,

the Lord speais at tnis day Dy tne Word
with men, 10290; doctrine concerning
the Word, 10318-10325; man kno»vs
nothing concerning God, eternal life,

love and faitn, except by revelation, 10318;

the evils of the love of self and of tie world
induce ignorance, such ignorance pre-

vails with men, although they have revela-

tion, 103 19; on this account God pro-

vided for the human race by giving tiiem

the Word, 10320; the Word is Divine in

the whole and every part, 1032 1; since

it is Divine, it is for angels and men, and
on this account has a spir. sense, and a
natural one, 10322; none comprehend
the Word but such as are enlightened,

10323; the Word in the letter is appre-
hended only by means of doctrine drawn
from the Word by one enlightened,

10324; the books of the Word, which have
an internal sense enumerated, 1032?;
conjunction of the Lord with man is

effected by the Word, references, 1037s.
Concerning various kinds of revelations

in four successive churches, and in the

fourth or Christian, by the Word, 10355,
3432(2). See Church and Doctrine.
To worship the external things of the
Word and of the church separate from
internal things is idolatrous, 10399. 7"ne
cause of heresies, that man is in things

external without things internal, and
thinks of himself and of the world whilst

he is reading the Word, 10100(2). Doc-
trine from tne Word must be a lamp, the
internal sense teaches that very doctrine,

10400(3); the internal man is actually in

the internal sense of the Word, but he
cannot be enlightened except according to

the knowledges in which he is when his

internal is open, 10400, 10402(6); the

quality of the Word in the external

sense, if it be not understood also as to

the internal sense, 10402(3); the sense of

the Word is not that of the letter, 10402

(4); every iota is Divine; when the spiri-

tual tilings are understood, then it be-

comes Divine, 10116(4); the appearance
of evil therein, 1043 1; if written with a
better nation the letter would have been
different, 10436(2), 10453(3), 10632. The
sense of the letter without doctrine from
the Word leads into errors, 10^31; it is a
plane into which interior things close,

an I on which they rest, 10436(2); by the

Word there is conjunction of the Lord
with man, and of heaven with the world;

unless the Word was, the human race

would perish, 10452(3); the external

sense of the Word was changed on account
of tne IsraehUsh nation, which is treated
of throughout, the law is called Moses,
10453, 10461; the internal sense still re-
mained tne same, 10453(2), 10461. The
Word is compared with man, its ultimates
with the skin and bones, the internal sense
with tlie interior organs, 10441(2). Though
it appears rude and simple in the letter

its wisdom is supereminent, 10452(2).
The external of the Word with the lsrael-
ifish nation was not understood as the
Word is in itself, 10548; that nation was
not in the external of the Word, the church,
and of worship, but out of it, 10548-9;
the Word could be written only in the
land of Canaan because all things there
were representative, 10559(3); in the
Word nothing is said in vain not even the
slightest expression, 10574(8); its three
senses, 10614(2); that the Word is so
wonderful cannot be seen by those who
do not know correspondences, or anything
of spiritual thought, 10634(3); there is

nothing more wonderful than the Word,
10634(3); the holy influence from the
Word is effected by correspondences even
when people do not know them, 10635.
The internal of the Word is also the in-

ternal of the church and the internal of

worship, 10460. All instruction con-
cerning tlie truths and goods of the church
and of worship is effected by the exter-

nal of the Word, but by those who are

enlightened, 10548; they receive influx

and enlightenment in reading the Word,
who love truth for the sake cf life, thus
for the sake of truth, and not they who
love it for the sake of themselves and the

world, 1054S-50; in the Word truths and
goods are conjoined, 10554; the sense of

the letter of the Word was changed on
account of the Israelitish nation, illus-

trated by examples, 10603; still the in-

ternal things of the Word are Divine,

10604; the quality of the external and
internal sense of tlie Word, the quality in

heaven, described by ideas of thought
interior and exterior, 10604(2), 10614(2);
in the external sense of tlie Word is the

internal, and also the inmost, 10614(2),

10627. The most ancient people had
immediate revelation, the ancients by
representatives; afterwards by the Word,
10632; in all things of the Word there is

conjunction of the Lord with man by
correspondences, hence it is more wonder-
ful than any other writing, 10632-0; the

Word is Divine in such things as are abro-

gated, 10637; in the Word they see truths

who are led by the Lord, but not they who
are led by themselves, 10638(3); he can-

not be enlightened by the Word, who
appropriates to himself a doctrinal tenet

which defends evil, 10640(2); to those

who are enlightened by the Word the Lord
gives to understand truth, and not to be-
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lieve things contradictory, exemplified by
the passion of the cross, 10650(2). Every
good communicated to man from the

Lord is by truth, thus by the Word, 1066 1;

the Word is written by pure correspond-

ences, and on that account by it is effected

the conjunction of heaven with man,
10537; ten words sig. all Divine truths,

io638; the light of truth in the external

is for those who are in the internal, 10691,

10694; they who are in the external with-

out the internal cannot endure things

internal, 10694. The internal of the Word,
of the church, and of worship, the external

in which is the internal, and the external

without the internal, explained, 10683;
the reason why the Word effects conjunc-

tion with heaven is that it is written by
correspondences, 10687; how the internal

of the Word appears in the external and
affects the external, 10691; the church
is where the Lord is acknowledged and
where the Word is, 10761; there must be
doctrine from the Word, for without doc-

trine the Word is not understood, 10763.
Wosk. The work of the ringers of God

sig. the regenerate, 63; the cel. man is

called the work of God, 88. Works of

faith without charity are dead, 348; the

quality of those who place merit in works,

1774; good works are evil works unless

the things of the love of self and of the

world are removed; they are good when
those things are removed, 3147; in order

to be good works they ought to correspond
to the good of faith, they are compara-
tively as the face to the will, 393.1(2);

works are often mentioned in the Word,
3934(4); because in works is the will of

man, 3934(7); he who is about to be re-

generated begins from works, but he who
is regenerated closes in works, 3934(8);
truth does not become the truth of intelli-

gence until it is in the will and passes into

act, 4884(2). The works commanded by
the Lord and their correspondence, 4954-
9; work is use, 5148; works are goods,
604S; works are offices and uses, 6073;
charity shows itself in works, works con-
tain in them all things of charity and of

faith, 6073; works done from the affec-

tion of the love of self are as burdens,
which poorer asses carry, 6390; works
are of greatest necessity being good and
truth in outward form, their quality is

according to the good and truth in them,
6406; works are predicated of good, pre-

paring the hands of truth, 8330; what is

meant by wisdom, intelligence, knowledge,
work, in the genuine sense, they follow in

order with the good, and are one in the
other, they are all in works, 1033 1; works
include and conclude the interiors of man,
and the whole man is in them, such as
he is as to love and faith, and to be
judged according to works is to be judged
according to those interiors, 10331(7);

man's being judged according to his

works sig. according to the intentions
which are in his works, 8911; work sig.

faith in act, 8708; not to do any work on
the Sabbath sig. rest and peace thus
heaven, he is then free from all solicitude,

unrest, and anxiety, 8890; deeds and
works in the Word, according to which
man will be recompensed, are not meant
deeds and works in the external form,
but in the internal, since the evil do works
in the external form, but only the good in

the internal, 3934, 6073; works, like all

other acts, proceed from the interiors of

man, they have their esse and their quality
from the interiors of man, which are of

the thought and will, inasmuch as they
thence proceed, wherefore such as the
interiors are, such are the works, 3034(2),
8011, 10331; with respect to faith and love,

3934(3), 6073, 1033 1, 10333; works in-

clude those interiors, they are interiors in

effect, 10331; this is meant by being rec-
ompensed and judged according to works,

3147(7), 3934(7), 6073, 8011, 10331(7);
it is frequently said in the Word that man
shall be recompensed, and be judged
according to deeds or works, 3934(8);
works so far as they respect self and the
world, so far they are not good works, but
so far as they respect the neighbor, 3147
(7); the apostle Peter sig. faith, and John
works of charity. See Preface to Gen. xviii.

(2) . See also Peter, 10087(2). Inas-
much as John represented works of char-
ity, therefore he lay at the breast of Jesus,

3934(8), 10087(2); and therefore Jesus
said to Peter, who was indignant at John's
following Jesus, What is it to thee, Peter,

do thou follow Me, John xxi. 22, for Peter
said of John, Lord, what shall this man
do? 10087(3). Work is the effect of wis-
dom, intelligence, and knowledge, 10331
(3) . To work out or make sig. to proceed
from the will, 10332. Six days shall work
be done sig. the first state of regeneration,

10729; this is when he is led by truths to

good, 10729; the Sabbath rep. the second
state when he is in good and from good
sees and loves truths, 10729—32.
World and World of Spirits. Its

exterior and interior sphere, how filthy it

is at this day, described, 2121-4. See
Judgment. In the world of evil spirits

at this day the goods and truths of the
church are in a moment turned into evils

and falsities, 2123. The earths and the
worlds in the universe. See Earth. The
spirits from hell, when attendant on man,
are in the world of spirits and in this case
they are in man's thoughts and affections,

5S;2', the world of spirits is where the
spirits attendant on man are, where also
men first come after death, and where the
hells terminate above, and heaven be-
neath; it is an interstice between hell and
heaven, 5852, Worldly and corporeal
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cares disperse heavenly ideas, from ex-
perience, 6309; the internal man is formed
to the image of heaven and the external

to the image of the world, and that thus
man is a microcosm, 6057; and the things

of the internal and external man are
opened successively, how, references,

0270, 10156; with a sincere person the
internal man is formed to the image of

heaven, and the external to the image of

the world subordinate to heaven; but
with an insincere and unjust person
the internal man is formed to the image
of hell, and the external to the image of

heaven subordinate to hell, 9283(2); how
little wisdom concerning heaven he has
who is in inverted order, because the world
reigns in him; but heaven reigns with him
who is in direct order, 9278(4).
Worm. See Insect. The transforma-

tion of worms into chrysalises and flying

things, is representative of marriage love,

2758. See Butterfly. There is a rep-

resentation of the I.ord's kingdom in

worms which become butterflies, 3000.

A worm sig. falsity from evil, also infernal

torment, 8481. Worms are produced
from what is filthy and putrid, they sig.

falsity of evil, 8481; worms sig. evils in

the outermost parts of man, 9331(7).
Wormwood sig. evils, 1488(2).
Worship (cullus). See also Church,

External and Internal. The worship
of the Most Ancient Church was internal,

that of the Ancient Church was repre-

sentative, 920. External worship sepa-

rate from internal, cursed, why, 1094(3).
External and internal worship, 1083",

the quality of the man of the internal

church, and of the external, 1096, 1008,

1 100, 1 102; internal things vivify wor-
ship, 1 175; they who are in external wor-
ship have an internal in it if thev have
charity, 1150-1, 1153. Evils and falsities

of worship rep. by various cities, 1192.

Man is in worship when in love and char-

ity, 1618. The church would be one if

all had charity, although they differ as

to external worship, and as to doctrinals,

809, 1285, 1316, 1798, 1799(4). 1834(2),

1844. All the differences of worship in

any church rep. by the generations from
Noah, 1264; worship is a certain activity

from what is celestial, 1561. From wor-

ship it is known what is the quality of the

ends regarded, 157 1; external worship
without internal, is no worship, 1004,

1850, 2373; worship is rendered external

lest what is internal should be profaned,

i327(3)-8, 1366; there ought to be ex-

ternal worship. 1618; what it is to make
internal worship external, 11 75; worship
devised from reasonings in which there is

nothing spiritual or celestial, 1105; wor-
ship merely external prevails with those

who do not believe in eternal life, 1200;

the external worship is the more profane

as the interiors are profane, 1182. Babel
sig. worship in which is self-love, thus
what is profane, 1326. Worship in its de-
cline until it became idolatrous rep. by
descendants of Eber, 1345-75. All Divine
worship ought to be from freedom, 1947.
Worship sig. conjunction by love and
charity, this is internal worship, external
worship also necessary, its uses described,
16 18; the necessity shown of having some
idea of the Divine Human in acknowl-
edgment and adoration, 4733. Worship
is for the sake of purification, 6730. Wor-
ship is predicated of good, sacrifice of
truth, 10424; worship from faith and
worship from love described, 10645. The
laws concerning the Sabbath and worship
sig. laws relating to regeneration and the
Lord's glorification, 10726-33. In all

worship there must be humiliation, 2327
(2). The holy of worship is according to
the quantity and quality of the truth of
faith implanted in charity, 2190. Why
evil men have external worship, 2373;
origin of representative worship, and of

idolatry, 27.22(5,6); the Jews could be
kept in an external holy of worship with-
out an internal holy, 4293(3); worship
from good is truly worship, but that from
truth without good is external worship,

7724; the worship of life should be in oral

worship, 7884; the chief feature of the
worship of the Ancient Church was wor-
shipping God under a human form, thus
the Lord, 9103(3); when they turned aside

from good to evil they worshipped the
representatives, whence came idolatry,

9193(3); worship is from the interiors of

the knowledges of the church, which are
doctrinals. 9922(2); the true worship and
true love of the Lord is to do His precepts,

10143(5), 10153; the worship which is

p'easing is from the Lord with man, but
not from man, 10203; worship is either

from spir. or from cel. good, 10242; the
quality of Divine worship from the spiri-

tual, and from the celestial, 10205; the

all of worship, which is truly worship,

is from the Lord and not from man, 10208-

p; worship applied to the loves of man is

infernal, and it ought to be applied

to heavenly loves, 10307-9; to imitate

affections as if they were celestial in wor-
ship is infernal, 10309. The worship of

the Israelites was merely external, 10396

(5); it is then diabolical, 10411; if man
be worshipped instead of God, infernal

spirits are worshipped, 10642(2); the Lord
wills worship and glory from man for the

sake of man's salvation, and this is

His glory, 10646(3). Worship by rep-

resentatives, 10643. The goods and
truths from which is worship, 10725.

If it were not said in the Word that they

should adore the Father, though there is

no access to Him but through the Son, it

would not have been received, 2554(2);
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worship of the Lord from self, and wor-

ship from the heart, 5006-5071; worship
from good and from truth, 8935; truths

by which worship is effected must be
from the Word not from self-intelligence,

8941(2), 8943; worship truly Divine lias

its existence from those things which are

of the Word, not of self-intelligence, 8943;
who at tins day worships the Lord as the

Lord of heaven and earth, 9278(6);
worship from the heart distinguished
from worship from the mouth, 9393-9395;
worship is accepted so far as it is purified

from evils and falsities and truths and
goods are implanted, 10206. In all wor-
ship there must be the desire of truths

for good, 10300(4). The church is not

a church from external worship but from
internal, external worship is of the body,
interna! of the soul, 10436.
Wound. Wound sig. faith desolated,

431. Wound sig. injury of the affection

which is of love, 9056.
Wrath. See Anger.
Wrestle, To. Wrestling sig. in the

supreme sense, own power, in the internal

sense temptation in which is victory, in

the external sense resistance by the nat-

ural man, 3927-8; it sig. temptation as to

truth, 4274.
Write, To. In the spir. world also

there are writings, read by me, but not
understood, 6516; to write in a book sig.

for perpetual remembrance, 8620; to

write sig. to impress on the life, explained,

9386; to write sig. for remembrance ot

what is to be done, 10682. Why Word
was written on our earth, 9353; difference

between Word and other writing, 941 1;

to write sig. to teach, 9418; to write on
heart, to impart to will, 10336(3); writing
of God on the tables of stone, the internal

sense, 10453, 10376, 10604; writing of

God in book sig. what is in the internal,

10505.

Xxphoid Cartilage, inhabitants of

moon relate to, 9236, see Moon.

Year. See Day. Years do not sig.

years but states, 482; the seasons of the
year sig. kinds and qualities of states,487;

days and years sig. in general times and
states, 487, 488, 493; also an entire time,

a whole period whether longer or shorter,

2213; a year is an entire period of the
church from beginning to end, sig. period,

2906(2); also what is eternal, 2006(10);
years sig. times, why, 5202; vear sig. to
eternitv, 7828; lamb the son of a year sig.

a state full of good from truth. 7837; from
year to year sig. continually, 8070; three
years and six months, or 1260 days sig.

to the full, 9108(41; states in the other
life succeed each other like times of the
year in the world, 9213; once in a year
sig. perpetually, 10209.

Yesterday, to-day, or to-morrow, in

the supreme sense, sig. eternity, 3998;
from yesterday and from the day before
yesterday sig. a past state, or past time,

and when it is said of trie Lord, or of the

Divine, it sig. what is eternal, 69S3;
yesterday the day before yesterday sig.

a prior state, 7 114; also yesterday, also

to-day, sig. what is about to be as before,

7140. ... .

Yoke. The dominion of the Lord is

light, He leads through enjoyments and
delights, 905. To break the yoke from
off the neck sig. liberation from restraint

and interception, 3603; thus it means also

conjunction, 3603.
Young, Younger, of Lot's daughters,

falsified truths, and affection for them,

2465, 2467. See Elder. Younger sig.

inferior, 3296, 3494; here Rachel, affec-

tion for interior truth, 3843; here Ephraim,
truth in second place, 6270. Young
women, affection in which is charity,

3067; affections of charity, 3081(7).
Youth, Young Man. Young men sig.

maturing falsities, 2348(2); the former
rational, 2782; truths, 3185(5), 4335(2),

5037(3), 7108(8); affection of truth, 3081

(5) , 3183; those who are intelligent, 4682
(2), 7668(2); a young man cultivates the

rational, 5497; truth confirmed, 7668(2);
angels come to the flower of youth, 187,

553, 1854(2), 4676; the state of youth a
state of intelligence, 3701(6), 5126, 10225
(4). The state of the Lord then, 1401,

1616, 1661; in youth man is imbued with
knowledges, 1616(4); youth, affection of

good and truth, 3254; the state then, 3701
(6) , 5126(3), 5135(2), 5280(2-3), 5342(2).

5470, 5497, 6751, 6766(2), 6959(2), 9296
(2), 10225.

Zaphenath Paneah in the original

language sig. a revealer of hidden things

and an opener of things to come, in the

cel. sense sig. the Divine therein, because
revelation is of the Lord alone, 5331.

Zeal. See Anger. The zeal of the

evil is from self, 1321(2), 2689(4), 3413,

3416, 3830(3), 3895(2), 43M(5); distinc-

tion between anger and zeal, 2351(2),

2417(6), 3009, 4444; zeal for doctrine sig.

by rending garments, 2576(16). _
The

Lord's zeal for doctrine that it might not
be contaminated by anything rational and
of outward knowledge, 2543; on account
of reason and knowledge wishing to rise

up and enter, and thus have some share

in the doctrine of faith, which is Divine,

2*46; the Lord's horror, He reproved
Himself from zeal, 2548. Rachel jeal-

ous against her sister sig. indignation,

3006. Fury and anger when said of the

good are zeal, 3614(2). An?er differs

from zeal, in anger there is evil, in zeal

good, 4164, 4730(3). 8508(2). Indigna-

tion with the angels is of zeal in which
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there is nothing of evil, 3839(3); zeal with
the good trom a sort of hre, 5071, 5145
(5); which elevates good and trutn, 5356,
5489(2). Those in faitn alone preach
witn an ardor as of zeal for their doctrine,

6914(3), 8148(3.). Zeal of the evil to do
good works, 6481(2). Joshua iep. trutn
comoating from zeal; tnat toe trutn may
be maae combating it flows into such
angels as are m ardent zeal for truth and
good, who being excited by that zeal enter
into combat, 859s, 8598(2). A zealous
God sig. Divine truth of the Divine good,

887s; zeal sig. love and mercy, but in

opposite sense anger and vastation, 8075.
Zeal fully explained with quotations fiom
Word, 8875. Zeal is said of good, mighty
acts of truth, 8875. Evil done from im-
moderate zeal, the law concerning, 8002
(16). The zeal of Jehovah is love and
mercy which appears as anger to the
wicked, 9143. The Lord called jealous
(zealous) sig. if another is worshipped
Divine good and truth recede, 10646.
Zebaoth, see Host. Army.
Zl'joiim sig. falsities and evils arising

from lusts, 1212, 1663, 1666.
Zebulun was named from dwelling

together, in the s"preme sense he rep.

the Divine Itself of the Lord and His
Di vine Human, in the internal sense the
heavenly marriage, and in the external
sense marriage love. 3060, 3958-61.
Zebulun sig. the cohabitation of good and
truth, tho^e who conclude respecting
spir. truths from outward knowledges and
therebv confirm them, 6382-6; rep. mar-
riage love, 3952(3), 3969(2), 4502(13),
6021(3).
Zemarite sig. a species of idolatry,

1201-5.
Zerah in the original sig. a rising, rep.

good, 4930. see 4812, 4028.
Zercbbabel rep. the Lord about to

come to restore the spir. heaven and the

church, 9548(4).

Zidon sig. exterior knowledges of spir
things which are in place of faith, lyre
interior knowledges, 1201-2, 6386.

Ziim, IrM. Tne Ziim and iim are evils
and falsities, 8869(4). The people of
ziini sig. falsities, 9755(4). see 1326(3).
Zillah sig. the mother of the natural

things of that church, 405, 409, 421,
Zilpah, handmaid of Leah rep. ex-

ternal aftections, 3835; an affirmative
conjoining medium, 3931, 3933, 3537,
4609; sons of Zilpah, Gad and Asher,
things of external church which are sub-
servient, 4609, 6024(4).
Zion sig the cel. church, the cel. things

of faith, those in the good of love, 402,
415, 79S(3). 2039(5), 2909(4), 6435(5),
9055(3), 10037(2). Zion sig. the inn osts
of the church, 1585(2) 3084; the Lord's
cel. kingdom, 2830(5), 5313(12); its sig.

first began when David captured Zion,
2009(4). Ti e daughter of Z.on sig. the
cel. church from the affection of good, 2362
(3). 7729(6). 8313(3), 9055(3), 0930(7),
10037(2), 1585(2). Zion and Jerusalem
sig. the internal and external of the cel.

church, 6745(4). Jerusalem named with-
out Zion, the spir. church, 6745(4); the
good of love sig. by Zion, 7356(3), 8313
(3), 10037(2); daughter of Zion affection

of evil, the cel. church destroyed, 3103
(3) , 5044(10); the church in love to the

Lord, 9055(31; cel. good, 9433(2 ). 9809
(4) : the cel. kingdom, 9054(14).
Ztpporah wife of Voses sig. good

Divine, 8647; the representative church,

70.1.1-9, see, 6703, 6941.
Zoan sig. primary knowledges, 1482;

the princes of Zoan and Noph sig. truths

in the ultimate of order falsified, 5044(4, 6).

Zoar sig. the affection of good, in oppo-
site sense affection for evil, 1580; also

affection for truth, 2439, 2458-62, see,

1663, 2429. 2435.
Zuzim sig. persuasion of falsity, 1654.

They were similar to the Nephilirn, 1673.
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